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MONOGRAPH 
ON 

THE COTTON FABRICS OF ASSAM. 

In Assam, as in most other parts of India, cotton cloth is the chief material used 
by the people for their dress, their satchels, their bed sheets and their rugs. From 
time immemorial the inhabitants of this Province have spun cotton thread and woven 
cotton cloth. The homespun thread and home·made cloth are now giving way before 
'those imported fro~ the West, but as yet they have not been entirely driven out. The 
cloth now woven is nearly all ornamented in greater or less degree, very little is abso
lutely plain. The fabrics and the ornamentations they displRy vary widely over the 
Provinoe-the fabrics in texture, the ornamentations in design, and both in quality. 
One of the main causes of this wide variety is the immense mixture of tribes and races 
found within the Province. 

The cotton fabrics of Assam have thus a three-fold interest, commercial, artistio 
and ethnological. The soope of this monograph is, however, mainly industrial, and it is, 
therefore, only the commercial aspect .that j.s here dElvel,oped. 

The subject has been divided into four parts. The first deals with the cotton 
spinning and weaving industry, the manner in which this industry has been affeoted 
by imports from abroad, and the trade in the hom~mad.e fabrics; the second deals with 
the m!lterials used; the third with the prooess of manufaoture, and the fourth with 
the fabrics themselves. 

The information has been derived from several sources. F:Uwt and foremost come 
the reports received from each distriot and sub-division, seoondly, the Provincial 
Returns and other literature on the subject, and thirdly. personal observation. The 
rep'orts from the Brahmaputra Valley are generally exhaustive, and those from the 
Hills, while briefer, are full of interest, but those from the Surma Valley are, with some 
exceptions, meagre, owing to the insignificance of the industry in that valley. The' 
returns have been of great servioe for the first part of this work and artioles by differ
ent writers, most of which are published in the Journals of the Asiatio Society, have 
afforded muoh additional information concerning the cotton fabrics made and \\:orn 
by the Hill 'l'ribesmen of Assam. Personal enquiry has been, of necessity. somewhat 
limited. The only sub·divisions in which any such enquiry has been made are those of 
Golaghat and Goalpara; neither of these is greatly celebrated for its weaving, and 
while both exhibit peculiar varieties of the process of manufacture, the close inspection 
of these processes has been rendered practically impcssible by the timidity of the 
weavers, and by the limited time available for such enquiry. A colleotion of rotton 
fabrics, however, has been made, comprising specimens from nearly every distriot, and 
all these specimens and many others in the Indian Museum have been ·carefully 
examined and described at some length in the last part of this monograph. 

PART I. 
or the industry itself. the infiuenca of competition from abroad, and trade 

in the home-made fabrics. 
The total number of professional weavers in this Province censused in 1891 was 

218.950, of whom 109,842 were males and 104,108 females. 



The . following statements show the distribution of these persons, first, among the 
various weaving castes and, secondly, over the Province. 

TABLB No.1. 
M.I ... Female •. Tot.l. 

Chhipa (Hindu) • 80 5 81) 
Jolaha ( do. ). 109 88 192 

Do. (Mahomedau ) 1,106 883 1,988 
Jugi (Hindu) • 90,282 87,4640 177,746 
Kapali ( do. ). 662 470 1,122 
K'OIhta ( do. ). 7 7 14 
Mehra ( do. ). 48 23 71 
1'au ( do. ). 10,6&9 8,984 111,648 
Do. (Animistic) S18 160 463 
1'atar (HlDdu) • 428 S92 820 
1'atwa ( do. ). 401 818 7U 
8amosi ( do. ). 48 65 113 
Tauti ( do. ). 5,151) 5,247 n,002 
Tatwa ( do. ). 5 17 22 

TOTAL 1011,842 104,10!! 213,1150 

The Kapalis are almost exclusively confined to Sylbet and Goalpara, and all the 
other castes, except the Jolahas, Jugis and Ta~tis consist mainly of Immigrants from 
other provinces. This table does not include the Dhunias, a class of Mussa.1m.en, 
whose traditional occupation is cotton.cleaning. 

TABLS No.2. 
Male •• Femal ... Tolal. 

Surma Valley , ,- 57,908 64,667 112,475 
Brahmaputra Valley 51,868 49,528 101,386 
Hill Districts 71 18 89 

TOTAL 1011,842 10.J.,108 1113,950 

The above figures classify people according to their professional or rather tradi. 
tional occupation only. The Census Report gives statistics also regarding the present 
occupations of the people. The accompanying table shows the numbers of those con. 
nected,with the cotton industry in its different branches. 

TABLE No.3. 
Mal ... Females. Tot.l. 

Raw cottou dealers . . . .- 2,571 2,627 5,19~ 
Cottou spinners, sizera and yarn heaters • 11,407 10,979 13,386 
Cotton weavers and sellers 11,970 21,618 88,648 
Others 178 1" 311 

TOTAL 17,121 85,423 52,544 

Thus, 52,544. persons, or rather less than 1 per cent. of the total population of the 
Province, returned themselves as employed in the cotton industry. Of these, nearly 
half, "ill., 24,449, combined this occupation with agriculture, and more than two-thirds 
of the total number were women. The actual spinners and weavers numbered only 
47,029, '.e., only about 22 per cent. of the number of professional weavel'll in the Prov
ince. The distribution of these persons among the plains districts of tIle two valleys 
and the hill districts is shown in the accompanying table. 

Surma Valley '. 
Brahmaputra Val\ey 
Hill D'Btnots • 

TABLE No.4. 
Mal ... 

11,683 
2,176 

618 

Femalee. 
"19,580 
11,030 
2,042 

Total. 
81,268 
13,206 
2,560 

TOTAL 14,377 82,6r.2 47,029 

From this table it will be seen that, whereas in the Surma. Valley the number of 
women is less than double that of the men, in the Brahmaputra Valley and the Hill 
Districts it is approximately five times as great. Another striking point is that the 
total number of weavers and spinners in the Surma Valley is considerably more than 
double that in the Brahmaputra Valley, Whereas the total population of each valley i, 
nearly the same. The number of spinners and weavers in the hills is in about the 
lame proportion to the total population as in the Brahmaputra Valley. 



It might be thought that these)igures would thrbw some light upon the extent 
and distribution of the indust:ry, but they do' not. The reason is not far to seek. 
Throughout the Brahmaputra. Valley weaving is not a. profession, nor is 'it, strictll 
speaking, an industry. It is carried on by women and girls alone, but by those of 
every family, rich or poor; high caste or low.* Weaving among the Assamese forms 
part of a girl's education and part of II: woman's ordinary household duties. The women 
of the family are expected to lnake thelli own clothes and those of the men as well In 
former days they certainly did so, but now a. change is coming over the country. Co~ 
ton fabrics imported from Europe and India can be 'Purchased ready-made for a moder
ate sum, and these, though less lasting, are much fi;ner in texture ~. those usually 
made by the Assamese. Accordingly, among the richer classes, the '\Vomen have given 
up weaving cloths for ordinary wear and confine themselv6l! to the production of fine 
oloths delicately and tastefully <:,rnamented with border~ and patterns o~ silk or gold 
or silver thread: ,The middle olasses, too, have now taken to wearing imported clothes 
and it is among them, at the present day, that weaving is at its lowest ebb. The poorer 
people, especially those living in the interior, still, to a large extent, ~ke their own 
clothing, as they cannot afford to purchase foreign goods, and in most cases, too, prefer 
their own productions: 

It must not be supposed, however, that the' art of weaving is looked upon with 
much less favour now-a-days, than in the past. Skill in the art is still held to be one 
of the highest attainments of a woman, and gains for thosll who can ",cquire it such com~ 
plimentary epithets as Kiptni and Ka,j'; in fact, almost all the' terms expressing ex
cellence of attainments in a woman have at their ,foundation this idea of skiU in 
spinning and weaving. When a proposal of marriage is made, the first question 
asked about the bride is whether she knows lJoakata, .. e., whether she is SKilled in 
spinning and weaving, and as a proof of he!-, skill the guardian is expected to produce 
some cloths of the girl's own handiwork. One,of the most usual. and mostacceptable 
of wedding gifts is a cunningly embroidered cloth woven Pond worked by the dor..or 
herself. 

It is not difficult to account for this high valUe' set upon weaving a, an occupation 
for women in Assam. Here there never was that marked di:vision of the people into 
castes or guilds that is so' characteristic ,of many parts of India. In days of old, it is 
true, there were a few professional weaving castes such as the Tantis and Mohamedan 
J olabas; but the J olahas have now almost entirely disappeared, and the other weaving 
castes have long since abandoned their professional occupation for trade pr agriculture. 
But even in the days of their prime these weaving castes did not supply the masses 
with their clothes. They were engaged rather in weaving the finer fabrics required 
by the Royal Family and others of high estate. These Royal Weavers received III 
grant of rent-free land and other favours in return for their services. They rarely, if 
ever, sold the products of thei» looms. Thus the masses were left dependent on them
selves alone for the supply of clothing for the family, and it waS upon the women that 
this important duty devolved. The women wove and weave for themselves. and for 
the men and children of the household. In some instances they weave also to oblige 
their neighbours, friends and masters, but they do not take their clothes to market. 
They can seldom be induced to weave for an oumder: If they do consent to weave III 
khania or lJorkapo,. in return for a few powas of cotton, they will dawdle over the work 
and wbile they could, if they chose, finish a cloth in e or 10 days, they will prolong 
the work for several months, and in the end try to' back out of the agreement, saying 
the ootton was not sufficient for the cloth and bringing forward every imaginable 
e:z:cuse for the delay. 

For, while weaving as an art, a household duty or a pastime is looked upon with 
high respeot, weavin'" as a means of livplihood is conSidered derogatory to almost 
every class, of people ('except in Mangaldai). It is only the Katonis, a low weaving 
class whose products are coarse and rough, and the bill tribesmen settled in the plains, 
who make oloths for sale and take them to tbe market. A few old Brahmin widows 
who have no relations to support them and no other means of livelihood are driven by 
dire necessity to sell the clothes they weave in order to eke out a bare subsistence, t but 
even they dispose of their goods as privately as possible. 

Such is the nature of the industry in Assam Proper, the districts of the Brahma. 
putra Valley. Among the hill tribesmen weaving occnpies much the same position. 
As the Deputy Commissioner of the Garo Hills remarks, weaving is hardly more of a 

• Th ... is .n _pti.o In th. _ of th. 'how (. p..w...i.nol .... y;ng -l of Sualhohi in Ih. Daft'Qng DioIrfct 
but tb.i. oumbon .... TO" ..... 11 and th.ir produ.li ..... f 110 unportanoe. In J •• bat, """ th .... are .. Ce. 'hom, hot, ';1' 
them. the mea. Mlp \he women in WM.ring Qui, iu '\h .... of .111l aDd not in th., ef COl_ eloth. 

t In Kamrup ~ .. nllug 01 .. b •• hboocl.1l W .... r Ie torn:ooI E., ... ht.U._. 



profession th:m cookin"'. Here. however, there is not the same feeling against earning 
an honest penny by th~ sale of ho~e-made cloths. Whatever surplus ~here is ~ the 
family is either disposed of to a neIghbour or some member of an ~dlacent trl~e!lr 
else taken to the nearest 'ltit and sold or bartered for the necessanes or lUXUlIes In 

demand. With the exception of the Hill lliris and possibly the Aka9, all the hill 
tribesmen are acqu'lintad with the art of weaving, though some are very backward in 
the art. Among them all it is the women who spin and weave, the men have no 
knowledge of the processes. 

In the Surma Valley the nature of the industry is entirely different. Weaving 
amon'" the plains-people of this Valley never was a household industry, but was con
fined ~nly to the Tantis and Ju..,CPjg (or Naths), profe;sional weaving castes. Among 
the Tantis men and boys only, and among the J ugis both men and women en~ged 
themselves in weaving, but among all other classes. except the hill tribesmen. the 
occupation was considered derogatory fur men and women alike. The finer 
clothes were woven by the 'fanti'! and the COar.!8r by the Jngi~. The nature of rhe 
industry is the same now as it always has been, but the industry itself has be
come almost extinct even among the profession.u weaving ca,tt'S, who have been 
driven to agriculture and other occupations now that their own has been rendered un
profitable by the infiux: of cheap imports from abroad. 

About the spinning industry there is little to be said. Those who do spin, spin for 
themselves; they are the weavers as well as the spinster.. The only exception to this 
h'lS been n'lted elsewhere. "',., the case of widows in the Surma Valley who used to 
supply the Ju!is with their thread in days gone by. At presen& spinning is an almost 
forgotten art, it lingers only among the Hill Tribes and in the most remote villages 
()f the plains, and even here imported thread is daily gaining ground, and now raw 
cotton ii practically only used where the thread requir<>d is ooar.er than any that can 
be oought. In Nowgong, however, raw cottun is still used to some e1:tent for the 
manufacture of 110'1' kapor and the course cloths woven by the Lalungs. It is a signid
cant fact that it is these very oloths from Nowgong which have been most succe!!lfol 
in holding their own against imports from abroad. 

Slight as it is, the importance of the cotton industry in Assam is, owing to its 
wider ran,,<>e, relatively greater than that of any other industry carried on by the 
natives of the Province; for Asasm is essentially an agricultural country and pecu
liarly devoid of industrial occupations. In Dhubri, however, the manufacture of 
gold and silver, brass and iron, is more important than weaving, and in the Surma 
Valley it is impossible to compare weaving in its present forlorn condition with any of 
the other local manufactures. Formerly, however, the spinning and weaving of cotton 
occupied the foremost place among the indigenous industries. 

No pm of Assam has.-yet felt the wave of indnstrial activity that iq passing over 
Indis. Nowhere have any spinning mills or power looms been established, • and no
where has any attempt been made to produce cotton fabrics on a large scale. There 
are hardly any native capitalists in Assam, and such as there are, are foreigners who 
prefer the s:lfer investments .of trade to embarking in any specularive industrisl 
enterpri.e. Government, too, have made nf) attempts to cre Ite a cotton industry of 
commercial import!lnce. In the jails, weaving has been carried on to some extent, 
but attempts to effect production on a lar"'e S03le h!lve re'Inlted in failure. A short 
de<cription of the cotton mmufacture!l of°the Assam Jails will be given hereafter. 
{ cf. Appendix I. ] 

Seeing that we:lving is no longer carried on as a profession, there is very little use 
in c!llcularing the average earnings a weaver can make. As a m"ltter of fact they are 
gene.r:'llr almost ."il • . The ~ubdivisional Officer of Sonam~n~e, however, reports that, 
~OllslaerlDg t~~ tlm~ taken 10 manufacture, welving of the cloth c"llleJ gilap does not, 
10 all ~robabllity, give a profit of more than six annas a day. But he says that it is 
T~ry dl~cult to ~y how mlloh is earned, owing to the work bein~ done only during 
leIsure time. It IS, therefore, almost certain that this estimate of six aonas a day is 
far too high. 

In Moolvie Bazaar it is reported that the time and labour spent in their manu
f~cture are ont of all comparison with the price of the cloth, but no fignres are 
2lv~n to show the amonnt of profit earned. B .. yond this there i. no information on 
WLICb to calculate the profits from cloth weaving in the Sllrma Valley at the preseot 



day. Yr. Ware Ed.,oar in his .. Report on the History and Statistios of 'he District of 
Caobar" for 1865-66 gives some interesting fi"crures. He says the raw materials for 
a piece of the 008J'S6 cloth made by the logis. Ii yard long and one yard wide, cost 
about one rupee, and the cloth sells for R2-4. It is'not said how long this cloth takes 
to make. The ManipurL ... however. are calculated by him to earn six annas a day; 
the calculation is as follows :- • 

Cast of makiog ooa Kb .... b 2i yds. x It yd. 
..... Raw cotton. ooe -" 

Dye, two seers • 
Ordiuary aoIe priIIe of diu.. 

. . 
• 10.0 ...... 
• .10 au ....... 

R .. 1'. 
1400 

S 0 0 

Pro6t .R IIi 0 

To make a lAesA of tbis size takes five daIs. but from the profit something must 
be deducted for the proportion of the cost of manufaoture of the loom and spinniug 
wheel which are both home-made. Their cost is very trivial and their durability 
great. 

A mosquito curtain is said to have given the Manipuri makers a profit of R2-10, 
its sale price being H..o-o. bu.t these curtains were generally made in Manipur and 
thence brought down to Cachar. 

Yr. Edgar shows that the p",.S or rug made by the Kukis of Caobar "as at 
that time a profitable article of manufacture. A rug 2iyards long and con~ 
U. seers of cotton sold for H20. The price of the cotton being only 118-12.0 and 
the time taken in manufaoture beiug twenty days, the average daily earnings work 
out at the high figure of nine annas. From this must be dedu.cted a very small sum 
for the wt'ar and tear of the loom. The total origiual value of this in labour is es
timated at H20, bu.t it is not stated on what daily rate of wages this calculation is 
based. 

In the Brahmaputra Valley and in fact througbout Assam at the present day the 
difficulty of calculating the daily wages earned lies chieUy in the fact that so few 
cloths are sold that it is difficllit to assign any market value to them. Fi,.oures have 
been received from many districts. in which tbe price of tbe home-made cloth is fixed 
at approximately the same figure as that of au imported cloth of a similar nature. 
From tht'Se figures it appears that the wa..oes of the weaver avera.,ae about half an 
anna a day. In Dhubri and Mangaldai the calculation gives a daily profit of 11 
&Bna, but in Goalpara and B&rp6ta the profit when bonght thread is used is fril, while 
in Golagbat the cost of the thread itself is said to exceel tbe cost of a machine-made 
clotb, The explanatiou of this is tbat a home-made cloth contains considerably 
more material than an imported cloth of the same dimensions owiug to tbe tbreads 
being wonn closer ~tbt'r. The conseqll8nce is that the former cloth is much more 
last-iug tban the latter. From the figures received it appears that the daily earnings 
are greater when t.he thread is home-spuu thaD when bought thread is usel. This 
would indicate that spinning is a more profitable occup1tion than weaving. 

'l'be aocompanyiug table shows, for certain places in the Brahmaputra Valley. tbe 
cost of making a man's loincloth out of (1) raw cotton and (l!) imported cotton 
thread:- ' 

kw.OOftO&o BaaDT IUD. 'rJla&&D., 

d "; '111 t 'II 'l3~ t "Ii'.s 

~ 
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-
Tbe man's lOlUcluth hss been chosen, because it IS similar throughout the Valley 

and because, in many ca&3S, figures haTe been reGt'ived· rega.rding this aud no other 



fabrio. In cases where figures regardin~ other olothes have been given, the result is 
approximately the same; but, amon~ plain clothes, the borkapor (or dangoria kapar 
appear~ to be more profitable to toake than any other. 

It is clear, therefore, that from a pecuniary point of view the manufaoture of 
ordinary cotton cloths is wholly unprofitable. The case is different with those cloths 
that contain elaborate designs, for here the profit depends considerably on the skill 
of the weaver and the rapidity with which she can work. Thus in Barpeta a pari. 
diga kapor is worth R200 to R300. It takes six months to make one from the raw 
cotton, of ,\,!,hich only 21' seers, value 71 annas, are required. If ready. made thread be 
used the cloth takes 4 months to make and the thread (1 seer) costs HI.S·O. The 
cost of the gold lace is RI60. Thus in the former case six months' labour results in II 
clear profit varying from R49·8·6 to RI49·S·6, giving a monthly wage of RS·4·1 to 
R24·14·9; and in the latter four months' labour produces a profit of R4S·8·0 to 
R14S-S·0, giving a monthly wage of R12·2·0. to R37·2·0. Similarly in Golaghat a 
gutibulua kapor costs twelve annas in white thread and R1 in gold thread total RI.12.0 
and is worth as much as R60. It takes 15 da) s to make. Hence its manufacture 
results in a profit of R48·4, giving a monthly wage of R96·8. 

These figures are, it is believed, approximately correct. 
For the Hills no figures have been reoeived. Here, however, it is, as a rule, only 

coarse cloths that are made. 'l'hll cost of raw cotton is probably mUl'h less and the 
cost of imported thread slightly more than in the plains. The calculations of daily 
earnings will be modified accordingly, but the result will, it is helieved, be, in the 
main, the same as for coarse cloths in the Assam Valley. 

The weaving industry being of the nature ahove described, it is notsurpl'ising to 
find few or no persons or places specially renowned for weaving in Assam. It is said 
that in days gone by, the Ranis of Darrang in Mou~ah Hanlimohanpur and some 
ladies in Mouzah Bansgorah were fumed for the manufaoture of very fine khanf" 
"apor, but nowadays it is very difficult to procure sucb fine kahnia. So, too, the 
Ahom Rajas kept skilled weavers to supply the royal wardrobe with clothes, and it is 
related how, in the reign of Purandar Rajah, one Madhuram Tanti excelled all the other 
weavers of the day and was, for his services to the Royal Family, granted land rent. 
Iree by the King. 'The family to which Madhuram belonged used to live near Bad
lipar in the Golaghat sub-division, but none of their desoendants are now to be 
found there. 

At the present day there is no person or place in Assam specially noted for its 
weavers. In North Lakhimpur the Kacharis of the Kadam Mouzah are considered 
the best weavers. In Golaghat and Jorhat the Miria are oelebrated for weaving a 
kind of rug called mirijin which is not made by any other persons in the Bub.division. 
A description of this rug and its manufacture will be given hereafter. In J orhat, too, 
some Norahs make a sort of bag (thung) unlike anything made by the Assamt'se, 
and some Mussalmen of Jorhat town make a peculiar kind of embroidered shawl. In 
Nowgong the unly weavers of any particular note (Mahomedan women of Purani
godam) confine their exertions to the manufaoture of silk cloths. In Kamrup, Sual. 
kuchi and Kamarkuchi of Hajo, Lashkarpara of Rangia and North Gauhati are said 
to be famed for the manufacture of fine and skilfully embroidered fabrics. Kamar
kochi is famed for the finest kind of cotton cloth made with locally ·made thread called 
flurakata Buta, but nowadays this thread has ceased to be employed. In N owgong, 
too, this thread was made ill the time of the Rajas of Assam for weaving into cloths 
used by the Royal Family. Nowadays there is no Royal Family and no flUf'Q

lates thxead • 
• M. On the whole, of the sub-divisions in the Brahma.putra Valley, perhaps those most 
celebrated fOf artistic skill in weaving are first Jorhatand next North Lakbimpur, but 
there is not much to choose between most of them. In GoaIpara the Kachari women 
living on the south bank are skilled in making cotton cloths elaborately decorated with 
flowered. borders. As regards variety of outturn, the centre of the cotton industry 
appears to be the Sadr Sub.division of Kamrup, and as regards quantity, the Sadr 
Sub·division of Darrang, 

In the Surma Valley the Manipuris of Rupairbali and Lakhimpur in Caow 
makefanek. and those of Ambioapur and Ramnagar mosquito curtams in larger 
quantities than their fellow countrymen residing elsewhere in the district. In 
the Sonamgunge Sub.division plain gilap ,which will be desorihed later on) are 
made chieHy in ,Budharail and gJlap striped with red in Dohatia. In CachaI' 
and in the North Caohar Bills a few Kookies make more cloths than are suffioient 
for their own requirements. They also make a pari or rug somewhat similar to 



'1 

the miriji'll. A.mong the Hill 'Dis~rict~ there are no persons and ~lace~ celebr~ted 
for their cotton fabrics, but the Mampurls far excel any of the other trIbes In weaving. 
and the Khamptis and Singphos of Lakbimpur make most interesting and artistic 
cloths. The Phakials. too, who live in two or three small villages near Jaipur, still 
make very handsome cheque-patterned olothes, which find a ready sale among the 
Europeans in the district. 

It is now time to examine more closely the extent of competition from abroad and 
its Ilfiect on the industry. 

It has been already shown how the Reople of the .Assam Valley are exchanging 
the ordinary clothes woven by themserves for those Imported from the west. These 
imported fabrics have flooded the valley and are now to be found for sale even in the 
remotest villages. It is therefore only the poorest classes, who cannot afford the slight 
extra cost of these clothes, that still continue to well-ve.their own. 

In the Surma Va.lley the success of the for!'igner has been even more complete. 
The Jugis and Tantis of this valley usedJn former times to subsist entirely by the manu
facture of cotton clothes, and useel. to derive a fair income from thE! business. They 
had an extensive field of work. and the majority of the people used to purchase the 
produots of their looms. The Jugis usea to make clothes pf coarser texture, buying 
tbe thread from poor widows of all classes who used to spin, or taking it off them 
and returning it ip. the form of cloth. Th!' ~antis. as a rule, made clothes of finer 
texture. buying the thread Qr making it themselves out of Qotton bought in the 
market. This cotton they would clean with the oharkM, !1~d the~ spi~ i~to thrt!ad by 
the oharllhd. 

Even in their best days, the weavers in Ca~har were u~able to supply the local 
demand for ootton fabrics. It is not known whence the remainder was obtained, but 
probably it was from Dacoa or the adjoining districts ,ot Be~gal, Now for many 
years the industry h/ls been IIlmost de!ld. The locally m/lde clothes ~e ~uoh coarser 
than those imported. and none but the Jugis themselves /Lnd still lower castes woultl 
dure to wear such clothes in public. The Tantis are llot even mentioned in Oachur~ 
and in Habigange there are only tQree families who still earn a living by weaving. 
:tn Sonamgunge thll coarser oloths woven by the Tantis have been driven out, but the 
gilapB woven with imported thread are still prized as ,there is nothing like them 
among imported goods, and they are considered cheap. '.Chey therefore futd a ready 
market, but th(l supply is v.ery limited, and they do not therefore go outside the Par
gannah in which they are made. So. too, the Jugis can now make little profit lly 
weaving, their cloths beip.g rejected or despised. and they have now turned to other 
occupations. They ha'{e not, however. as yet forgotten their knowledge of the art. 
for m South Sylhet where not a single person lives by weaving, and where the Jugis 
have tbrown away their looms, they were still able to make new looms and weave SOIlle 
cloth before the Sub-Deputy Collector Who was enquiring into the subject of cotton 
fabrics. 

Thus the weaving of oommon oloths does not at all repay the workman for his 
time and labour; and the foreign substitutes for these oloths. though inferior in dur
ability, are finer in,. texture and superior in finish. It is- therefore found that, wherever 
weavin~ used to be carried on as a means of livelihood. "b .• throughout the settled parts 
of the.surma Valley and among the professional weaving castes elsewhere. the imported 
fabrics have driven the local manufacture entirely out of the market. 

That this has not yet been ell'ected inthe Brahmaputra. Valley and among the 
Hill Tribes. is due mainly to two causes. First. weaving is a domestio occupation and 
praotised by women alone. The cost of labour therefore is in reality never taken. into 
oonsideration when the cost of the cloth is caloulated. The Assamese women, after 
their household duties are over. would. if they were not weaving, be sitting idle. They 
will not do manual labour for hire. and they have no other source of amuseznent than 
the 100m. Weaving. thereCore, is a pleasure rather than toil, and there is no reason why 
the time devoted to it should be prioed or made /l factor of the value of the oloths pro. 
duced. Thus, on the'soore of oheapness and eoonomy, the poorer classes still make the 
clothes they ordinarily wear, and will in all probability long continue to do IlOo But 
it is not economy alone that keeps. the industry alive. There are other forces at work, 
The mere fact. that an article is home-made gives it an additional charm, an artiftcia.l 
value. and not only that-to stamp out the industry means to ohange the routine of 
househcld duties. the daily round of life.-these are the eouroes of vitality in household 
industries. and weaving in Assam is no exoeption to the rule. But of late the pres
aure of competition from abroad has been severely felt. The women of the middle and 
richer classes have ceased to make the clothes tl1ey and their husbands and brothel'lt 
ordinarily wear. Their love for the home-made goods has given way to a preference 



for the finer though le~s durable fabrics from the W8St, and these classes now look 
with some disfavour on the coarser cloths of Assam. This feeling is most marked 
among the progressive party of the middle class, but there are some places where the 
people are m'lre conservative and still prefer clothes of their own make. Thus in 
North Lakhimpur the people have never fancied foreign goods, believing that they 
are not genuine, and these, though for a time they made some way, are now 
hardly holding their own. The home manufacture here has on the contrary sensibly 
increased during the last twelve years, and the quality of the fabrics has considerably 
improved. The local outturn of cotton cloths is at present, it is said, snfficient to 
supply one·third of the population. But North J..akhimpur is an exceptional case; 
it is, however, interesting as showing the possibility of a general reaction among the 
Assamese in favour of their own manufacturtlll and the consequent revival of the 
industry. 

The second obstacle which the foreign competitor bas to meet is mucb greater 
than the first It is the peculiar nature of many of the fabrics made in Assam. 
Among those of the Assamese tbemselfes may be mentioned the richly I'mbroidered 
shawls worn chiefly by women but sometimes also by men, the Kar8api liunkala kap"r, 
the gutibul.Ja, the paridiua and many others. It is to the production of the~e fancier and 
more delicate fabrics that the women of the richer classes now devote theil' attl'ntion and 
direct their skill. The cost of the materials for these cloths is very great, but as has. 
been &hown already, is nothing in comparison with the value of the cloths when made. 
Even now it is only a few people who can afford to make these clothR, aod the number 
of those who could afford to buy them would be still smaller. The work invoived in the 
manufacture of these fabrics is immense, and even by the aid of the best machinery, 
the foreign producer could never expect to turn them out at a price which would create 
a demand sufficient to repay him. It is doubtful indeed whether these fabrirs could be 
turned out by machinery at all. 

Then among the hill tribes, not only do the cloths of one tribe differ in toto 
from tbose of most others, but even among some tribes it is only a very small portion 
of the community that dresses alike. 'lhus, among the Nagas, each village or group 
of villages is distinguished by the colour of its cloths and the peculiar arrangement 
of the stripes, and similarly, among the Khamptis, each division of the tribe wears 
a different patterned loin cloth. The number of people, therefore, using one par
ticular kind of cloth is so small that the demand for any of these cloths would never 
be sufficient to repay the foreigner for producing them.' In many cases, too, the 
peculiar nature of the ornamentations on these cloths would render their imitation very 
difficult and comparatively expensive. 'lhe manufacture of these cloths is particu
larly suited to the hand loom, not the mill. But even the hand 100m of the foreigner 
cannot succ~ssfully comp3te as has been shown by the failure of the Manipuris In their 
attempt to supply the Nagas with cloths of the patterns they require. 

So long, therefore, as the hill tribesmen retain their national costume, it is certain 
that the art of weaving among them will continue to flourish in its present condi
tion. But the hillsmen who have settled in the plains have almost entirely abandoned 
their national costume, and there is a similar tendency among those who visit or live 
near the plains. Every year, tnerefore, the costume of the people is becoming more 
uniform, and it is probably only the matter of a few more generations before the 
ordinary costume of the plains has spread throu"'hout the hills. The change is, in 
some parts, taking place very rapidly. NowadaYs, in the Garo Hills, "cheap English 
and .Indian fabrics are largely imported and sold in every market; for one man 
weanng a Jharwa cloth ten men can be seen in these hideous· machine made articles." 
These reID;8rks by the Deputy Commissioner of the Garo Hills are corroborated by 
the followmg passage quoted from an article by "Esme" in the Calcutta lleoiew 
of l8S? which will show that even then the foreigu hbrics were making ground:
.. Within the last few years there is a great difference observable in the Uaros who 
live near Tura. A hdt is now established at Tura itself, and a brisk trade carried on ; 
clot~,of various kinds and colours, such as delight the eyes of all savages, are easily 
obta.inable. Consequently the exceedingly primitive costume of the Garo is now 
frequently supplemented by a gay coloured cloth flung not uD,,"'1'acefully round the 
shoulders and neck.'J So with the Nagas. Writing of Cachar in 1866 Mr. J. Ware 
Edgar says: "I have remarked, however, that the N agas of the villages near the plains 
have of late become very unwilling to appear in their customary dress before Euro
peans or Bengalis, and they are now seldom seen in the plains without a dhoti tied over 
the triangular the8." 

This tendency to adopt more civilized clothing has not progressed so rapidly in 
Upper Allsam. It would pel'haps be a good thing if some of the Nagas who COmQ 



down to the plains to do their sbopping were a little more sby in appearing before 
Europeans and Assamese in their native garb; for a orowd of Nagas in the Sibsagar 
bazaar is often a sight hardly :lit for a lady's eyes. 

In their own hills the Nagas are very oonservative in the matter of dress. In 
botb Kobima and Mokokohang the industry has not been affected by cheap imports. 
In Mokokchang the local industry has improved during the last eight years since 
the sub·division was taken over, owing to the oountry being more peaceful and the 
people growing rioher. The cloths made by the Nagas are remarkably strong, the 
Nagas will wear no others; and at the same time these oloths are worn by none but 
Nagas. The industry will, therefore, probably oontinue for some years to develop 
with the increase of population and prosperity, but it is never likely to assume large 
proportions. 

Some tribE'S are more conservative than others, and the change will consequently 
take place more slowly among them, but the process will be none the less sure. 
And, sa some tribes are more oonservative, so some cloths are more likely to retain 
their popularity. An instance of this is the Manipuri fanelc or petticoat described 
·hereafter. It has been suggested that the Manchester and Bombay firms would do 
well to reproduce this oloth. It is probaJ:>le that if they did so with success, the 
popularity of this garment would increase more and more and that the venture would 
be profitable for the mills and advantageous to the consumers, as the price of such 
oloths in the market is at present rather high. It is at the same time doubtful 
whether this cloth i~ one that could be produced at a. reasonable price, olVing to the 
nature of its embroidered borders. 

On'tbe other hand, some cloths are fast becoming obsolete, for instance, the 
kadiBiI of the Garos, a peouliar ba.nd of oloth that only he who had taken a head 
oould wenr.' • 

The effeots of oheap imports on the cotton industry in Assam is clearly refleoted 
in the statistics of the imports and exports of the Provinoe. The figures concerning 
twist and yarn will be discussed more fully in the second part, but it may be here 
remarked that tbe import of cotton thread into the Brahmaputra Valley is still on 
the increase, whioh goes to show that the weaving industry in that Valley is by no' 
means dead. The figures ooncerning piece' goods, whioh will now be disoussed, are 
equally instructive. 

The external trade of Assam is divided into two parts, f);'z:- 1st, the trade 
between Assam and Bengal, and 2nd, the trade between Assam and the adjoining 
foreign countries. 

'1he trade with Bengal includes that passing through Dengal to Europe and 
other parts of lndia. It is oarried almost entirely by river. A very slight fraotion, 
it is true, is oarried by rood, but the figures representing this traffio are so small as to 
fOl'm a neghgible qUAntity. The trade with adjoining foreign countries is likewise of 
very slight importance. During the :live years ending Maroh Slst, 1896, this trade 
resulted in an average annual net exportation of 538 maunds of European piece-goods 
and an average annual net importation of 14 maunds of Indian piece·goods. 

It is therefore only the river· borne trade between Assam and Bengal that 
requires discussion in detail. 7his trade is divided naturally into two parts, tlJ&t 
a1on~ the Brallmaputra into the Brahmaputra Valley and that along the Meghna into 
the Surma Valley. In each oase it must be remembered that the imports supply the 
adjoining Bills as well as the Valley itself. '1he a.coompanying table shows the 
imports and exports of the two Valleys separat!1ly for the two periods April 1881 to 
March 1886 and April 1691 to M.aroh 1896:-

Imporla 
E"porta 

Net imports • • • 
Avel1lge net importa per year • 

Brahmaputra Valley. 

1881-86. 1891-96. 

Indi.... I European. 

Md •• 
152,895 
Nil 

1511,890 
30,679 

Mds. 
1,89! 

Nil 

1,292 
258 

Md •• 
305,796 

220 

300.075 
81,115 

Indian. 

Md .. 
1,712 

1148 

1.061 
illS 
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Surma Valley. 

1881-86 1891-96 

I, European. Indian. European. Indian. 

I Md •• Mds. Md •. Mds. 
Tmports . . 222-,436 0,688 855,747 11,J179 
ExpOl'ts . 2- 52 6 288 

Net import. . . . 222,434 5,636 865,741 11,691 
A veJ.'>\ge nell impOl ts per year • . 44,487 1,121 71,148 2,338 

From this table it will be seen that the average yearly net import of piece-goods 
for the first period was 30,837 maunds in the Brahmaputra Valley and 45,614 maunds 
in the Surma Valley. The corresponding figures for the second period are 61,328 
maunds and 73,486 maunds respectively. 'rhus, while the imports into the Brahma
putra have, during the ten years. nearly doubled in <J.uaptity, those into the Surma 
Valley bave only increased by about 61 per cent. Thls 18 due to the fact that even at 
the earlier period the Surma Valley depended chiefly upon imports for the supply of 
its clothing. whereas in the Brahmaputra Valley it is only of recent years that imported 
cloths have been rapidly supplanting local fabrics. Another cause at work is that 
in the latter Valley the use ot clothes made of the local varieties of silk is gradually being 
discontinued in favour of cotton fahrics ; but the use of silk as a material for clothing 
even in the Assam Valley has always been small compared with that of cotton. At 
the present day it is probable that silk does not form a very large item in the ward-
robe of the average Assamese. . 

1>r~ Royle, in his " Culture and Commerce of Cotton in India," gives an estimate 
showing that the average amount of cotton clothing annually consumed per head by 
the adu:lt population of India is about 21 pounds. Taking the extra demands of the 
welI·to-do as baJancing the lesser demands of the children and infants this average 
may be taken as a fair representative of the amount consumed per head by all classes, 
old and young. Thus a maund of cotton clothing would clothe rather more than 33 
persons. Taking the figure at 33l- the calculation will be much simplified and the 
error; if any" Will be slight. Thus it can be assumed that 3 maunds of cotton clothing 
are sufficient for 100 persons;· The net imports of cotton fabrics into the S1ll':III3 
Valley during the last five years (73,486'4 maunds) would therefore suffice to clothe 
2,449,547 people" and those into the Brahmaputra Valley (61,328'2 maunds) to 
clothe 2,04!L,273 persons. Now the total population of the Surma Valley (including 
the North Cachar and North Lushai Hills) lI'aB, according to the last census, 2,584,710; 
and that of the Brahmaputra Valley (including the Naga, Garo, and Khasia and 
Jaintia Hills~ 2,892,123. Hence we find that nearly 95 per cent. of the population of 
the Surma. Valley with the adjoining hills is clothed in imported cotton fabrics, 
whereas, in the Brahmaputra Valley, under 71 per cent. is so clothed. [It is here 
assumed that all the imported piece-goods are used as clothing, which, though not 
absolutely correct, is not very far from the truth.] Thus it is clear that, even when the 
proportion of silk clothes worn in Assam proper has been deducted, there still remains 
a considerable amount of cotton clothing locally made. In the Surma Valley, on the 
contrary, the manufactures of the hill tribesmen settled in the plains probably account 
for nearly one-half of the 5 per cent. of clothing made in the Valley. 

To sum up, the cotton weaving industry in Assam, is, at the present time,in three 
distinct stages among the different classes of the people. Among the civilized 
inhabitants of the Surma Valley, the industry may be said to be extinct, and there is 
little probability of its revival, unless mills be established. There seems no particular 
reason why cotton mills in Cachar or Sylbet should not be a profitable venture, as the 
cotton is grown so near at hand, and, with the opening up of the eountry by the Railway, 
cheap labour should be easily procurable. Among the Assamese proper weaving still 
holds an important position, even in the manufacture of the coarser cloths. It will 
probably be long betore these are altogether superseded by imported fabrics, and the 
weaving of delicately ornamented cloths will, no doubt, long continue to be a 
favourite pastime for the wives and daughters of the well-to-do. In the hills also 
and among the hillsmen who bave settled in the plains, weaving is stilllarge1y prac
tised. But here the industry is rapidly declining and there is little doubt that its 
decline will continue. The rough hillsman does not, like the Assamese, disdain to 
lahour on the soil at a daily wage. More and more every year are resorting to the tea 
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gardens, where both men and women can earn a wage far in excess of what they oould 
possibly earn by the most assiduous applioation to the loom. Others, too, though not 
tJaring to work on the gardens, are turning to agrioulture, whioh they find a mOTe 
pno1itable ,oeoupation, and buying their scanty ,clothiIng from ilie bll,/;M. _ 

The largemnount of European. eapital invested in Allsam_ cannot have failed to 
affeot the ootton industry. The IiIl:8.uenoe has, however, been indireot. '!l'he investment 
of thiS capital has resulted in the rapid development of communications and enabled 
the foreign producer to land his gOOlUi in the markets of Assam at a price' suit,ad to the 
purses of the people.' The imports have therefore 1argely inoreased, fl.!!. already shown, 
but it must not he forgotten that a portioJ!l. of this inCrease, by no means io.considera ble, 
is due to the incrt'aSing demands vf the labourers importeti to thll tea gardens. 'l'he 
coolies on the gardens as & rille -wear nothing but imporleti olothes, they bu.y :few or nome 
made by the Assamese. 'J-'he onl, instanoe of suoh a purcbase that has been reported, 
is that of 200 lJo1'kapo1' bought by the well-to-do tClOoIies on the Brahmaputra 'fe& 
Estate in Golaghat in the oold weather of 1895. These cloths had bE'en imported from 
Nowgong by a local Keya. who sold them at a prioe Qf Rl-8 eac~ '1'hey were used by 
the ooolies as w1&ppers in the daytimlland as blanket$ by :Q.ight. 

I:a ,sibsagl1i, too. it is .reported that the te~ industry is beginning to give some 
impetus to tne manufacture of rotton fabrics. The time-expired (lDolies who have 
settled down. as cultivators in the ,district ,0ocasiM.aJ.ly buy Dauria and. gamello, but 
sale is not large. They generally buy fabrics imporood frDm India. or Europe, In 
Nowgong it is said that an -occasional sale is made to garden coolies of a coarse 
gamcha o~ lJorkapo,.. 

The trade in the cotton fabrics of the Province is, as might have been expected. 
verT insignificant. In the Brahmaputra Valley, Nowgong, K!Iomrup, and Goalpara 
are the only distriots in. which locally made cloths oome to the l,llarket. Even here 
theT do not find their way to the permanent bazars, the ohief place of sale being the 
1000.1 weekly markets or lIat. In several parts of the P,rovjnce there are also annual 
trading fairs called meZa, or in Kamrup 80lJ1Ia, Here some few cotton goods are 
found, but their numbers are very small compared with those of similar goods from 
Manchester and Bombay. In Goalpara I visited !leveral Mea and looked about for 
cotton cloths made in the Province, hut there were very few indeed, fewer in fact than 
cloths of Endi (or Eri) silk. On the other band. in every h4t there was tbe enterprising 
Marwari with bis large ,stall full of every variety of cotton goods from Manchester and 
Bombay. Of the Assamese cloths the only varieties found were those of the "roughest 
make, lJorkapo1' and Damella, and the sole purchasers seemed to be the Garos. 

In Kamrup the sales of cotton clothes at the hat are 'made both direct to the 
consumer. and also to the Naga traders who OOl,lle to buy up local produce and sell 
imported go\>ds. In this distriot, too, there is a class of men, called Phalen gis, who 
oollect oloths from the different v.illages and then hawk them about other villages fOJ: 
sale. Elsewhere the sales are .always direct with the oonsumers. 

The interdistriot trade is of even less importanoe. In the Brahmaputra Valley, 
Nowgong is the only district from which any considerable quantity of oloths is 
imforted to other distriots. From here cloths go to Darrang and the neighbouring 
hi! districts. An instanoe of export to Golaghat also has been already mentioned. 
From Kamrup also there is a oertain export trade to other districts, but it is quite 
insignifioant. The interdistriot trade in this valley, suoh as it is, is carried on by the 
Keyas or Marwari traders. 

In the Surma Valley the Jugis of Ollohar import a certain number of coarse cotton 
cloths made by the Jugis of Sylhet, and sell them to men of their own caste and 
other low olasses. They buy thNll chiefly at the Karimgllnge and Badarpur bazaars 
and dispose of them at the different local bazaars or in the villages. 

Cloths manufaotured by tbe Tantis of Babigunge are exported to the Brahman
baria sub-division of the Tipperah district in Bengal. The Tantis sell them to the 
oloth mernhants who retail them to their oustomers j they also sell them direot to the 
oonsumers.' 

This is almost the only instance of export from the Province (except to the hill 
tribes), for the ootton fabrics of Assam find no demand among Bengalis or Ellro
peans. The latter do oocssionally buy a cloth, but it is usually bought as a curiosity 
or for oollecting purposes. Many of the looally-made clotbes however are nllt un
Buited to European use j some, owing to their bright colours, make screens or bang
ings nppropriate for an Indian bungalow j they would not. perhaps, be mnch appre
ciated as 8unh at home. Min gamchtJ are sometimes bought and used 8S cummer. 
bands cr sashes for 1lannel trousers, and they look very well when worn as such. In 
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Cachar the European residents used at one time to buy a fair number of Manipuri and 
Kuki cloths for use M table clotbs or curtains, and also Kuki rugs, but the demand 
has greatly decreased of late. 

The above account refers to trade in the plains. The tr~de in the hUls is oom
paratively more important. The hill tribes take cotton oloths from tbe plains and 
occasionally find a market there for those they make themselves; but tbe bartering of 
cloths between neighbouring tribes is very frequent. This trade or b"lrter is all in the 
hands of the hill tribesmen themselves. It may be mentioned here that the Miris act 
as middlemen, importing cloths from the plains and selling them to the Abora. 

The demand by Garos for Assamese or Kaohari oloths has been referred to 
elsewhere; acoording to Mr. Robinson, the Garos in turn sold a' few oloths to tbe 
Mikirs. These cloths are described as usually striped and used for tbrowing over the 
shoulders. They are called 8clu. From this description it is difficult to under.tand 
what cloths are meant, but, in any case, the trade is no longer in existence. 

The Mishmis, too, while they import the lJo1'kapo" from Assam, supply both them. 
selves and the Abors with clothing, and their textIle fabrics, Captain Dalton says, 
always sold well at the Saikwa mllrket. The Abors import not only from the 
Mishmis, but also from Thibet, as they wear co~ts of Thibetan or Chinese manufac
ture; but they are suppliers as well as customers, as they exchange their long-napped 
white cotton cloths with the Assamese who prize them much as rugs and quilts. 
These instances are taken from accounts written long ago; no information has been 
recei ved to show if a similar trade still exists. 

The following instances of trade in the hills at the present day have been 
reported. 

The Megams on the Khasia borders supply the Garos not only with purple silk 
puggaris, but also with a kind of sleeveless cotton co~t, having fringes round the 
bottom. 

The Kbasias, in their turn, import from the Kuru and the plains. From 
Nowgong come cloths describei as Balan!} or cotton sari which are largely used by 
the poorer women. The ch-leng is probably the cloth referred to. From the Kukis 
of North Cachar they ~et a few ootton sheets, exchanging them for dried fish, etc. 

Some of the Kukis of North Cachar also make the blue cloth so much worn by 
the Nagas. The Sub-Divisional Officer, however. does not report to what extent, if at 
all, the cloths are exported to the N aga Hills, and as the Deputy CommiSSIoner of the 
latter district does not even mention them. it may be presumed that the interdistrict 
trade in them is insignificant, if it exists at all. . 

The Kukis in the plains of Cachar OCC:lsio!lslly sell a kind of rug called pari to the 
inhabitants of the plains; and Europeans, it is said, sometimes buy thes~ rugs for use 
as quilts. 

But of all the hill tribes by far the most enterprising, as they are by far the 
most skilled in weaving, are the Manipurig. The cloths made by these people have 
always found a sale beyond the confines of Manipur. 

During the reign of Choorjeet Singh (i.e., at the very beginning of Ihis century) 
a very brisk trade was carried on between Manipur and the Burme~e inhabitants of 
the frontier, through the Kubo VallE'y and cotton cloths were among the articles sent 
from Manipur. This trade, however, was discontinued, owing to a temporary mis
understandjng between Manipur and Ava., and up to H!35, when Captain Boileau 
Pemberton wrote, it had not been renewed. In 1837. however, Mr. McCosh, in notic
ing the importance of the commerce of Assam with China and Ava, remarks that it 
was every day increasing and mentious among the articles sent to the markets from 
this side, the Manipuri ootton cloths of durable fabric and handsome patterns. 

In 1866 Mr, Ware Edgar wrote that an inconsiderable quantity of cloth worked 
by Manipuris, Nagas, and Kukis was exported from Cachar. 

TIle most interesting instance of Manipuri enterprise, however, is their attempt 
to supply the Nagas with tbeir own peculiar cloths. 

In 1882 the officiating Political Agent in Manipur wrote as follows: ~'A brisk 
trade has, within recent times, grown up in the sale and exportation of Manipur-made 
Naga cotton cloths. The greater knowledge of the Manipuris has enabled them to 
improve considerably upon the rude Nacpa loom, and now all the clan patterns of 
oloths are closely imitated and made so ~uch cheaper, that the Nagas prefer to buy 
them rather than make them in their own villages. I observed tbat this influence has 
extended os far as Kohima. In fact, in a shop just opened there many Manipur-made 
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Naga cloths were exposed for sale." No figures are available to show the progress of 
the trade in cotton cloths between Manipur and the Naga Hills. In 1887, however, 
the subject is again referred to in the" Report on trade between Assam and the adjoin
ing foreign countries." The note is interesting and worth quoting. "A feature in the 
Manipur trade, which is rising into prominence, is the palj; taken in it by the Nagas. 
These half.civilised people used formerly to wear their own coloured cloths. but of 
late years, recognising either the superior quality or cheapness of the manufac
tures of Manipur, they have taken to importing from this Principality. The Mani
puris, on their side, have not been backward in taking advantage of the growing 
trade with the Nagas, and have met them half way by manufact,uring cloths of the 
patterns most afl'eated by their hereditary foes. Considering the natural enmity 
which usually keeps apart neighbourin~ half barbarous tribes, it is curiou~ to spe, as 
may be seen now any day in Manipur villages, coloured cotton hbrics of pnrely Naga 
designs growing into completion on Manipuri loom~. .. From thi~ time to the present 
day the industry appears to have attraoted no further notice. The Manipuris cloths, 
however, seem now to hwe lcst their hold on the Naga markets, for the Deputy 
Commissioner of the Naga Hills writes as follows: .. A. certain number of oheap 
cloths made up in Naga patterns are imported from Manipur by Angami traders. 
They ara, however, thin and not durable, and are not much in request." 'l'he cloths 
made by the N ag~s themselves are, as already mentioned, particularly substantial and 
lasting. The Political Agent of Manipur writes to the same effect: "~aga cloths are 
made b1 Manipuri women after the Naga pattern, and are sold in the two principal 
bazaars In the Capital. These fabrics are not so durable as those made by the Hill 
people, and their price is much below the average." 

Speaking of the cotton-weaving manufacture generally at the present day the 
Political Agent writes: .. l'he manufacture of cotton fabrics by Manipuris and hill
tribes-women is only sufficient to meet tbe loeal demand. Very small quantities of 
cotton fabrics are exported by Manipuris and outsiders to Cachar and Kohima. They, 
I believe, do not fetch suIRcientIy high priceq to indu{le the people to trade in the 
articles, owing probably to Manchester goods being available at a lower figure. Dur
ing the late scarcity of food grains in Manipur many Yanipuris took down dilierent. 
kinds of petticoats, pagris, etc., to Lakhipur and Silchar for sale, but brought back 
their wares owing to less than half the prioes realisable in Manipur being offered there. 

The report received from Caohar, however, shows that the trade in cotton fabrics 
with Manipur is still pro!perous. The Manipuris take down large consignments of 
their own oloths (chiefty fanete, iflaphi, ngowbong, and maithap) to Cachar to 
sell them to Manipuri traders living at Lakhipur. Some of these traders, too, them
Belves go up to Manipur and bring down cloths which they hawk about in the Manip~ri 
villages in the plains: they also find a ready dem~n(l for their goods among the Nagas 
and Kukis who are now exchanging the loom for the hoe. 

The Manipuris living in Cachar make more clothes than they require for their 
own use, and sell the surplus at the nearest markets. 

Manipuri Khes" have always sold in considerable qu,.ntities in the mela held 
annually at Silehar. . 

In the district of Sylhet, too, there are many Manipuris. They numbered over 
80,000 at the last Census. Mr. H untt'r, in his .. Statistical Account of Assam" referred 
to a considerable trade in cotton fabrics oarried on by the Manipuris in the town of 
Sylhet. At the present day the Manipuris throughout the district carry on weaving 
on a comparativdy large scale. 

The statistics given in the Provincial Trade Reports divide cotton piece-goods 
into two classes, (lis., European alld Indian. The latter include, of course, goods 
made in any part of India, and there is nothing to distinguish thcse made in Assam 
and thcse, for instance, of Bombay. The fiooures for export by river have already 
been given, and they are altogether insignificant. They are of no value whatever as 
showing the amount of Assamese·made fabrics exported from Assam as they ar~ so 
small that it is impossible to oonjecture wbat proportion of them consists of goods 
from Bombay and other places out of Assam. It may be noted, however, that the 
exports of Indian goods are, as a rule, larger than those of European goods, whereas 
the reverse is the case with the imports. It may be inferred, therefore, that there is a 
oertain. river-borne export trade in Assamese cotton fabrics, but that this trade is of 
very small proportions. 

The fig'Ireq for the Frontier Trade are open to the same objections. It is of 
little use, therefore, to quote figures ~enerally. The following figures relatin.. to the 
exports frolll Manipur however-are of interest, in view of the apparent ~pano, 
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between the reports received from Cachar and Manipur, regarding the trade between 
those two districts: -

1890.91 
1891-92 
1892·93 
1893·94. 
1894.-95 
1895·96 

Impo/'l, of cotton piece·goods, Ind,an,from Maflipur. 
Value in rupees. 

122 
:Nil 

5,297 
Nit 
N,t 

1,2B4 

These figures would seem to show that the export of cotton piece·g()ods from 
Manipur to Assam is very fitful, but that in two years it assumed comparatively large 
proportions considering the size of the State. 

The only other 'point of interest in the ;Frontier 'J.'rade Reports is an increase of 
exports of various kinds of cloths, Eri, cotton and wool of both Europenn and Indian 
make, from Assam to Towang in 11378-79, and the explanation of this furnished by 
Colonel Camber:-" A large portion of the cloths taken up this pass" (the lJhansiri 
pass) "are sent to North Thibet, and even to the inhabitants beyond Thibet, and I have 
no doubt that the sales at Udalguri are influenced a good deal by the tastes and 
fashions prevailing at the time amongst the actual consumers." The last two Frontier 
Trade Reports show a certain export of Indian cotton piece-goods from Assam to Towang, 
but for the six years the total value of this trade is only RI,286, so that after de
ducting the element of Bombay goods, the residue is very slight indeed. 

The trade in mixed fabrics will be very briefly referred to in Part II of this mono
graph; it is wholly insignificant. 

PART II. 
The Materials used. 

There is a considerable amount of cotton produced within the Province, the 
methods of cultivation are simple and inexpensive, and the cost of carrying it to the 
looms is nothing but the value of the time and \labour of the carriers-usually hillsmen. 
It might naturally have been expected, therefore, that this cotton would form the 
chief material of the cotton fabrics made in Assam. In former times, when the weav. 
ing industry was at its height, this was undoubtedly the case. The weavers were, for 
the most part, spinners too. First, cleaning the raw cotton, they would spin it into 
thread and then convert this thread into cloth. In rare instances, as for example in the 
Surma Valley, poor widows would clean the cotton and spin it, and then sell the thread 
to professional weavers or give them thread in exchange for cloth. But at the present 
day, the state of things is entirely changed. '1'he production of cotton is no less extensive 
tban of old, but the efl'ect of cheap imports bas been to crush the spinning industry 
entirely, and we have the curious anomaly of raw cotton leaving the Province in large 
quantities, and equally large consignments of cotton thread being imported, the greater 
portion coming all the way from Europe. It would be extremely interesting to know 
how much of this imported thread is made out of the very cotton that had left the 
Province in its raw state, bu t there are no statistics by which this can be calculated. 

Thus, at the present day, the amount of cotton grown in Assam, cleaned anel spun 
within the Province, and there converted into clotb, is quite insignificant. An account 
of the total quantity of cotton grown, the method of cultivation and the way in 
which it is carried to the market, would therefore bear only indirectly on the subject 
of the cotton fabrics in Assam. Mr. Darrah, in a .. Note on cotton in Assam," written 
in 1885, has discussed these matters at some length. The subject bas subsequently 
been developed and brought up to date by Mr. Schofield in his" Note on Indian 
cotton" (1888), and by Dr. Watt in his" Dictionary of Economio Products of India" 
(1889). Little, if any, fresh information has been received, and tbe estimates of area 
under cultivation and outturn of (lotton are still mere guesses. For these reasons 
the subject of cotton cultivation will not be bere discussed. 
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Statistics of tbe River-Borne Trade in cotton twist and yam are given below for 
tbe same years as those ohosen above for piece-goodS. 

Cotton twist and yarn. 
Brahmaputra Valley. 

1881-86. 1891-96., 
, 

European. JndiaD~ , European. IndiaD. . _. - . 

I 
Mds. Mds. Mds. Md •• 

ImpnrtB · · · · · 89,405 676' 87,24'1' 7,98S 
EltPOl·tlf · · · · Nil Nil 76 61 

Net ImPOl'ts · • • I 
39,401) 

676j' 
87,172 7,9~2 

A wrage net imports per year · · 7,881 116 17,.1.~40 1,686 
-

~ 

Surma Valley. 

1'!81-86. I 1891-96. 
- - - --

, E~r01>e.n. Indion. 

i 

European. 
\ 

indiaD. 

Mde. Mds. Mds. Mdil. 
Imports · · · · • I 

1,608 629 8,924 1,942 

Exports · · · · · · Nil Nil 11 76, 
-

Net Imports · · · · · , 1,808 629 8,913 

I 
1,867 

Average net Imports per year · .' , 8n 106 1,788 873 
-

These figures show that the importati'on of cotton thread into the Brahms.
}iutra Valley far exceeds that into the Surma Valley, and that, in both valleys, the 
imports bave increased enormously during the ten years. This increase is especially 
marked in the Surma Valley, where the total average import fcr the last five' years is 
over five times what it was for the corresponding period ten years earlier. In the 
Brahmaputra Valley the imports have increased in tbe proportion of 12 to 5. 

It bas been shown above that imported piece-goods su'pply 2,0440,273 {lersons 
in the Brabmaputra Valley and 2,4409,5407 in the 8urma Valley. The adJoining 
hill districts being' included in tbe calculation~ there remains a population of 
8407,8:>0 persons in the former Valley and 135,163 in the latter VlrlJ.ey to be clothed. 

It may be assumed 8S approximateiy correct that cotton twist loses 2 per cent. in 
wa&te during the process of conversion into cloth by the band lcom. Th" net imports 
of European and Indian cotton thread now average 19,020 maunds in the Brahmaputra 
and 2,156 maunds in the Sllrma Valley which would be equivalent to about 18,6iO 
and 2,113 maunds respectively of cotton oloth. According to the estimate already 
given. this would sllffice to clothe 621,820 and 70,429 souls respectively, presuming. of 
course, that the whole of tlle cotton imported is oonverted into cloth. 

This givps the following figures:-

Num~ of poraou olothed. Brabmapu.tta 
Valley. Per_to Surma V aUey. P.roon~ To ....... Paroeu\. 

1. With Im8::rted cotton pieoe-goods • 2,044,273 71 2,449,547 941 40,493,820 81 
II. With cio es made of imported cotton 

621,820 21 691,749 thread • • • • 21 70,429 121 
a. Otherwise," .. , with clothes made of 

home-epun cotton thread • • 228,530 8 64,734 . 21 291,264 61 

TerrA,t . ',802,123 2,584.710 6,476,833 
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Thus, wl1ereas ovel' 21 per oent,. of the total population in the Upper ValIey is 
entirely olotlled with fabrics made of imported cotton thread, in the Surma Valley 
only 2£ per oent. of the population is so olotLed. The numbpr of persons olothed 
,. otherwise" in the former Valley is 8 pf'r oent. of the total population, in the latter 
Valley it is 2i per oent. Thus, it appears that in the looal \leaviu/1: industry, raw ootton 
is used in a much larger proportion in the Surma than in the Brahmaputra Val1~y, 
though the actual consumption is, of cour~e, greater in the latter than in the former, 
owing to the industry being of greater extent. * 

~rhis is fully bornE' out by the information l'E'ceived from Distriot Offioers. From 
all t}'e plains distriots of the Brahmaputra V ulley the FaIlle replies have been received. 
tllte., that the use of raw ootton is extlemely rare if not extinot, the cheap imports 
having alIllost entirely killed the spinning industry. AIllong the Miris the raw 
cotton is indispensible for the manufaoture of thE'ir mirijin8 j for ordinary oloths, 
however, impOlted thread is generally used. In the Jorhat sub·division the Deoris, 
Turungs, Morans and N agas use raw cotton or thread made in Assam to a very limited 
extent. In Barpela a httle dhemti cotton is sold and made up into yarn. But in all 
these cases the qUdntity oonsumed is very small. The only plaoe where raw ootton 
is used to any extent is the Nowgong Distriot. Here the coarse cloths lound for sale 
in the markets are, as a rule, made of home·spun thread. Here, too, however,
spinning is fast falling into disfavour. 

Then, in the hill districts of this Valley, imported thread has establislled a good 
footing. In the Naga Hills and in the Garo Hills both ready. made and home·spun 
thread are used. The Angami N agas live at too hi/1:h an elevation to cultivate cotton 
with any suooess. '1'hey therefore have to import whatever material they use. The 
majority of villages import raw ootton from the Ren/1:ma and Zhota tribes, but some 
import ready.made thread, and the use of this is steadily inoreasing. The Garo Hills, 
on the other hand, is a most prolifio ootton-growing oountl-y. The distriot is, how
ever, so readily aocessible from the plainS that imported thread is easily oonveyed there 
and is largely used. 

In the Surma Valley the state of things is different. Here, unlike the other 
valley, a large proportion of the olothing looally made is the outturn of the hill 
tribesmen. In the plains the Manipuris and Jugis of CachaI' have almost ceased t() 
spin, but the Kukis, Nagas and Kaoharis have only partially abandoned that industry. 
In South Sylhet it isrepolted that the cotton used is locally grown by the hill tribes. 
In the other portions of tbe plains imported thread ;is used. In the hills, however, 
the thread seems to be entirely home·spun. 

Thus the oaloulation, that nearly as mugh of the home-made fabrics of this Valley. 
is made from raw ootton, looally converted into thread, as from imported yarn, appears. 
to be approximately oorreot. 

[In his .. Note on Cotton in Assam" Mr. Darrah has given an estimate of the 
cotton gro"n and oonsumed within the Provinoe, and has compared this value with 
that of the imports of ootton as shown by the River-Borne Trade Report for 1884-85. 
Now the amount of ootton used in the Provinoe for any ot,her purpose than 8so:othing 
is very small, henoe an elltimate of the total consumption of cotton in the Provinoe and 
one of the total amount of ootton clothing worn by"the people, cover nearly the same 
ground. It \\ill be interesting therefore to oompare the two estimates. 

Mr. Darrah's figures are as follows :-
Value 

R. 

Cotton ~rown and consumed in Assam • 
Importe,1 cotton piece-goods, European 

5,61,165 or 6 per cent. of total consumptioD.. 

and Indian. •• • 
Imported cotton twist and yarn, Euro

pean and Indian 
Imported raw cotton 

83,42,060 or 881 " 
6,SS,~~5 or 56.. .. 

4,209 or practically l'il. 

Total consumption • 94,41,319 

" 

-10 the Brahmaputra Va.lley ,ilk i. worn to lOme extent ana 8 fe" persona PIao UIS nettles and bark of trees 51 BUb
Ititutel fllr Gatton i 80me tribes, too, go naked. In the Surma Valley the Old of silk 18 practically unknown and that of bark 
and n~ttle1 entlr .. lylO; and no naked tnbeJ are reported. On tbll account the averAge aOJUlumpbun of cotton olotblDg 
per man miJ!'ht be expcoted to be less in the Brabmaputra Valley than in tbe Bunna Valley, ID whICh cu& lhe peroeotage 
lupphed by foreign IlOports would be proportionately IDOI'8a&ed, and OOD88quently tbe percentage clothed iD rabMCII mad. 
of raw cotton would be dlmiol.hed. But oWing to the dtfFereoGe In ellmate between the two valle}l,. It il probable lha' 
the average amount of olotblng of aUlOrta worn in the Brahma"putra Valley •• ~ thaD that in the Burma Vall.,., and 
tb.t tb. aver.,.. con,.mpbon of ootlon oluthlDg per head is no Ie .. m the former than in thel.ller in op.te of u.o lar" .. 
u.e of lub,I,lut .. for oollon. . 

\ 



This estimate is for a single year, and it is for values, whereas the estimate for 
olothing given above is· based on a calculation of five years a_nd is for qua.ntiti~, not 

. values. At best either of them is but a rough approximation to the truth. But the 
proportions borne by the several items to the total in each estimate bear a remarkable 
resemblanoe to one another, considering the enormous inorease dUring the last decade 
in the popularity of imported thread. It would appear from the inorease in the 
amount of piece-goods imported, as shown by the figures in Part I, that the proportion 
of piece-goods in Mr. Darrah's estimate is too high-in my estimate it is probably too 
low.] 

Tbe statistios of River·Borne Trade show two varieties of material for cotton 
fabrics, "i;:, (i) imported thread and (ii) raw cotton produced within the Province. 
Each of these requires a closer examination. 

The thread referred to in these statistics is praotioally all maohine-made, the pro. 
duce of the mills of Bombay and Europe. Comparing the popUlarity of the produce 
of the Indian and European mills, it is seen, from the fig-ures given above, that 
wher~as tbe imports of Indian thread have inoreased in a far larger proportion tban 
those of the European article. yet the latter is still nearly ten times as extensively 
used as the former. At one time it appeared as if the Indian mills would carryall 
before them. In the River·Borne Trade Report for 1890-91 the following passage 
ocours :-It would appear as if Indian cotton twist and yarn are rapidly driving those 
of European manufacture out of the market. Three years ago the import of the 
former stood at only 1,500 maunds, While 15,500 maunds of the latter found its way 
into the Province. Since then country yarn and twist have advanced by rapid strides 
from 1,500 maunds to 11,500 maunds, while those of European manufacture have 
gone down to 9,500 maunds. The price of the former being only about half that of 
the latter, "iz., Rs. 82-8 against Rs. 60-8 the total value of the imports has naturally 
fallen off to some extent, notwithstanding the rise in total quantity." In that year. 
however, the popularity of Indian ootton thread had reaohed its zenith. The following 
year the imports fell to slightly over 6. 000 maunds, and in the year after to under 800 
maunds. 'I'hey remained at that figure for the succeeding year and then rose to 1,000 
maunds, while last year they stood at 1.100. Meanwhile the imports of European 
thread had risen from 9,500 to nearly 23,000 maunds. so the precedence gained by the 
Indian article was purely temporary. The oauses of tbese large fluctuations are 
unknown. The only oonsiderable fluetuation in the relative price of the two kinds of 
thread was in 1694-96. when Indisn thread fell to Rs.24·12 per maund, the price of 
European thread being R57·12. It was in this year that the quantity of Indian 
thread imported rose from 800 to 1,000 maunds. Last year the prices were R29 and 
R57·6 per maund respeotively. 

The preference for Indian thread appears to be stronger in the Surma Valley than 
in the Brahmaputra Valley. This is due to the fact that coarse thread is used more 
largely than fine in the former. As a matter of fact the Indian mills do not compete 
so directly as might be supposed with those of Europe. The thread made in the 
former is generally much coarser than that made in the latter and the recent falling 
off in the demand for Indian thread is probably due to a deoline in the local manu
facture of the coarsest cloths. 

As regards the oomparative popularity of Indian and European thread the Pro
vincial 'I'rade Returns are corroborated by the District Reports. In almost every 
district the imported thread is said to be of European make. It is only in the Naga 
Bills that Indian thread is used exclusively. In the following places both Indian and 
European are used, the latteJ more largely than the forms :-

Assam Valley: Di!.rngarb. Mangaldai &lld Goalpnra. 
Surma Vaney: Cacbar. 

The nature of the yarn imported into Assam and most largely used there is shown 
in the following figures which are all that have been received. 

In North Lakhimpur the numbers of counts used, with their local names and 
prices per seer, are shown in the acco.mpanying table. 

No. 01 t.hroad. Local N_o. Pri .. per ..... 
• R •• p. 

80 • Sam (fine) • •• 8 0 0 
60 Saru majbnlia (medium) • I 8 0 
40 Bar m .. jhalia (medium coarse) 1 8 0 
80 • Majhaba (medIum) 1 40 0 
iO • DaDgar (coarse) 0 11 0 

In Sibsagar the counts most used are 20, 30, 40, 60. and 80 i in N owgong 40, 60 
SO and 100; in the latter place the prioes of imported thread are given. without 
particular reference to the counts as Fine RS, Middling R1·8 and Coarse Rl per seer. 

I> 
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Iu Cachar the following numbers are chielly used :-Indian thread, Nos. 10, 11, 
U. 13, 14 an4 22; European. counts 40, 60 and 70. In former days it is said that 
the favouriteoountlil were 00, BO, \'0, 100,110,120,130,140, 160, 160,170,180,190 
,nd 200. 

In Nowgong, as hIlS already been said, the coarser thread is usually home made, 
hence the coarsest thread imported to any extent is 40s. In Cachar it appears that the 
conser tm:eads are obtained from the Indian mills, and that now-a-days no fine tbread is 
imported. Before tbe disturbanoes in Manipur, there was a considerable demand by 
Mampuris fot' ,very fine thread, usually white, for the manufacture of their InlJpht 
and other delicate fabrie&. This demand has now ceased, owing, it is believed, to the 
depres~lou of trade and general scaroity in Yampur resulting from the disturbanoes of 
a few ye Irs ago. Even at the present day the finer oounts imported are used chiefly by 
~he M.aniplA'la fOf making their fij()ng (waist cloth) and similar cloths. The absence 
of the CO(l.t'seJ,' counts in for.nl.(~r times is no doubt due to the larger use in those days of 
hOJ;[)e-xnlItde thread. 

The tinest count of thread imported into Assam at the present day appears to b~ 
No. 100. But most district!! have furnished no information on this point, and it is 
probable that muoh finerthreade are used ill the manufacture of the more delicate 
fabrios of the Assam Valley. 

III Dacca the thread. used for making the finest muslins is always home-spun, as 
the weavers can turn out thread really much finer than any now made in the ~uropean 
mills. This has been conclusively proved by Dr. Forbes Watson in his "Textile 
Manufaotures and Costumes of the People of India." This does not however seem to 
be the oase in Assam where the people are not particularly noted for the fineness of the 
yarn they can produce, and there instead of the cloths of finer texture being made 
Qut of home-spun yarm, ib is only for the coarser cloths that home-spun thread is 
used. In former days a variety of thre'ld called nUt'akata used to be spun in Assam by 
_ s:peoial process descl'ibed later on. This thread was exceedingly fine, but it is no 
longer manufactured, as its place has beell usurped by the imported article. 

It ill. not only plain thread that ia imported from the mills. Ooloured mill-made 
threads e.ra now very popular, and Mr. Duncan in his '" Monograph on Dyes and Dye. 
ing:ip, -Assam" has recently shown tbat the practice of dyeing in Assam has now 
alm.ost ceased. 

The oQlours of imported yp;rll most largely in demand are red, blue, greel,l and 
yeUow ill dJt1'ere~t shades. • 

The following interesting passage oonoerning coloured thread in Lakbirnpur i, 
extracted from Mr. Duncan's" Dyes and Dyeing" :-

,. Cotton articleH are sometimes dyed but tEe custom is dying out, as the fine 
Oalcutta articles have taken theil' place. In some parts of the ditltriot, 
howevell, the home- made, coarsely·dyed yams are preferred to the fi.ne and 
well coloured Calcutta threads, which are sold at the Keyas' ShOl'8, but 
tbe merchants of Calcutta are now manufacturing coarse and badly 
coloured threads, for importation into Assam, to compete v.ith the home. 
made artioles....... It is only the Phakials, Khamptis and Mataks that 
prepare dyes of their own." 

Imported thread. both plain and coloured, Indian and European, generally comes 
into the Province through Calcutta. 

Concerning tbe raw cotton grown. wi/hin the Province. a tew remarks will suffice. 
In 1885 Mr. Darrah wrote as fQllow~ ;-

II The varieties of cotton are not numerous, but the names by which the crops are 
knowl!. differ froJ;[) district to district, "nd peculiaritie~ of soil, climate and 
method of cultivation, have, no doubt, prod~ced divergencies from tbe 
original type. Roughly speaking, there are two well marked varieties:-

"(1) The large-bolled high-growing cotton, know~ as dlial (wbite flowers) in 
Lakhimpur, as bnga kapah in the Majuli, as "kung; deDa in Cachar,- 8S 

ki£ in the Garo Rills and as bar kapah (lit., large cotton) in Nowgong. 
Probably also the same as the bkuga' of Sylhet. In NowgODg, this 
species is grown on level ground but has a smaller number of seeds tban 
tbe seoond variety (mentioned below), can be ginned more elIsily, can 
be plucked twioe a year instead of onoe, and bears for tbree seasons. The 
ki£ of tbe Garo Rills is very nearly the same, except that the crop is 
annual. that it is grown everywhere on the hil1.sides and not confined 
to level ground, and that it can only bs plucked onC8 & year. i'he pods 
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hi'e very large, sometimes 8S lI:mch as eight ineheM in. length. and, when 
they burst, the contents come out in a cataraot of cotton whiob gives the 
nelil the appearance of being "overed with snOW. This variety is, how
ever, not &9 much in request for ordinary purposes as the smaller kind. 
The fibre is said by the trade to be harsb and to twist ba<1ly. It is better 
ada.pted for mixing with wool than lor any other purpose. 

(2) The small, round·bolled species, known a8 Bnet (reddish !lowers) in 
Lakhimpur,8s thum8a in Cachar, as a kynpf"ad tn the j'a{ntk Rills and 
as hom loapah (lit.l small cotton) in Nowgong, possibly idehUoal with 
the cllot8a of the Angami Nagas. This species in sown 81tinliIlU1, and Mil 
(lnly be plucked once It year. The Lakbimpur variety has pale reddish 
flowers. That grown in the Jaintia Hills is said to bl) the best oottoll 
produced in the Province. Its thread ban be more closely woven than 
that of other kinds. The Naga Hillsvariety is rated lowes!; of all, being 
very short in the staple, and coming into the market in a very dirty 
oondition. 

*There is a pate khaki variety in Caohar and Manipur known. as kUl'Ig~ja, in 
the former, and as ti88ing anguanlJa in the latter distriot. The porls are 
not a uniform khaki but contain a few white threads here and there," 

Ooncerning these varieties the following relll&1'kit ale lI1lIde in Watts' Eoonomie 
Dictionary: -

.. It is diffieult to determine to what species all the above m6ntioned kinds 
belong. The large-bolled, high grown cotton, however is in most oasell 
probably G. neglectum, Tod.; in the OBse of the Garo Hill cotten it cer
tainly is 80, Specimens which have been seen by the authors ai'e perfect 
types of that species, aud haTe the 'Very large ovoid balls referred to by 
Mr. Darrah, The statement that the cotton of Lakhimpur (dka') has 
white flowers is ourious, and would suggest its being a form of G. neglec. 
tum with which we are not fa.miliar. It may be noticed howeTef tbat 
G. arboreum is said by certain authon to occasionally beal' white flowerf. 
The large-bolled cottons of :Ma.juli, Cachar and Nowgong are probably 
all botanically identical with those of tbe Garo Hills. 

Turning to the second formdescribedi by Mr. Da.r1'lt.n the difficulty is greater. 
'fne Chot8a of ihe Angami Nagas Is undcmbtedly G. Herba('eum, MI'. 
obtusifolium, the small oottonsof eachar, the Jaintia Hilla and Nowgong 
a.re pyooobly also forms of G. herbaceum or O. Wight, Tod., while the 
8het of La],himpul would appear, from its reddish Hower, to be iii small 
round boiled form of G. arboreum. The khaki variety of Cacllar and 
Manipur is probably indigenous cotton not Nankin." 

In the Agricultural Ledger No.8 of 1895, Mr. Middleton gives the results of 
some experiments with Assam cotton, and descrlb'es sevell varieties. The following 
is extraoted from this teport. 

.4 8Sat1l Ootlon. 

ee I received samples of seeds from abou~ a dozen different distriots in Assam. and: 
grew all of them, but the oban",'"6 from the olimate of Assam to that of Guaarat was too 
Rreat to llf"rmit of minute di.~tinotions showing themselves, and I have. perhap!f~ failed 
to D{lte d.i.fferenoes between plants which ma,. be marked in their native oountJY f 
t!. g., MI'. Darrah. in. his" Report" quoted in the Dio. of Eo. Prods. IV. 14.l, mentioIa 
a talll.llld a small variety, but;. in Baroda all the varieties are about the same size. 
The moRt interesting poiut ahout Assam Cottons is the particularly strang f&mill 
likelless that runS through their group. The Assam region appears to havf1 been the 
homtl of G. Toseum or of a speoies that corresponds olosely with Todaro's description 
of that plant, and it is prollably from all Assam stock that the inferior but proli6g 
Parad., EaM Bafatl, Mathia. eta., have sprung. '1'he deeply-oui leaves, large brae
teoles, pale ftowers. long bolls and ooarse white wool are common to all these cottons." 

The following varieties are enumerated by Mr. Middleton:-
{I} BIII/ga' Oolton (ID Die. Eo.. Pr. ''Pelt llhungai) samples of this seed weB 

obtained from Karimgullj and Habiguaj, Sylhet. 
(i) BAoglJ. KlJpa fi.'Om Sibsagl.ll'. .. The cotton is filler than that of Bungai." 
(3) Ell"",,, froll\ North Cachar .. is anoth~ Vf!ry siIlll1ar variety with still 

smaller seeds, and with a much finer quality of cotton. Coml'ared with 
the floss of the other Assam cottons that of this variety is quite silky." 

»1 
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(4) Kunma cation from North eachar. "Wool coarse and short·stapled." . 
(5) Shet cotton from Lakllimpur, .. beak with white fuzz, and firmly adher· 

ing wool whioh for Assam cotton is tolerably fine, staple short. " 
(6) Ukgnphad cotton, from the Khasia and Jaintia Hills, II fuzz very long, 

whitish brown; wool short, ooarse and firmly adhering to the seedo" 
"Ukllnpkaa and sket oottons are much alike except in the fibre." 
(7) EiZ cotton, from the Garo Hills, "wooi white, but very coarse." 

After the desoription of these varieties come the following ooncluding remarks 
regarding ~ssam ootton. 

"In several of the Assamese plants and speoially in tbe kil vatiety, the HOS9 is 
matted so that the seeds are not readily pulled asunder. When the capsule opens, 
the cotton bursts out and hangs down several inches from the branches; against the 
dark green foliage the appearanoe is effective antI most peculiar." 

An experiment is now being made in the Tezpur Jail to grow bhoka or Garo 
cotton. A short account of this is given at the end of the last part of this mono· 
graph. [of. Appendix I.] 

The supply of cotton grown in Assam comes chie.fl.y from the hills. The Nagas 
supply Jorhat and Golaghat; the Mikirs, Nowgong and Darraag; and the Ga.ros, 
Goalpara and indirectly Barpeta and also Mangaldai. In the remainder of the Upper 
Valley there is praotically no home·grown ootton consumed in the weaving industry, 
except by the hill-tribes who supply themselves. In the Surma Valley the raw 
cotton is similarly obtained from the adjoining hills. [cf. Appendix IlL] 

In North Lakhimpur the raw cotton used by the Miris for making their jin 
cloth is oalled doopood. " 'I.'hey spin coarse thread very loosely. keeping a portion for 
use as doopood and using the rest for the warp of the cloth. This description is not 
very clear, but probably the name doopood is applied only to the tufts of ootton woven 
in with the warp in this partioular cloth. 

Besides the-ordinary cotton or Gossypium there is anoUler kind of ootton used in 
Assam for making fabrics, viz., the Simul or Bomba:c keptapkyllurn. 'I.'he use of the 
down of this tree for weaving purposes has long been known to the Assamese, but 
this down is not very well fitted for weaving purposes, i.n fact it is doubtful if it can 
be woven alone. At the present day it is sometimes woven up with ordinary ootton 
thread to form a soft oloth, but no mention of its use has been made in any part of 
the Provinoe, exoept Mangaldai, and there. too, it is but little used. A fuller descrip
tion of the fabrio made of this kind of cotton is given in Part IV of this monograph. 

Besides the materials inoluded in the Provinoial 'l'rads Reports there are two others 
which deserve notice, viz., (i) hand-spun but not horne-spun ootton thread, and (ii) ad· 
mixtures of cotton WIth other materials-

(i) Hand-spun but not home-spun thread. 
At one time, comparatively large quantities of twist and yarn were imported from 

Hill Tipperah, but not for long. In the year 1884.85, lao maunds, in 1885-86, 3% 
maunds. and in 1886·87, 367 maunds, wereimporte,i. None of this found its way out 
of the Province either Bon gal way or to the hill tribes. 'I.'hpr'! were, it is true, 5 
maunds of Indian twist and yarn exported to 'I.'owang in 1885.86 and 8 maunds 
exported to the Abor Hills in 1886·87, but beyond this the export was absolutely nil 
and there is nothing to show whether this was Hill Tipperah yarn or yarn imported 
from the Bombay mills; in all probability it waq the latter. It may fairly be 
presumed. therefore, that practioally the whole of the yarn imp'lrted frllm Hill 
'l'ipperah was made up into oloth in Assam. During the seven years ending March 188 L 
only 7 maunds had been imported from this place, and after 18'56 the imports again 
fell off. In the three years 1887·90 they averaged only 6 maunds a year, and during 
the subsequent six years they have amounted to 1 maund only. 

Cotton twist and yam are not imported in any appreoiable quantity from any of 
the other'8djoining foreign states. 'I.'he Deputy Commissioner of the Naga HIlls reports 
that a good deal of ooloured yarn is imported into his district from Manipur. but, as it 
does not find its way into the 'I.'rade Returns. its quantity is probably very small. • 

The only other instance of hand·made but not home·made thread being used is 
reported from the Jorhat Sub-division. Here, it is said," the Khampties of the Lakhim· 
pur district sometimes bring for sale a sort of rough home.ma.de twi"ted thread of beauti-

• The Frontier Trode Repo'1; f"r 1890·S .bow. tbal in 1892-8 cotlon t"ist andyorn (Ind,an) to tbe •• 10e of R250 
WaM imported into Assam from Mampur apd In the Report OD NatIve Stakl for that year thl. trade Waa Douoo,l, and 1t "iI. Itllted that thl1 yarn went to the Nag" Hdl •. 
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ful reel and blue colours, which is purchased by the Miris for making their mu,fegape 
This kind of thread is very strong and is sold for Rs. 2 and Rs. 3 p~r seer, the price 
of the red variety being higher than that of the blue. 

(ii) Mixed materials. 
In many parts of the Assam Valley, besides the cloths made of cotton alone. 

there are a few mixeel fabrics made by comhining cotton with some other material to 
form the body of the cloth. There are of course many varieties of materials used for 
ornamenting cott"on fabrics, but these will be discussed in their proper place. 

The process of combining cotton With any other material in the formation of 
thread appears entirely unknown in the Province. The only mixed· fabrics found are 
therefore those in which cotton thread is used together with SOme other thread or 
fibre in weaving. The only materials mixed with cotton thread in this way are silk 
and nettle-fibre. 

The silk so used is of three varieties, all locally produced. The best variety is the 
pat or pure white silk. The combination of this with cotton produces a fabric yery 
closely resembling one of silk alone, and it is not uncommon for the maker to try and 
impose on an unsuspecting purchaser by offering him cloth of this nature as a pure 
silk fabric. It is only in Nowgong that cotton is combined with pat, the former 
being used only in the warp and the latter only in the weft. 

'1'he next best variety is the mllga or khaki-coloured silk known as Assam silk and 
much resembling tusser. This variety is far more often combined with cotton than 
t'ither of the othel's. In Nowgong it is used only in the weft with cotton only in the 
warp, in other districts it is used in the warp, the cotton being in the weft. In Jorhat, 
fabrics of tbis nature are made and used as ckuria, riha, chada,. and longcloth 
for coat~, ckapkafl, etc. In 'l'ezpur they are used only for making coats. In 
Mangaldai fabrios of this nature are called garbka8utia and in Gauhati they are 
called mllgabania kapor. hut it is Dot stated for what purposes they are used. There 
is anotber method of combining muga and cotton, reported only from Jorbat, tbough 
it is not unknown in other parts of Assam; this is to use cotton and silk alternately 
ill eitber warp or weft or both-the result being of oourse a striped clotb. Suchclotbs 
are used as chada,.. gamocha and rika. 

The last variety of silk is that produced by tbe silkworms who feed on tbe castor 
oil plant. It is called eN in Upper Assam, e"di or eN in Lower Assam, and randi 
in the Surma VaHey. It is inferior in quality to either of tbe first two varieties, and 
is seldom combined with cotton. In NOWgODIt it is occasionally so comhined, being 
used only in tbe weft, the cotton being used only in the warp. In Tezpur mixed
fabrics of this description are sometimes made for use as bo,.kapo,., and in some parts 
of Bornagar in the Barpeta Sllb-division they are also made. In each of tbese two 
places the warp is made of silk and the \\ eft of cotton. 

It will be seen from the above description that Nowgong is the chicf seat of 
manufacture of mixed fabrics made of cotton and silk, and that in that district all 
three varieties of silk are used for this purpose. Nowgong is further distinguished by 
the fact tbat it appears to be tbe only place where pat is combined with cotton, or 
",bere tbe silk, of whatever description, is usually shot in the weft. In other places 
the silk is usually laid in the warp and the cotton shot in thl) weft, and tbis would 
appear to be much tbe most convenient mode of manufacture. The manufacture of 
these mtxed-fabrics in all.Y part of the Province is slight, and in the Surma Valley and 
the bills it app~ars to he almost unknown. There is pne exception, I/i •• , North Cachar, 
where silk is rarely mixel with cotton. but the method of combination has not been 
rt'ported. In Jowai also sari made of a mixed-fabric of cotton and silk (oallpd tkola,."
'klllt) are worn by the very poor women, but these are imported from the plains of 
Assam. 

A full discussion of these varieties of As~am silk will be found in two monograpbs, 
ooe by Mr. Stack on " Silk in Assam", 1884, and one by Mr. Darrah on" The Eri 
Silk of Assam ". 1890. 

In his "Textile Manufactures and Costumes of the People of India ", 'Mr. Watson 
in discussing mixed-fabrics made of cotton and oountry silk says: .. Mixed fabrios of 
tbis df'scription are stated by Mr. Taylor to form the fourth class of the Textile 
Manufaotures of Dacca, the cotton yarn used in tht'ir manufacture ranging from 30. 
to 80.. '1'he rilk-mugll or Inunga-is imported into Dacca from Sylbet and Assam. 
The clotbs of thiE class are of considerable variety both as regards texture and pattern_ 
Some con&ists chiefly of cotton, with only a silk border or a silk flower or figure in 
each corner; others are striped, chequered or figured with silk thiougbout the body of 
the doth. The diiff'rent varieties may amount 80 in number, but the priucipal ones 
are Kutall)f'QOtllee, NOIObu/etl ~.tlezola and Luchuci. 
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These cloths are made exclusivelr for the markets of Arabia. Some, indeed, Bre 
ocoasionally shipped to Rangoon, Pena.ng and plaoes to the eastward, but the far 
Irreater portion 'of them is exported to Jidda, whenoe they are sent into tbe interior of 
the country .. A considerable quantity of them is sold at the annual fair held at 
Meena, in the vicinity of Mecca. They are made into turbans, gown~, vests, eto., by 
the Arabs. 'I'hey were formerly transported from Jidda to Egypt, and were at one 
time the prinoipal artioles of export from Daeca to Bassora, whence they were sent to 
various parts of Mesopotamia. and to Oonstantinople." 

No exportation of mixed-fabrics of this nature can be found to have taken plaoe 
from Assa~, There seelns no reason why a trade in them should not be started, 8S 

many women who have left off weaving cotton appear to have now devoted themselves 
to the weaving of silk whioh is not altogether unprofitable. Whether the weaving of 
mixed silk and cotton fabrics would repay the workman or not is difficult to say. 

The seoond kind of mixed.fabric~, which is far more unique, is found only in the 
Naga Hills. The Deputy Oommissioner of that District describes it as follows:
" Nettle fibre is used mixed with cotton yarn to make cloths. This nettle is locally 
caned 101'Je. The fibre after being extracted is made into yarn, and the cloth is made 
partly of nettle and partly of cotton yarn, the warp is of nettle thread, while the 
thread used in the shuttle is of cotton. I have never seen a cloth made wholly of 
nettIe thread. " 

The scientifio name of this fibre is unknown to me. The fabric resulting from its 
mixture with ootton is very coarse. heavy and rough to the touch, but very warm and 
durable. These fabrics are used as warm sheets or wrappers. A fuller description of 
them will be found in Part IV. In his ., Statistical Account of As m" Mr. Hunter 
Fays that the N agas export large quantities of sheets made of this' nettle fibre to 
the neighbouring districts of N owgong, Sibsagor. and Silohar. 

It has been already mentioned tha.t the principal use of cotton fabrics is as 
clothing, and that the grea.t majority of the clothing used in Assam consists of cotton 
fabrics. It will be interf'sting, therefore, t(} refer briefly to the materials used as oloth
ing by the people of this Province in plaoe of cotton. 

Among the direct substitutes for cottOIl may be namecl the rhea fibre, yak hair, 
wool. and country silk. .. The Chulikata Mishmis were probably the first people on 
this side of the Himalayas to disoover the valuable properties of the ,,!tea ni"ea and 
many others of the nettle tribe; with the fibre of one of these they weave a cloth so 
strong and stiff that, made into jackets. it is used by themselves and by the Abors as 
a kind of armoUl'''. About the use of the rhea fibre no further information has been 
received, but it is oertain that this fibre is not extensively used fo1'" weaving. 

Yak hair cloth is said to be oocasionally used by the Digaroos to make a coat or 
sack-like garment reaching from the neck to the bend of the knees. But this garment 
is more usually made of cotton. 

Wool is very little used in Assam as a material for clothing. The Mishmis are 
said! to make a few woollen articles with the fleeoe of the Lama sheep. These fabrics 
in appearance- seem to possess great durability and the colours seem to be fast. No 
other instance has come to notice- of woollen fabrics made in the Province. The 
Dofllas wear woollen cloths of Thibetan manufacture as well as the cotton goods they 
make themselves. 'I'he Bhatias also wear wool to some extent. Beyond this the use 
001 wool appears to be confined to a few babus and menials attached to the Courts or 
similarly employed. Se>me of these may be seen wearing a ohapkan or shirt made of 
imported tlannel in the cold weather, bllt the amount of flannel so used is very small. 

Of all the substitutes for cotton, by far the most important is country silk. The 
use of this is practically confined to the Brahmaputra Valley, though it is also found 
in the Surma Valley to a very slight extent. The extent to which this silk is used as 
elothing- in Assam proper is often overestimated. It is actualIy very small, as wiU 
be seen from th6' following mmmary of the information received from different 
districts. 

Lal!:hiIilpur. 
Sad,. Su7J·di"ision.-Women of the upper classes make use of silk in public 

and private, those of the lower classes use cotton for homa weal', and silk on special 
occasiO"ns only. Men of all classes nowadays use only cotton. 

Nortli Lakhi11lpur Sub·division.-Abollh 25 per cent. of the rich villagers, and 
110 per cent. of' women of all qun.rters use mug.a and eMa as well as cotton. Gentle
men: living in the town and habus en tea. gardens. weal chiefly imported cotton. 
garments, but also in some oases muga anel eria cloth. 
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SaailllJ.-Silk is not largely used in these parts and it is never likely to usurp the 
place of cotton. . 

Sadr Sub-diviBion.-Cotton 
f1Iuga and pat. 

Sibsagar. 
fa brios are gradually taking the place of those of 

Jorhnt Sub-division.-Among the women, those of the richer classes gent'rally use 
silk, and those of the lower classes cotton. Men wear imported cotton, and the more 
advanced olothe their wives and daughters also in cotton saries. Among the conser
vatives and aristooratics, silk is still oonsidered as a sign of respectability. 

GoZ"ghat Sub-divi8ion.-Mnga is used for special and ootton for ordinary wear. 
Most women have a few cloths of WlUJlI for use on speoial occasions. 

Nowgong,~Pat and eri are largely used instead of ootton, especially by the 
women • 

.Dar,ang.-The plaoe of ootton is little usurped by that of muga or eri. Even 
respectable and well-to-do women hardly ever use silk. 

Xamrup. 
Sad" Sab-diflisioll.-The ,.ih" and mekhela of the rioher women for ordinary wear 

are made of muga or endi, and those for speoial wear of white silk. The poorer alasses, 
both men and women, generally use ootton, those who oan afford it wear muga and endi 
on special oocasions. 

Barpeta Sub-div'8iofl.-Ladies of high rank seldom wear cotton riha or mekheZa; 
the latter are usually of mflga or pal. l'he middle olasses look with disfavour on 
articles made at home, but they use e,'i or silk wrappers instead of ootton borkapor. 
The poorer olasses can hardly eva),' afford anything but cotton, and only 1 in 1,000 
caD. afford to substitute an eri oliadAr for,a cotton borakapor. 

Goalpara. 

Sadr Sub·d'''isioll.-No silk is used. 
Goalpaf'a Sub-di"ision.-About SO per oent. of the women have a few era or muga 

cloths for use on special occasions; milO" is very little used. 
Summing up then, the use of silk in the Brahmaputra Valley at the present day 

may be said to be oonfined to the women, and even among these, thO' poor classes can. 
not alford it except for use on special ocoasions. It is, of course, onll the Assamese 
that are here referred tD; the quantity of such aitk used: by fDreigners of all classes is 
inappreciable. 

In the Surma Valley country silk is hardly used at all. In Oachar a few Oe;charis 
produce the eri silk, locally oalled rail d., on a very small 80ale and weave it into a 
coarse and rough but durahle fabrio which they use, themselves aSI ahut. and dada,.; 
but the use of ootton olothes is said to be> not at all affected by silk fabrics. On r8lte 
occasions a rich Oachari or Manipuri may be seen wea.ring a 1IIuga waistolothor turban. 
In Hailakandi mllfl'l silk oloths are worn ollspeoial oocasions by the hill tribes aDd the 
well-to-do. Throughout Sylhet the use of silk appears. unknown. 

Lastly 8S to the Hills. In the Nag" Hills silk i.i not used at aU, in the Garo Hills 
it is practically never worn. In the Khssilt and Jaintia. Hills er. olothw are used l!o 
a very small ex.tent by women, general1y as Bari (tAohB/lf'fI f'!Ifldia); but the very poor 
women use sari made of cotton (salanv) or of mixed fabrio (tliosAarll./lAali), both 
or which are brought from A.ssam. In North Oaoh·\r i,.i silll cloths are used'tQ a large 
etttln~ by the more well-to-do Cacharis, Mikil'!t and Syntengs. In Manipul' cotton 
oloth~ are generally worn, but ailk: dhuli are' worn at the time of worshipping or 
divining. 

There are other articles of clothing used lly the hill tribes ot Assam, whioh can 
bardly be oalled substitutes for ootton, but which, none the less, decrease the demand 
for that material. The principal of these is elot~ made of bark. In the Garo 
Bills the bark oil the Hamphak tree (Trema Orientalis) is used to make rough sheets 
for bedding. The Deputy Oommissioner of this district gives the following descrip
tion of its manufacture: to The trees are out and the bark pulled off in Ol1e long strip; 
the outer surl'lloe is scraped off With a dao and the under part is then beaten from 10 to 
Iii minutes with a stick to make it pliable; it is then worked with the hands and feet 
to stretoh it lAS muoh as possible and put out to dry in the sun. From 10 to l!O of 
tht-sa stripe are sewn together and the sheets tl:us made arc worth from 4r tet 8 anna&." 
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The Jharuas on the border land call this bark-c1othjunafong and bring a littll' of it 
down to the plains for sale in the Goalpara lIdt8. I purchased a poor spet"imen of it 
for 4 a~nas at the Dbupdhara Mt. This piece measured about 8 feet by 3 feet. A 
specimen of tbis libre was exhibited at the Amsterdam Exhibition of 1883 under the 
name of phakram. 

The Garos are not the only people in Assam who wear clothing made of bark. 
In his .. Memoir of a Survey of Assam and the neighbouring countries, 1825-8" 
Lieutenant Wilcox says: "The dress of the Abors consists principally of the oboonga 
(Assamese Dame for dhuti) made of the bark of the Uddal tree. It is tied round the 
loins and hangs down behind in loose strip~, about 15 inches long, like a white bushy 
beard. It serves also as a pillow at night." Unfortunately Mr. Wiloox gives no 
description of its manufacture and does not state what the Uddal tree is. Nearly fifty 
years later Colonel (then Captain) Dalton in his Of Ethnology of Bengal," 1872, 
refers to this strange oloth, and says :-" The garment thus described by \\ Hcox is seldom 
now seen in the plains, but is still worn by the Abors of the interior." 

Some tribes in Assam"wear nothing resembling a fabric, some are olothpd only in 
girdles of cane, some in belts of polished bras.~J some go absolutely naked. Nudity is 
also not unknown in the plains, large numbers of the children wear no olothes at all 
for the first few years, and generally the children of Assam are very soantily clothed, , 
to a degree even of insuffioiency, not only among the poor but also among the well
to-do. 

PART III. 

The Process of Manufacture. 
The oonversion of raw cotton into cloth consists of three main processes, IIiz. :

(1) Cleaning raw cotton, ,i.e., the remol"al of all impurities and extraction of the 
seeds. 

(2) Spinning, i.e., the manufacture of thread out of cleaned cotton. 
(3) Weaving, i.e., the manufacture of cloth out of thread. 

It has already been said that no spinning machines nor power looms have been 
Ftarted in the Province; but that attempts have been made to introduce the modem 
gin. It is proposed here to describe the indigenons instruments only and the methods , 
of cleaning, spinning and weaving by those instruments. 

l'here are, broadly speaking, two meQlods employed in Assam. the first by the 
plainsmen and the other by the hillsmen, but some of the hlllsmen have already 
adopted the more improved methods followed in the plains. Eaoh of these methods 
again exhibits several varieties on account of the different instruments used, and also 
the different ways of using the same instruments. 

The process of manufacture followed in the plains is much more oomplicated than 
that used in the hills; but eitber prooess is extremely simple compared with those of 
the West. There is no need to compare the simple instruments made in Assam with 
the complicated machinery of the English mills, but it may be well to notice some 
essential differences. In the first plaoe, the cotton usually reaohes the mills in England 
not in its raw state, but with the seed extracted, in any oase the gin is never in the 
same building as the spinning mills. Thus the process of ginning is hardly considered 
a part of the spinnin!t and weaving industry. On the other hand, the cotton generally 
arrives in bales packed by maohinery, and in consequence the loosening of the fibre 
and oleansing it from all impurities form very essential portions of the manufacture 
and require very careful attention. In Assam the ootton is either raised by the very 
men who oonvert it into oloth, or else is brought down from the hills packed in 
baskets by hand and sold to these men in small quantities. There is, therefore, 
practie&lly no loosening to be done and cleaning is a simple matter, but ginning is an 
essential branoh of the manufacture. 

In Assam there is no mixing of ootton, for the simple reason that only one variety 
is ordinarily available, no testing, no scutohing. properly so oalled, and no carding, 
drawing or slubbing as these terms are understood in the ootton spinning trade. 
Another point worth notioing is the stRge of development to whioh the art of weaving 
has been carried in England; the number of different .. weaves" now produced is very 
large, the plain weave, the twill, satin. spot. plush, oross-warp, double-cloth textures 
and many others. In Assam practically nothing but tile plain weave is found - the 
plains-men can certainly weave nothing else on their four-poster loom, b~t curiously 
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enough, with still ruder instruments, some of the billsmen have advanced to the 
stage of weaving a four-shaft twill, e g., the Noras and Turungs of Jorhat, the 
Kbamptis of Lakhimpur and the Manipuris. 

The pl'O~esses of manufacture followed in the plains will now be described, 
together with a short account of those used by some of the hill tribes. 

Process of Mannfacture in the PIa.ins. 

l.-Cleaning Raw Cotton. 

The first step in the cleaning of cotton (kapah or kapaa) in Assnm is to free it 
from all the impurities with which it has got mixed on the tree, while being gathered, 
or on its journey from the tree to the market. The earthy and vegetable matter thus 
accumulated is picked out 8S far as possible by hand. 'l'hisstageof the process is often 
dispensed with. In Barpeta it is c'llled kapa!& clt-andiowa and takes 10 to 15 minutes 
per seer of cotton. 

The cotton is ne1:t spread out in sieves, and exposed to the sun for three or four 
hours to dry. This stage is called radlOloa in Barpeta. It is never dispemed with, as 
it is absolutely necessary to ensure a good outturn when the cotton is ginned. The 
sieve (chalani) is of bamboo and can be made by any Assnmese. It is also purchase
able at from 1 to 4 annas. It lasts for one yelr. 

The cotton is now ready to be ginned, unless it be required for making very nne 
thread, when it is first combed with a oomb (dar) made of the teeth or rather jawbone 
of the bora!i fish (Slluri.lioali.). This combing effects a double purpose by removing 
not only the minor impurities left in after the preliminary cleaning, but also the loose 
and coarser fibres of the cotton. The jawbone of the borati, fish is especially adapted 
to this purpose, as the teeth are small, reourved and olosely set. '!'he comb is not 
usually sold. It is said to last for two years. 

This stage of the process is very tedious as it takes four hours to comb Ito seer of 
cotton. It is exactly the same as that used by the Dacca weavers in the manufacture 
of thread for their world-famed muslins, but in Assam it is only used in extremely 
rare cases, and never in the manufacture of thread for ordinary coarse fabrics. The 
names applied to this stage are dariowa (Barpeta) and kapah bachha (Tezpur). 

The next stage in the process of cleaning is ginning, i.e., the separation of the 
seeds from the tibre, which is performed by means of the gin whioh consists of two 
horizontal rollers one close above the other mounted on an upright stand. 

This instrument is called by various names, vie., lIeothani (Upper Assam), neoth" 
(Lower Assam),tletha (Man~aldai), j"tari (Tezpur) and charTch' (Surma Valley). It is 
made of wood and is of the rollowing description: -In a stand (bahani in Kamrup, and 
liahuna in Barpeta) conRisting of a rectangular wooden board about 12 inches long and 
4 inches broad, two boles are cut midway between the two sides, one near either end • 

. Into these holes are fitted two upright posts (khuti) of equal size, vie., about 11 inches 
long and 2 inches in diameter. These two posts, standing vertically, support between 
them two horizontal rollers (pakara) each about one inch in diameter between the 
uprights. The two ends of each are inserted in holes in the uprights tightly. but not 
too tightly to ll110w of their revolving. Generally one end of each roller is formed into 
a screw, the two screws fitting into one another' and leaving an interval between the 
central portion of the rollers rather less than the diameter of a small 'cotton seed. In 
some cases, Mr. Darrah says, the end'of one roller only is forJ:9,ed iuto a screw whioh 
catches a projeotion in the other. l'he upper roller (opal' pakara) is 12 inches long, 
while the lower one (talar pakara) is 16 inches. To this lower roller is attached a 
bandle at the opposite end to that formed into a screw. (In Barpeta the handle and 
sorew are said to be both at the same end., This handle (hata or 6afaliari) is nothing 
but a plain piece of wood 8 inches long and 2 inches broad fixed at right angles to the 
roller. In order to give the instrument stability, a narrow piece of wood (bbandlla,.a 
in Barpeta and aalkhain Kamrup), about 10 inches long and 2 inches wide, is fixed at 
right angles to the mid<lle of one side of the stand. In some plaoes too, ~.g., Kamrup, 
the uprights are strengthened by two cross-bars, ", •. , :flat pieces of wood, the ends of 
which are inserted in one large hole in eaah post about half-way up. These two cross
bars are of equal size in Barpeta, "is., 9 inches by 1 inoh, but in Kamrup the upper 
one is 6 incht'S by It inch. The lower cross-bar is called /lola in Barpeta and chatibari 
in Kamrup; the upper one cpa,. g"ora in Barpeta and ghorapi,.a in Kamrup. Thl'Be 
two oross-bars are close together, one above the other, and are kept firm by means of a 
wedge (kumli in Barpeta and 8tl1 in Kamrup) at each end. They form, however, a 
8ubsidiary part of the machine and are often dispensed with, e.g., in Mangaldai 

:a 
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Goalpara and South Sylhet. In Tezpur instead of these two cross bars, there is one 
wooden bar and the wedges are between this and the lower roller. 

This hand· gin is made by ordinary carpenters and sold for from 4 to 8 annas 
according to the quality of the wood. In 1'ezpur it costs as much as lB. In Barpeta 
it is said to last for ten years, in the Garo Hills, where the instrument is bought from the 
plainsmen, for only one year. This great variation in its dllrability is due probahly to 
differences in the quality of the wood which form the rollers, and in the more frequent 
use of the machine in the Garo Bills. In South Sylhet the gin is lar!l:er than usual-the 
stand, for instance, is 18 inches X 6 inches X 3 inches, and more elaborate-the handle 
consists of a small flat piece of wood having a hole near each end by one of which it is 
fixed on to the roller, while in the other is inserted another small piece of wood at 
right angles to it, and consequently horizontal. Here the instrument is said to he 
home-made and to last for two or three years. 

To work this gin, the operator sits on a wooden stool (pira) or on the ground, aud 
places one foot, generally the left, on the projection from the stand to lceep it steady. 
With her right hand she turns the handle of the lower roller, and with her left she 
takes up a -small quantity of the raw cotton aud applies it to the interval between the 
rollers. The turning of the handle causes the rollers to revolve in opposite directions 
and thus to pull the cotton through the intervening space. '1'he seeds being too large 
to pass through, are left behind. To preven.t the posts uncleaned cotton from mix· 
ing with the cleaned, a piece of oloth is often hung against the upright posts between 
the rollers. 

The process is very slow. for the machine can never be worked. to its full power 
owing to the impossibility of feeding the whole length of the opening between the rollers 
at the same time. 1'he ginning should be done as soon as possible after the drying 
of the cotton. Mr. Darr,lh says: .. Experiments have shown that this machine gives a 
result of from one to two-and· a-half seers of cleaned cotton per diem." in South 
Sylhet it takes a day to clean 2 or 3 seers, in Darpeta a seer (probably of raw cotton) 
can be cleaned in an hour. In N owgong olle seer of raw ootton can be cleaned in half 
a day. 

Like the gin itself the operation of ginning is called by various names in different 
parts of the Province, ego, kapak neolha or gutiguchuuwa in the Assam Valley and 
bichi tgag kara in Cachar j the last two names mean simply the removal of the seeds, 
the first is derived from the name of the instrument. 

Tha cleaning df ootton in Assam 'is never carried beyond the stage of ginning, 
The next process is that of spinning, but, before passing to that process, it may be 
mentioned that the seeds of cotton are hllirdly ever made use of in Assam. Mr. Darra4 
:noticed this in 1885; he says: "In some places'the seed is utilised as cattle food." In 
the parts of Kamrup near Gauhati it is a regular article of sale. Its price in the 
neighbourhood of Tura in in 'the Gara 'Bills 'is 10 annas 'a maund. But this is not 
general. It ·is uSllally flung away as useless. If it were of more value in this country, 
it is probable that less uncleaned .cotton and more oleaned would be exported. But, 
partly owing to soarcity and ,dearness of .lahour here, partly -owing to small value 
attached to the seed, together with the fact that labour is ~comparatively eheap 
·in Calcutta and the se~ there largely in demand, cotton is eXllorted. "Chieflr in t:qe 
uncleaned state." These remarks apply equally at the present day. 0 

1:Io~SPlDnig. 

At the end of the ol6!tning process the loose fibres df cotton (now called tlllo)
are gathered up and taken to an enclosure surrounded and roofed with bamboo mats 
c{dhari) and there the cotton is bowed. This mat.house, tulagkar or lulaghara, may 
be large enough to oontain several persons working together, or it may be for a single 
workman only. in which case it is small enough to be roofed with one mat. 1'he 
object of this mat-ho"ijSe is to prevent the fluff from llymg about. 

The'"bow used by the Assamese consists of a single pieoe of bamboo (bar;) about 
3 feet long, alld rather wider in the centre than at the ends; to whioh is attached a 
string (jor) made either of a very fine strip of cane or of the midrib of a plantain leaf. 
n is nearly always home-made •. but is occasionally sold in Barpeta for one to lIowo 
aunas, and lasts for three years. When home-made it is said to last for only six 
months. It is the men of the household who make.it for tlle women. In Tezpur 
when sold it costs one anna or less and lasts for years if the string be oocllsionally 
renewed. 

• In Tozpur tb& oq\ton II •• ,d to ... umethi. name after being howe<\. 



The bow used by the weaver! ot Sylhet difl'ers from the above in having not a 
Bingle long piece of bamboo, but two pieoes of about half the leng~h, fitting one into 
eaoh end of a hollow bamboo, which has a knot in the oentre. 

The names applied to those bows are dkanu, dhenu, dhuni.iorbar;', jor, eto. 
To use the bow a mass of ootton is thrown on a mat or' the bare ground, and tho 

"handle of the bow is held in the left hand in suoh a position that the string almost 
'touches the loose mass. The string is then pulled by the fingers of the right hand 
into the mass of ootton and let go. '1'he vibration throws the ootton in all directions 
ahd loosetls the fibres. 

The prooess or bowing is oalled dhunIJ or tullJdhlltla. . It oorresponds to sautoh
ing. In Barpeta it is said that a seer of ootton can be bowed in 15 minutes, but in 
Nowgong the bowing of i seer (the clelned outturo Qf 1 seer of raw,cotton) is said 
to take a whole day. '1'4e latter estimate is probabll more nearly correct than the 
former. 

A sufficient qllll.ntity of cotton having been thus bowed, it ilS picked up and 
placed in small handfllls on III smooth wooden stool (panja bata para) measuring H 
X 1 foot in Kumrup and 12 X 8 X 2 inohes in Tezpur, or on a Hat pieoe of wood 
with a smooth surface. The operator then plaoes a small slip of bamboo or ekra 00. a 
handful of ootton, and rolls it with the open band over the cotton, which is }licked up 

'ahd wound round the slip. This roll of ootton is then slipped off the slip aud is ready 
for the spinning-wheel. ' 

'rhe slip used for this purpose varies in size over the A.ssam Valley from I) inches 
. to 9 inches, or even a foot. In South Sylhet it is only 4 inches long, It is hom(l·made 
,and has no mal'ket value. The following are some of the ;namllll applied to it ; pq,nj;" 
,bata bart (Golaghat and Mangaldai),panji bata mari (Tezpur),tuZa bata liar; (Kamrup), 
balli bar, (Barpeta), parlji. kIJthj (Nowgong). 

Mr. Darrah says that the ootton is rolled upon the ground, but this does not 
.. appear to be the case, as a olean, smooth and even surfaoe is essential to th.e nrocoss. 

About S or 4 hundred rolls are formed out of a seer ot cotton, and the process of 
working up this amount of bowed ootton takes about an hour.-

The rolls are called panji by the Assamese and painj in South Sy lhet. The process 
of forming these rolls is oalled panji batao 

The next stage in the prOJBSI of spinning is the oonversiQI;I. of these rolls pf cotton 
into thread (Buta), by means of the spinning-wheel. (Jatar or ja"tar). which is of th.e 
following description ;~ 

The stand is formed of two reotangular pieces of wood joiJ).ed together by It. 
narrow tie-beam, about 22 inohes long, eaoh end of which is fastened to the middle of 
one of the longer sides of eaoh plank.t The one plank is 14 inohes long and 4 inohes 
wide, and io. it are fixed two upright posts (in Tezpur Hat pieces of wood 18 inohes X a 
inohes) to support the axle of the wheel which passes thr1lugh a hole io. each post 
about 15 iuohes from the ground. The otber phmkis smaller, being only I) inohes 
by 4 inches; ill this are fixed two small uprigb.ts, about 8 inohes long (in 'l'ezpur Hat 
'pieces of wood 6 inohes X 1 inch). through the oentre of which passes the spindle. 
1n Soutli Sylhet the spindle is supported on two loops of cane whioh ar!! ,fix!!d int9 
these uprights, and bound with string. 

'l'he wheel (chaka or ghila) whioh is 18 to 20 inchllllin diameter, is of two kinds: 
(1) a disc of wood, about one inch thiok, with its oircumference grooved, the groove being 
1 inoh wide. This kind is oalled Barei in Kamrup, and chaNa in Tezpu,r ; (2) two 
separa.te frames; like ClII.rt·wheels, with fiat wooden or bamboo spokes, generally 4 in 
number, and a circumferenoe of twisted oane. T,he spokes (called pahi iu Tezpur) 
radiate from a circular wooden diso (dua) about I) inahes in diameter. The oQ:oum
ferences of the two frames are united by a network of cane, oalled chkak. This 
tlpeoies of wheel is oalled c1IhattJni in Kamrup. The word chdkIJ is applied to both 
kinds of wheel. 

'l'he spindle (s.'"athi, bal,gfl or .ala)·is a thin piece of iron or bamboo like a 
skewer pointed a.t both ends, wbioh project beyond the posts, that nearer to the operator 
length of nearly 40 inohes. The portion between the posts is occasionally bound to a 
round with oloth to give tbe cord a better grip on it. Near the oentre of the spindle 
are two small round beads (mo";) a.bout i inoh in diameter, to keep the cord in 

• Thll ;. \he .. tim.1e _iftd from Jlarpela, hut m. No_gong i\ ill oaid. to lab hair. ~ :\0 work up fth or ...... or 
bowed oottOD iu \hi, w,,", 

t Tba u .. beam ill OaIled Uor6 .... ill Kamral' U •• I" ....... ill lIarpela IDa s. .. _ ill To&pIU'. 
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position. These beads are made either of wood or of gourd shell (loa"hoZa). In 
Mangaldai a third bead like the other two, but large", is fastened about half way 
between the centre of the spindle and the end next the operator.; 

An endless cord (mal or ;alal'al' batiya) passes at full tension round the wheel and 
fbe spindle (between the two central beads). It is sometimes rubbed with the gum of 
the jacktree or waxed before use. To keep the cord in PO!lition a small upright post 
(maldhara, batiya dhara khuti or satini bari) 7 or 8 inches long, with a hole in 
the centre, through which the string passes, is fixed on the tie· beam near the smaller 
plank, i.e., at a point about 4 inches from the spindle. This point is calledjalarar-flai. 

The axle'of the wheel (dilabari or Balkha bar.) projects about 6 inches on the 
side nearest the operator, and to this end is attached a handle (hata or hatabari) con· 
sisting of a piece of wood about 8 inches long. In South Sylhet the handle consists 
of two pieces of wood; the one, 6 or 8 inches long, has a hole in each end; by one hole 
it is fixed on to the axle while in the other is fixed the second. piece of wood, which is a 
plain rod, 6 or 6 inches long. 

The dimensions given throughout are those received from Barpeta. The Tezpur 
spinning machine seems to be rather larger, but is practically the same in shape. 

To work this machine, the woman sits facing it, and with her right hand turns 
the handle, while with her left hand she takes up one of the rolls of cotton described 
above and applies the end of it ~o the point of the spindle nearest to her. 'lhe 
rotary motion of the wheel is communicated to the spindle by means of the connect· 
ing cord, and each revolution of the former produces 8 to 12 revolutions of the latter 
owing to the difference in their diameters. The rapid revolution of the spindle 
causes its point to pick up a fragment of the roll of cotton applied to it, and as the 
woman raises her left hand to its full length a thread is drawn out. A slight change 
in the direction of the extended arm causes this thread to roll up round the spindle; 
the roll being meanwhile gradually brought down to the spindle point. 1'he same 
motion of the arm is then repeated till the whole roll is converted into thread, when 
anoth4lr roll is taken up and treated in the same way. When the spindle is full the 
balls of thread (8utalahi, 8tltaiei, pakara or pakaril are slipped off and are ready for 
the next process, 'Viz., weaving. • 

The thread thus spun is not often of very good quality. Its thickness and even
ness depend on the way in which the roll of cotton is manipulated by the operator. 
If this be pressed tightly between the finger and thumb and the tension of the 
thread be kept firm and uniform, the result will be a fine and even thread; if the 
roll be loosely held a coarse thread is the result. 

Compared with other instruments used by the Assamese, the spinning.wheel is 
lIlther expensive. In 'J'ezpur it is sold at from Rs. 2 to 2-8, in Mangaldai at from 
Re.1 to Rs. 4 In Barpeta it is, however, cheaper, the kind with a solid wheel cost· 
ing Re. 1, and that with the double wheel only 8 annas. In Sibsagar the price of the 
two varieties is Re. 1 to Re. 1·8 and 12 annas to Re.1 respectively. It is sold occasion
ally at the Naosali Me by Jolahas and Cacharis of Chapaguri. It lasts a considerable 
time, the estimates given in different distrICts varying from 3 to 12 years. 

The spinning.wheelis still largely used throughout the Assam Valley, ('nn by 
those who have given up spinning thread,as it is utilised for making the spools for the 
shuttle even when ready-made thread is used. 

Concerning this instrument there is a very clever riddle, which may be translated 
thus: "I saw a curiosity just now. At first I took it for a thief, as it had a cord tied 
round its waist. But it was not a thief, the cord was rathpr an ornament. It had no 
neck, but yet wore beads. It hummed like a bee, but when I came clo~e I found it 
was not a. bee. It has no shame, for it cares not for men's society, but loves the com
panyof women. 'Listen one and all " says poet Kannn, 'and tell me what it is'." 

The humming sound of the spinning." heel when at work ia well brought out in 
this riddle, and it is interesting to note that the crenking sound of the ginning 
machine--has given rise to a curious tale. One of the Ahom kings went out to hunt 
and on the roadside saw an old woman bu~y ginning cotton. He stopped to see how 
the gin wns worked, praised thli woman's skill and then passed on. Then some one 
came up to the old woman and blamed her for working while the king was passing 
by, for the king, he said, had been displeased at the sound of the machine. So the 
old woman oiled the rollers and went on working her silent glD. In due time the king 
returned and, hearing no sound, asked if the old woman was still at work. Finding 
that she was still working and the instrument had ceased to speak, the king took ber 

l For .pinuiD" iron i. generally oled i lor malting apooll, bamboo. (Tflzpur,) 
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for a sorceress who could .strike a person dumb. And so the old woman paid the 
usual penalty for witchcraft and lost her nose. 

There is a variety of the spinning-wheel or jatar, called maTiura pakowa .latar, 
reported from Golaghat. which is said to be used only for making the spools for the 
shuttle, but its description seems to correspond exactly to that of the Barei jatar of 
Kamrup. 

Tbe working of the spinning-wheel is called Buta kata. It takes a woman tbree 
days to spin a seer of cotton by this machine if she be exclusively engaged on this 
work, but it would take her 12 days if she did her ordinary household duties as well 
(Barpeta). The same estimate has'been received from Nowgong. 

The total time taken in converting a seer of raw 'ootton into thread is given as 5 
days in Nowgong, and as 4 days (of 5 or 6 hours eaoh) in Jorhflt. 

Tbe outturn of thread from a given quantity of raw cotton depends largely on 
the quality of the cotton. When the methods of cleaning and spinning just de
Ruribed are used the best cotton is said, in Jorhat, to give an outturn of half its weigbt 
in thread, the worst only oue quarter. The. average outturn·is hken as t. In Now
gong the average is given as t, in Blrpeta as t. and in Mangaldai as much as i. 
'W hich would seem far too high. 

.. 
Spinning of Norakata Thread. 

There is 110 peculiar method of spinning thread oalled 
Nowgong, where it is almost obsolete. 

flO1'akata reported from 

• 
The ootton is first cleaned, combed and ginned. and then very thoroughly bowed ill 

the ordinary way. At this point the peculiarity of the process ocours, for the cotton 
is not formed into rolls (pan/i), but the thread is spun direct from the loose mass 
of cotton libre. The spinning-wheel is used. The thread so spun is very fine. ·This 
method was used in the time of the Ahom kings for making thread for the clothing 
of the Royal Family. It has now almost gone out O'f use owing to the importation 
of the finer oounts of thread (80s and 100s). . 

Before leavin~ the subject of s!,inning it Ql:ly be of interest to describe the bow 
used by the Dhunlas or Madaps. These pe lple. who pL'ofeSi to be descf;lndants of 
Khajeh Mansur, come from their homes in Al'reh to GOiilpara about September and 
return in February. They bring their bows with them and oharge 2 or 3 annas per 
seer for bowing ootton for stuffing quilts. If the cotton be old or of bad qua.lity 
they oharge a pice or two extra per seer. This bow is not used by the Assamese, and 
is very differeut from either of the kinds above described. It oonsists of a straight, 
stout rod made of sal wood, about 4. feet in length, having at the right end a fiat 
semiciroular piece of wood fastened to' it so that the cUL'ved surface is outside and the 
fiat surface (about 6 inohes long) at right angles to the rod. Near the left end is 
fastened another plank of wood larger than the first and in tbe shape of a quarter 
cirole. One ftatBide, about a foot long, is firmly bound to the rod by means of cat
gut, the other of the same length being at right angles to it and the curved surface 
facing inwards. The string is made of buffalo gut and is very strong, it passes through 
a hole in the left end of the rod, thence runs over tbe oorner of the larger plank 
straight to the smaller plank and round its curved surfaoe, and is fastened by a peg to 
the right end of the rod. The gut is usually much longer than is actually required, the 
surplus being wound round the rod, and being utilised if the other portion of the 
string wears out or frays. 

The larger plank is fLuther strengthened by another string of gut oonnecting the 
round edge with the oentre of the rod. 'fhis string is kept taut by three pegs driven 
into the curved edge of this plank. At that oorner of this larger plank round which the 
strin!S passes, is a small piece of leather which tightens or slackens the string according 
as it is moved outwards or inwards. 

To the roi is attached a sort of handle made of a piece of rag rolled up. Olle end 
of whioh is fastened by a peg somewhere near the centre of the rod, the other being 
fastened 6 or '1 inches from the left end. This loop serves as a support for the arm 
~hen the instrument is being worked. 

This instrument cannot be worked with the bare fingers. To make the string 
vibrate, it is struok with a kind of hammer made of ebony or other heavy wood. This 
l.ammer is shaped much like a dumb-beU. it is about 15 inches long and weighs 
about 3 pounds. 



lIt.-Weaving. 

The instruments used in we:.ving are very numerous but very simple. Sonte are 
80 simple that they can be best described in the account of the process of weaving, 
other! are ordinary household belongings, not made exclusively for weaving, and so 
need no description. 'fhe following list, therefore, comprises only the more important 
items of a weaver's outfit in Assam, and those only which are specially designed for 
weaving. . 

. , i.-Ths Arst kind. of reel.-(Plate I, fig. n. 
'P'e,.nacular 'flames :-Latai (Golaghat and 'l'ezpur), HaUatai (Barpeta), Bar lata, 

(Goalpara), Leta;' (Gauhati, Mangaldai, Sibsagar), Neta; (Mangaldai), Nata;' (Gau
bati). Nata (Goalpara), Nath" (South 8ylhet), It'aoth4 (Cachar). 

This reel is constrllcted as follows :-Two Hat bamboo sticks, each about 4. inches in 
length and half an inch wide, are fixed at right angles to one another at their centres 
so as to form a cross. Through the centre a hole is bored. A similar crOS9 is made 
with stickS about six inches .long. These two, crosses are slipped on to the ends of a 
central rod, which is madll of ba~boo and is about 3 feet 3 inohes in length and t 
inch in diameter at thjf centr.e, •. the eQ.ds are. however. thinner, so 119 to allow of the 
smaller cross passing along to a distanctl of one foot froIXl_ one end and the larger 
cross to 15 inches from the other en.d. These crosses are- then tied firmly to the cen· 
tral rod by string or bam boo. ties, so as _to prevent theIl! from revolving, and so that 
all the arms of, one cross are pil.rallel to the arm.9 of the other. Next, four thin, flat 
.bamboo stioks, each aQout 2 Jeet long ar~ taken. One end of each is fastened to the 
end of one -of the arms of the larger cross and the centre is fastened to the end of the 
'corresponding arm of the smaller cross. The other ends of all fou~ are bound tightly 
round the end of the' centraJ: rod, . 

Thus the instrument is a conical framework not revolving on the central rod. 
ln Goalp~ra this instrument is of rather a different. 4escription. The central rod 

is fully four feet long and is provided with a handle at the end. nearest the larger cross. 
'!'he ends of the s~icks f~}l'I:ili;ng the framework are !Iol~o fastencd differently. Both ends 
project a short way past the crosses and are fastened in the same, way, "iz., by cane 
ties connecting the ends of two opposite sticks with each other and with the central 
rod. There are of course two such cane ties at right angles to each other, at either 
end. . ." 

There are intermediate varieties between these two kinds, but there is no differ-
ence in principle. . " .' 

An instrument very similar to this is used in the Surma Valley. It is thus des
cribedin South Sylhetl~The Nath'IJ. 80mesight or nine fine split bamboos are ar
ranged around a central bamboo rQd. At the lower end they are fastened to a bamboo 
ring which is supported by two fine split bamboos placed crosswise. At the upper 
end they are all tied_ together to the central rod at a short distance from that end of 
the rod. 

The essential Object of, this instrument is for forming skeins or handles. It is 
thus -distinguished from thll second kind of reel which is used for tramferring the 
thread, after it has been formed into skeinS, on to a reel or a spool. In Sibssgar eight 
or ten of these reals are said -to be used, the skeins made on them are called tatbati. 

This instrumcnt is generally home·made, but ca.n also be purchased occasionally 
for 4 annas or less. In Barpeta its price is only 4. or 5 pice. It lasts for many 
years with ordinar, wear and tear. ' . 

2."""The second kind of reel.-(Plate L figs. ii and iii)· 
'P'ernacular 'flames :-(Jhherek. (general), cherk. (Gauhati and Goalpara), ehat'akl 

(Goalpara and C1Ichar). 
, In this reel the centre rod (bhal'baN) is about three feet long and is pointed at the 
lower end. For nine inches from the end the rod. is thin and then oomes a ledge wllere 
the rod widens out. On this ledge the smaller cross loosely rests. The two crosses are 
of about the same size 8S those of the first kind of reeL The larger cross is slipped 
loosely over the end of the rod and held so that -each of its two cross-sticks is at an 
angle of 45° with each of the sticks of tile upper cross. Tileu eight round slips of 
bamboo about 18 inches long are tied by their two ends to the upp~r and lower 
-crosses in the following way :-Two sticks are tied at one end to one of the arms of 
the upper cross, the other ends being tied one to each of the two nearest arms of the 
lower cross. 111 this way each arm of each cross has two slips of the framework 
bound to it. 



PLATE 1. 
i.-The first kind of reel (l.dtdi). 

n.-The sp.~onti kmd ofr~r:1 (chl,ereki)- (.lar'i!p. size). 
,. iii.- Pitto ,.small sH~e ) . .. Iv.-Tbe third kind of reel (-ugMJ • 

v.-Ktlrlulni. 
vi .-Thl'> l"e~l (ra.). 



This reel is used wherever a la.rge revolving framework is required,. i.e .• ill the 
process of preparing the thtead for warp ,and weft. and aJ.so in the making of the 
healds. In the former aase it is used. only for transferring thread. It is generally, 
home-made, but. when sold. it eosts , aUna8 in Tezpur and only 3 or 4. pic\! in Barpeta. 
It lasts fQr several years. 

'rhe girth of the framework of this instrument is regulated by that of the ff'ame
work of the first kind of reel, set that the skeins formed on the lati~ may iit on to i,t' 
also. This remark appliea only to t~ reels that are used for reeling ,home-made 
thread. 'I'he skeins of imported thread being much larger require a mU9h larger reel 
'I'his reel, which is called ba,. ehhereki) is exactly similu te the smaller reel. . 

No such instrllment appears to be used b, the prQ~essionaJ w~av~rs of j;he !;lurma 
Valley. . 

3.-The third kind of reel.-(l'Ia.te 1, fig. iv)· 

Fe,.nncular fJalAB8 :-Ugba (genenl), pagh8 (Lowe.r A$aJ',!'l). pagha; or 1I01lai 
(Goalpars), ~gala (eachar), 

The only difference between this zeel and that of the second. kind is in its size 
and shape. The crosses are of egllallemgth and ;:rery much shorter thaD. those of 
the first and -second kind of ireel. The length of ,the central rod is .about two feet. 
'1'he shape of this instrument is something like &D. elongated barrel. It is Qonstructed 
in the same way ss reels of the seoond kind, .and. as with them, .the frame revolves 
round the central rod. It is used in the process,of ,warping and is ~enerally home
made. I~s use is more fully explained hereafter. 

In Barpet&. the central rod is called nal. the clQSses ehah'lIond the slips of bamboos 
forming the framework Bali. ' 

No lIuoh instrllment,seems to be used by th!l professional weave,rs of the S!lrma 
'ValleT· 

4.-The Xarhani.-(Plate I, fig. v). 
rernaeular nameB :-K"rhalli (general). halmi (Gauhati, l\fangaJdai /lIld G oalpara), 

karm (Goalpara). 
'Ihis is an instrument used for guiding the threads when they are being laid round 

the posts to form the warp. As sllvera.l threads .a~!llaid at 9ne ,time, it is necessary to 
:keep them in their proper order and at fairly :regular intervals fro!Il one anothtU' 
throughout. This,is effected by means of this insWment. of ;wbjoh many :varieties 
~re found in the Assam.Valley. where alone it apPllar!l to,be used. 

The simplest killd {from Goalpara} oonsists oj .,flat piece of w09d about a ,foot 
long and half an inch thick, almost poi!lt!ld at one end .a~d ~idening out ,steadily 
towards the otber to a width Qf 2t inches. '.rh.i!l ~d iSJ1OugQlY1l'Q.un40ed oft. Five 
boles are bored through the faQe Qf ,this iPJell6 ,0/. wopd j ,one ,is I/.lmost exactly'at the 
C6!ltre, another is about an inch from the broad !lRd .antl.eqJl,i.distant frQm ,either liide. 
the other three being in a straight line between these two .I,md,At ,in~erY&ls of about 
one inoh. though not very,regulllor. This vWety.pf ,the iIll\tJ:umllnt~ of tb.e roughest 
Fossible desCliption, thll holes haviqg :been, )l~d ~th.JIo -Nd ,.hot :~!I'Y~' ~~ ,w,oo!1 
lS ,al. • 

The second variety (also froll).,GQalpara) is !gwte'as J.'.Ough.fl!ld,<l.I·ude as the first. 
but differs frolll it in being JIla,Qe 9f bW'falo ,hor,n bu\j;ead pf .~!lQ~ It ill.lloout 10 
,inches long and l.inoh :wide, tbe pve,ho\e!! being abo;IJt J}n.Qh'lI:llaI:~ " 

The third ,variety ,(also frorn ,~alpare) ,is far ~upl!l'iQl'. The wood is oar,ved into 
the shape of a dagger, w.ith a sharp ,plIJnt at Q,M e~!llan.d '" V{ell-sba~ handle a~ the 
.otber. the whole being IIobout:l4 inches lQUg. ):w ~dth is gl'e4ltest (Ii inch) at ,the 
'point where tbe blade leaves ,the ~~dl!l- Xhe 96ntre.9J the blade js cut ou,t. leaving a 
.eotangular hole about Ii inohes long bT J. .inch lwi.dtl •.• Whiph begins "bout an .inoh from 
the handle. This.hole is,divided off olnJo cOD;1p&rtments by,six parallel pins driven 
through one side of the blade across ~e 1101e, ~d into the opposite side. Each pin. 
,carries a small tube of reed or bamboo whioh ,revohes f;reel.y .round it. At ril;tht 
angles to theIle ~Ilbes, four smooth pins ~ fasteneq. ,t'!O above Qtem and two belo,w" 
oue (on either Slde) near eaoh long edge of the. hollow In the .hl~e. !£he ends of these 
pios tit into hQles,in the :blade. Th~ there II~ 1i,ve siqillar .compartments oooh 
bounded at the two ends by revolving tubes of ,reed. and at eaeh side by two aqlooth 
pins. 'fhere are also two more Qom{mrtmtlnta. w .. Qn,e at either end, but' these ~W() 
compartments have a revolving t\lbe,at Olle eud,onl,y and ~ n~t.tnade ,use of •.. Thi:i 
kiud oo~ts about 4 annas. 
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A fourtb variety from Goalpara is on the same prinoiple as the last, but of far 
superior workmanship. Instead of four pins running lengthwise, however, there are 
only two, which are both near OM edge of the framework, one above and one below 
the revolving pins. Tbese lengthwise pins do not revolve. This kind is about 18 
inches long and graoefully carved at either end, the design at one end being a fleur
de-Igs. It i~ also painted red, black and yellow and varnished. The central portion, 
corresponding to the blade, is about \} inches long, 3 inches wide and! inch thiok. 
The point in which this variety is an advance upon those described above is that into 
the hollow in the bhde are fitted eight small panels, four on each side, two lengthwise 
and two breadthwise. The long panels are of the same length 8S the hollow, and about 
t inch wide; the short ones are about l inch wide and long enough to fit in between 
the side panels. They are all very thin. These panels are glued in and painted to 
match the rest of the instrument. They add a finish to the whole and also form aeafe
guard against the pins falling out. This instrument was bought at the bazar for 4 
annas and was cheap at the price; the wood however was rather soft. 

A fifth variety from Goalpara consists of a frame of sal and other strong wood. 
The shape in the centre is rectangular, one end being rounded off into a handle (like 
that of a tennis bat) of about the same length as the rectangular portion. 'l'be other 
eDd is carved to represent some animal, flower or the like. The price of the instru
ment depends upon the nature of this carvin~. One of the designs at present in fashion 
is the hangar-muM or alligator's head. This is a very effective piece of carving, the 
neok projecting from the end of the central blade, and the whole being really well 
executed. This instrument has nine tubes revolving on central pins running two length
wise and seven breadthwise. They are fixed in the same way as the cross tubes in the 
third variety. The hole in the blade is a rectangle 5 inches by It inch. This is the 
highest form of karhani found in Goalpara. The threads pass through any of the 
spaces (except the end two which are very small owing to the two extreme cross 
tubes being quite close to the ends of the excavation in the blade), and can 
touch nothing but revolving tubes with very smooth surfaces, no matter whieh 
way the instrument be turned. Friction is therefore reduced to a minimum. 

The sixth variety comes from Golaghat. It differs from all those found in Goal
para in being made entirely of bamboo, and in having a far larger number of 
compartments. 

The outer framework consists of a single round piece of bamboo, about 21 inches 
long and! inch in diameter. 'l'his is split down the centre for about 15 inches. At 
the end of the split it is firmly lashed with a binding of cane to prevent the split 
extending into the whole portion of the bamboo which forms the hanelle. Two holes 
are bored through the split portion at right angles to the Ime of fissure, one at 
3t inches from one end and one at at inches from the other end (where the binding is). 
There are thus really four holes, two in each half of the split portion. 'l'hese two halves 
are pulled apart and the inner framework inserted between them and fitted into the 
holes: The two free ends of the split halves are then brought togdher and firmly 
lashed with cane, string, or leather. 

The inner framewol'k consists of two end.pieces and two side-pieces to hold the 
revolving rods. Each of the two end-pieces is about If inch by Ii inch, and at the 
centre of each end is a short projection to fit into the holes in the outer fl'amllwork. 
'l'be two side-pieces are each about 7 inohes by t inch, the ends having similar 
projections, whIch in tum fit into holes in the end-pieces. 

There are four long rods and no less than 16 cross rods. These rods are not 
thin pins carrying hollow tubes of reed revolving on them, but are small, solid 
cylinders of bamboo abou~ t inch in diameter, and they themselves revolve. At 
either end of every rod a portion about i inch long is of only half the diameter of 
the central portion. The thin portions of the long rods pass through boles in the 
end-pieces, and those of the cross-rods through holes in the side-pieces. 1.'be central 
portion of the long rods is 7 inches in length and that of the cross-rods Ii inch. 
The ~ross rods are parallel and so are the long rods which lie near the side-pieces, 
and are arranged as usual, two above lind two below the cross rods. "'-

This variety, though Dot so elaborate in design, yet possesses aU the working 
qualifications of the best specimens from Goalpara, and excels them in the fact of its 
baving so many more openings for the thread. Its rods cannot possibly drop out, as 
the holes through which their ends pass, though sufficiently large to allow of their 
freely revolving, are not large enough to allow the central portions to pass through; 
and all these rods, both long and cross, revolve. Its inferiority to the best Goalpara 
variety lies in the fact that the rods, unless- thcir central portions are all cut accurately 
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to length, are apt to stick instead of revolving, and their flurfaces are not so smooth 
as those of the tubes of Belani reed used in Goalpara.; moreover tbe instrument is 
not so durable when made entirely of bamboo as when tbe framework is of sal. The 
price of the Golaghat variety just described is lour annas. 

'l'here are, donbtless, many other varieties of karkani to be found in As~nm, but the 
descriptions received from other districts are in general terms and no other specimens 
have been collected. 

5.-The Reed (Plate I. fig. VI). 
Ve,.nacular nameB :-Ra8, rack or ,.all (general), I'a (eachar), Zaehk (South Sylhet 

and Habigunj), hana (Babigunj). 
This instrllment is tbus descl'ibed by Mr. Darrah: .. This is a sort of comb. 

The teeth consist of very fine strips of bamboo, fastened at each end between two 
long pieces of the same material. The teeth' are just far enough apart to allow 
easily of the passage of a thread". It is used during the process of shoot,ing the 
weft, '.e., the final stage of weaving, for 1\ double purpose, first to keep the 'threads 
of the warp at regular and convement _distances apart, and seoondly to drive home 
each weft thread as soon as it is shot. The interval between the teeth varies with 
the texture of the cloth to be woven. The finer the thread used and the more closely 
the cloth is woven the smaller is the interval between the teeth and the finer are the 
teeth themselves. And as reeds differ in fineness, so, too, they differ· in length. 
The smallest used in Goalpara is about a cubit long and contains 350 teetb, the 
largest is about 3 cubits long and contains 1,000 teeth. 'rhe former is used only 
for making towels or other narrow cloths and the latter only for making large sheets or 
cotton shawls. Mr. Darrah's description is very meagre. The teeth (kati) are, in Goal· 
para, made usually not of bamboo, but of a very fne kind of reed, and it i~ from this 
that it derives its English name. I have never seen one in which the teeth were made 
of bamboo, but such are reported from Tezpur, Mangaldai and Barpeta. ,They 
are usually 3 incht's long, but vary in length from 2 to 4 inches. Their length 
does not however depend on the length of the reed. The long pieces of bamboo 
(called baa, kama or BaU) between wllioh the teeth are fastened are about 
2 inches longer than the aotuallength of the instrument itself. They are nearly 
flat, but slightly rounded on the side, the two flat sides facing inwards, i.e., touching 
the teeth, and the two round sides faoing outwards. Each piece is about i inch wide. 
Near their right hand extremities all four of these rods have deep notches cut in 
the edges, the two top rods having the notches in the outer edges and the two lower 
rods in the inner edges. 

The two pairs of rods are parallel and about 1£ inch apart, so that the ends 
of the teeth project a short way beyond eaoh of them. These ends are, in Barpeta 
and Upper Assam, often thickly smeared over with cowdung. The teeth are bound 
to each pair of rods by a single length of string which passes once round the rods 
between each tooth and the next, the bitches being made alternately in opposite 
directions. 'I'hus eaoh tooth is separately lashed between the two rods of each pair, and 
the method of lashing desol'ibed above forms a plaited ridge along each line of binding. 
This ridge is used as a means of oounting the number of teeth j for after each hundred 
(Biga) of threads, a slight variation in the method of lashing oreates a break in the 
ridge. and each of these breaks marks off one hundred teeth. The numberinO' 
al ways commences from the right hand side, and it is marked on the binding of only th~ 
lower pair of rods. The number of teeth in the reed is not necessarily in full hllndreds. 
This numeration system is referred to again later on. To strengthen the instrument. 
at eaoh end of the main set of teeth is bound a fll1t bamboo of the same length as the 
teeth and about i inch wide; beyond thllt are four or five more teeth, and then 
another pieoe 0:[ bamboo like the. last. 'fhese pieces of bamboo are bOllnd to the 
long rods exaotly 8S the teeth are i the numbering of the teeth bpgins, of course, from 
the inside of these bamboo sticks. 

The reed is, perhaps, the most important of all the instruments used in weavin'", 
for it is this, more than any other, that regulates the texture of the woven clotb. 
Without a fine reed it is impossible to weave 8S closely as is required for the more 
delicate fabrios. The reeds used and made in Assam are, on the whole, very inferior 
and it is largely to this ~eriority t!mt ladies attribute their inability to vie with th~ 
weaversof Dacoa in the quahty of tbell'work. I know of one AssamesegentIeman hold. 
ing a high appointment under Government, who quite recently got a friend to procure 
some superior reeds in Daooa and bring them back for his WIfe. On receivinO' the 
reeds he was very sanguine that his wife would be able to weave cloths,far superior 
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to any made with the aid of the Assamese reeds. I have not heard whether the 
result justified his expectations. 

The reed varies in price with its size, fineness and workmanship. A common 
reed of ordinary size costs' about four annas, while a fine reed may cost as much 
as Rl.8-0. 'l'he reed, if used constantly, will last about one year. It is the 
only instrument of aU those used for weaving that is invariably bought instead of 
being home-made_ It is found for sale at most weekly markets, and is sometimes 
bawked round from village to village. It is not everybody who can make the leed. 
In North LakJlJmpur reeds are purchased generally from the Katanis of Darrang and 
the Majuli_ In Golaghat they are made chiefly by the people of Kaziranga and 
Marangi; in Kamrup by Mussalmen and Ganaks of Ellengidal in the Babjani mouza 
and Kardaitola in the Khata mouza, and by Ganaks of Barsaderi, Bhaluki, Bhogpur, 
and Boloigaon in the Bajuli tahsil. 

A similar instrument is used in the Surma Valley. 

6.-The Hook. 
Vernacular flames. -Hakota. batkota (Goalpara), kala (Mangaldai}, rac"" 

bharowa or rackh bharowa kulhi (Sibsagar). 
This is an instrument about 7 inches long nnd shaped like a bill-hook. It is 

made of buffalo-horn, deer-horn, brass, ivory or bamboo. The 'price varies with 
the lIlliterial and workmanbhip. The ivory hooks are expensive, but other!! vary 'in 
price from two to eight annas. ' 

The hook is used for dra.wing loops of thread through the intervals between the 
teeth of the reed. 

Instead of this instrument a straight piece of bamboo with a pointed end is 
used in Tezpur and Goalpara, called in the former place 8al" and in the latter Bala 
kathi. The instrUment used in Sibsagar is rather of th~s nature than a true hook. 

Then, again, in 'place of either of these, the spindle of the spinning-wheel, • when 
of bamboo, is sometimes used for this purpose. This spindle has been already 
described. 

The instrument used for this purpose in the Surma Valley is the kathi. which 
is described from South Sylhet as a bamboo needle having a point at one end and 
~n eye at the other. 

~ 

7.-The Brush. 
Vernacular lIame8:-Kuohi (Assam Valley), kuchh (Surma Valley). 
This is a small brush made of sun grass in Barpeta, where it is sold re~dy-made 

for two annas; it is also often ,home-made. In Golaghat it is. made of a kind of 
grass called tabhanga, and in South Sylhet with the roots of sugar cane tied on to 
bamboo. 

It is used for 'smoothing the warp while the reed is bein~ pushed along it in 
the process of warping. and agalI\ for sizing the warp the second time just before 
the actual weaving commeI\ces. 

8 -The Loom (Plates II and III). 
Vernacular nameS :-Tantn,. Bal (Tezpur), ta"t.fll (Mangaldai), tatghar (South 

Sylhet),'tat (Goalpara and Cachar), Bal (Gauhati and Sihsagal').-
In'describing the loom it is well 'to keep in mind the three main purposes which 

this struuture is intended to fulfil. The first is to support the warp horizontally at a 
moderate tension; the second, to hold the reed suspended'in such a position that it 
tnay be readily driven backwards and forwards; the third, to supply an arrangement 
for working the healds. 

To support the beams, four thick posts (i) are driven into the ground so as to form 
a rectangle, measuring 6 to 7t feet by 21 to il~ feet, the former figures representing the . . 

• In. G8.\lba.ti the teTm Ifd appeal'l to include not only tbe 100m, bot. tbe whole collection of instruments Ulled 
for shooting the .eft, inoludlDg, ,.g.. tbe shottle and the temple, bllt exoluding those that have been previously n8l'd 
during the warping process, e.g., the reed and booma. Another es:p!'f'WOD (ttJ"ttJ,. .tJJaZ'l 18 used in a elmllar ".Y In 
Gaobati to dE'8ignate tbe whole colleotJon of inatrumenta used durmg warping and fOfDllng the heald., e:rl'f'pt Hie reel", 
WblOb have already been used dormg the prooes8 of preparlDg the thread. There appeara to be no explEt8tJOD. bow
.,er, to de,iguate the colleotion of inf'troments 1I8td duriull that til'8t procEIIs. 

(I) V .... "cuZ.r """, ... -nula (TelplIr), .alar ,loAd" (Goalpara aDd Oauhalil. 6.!A' ....... Holi (GalL), ltmI.r 
kAuta (8ibsagar, 8arpeta, aDd Goalpara). 



Fig. 

.. 
" .. .. 

i.-4 P08ta. 
n.-Yarn beam.. 

rii.-Cloth bea~ 
i.v.-2 Rods. 
v.-~ Bars. 

Vl.-Cro8s rod. 

PLATE II. 
THE LOOM (Back View). 

Fig. viii.-2 Wooden pegs (one concealed frolIl view). 
ix.-8haft of bealds . .. 

., .. X._S NachatliB • 
xi.-Trea.dles. 

xii.-2 Wooden pine • 
" xiii.-8huttle • 
.. 

.. vii.-Fraro.e enclosing the reed... 
" 

xiv.-Ternple. 
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width of the loom, and the latter the distan~e from front to rear. These main posts 
are generally ve~ rous;h and very stout, more or less cylindrical, and not less than 4 
inches in diametel\ 'rile two front llosts are of equal length, always about I) feet; the 
.wo. rear posts are likewise equal in le>ngth, 'but this, length varies (rom 4 feet to I) fept. 
The yarn beam is supported by two loops of string (cari dhara;ar;,) hanging from, the 
rear posts; the cloth beam is sometimes supported in a similar manner by loops attached 

• to the front posts. When so suspended, the beams a.re very near the ground, and the 
weaver" when at work, sits On a low stool, 8i plank of: wood or the gronnd itself, in 
wllich case a hole is dug in front of ber in wblch to- rest ber legs. More usually, how
ever thtj cloth beam is not suspended from the front main posts, but rests on t:wo shorter 
post.s {i) (about 3 feet high) driven in close in front of the two front main-posts, and 
having their tops cut into the form of a ledge on which the cloth-beam rests between 
the shortel' and main.polits. When t4us supported, the,clotb.-beam is, of course"about 
S ft'et from the ground, and the yarn,beam is supported by string from the rear posts, 
at a similar height. In this case the weavel requires a. raised seat; sometimes an ordi
nary stool or a kerosine-oil, box: is used for this purpose, but, sOlll-etimes a superior seat 

,(called. /)ahapat) is construoted for the occasiop, by laying a flat plan~ oJ!. 4 short posts 
01' legs (bahuna khuti) driven into the grounel. 

The yarn-beam (ii) is a square- ba.r about six feet long, with faces about 2 in
elles wide. A length of about six inohes at each end, is rounded olf to a diameter 
of 2,inches or rather less. Along one of the faoes'runs a groove (keoara) about -l an 
inch wide and deep, edending over nearly the whole length of the 'beam. Near one 
end of the beam two holes (tata,' kan) are bored. one passing right through two opposite 
fact's of the beam, and the other, which is 2 inohes from the first and at right. angles 
to it, through the other two faces. 

T4e cloth-beam (iii) is exaotly like the yarn beaml except that it is cylindrical 
inr.tead of square, the diameter being about 3 inches. 

These beams are sometimes made at home, but more frequently purchased, the 
price varying from Hl to R5 I!> pair. They are ve~ durable, being made of hard 
wood, such as l1Iaifah or bajarani. A beam of maifak wood is said to last a,century. 

The warp is kept io. a state of tension, by the bea.ms being rolled round and then, 
fixed in position, each by means of a rod (iv) which is pushed through One or othllr 
hole in the end of the beam till it touohes the ground at an angle. The rods have to 
be removed when it is required to roll up the cloth or thread. 

The main-posts play an important part in fulfilling the second and tbird objects 
of the loom. The beams, iJ will be remembered, were suspended only about half way 
up these posts. The tOllS of the posts are all cut into ledges, those on the front posts 
fa(ling in one direotion {e.g" to the left), and those on the back posts in the other 
direutloll (to the right). On these ledges rests two ba.rs, (v) the one supported by the 
front and rear posts on one side, and the other by those on the other side, and these 
two bal's in turn support a cross-rod. (vi) which lies at right angles to them and 
about midway between the front and rear of the loom. When the rear postl! are shorter 
thon the front posts, the side bars 'are of course not horizontal, and so their upper 
edges are cut into deep notches like a very coarse sa\v-edge, that the cross·rod may 
rest upon thpm without slipping down. When the front and rear posts are of equal 
length, the side·bars are usulllly quite smooth. • 

The cross· rod is a thin but strong round rod of bamboo or wood, quite ~lain. Its 
IE'ngth isslightly greater than the width of the loom. It is this cross-har which forms 
the snpport for the reed and the healds. 

While at use in the loom the reed requires to be enclosed in a frame for two 
reasons, first, to strengthen it and protect it from gettinlf dama,,<>ed, and, secondly, to 
add weight to it, so that the weft th~ads may be driven well home as they are sbot. 

(.) V ....... ...z .. r _ .. ,-BiU __ iAN'; (S.baagar and Tespur). "loon Uun (llangaldat). h.hr (Gouboti). 
O. B.-It ,..1\ be ... n that the ... me a~phed to these posta iu Sibaagar aud T •• pur, is iu Gauhali apphed Jlot to 

th~ b'n\ \0 the rour main posta. Tbl n .. e meeDS II The Creator", poets. .. 
(.i) V ...... 1Il4fo ....... 0-8..,. .......... 101"'11 .. (Teopu.), ..... ga'" (Goalpara). ., 'olGfG (GoIaghat), _r .. eI or .,,,,,/>a"; (Caoher). 
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The frame (vii) consists of two long fiat wooden bars, each about 6 feet long, t inch 
broad, and :ll inches thick, and having a groove along one of the edges, and a hole near 
each end, passing breadth wise through it. The bottom bar is suspended horizontally with 
its grooved edge uppermost, from the top cross-rod by two strings (lIakt Jart) , one near 
either end. The top bar rests upon it with its grooved edge do" nwards, and the two 
are pinned together by two wooden pegs or pins (viii) passing through the holes at the 
two ends. The fiat faces are, of course, vertical. 

To insert the reed, the two pins are taken out, the upper bar lifted up, and the 
bottom edge of. the reed set to rest in the groove in the lower bar; the upper bar 
is then again brought down, so that its groove fits on to the upper edge of the reed, 
and the two bars are again pinned together. The reed is thJls supported with its length 
horizon tal and its breadth vertical. 

The strings supporting this frame are sometimes single, and pass direct to the upper 
bar. More usually, however, they are double aud hang, not from the cross·rod above, 
but from ring~, (ghUa or angulhi), which Bre themselves suspended by strings from the 
cross·rod, sometimes direct and sometimes through the medium of ot,her rings arranged 
like pulleys. In any case, when a double string is used, its ends are tied together, 
so that it forms an endless band crossing itself between the upper and lower bars of the 
frame which holds the reed, and thus forming two loops, one of which passes tightly 
round the lower bar, and the other passes at its bottom end round the upper bar and 
at its top end thmugh the ring. (In Tezpur the arrangement is the same as here des
cribed, except that the figure of eight forml'd by the string is double, as the two ends 
of the string pass first upwards, then through the ring in opposite directions, and, lastly, 
downwards, being eventually tied together below the frame). 

The arrangement for working the healds (ix) must be such that t1ley can be pulled 
up and down alternately, the one sllaft rising as the other falls. ~rhe device adopted 
enables this to be done with an alternate pressure of each foot, and is as follows:
From the upper cross-rod are suspended two (or, in the case of a very wide clotb, 
three) flQchani* (x) (th'! simplest form which is a straight fiat piece of woor! about 
9 inches long by 1 inch wide), by means of strings (nacham jari) passing through 
holes in their centres. 'I'he 'IIochani thus bang with their fiat side vertical and their 
length parallel to the warp. The front end of each nllchani is connected by a s!'pa
rate string with the upper rod of one shaft of healds, and the back end is similarly 
connected with the other shaft of h!'alds. These strings may be single or double, 
but in any case they run straight down from the 'IIachani to the rod. 

The centre of the lower rod of the first shaft of healds is connected by single 
strings (lia tan a jar;) with a bamboo rod about 1 yard long and 1 inch in diameter 
which lies on the ground with one end pointing towards the weaver's seat; the low!'r 
rod of the second shaft of healds is in like manner connected with another bamboo 
rod similarly situated. ')'hese two. rodst form, as it were, treadles- (xi). Tbey lie with 
one end pointing towards the weaver's seat, and it is near theso ends that the strings 
are attached. 'I'he other ends are sometimes separately aad independently fastened 
to the ground by wooden pins (xii) [nigani khuU, (Tezpur) andgaraka klluli (Gaubatl) 1 
which must however be sufficiently loose to allow of the rods moving freely up and 
down. More usually the rods are not fastened to the ground at all, but are, insteacl, 
joined together by means of a thin bamboo rod (kukaf' bar. in Goalpara) which 
passes through holes near their centres. 

The weaver, by pressing one treadle with ber foot, pulls down the shaft of heAlds 
attached to it. ThIs in turn pulls down tbe front ends of the nachlln. and conse
quently, raises the back ends, which draw up with them the other shaft of he~lds. 
The pressure of the other treadle pulls down the second shaft of healds and draws 
up the filst. 

It may he noted here tbat the healds are much shorter than the frame which 
bolds the reed, hence the strings supporting the nacllani all fall between the two 
strillgS supporting that frame. 

Sometimes, to lend additional wl'ight to the healds, two moderat!'ly thick rods 
are tied to the lower rod of each shaft, and in this case the treadles are connected With 
these two heavy rods and not with the heaIds thems!'lves. 

'I'here are two distinct kinds of nachoni. 'I'he most usual form of tbe first kind 

(vrl) V",.,.aoal .. r ...... , -D,,,ul'arti. dorl'ah (lIIowgong). daA/ .. ni Ufa.gaIdai, l!arpeta aDd Gaol,ah)"al or 'a,,' (Goalpera.) 
(YIll) V,.IIIJ..u,r ""III" ,-B .. l.abari or bagol .. b .. ri (Gaohali and Earpeta). bahlabari, baul.bari Or b.;11~6,.,i 

(Goalpar.). ftak.bll1" (Barpeta) • 
• AI ... aalled ".ok .... (Ii_obah) aDa .... t""; (Goalpar.). 
t V",.,. ... l .......... :-G .. rda. g .. rd .. b .. n, JII/14"I (eachar). 
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PLATE III. 
THE LOOM ( Side View). 

I Fig. vili.~ Wooden pega. 
It ix.-Sbaft of hea.taa. 
" %.-8 Nu1lcuAL 
It xi.-Treadlea. 
It ni.-i WoodenpiDa. 

" vll.-lil"8llJ.e enclosing the reed. 



is a flat I,iece of wood (7 to ,11 inches long by 1 inch wide) nearly straight, but baving 
a circular projeotion from the oentre of one side. Through a hole in this projecting disc 
is passed the string by which th" naehaq; hangs from the upper cross-bar. :A tlacnant 
of this kind can turn round ,through any angle, pivoting on the string which supports 
it. 'fhere are many varieties of this ~ackani, some are made 0] wood, some of bamboo, 
some of iron and some of brass, 'rhey are also fashioned to most quaint and graceful 
shapes, such for instance as a swan, but they all work on the same principle. They 
may be purchased for from 4 annas to a rupee per set. The second kind of nachani con
sists of two separate flat pieces of wood. l'he first of these (called gho'l'a in Mangaldai 
and banda!'. in Tezpur) is quite straight. except that one end~is shaped like a ring. 
l'he other pieoe is straight or only slightly ourved, and is fastened by a wooden pin 
passing through its centre' to the plain end of the first piece of wood, sufficiently 
loosely to allow of its pivoting through half a oircle round this pin. This nachani is not 
suspended to the cross-bar by 'a string, but the cross-bar is itself passed through the 
hole in the first piece of wood which then hangs vertioally from the bar, the other 
piece of wood is parallel to the warp but is not neoe8~arily horizontal. as it is a ver
tical plane in which it revolves round the central pin. This second kind of nachan;, is 
reported only from the Darran~ District (Tezpur I\nd ,Mang~ldai): .. ~'he, ,first kind 
a ppears to be u,sed in ap the plains distr~cts qf J~~' Assam Val.).ey '. " , '. , 

In Goalpara., the. tjQChqni8 are sometimes elltirely di~pensed with" and their place 
is taken by reels or discs of wood with grooved circumferllUces and holes,-through their 
centres. These discs Ighlla) are ab.out 2 inches iIi. diameter' and t iD,<!h thick. The 
required number of discs, two or three,as the case ~ay, be, is thrl".aded' on' a thin bam
boo rod and this rod is supported hOlizontally by strings at either en4s connecting it 
with the upper cross-bar, Round the grooved cir.cle of each disc is pasSed a string one 
end of which is attached to one set of healds and the other end to the -other set. 'rhe 
discs revolve fre .. ly round the oentlal rod. T~us the~e- discs serve the same purpose as 
the naehani. They are, however, suspended very milch lower down (and so nearer the 
healds) than the flaehanj ever are~ . : --

9.-The Shuttle (xlii, Plate 11); 

JTerrllicula,' ,Name. :-Mako or maku (Assam)Talley), natz (Surma Valley). 

The shuttle is a piece of wood about 19 inohes long shaped'very muoh like a 
light soulling boat., the ends bping bevelled off' and brought almost to a point. The 
"idth at the.centre is about It inoh and the dt'pth l ineh. In the, cen,tre is II, rectan
gnlar hollow (khlf/(l) measuring ne9.rly four inohes by Ii inoh by t lnch In one 
of the ends walls of this,hQllQw is a small hole, and in, the other:en~ wall,! exactly 
ol'posite this boll', is a s1it pr notch. These are to 'receive tbe -lljlQol.pin. One end of 
whioh is insert.ed in tile hole and the other dropped into'the notah and there seoured 
b.v a small peg ("akal' ba, t) which is pas-ed through a, hole dtilled licros~ the 110tch 
from one sid" of the ~huttle. This pl'g. w bich is called thila in Golaghat Dnd kkm or 
pltuti' in Goalpara, .is made of bamboo. quill, bent oane,or anyot1ler suitable material. 
III the oentre of one of the side walls of the hollow is sometimes dr.iIled a. hole (nakaif 
plmta) throul!:h which the thread may pass, but. very .often (e. g., in Sibsagar,and 
Goalpara) tb~ thread is allowed to run freely evl'l' the 8id~ with no hole to guide it .. 
In Sibsagllr a shuttle which has a hole ·for-:the passage of. tlie .thread is called 
cho,.ia mako, olle without ill oalled phalia-mt.lli:o. -. . 

The best shuttles are made by.carpellters of nahO,. wood and painted. In Goal. 
para, Mangaldai and Bal'peta they cost 4 annas each, ill Golaghat from 40 to 8 annas, in 
Gauhati from 8 annas to one rupee and in Sibsagar from one rupee to one rupee four 
annas. They are very durable. 

Tbe spool consists of a length of thread wound on a pin or hollow tube. Some
times the thread is wound direot on to " very fine bamboo pin, which revolves in the 
shuttle wItI'll, thl' thread is pulled i but more usually it is wound round a small bollow 
tube nf ekra or jungle reed, and this tube is slipped on to a bamb()o or iron pin round 
which it freely revolves. In Goalpara a leaf of the tal tree rolled up is often substi
tuted for the ekra tube. In South S)lhet the spool is made of a ba.nboo twig as 
large 0.8 the little finger. 

The pin or tube on which the thread is wound is called mali.ra .talhi. baktllt· 
baM, "£II .talllt or .tatla ba"ii the pin round whioh the tube revolves (when a tube 
is used) is called garbaUila, garabh khila or hkbart (Gauhai), gereli /ratl. (TelPnr, 
Mangaldai and Goalpara) , .ali (Barpeta) or 'arialla bart (Goalpara). The whole 
spool is called ",aAura (Assam Valley), ma,"rll (Gonlpara), nqli (Goalpara and Cachar) 
and Mli (South Sylhet). 
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lO.-The Bhaunri (als. oalled bha.lIri). 
Thi~ is an instrument consisting of a figure·of.eight shaped piece of wood with 

a rod passing through its centre, at right angles. to its face.. The rod is about 20 inohes 
long and about half an inch in diameter at either end, but it thickens out in 
the middle. 'fhe, pieoe of wood is about a foot long and t inch thiok. It is shaped 
like a figure.of-eight exoept that at the oentre there is a wide oirole to admit of 
a square hole being out in it to take the rod. The width of this circl", and the loops 
at their widest part is 2l inohes. It costs 4 annas and is very durable. 

A bhauiU-i of the above description has been x:eoeived from Golagbat, but it is not 
used for cotton. It is used only for winding muga silk off the oocoons in the 
following way :-The rod rests on two horizontal bal's to whioh its ends are loosely 
bound. A woman sitting on one side of the instrument pulls out a thread from the 
cocoon and twists it round the rod, she then "hirls round the figure-of·eight shaped 
piece of wood which makes the rod revolve and, the thread is drawn off the cocoon 
which is now being held by a seco~d ,,"oman sitting on the opposite side of the 
instrument. 

The bl,aunri is, however, included in the cotton weaver's outfit by 'Mr. Darrah and 
also in the report received from Gauhati. The description given by Mr. Darrah is 
very brief and might apply to the instrument described above: which, however, could 
not possibly be used in the way Mr. Darrah desorlbes. In the Gauhati report no des. 
cription is given. 

There is a variety of the bhaunr~ used by the Miris of Golaghat for forming 
spools,of cotton thread. In this the rod is much thinner and finely pointed at both 
ends and the plaoe of the figure-of. eight shaped piece of wood is taken by a lump of 
clay. This is the only form of bhallnl'i used by the cotton weaver that I have seen. 

11.-ThB Temple (xiv, Plate II). 

P'ernaolllarNames :-Puto,l (general), putalbari or putalkata (Goalpara), phanile 
(Habigunge). 

This is an instrument used to keep the width of the oloth uniform throughout. 
There are two kinds used in Assam, the one for delioate fabrios and the other for 
those of coarser texture. The first kind (called in Gauhati patiputal or simply putat) 
is a :flat stick, about half an inch wide, exaotly equal in length to the width 
of the oloth on whioh it is to be used. At eaoh end is a needle point, the needle being 
either stuck in or else tied on with thread. The second kind (called in Gauhati tati. 
putal), as desoribed by Mr. Darrah, consists" of two rods of bamboo, cros~ed, eaoh 
a little longer than the width of the warp. The free ends are furnished with little iron 
spikes whioh stick into the oloth. The other ends are united by a piece of string, 
which allows them to remain a couple of feet apart. Two loops of string, one on each 
side of the point where the rods cross, pass over the rods and the string whioh 
unites them. When these loops are pushed apart, the warp is stretohed tight." 
The rods are generally round and about a quarter of an inch in diameter; the points 
are, as a. rule, simply needles affixed as desoribed above. 

The temple used in Habigunge is alluded to as " a bow of dplit bamboo." It is 
probably of the second kind. 

Speaking generally of the weaving instruments used by the Assamese, those of 
bamboo are almost always made at home by the men of the household, with one 
exception, viz., the reed. Those of wood or any ot.her material are frequently home
made, but usuaIly hought. It is very difficult to give an-estimate of tue total oost of 
these instruments; in Nowgong it is stated at from Rs. 2-8 to Rs. 4, and in Barpeta 
at from Rs. 10 to Rs. 25. The former estimate is very low, but there is no doubt 
that for tour or five rupees a family can set up a loom if they purchase ou)y those 
instruments whioh cannot be home-made. Tue total oost of a single weavin~ outfit 
for a wealthy family is no doubt much larger than the highest estimute given in 
Barpeta, but the oheaper instruments are just as servioeable, though in some OIISI'S not 
so durable. But, for an ordinary working outfit, the durability of the instruments is 
80 great in proportion to their original oost that the expenditure on 1>lant forms an 
almost inappreoiable item in the cost of the fabrics made. 

The instruments described above are those used by the Assame~e. The people of 
Goalpara. use the same instruments, but do not follow exactly the same processes as 
those in vogue hi/!her up the valley. The professional weavers in the Surma Valley 
have their own instruments, and use their own methods, though in some cases these al'e 
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almost identical with those of the Assamese. A detailed account will be given only 
of the Assamese process of weaving, after which the main differences 'between it and 
the processes of the Goalpara pedple and the Tantis and Jugis of the Surma Valley 
will be pointed oUt. As regards the Goalpara process, ,however, the only'radical'pecn
liarity it· exhibits lies in the warping; the other peculill.n'ties are quite unimportant 
and will be referred to in the description of 'the Assamese process. 

The process of weaving in Ass&JD. Proper. 
The process of weaving consists of three main stages, lIie .. 1st, sizing and prepar

ing the thread, 2nd, warping, and 3rd, weaving proper, ,nel, shooting the weft. These 
main stages, however, all admit of 'fUI,ther sub-division., 

1st, Sizing and preparing the thread. 
In the case of home.~pun thread, when the. process of spinning h'as beEln com

pleted, the thread is left in the form of 'balls (caJled 8utalahi, 'etc.), about the size and 
shape of a large onion, and having a hole through the centre. One of these balls is 
t ... ken up and a spindle (detached from the spin~ing-wheel) passeeJ, through thelJole. 
'l'he thread is then 'wound off the spindle on to a reel of the first kind (latai, etc., instru. 
ment No.1) in the following way:~ The loose end of the thread is tied to one of the 
rods in the framework of the reel. The lower end of the reel is the~ ,placed on a 
suitable raised support, and 'the handle turned rapidly round with the right hand. 
The spindle is meanwhile held in the left hand or placed in a small bamboo tube 
(chung a) fixed to the ground. The whole ball is thus wound off and other balls are 
similarly treated until the skein (leah a, flecha or 'kheo) has attained the proper size, 
when it is taken off the reel and others formed in othe same way. ' 

This operation is cailed Blltalah' bhllnga. and is, said to take ten minutes pel' 
skein in Barpeta. 

The skeins are next all boiled together in an earthen pot (charu) with some rice 
or paddy. When the latter has been thoroughly boiled, both it and the thread are taken 
out of the water and the rice or paddy pounded in a paddy.husking machine (dhenki) 
until it is reduced to a glutinous paste or starch. The skeins are then smeared pver 

. with the whole of this paste, and in that state again boiled,after which they are taken 
out of the water and, one by one, slipped over a reel of the second kind (chef'ekM, etc., 
instrument No.2) which is'similar in girth to the !irst reel, but much shorter, and so 
flll'med as to allow of the framework'revolving round the central rod. From this reel 
the thread, while still wet, is wound off again on to, the first reel, from which the 
~kein is taken olf, as soon as it is formed, and put on a bamboo ra~l (dar). in the sun 
to dry The last part of this stage of the process is called radiowa (sunnirig) in 
Barpeta, and it is laid to take one hour; the re~ainder is called mllr diga (general) or 
.utll "'jowa (Tezpur). This also takes one 'hour in Barpeta. 

(Panet.e • • ,. this .tag. of 'he p,.oceBS :,- . . 
(I) In Tezpur it tippeats that only "'one boiling takes place and 'that in plain 

water, but, after this boiling, th!) tlireads rare inilted:with the' guoo:of boiled nce to' 
strengthen them. . ' 

(II) In Mangaldai 'only one 'boiling of 'the threads is mentioned, after whioh 
they appear to be at once put in 'the sun to diy. The description is· however 'brief. 
'l'he obJeot of the reelfi1g after the boiling and before the 'arying 'is to straighten out 
the skeins whioh have beoome'disordered durin~ the "starching and boiling, 'and So 
prevent the thread from matting tGo<>ether a.s it dries.) 

In the case of ready-made thread, the skeins are taken a.s they come from the shop 
anl\ straight away boiled and smeared with size. The process is otherwise the same 
as with homtl-spun thread, except that the lIkeins are much larger, and so require the 
secoud kind of reel to be much larger; the bo,. cMrekh, is therefore used. 

In Golaghat the thread is boiled in water with half its weight bf rice for an hour 
or more until the rice has reached the consistenoy 'of paste. The 'Pot is then tabn 
olI tbe fire, and its oontents left undisturbed till the next morning wben the thread is 
taken off, reeled and put in the sun, to dry. ' 

Whether home-spun or ready-made thread be nsed, the skeins, when put in the 
SDl.,\ to dry, are of the same she, " ••. , that of tbe first kind of reel.' As soon as the;y 
are thoroughly dry, they are taken down and divided into two equal sets, one for the 
warp (dig, digTaal .uta or ta" .. ) aud'one 'for the 'Weft (blPfli or pula I .ula). . 
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Of the skeins reserved for the warp one is taken up and slipped over a small reel of 
the second kind (,a"u che,.ekhi,) the rod of which is planted in the ground, The thread 
is then once more wound off, but this time on to a reel of the third kind (ligha, etl'., 
instrument No.3). 'L'he number of skeins rolled round each "gha depends on the 
size of the cloth, especially on its length, as w ill be explained hereafter. 

This operation is called ughalowa, ughoIDa or 8utaloICa. In Barpeta it takes 15 
minutes to wind 3 bkeins on one ugha. 

Of the skeins reserved for the weft, one is put on a small reel of the second iind 
which is planted in the ground. 'I'he thread is then formed into spools by being wound 
on to either a solid pin, or else a small tube of bamboo or ekra. When a solid pin 
is used, the thread is wound off the che,.ekhi on to the spindle of a spinning wheel, and 
the roll of cotton is slipped off the spindle on to the pin. When a hollow tube is 
used this is fixed on to the end of either a Malin'" or a spinning wheel and the thread 
wound on to it direct from the reel. This method of making the spools by means of the 
Maunri is thus described by Mr. Darrah :-

" Sometimes the bhaunri, is taken, and a small tube of bamboo or reed slipped 
on the thin end of ,the bbaullrl.' The end of the thread is attached to the tube, and, 
the bharmrl being, twisted in' the' finger, 'the thread is wound round the tube. The 
figure-of-eight shaped pieoe of 'wood gives the necessary weight, and enables the twist
ing process to. be carried ,on without much strain on the fingers. Women conlltantly 
prepare these spools for the shuttles while working the rioe husker with one foot and 
nursin~ a child in the arms. When enough thread has bren collected on the tube, it is 
slipped off the ~hau .. r. and on to the needle of the shuttle." , 

But, as Car 88 I can find, the' bh'IfInl'; is very seldom used by the Assamese for 
cotton thrMd: a,nd the only.district that names i~ in the list of instruments u~ed in 
weaving is Kamrup:' I pave, howev~r, seen the llIiris near Golaghat, who had in other 
respeots adopted the methods of the Assamese, forming spools by me1ns of a Maun"'. 
The bhaU/Ifi was"laid with ene- end- resting·on· a Illd~e,' and. the othl?r end (holding the 
spool) supported on ilIe finger of one hand. With the other hand the operator turnpd 
the rod rouna... Among the Miris. it is gener"lly boys ,or girls who are engaged in 
making spools. ' '. _ 

The bhalml'i is, however, a very primitive instrument, and the prooess of formin~ 
spools by mems of It is, at best', both tedious and slow. A' far more rapid method, 
and one now almost, uninrsally 1 employed, is to fix the tube on the spindle of a 
splnnmg wheel, and by turning the handle to wind the thre:ld off the reel on to the tube. 
)n Goalp'lra and ~arpeta'H is usu~l to take a long tube and to wind sufficient thread 
at equal interval~-along its length. When the tube is full, it forms .os many spools as 
there are rolls of threld, and these are broken off one by one as reqUlred for weaving. 
The whole tube with'the rolls' of thread, upon jt is called takuri. 

At a house in Niobintagram, a. village' in the Goal para sub-diviSion. I was told that 
the winding of the thread on to these long 'tubes was d~>ne' by th(l h'lnd a1onr" ne,ither 
the. spinning wheel n.or the bkaunW being used. 'l'here was 11 spinning wheel in the 
house, but it was old and out of order; the bha'mri was unknown, 'i'here are, however, 
few houses in Which a; spinning wheel in wor~ing orde\' cannot be found. These spin
ning wheels are seldC?m used for spi~n1ng now:a-days, their sole use is fur making spools. 
It is, therefore, quite exoeptional for spoofs to be made by hand, anu the process must 
be a very lengthy one. , 'fhis method is, however, said to be p.sed in S'luth Sylhet. 

'1'he spools of thread \lrll made as large as the capaoity 'of the shuttle will 
allow. The lengtll of thr'lad on each is therefore independent of the size of the cloth 
to be Wilven, and varies only with the fineness of the thread. The size of the cloth 
and the closeness of the texture are the ele.nents which determine the number of 
spools required. 

2nd, Warping (Plate IV). 

The first step in thll process of warping is to melsure off on the reed a distance 
equal to the intended width of the cloth. Reeds vary in length, and the one selected 
is usually as nearly as possible of the same length 88 the cloth to be woven i if the reed 
be longer than required, the distance is markf'd off in the middle, i. e" an equal length 
is left at either end. The number of teeth in the sp'lce m'll'ked off is counted and the 
reed laid aside for the present. 

A stout post, about a yard long and half an inch in diameter, is now driven (upright) 
in to the ground, and from this post a distance is marked off on the ground equal to the 
intended length of the cloth (or rather nbout 9 inohes more, 8S will be explained here-



PLATE IV. 
WARPING. 

A.- D.-Short stick. 

B.- 4 Poeta. 
C.-

K.-K/W1IAni. 
R.-6 Small ree ... 

B.-
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after). The measurement is made by mE'ans of a flat stick kalM. three 'feet in length. 
The distance being marked off. another post exactly like the first is driven in the 
ground at the far end. Between these posts and in a line with them two thinner posts 
(or more usually two Hat sticks) of the same length are similarly planted-the one 
about one foot from one end post. and the other about two feet from the' othe-r end 
post. Midway between this last end post and the post two feet from it, a .fifth is 
driven in in the same way; this is only about a foot in length and is nearly always 
flat, 

Th~e :live posts being in one straight line may be called by the letten A, B. C. 
D. and E according to their position along that line. A and E will be the two stout 
end posts. Band 0 the two thinner posts or sticks. and D the short stick. 

These posts are distinguished by the following names :-
A and E-~ati ka,.ha khuti (Gaubati and Goalpara)1 laltlal' klIut; (Tezpur) or 

bar kAuti (Mangaldai). 
Band O-Saru bat. karkiJ "huti (Goalpara). or "hi, Ii ekeI" (Gauhati). 
D-Bachani ~ari (Goalpara). bachan; "huti (Tezpur). bachalti chiri (Tezpur). 

fljana cheri (Gauhati). ujaTlei "huti (Mangaldai). k~ulall' chiri (Barpeta). 

The names are an indication of the nature of the posts. The word Tchuti means 
a peg or small post. as distinguished from "huta, which strictly means a large stout 
post (e. g., the posts of t.he loom). cheri or chi,.i means a:fla.t stick. as distinguished from' 
guri, which means a round stick or rod. In future flat sticks will be called simply 
sticks, and round sticks will be called rods. Eari is a word of more general import. 

Small reels (filled with sized thread) to'the required number are now taken 
and planted close tOl?ether in the ground. in a straight line with one another and with 
the end post A. this line being at right angles to the line of posts (A E). The reels 
are all on the same side of the line of l!osts. and the nearest reel is at a convenient 
distance from post A. 

The number of small reels used depends partly on the width of the cloth to be 
woven and partly on the caprice of the weaver. In the upper districts of the Assam 
Valley the number of reels is always even. and varies from 4 to 12. The number 
most usually employed is 6 or 8, 4 being used only for weaving very narrow cloths, 
and 12 for very wide cloths. The choice between 6 and 8 depends on the weaver's 
fancy. The number of reels depending chiefly on ths width of the cloth, the quant~ty 
of thread on each reel depends mainly on its length. 

The weaver now takes up a "arhan;. and drawing out the loose ends of thread 
from the reels inserts them one by one thJ:ough Buccessive compQltments in the 
learhtllll, and ties them in a bunch on the other side. Advancing with the karha"i in 
her right hand, the weaver loops the knotted end of the threads over post A, so that an 
equal number falls on either side. She then walks up and down the line of posts. 
always on the same side. and lays the thre'l.ds round and round the posts. each complete 
layer of threads forming a figure of eight, the centre (or intersection) of which lies 
between post A. and B. 

There is thus an interseotion between each Bucoessive sel 01 threlMis. the number 
in a set being equal to that of the small reels used. But for weaving an intersection 
(11101') is required between each 8ucces""8 th,.ead of the warp. To make this, a second 
operator sits facing post D and on the opposite side to that traversed by the first 
weaver. When two complete layers of thread have been put round the posts, the 
seoond operator picks up the top thread of those farthest from her (outside threads) 
on the fr»nt of her first finger. pulls it towards her and picks up the top inside thread 
on the back of her finger. pushes it from her and picks up the next highest outside 
thread as she did the first, and so on until she has picked up all the threads on her 
finger-the outside threads on the front and the inside threads on the back. She then 
lifts up the threads by raising her finger. slips them over the top of the short post D. 
and presses them down close together to the bottom of the post. This post now 
passes througb the space occupied a moment before by the woman's finger. It will be 
seen that the order of the threads has thus been changed at this point. Before, 
there came first one set of threads all on one side of the post, and then one set of 
threads all on the other and so on, but now the :first thread of the first set is followed 
by the first thread of the second set, then comes the second thread of the first set 
and so on; and between each successive thread are now two intersections, one on each 
side of the post D, .. e., one between 0 and D and one between D and Eo 

The cperations of forming these intersections is called bachAa. 
'.[he time taken to make these intersections is much less than that required for 



laying the threads even once completely round the posts. The first woman therefore goes 
on laying the threads while the second makes the intersections. As soon as the Dext 
two layers of thread are ready the second woman treats them exactly as she did the 
first, and so on until the required number of threads has been laid. The threads are 
then broken off from the reels and the ends knotted in pairs round post. A. (In 
'rezpur they are said to be knotted as at the commencement, i.e., all in III bunch.) 

The reason why two layers are usually treated at one time by the s!'cond woman 
is that, if a greater .-number were taken, it would be very difficult to pick out the 
threads in their proper order, while if only one were taken, it would involve more work. 

The number of times the threads have to be laid round the posts is calculated from 
the number' bf teeth in the space marked off on the reed. The number of pairs 
of threads (kani) in the warp is equal to number of these teeth (only one end tooth 
being counted). Now each complete layer of threads contains as mlIDy pairs as there 
are reels. Hence the number of teeth in the space marked off on the reed divided 
by the number of small reels used gives the numher of layers of threads required. 
These layers . are sometimes counted by the first operator herself, but the counting is 
more usually done by a third operator sitting near post A. 

When the requisite number of la]ers is complete. one or two extra layers are put 
round the posts in order that a selvage Laotha or doar (Goalpara)J may be formed at each 
edge of the cloth. Tbe way in wbich this ,is done will be explamed later on. 

The laying of the warp is called bat. kal'ha (general), bali kapa (Goalpara) and 
tena deQwa (Caohar). 

(Pariatiolls in the process:-
In Barpeta the reels (!Jgha) are placed in the ground first and after them the posts. 

The order in which the posts are driven in is rather different from usual j A is put in 
first, then B, then E, then D, then O. Here, too, as also in Goalrara, it is i=aterial 
whether the number of reels be even or odd. 'rhe mo.t usual number is 5 or 6. 
If 5 be used, the threads are placed over the posts in such a way that three fall on one 
side and two on the other. When the laying of the warp is finished, they are knotted 
together in two bunches, one of two threads and one of three, the latter being put over 
the end post in such a way that the side with the one in excess at the beginning has 
only one of these three, the other side taking two.) 

The warp having been laid, it is necessary to prepare it for tne loom. The first 
thing is to apply the reed. For this purpose posts C, D, and E, with the threads 
still round them are taken out of the ground, and E replaced by a long rod 
(about It inch in diameter),- and C and D by long sticks about 1 inch wide. 
Rod E is now held horizontally and the threads opened out along it to the intended 
width of the cloth. This rod and sticks C and D are all slightly longer than this 
~dth, • 

The reed is now placed with its face vertical against rod E and tied to it at either 
end. The warp threads are then drawn through the intervals between the teeth in 
the marked off portion of the reed, one pair (mz., one upper and its corresponding 
lower thread) through each interval. To pass the threads through the reed a woman 
sits down facing the reed, inserts the spindle' of a spinning wheel or a hook specially 
made for the purpose (instrument No.6), suocessively through each interval between 
the teeth, picking up each time one loop of the warp threads and drawing it through. 
Having thus drawn through a convenient number of such loops and threaded them on 
the spindle or hook, she slips them on to a tbin rod (called Bala in Tezpur and 
sali in Mangaldai), and continues the proOE'SS till all the threads have been drawn 
through and threaded on the rod. This operation is called rosbharowa (Barpeta) or 
rasbindha (Tezpur). It takes three or four hours in Barpeta. The reed is now untied 
and rod E, to which it was bound, removed. Thus tbe new rod on which the threads 
h!1ve been arranged has really taken the place of rod E, the only difference being 
that it is behind the reed. This new rod may, therefore, henceforward' be called 
rod El, 

At this stage there are still three intersections in the warp. fliz., one between 
the reed and stick D, one between stioks 0 and 0, and one between posts A and B. 

Stick D is now pulled towards the reed and turned on edge so as to throw the 
re V'I'ftGD.lar "G .... :- D""gi6"" or dGligi (Te.p.r, Mangaldai and Barpeta). jtl.,~; (Barpela). ji/Illi or 

Jul"T .. (Ga. al.) andlGldka .... (SibJagar). 
N. B.-This od ana that io .. rtea late. 00 in pI ... of A or. I.bosq.e.tl, removed .od often eventnally tied to the 

botto rod of tbe healds to glve them we1gbt. When 10 Uled, they retain then onginal nam •• but the IWD8 dllllg ... 
6111" 0 dtJrtgI is more uluallr applied to them when used for the first purpose, and the nama liZ.,li or kddIJar.a 
wben. d for tho _nd porpo... To ... \"0 rodo an ratber Ih .. t .. \han tho ... rag •• ] 
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intersection through the reed. In the gap between the intersection (now behind the 
reed) and the reed another flat stick exactly similar to stick D is inserted, and stiok 
D removed. This new stick may therefore henceforth be,oalled stick D'. This sticJt is 
now turned on edge and another thin rod similar to that at E inserted in the 
gap thus formed hetween D and the intersection. This rod may be called rod L 

The weaver now brings forward the yarn beam (suta,. gari, etc.,'ii, Plate TIl 
and places it with the grooved face uppermost. on the ground close to rod F and 
parallel to it. She then inserts rods E' and x in the groove of this bar, and ties 
them to the bar at either end. The intersection between rods E' and x is thus lost to 
view. There remains therefore only one intersection in the warp between each Bacce,
Bille thread, IIi •• , tha.t between sticks C and DI, and this is the main intersection (mul 
mor) on either side of which the healds are subsequently formed. The intersection 
between A and B is, it will be remembered, between each Bet 0/ thread., and is there
fore of DO use for forming the healds. 

The first woman then mises the yarn beam slightly while the second woman 
drives two pegs into the ground in front of it, one at eaoh end. 

These pegs are about 2 feet long, 2 inohes broad and t inoh thick, and are- called 
karma,.a khat. in Tezpur, lara khuti in Mangaldai, and balola khati in Gauhati. 

The second woman now goes to the other end of the warp, takes out posts A and 
B and replaces A by a IODg stout J;od (d(mgibari, etc.) and post B by a long stick 
(chiN). She then opens out the threads to the fnIl width of the intended oloth along 
rod A, and, holding this rod horizontally at a short distance from the ground, pulls the 
warp tight, the ,bar at the other end resting against the pegs just driven in. 

The first woman now passes the reed along the warp with great care for the 
threads often break, and have to be at onoe mended. To prevent breakages as muoh 
as possible, the woman continually brushes the threads in front of the reed with a 
speoial kind of brush (instrument No.7) to smooth them and remove a~ adhering 
foreign substances. 

The moving of the reed along the warp is oalled lant ohalowlJ in Darrang and 
raa c7laZOW/l in Barpeta. 

Having thus passed the reed a couple of feet or so along the warp, the first 
woman returns to the yaru beam, and turns it round wrapping up the threads around 
it after whioh she fixes it so as not to revolve by pushing a stick through one 
of the holes in its end. until it reaches the grouud at an angle. The second 
operator, meanwhile, moves up towards the firSt as re'luired, keeping the threads 
taut the whole time. Throughout this process stick D' 18 kept close in front of the 
wraplled up portion of the threads. 

The reed is thus passed on and on along the warp, the second intersection being 
throWll back through it as the first had been, and the threads are from time to time 
wrapped up" round the yarn beam. 

This operation (oalled lant merolDlJ) aud the last between them take an hour in 
Barpeta. 

When the distanoe between rod A (in the second woman's hands) and the yarn 
beam is half a yard or two feet, the rod is lowered towards the ground and fixed in 
position, as the bar had been, by means of two more pegs, the warp now lying 
horizontally and at tension between the rod and the bar. 

(P' ortallo". itt Ihe p,.ocell.:-
(i) In the districts of Darrang and Kamrup it is usual to remove all the posts 

as soon as the warp has been laid, and to roll up tlle threads carefully 
round posts A and B. The rollis then placed on the ground. where it 
remains until the reed has been applied and made to pass over sticks 
D and E, and tbe yarn beam bas been attached. The threads are 
then unrolled, and posts A and B replaoed respeotively by a rod 
and a stiok. Lastly the threads are opened out along the rod at A. 
The rest of the process is the same. 

(ii) In Mangaldai and Barpeta not only are all tbe posts d once removed, but 
they are also all at once replaced by sticks or rods. 8S the case may 
be, and the warp is opened out to its full width and stretched to its fnIl 
len,,<>th hetween the two end rods (by means of pegs) for the purpose of 
applying the reed. It remains lU this position (with the modification 
noted below) till the reed has been passed along the warp as far as 
required, after whioh the pe"IPS holding rod A are removed, the yarn beam 
attached at tbe other end and the thread rolled round it. The pegs just 
removed are then driven in a,,'"&in to support rod A in its new position. 
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(ill) Another slight variation should be noted in Earpeta. "its •• when the reed is 
to be applied. it is tied. not to rod E itself but to the pegs supporting 
it. In either case. however. this rod must be lifted up from the pegs to 
allow the reed to pass beyond them. 

(iv) In Mangaldai marks are mil de on the warp threads at every yard after the 
reed has been passed along. and before the threads are rolled up round 
the heavy bar. The distances are measured by the katM. 

It may be here remarked that. whether the warp be stretched tight or laid in a 
roll on the ground while the reed is being applied. it is. when only a short length of 
cloth is being woven, always wrapped up round the yarn beam at one time and not in 
short lengths as described in the text. Eut the latter method is the more usual as it 
has been explained elsewhere that. in the case of short cloths, it is usual to weave 
more than one in one piece.) 

The warp is now ready for the formation of the healds. two shafts of which are 
always used in the Assamese loom. A shaft of healds consists of two sets of running 
loops, all the loops of one set being attached to a rod at the top and all the loops of 
the other set 'being attached to a rod below. Each loop of one set interlocks with 
the corresponding loop of the other set and the two loops enclose between them a 
single thread of the warp. The number of, loop in each set of healds is equal to the 
number of pairs of threads in the warp. All the upper threads of,these pairs (kani) 
lire held by one shaft of heaIds and all the lower threads by the other. The loops of 
the healds are called ba, and. in Goalpara, also lJof.lla. 

Eefore commencing to form the healds, the weaver takes every precaution to 
see that the main intersection:is in proper order, i.e .• that there is actually an inter. 
section between each warp thread and . thlLt next to it. She first pushes two thin 
rods (pbu1akia) across the warp. one ,close to stick 0 and the other close to stick Dl. 
pa~sing thE'm very carefully abore and below alternate threads of the warp, 80 that 
those threads which run under one rod may run over the other. Unless the positions 
of the rod and stick on either side. of the intersection correspond. the stick is taken out 
and reinserted in the position occupied by the rod wbich is then removed. 'the 
weaver next prel'Ses stick E close to rod A to make sure that nODe of the threads 
overlap. If they do so, this 'can be detected and rectified at once as the intersection 
between A and E is between sets of threads and not single threads. 

Having taken these preliminary precautions. the woman sits down dose to rod 
A, facing the warp, and pulls stick 0 and the reed together clo~e up to stick 13. 'l'hE'n, 
drawing stick Dl towards her WI it is at a convenient 'distance. she turns it up on edl?e. 
and EO forms a gap between the upper and lower threads between stick Dl and the 
intersection. 

The woman next plants in tlle ground to her right a reel of the second kind con. 
taining a skein of thick brown tbread (called ba bati) specially prE'pared for the healda. 
Tying the end of this thread to a piece of bamboo, she passes it through the gap just 
formed between the threads. The threads of the warp, therefore. now pass alternately 
above and below the brown thread. '1'he weaver then takes up a hollow bamboo tube 
about 1 foot long and Ii to 2 inches in diameter. (called lJachtl1lga or lJalolacbunga in 
Assam Proper and babat;, in Oachar). Placing a long thin bamboo rod- along the top 
of this tube. she holds them both above the warp so that the tube just touches the 
threads and is at right angles to- them. 'l'he left·hand end of the tube is held level 
with the left eilge of the warp. and the right hand end of tbe long rod about level with 
the right hand end of the tube. '1'he end of the brown thread is now unfastened from 
the piece of bamboo and tied in 'a slip-knot to the rod above the tube, Jlt a point 
opposite the left edge of the tube. 'Ihe weaver dips her thumb and forefinger in bet. 
ween the first and second upper warp threads (counting from the It'ft), picks up a loop 
of the brown thread and brings it to the top between the same two warp threads. the 
brown thread playing out from 1he revolving wheel as she pulls. Holding this thread 
loosely between the thumb and forefinger the weaver draws it up along the near side 
of the tube, passes it between the tube and the rod above it. and then twistB it twice 
completely round this rod. She then lets go the thread which runs down on the far 
side of the tube between the same two warp threads. 

Thus one loop is formed picking up the first thread of the warp. Anotber is then 
made in precisely the same way picking up the second thread. the woman dipping her 
finger and thumb lD between the second and third threads of the warp, and so on until 
the tube is almost entirely covered with loops. At this point a long thin rod (Bali or 

• [Ye,."acillar "afflU- Eoall. 6a,al., or latcla ,al. (general), • .,katlu or .arlat"i (G(I8lpA\'&), c ..... b~atAi 
(Slb18gar" mal .. (HaLlgunl5e) and phulal.a (lJaJlgaldlU).] 
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flakiBcli) is placed inside the hollow of the tube, projecting mainly to the left, and the 
loops already formed are slipped oil' the tube on to the rod, and the tube moved on to 
the right. The process is repeated till a loop has been formed round every one of the 
upper warp threads. The brown thread is then broken off and fastened to the rod 
above the tube, by being twice or thrice hitched round it. The bamboo tube and 
the rod inside it are then removed, and the upper set of loops of the first shaft of healds 
is complete. 

Stick B', which has all this time been edgewise, is now turned flat and stick 0 is 
turned on edge. 'rhus a gap between the upper and the lower threads of the warp 
is formed between stick C (behind the reed) and the intersection. This gap is on 
the near side of the intersection, the former opening having been on the far side. Thus 
the threads whioh were the lower threads at the point where the first set of loops 
was formed are the upper threads between the intersection and stick O. 

The brown thread on the cke,.ekhi is as;ain tied to the piece of bamboo and passed 
throu .. h the warp as before but between the reed and the intersection. A second set 
of lOops suspended from an upper rod is formed in exaotly the same way as the first, 
the woman dipping her finger and thumb in close to the reed and between it and the 
bamboo tube. 

Stick 0 is now turned flat. 
Thus the upper halves of both sllafts of healds have been forme4. To form the 

lower halves the whole warp is turned over and again fixed tight. ~e loops are now 
seen hanging from the lowf'f threads at each point. '1'0 form the second sets of loops, the 
first sets must be made to bang from upper threads. This can only be done by throw
ing the intersection through each set of loops in succession, for those threads that are 
the lower threads on one side of the intersection are the upper threads on the other 
side. The set of loops first made hangs from the lower threads between the intersec
tion and stick D'. 'fo pass the intersection through this set, the weaver pushes 
stick D' to some distance from her. and stiok 0 and the reed together close up to the 
intersection She then turns stick a on edge and thus throws the interseotion away 
from her. This IIlay have to be repeated onoe or twice owing to the set of loops last 
made being in front of the reed. But eventually the interseotion is thrown through 
the set of loops first made. Thus these loops now hang from the upper threads, but 
the rod at the bottom to which they are connected is still, of course. entirely below 
the warp. and thus the loops look as if they encircled both lower and upper threads, 
though in reality they do not. 

Stick a is kept on edge olose to the reed, and there is thus an openiDg between 
the upper and lower threads hetween it and the intersection. The end of the brown 
thread on the che,.ekhj is again tied to a piece of bamboo, and passed through the set 
of loops banging from upper tlm'ads, and also between the upper and lower warp 
thrends. A third set of loops is then forIlled in exactly the same way as the first two. 
Each loop now formed pioks up both the upper thread and also the loop formerly 
made round it. i. e •• the old loop and the new interlock. and hold the thread between 
them. 

One shaft of hraIds is thus cOIllplete. 
Stick 0 is now turned flat and Dl drawn up to the intersection and then turned 

edgewise. The intersection is tbus driven towards the woman until it eventually 
paSSE's through both the oomplete sbaft of healds and the second set of loops. 'l'hese 
loops are now seen hanging from the upper threads between the intersection and 'the 
oomplete shaft of healds. Stick D' is kept on edge o\OI!e to this complete shaft. and the 
fourth set of loops is formed exactly as the tbi,rd had been. but interlooking with the 
second set. Both shafts of healds are now complete exoept for one detail, "iz., the top 
and bottom rod~ of each shaft are tied together at their ends by string, 80 that the 
strain during work may be on that string instead of on the loops and the warp 
itself. 

In the case of the first and fourth seta of loops the intersection lies between 
the reed and the plaoe where the loops are form~d. In forIlling these sets the 
woman. instend of dipping her finger in betwreD the thrt>ads at a point beyond the 
intersection, IIlore usually dips it in at a point between the intersection and the rePel. 
following the thrt>ad which she wants to pick up in the loop. and which at this point 
is a 10Wt'r thrt>ad. past the intersection (where it beoomes an upper thread) till she 
reaches the brown t.llread. . 

The formation of the hl'aIds is called 6atDla, 6abac1aa or 6a6hcra. but the last term. 
is not used in the A~S&D1 Valley. 



Parjations in the p'l'OOe88:-

(i) In the distriots of Darrang and Kamrup the reed is passed along the warp 
beyond stiok C, that is, a stiok C is inserted hehind the reed and stiok 
C removed. This does not affect the method of forming the healds, 
but it is more convenient to have stick 0 between the reed and the 
intersection when it becomes neoessary to turn this stick on edge. 

(li) In Tezpur for forming the loops of heaIds a solid pieoe of wood is some
times used instead of the hollow bamboo tube. This stick, called ha
pkaU, is ahout 8 inohes long, 2 inohes broad and -l inoh thiok. It has 

'. a groove in which the fJakiBal. oan be tied. 
(iii) The formation of the healds is a very lengthy process. In Barpeta it 

takes four or five hours to form one set of loops on a warp 4t feet 
wide. When speed is an object, two women work simultaneously, first 
at the two upper sets of loops, and afterwards at the two lower sets. 
From the description of the prooess given above it is clear that the two 
upper sets can be formed simultaneously, but the two lower sets oannot. 
For, after reversing the warp and before forming the lower sets of loops, 
it is necessary to bring the sets already made to the top, whioh can 

. only be done by throwing the intersection tbrough them. But there 
is only one interseotion available for forming the heaids, and so both 
sets of loops cannot be brought to the top at the same time, for one set 
cannot be made to pass the other. (This is obvious, for, originally, the 
two sets of loops lie on opposite sides of the interseotion, and, if one he 
brought past this intersection, its loops then go over the upper warp 
threads at that point and its rod lies under the lower warp threads. It 
is, also, olearly impossihle for both sets of loops to be made to cross each 
other at the point of intersection itself). 

If, therefore, the two lower sets of loops are to be formed simultaneously, a second 
intersection is required. The intersection between A and B is of no use as it is not 
between every successive thread, and so the third intersection, t7ie., that originally be
tween posts D and E must be brought into use. This necessitates a modification in 
the p!;,ocess described in the text, as follows:-

When the loops have all been drawn through the reed and threaded on the thin 
rod (E'), a long flat stick is inserted between the upper and lower threads between 
the reed and this thin rod. This is an additional stick and may be called stick X. 
The reed i1I then passed on as described in the text, hut only rod E' (and not two 
tods is inserted in the groove of the heavy bar. Stick X is kept at a slight distance 
from the bal' while the threads are being wrapped up, and so the intersection between 
D' & X remains in that portion of the warp which is not wound up. 

The warp having been fixed in position the two upper seta of loops are formed 
simultaneously. The one is formed by the first woman between stick D' and the 
main intersection. The other is formed by a second woman hetween stick X and the 
intersection 'Il0W brought into use. This woman sits at the other end of the warp 
(the yarn beam end) facing the first woman. The reel of thread used by her is 
fixed to he'l' right, t.e., on the opposite side of the warp to the reel used by the first 
woman. The warp is then reversed and the main intersection thrown through the 
first set of loops and the second intersection through the other set of loops. Thus hoth 
these sets of loops are brought to the top, the one no wlying between the main inter
section and the reed, and the other between tbe other interseotion and stick D'. The 
last two sets of loops can, therefore, be formed simultaneously at these two points. 
They are accordingly so formed by the :two women seated as before. 

NOTII.-In thil case it i. rod X which is left in when the warp Is carried to tbe loom, both C and D' beiDg remOYed.. The 
removal of rod D', which i. the only rod between the two interseotJ.onl, caUiel both these interaeotionl to 'ramah and 10, when 
weaving 18 commenced, there i. DO int.enectlon VISible in the warp. The prooeas of weaTlDg U not.Wected thereby, but the 
:~rpth~ ~~ ~=nm;=~e~~ ~=..e::fg aP::;r~~ ii:t!:::::. ooncbtioD .. it would be after ~he fint weft; thread Jwl been Ih~, 

Srd.-Weaving proper. 
The healds' baving been formed, the warp is ready for the loom where the weft 

is to be shot. Stick 0, being no longer required, is now removed, and the illtersect:on 
can pass freely from B to D' .. The pegs, are pulled o~t of the. ground, and rod A and 
stick B are replaced by two thin rods which are both lDserted lDto the groove of the 
()IQth-beam. The intersection between A & B is thus lost to view. Thus there re
mains only one stick, D', between the upper and lower warp threads, and only one 
intersection visible between these threads. This stick is required to keep the warp 
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threads in position, while the weft is being shot. and throughout that operation it is 
kept close to the yarn· beam. The intersection can, therefore, pass freely fiom end to 
end of the warp. 

The whole warp is now carried bodily to the loom (instrument No.8), the cloth
beam is suspended by loops of string from the two front posts. the reed is enclosed in 
its frame and the yarn beam suspended by loops of string to the two rear posts, the 
warp meanwhile being unrolled sufficiently to allow of this. 

In some cases, instead of being suspended by loops of string. the cloth-beam is 
fastened to the posts themselves, the ends being inserted in holes in these posts. In 
cases where there are two shorter posts in addition to the two front main posts, the 

, cloth beam is placed on ledges cut at the tops of these shorter posts so as to rest be
tween them and the mainposts. 

The yarn-beam is now turned round till the \Varp is fairly taut, and fixed hf a 
rod through the hole at its end. i'he top rods of the healds are connected with 
the flaehani. the strings from the front ends of the naohan& being tied to the rod of 
the front shaft, and those from the back ends to those of the back shaft. The lower 
rod of one shaft of healds is then tied by a string to the one treadle, and that of the 
other shaft to the other treadle. In some places. e.g., Mangaldai, the lower rod 
of the healds is not connected directly with the treadle; but ~wo bars are tieel on 
to this rod to give weight to the healds, and these bars are connected with the 
treadle. In this case the two rods (aangibar'. etc •• ) originally put in place of pegs A and 
E during- the warping process and subsequently replaced by thin rods. are tied to one 
shaft of healds, and two similar rods to the other shaft. 

The warp now lies horizontally between the two beams at a height of from one to 
three feet from the ground, and is ready for the weft to be shot. Before weaving is com· 
menoed, however. it is usual. with the coarser kinds of fabrics, to' brnsh the warp re
peatedly with a brush (instrument No.7) dipped in a sizing made of rioe-paste 
{kaehll) and the leaves of certain plants. In Barpeta a sizing ('.aIled talian made of 
flour or boiled xice is applied while the weaving is in progress. This sizing should be 
washed off as soon as the cloth is woven or the fabric would be ruined by it. With 
finer cloths this seoond sizing is never done. 

The weaver takes her' seat in front of the cloth.beam, facing the loom., With
in easy reach lies the shuttle with a full Epool of thread j a supply of more spools is 
kept on the ground beside her either in a oane-basket (mahura karani). O~ more 
usually in an earthen pot containing a little water to keep the spools damp. This 
pot is called tIIahura kharahi (Tezpur), maMml thowa malei (Gauhati). mohura thowa 
or .ala' (Goalpara), and guti ghar4 (Mangaldsi). A yard stick (kathi) is also general
ly at hand for making any necessary measurements j and, hanging from the cross-rod 
above, is a little cane· basket containing spare lengths of threads to repair breakages, 
and sometimes also sample patterns for ornamentations (Phul) in the weaving. 

Thus equipped the weaver commences work. Pressing one treadle with her foot, 
she raises one shaft of healds and lowers the other, thus making a gap between the 
upper and lower threads of the warp, and throwing the interseotion against the cloth
beam. Through this gap she throws the shuttle with its spool of thread. say, from 
left to right. holding the loose end of thread ou the left of the warp. This end is 
never fastened or woven in, it is simply cut off when the cloth is finished. A thread 
has thus been shot between the upper and lower threads of the warp, and in front of 
the interseotion. The weaver now pulls the reed towards her and drives home this 
tbread. She then presses the other treadle. thus making a fresh gap between the-warp 
threads, but the position of these threads has been interchanged, i.e., those which were 
originally above are now below and fJice fJersll. There are. therefore. now two fresh 
intersections between them, and as the threads are kept at tension by the healds, 
these interseotions lie at their two extremities, "i •. , one against the first thread of the 
weft and one against stiok O. Another thread olthe weft is then shot and driven 
home with the reed. the shuttle having been thrown from right to left. Thus the 
intersection at the weaver's end is woven in. A seoond pressure of the first treadle 
again reverses the position of the threads and brings the remaining interseotion from 
the far end and throws U llo"'8.inst the weft thread just shot. The llosition now is, 
therefore. exaotly the same as when the weavin~ was commenced •• Another weft is 
abot from left to right and the weaving is continued. the same process being repeated 
again and again. 

When about one inch of cloth has been woven, the temple (putal, etc.. instru
ment No.1) is adjusted, the two needle-points being stuck into the two edges of the 
cloth. When the cloth is very wide t~o templ81 at a slight interval from Olle another 
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,are used at one time. The temple or temples are moved on as the weaving pro
ceeds. 

When an okaU, of cloth has been woven, i e., when the woven cloth is so long 
that the weaver cannot conveniently re8Clh the gap beyond, the pegs are removed from 
the beams, the cloth wound round the cloth-beam and the pegs again adjusted. 
The weaving then proceeds as before. 

When, eventually, all the warp has been wound off the yarn-beam, and it is re
quired to wind the cloth still further round the cloth-beam, the rod at the far end of 
the warp is taken out of the groove in the yarn-beam, and connt'cted with this beam 
by two loops of string. one at either end. ~hese loops are, of course, of such a length 
as to keep die warp at tension between the rod they support and the cloth-beam, when, 
the cloth has been wound round it. The weaving then proceeds, until finally the dis
tance between the heaIds and the rod at the end of the warp is about eigbt inches. 
Tha weaving must now stop, for the reed and the healds can be worked no longer. 
The remnant of the warp daM-kata cannot be utilised; it is accordingly cut off the 
cloth, a length of one or 1111'0 inches only being left to form a fringe (dahi). 

The actual weaving or shooting of the weft is called boa or tant hoa in Assam. 
The time taken in this stage of the process has not been reported from any district, 

and it is very difficult to calculate the aggregate time taken in weaving a particular 
cloth owing to the way in which the work is carried on. In Golaghat it is said to he 
the practice to finish the laying of the warp in one day, to form the healds the next 
day and to spend the third day in arranging the warp in the loom; after which the 
weaving proceeds very slowly in the weaver's leisure hours, the work often being 
left untouched for days together. It is, however, calculated that a gameha would 
take 2 days t6 finish, a ehuria five yards long, 7 to 12 days, and a kkania, ekeZeng or 
pit kapor 10 to 15 days. But these figures are mere approximations, as in another 
part of the report the time taken to weave a ekuria 5 yards long is stated as five 
days, and in a third place as a week or so if the weaver be engaged on nothing but 
this work. 

In the Darrang district the weaving of an ordinary cloth (a rather vague expres
sion) is said to take from 2 to 7 days when imported thread is used, and from 5 to 
20 days when raw cotton is used. The latter estimate includes of course the time 
taken in spinning. The manufacture of a dhuti from raw cotton is said to take 
eight days. 

In Nowgong the following estimates are given for the time taken in weaving 
different cloths; the estimate does not include the time taken in spinning the thread:

A borkapor containing Ii seer ofthread takes 12 days; in another part of the 
report this is given as eight days. 

A lchania containing half seer of thread takes 15 days. 
A ehuria, containing 6 chattacks of thread, takes four days; and 
A ekeleng, with ordinary decorations, containing 6 chattacks of thread, takes 

six days. 
'l'he corresponding estimate in Barpeta is as follows :-

Barkopor from raw cotton ( t seers) 
"thread ( I seer) 

KA".;a "raw cotton (2 seers) 
.. thread (1 seer) 

C/"";(J "raw cotton (3 seers) 
"thread (l Beer) 

GIJmcha "raw cotton (! Beer) 
"thread (n Beer) 

There is evidently a mistake in the figures for the churia. 

• 2 months. 
_ 25 days. 
• 25 " 
.12 " 

1 month. 
20 days. 
6 
S .. 

The enormous difference in the figures from the different places shows that the 
estimates are of little value. 

Concerning the time taken in weaving, there is a curious superstition among the 
AlIsamese which is thus described by the Suh-Deputy Collector of Golaghat :-" When 
a woman conceives without menstruation and gives birth to a child, the child is called 
gora, and the superstition is that such a child would be struck by a thunder-bolt 
and die unless a cloth woven in the course of a single day be given it to wear immedia
tely after birth. Accordingly, when such a child is born, its mother will call in seven 
or eight women of the neighbourhood to help her and will commence and finish in a 
sin "'Ie day a little sheet of cloth to be given to the child to protect it from a premature 
and unnatural death. Except under these peculiar circumstances no woman would ever 
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try to finish a cloth in a single day." I myself heard a reference made to this super
stition while watching the process of weaving near Golaghat. 

There are a few points connected with the Assamese process of weaving that call 
for further explanation. 

The Selvage. 
The selvage, an invariable accompaniment of Assamese cloths, is a line or stripe of 

extra thiokne~s running along each edge of the cloth. Its primary object is to withstand 
the drag of the weft as this is shot through the warp. It does hot, therefore, rE'quireto 
be 80 wide or strong liS in maohine·made fabrics. It is formed entirely in the warp in 
one of two ways. 'l'he more usual way is to utilise the ordinary warp threads, but to 
weave one, two or three of these at either edge double (or even treble) instead of single. 
In this case the process of warping is modified as follows: First, in the actual laying 
of the warp, several additional threads have to be laid round the pegs in exoess of 
those required for the body of the oloth. Next, in applying the reed, two loops (or 
three as the case may be) are drawn together through the interstices at either extremity 
of the marked off portion of the reed. Lastly, the first and last few loops of both 
shafts of healds are made to enolose two (or three) warp threads instead of one. 
Thus if the selvage oomists of tbree double warp threads at each edge, six' ad
ditional layers of thread must be put round the posts; two loops must be drawn 
together through each of the first and last three interstioes in the reed; and, in 
the forming of the heald~, the brown thread must be drawn up first between the second. 
and third: threads, next between the fourth and fifth, then between the 6th and 7th, 
and subsequently between each suocessive thread until the other selvage is reaohed, 
when the order must be similar to that of the commencement. 

The second method of forming the selvage is to use a single tllread of ex.tra thick· 
ness instead of weaving the ordinary thread double or trebld. 'fhis must be provided 
for when the warp is laid. 

The uses of the Intersections. 
The warp, when laid, contains three intersections. Of these the first is between 

sucoessive sets (if threads, the number of thre!ld'l in a set being equal to the number 
of reels employed in warping; and the other two are between suooessive threads. 
The first intersootion is of use chiefly when the warp is being'laid and the purpose 
it serves is to keep the threads in position till the second and third intersections 
have been made. Tbis intersection prevents the threads of one set from mixing 
up with those of another set, and so all the threads retain their -original relative 
positions with fair accuracy, and any displacement can be readily detected and 
rectified. When the number of threads in eaoh set is very large, as is often the case 
in Assam, it is neoessary, before the healds are made, to test the aocuraoy with which 
the main interseotion has been made, and aooordingly this intersection is brought into 
use again at that stage. The second and third interseotions. "ir., those between each 
sucoessive thread, are required only for the formation of the bealds. When both 
sets of loops on each side are formed together, both these intersections are utilised. 
When the sehl of loops are formed independently, only one of these two intersections 
is required. But as the warp forms an endle;s band, it is impossible to form one 
interseotion of this nature without forming two, unless either the thread be cut or else 
eaoh pair of threads be separately removed from the end post, reversed and then put 
baok, whioh would be a very long process. Henoe two such intersections are invari· 
ably formed. It has been shown now the second intersootion is putout of sight when 
not required for use. It will be explained in the Goalpara process how the first is simi
larly got rid of at a very early stnge in the prooess. 

The making of the thread for the hedds. 
The thread used for the hea1ds req uiros to be stout and strong, and it is desirable 

o1so, that it should be of a different oolour from the warp threads to prevent mistakes 
oeourring when the healds are being formed. This thread. is made as follows :-

Three (or more) skeins or ba.lls of ordinary thread are taken and the thread from 
eaoh wound simultaneously round the upper part of an instrument called "ala"a which 
is simply a cross made of bamboo, the body being about 6 feet long and the arms 1 
foot each. This instrument is then struck upright in tbe ground and the ends of all 
the threads are tied together on the spindle of a spinning whorl which has its ends shaped 
like a croohet needle. 'fhis whorl is then rolled smarU,r along the thigh and shot into 

Jl 
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space. It comes into position hanging by the threads from the cross-bar of the cross, 
and continues revolving for a very long time. The threads supporting it are thus 
twisted together, and, when this twisting has gone on sufficiently, the operator takes 
hold of the whorl and rolls up the twisted portion of the threads around the spindle. 
fastening it again round the crochet.needlE,-end. She then unwinds another length 
of thread from the upper portion of the cross and once more shoots the whorl from off 
her thigh as she did before. This process is repeated till the required length of twist
ed string has been made, when the ends of the threads are knotted together. 

The string so formed is then steeped for a long time in the juice of the plum, 
supari or ot;J;1er tree. This steeping serves the double purpose of dyeing the string and 
gumming the strands together so that they may not easily get untwisted. 

In Goalpara the cross-like instrument is not used. The threads are wound into 
balls and held up together in one hand as high as the arm can reach, the other hand 
being used for shooting the whorl. The balls of thread lie on the ground throughout 
the process. 

The whorl is simply a round disc of wood (2 inches in diameter and t inch in 
thiokness) or of tortoiseshell, with a hole at the centre through which the spindltl 
is so fixed as to }?rojeet 10 or 11 inches on one side and only about 1 inch on the other. 
This instrument lS called takura in Barpeta and tdkura in Goalpara. 

'1'he :motion of this instrument while revolving is very peculiar, the disc descrihing 
a comparatively large circle. while tbe top of the spindle describes a comparatively 
small one. This motion and the rapidity with which it is performed give rise to an 
expression very common in Goalpara, viZ •• Taku,.ar nichina Rache (She dance~ like a 
a spinning whorl), which is perhaps the most complimentary remark that can be made 
of a dancing girl. The simile describes very accurately one of those strange wrig~ling 
motions performed in an Indian dance, considered so graceful in the East yet appearing 
so graceless to the uninitiated European. 

Size of cloths woven and system of measurement employed. 
The length of the cloth to he woven is measured off on the ground, and its width 

lipon the reed. The warping posts are nearly always set up in the court yard of a 
house and so the length of the cloth woven in one pipce seldom, if ever, exceeds 10 
yards. The width is regulated by the size of the reed, and so by that of the loom, 
and rarely exceeds 2! yards. But a single length of cloth is often cut up into several 
pieces to form several cloths. and in the same way two narrow pieces of cloth are often 
sewn together to form a single cl9th of greater width. In Tezpur as many as 5 cloths 
may be woven in one piece. This does not affect the process of weaving, but as each 
cloth :must have its fringe, it is necessary to leave a short length of warp unwoven 
between each cloth, which, when cut through in the middle, will form a fringe on one 
end of hoth cloths. These additional lengths of warp must be allowed for when the 
warping pegs are fixen, and the places where the warp is to remain unwnven must 
be marked as soon as the reed has been applied. 

The system of measurement adopted by the Assamese is very interestiog. They 
use two tables, the one purely numerical and the other a table of weights and 
JDeasures. 

'I'he first tahle may be stated as follows :-

One pair of warp threads = I kani. 
2 to 12 la"i • = I illrAaai. 
20 larAa"i • = I 6.!/I or .i,a. 

A pair of warp threade, one upper and one lower, is called a ka,,'. As many 
kiln;, as there are reels used in warping form one karhani and 20 such "arha"i. 
form a bi,ha (Golaghat) or Bsya (Goalpara). The word biha means in AssaIIlI'Se a score 
and ';'1/0, a hundred. The application of these two terms is ohvious. but not so that of 
the word kiln; which means an egg. 

Th1s'set of measures ill uRed to facilitate the calculation of how manv times the 
threads must be laid round the posts to form the warp. Thus hy walking once up 
and down the line of posts the weaver lays one karllofi; of threads, by walkin .. 20 tim.es 
she lays one b.ha or sillll. The total width of thp warp is generally a whol~ number 
of biha or 8iya. Thus in Golaghat two biha are generally taken for a gamcha and 
6. 8 or 10 biha for other cloths. It has heen mentioned in the dpscription of the reed 
that the numher of teeth in that instrument is marked off in hundreds, t his should be 
modified however. In Goalpara the number of reel~ most usually employed being 6, 
a ,iVIJ is generally equal to a hundred pairs of threads, and so the Dlltrkings of the ree~ 
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Bre at intervals of exactly one hu.ndred teeth, but in Upper Assam a billa usually con
tains 120 threads, the nuinber of reels employed being 6, and 80 the markiBgs on the 
reed are ordinarily at intervals of 120 teeth. 

It has already been stated that the length of the cloth is measured off in yards; 
but this is not the case with the width, which is usually marked upon the reed in 
bilaa or ,it/a. In other words, the length is strictly measured, whereas the width is 
rather counted. 

It will be seen that this table of measurements is purely numerical and does not 
in any way show the total quantity of thread required, as the amount of the thread 
in each bilaa or Bi!la varies directly with the length of the warp. Two cloths of similar 
texture and of equal width will contain the same "number of ~ilaa or ,i!la, whether 
their length be equal or unequal. . 

To determine the quantity of thread required for any cloth a second set of 
measurements is used, which may be stated, in ta.bular form, as follows :~ 

Homespura thread. 
8 Bulalalli = 1 .",Aa-about 8 tolas. 
I to 8 .,dll ... I .g"., 
2 to 10 .,A" = quantity of threlld required for the warp. 

Beady-made th,.ead (Tellpur). 

... 1 hclta. = l.gAa. 
ird chottaok 
S to 5 lee". 
e til 10 .gll = quantity of thread required-torthe wllrp. 

The thread composiJig Bny cloth consists of two entirely distinct parts, f)iz., that 
tor the warp and that for the weft. 'fhe former is equal to the latter and is, therefore, 
half the total amount required for the cloth. _ 

When homespun thread is used the uuit in this set of measurements is the sutalan., 
i.e" the amount of thread ~pun at one time on the spindle of the spinning.wheel. III 
Barpeta three of these .maZani make a skein or necna; and three skeins or, in the 
case of a very short cloth, only one skein forms an ugM, '.e., the amount of thread 
wound on to each reel of the third kind before warping is commenced. The number 
of such reels used depends on the width of the cloth, 'L'hus for a very narrow cloth 
two ugha sumce. whereas a very wide one may require 10 or even 12. In Barpeta 
the number most usually employed is 5 or 6. in Upper Assam 6 or 8; in Goalpara 0 ; 
in Tezpur it appears to be never less than 6 nor more than 10. 

The followinglneasurements are given in Barpeta :-A gamcha or napkin requires 
4. skeins of thread, 2 for the warp and 2 for the weft. For the warp two ugna are 
ust'd, each equal to one skein. A b",.kapo,. (large wrapper) requires 60 skeins; for 
the weft 80 skeins; and for the warp 10 ugha, each equal to S skeins. 

'l'he above measurements are very rough owing to the unit being a variable 
quantity, but this is no serious defect as there generally remains some unused thread 
on the reels after warping is complete. The essential thing is to have sufficient 
thread on each reel, as that left over can be utilised again. 

When ready-made thread is used, the unit of measurement is the skein (lecha or 
.... eha). 

These two tables of measurement are intimately connected with one another. and 
lire both used together. The first is purely numt'rical, but by means of it the exact 
measure of the cloth is represented. The second, while showing the quantity of 
thread required. is much less accurate and can show that quantity at best but roughly. 

The Goa.lpar& process of weaving. 
The Goalpara process resembles the Assamese process, bnt it h!lS several very 

important points of difference. It will be suflicient here to note what those points 
a\'e. 

SeVt'rnl minor variations peculiar to Goalpara have already been me!ltioned in tile 
description of the Assamese process. The main peculiarity, however, in the Goalpara 
proot'ss oonsists in the method of laying the warp. For laying the warp, the number 
of reels used is more often odd than even, the usnal number beiDg five. These reels 
(AAy 5) are first placed in a line in the ground and then the a posts (similar to those 
used in Upper Assam) are planted at right angles to them. The ends of the threads 
from each reel being passed through the ka,.Aa,,', two ends are twisted together, then 

.8 
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the other three ends, and lastly the double and tripl~ twisted ends are themselves 
twisted together. 

The karhani is then brought forward and the ends of the I,hread looped over post 
A, se- that two fall on one side alld three on the otbel·. 1'he threads are then laid 
round the posts, not in a figure of eight (i.e., two intersectmg loops) as in the Assamese 
process, but in three loops, the iutersections being between posts A and B and posts 
.B and O. 1'hu8 there are at the out8et two intersections between each set of threads 
instead of only one Two inter-ections are then made between ea<>h ouccessive thread 
at the post D and the threads pressed down over this post as in the Assame.e process. 
There are Ii6w altogether four iotersections, one between t'ach post and Ihat next to 
it. The warp having been laid to the full width and allowance made for the sel
vages, the threads are broken off and fastened round post A as they were at the outset 
wit.h this exception that the double and triple twisted ends are not themselves twisted 
together, and the extra thread now passes on the opposite side of the post to that 
which had the extra thread at the beginning. 

The warp having been laid, posts 0, D and E are taken out of the ground and, of 
these, 0 and D are replaced by long sticks, and these sticks and post E with the 
threads round them are laid fiat on the ground. 

The weaver then sits down by post E, and takes up the reed, which she holds 
horizontally between her left arm and her side. She then slips a number of threads -
off the right hand end of post E, arranges them on the first finger of her left hand, 
and works them about till the nearest intersection to this end comes close against the 
back of her forefinger. 1he threads are thus wrapped tightly round this finger and 
are then an'anged ID proper order and spread out to the width required. 1he weaver 
then holds her finger with the threads on it behind the reed at the end of the part 
marked off, and with her right hand inserts a sharp and long wooden needle through 
the first interval in the reed, and with it picks the first loop of thread off herforefinger 
and draws it through the reed. She then draws the second loop through the second 
interval, and so on till all the loops have been picked olf her finger and drawn through 
the reed. These loops, which are now threaded on the bamboo needle, are next 
slipped of!: this needle on to a thin round rod. Another lot of threads is then taken 
oil' post E and treated like the first, and so on until all the warp· threads have been 
brought through the reed and arranged on the thin rod behind it. 

The reed is then pu~hed slightly forward and a stick (D') inserted between 
the threads, between it and the intersection whicb is now behind the reed. The 
stick at D is now removed and the reed is passed on beyond t.he next interseotion. 
Another stick X is then inserted between the intersection and the reed. 

The yarn beam is now brought forward'; rod E inserted in the groove but not 
fastened, and the threads rolled up round the beam, the intersection between D' and 
E being rolled up with the warp-threads and lost to sight. 

Posts A and B are now taken out of the ground and A replaced by a long rod. 
B is removed, and so the interseotions on each side of it go out. These intersections 
are those between each set of threads. 

'1'here is, therefore, at thil stage only one interRection visible in the warp, 'Diz., that 
between sticks D' and X. It is on either side of this that the healds are formed. 

The beam and the rod at A having been fixed horizontally by means of pegs, 
and the warp having been stretched tight between them, the weaver sits at post A 
facing the warp, and forms the firat set of loops for the healds between stick X and the 
intersection. This set of loops having been formed, stick D' is brought up against 
the intersection and turned on enge, so as to throw the interseotion through the Ret of 
loops just formed. The threads picked up by this set of loops are, in this new position, 
the bottom threads. 

Another long stick (Y) is now inseded between this set of loops and the 
intersection; and the second set of loops is made between this stick (Y) and the 
intersection. The first two sets of loops have thus bcen formed on opposite sides of 
the int!'rsection, for the first was made on the side nearest the weaver and the second 
on the side farthest from her. They are now, however, on the same side snd the 
second set is nearer to tbe weaver than the first set. The first set in its prpsent posi
tion encircles lower threads, and the second set upper threads. 

'Ihe warp is now reversed and again fixed in position. The first set of loops now 
hangs from upper threads and the seoond set from lower tbuads. 

The third set of loops is next formed to in tel lock with the first set. Stick X is 
then brought up against the inters potion and turned on edge, and so the interaection is 
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thrown through the second set of loops. which is thus made to hang from upper 
threads. The fourth set of loops is then made to interlock with the second set, i.e.; 
between rod X and the intersection. 

Sticks X and Yare then removed and the intersection can pass freely from 0 to 
DI. It is accordingly brought past the reed and close up to C. A thin rod (01) is: 
then inserted between the intersection and the reed, and stick 0 removed. Rod 0 1 is 
now drawn close up to rod A and both are inserted in the groove of the cloth beam. 
The warp is now ready for the loom and is carried there and fixpd in position. Rod 
DI remains in its place between the warp threads while the weft is being shot. When 
weaving is commenced, no intersection at all is visible in the warp. that between DI 
and E having been rolled up with the threads round the yarn-beam at one end of the 
warp. and that between A and 01 having been put into the groove of the cloth-beam 
at the other end. The weaving commences from this latter end. 

The way in which the loops for the healds are formed in Goalpara differs sliglitly 
from that in "C'pper Assam. A loop of brown thread having been brought above the 
warp (as in Assam) the thread is drawn up the inside of the tube; this p:>rCion is then 
held firmly against the tube with the left thumb, while the right hand portion is 
passed between the tube and the rod above it, twisted once completely round that rod. 
and then once completely round the tube in the opposite direction. '1'he loose loop of 
brown thread is then thrown carelessly on thc top of the tube. The thread thus 
forms a figure of eight round the tube and the rod. and when the thread is pulled up 
between the next pair of warp-threads another loop is formed around the tube before 
the second figure of eight is bep:un. It is this other loop that picks up the threads of 
the warp. the bottom loop of the figure of eight does not pick up any warp-thread. 
It will thus be seen that by this process two loops are formed round the tube for 
everyone loop round the upper rod, exaotly the reverse of the Assamese process, in 
which two loops are formed round the rod for every loop round the tube. 

A variation of the Goalpara process is that the warp is often fixed to the loom· 
posts before the healds are made. and the heaIds are made when the warp is on the 
loom instead of when it is stretched close to the ground. ~ 

It will be seen that, in the Goalpara process, only one intersection is used for 
forming the heaIds. It is therefore impossible to form the first two sets of loops and 
also the second two sets simultaneously. But owing to the positions of these sets 
when being formed, it is the third and fourth sets which can be formed simultaneously 
and the first and second which cannot. 

The Surma. VaUey process of weaving. 
In the Surma Valley weaving by the ordinary loom is practised by two classes of 

professional weavers. The processes employed by these two classes differ slightly from 
one another. and both differ considerably from that followed in Assam Proper. 

The Jugi loom and the weaving processes employed by the Jugis in Oachar 
appear to be very similar to, if not identical with, those of Assam. but the de..qcription 
recei ve!1 from Oachar both of the loom and of the processes used is very brief, and it is 
impossible from it to detect any points of difference. It is. however, clear that the 
processes employed are those of Assam rather than those of Bengal. 

The total cost of the loom and othar instruments is s!lid not to exceed :a5 even 
if bought. 

The following is a Sh01·t but concise description of weaving as practised by the 
Jugis in South Syl1let. It is almost word for word asreceivl'dfrom the Sub-divisional 
Officer. 

When the forepart of tile spindle of the spinning wheel is full, the threads are 
transferred by twisting them round an instrument called IlatAu. (1.'his bas been de
scribed along with the instruments used in the Assam Valley). The rod having been.. 
takeu out of the handle of the spinning wheel, the end of the natAu is inserted into 
the hole vacated and is turned by the hand so thatallthe threads from the spindle come 
ruund it. The threads are then taken off the reel and kept in rolls. Thus many 
rolls are formed and made ready for weaving (the process is not described). 

'l'wo posts (khut.) are driven into the ~round the distance between them being equal 
to the length of the cloth to be woven. Between these posts and at intervals of about 
half a ya\'d or two feet, strong split bamboos (hal') are posted. and a roll of thread as 
mentioned above is again put on the reel (fla/Au). The operator takes the reel in her hand 
and walks fl'Om one POI't to the other laying the threads altl."rnatl."ly outside and insile 
each snccl'ssive ~plit bamboo. 'fhe process \9 r<,peated until the threads attain the 
width required for the cloth. 
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This is the first day's work. 'rhe second day is spent by the weaver in a process 
called fai, i.e" in examining the warp to see if it has been properly laid, and correct
ing any f'rrors that may have occurred. 

On the third day the warp is sized to strengthen it, dried and cleaned with a 
brush made of the roots of sugar cane tied to a bamboo handle. The sizing used is a 
gummy liquid prepared by steeping unboiled rice in water for sOlle time and then 
reducing it to a powder and bOlling it. 

On the fourth day each thread of the warp is separately passed through the reed 
and the healds are formed. The threads are passed through the reed by means of a 
bamboo needle finely pointed at one end and having an eye at tbe other. "A piece 
of nut tree split and Hat" called a kalfat is used for forming the healds. 

The warp is thus made ready for the loom, and, in the meantime, the spools are 
formed, the thread being wound by hand • 

.. Thus, " ,writes the Sub-divisional Officer, "on the fifth day a cloth is ready for 
weaving. I had one weaver weave his cloth in my presence and found him to weave 
3 cubits of cloth, two cuhits wide in six: hours: the work including all the various -
arrangements of the warp in the loom (tatghar) and actual weaving. This cloth will 
fetch only two annas. " 

The sizing is thus described :-" Unboiled rice is kept in water for some time, then 
powdered and boiled, and thus a gummy substance is prepared with which the warp is 
profusely sprinkled. " 

The loom appears to be of much the same nature as that in Assam, the warp 
being supported at one end (that nearest the weaver) by a round beam (narad) 
of polished wood, on which the cloth is wound as it is woven, this beam is 
mounted on two posts. The other end of the warp is supported by a piece of flat 
bamboo (kharki) tied to two posts. The height of the warp from the ground is not 
stated, but there is, beneath it, a hole in the ground about a cubit deep, and in this 
hole the weaver stretohes his feet as he is weaving. I 

The loom and other instruments are all home-made. 
'1'he description of the Tantis' weaving received from Habigunge is as follows:

The thread is steeped in water and while still wet is wound on a fwtlli (a reel of the 
first kind) On this it is allowed to dry and then the skein is taken off the reel and 
put in a staroh made out of khai, a preparation of unhusked rice fried. The skein is 
next taken out of the starch and wound on to a large reel of the same nature as the 
first, and there allowed to dry. When thoro]lghly dry the thread is ready for laying 
the warp. 

The warp is laid as in South Sylhet and then the pegs are all taken out of the 
ground, and the warp rolled up round them. The loops at one end of the warp are 
then cut and " each thread is made to pass through the threads of the ba, and then 
through each tooth of the 'Comb" (reed) "and each end of thread is tied to a small rod 
whioh is fitted into a beam" (tJ;ul cloth-beam). The other end of the warp is also cut 
and each thread tied similarly to another rod which is fitted into another beam (the 
yarn-beam). The posts are then replaoed by flat sticks, and the whole warp wrapped 
round the yarn-beam, only 4 or 5 feet being left between the beams. 

The weaver then sits down opposite the cloth-beam whioh is rather more than a 
foot above the grotmd, and, stretching his legs in a hole in the ground, about a foot 
deep, under the loom, he presses one treadle with his right foot and causes a shed in the 
warp He then throws the shuttle through the shed from right to left and presses the 
thread home with the reed. He then presses the other treadlfl with his left foot, 
and throws the shuttle through the shed from left to right, and so on. 

The sizing is thus desoribed : "The starch is put on the thread by a brush to make 
the thread stronger before it is passed through the loom." 'I'his is not very clear. 
. Whf'n attaching the warp to the loom two men are required "for passing the 
thread through the reed and the bas" and four men to twist the warp round the 
beam .• -. 

'Ihe arrangement on the loom differs considerably from that in Assam. '1'he 
cloth beam is supported on two posts called bisIJakarma, about a foot long, and 
7 or 8 feet apart. It has holes at both ends to hold the rods that fix it. It is not 
clear whether the short posts on which it rests are two of the main loom posts or addi
tional to them. The yarn-beam (also called narad) is hung up with ropes. The reed 
is buspended from poles above, it is not stated how many such poles there are, and no 
mentIOn is made of any batten. The healds are connected with the treadles as in 
Assam, but there is no mention of their being supported from above. Further re
ference WIll be made to the healds hereafter. 
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Tn a warp 50 cubits long 25 bamboo sticks called jUIt1- are used by the 
Tanlis. How many of these lie betwoon the beams in the loom is not stated. In the 
Jugi process there are, at the time of weaving, betwoon the two sels of warp threads, 
three rods of nutwood called guli and eight bamboo sticks called ellior, like the juga 
of the Tantis. 

The ends of the rods are tied with ropes to the poles .tbat support the reed. In 
the Assamese process there are no such rods and only one stick. 'l'he necessity and 
use of all these rods and sticks is not clear, as the length of warp betwoon the beams 
is only five feet. • 

The Jugi prooess in Habigunge differs from tbat of the Tantis in the fact tbat 
there is no yam-beam, that end of the warp being tied to a rod which is in tum tied 
to a big piecll of bamboo or wood. 'Ihe healds in the J ugi loom, too, oonsist of only one 
ba, the working of which is not explained. 

The time taken by the Tantis in preparing 40 yards of fine cloth is three months. 
Of the instruments used by the J ugis, the .. arad and reed are bought from carpen

te\'s, the pri('e of the former being RI to RI-4, and of the latter H3-S to R5; the 
shuttle is made by carpenters and blacksmiths and sold for from 4 to S anDaS; the 
brush is bought from people who live close to the hills and costs RI.!' to HI·n. 

Of tbe Tantis' instruments the IIal'OO costs RS to R2-B, but lasts twice as long as 
that of the Jugis, the comh RI·S to R2 and the shuttle S annas to 12 ann as. The 
other instruments are all home-made. 

The chief differences between either the Tanti or Jugi process and that employed 
in Assam are 8S follows :-In the first place only one kind of reel nppears to be 
used, instead of three, that reel does not revolve on ils central rod. 'Ihere are, how· 
ever, two sizes of this reel. Secondly, the ka,.hani is not used at all, but tbe reel is 
substituted for it. Thus the threads for the warp are laid round the posts, not in sets, 
but singly: and all t.he intersections ar" made 8S the threads ate laid down. Th8 
number of posts used, too, is not fixed as in Assam, but varies witb tbe length of the 
warp, the inside posts being at regular intervals of about a cubit in South Sylhet and 
about a yard in Babigunge. Thirdly, the metbod of applying of the reed is quite 
different from that used in Assam, bere it is applied from the Cloth-beam and not the 
yarn-beam end; and fourthly, there are several peculiarities in the arrangement of the 
warp and its aooompaniments on the loom. 

Many of these differences are due to the fact that in Assam only comparatively 
short cloths are woven in one piece, whereas in the Surma Valley long pieces are 
woven. 

AI regards the healds, the reports received from Habigunge and SOUt11 Sylbet 
are both exceedingly vague, and so it is impossible to say whether they are similar to 
those u~ed in Assam and formed in a similar way or not. In Habigun.,"B they are thus 
desoribed: "'rbe Tantis use two ba instead of one as the Jugis do,one aboveand the 
other under the loom. Tbe ba is made of strong thread doubled and tied to a small 

. round rod made of split b~bo<t and alternate threads of tbe warp are passed tbrough 
them, a simUaroneis placed under and in the SRme way. These two rods (caUed ma18i) 
lire tied to two pierea of bamboo with ropes. When one of the bamboos is fressed by 
the foot the one row of alternate threads goes down, while the other row (0 alternate 
threads) comes up. thus making a gap for the shuttle to pass between." But from the 
description of the way in which the warp is prepared it would appear as if the 
hea1ds were tormed fil'llt and afterwards the warp threads inserted through them i for 
to quote the words of the report :-"Each thread is made to pa.qs through the threads of 
the ba and tben through eaoh tooth of the comb," i. e., the reed. It would be almost 
impossible to form the h~alds as they are formed in .AssaJn unless the reed h~d beea 
first applied. --

The report from South Sylbet is \\till more diffioult to understani. The heald. 
(ba) is here described as "lin inst,'ument mllde of bamboo Deedles placed so close to 
one another as would IIdIllit one thread only." I wrote for a specimen of this instrn
ment 8ndan explanation of its use. The instrument was not procurable in the market, 
but the followin g further information resppoting it \II as S('nt to me: •• The warp-' 
threads are entered into the btl outside the loom. Then two pieces of spill nut treel 
(both togethf'r are called /:aIJaI) are placed widthwise above the warp at a di$tance 
of about half a cubit from each other. Two of the four strong threads are twisted 
in opposite directions round one of the split nut tree pieces whose function it is to attach 
t.he alternate WIIrp to it in such a way that if this piece is raised up the alternate warps 
will risA alon2 with it. In the same way the remaining warps are attached to the 
other piece. The twistings of tbe strong threads are loose so ~ the nut tree piecet 
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been explained, but the above description would imply that the heald~ are worked not 
by treadles from below, but by some other method from above. 

It would appear that in South Sylhet two instruments of a similar nature and 
both answering the description of the reed are employed in weaving. The one is called 
lachh and is deseribed as" a kind of comb made of strong and FmaH bamboo slices, 
arranged at such a distance as would admit only one thread." 'fhe other, called aUgar 
"is an instrnment made of two flilt pieces of wood, about 3 cubits long, and joined by 
very small bamboo needles so close to one auother th It the space between two need
les is such' as would admit only one thread. It is pendant by means of ropps with 
the beam of the house or anything over it. Its function is to keep the woofs as close 
to each other as po~sible in the course of weaving by means of the shuttle." The 
Sub Deputy Collector thus distinguishes between these two instruments. "The ati!lar 
and lachh. t,llOugh they resemble each other greatly in form, have quite different uses. 
The lachh is the same a.q the ra8. It is used both outside and inside the loom, whereas 
the atiyar is used only inside the loom. 'Ihe business of the lachh is to keep the warp 
thrE-ads straight and prevent them from coming in contact with one another, whereas 
the business of the ati,qar is to keep the woof threads as close as possible when the 
texture is in the course of being woven." In Assam the reed performs both the 
functions here de.cribed, and so it is probable that in South 8ylhet, also, only one
instrument is used instead of two, especially as no mention is made of a second 
instrument in the description of the preparation of the warp. Possibly the afiyar 
may be the b"tten or case to hold the reed. In any case the three terms bo, lachh and 
atigar appear to have been confounded and their meanings misunderstood. 

The description of the Surma Valley proc~ssesof weaving given above is incom
plete, but this has been unavoidable owing to the brevity of the descriptions received. 
I have had no opportunity of seeing the processes gone through, nor even of examin
ing any of the instruments, as these were not procurable in time. The methods 
deserve a more complete examination as they differ widely from those of Assam and, 
at the same time, do not appear to be identical with those of Bengal. 

A full and interesting account of Bengal weaving has been given by Mr. Taylor 
in his" Descriptive and Historical Account of the Cotton Manutactures of Dacca in 
Bengal," published in 1851. It is, however, too lengthy to reproduce here. A 
comparison between it and the various procpsses employed in Assam would be most 
interesting and in_tructive. It will be sufficient here to notice the chief points of 
difference. In the first place, the thread is received from the spinster wound on small 
pieces of reed, or made up into skeins. In this state it is steeped in water before 
being reeled. If the thread be on a reed.. when received, a piece of stick is inserted 
through the hollow of the reed and fixed horizontally in the cleft end of a bamboo held 
upright by the toes, while the reel is made to revolve with its end in a smooth cocoa
nut shell on the ground. When the thread is received in skeins it is put round a 
small wheel made of fine bamboo splints and thread. 'This is mounted on a stick 
round which it can revolve and the thread wound off it as before. 

The thread is then divided into two parts, one for the warp and one for the weft. 
The warp-thrt'ad is steeped for three days in water which is changed twice daily. 
On the fourth day it is rinsed and put on a small wheel which is mounted on a stick; 
it is then reeled again into skeins of proper size. These skeins are tightly squet-zed 
between two sticks and then left on the sticks to dry in the sun. When dry tbey 
are untwistpd and put into water mixed with fine charcoal powder, lamp black or 
soot scraped from the surface of an earth cooking vessel. 'l'hey are kept in this 
mixture for two days, then rJnsed in clear water, wrung out and hung on sticks in 
the shade to dry. Each skein is again reeled and once more steeped in water for the 
night. Next day it is taken out, opened up and spread on a flat board and tbere 
smoothed with the hand and then rubbed over with a paste or size made of rice from 
which the husk has been removed by heated sand and a small quantity of fine lime 
mixed with water. After sizing the skeins are wound on large reels and exposed to 
the sun to dry. The thread is again reeled and sorted preparatory to warping. It 
is generally divided into three shades of thickness, fJiz., the finE-st for the right hand 
side, the next finest for the left hand side, and the coarsest for the centre of the warp. 

The yarn for the weft is not prepal'ed till two days previous to its being required 
fOl'use. Enough for ono day's work is steeped for 24 hours in water, then linsed 
and wound on large reels. It is then lightly sized with the same sizing as is 
used for the warp; after which it is transfC'rred from small reels to large ones and 
put in the shade to dry. The yarn for the weft is prepared daily until the cloth is 
finished. 
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For laying the warp two parallel rows of rods are used, each having a post at 

either.end. '!'he rows are about 4 feet apart and equal in length (approximately) 
to half the length of the cloth. 'l'he rods between the end posts in each row are 
situated in pairs, the two rods of each pair being close togetber. The weaver holds a 
small revolving reel of warp thread in each hand, passes the ends, whicb are apparent
ly joined together, over one of the end posts, and tben walks along between t.he. two 
rows laying the threads about the rods. He then turns round, carrymg the 
threads round the posts at this end, and waltA back laying the threads, in a simi
lar way, along the stlcond row till he reaches the other post at the end from which he 
started. He then turns round and retraces his steps, laying the tbreads in a similar 
way backwards dong the second row of posts, round the end posts and back along the 
first row to the post he started from, and so on till the warp has attained the re
quired width. At the bottom end of the handle of the reel is a glass ring through 
which tbe tbreads run off the reel. . 

To apply the reed, the warp is rolled in a bundle and suspended from the rool 
with one end bangin~ down to within a foot or two of the ground. The reed is 
suspended by two cords from the bundle and rods, 60 that it hangs slightly above the 
loose end of the warp with its sides parallel to the roll above. Two workmen sit 
down, one on each bide of the warp. The first cuts a portion of the loops at the lower 
end of the warp and passes an iron wire or sley hook through the first division of the 
reed. The second workman twists the two outermost threads on the end of tbis hook 
and the first then draws them with tbe hook through the reE'd. The other pairs of 
threads are similarly drawn through successive divisions of the reed. The ends are 
knotted together in bundles of five or six on a small bamboo rod passed through the 
loops so formed. 

It may be mentioned here tbat the finest reed used in Dacca contains 70 dents 
to the inch, over four times as many as the ordinary reed in Assam. 

'l'he reed baving been applied, the warp is wrapped round it and unrolled 
from the other ead; in this end is now in~erted a thin rod which is put in .the 
gl'oove of the yarn-beam and there fastened with string. The beam is tben hung in 
two loops of string attached to two posts (not the loom posts). The outer warp threads 
are then opent'd out to the width of the cloth, and the threads between them 
arranged and brushed with the frayed and softened end of a small piece of cane to 
make them smooth and parallel. A portion of the length having been thus treated, 
it. is careflllly rolled up round the yarn-beam and the process repeated till ·the whole 
is rendy. 

A portion of the warp is again unfolded and fixed tight as in the loom. The 
healds are then formed as in Assam, except that an oval pieoe of wood, about 8 
inches long, is used in place of a bamboo tube and the thread for the healds is brought 
up round the oval- piece of wood and passed once round the top rod, so that neither 
loop of the figure of eight i, double. The canes on which the loops are crossed are 
fastened by string to four small bamboo rods, the two upper ones being attached, 
when· placed in the loom, by strings to the upper bar; and the two lower ones to the 
treadles, 

Tbe warp is then attached to the loom as in the Assamese process, but great 
care is taken in the adjustment of the distanoeB between the rings through which the 
strings of the reed pass, as these distances determine the range of motion of the slay, 
and this range regulates the force applied to the weft in weaving, The proper ad
jllstment of these distances is considered hy the weavers as one of the nicest opera
tions connected with the 100m. The treadles of the healds are contained in a pit 
beneath the loom, as in the Surma Valley and in some pa\-ts of Assam. The shuttle 
bas spl'ar-shaped iron points The temple is formed of two rods each armed at one 
end with a b~ss hook or pin which is inserted in the edge of the cloth, 

In weaving proper the weaver uses his left foot only to work the treadles, keeping 
his right foot bent under him. He sits on a mat or board placed on the ground. The 
Daooa weaver being endowered with a fino sensibility of touch and a nice perception 
of weight, possesses unrivalled skill in throwing the shuttle and driving home the weft 
with the reed. To lessen friction on the warp threads the shuttle, rel'd and slay ere all 
oiled, and, to keep the threads moist, they are from time to time smeared with mustard 
oil, the brush used for this purpose being made of a tuft of fibres of the ,.", plant 
(.tI ,'undo karka). Each length of woven cloth is sprinkled with lime water to preserve 
it from insects before being rolled round the cloth-beam. The weavers are very care
ful in selecting a time of day for weaving, when the moisture of the atmosphere is 
most favourable tor the work. The most suitable time of year is from the middle of 
1I1ay to the middle of August. Midday is too hot and dry for good weaving_ In 
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very hot and dry weather shallow vessels of water are placed under the warp, so that 
the evaporation from the water may keep the threads moist. The rapidity and quality 

- of the work vary greatly with different individuals. 
It will be seen that the instruments and methods employed in Dacca are even crudl'r 

than those of Assam. There is not the same variety of reels, the kar"a"i. is not used. 
The threads aTe laid round the posts in pairs only instead of in sets. The method of 
applying the reed appears more primitive and the healds are more simple, each double 
loop being single in both its parts. It will be noticed that the reed is applied to the wnrp 
from the end subsequently attached to the cloth-beam and not from thft yam-beam end. 
The same is the case among the Tantis in Habigunge. It is, therefore, not passed along 
the warp before weaving as in Assam. The same object is attained by the careful 
arrangement and brushing of the warp from the other end. The temple used is of 
the same nature as that employed in Assam for the coarser kinds of cloth. 

In spite of all this, there is no comparison in quality and fineness of texture 
between the 'Outtum of the Assam looms and those of Dacca. The reason of this 
is partly that the reed used in Dacca is a much finer instrument than any found in 
ASsam, but more especially that far greater attention is paid to details by the Dacca 
weavers and much more labour and care are devoted to the work. This is most marked 
at every stage. The prepration of the threads both for the warp and for the weft is 
much more thorough in Dacca than in Assam, the sorting of the warp threads is 
quite unknown in Assam, and the steeping and sizing is there done by a much more 
rough and ready process. The threads in the warp are far more carefully arranged 
and smoothed in Dacca, and more attention is paid to the adjustment of the strings of 
the reed and to the manipulation of the reed and shuttle. The warp when in the 
loom is more carefully preserved and great pains are taken to keep it at the required 
moisture. Lastly, the cloth when woven is sprinkled with lime water to preserve it 
from insects. No wonder, then, that the cloths produced in lJacca far excel those of 
Assam in quality and workmanship. To weave a cloth as the Dacca people weave it 
involves an enormous amount of labour and the most careful application i it is the 
work of a professional class of artizans, the only means they have of earning a liveli
hood. The cloths are sold; the quality of the work therefore must be such as will 
suit the taste of the purchaser and allow the workman to hold his own against the 
competition of his fellow-weavers. To weave a cloth after the fashion of the 
Assamese is a pleasure rather than a duty. The work is done leisurely as suits the 
workman (or rather woman). This work is not a profession but rather a household 
duty. The cloths are used by the weaver herself or by her relatives, the standard of 
work, therefore, is fixed by the weaver; there is no competition a.nd no one's taste to 
consult except the weaver's own and that of her family. 

In Assam, the weaving having been finished and the size washed oft', the cloth is 
ready for wear. In Dacca the cloths, before being sold, are subjected to a most thorough 
bleaching. No such process appears to be employed in Assam, even for the finest 
fabrics. Not a word of it is mentioned in any district report, and I have found no 
trace of it from personal enquiry. 

PROCESS OF lVIANUFACTURE IN THE HILLS. 
Simple as are the methods employed by the people of the plains, those of the 

hillsmen are even simpler and more rudimentary. The proce~s of the plains is a 
distinct stage in advance of that of the hills. The former has reached the stage (If 
machinery, the latter has not. In the plains the chief instruments used for ginning, 
for spinning and for weaving' are all machines in the strict sense of the term, e.g., the 
gin the spinning wheel, the reels, the ka,.hani, the loom, the shuttle. In the hills 
the;e are, strictly speaking, no machines, ginning is done by means of a plsin 
rod spinning by the spinning whorl. For weaving there are no reels,-the thread is 
wo~nd in balls,-no ka""ani and no loom 'properly so called-the warp is laid round 
a simple arrangement of rods suspended in the air, and to effect this the ball or balls 
of thread are passed round the rods; the shuttle is nothing but a rod round which 
the thread for the weft is wound. 

The Naga process is perhaps the best illustration of the methods of the hillsmen, 
for there the thread is usually homespun, so all the stages of the process are peculiar 
to the~hillS' The details of the weaving stage are seen best in the account of the 
Gam an Miri. processes which are described at greater length. The Nora and Turung 
process 0 weaving is very distinctive, as it differs widely from the usual processes 
employed i either the plains or the hills. 
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The following accounts embody all available information concerning the procl'ss 
of manufacture among·the various hill tribes. The arrangement of this section has 
been made uniform as far as possible with that of Part IV. 

Ma.nipuri Process. 
CZeaning.-The process is the same as that in the Assam Valley. The cotton 

gin, called kuptreng, is that used by the Assainese. 
Spinnirtg.-Tbe instruments used and the process employed are practically the 

same as those of the Assam Valley. The following are the MBnipuri names of tbe 
different instruments used, with a description of any that differ from those of 
Assam:-

1. Huitri.-The bow·string. 
2. LaBAing kapol.-A cylindrical basket 3 or 4 feet deep; the mouth is 1 f,?ot 

6 inches in diameter and the bottom 1 foot. It is used simply to prevent 
the cotton from fiying away while being scutched. 

3. Langom.-A rod, 4 inches long and lrd incb in dill-meter, nsed in rolling cotton 
into rolls called maitAap (the panji of Assam). 

4. Xareng.-The spinning wheel. Its different parts are called :
Tareng magol.-'l'he wheel itself. 
Wayenjei.-The two uprights. 
Tarenggot.-The spindle. 
SAimai.-The two nprights to which the spindle is fastened by means of tW() 

strings (called tareng mana) twisted into the form of a rope. 
The roUs of thread spun on this machine are called langdum. 
Wellt1ing.-The following instruments are used in Manipur for weaving apart 

from the loom. No descriptions have been given, so it is not known what they are:-

1. LangcAale mavoJ. 
2. Tagot. 
3. Langtkok lareng. 
4. PAikon kairak.-This is also reported from Cachar, where it is said to be the 

same as the magagliara. 
Like the Garos and :Miris, the Manipuris use two looms; the first is similar to 

the Assamese loom, t he second is of the description known as bertg throughout the 
Assam Valley. 

The following account is taken from the report received from Silchar :-
"The ordinary Manipuri loom used in making the finer oloths is broadly identiosl with the J'ugi.' 

loom and both of these. again, appear to be broa.dly identiosl with tha~ used in A ....... ; the chlferenoe 
~ in matters of minor detail only. •. The loom is almost always bomemadp. The Manipuri process 
of setting up the apparatus is. however. different and rather easier. Tbey make a bamboo frame liKe a 
child'. oot (about 4 feet 6 inchee by S fest) oaIled ,"RgkAa.. with four whole bamboo post. WIth 
two ban on both .ides at tbe top. across and on whioh is plaoed another bar in a middle portion. from 
whioh bangs the 6- ( ..... Aa.). the ~ .orod (" ... .toRo6o) being dnven through boles made tbrough 
the bamboo posts and retoained in position by m8IIDS of bamboo pegs. This ill very convenIent, and tbe 
whole thing may be removed to any place at pleasure. " 

Then follows a description in the vernacular of the Jugis' loom; this need not be 
reproduced here, ss it has already been explained that it corresponds very olosely with 
that of the A!II&Dles6 loom which has been described at some length. A model of this 
kind of loom from :Manipur was exhibited at the Calcutta Exhibition, and is now in 
the Indian Museum. 

The following is a list of the lianipnri names of this loom and its puts from 
llanipur. The words in inverted commas are the descriptions received from llanipur: -

1. Pallgagom.-The loom itself (Uanipur). 
POffgaiOftg (eachar). 

2. KOJlo6a (Manipur). 
KOllo6G or PMiolto6a (Cachar). 'l'he yarn-beam and oloth-beam Ie woodan 

rollers '1 feet long and 2 inohes in diameter." 
3. NocAai.-" Bamboo stioks six feet long and 1 inch in diameter: eight of these are 

required for the loom." They appear to correspond to the Assamese g.N. 

I' 
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4. SingmU.-ccBamboo sticks mu~ thinner than the above, length the same,
eight ar& required for the loom." They probably correspond to the Assamese 
chi,.;. 

5. Samjet, the reed; " comb made of bamboo and reed through which threads 
go in according to tbe width of the cloth required to be woven." 
Called in Cachar.-PhigiBumjel; 

" " Hailakandi, Samset. 
6. Hanglakahai.-Not described. 
7. 8il1ghap.-The temple; "a bamboo split, t.wo ends of which are pointed. The 

length is nccording to the width of the cloth. " 
Called in Hailakandi Singap. 

8. Shuna wupak.-Not described. 
9. Shuna.-N ot described. 
In Hailakandi the naohai and Bona together fOI m the shaft of heaIds, the 8ana are 

the loops of threads, and the nachai is the rod to which thl'y are attached. 
In Cachar the complete shaft of heaIds is called naollui, the loops themselves 

shuna.' . 
10. Tamang.-Not described. 
11. Nagongkhok.-Not desrribed. 
12. Kkunet.-Not described. "Two of these are wanted for a 100m." 
In Cachar the treadles are called khongnet thaw,i, so possibly the khunet of 

Manipur are the treadles. 
13. Pangatldem.-Not describrd, but evidently the same aspangantem of Cachar 

and pangalthem of Hailakandi, both of which mean the shuttle. 
The tube of the spool is called laf'lgcha in Cachar and Hnilakandi. 
14. Khoiru sadu.-Not described. 
15. KoaH.-Not de<cribed; probably the brush for smoothing the warp. 
16. Yongkham.-" An oblong frame made of wood on which the above fittings 

are applied. 
This corre.~ponds to the 1/oungkham of Cachar which is, however, said to be made 

of bamboo. 
Besides these parts of the loom the following are reported from Cachar. 
17. Naf·t thawri.-The string connecting the upper rods of the shafts of healds 

with the tlachani above. 
18. Nal·t wah.-The top cross bar from which the nachoni are suspended. 
These two mayor may not be identical wi~h some of those not described, fJiz., 

6, 8, 10, 11, or 14. 
The process of weaving by this loom is the same as that in Assam. 
'The second kind of loom used by the Manipuris appears to be practically identi

cal with that of the Nagas or that of the Bhutias described below. No detailed 
dl'scription of it has, however, been received from any district. The names of the 
different parts, IlS received from Manipur, are given below. None of them have been 
explained, but most of them can be identified from the description of similar instru
ments received from Hailakandi :-

(1) Mailaiyom. The loom itself. 
(2) Yelpu. JqpU in Hailakandi; a roller of bamboo or wo('d Ii inch in 

diameter and feet in length. Two of these are used in the loom, 
one at either elJd of the warp. '1'hey are tlle upper and lower bars 
of the loom. 

, - (3) Ulong. Utlonq in Hailakandi.-Pieces of bamboo I'laced between the 
warp, 2* inches in diameter and 3 feet in length. Two are used in 
the 100m. 

i 
These together probably form the shaft of healds. In 

Hailakandi each shaft of healds consists of a nacho; 
(4) Nagetc~a£.- and II Bona, the nochai being the rod and the .ona 
(5) Skunachai.- the threads forming the loops. ,}'he way in which 

these loops are formed has not been explained. The 
rod is about l inch in diameter. 
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(6) Phi8atem,-This is probably the tem of Hailakandi which is a piece of 
wood or supari tree about 3 inches wide and I) feet long, both edges 
being bevelled and well polished. .. It is used for pressing home the 
woof thread to make the cloth thick." 

(7) Skanam.-1'his is not described and cannot be identified. Only one is 
used in the loom. 

(8) PfMlgandem. Pangalthem in Hailakandi -An illustration of this is 
given. It appears to be oval or elliptical in shape with two rods 
projectin/1: one from either end. The oval or central part cfmtains a 
hollow with a hole at either end in which is placed the pin which 
carries the spool. The spool consists of a thin tube covered with a roll 
of cotton thread. The tube is called langtlla. 

(9) Khoira ,ada.-Not described, only one is used. 
(10) Khongkhang.-Not described, only one is used. 

Besides these the following instruments are reported from Hailakandi. 
(11) Singap.-The temple. .. A piece of bamboo having two pieces of iron 

like two pins at the two ends. Its length is equal to the breadth of 
the cloth. It is used to keep the breadth of the cloth even." 

(12) Sam,et.-The reed. It consists of two bamboo pieces parallel to one 
another and joined by very fine bamboo bars. It is used to keep the 
warp threads equi·distant when the nature of the cloth requires it. 
"It is used in preparing gamcha (towels) and nets only. Its use is to 
make the cloth tbin. 'l'hick cloth cannot be made by using it" 
(Hailakandi). 

The process of weaving by this 100m is similar to that of the Bhutias (page 77). 
ThE' loom and other instruments used in weaving bY,the Manipuris are all home

made or looally purchased, 'lhl'Y cost ahout ten rupees and last a good many years; 
IOrDetimes they are handed down from one generation to another. 

N aga process. 
The following description of the processes used by the Angami Nagas has been 

reCleived from the Deputy Commissioner of the Naga Rills. 

IC Spinning raw cotton (T8aze an;). 

The cotton having been cleaned and bowed is rolled out light into rolls about the 
thickness of the middle finger and about four times as long, it is then ready for spin
ning. This operation is performed with the instrument sketched on the margin- w hleb 
is locally called themu. It is made of bamboo with a small stone disc to give it weight 
and help it to revolve, and is about eight inohes in length. The operator sits on a 
low stool, whioh brings her thigh to a height of about foul' inches from the /1:round. 
The thema is then laid against the tbigh, the thick end being placed on something on 
which it will revolve freely. The end of one of the cotton rolls is then applied to the 
point of tbe them a which is then made to revolve rapidly by the right hand being 
rapidly drawn across it; as it revolves it engages the roll of cotton and as the operator 
raises her left containing the cotton roll, a thread is formed which is wound on to the 
themu. When the 'hemu is fuU of thread, the oocoon is slipped uff over the thin end 

, and put aside. The next process is to wind the threads two at a time from the cocoon 
in balls (loon,). The double threads on these balls are tben twisted together (kegge) 
so as to form one hard thread. The thread is tht"n made up into skei.ns and sized and 
dyed, if necessary. It is then again wound off into balls and is ready for the process 
of weaving." The Deputy Commissioner adds: "Spinning thread is the ocoupatlon of 
8pare hours amongst the women, and it is quite impossible to give any estimate of the 
tIme taken in manufaoture. The spinning wbeel is practically unknown in this 
district excl'pt among tbe Kukis, and the primitive method of spinning thread 011. the 
naked thigh is that universally practised. Ready-made thread, if used. is, if neces
sary. le-twisted (kegYB) sized and dyed and when wound into balls is ready for weav
ing." 

WearJing. 

cc The process of weaving If cloth may be divided into two parts. 

[e 'lbe alr.eIoIa ;.-ropIOIl ....... ) 
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'£he setting up of the threads on the various sticks comprising tIle loom . 
This is known as Moe rhe amongRt the Angamis and is a laborious 
process. Without having a loom in front of me I cannot possibly 
describe it . 

.. (2) 'l'he actual weaving, ki"e dll. This process also it is almost impossible 
to descl'ibe without having a loom to demonstrate on. It is that 
describpd in paragl'aph 40, page 47, of the • Industries of Assam' 
(i .... , tbe first-half of Mr. Darrah's description of the Bhutia process 
reproduced later on) . 

.. In setting up the cloth (kive rke) an assistant to bandle the two balls of thread 
is usually employed, but this is not absolutely Jlecessary. 'l'his process takes a hout 
half a day. No assistant is employed when the process of weaving is actually going 
on. A plain cloth with no inserted pattern would take a good weaver about two 
<lays of six hours each to make." 

.. The loom is home-made by the male members of the family. I can ~ay nothing 
as to the durability of the various parts with ordinary wear and tear, if carefully kept 
they might last a lifetime." , 

The above description applies to the process employed by the Angami Naga tribe . 
.. The methods of manufacture employed by the other tribes inhabiting this district," 
sllys the Deputy Commissioner, .. are practically identical with those used by the 
Angamis. It is only amongst the Angamis that ready-made imported thread is used 
to any extent. Amongst the other tribes raw cotton is worked up into yarn in the 
manner described." 

The following account has been received from the Sub-Divisional Officer of Mo
kokchong, a Sub-Division of the Naga Hills District. 

Instruments used. 
"There is only one kind of loom employed in the manufacture of cotton fabrics. 

It consists of the following parts :-
"(a) Anen.-A pair of rods about 21 feet long and one inch in diameter made 

chiefly of nakor. 
"(b) dlum.-A piece of polished wood made chiefly of nakor, 21 feet long and 

2t inches wide, flat along one edge and sharp along the other. 
"(c) SukBen.-The shuttle, usually a small bamboo rod about a foot in length, 

on which the rolls of thread are wound up for weaving like a knitting 
needle. 

"(d) dl'lel.-The Assamese ba • 
.. (!) .Llneldong.-A piece of bamboo rod about 2£ feet long on which loops 

are made connecting the anel with the threads of the lower,warp. 
"{j) Imlung.-A piece of bamboo rod the ~ame size and similar to the 01/el· 

dOl/g, but placed 6 inches above it. This rod is used to make a gap to 
allow the shuttle to pass between the threads of the upper and lower 
warp. 

"VI) Mong-mung -A thick bamboo rod at the furthest extremity of the loom 
used to catch hold of the warp. 

"(k) .Llpki.-A net-work string, 3 to at inches wide, the ends of which pass be
hind the back of the weaver and are fastened to the two extremities of 
the anen, thus making the whole warp tight. 

U(i) Juiong.-A piece of polished bamboo about 21 feet long placed about 6 
inches above the onetdong and on which the strings are wound. 

.. All the above instruments are made at home, well-to-do people buying or get
ting poorer people to make for them. The cost of the Naga loom is about rupee one 
only, an~_with ordinary wear and tear lasts five years." 

Methods employed. 
" The first process in the manufacture is the cleaning of the cotton, Nags name 

,emang, which is done by means of a flat stone and a small rod about 6 inches long. 
The stone is placed on the ground and a smsll handful of raw cotton is placed on it. 
The rod is tben rolled over the cotton with slight pressure in such a manner that the 
seeds at once separate from the fibre. A lot of the villages have now taken to use the 
Assamese neotkani as they find it a much quicker process. 
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"The next process is scutching, Naga name akar, which is"done by means of a 
how-string. The how is a piece of bamboo about 3 feet long and the string is of cane 
cut very fine. The cotton is then placed on the ground in a heap. and the fibres are 
separated by pulling and letting go the string. The cotton is now made into rolls 
called maiti. These are then taken and spun, which is done by means of an instru· 
ment called bAng. This is a spindle about a foot long which passes through the centre 
of a circular flat stone about 2 inches in diameter resembling a small wheel and ad· 
justed to the end of the spindle and united with the maili (? maiti), so that one end 
seizes the roll and the other the spindle. The operator then takea up the roll of cotton 
and applies it with her left hand to the spindle and rolls the spindle round on her 
thigh with her right. The motion thus imparted to the spindle causes it to make a 
thread similar in size to the one already on the spindle. As soon as the thread has 
obtained the required number of turns. it is wound up round the spindle and the process 
is continued. The rolls of thread are now sized after having been boiled in rice 
water. 

"The next process is the transfer to the warp which is prepared by two pieces of 
striog of the required length of the cloth being fixed to the mong-mung and the allen. 
The different pieces of the loom are now fixed in their respective places. The operator 
then seats herself on a wooden seat about 3 inches high and finds the warp in front of 
her sloping up at an angle of about 60 degrees from the ground. and straps the apht 
round her. She then takes two balls of thread in her hand and with the help of 
another woman passes the thread round and round between the an/HI and mong-mung. 
one hall of thread passing through the Alief (d). over the anetdong (e) and round the 
juifJtlg (i), the other passing below one/dong (e) and round the juiaflg (i); and this 
process is continued until the required width of the cloth to be m\de has been 
obtained. The two pieces of string which were first put on the warp are now taken off, 
and the operation of weaving commences by the operator sitting back, and thus making 
the warp taut. She now takes up the anel with her left hand and pushes the anel
dong up towards the juiang. This makes the threads wbich do not pass tbrough the 
loops of the anet tigbt and loosens the others. In doing tbis a space is formed between 
the threads of the warp, and. the atletdong andjuiang being let go, the alu1IJ (b) is 
passed through, the flat edge being applied; it is then turned over, and when perpen
dicular the .uk,ell (0) is shot tbrougb.leavinga thread the width of the warp between. 
and the alum is then pressed down, the sharp edge being applied this time. When 
the shuttle is passed from the rigbt to the left the thread is below the threads which 
pass tbrough anet and when passed from left to right. above. The operation is con
tinued till the clotb is made. 

"A skilCul woman is considered to have accomplishl'd a good day's work if she has 
woven a piece of cloth about :a feet in length by 18 inches in width. The ordinary 
Naga cloths whioh are about 6 feet by 4t feet take aboat three days to make." 

From the above it is impossible to determine whether the Angami process and 
t.hat of tbe l"agas of Mokokchong are identical or not. The description of the 
Mokokchong proceS!l is ratber defeotive in parts. Tbe euct course of the warp 
threads around the rods is not clear, and it is not stated how the healds are formed, 
or when. The imiling would appear not to be brought into use until tbe warp is laid. 
Its position appears to be identical with that of the juiatlg. If tbis be so, there are 
only three rods used in warping besides tbat on which the bealds are formed. Tlie 
threads passing through tbe loops of the healds are said to pass over this rod (the 
alletdong). in which case tbe heslds oould he worked by pulling downwards. but as the 
alternate tbreads (tbose passing clear by the loops) pass below this stick. it would ap
pear impossible to pull tbe former threads through the latter by means of this rod. 

The description is, however. sufficiently clear to show that the Mokokchong pro
cess of warping. while agreeing in principle witb hoth tbe Garo and tbe Miri methods, 
differs in essential points from either. From the Gam method it differs in the fact 
that two balls of thread. and two supporting ropes are used instead of only one; and 
from the Miri process it differs in the fact that the threads pass round one of tbe in
termediate rods (thejulallg). Doubtless there are other points of difference. 

In Volume XLIV of the Journal of the Asiatio Society of Bengal will be found 
an illustration of a Nags loom with the weave! at work. This drawing by Lieu
tenant R. G. Woodthorpe, R. E., aocompanies a very interesting artiole by Captain J. 
llutler, B. S. C., entitl{:C). .. Rough Notes on the Angami Nagas and tbeir languagf'." 
Itshows the upper bar of the loom supported by two strings from the eaves of the 
house, and the lower bar apparently behind a heavy log (Asiatic Journal, Volume 
XLIV i plate XXI, fig. i.) 



Process of the Xukis, Lalungs, Syntengs and Mikirs. 
Thuse tribes are the only inhabitants of the Khasia and Jaintia Hills who practise 

weaving to any extElnt. 
The following is a list of the instruments used in that district, with the pl'icps 

noted against all those that can be had to purcbase. No detailed description of the 
process has been received. 

1. Ka tgUiat.-Cotton gin, price 8 annas. It is very similar to that used by the 
Assamese blolt perhaps even rougher. 'lhe foot-board is merely a stout piece of split 
bamboo. 

2. Ka rgntiek.-Bow for scutcbing. The handle is of stout bamboo about 41 feet 
long, the .string of cane. 

S. Ka Bkirkka.-Spinning wheel, price 8 annas. This is very similar to the AIlsa
mese machine. The wheel itself is made up of two frames connected with cane·work. 
A frame consists of three pieces of wood with holes through the centres, by which they 
are threaded on to the axle, and so form six spokes. The ends of the six spokes on one 
side are connected with the ends of those on the other by a double band of cane which 
passes diagonally across from the first spoke on one side to the first on the other side, 
then back to the second spoke on the first side, and 80 on backwards and forwards 
till the whole circumference has been completed. The spindle, about 13 inches long, 
is made of iron and is thickest towards the centre. At the blunt end is a bamboo ball, 
and about an inch from it is a second piece of bamboo shaped like a long glass bead. 
The spindle is not supported directly on the smaller uprights, but rests in two loops 
of cane "hich pass through holes in these uprights and project on the far side of the 
wheel, parallel to the r,ord. Inside these loops of cane are two small V-shaped pieces 
of iron, the ends of which face in the opposite direction to those of the ham boo loops. 
'I'he spindle rests on the lower arms of these pieces of iron and a binding of string 
lashes the iron to the bamboo. The cord is kept in position by a vertical rod stand. 
ing midway between the two small uprights. The small stand and the large stand are 
connected together by two parallel pieces of bamboo. 

4. Ko, tainU.-A horizontal bar at one end of the warp round which the woven 
cloth is rolled. 'l'his is a square wooden bar about :3 feet 8 inches long, and gradually 
increasing in width from Ii inch at one end to almost 2 inches at the other. Near 
the thick end are two holes through opposite faces of the bar, and beyond that the 
wood is cut to fOlm a neck. 1.'he object of the holes is not clear. 

5. Ka Icklieh tat.-The opposite bar. This is :3 feet long, more or less round, and 
much thinner than the other bar. It is slightl, curved, and is cut away to form a neck 
on the convex side at either end and on the concave side at the centre. 

6. Ko, Bkaroh.-The shuttle. 'lhis consists of a hollow bamboo tube about 16 
inches long, open at one end only. From this end there are six splits in the tube 
extending for about 11 inches, which cause the mouth of the tube to contract and pre
vent the contents from falling out. 'I'he closed end is pared off almost to a point. 
Inside this tube is a plain rod of bamboo, nearly 9 inches long. This too is hollow and 
open at one end only, but it is not split. The closed end is rather thicker than the 
rest of the stick. 

7. KIl wait-(f.e. sword or slice). A hard piece of polished wood for pushing to
gether the threads of the weft. Pri ce 4 annas. It is shaped like the blade of a pen
knife, the sharp edge measures 2 feet 10 inches, the width of the blade is nearly 2i 
inches and the breadth across the back is half inch. 

8. Eo, Bnat.-The reed, used in place of Ita wait for pushing together the 
threads of the weft. Price 6 annas. This reed is exactly like the As~ame~e instru
ment but much shorter (only 19 inches) and much coarser, containing ollly 160 dents 
to the foot. It is enclosed in a case consisting of two pieces of whole bamboo about 
1 foot 10 inohes long and 1 inch in diameter which contain slits illto which the sides 
of the reed fit. 'l'hese two pieces of bamboo are tied together at either end by cane. 

9. Ka lane.- (pro lA-nay). The brush, I cannot say what it is made of, but it is of 
triangular shape with a short handle. The width at the bottom is Sf inches, and the 
total length, inclusive of the hap-dIe, 10i inches. It is vpry substantially made. 

10. Ka kla -for winding thread. Very like the Assamese f/gha in shape, but its 
use appears to be different. The central rod is about 1 foot 10 inches long and pointed 
at one end. The framework consists of 4 thin bamboo slips running through·:! di~cs 
of wood about 2t inches in diameter and 11 inches apart. 1.'he upper disc is in two semi
circular pieces (per~laps this is not intentional). The two discs have holes at their 



Jentres through wbich tbe rod passes loosely, so that the framework is able to revolve. 
The four rods are bound together at either end, hut do not meet. , 

11. Ka Zakhelwin-fol! winding thread. The use of this is not explained, but it 
appears to be a form of the bhaunr'. It consists of a piece of wood shaped like· a 
solid X, with a rod passing through its centre at right angles to its faoe. The rod is 
about 11 inches long and is thinner at one end than the other. On trial I find ~hat 
the hollow stiok inside the shuttle fits on to this thin end. The piece of wood is 6i 
inches long and! inch thick. Its width at the end is 31 inches and at the oentre 
It inch. 

A complete set of instruments has been received, from the Sub-Divisional Officer 
of Jowai. .Besides the above instruments it includes (1) a hollow bamboo tube rather 
more than 1 inch in diameter, connected at either end to a rod by strings about 5 
inches long; the tube is of the same length as the sword-stick and the rod about 4 
inches longer; (2) a round bamboo about ! inch in diameter and about 3 feet 
long; (3) a thin rod of the same length as that attached to the tube above mentioned; 
(4) three thinner rods of the same length as the sword·stick; (5) two pieces of split 
bamboo 2 feet 4 inches long, flat on one side and rounded on the other, with a point 
at one end, the width across the flat side is ! inch, and the greatest thickness i inch; 
and (6) a pair of bamboo sticks about 2 feet 8 inches long, about 1 inch thick at the 
back, and coming to an edge at the front which is notched like a saw edge at the 
eentre, leaving 4l inches (more or less) plain at either end. The nsmes of these instru. 
ments and their use have not been stated. It is clear, however, that the Joom is of 
the description known as bet/g. 

The instruments are all home-made, generally by the weavers themselves. They 
are said to last for from 5 to 10 years. 

A model Mikir loom with a piece of half-woven cloth upon it has been received 
from Tezpur. The arrangement of the warp is very similar to that in a Garo loom, which 
is described in some detail below, but it is not identical with it. One important point 
of difference is in the healds, of w hieh there are two sbafts, if they can be ealled by that 
name. The first, viz., that next the weaver, consists of a series of loops hanging from 
a single rod, whioh pick up every alternate thread of the warp. This corresponds to 
that in the Garo loom. The second consists of a series of loops hanging from one rod 
but connected in Bome way with two other rods, one above the warp and the other 
between the upper and lower threads. It is very difficult to determine the enct 
arrangement of these loops as the thread has got disordered; but the loops pick up the 
same threads of the warp as are picked up by the first series, hence their use is not clear. 

Another important point of difference is that the reed is used. 
The several parts of the loom are as follows :-
(1) Theneng.-Two bamboos about 3 feet long and 1 inch in diameter round 

one of which the warp passes at the lower end. The other is placed alongside the first 
but above the warp. 

(2). TMhu.-A strap wbich p8.!!ses round the weaver's waist and to the ends of 
which these two bamhoos are fastened. It is a band made of cane with a piece of 
wood fastened to each end. Its total length is about 21 feet and its width at the 
centre 2 inches. . 

(3) A stout bamboo round whioh the warp passes at the upper end. 
(4) TheZang pong.-A hollow bamboo tube 16 incbes long and'lf inch in 

diameter. This is kept between the upper and lower portions of the warp, f e., between 
that on which weaving is taking plaoe and that which is for the time being out of use. 

(5) Ingthee.-The reed, very similar to that from tbe Khasia and Jaintia Hills. 
(6) Barpi.-The sword-stiok, like that from tbe 'Kbasia and Jaintia Hills but 

much smaller. 
(7) Pangdag.-Two hollow bamboos about 2 feet long and 1 inch in diameter 

sliced off to a point at one end. These al'tl placed between the upper and lower set~ 
of the threads on which weaving is taking place one on each side of the healds 
farthest from the weaver. There is no intersection of the thl'f'.ads between them, f.e .. 
both pass under the same set of threads and over the same set. 

(8) Hee.-The healds. 
(9) Owek.-Thin rods. Besides those of the healds there are two such rods one is 

at the point where weaving commences, and round this the threads are looped: alter
nate loops beillg in opposite directions; the other is between the two sets of the 
threads on which weaving is taking place. It is higher up than the upper pangday 
and there is au inter..--eotion of the threads between them. 
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'These form the whole of the loom itself. The sliuttle is like that from tbe 

Kbn.sia and J antia Hills but smaller and the open end is not split. Two very orude 
designs are oarved or rather scratched upon it. The rod inside is a piece of jungle 
reed more than a foot long. The shuttle is called tkelangpong which would seem t() 
be a general term for a bamboo tube. The temple is a flat piece of bamhoo with a 
sharp point out at both ends. 

The half-woven cloth on this loom is less than 7 inohes wide. There are five 
shavings of bamboo nearly half an inch wide woven in between the warp threads just 
before the oloth itself begins. The distance between the upper and lower bars 
is nearly 5 Mit so the oloth when completed would be about 3 yards in length. The 
Mikirs cannot weave cloths more than half a yard wide, and therefore bave to sew 
two or more such pieces together to form a cloth of ordinary width. l'he process of 
weaving is said to be the same as that of the Bhutias. 

The following account has been received from Nowgong:-" The Mikir process 
of weaving is of a primitive character, and they can weave only a few varieties of cloth. 
The cotton is first dried and then cleaned by an instrument called michang 1crel 
similar to the neotkani of the Assamese. The next step is scutching which is done by 
a bowstring called licho. The third step is to make the cotton into panji, the panj. 
katk;' of the Assamese is called barlim by the Mikirs. The Mikirs make the thread 
in the same way as the Assamese make eri, muga or rhea thread, -l e., by an instmment 
called ta1curi. The jatar is also used but rarely, for the Mikirs believe that their 
household god is offended by the sound of the jatar. From the ta1curi the thread is 
transferred to a bamboo rod oalled han lam instead of to a katlatai. A kanlam-full of 
thread, corresponding to a skein (lecka) of the Assamese, weighs about one-fourth seer. 
The thread is sized in the same way as by the Assamese, being boiled in rice water. 
The rice powder (chapUng) is first sprinkled on the skein of thread, and then it is 
boiled. The Mikir loom, patherang, is very simple and the cloth woven cannot 
usually be more than 4 cubits long and 1 cubit wide. 

Xachari process. 
The Kacharis of the Assam Valley follow the method of the plains and use the 

same instruments. In eachar they use a beng loom similar to that of the MalJpuris. 
'l'he Kachari names for the different parts of their loom are given below with their 
Manipuri equiValents as used in Hailakandi:-

CacAar. 
I. Barao. 
2. Sugur* 
8. Rash. 
4-. Kanshi. 
5. Kantakri. 
6. Samkar. 
7. Kongfong. 

Manipuri. 
Japu. 
Saogap. 
Samset. 
Nachai. 
Pangalthem. 
Tem. 
Uttong. 

-'Ibl. differs from the :MsDlPUri Ittflgap iu being- roade of two erou stick. instfsd of ODe .traight one. One E'Jld of eadr 
11 fastened together by str1og, the fOl'8 ends being armed 'Hth Iron POIOts which are .t.uck Into tb. edges 01 the cloth. (cf., tb4li 
Assamelle p",al). 

Garo process. 
The processes employed and the instruments used by the Garos in cleaning and 

spinning are the same as those of the Assamese. For weaving they use the beng loom, 
and follow a process peculiar to themselves. 

LIST OP INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED. 

I.-In Tura (Garo Hills District). 

1. GirgithlJ.-The gin. 
Parta.-Jacho1c: the upright stand. ..4hmelengll, the rollers. Ja1c, the handle. 
2. Gettdhul.-The bow. 
3. Chalangha.-'fhe spinning-wheel. 
Parts.-Jacho1c, the uprights supporting the wheel itself. Chalangha bukl7la 

(buhma-belly) the basket wheel. Jak. the bandle. Jachik. three uprights, half all inch 
apart, fixlld in the Iltand at the ~pindle end. 'rhe central upl'ight has a hole in. it 
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through whioh the c.ord ·passes. Takwa, the spindle, fastened to the uprights by 
oane. 

4. Banagangon.-The loom. It is like the loom used in the North·Weet Frov· 
inces and Oudh, only rougher ill make. Its parts are:-

(i) Banagaug01l.-Uprights, two in number. 
(U) BanalDauig.-A horizontal bar, the ends of which are attached to the two 

uprights. 
(iii) ,41Jom.-A smooth bamboo which lies close to the weaver's waist, and 

round which the strands of thread are passed. 
(io) Warichek.-A piece of stick with teeth upon which the strands rest at 

the further extremity. 
(0) B,.ak.-A smooth :O.at piece of wood which is used to beat down the cross 

threads in weaving. 
The Gi,.gitlia is bought from Bengalis, the other .instruments are made by the 

aaros. The cost of the lot is about 13 annas and they last four or five years, except 
the girgUlia which lasts only one year. 

The names of the di~erent stages of the process are:-

EMf gorDO fiG 
BaMlted 
Klaild'"griUG 
BGfladoioAG 

'. 

II.-In tM Goalpara District. 

1. Kerklia.-The gin. 
2. Chiri.-The bow. 
S. Cha,.a1lgha.-The spinning-wheel. 

• Ginning. 
Scotching or bowing. 

.' Spinn!ng. 
Wea.vlDg. 

Pa,.t,.-As in the Garo Hills but Bhiling.Me-the spindle when made of iron. 
4. Shi"g-o-dokhlJ.-The loom. 

Farts.-(i) Kasunra.-A stout hollow bamboo about seven feet long-the ulti. 
mate support of the whole arrangement. 

(ii) Beganaee.-A. smaller hollow bamboo about two inches in diameter and 
abont Ii yard long, round whioh the warp passed at the upper end of 
the loom. 

(iii) Mekepra.-A bamboo rod about half an inch in diameter and one and 
one· fourth yard long round which the warp passes at the lower end of 
the loom. 

(.,,) Tho,hee.-Three small bamboo rods about f yard long and 1 inch in dia
meter. lying between the upper and lower bars (3 and 4J. round which 
the thread is passed during warping. 

(0) Sing.ki-mok.-A strap passing round the weaver's hack and falltened at 
eaoh end to the lower bar (iii). It is about three inches wide in the 
oentre and tapers to a point at each end. to which strings are attached. 
It is plaited oat of string and is suflicienUy long to pass round the 
weaver's back and touch the lower bar (iii) at either end. 

5. Charlatta.-A wooden pin shaped like the figure 7, two of which are used to 
keep the lower bar (4, iii) in position during warping. 

6 • .Ttrgafu.-A stout piece of coarse string (of jute or the like) used to keep the 
rods (4 iT) in position daring the warping. 

7. B,.ee.-The haddIes or hea1ds. These are desorlhed below. 
8. Wa-tltlJ .... A hollow bamboo tube about t inch in diameter anell yard long. 

Its ase is explained below. 
9. Mel/hel.-A fiat prace of bmw wood about f yard long and If inch wide and 

very similar in shape to the blade of some pocket kniTCSo One side is nearly :flat, the 
other slightly rounded. The ed.,ooes are both rather sharp, the one somewhat sharper 
than the other (bat there is very little difierenee). In the centre it is about j inch 
thick. One end is pointed. the point being formed by one edge only being rounded 
011. sometimes the front edge and somet.im.ea the. back edoae. This is used for press
ing the weft threads home. 
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10.' Kolbo:-A thin round piece of bamboo used instead of a shuttle. It is of the 
same size as the thaskee (4 iv). 

11. Kente.-The temple. A thin flat piece of bamboo about! inch wide equal in 
length to the width of the cloth being woven. It has a pin projecting from each end. 

12. Kultkap.-A smaller instrument just like the me-shel (9) except that it is 
made of bamboo. It is about It foot iong and l inch wide. It is used for picking 
out the threads when making a pattern on the cloth. 

13. TokC~i'nga.-Thrce very thin and_narrow strips of bamboo equal in length to 
the width of the cloth, or, rather, slightly longer. Their width is ! inch or less. They 
are used to mark off the end of one cloth from the beginning of another. 
Names of the different stages of the process:-

1. Bowing • . 
2. Forming rol19 (l'anji) 
8. Spinning • 
4. Warping • 
6. Shooting the weft 

N. B.-Raw cotton • 
Cleaned cotton • 
A 1'011 of cotton or panj i 
Thread 
Cloth 

CMrUAa. 
KhilfancM tola. 
Khitdltlgr.Ha. 
Bara aMl/ga. 
B.ra dokha. 
Elnt. 
EM/up. 

• K AIl/aneM. 
EAild.",. 

• Bara. 

The Deputy Commissioner of the Garo Hills says that the method of weaving 
employed by the Garos resembles that of the North-West Provinces and Oudh. 
Women and girls engage in the various processes, and there are, as a rule, three required 
in all. Small cloths take one day, large ones, two or three days to weave. No detailed 
description has been sent. 

The following is an attempt to describe the process of weaving employed by the 
Garos living in the Goalpara sub-division. 

The process consists of two stages only, 'Viz., warping and weaving. 
Warping.-The weaver first lashes a long and stout bamboo (4 i) horizontally to 

a fence or some other suitable object. at a distance of about three feet from tbe ground. 
Round this bamboo two loops of string 01' cane are fastened, so as to slip freely along 
It. Another bamboo (4 ii) of smaller size is then suspended in these loops, which are 
so adjusted as to support it at either t'nd. This bamboo is the bar round which the 
warp is to pass at the extremity furthest from the weaver. 1'he bar at the other ex
tl'emity (4 iii) is similar but much thinner. Holding this sellond bar paraUel to the 
-first. the weaver takes a thin rope (6) rather more than double the intended length of 
the cloth and passes it round both ba\"s twice (so that it crosses itself above tbe bars) 
and then ties the ends together. The weaver now pulls the second rod away from the 
first until the string is taut, and then lowers it to the ground where a second operator 
fixes it in position by driving into the ground two nails or pegs, (5) one near either 
end. This is the only stage in the whole process where the services of a second person 
IJ,Te required. 

The bars baTIng been thus fixed in position, the rope which takes the form of a 
cross ahove the bars and two parallel lines beloW. is pushed to tbe left hand end of 
the rods and adjusted so that the parallel portions are only 2 or 3 incht's apart. 
Four thin rods (4 iv) are now taken and fixed by means of the rope between the upPt'l' 
and lower bars and parallel to them in the following way. The first is inserted in the 
loops of rope at a distance of about 6 inohes from the lower bar so as to pass below 
the two parallel portions of the rope and above the two cross portions. The second ill 
inserted about 8 inches higher up in the opposite way, "'Z., so 8S to pass over the two 
parallel portions of the rope and under the two cross portions. 'Ihe third is laid 
entirely _over the rope at the same point as the second, to which it is tied by string at 
the left hand end. 1'his rod is for forming the bealds. The fourth is inserted about 
eight inches higher up in the same way as the first. It is between the third and 
fourth rods that the rope crosses itself. Thus on either sid~ of each rod (excluding the 
third) the upper portions of the l'ope intersect with the lower portions and so the rods 
are beld firmly in position, the crossing of the two upper pOltions of the rope giving 
additional stahility to the whole. Like the upper and lower bars tho intermrdiate 
rods projeot only slightly to the left of the rope, the main portion, about which the 
warp is laid, projecting to tbe right. 

The loom, if such an arrangement of rods can be so (,aIled, is now complete and 
ready for the laying ofthe warp. For the sakeof convenienoe the following notation 
will be adopted :-The upper bar will be called A; the rod next to it (the 4th) B ; 
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tbe lowpr rod of the next two (the 2nd) 01; the upper rod (the Brd) 02; the rod 
below these two (the 1st) D; and the lower bar E. . 

The thread for the warp (generally blue) is rolled into a ball, that for the healds 
(generally white) is wound on a card-the ordinary card on which darning thread is 
sold. 'l'he formation of the heaIds is part and paroel of the laying of the warp whioh 
is done as follows:- 'l'he ball of blue thread (for the warp) and the card of white 
thread (for the heaIds) are placed on the ground to the left of the rope, the former 
about equally distant from th" extreme bars and the latter opposite l'od 02. The free 
end of the blue thread is tied into a loop which is taken up on tile left of tile rope, 
passed over the rope and across to the extrpme right, slipped on to tile end ofrod A and 
run back to the left close up 'against the rope. 'l'he end of tile white thread is taken up 
and tied firmly to rod Cl at a point immediately to the right of the rope, i.e., in a 
correBponding position to the loop on the other rod. 

'l'he weaver who has up to this time been standing on the left of the rope, now 
walks round to the rigllt and takt·s her seat opposite rods Band 0 so as to face the loom. 
'l'aking up the blue thread in a loop she passes this loop downwards to E, round it 
from top to bottom, thence upwards under all the rods to A, round it from bottom to 
top and back under B, past 0 to D over which the loop is slipped, the thread having 
been so manipUlated that the fir&t·half of the loop passes between 01 and 02 and undfr 
D, and the second-half baok over D and under 01. (01 lying immediately below 02, any 
thread passing undl'r 01 must aho of necessity pass under 02.) At this point there 
are four lines of thread crossing the rods 01 and 02, the first line running fr?m E te 
A under all the rods, the second and third running only Irom A. to D in the way above 
indicated, and the fourth running fl·om. A to E and thenoe over the rope to the ball 
of thread. 

The wl:ite thread (for the healds) is now picked up in a loop whioh is passed over 
the 2nd and under the Brd thread, slipped over the end of 02, brought ba(lk along 
this rod and tbrown loosely to the left 80 as "to lie on the portion of the warp already 
formed. 'l'he third line of warp thread is next twisted once completely round Band 
the whole pulled tight. Lastly, the fourth line (>f warp thread is picked up at. a point 
above the warp between E aud the ball, and looped round D so that the first-half of 
the loop passes ever that rod and the second-half under it. 

Tae oyo1e is now complete, for the tbread runs from rod D to the ball in tbe same 
way 11.8 it did at the commencement of warping. The same operation is therefore re
peated again and again until the warp has attained the required widtb. 

'l'he warp thread i8 then broken olf aud the end tied round D, the rod to which 
'tbe other end had previously been attached. The thread for'the hl'alds is not broken 
off but the card containing the unused portion is picked up from the ground and 
pa8~ed over the rope, and on between the upper and lower warp threads to the other 
side of the warp where it is dropped on the ground. The thread is then hitohed twice 
or thrioe round the right end of rod 02 to keep it tight, and thus it remains during 
the whole process of weaving. 

The warping is thus complete and the rope, whioh is no longer required, is untied 
aud removed. There is now nothing to pNvent either of the intermedate rods from 
moving along the warp. or the w~ole warp from moving bOllily round the extreme 
bars. 

WeafJing.-From ilie point where the thread Jirst passes round the lower bar (E). 
the formation of the warp consists of so many complete oyoles each of which oompris
es, 1st, a pair of threads running the whole length from E to A and passing beneath 1111 
the rods i 2nd, a pair of threads (between the first two) running only from A to D and 
forming a loop round D; and Srd, a pair of threads (to the right of the first pair) 
running only from E to D and forming a loop round D in the opposite direction to 
the loop formed by the second pair. 

No weaving is done on the first pairs of threads "hioh pass below all the rods 8n 

long as they remain in that position, and none is possibls on the third pairs which 
have no healds. It is the sl'oond pairs of threads that are utilised for weaving. The 
threads of B:!oCh of these pairs pass on opposite sides of both 01 and D: it is between 
these two rods that weaving is performed. 

Before weaving is oommenced it is necessary, therefore. to bring the portions of 
the threada between 01 and D within the weaver's reaoh, and also to bring the heald. 
between thl'Se two rods. When at work the weaver sits with bar E in her lap-so rod 
D is now drawn down to bar E and laid upon it. The threads being looped round D 
jn opposite directions, the whole warp moves round bodily as D is moved. When D 
reaches E the shorter loops of thread, tnl., those be\ween D and E disappear, and the 
longer loops, "ia., those between A and D are lengtbened out 60 as to form pairs of 
complete threads running the Whole distance between the extreme bars. Rod 01 is 
then untied from Oll, removed and replaced by a hollow bamboo tube of much greater 
diameter. This tube is not fastened to 02, which now remaill8 between it and rod D. 
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Tbe pegs tbat keep the lower rod (E) in pOlsition are now removed, and the 
weaver takes her seat on the ground (or a low stool) close to where the pe<ps had been, 
so as to face the loom •. Placing the lower bar (E) on ber lap, Rhe passes a "strap round 
her waist, and fastens tbe two ends to the corresponding ends of the two rods D and E. 
thus binding these rods firmly together. 

The weaver, sitting upright, finds the warp at tension sloping upwards from her 
lap to the upper bar. To slacken it she has only to lean forward, and to tighten it again 
sbe has only to returu to her original position. 

To give fier leverage, a peg or some such thing is fixed in the ground at a conve
nient distance in front of her against which she can press-her foot as an oarsman uses 
the stretcber in a boat. 

Weaving proper (i.e., the shooting of the wpft) is now commenced. When weav
ing 011 this loom the Garos do not use a shuttle properly so called, nor yet a reed. 
The weft is wound round a thin bamboo rod just like the four central rods used in 
warping, and eacb shot is driven home by means of a sword-stick, ciz., a flat piece of 
wood pointf'd at one end and bevelled at the edges. Tbe cloths woven being small and 
coarse. there is no necessity for nicely regulating the di.tance between each thread in 
the warp. 

Wben weaving is commenced there is an intersection of the upper and lower 
threads of the warp between rod D and the tube above it. Moving tbe healds up 
against this tube the weaver passes the sword-stick between the upper and lower warp 
threads at a point between the intersection and the healds. Tben drawing tbe sword
stick towards her with botb hands she drives the intersection against rod D on her lap. 
She then turns the sword-stick on edge, and through the gap so formed she throws the 
shuttle from left to right, meanwhile holding the loose end of the weft on the left of 
the warp. 

Having laid the shuttle on the ground to her right the weaver turns the sword. 
stick flat. and with its blunter edge drives home the first shot of the weft. 

Between this thread and the hollow tube there is no intersection of the warp 
threads. To form one the weaver leans forwards so as slightly to slacken the warp, 
pusbes the tube upwards and away from the bea1ds, takes hold of the rod round which 
the healds were formed, and, pulling it upwards, raises the healds. The lower threads 
of the warp are thus drawn up between those that were above them, and these latter 
in tum are, (if necessary), pushed down by tbe weaver who presses the warp gently on 
the part between the bealds and the hollow tube. . 

There are now two intersections between the first shot of the weft and the tube 
above it. This tube is pulled down against the healds, which are still held in a raised 
position, and both tube and healds are drawn towards the weaver. 'l'hus the nearer 
intersection is driven against the sword stick which is now taken out and l't'placed be. 
tween the upper and lower threads on the far side of this intersection. This intersec
tion is driven against the first woven thread in the same way as the first had been. 
The sword-stick is again placed edgewise and the shuttle-stick thrown through the 
cpening from right to left, ihis thread being in turn driven home like the last. There 
still remains an intersection, so the weaver removes the sword-stick, carefully inserts 
it beyond this intersection, and passes it through the warp cutting a way through the 
upper and lower threads with the rounded portion of the edge. Having passed it 
through correctly she pulls the sword-stick towards her, and thus drives the intersec
tion against tbe last woven thread. The sword-stick is now turned on edge and 
another weft thread shot from left to right and driven bome as before, the whole process 
being repeated agaill and again. 'i'he healds, it will be seen, are brought into opera· 
tion not after every shot of the weft but only after every pair. 

Having woven so much cloth that she cannot conveniently reach farther the 
weaver unties the two ends of tbe strap and pulls the warp bodily round the extreme 
bars, rod D and the woven cloth thus passing ulld~neath. When the end of the 
cloth already woven reaches the lower rod; the weaver places above it another bar 
exactly similar to E and binds the two bars together by readjusting the strap. 

Then another length of cloth is woven in a similar way, and tbe cloth passed 
round below as before. This process is repeated until the end of the woven cloth, 
with rod D still in it, has passed up behind to the top of the loom, over bar A and 
down in front to B.- the rod round which some of the tbreads were twisted during 
warping,-it cannot pass that rod. The weaving accordingly proceeds nntil the dis
tance between rod B and the last shot of the weft is too small to allow of the free 
working of the bealds, when it must be stopped. There remains therefore a certain 
length of wrap threads wbich cannot be utilised- this length is about one foot. 
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thread for the healds wound' up on the card, fQr it can now run freely out through the 
opening between the upper and lowel' threads. (If a second set of hea1ds be used for 
making ornamental designs upon the cloth; the string of this is next removed in like 
manner.) Another weft is shot from right to left aDd then the hollow tube is taken 
out and then rod B. After this the thread for tho weft is broken off and the unused 
warp threads are cut through about an inch from the last sllOt of the weft. Lastly, 
rod D is taken out, the unused portions of the thread fall off and the cloth is left with 
Ii plain fringe at one end and a fringe of 100pH at the other. 

In this description of the Garo process no mention has been made of the temple. 
'1'his is exactly similar in ma~ and use to the Assamese temple made of a single stick. 

Two cloths are gl'nerally woven In one piece on the Garo loom. ~l'he cloths 
woven by the Garoa usually measure from 3 to 4 feet in length; the distance between 
the extreme bal's of. the loom is generally 4 feet or rathet l('ss, and the lengtlt of the 
cloth woven is approximately double of this, but some allowance must be made for 
wastage. When two cloths are wove:tJ. in one piece, they are divided off from one 
another by three or more flat slips 01 bamboo being woven in between them just like 
shots of the wl'ft. After weaving is finished the cloths are cut apart between two of 
these bamboO slips anll so a plain fringe is Jeft at that end of each cloth. 

The olotbs woven by the Gares are very coarse; Mcordingly, instead of using 
coarser thead or twisting two or more strands of thread together, the Garos often wind 
two threads together on the same ball and also two on the shuttle. Thus each line of 
warp and weft consists of double instead of single threads. 

The ornamentations on Garo cloths are very simple. In some cases they consist 
of nothing but lines of different colour running either lengthwise or crosswise. The 
former are made by introduoing thread of the required colour into the warp, i. 6., one, 
or more cycles of the warp are laid with different coloured thread. The latter are 
made by using one or more extra shuttles containing thread of the required colour. 
The shuttle oontaining the main thread of the warp lies idle while one or other of the 
extra shuttles is being used, but the thread is not broken off. These plain lines, 
wbichever way they run, involve no material ohangl\ in the methods of weaving. 
They form a portion of the body of the cloth. 

Sometimes, however. patterns are made upon the back ground, "ith different 
ooloured thread. 'lhis thread does Dot form a portion of the body of the cloth, but 
might be remOVl'd without serious injury to the fabrio. 'l'he simplest form of pattern 
is a broken line of colour (say white, running along the oloth. Suoh a line is formed 
by the introduction at the time of warping of an additio/lal cycle of white thread. 
As explained above, eaoh oyole gives a pair of upper threads ("IZ., threads that pallS 
over both extreme bars) and a pair of lower threads (,,'.;., threads that pass under 
both). To form a broken line the shuttle is passed Dot between the two threads of 
each upper psir but alternately over and under each pair. These broken lines are 
therefore always douhle and appear on both sides of the cloth. Any two suoh brohn 
lines al'e usually separated by two single lines of warp thread oC the ordinary oolour. 

The formation of these white linell involves a variation in the proce88 of weaving'" 
for the white threads must be capable of being pulled up and pushed down all 
together, but yet independl'ntly of the main threads. Hence a second set of heaIds is 
required to pull them up and a seoond tube to push them down. 'l'he loops of this 
Sl't of healds are formed so as to pick up all the white threads' (and no others) in pairs, 
instead of pioking up alternate single threads. 'l'hey are formed' immediately above 
the main heslde, i.6., between them and the nrst tube. '1'he second tube is inserted 
olose to the first exactly like it between the upper and lower main threads, but, unlike 
it. above all the white threads. 'lhese two tubes can be slipped over one another, s() 
as to obange plnces as required. When it is noctssnry to have all the white tbreads 
below t.he last sllot of the weft and the tube next to it, the new tube is slipped over 
the old one so as to lie next the last shot of the weft. When the white tbread is no 
longer required to P'lSS under the tube nl'1t to thl' last shot of the weft. the new tube 
is slipped baok over the old tube. The interchanging of the positions of these tubes 
has no eft'eot upon the blue threads.· . 

These broken lines appear to form the basis of all ornamental work in Garo 
weaving. l'atterns are forml'd not by threads introduCl'd between the shots of weft, 
as in the Assnml'se proce."8. but merely by making the gaps in the broken linea of 
various size\! nnd recurring at different positions on the sevl'rallinM. To f'ft'eot this 
the weaver mu~t be able to raise anyone or more of thl'se pairs of white threads inde
pendenUy of the rest. For this purpose a small fiat stick point. d at one l'nd is used. 
l'ickin~ out the threads the weaver OlIrefullyl'UD.$ lhis stick above all the blue tlueads 
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and under or over the white threads in the same order as the shuttle is required to 
paBB between them, and lays it on the warp where it remains while the weft is shot. 
From time to time some of the threads are dropped off the stiok and other (white) 
threads pioked up upon it as the pattern requires. As may he imagined, the patterns 
so formed are very simple and the threads are usually pioked up or dropped off in regu
lar order from the right or left extreme rather than at the oentre. 

When done with for the time, the stick is of course removed. 
If the body of the oloth be woven of double threads, so are the patterns, each line 

of threads in whioh is therefore quadruple instead of double. 
The befiT! loom used by the Garos of Goalpara differs somewhat from that of the 

Garo Hills, e.g., there is no warichelr, and the top har'!s suspended in loops from a 
bamboo instead of being fastened to two upright posts. 

The Garo prooess of weaving is probably the simplest iilAssam. No reed is used, 
and only one ball of thread; the implements are of the very simplest. The cloths 
produced are very rough, the ~hreads running unevenly. and the texture, though com. 
paratively close at the outer edges, becomes looser and looser towards the oentre of the 
cloth. 

It takE'S an hour to lay a warp of usual size. and an hour and a half, or rather IeBS, 
to weave a foot of patterned cloth after warping is complete. Thus to weave two 
cloths (in one piece) each a yard long would take about ten hours-one for the warp
ing and nine for the shooting of the weft. But the weaver. can seldom l(eep at work 
for a full day, for the prooess is very tiring to the back. It is said, however, that with 
rapid work a woman can begin and finish in a single day a pair of plain cloths eaoh a 
cubit wide and 3 to 4 feet long. Genel'ally a pair of cloths either plain or coloured is 
finished in two days, The warping, if done leisurely, takes an hour and a half, 'l'he 
ordinary prioe of a cloth is eight annas, so a pair is worth one rupee; but the two cloths 
woven in one piece are not, as a rule, of exaotly equal length. 

The Miri process. 
Cleal/ing and 8p;nning.-It has been already mentioned that the Miris require 

two kinds of thread, one for their ordinary cloths and one for their jin cloth. The for
mer kind is generally bought from the bazaar, but when spun by the Miris themselves, 
the ordinary Assamese methods are followed-, and the same instruments used. 'l'he 
thread required for the jin cloth must of necessity be much coarser and rougher than the 
coarsest imported thread available, and in consequence is always made at home. 'l'his 
coarse thread is called by the Mil'is gabar.atmoo (gabar meaning the jll1 cloth and 
onnoo thread). The process of spinning it is,as follows :-

'l'he cotton is first cleaned and soutched by the Assamese methods. It is then 
placed in a long heap and formed by the hand into a rough roll several yards long 
and of the same thickness as a panji. 'l'his roll is then smoothed and formed into 
proper shape by the woman rolling over it the same small tapering slip of bamhoo as 
is used by the Miris for forming the smaller rolls. This slip is gradually passed along 
the rough roll as the smoothing proceeds. Thus several long rolls are formed. 

These long rolls (reboong) are spun into thread by means of the Mil'i spindle 
(pap'). This is like the takura of Goalpara but the disc which is of wood or tortoise
shell is abo.ut 3 inches in diameter, and the rod tapers to a fine point at the end. 
"From one end of the prepared roll a tbread about 1 foot long is twisted with the hand, 
and then tied to the spindle near the diso. 'l'he spindle is then plaoed in an inclined 
position with its thioker end resting on a concave surfaoe (e.g., a piece of a broken 
earthen pot) to keep it in position when whirled round, and held at the pointed end 
by the thumb and forefinger of the right hand. The woman then whirls the spindle 
rapidly round and holds the roll of cotton with her left hand near the spindle 
point. As the thread is drawn out, she extends her arm to its full length, and then 
twisls the thread so formed round the spindle and repeats the process until the 
spindle is full. 'l'he thread is then transferred straight to the yanke which is a 
framework consisting of a small bamboo stiok about 2 feet long with a cross piece 
about six inohes long attached to each end. The skeins are next boiled in rice water 
and dried in the sun, after which the thread is ready for use. 

Weaving.-Names of instruments employed
(1) The loom 811mpa gegur (Jorhat) • 

• There i •• ,light differeD ... in the forming of the •• ut.hed thread iDto ron.. Tho .mall bamboo 'lip uoed bl tho 
Mi,;. i. about 1 foot IODI\' Hnd tapon to ODO end ; ,t .... I1ed p.nghMIg, Tb .. obp .. held bl the tIuck end and rolled 
With Iho opon palm O1'er the co,lon "luch .. pI"""" Dpon •• tooL 
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(2) Two uprights of bamboo, on which the end rod is supported about 2 feet 
from the ground. Khunti (North LlJ.khimpur, Jorhat). 

(3) A round rod, generally a piece of whole bamboo, about 2 inches in diameter 
and about 3 feet in length, round which the upper end of the warp passes. Paba 
(Jorhat), paba (North Lakhimpur). 

(4) "A cornered stick generally of wood, 3 feet in length and 4 inches in girth, 
round which the warp passes at its lowest end." Gegur (Jorhat) ,paba (North Lakhim
pur). 

(6) A peg about 9' inches long struck in the ground to give leverage to the 
weaver's foot. Siupude (Jorllat). 

(6) A- rope tide at its two ends to the ends of the lower rod (No.4) and pass
ing rOllnd the weaver's waist. Pogha (North Lakhimpur). 

Instead of this sometimes a leather strap is used, passing round the weaver's back 
and having its ends fastened to the gegu,. by ropes (Jorhat) •. 
• (7) A leather strap which is put betwoen the weaver's back and to the rope which 
passes rOllnd it and supports the oegu,. (No.4). It is 3 or 4 inches broad and about 
18 inches long. Galak (Jorhat). 

(8) A round bamboo similar to the upper bar (3), lying between the upper and 
lower bars (3 and 4) about nine inohes from the latter. JYurbuZung (Jorhat). 

(9) A round bamboo rod about i inch in diameter and 3 feet long lying between 
the upper bar (3) and the nurbulung (8). Bgelung (Jorhat), chikkau (North Lakhim
pur). 

(10) The healds lange (Jorhat), tauneh (North Lakhimpur). These are described 
below. 

(11) The balls of thread used for the warp, anna alume (Jorhat). 
(12) A flat piece of hard and polished wood or chewa about 3 inches broad, 3 feet 

long and. half an inoh thick, sharp along the edges and at one end. The sharp end 
i~ round, thinner and rather narrower than the other end. This is used for driving 
the threads home as soon as they are shot. Sumpa (Jorhat), Bumpeh or beng (North 
Lakhimpur). , 

(13) The temple, a single strip of bamboo of a length equal to the width of the 
oloth, and having sharp extremities. Ubar (Jorhat),putal (North Lakhimpur). 

(H) A flat stick about 3 feet long and one inch wide used to separate 'a portion 
of the threads for the insertion between them of tufts of raw cotton in making a. kind 
of blanket oalled the mirijin, Japa (Jorhat). 

(If» The thin rod round which the healds are formed. Chltika (North Lakhimpur). 
(16) A strip of wood of the same length as the paba (4.) to which it is tightly 

bound with the cloth in between them. Gugareh (North Lakbimpur). , 
The above instruments are those used in Jorhat which have distinctive names 

either there or in North Lakhimpur. The following are additional instruments 
reported from North Lakhimpur only. 

(17) A rope passing across the warp between the upper bar (3) and the flgel»flg 
(9), Tankeb (North Lakhimpur). 

(18) Flat stioks like the Assamese chir; and used for" similar purpose; two of 
.these are required while 'Weaving. Orb, (North Lakhimpur). 

(19) A stool on which the woman sits. Pira. 
. i'he Miri process of weaving consists of two stages, warping and weaving_ To 

form the warp the weaver takes two pieces of stout rope, each rather longer than the 
intended length of the oloth, and ties the two ends of eaoh together, so, that two 
separate loops or endless bands are formed. In one end of these she inserts a round 
bar (No. S) which she fastens by cord to two upright posts nearly 3 feet apart, at a 
height of about i feet from the ground. In the other end of these lcops she inserts a 
square rod (No.4) and, sitting on the ground, plaoes this bar horizontally on her 
lap and ties the two ends to those of a rope or strap which passes round her back. 
The position of the woman is such that the loops of rope are taut. and the ropes are 
arranged so that they are parallel to each other and lie as near u possible to the ends 
of either rod. The distanoe between the ropes is now rather more than the intended 
width of the cloth and the distance between the bars rather more than half the intended 
length. There is a peg driven in the ground against which the weaver can press her 
foot as she sits in order to get a levera,,<>e. 

The weaver then takes up a rod (No. 8) just like the upper bar, and inserts it 
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between, the two loops about nine inches from tbe lower bar, parallel to the upper and 
lower bars, in such a way that an intersection is formed between the two sides of each 
loop on either side of it, 'Viz., one between it and the lower bar and One between it 
and the upper bar. She then takes another rod (No.9) similar to the last but very 
much thinner, and inserts it between the loops above the intersection. The side 
of the loops of rope now intersect each other once between the lower bar and the 
lower rod and once between the lower rod and the upper rod. These loops of rope 
therefore hold the four rods firm and parallel to one another in a plane sloping gently 
up from the weaver's lap to the upper bar. 

Starting from the weaver the bars and rods may be named according to their posi
tion in the loops of ropes; thus the lower bar will be A, the lower rod B, the upper 
rod 0, and the upper bar D. 

For the formation of the healds a thin rod (15) is laid above the warp over rod 
B to which it is loosely tied. To the ~nd of this thin rod is fastened the brown thread 
for the h~alds. This brown thread is in the form of a ball which is brought from the 
end of the thin rod and thrown over the weaver's left shoulder on to the ground 
behind, where it lies while the warp is being laid. 

The warp thread which has previously been rolled on two balls of equal size, is 
now laid round the bars and rods as desorlbed below. The weaver on the ground can
not conveniently reach farther than rod 0, and so a second woma-n's services are 
required. The weaver passes the balls round rod B and bar A, and the second woman 
passes them round rod 0 and bar D, the balls being handed as required from one woman 
to the other just beyond rod B, i.e., somewhere between rods Band O. -

The enils of the threads on the two ba.lls having been joined together, the knot is 
held over rod B, and the first ball passed upwards from that point under rod 0 to the 
top of bar D where the second woman holds it for the present. The seoond ball is then 
passed downwards from the knot above rod B, over bar A, round and back upwards 
under bar A, over the heald thread from left to right, under rod B, over 0, and thence 
to the upper bar D, above which it is held 'by the second woman. As soon 8S the warp 
thread has been passed 'over !the heald thread the first weaver takes hold 'of the latter 
at a 'Point between her shoulder and the place where the warp thread crosses it, 
carries it between rod B and the. thin rod above it and twists it round that rod, the 
continuation of the thread thus rnnning from this thin rod over the weaver's f1houlder 
as before. Thus the warp thread .has been picked up in the first loop ·of the hea1ds 
against this thin rod. 

At this stage the balls l!.re both being held against the top of the upper bar (D), 
the first ball to the left and the second close to it to the right. The first ball is now 
passed round the upper bar D and downwards under D, 0 and B and over the lower bar 
(A), round and back upwards under this bar (A) over Band 0 to the top of the upper 
bar, where it is held close to· the right of the second ball. The second ball is then 
passed round the upper bar (D) and downwards under D, 0 and. B and over the lower 
bar (A) round and back upwards under A over the heald thread (which is then 
twisted round the thin rod as before) under B, over 0 to the top of the upper rod close 
to the right of the first ball. 

The first ball 'is then passed downwards and upwards as before and after 'that the 
second ball, and so on till the warp has attained the right width, i.e., till the space be
tween the supporting ·ropes is full or nearly so. The balls are then carried downwards 
to the lower bar and the threads broken off the balls and left unfastened till the 
wea.ving has commenced. The heald thread is broken off and fastened round the thin 
rod, which is then untied from rod B. The supporting-ropes are removed .and the 
warp is ready for weaving. 

It will be noticed ,that the course of the ,two ,outer threads is anomalous, but that 
the rest of the warp consists of sets of four threads, the arrangements of the several 
threads in each set being exactly similar. ,Commencing from the left the first set 
consists of the second, third, fourth and fifth threads whose position is as follows. The 
second thread passes over ID and 0, under B and A, and tbrough a loop ef the healds; 
the third t~ead passes under D, 0 and B and over A j the fourth passes over D and 
Band unde C and A; the fifth passes under D, 0 and B and over A. The second and 
fourth threa 8 are the upper threads of the warp. and it is between them that the 
weft is shot. he third and fifth threads are the lower threads of the warp, and on them 
no weaving takes place until they have been brought round to the top as ·descrIbed 
below. It will 'be noticed that the lower threads intersect the upper threads between 
A and B. and do not intersect each other. The upper threads intersect each other 
between rods B aod 0, and moreover the one thread passes through the healds and the 
other clear of them. 
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The weft is wound on a thin rod instead of a shuttle, and a flat stick is used to 
drive home each shot of the weft just as in the Garo process. 

The weaving is commenced by inserting the flat stick, 8umpa, between the 
threads of the warp just on the near side of rod B, and in exactly the same posi
tion relatively to the threads as that of this rod. It thus passes below those upper 
warp threads that run clear of the heaIds (viz., Nos. 4, 8, 12, etc.), and above all the 
other threads. When properly inserted, the Bumpa is turned on edge and the shuttle 
stick thrown across through the space so made from right to left. After this the Bumpa 
is turned flat and the first shot of the weft driven home. The BUmpel is then removed 
and rod B pushed slightly away from the weaver. 

The weaver then takes hold of the heaIds by the thin rod (now detached from B), 
leans slightly forward to slacken the warp, and raises the ~e.alds, thus bringing to the 
top the threads that pass through the loops j at the same time she gently presses the 
warp to push down those threads which were previously at the top. There are now 
two intersections between the threads on which weaving is taking place, both between 
A and B. The Bumpa is inserted in the gap between these two intersections, and 
turned on edge. The shuttle-stick is then thrown througb from left to right on the 
near side of this stick. and this sbot of tbe weft together with tbe intersection behind 
it driven home with the sharp edge of the flat stick. The Bumpa is again removed 
and reinserted on the far side of the intersection, the intersection drawn towards tbe 
weaver and the stiok turned on edge. Another weft is then shot from right to left, 
and the process repeated again and again. 

When two or three wefts have been shot, the loose ends of the warp thread are 
passed round below tha lower bar and woven in with the next sbot of the weft. 

When about an inch of oloth has been woven, the temple is affixed to keep the 
width of the cloth uniform throughout. , 

When about a, foot of the cloth is woven, the strap round the weaver's waist is 
untied and the lower bar (A) taken out of the warp. The intersection between the 
lower and upper sets of threads, which has remained between this lower bar and the 
first end of the woven cloth, is thus allowed to go out. A bamboo rod about 1 an 
inoh in diameter and of the same length as the bar removed is now inserted between 
the threads just below the upper bar D and through the sa,me opening. i.e., between 
the upper and lower sets of warp threads. This rod is brought down the whole length 
of the warp to the other end, and the woven cloth is passed round it till the thread 
last shot is direotly above it. Another bar similar to this last, or, instead, the bar 
that has just been removed, is now placed above the warp on the top of the new lower 
bar. These two bars are then tied t.igbtly together with the ends of tbe strap which is 
now readjusted round the weaver's back. The endof the cloth is thus held tight 
between these two bars. 

The position of the upper threads relatively to one another has not been' altered 
by tbis removal and readjustment of the lower bar. The weaving is therefore con
tinued exaotly 8S before and the cloth rolled round from time to time as occasion 
requires. Each time the cloth is rolled down, the strap has to be untied and subse
quently retied. The objeot of tying tbe cloth up tightly between the two rods is to 
prevent the whole warp being pusbed round the bars when the weft threads are driven 
home, At the oommencement of weaving the same purpose was served by the inter-
section between the upper and lower threads. . 

At the end of the warp there remains a sbort length of tbread which cannot be 
woven. The way in which the weaving is finished olf is the same as in the Garo 
prooess. 
. Wide cloths and clotbs of fine texture cannot be woven by this method. Only 
ooarse cloths from one to two feet wide are woven. The prooess is a slow one, a oloth 
18 inohes wide and 8 feet long will take about 16 hours to finish. 

The method of introducing ornamentations into the weaving has not been ex
plained. but the following is an acoount of the processof manufacture of a special 
kind of oloth by the :Miri loom. 

The lIirijt" oloth is .. warm rug consisting of tufts of raw ootton with a hackinlJ' 
of ordinary ootton cloth. It is made as follows. The warp having been prepared ~ 
desoribed ahove, an inoh or two of plain cloth is woven in the ordinary way. 

Those threads whioh pass over rod B and clear of the hea1ds (with the exception 
of 8 or 10 at either edge) are now formed into pairs by means of a flat stick about 3 
feet long and 1 inch wide which is passed over two suooessive threads, under the next 
two. and so on to the other edge. This stick (yapa) is inserted from right to left and on 
the far side of rod B, but after insertion it is drawn towards the weaver to the near 

LI 
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side of that rod. It is then turned edgewise and a tuft of clean cotton which has not 
been boiled is inserted ill the gap so formed, under the fir~t two pairs of threads pass
ing o\"er the stick just inserted. The right end of this tuft comeR out on the right of 
the first pair of these threads and the left end comes up between the secona and third 
pair. Another tuft is similarly inserted, under the second and third pairs of these 
uppermost threads, 80 that its ends project, one between the first and second pairs, and 
one between the third and fourth pairs. Another tuft is similarly inserted under the 
third and fourth pnirs and so on to the end of tIle uppermost threads. Thus, omitting 
the two end ,pairs, there is a portion of two tufts of cotton under each pair of upper
most threads, and the ends of two tufts come up from opposite sides between each suc
cessive pair. 

The tufts having all been thus inserted they are next driven home with the Rumpa 
as if they were a shot of the weft;, The yapa having been turned flat and pushed away 
from the weaver, two threads of the weft are 8hot exactly as if the cloth were a plain 
one. The lIapa is theD again pulled towards the weaver and turned on edge; tufts are 
inserted as before and the same operat.ion is repeated till the cloth is fini~hed. 

'l'he process is most tedious. In North Lakhimpur a piece ofjm cloth, 6 or 7 cubits 
long, takes nearly a month to weave; in Jorhat a strip,:I feet wide and six feet long, 
is said to take a full montb, the workman doing six or eighthours' work a day; in Gola
ghat a sheet consisting of two strips, each 5 cubits by.l~ cubit, is said to take three 
months if the weaver spend seven or eigbt hours a day on the work, and no less than 
a year if she do her ordinary household duties as well. 

The cloth thus produced is too narrow for a blanket, so two or more are often 
sown to~ether by the edges. which, it will be remembered, are plain and contain no 
tufts of raw cotton. 

The process of weaving by the lJeng loom described above is that in vogue among 
the Miris of Jorhat and Golaghat. From Sadiya no detailed description has been re
ceived. The report from the North Lakhimpur sub-division contains a mere sketch 
of the processes employed by the Miris of those parts. It seems to he identical with 
that used in Jorhat except in a few points of detail. In North Lakbimpur the upper 
bar (D) is said to be 3 feet longer than the intended width of the cloth, i.e., about 
double the length of that used in J orhat; the woman sits upon a stool or piece of 
wood and, instead of resting one foot against a peg, she rests both feet against a thick 
wooden or bamboo stick supported by the peg. The arrangement of the warp about 
the bars and rods is said to be similar to that for weaving the common izarlJund, 
with this difference, that in the latter case three rods only are used and in the former 
a much larger number. A rough illustration js given of the arrangement of rods in 
the loom for making a Miri j;;n cloth. It agrees with the description received from 
Jorhat, with the exception that between the upper bar and rod 0 a rope is shown as 
passing completely round the warp (breadthwise); and an additional flat stick is 
shown Mtween the Bumpeh (wooden stick for driving home the weft) and the woven 
cloth. The object of this additional stick is not clear, and it is impossible to sa v if the 
other sticks are arranged in exactly the same way as those in Jorhat, for the illu~tra
tion does not show the order in which they pass over and under the threads, and no 
explanatory description is given. 

Like the Garos, the Miris use the Assamese loom and the Assamese process of 
weaving in addltion to their own, and the former are fast driving out the latter; in fact 
at the present day it is practically only for making the j'" or jJm cloth that the Mlns 
of the plains use the beng at all. The Miri names for the different instruments used in 
their own process of weaving are fast becoming forgotten; it is only the older genera
tion that knows these names, the Assamese terms being now most generally used. 

From Sibsagar it is reported that the looms used in the district are all nearly 
alike, but the Miris sometimes work the loom without the tolotha (the cloth and yarn 
beam~. This mayor may not he a reference to the benu loom. 

The following description of Miri weaving is quoted from Mr. Darrah's" Note on 
Ootton." It differs materially from that given above, but its accuracy appears doubt
ful ... The method adopted by the Mirisis somewhat similar to that in vogue amongst 
the Bbutias. The thread having heen rolled up into a number of balls, the warp is 
made with them thus: Two women stand opposite one another, E'ach having fixed in 
front of her a horizontal rod supported 011 two uprights. One end of a ball of thrend 
is made fast to the end of one of these rods; and the woman who tied the knot then 
flings the ball to her friend who passes it round the rod at her feet and flings it back. 
This is oontinued till a sufficient amount of thread has been wound round the two 
rods. The threads on one of these rods are then firmly tied and the warp rolled up 
around it. The rod with the warp around it is then fixed to a post and a woman takes 
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her seat with the other rod in her lap.' To the ends of this rod is now attached a 
strap of deer skin, which passes behind the weaver's back, and is just long enough to' 
enable her to tighten the warp by leaning back ,and to loosen it by leaning forward. 
The weaving process is just the same as that of the Bhutias. The resulting c~oths are 
long and narrow, and are stitched together by the sid~s to make a broad piece, exactly 
as lS done by the Bhutias." . 

Regarding the processes followed in Sadiya the following l information has been 
kindly supplied by the Assistant Political Agent. 

c. Sp'nning.-The cleaning, scutchingand spinning is done in a similar manner to 
that described in paragraphs 19, 20, ;11 and 22, pages 86 and 87 of Mr. Darrah's notes 
in .. Some Industries of Assam." the local Miris and Assamese both using the same 
implements as therein described, "iz., fleothafli for cleaning the cotton, dkuna for 
beating it, and the jatar for spinning the same . 

.. Weal1ing.~The loom used here by the local Assamese is the same as the one 
described in Mr. Darrah's work; and 'that in use by the Miris is similar 'to the loom 
in use among the Bhutias, and described at page 47 of the same work . 

.. The Miris use two looms, one called Abor loom. the other tavta. and with 
these looms they. manufacture the warm rugs known locally as puri and the other 
clothes they wear. 

"These looms have only one dang, and instead of the Assamese raB a piece of 
hard polished wc.od in the shape of a sword is used :to push the threads of the woof 
home. 

e. They have no shuttle either; its place being taken by a piece of thin rounded 
bamboo upon which some thread is wound . 

.. I have seen both looms in use amongst the Miris at work, and went carefully 
through Mr. Darrah'S' notes with the same being worked before me and can therefore 
conscientiously state that I have nothing new to acquaint you with regarding the 
local methods in use here for spinning and weaving." .. 

Bhutia. Weaving. 
The processes employed by the Bhutias have not been seen by me and no report 

has been received concerning them. The following extract is taken from Mr. 
Darrah's " Note on Cotton." 

"The Bhutia system of weaving involves a much simpler apparatus" ('Viz., than 
the Assamese loom). II It is probably the simplest form of weaving known. The 
warp consists of an endless band of threads about 8 inches to I} feet wide. When 
woven each strip is about 12 or 14 feet long. '1'he warp is formed by winding thread 
continuously round a pair of sticks placed as far from each other as half the intended 
length of the piece of cloth. The warp having been made, two pieces of wood, 
usually small boughs of tree~ with a fork at the free f'xtremities, are fixed upright 
in tbe ground. and a rod bavIng been passed through the band of threads forming the 
warp the former is placed in the fork of these uprights. These forks are about 4 feet 
from the ground. At the side furthest from the operator two wooden hooks are stuck 
in the ground as far apart as the uprights are and about 2} feet from them. Another 
rod, which has been passed through the middle of the warp, is placed in the hooks, 
and the operator (always a woman) takes her seat on tbe opposite side nf the up
rights. The warp is then caught and tied up in a split bamboo, to the ends of which 
are fastened a leather strap. which passes across the back of the weaver. At this 
stage the warp passes over S rods. the one on the uprights. the one at the books near 
the ground, and the inner piece of the split bamboo. The operator sits on the 
ground. and leans back wheu she wishes to make the threads taut, and forward wben 
she desires that they should be loose. A rod of bamboo, longer than the width of 
the warp. is then taken and a series of loops formed connecting it with every alternate 
thread. This corresponds to the lIa of the Assamese. Next a stick, about 11 incb 
thick, is passed carefully across the threads of the warp above the lIa just made, in 
such a way that eaoh thread that passed through a loop got'll under the stick. and 
every other thread goes over it. '1'his may be called rod No.1. Higber up still, 
that is, nearer the rod over the uprights. a thin stick is inserted in such a manner 

" that aU the threads Corm loops around it be!0re passing on. This may be called rod 
,\~o. 2. The place of the Assamese rei' lS properly not taken by any part of the 

Bhutia loom. But the threads of the woof are pushed together by a hard piece of 
polished wood, about 21 feet long and 21 inches in width, broad along one ed!!8 and 
6harp along t.he other. '1 he shuttle is simply a joint of bamboo in which the ~piDd18 
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carrying the thread of the woof lies loose. Another joint of bamboo, filled with 
water, is always bet!lide the weaver that she may keep the spindle moist. 

The actual process of weaving is,as follows: The operator seating herself, finds 
the warp in front of her, sloping up at an angle of about 60° with the ground to the 
rod that passes over the uprights. The strap passes across her back, and the split 
bamboo to which it is attached lies across her' lap. Taking up the ba with her left 
hand, she pushes rod No. 1 up towards rod No.2, holding the former between the 
finger and thumb of her right hand and pushing the latter downwards with the other 
fingers. This latter operation has the effect of tightening the threads which do not 
pass through'the loops of the btl and loosening the others. 

The btl being raised in the left hand, a space is formed between the threads 
of the warp; the two rods (1 and 2) being let go, the bamboo with the 
spindle is shot across by the right hand. The hard piece of polished wood 
is then taken up, and the thread that has just gone across is pressed down with 
it, the sharp edge being of course applied. The ba is then let go, and the 
shuttle taken up, while with the right hand rod No. 1 is brought down to and 
pressed close to the ba, the operator at the same time leaning back. This has the 
effect of making a gap between alternate threads of the warp between the operator 
and the btl, this gap being as wide as rod No.1 is thick. At this point all the threads 
which pass through the threads of the ba are below, and all the others above, and 
when the shuttle is shot across from the left it leaves a thread above all those of the 
warp under which the previous woof had passed, and below all those above which the 
previous woof had passed. This second woof is then pressed into its place by the 
hard piece of polished wood already referred to. Then the ba is again raised and the 
operation continued. As soon as an appreciable amount of cloth is made, a piece of 
bamboo, just as long as the cloth is wide, with a sharp nail at each end, is fastened 
by its two extremitIes to the selvages to keep the cloth of proper width throughout. 

From experiment it would seem that in a day of eight hours an industrious 
woman could do about 2 feet in length if the warp were 16! inches wide, and about 4 
feet in length if the piece were 7l inches wide. That is, a woman would take 
approximately three and-a-half days to do a square yard." 

This account is supplemented in some points by tbat of Colonel Dalton (then Lieu
tenant) published in 1849, which is as follows: "In weaving the women are seated on 
the ground. The web passes round three rollers of wood forming a triangle. One of 
these is attached by a leathern belt to the woman, one supported on two posts in 
front of her, and the third pinned to the ground farther off. The woman by her 
position keeps the web stretched to the necessary tightne$s. The shuttle is a small 
bamboo containing a roller for the thread. This she passes through the inclined web 
before her, working upwards and passing the woven parts round below, until the 
whole piece completed thus comes round." 

The arrangement of the warp threads is in some respects remarkably similar to 
that in the Garo process, but there are very radical points of difference. It appears, 
from Mr. Darrah's description, that the warping consists of three stages instead of 
only one, vi:., 1st the winding of thread round the end bars; 2nd, the forming of 
the healds ; and Srd, the insertion of the rods between the end bars. If this be so, the 
process must be extremely lengthy and also very .difficult to perform. It may be 
remarked, however, that this description is incomplete. The way in which the end 
rods are placed when the warp is laid and that in which the heaIds are formed 
are not described nor is it explained in What way the rods are inserted. 
Mr. Darrah's description of the actual weaving is equally sketchy, no mention is made 
of the warp being passed round the rods as the cloth is woven, a most essential 
portion of the process. It is quite possible, therefore, that the description may be 
inaccurate, and it is not improbable that the warping consists of only one stage in· 
stead o~ three. It is clear, however, that the Bhutia process has one distinct advantage 
over that of the Garos in the fact that the bottom portion of the warp which is for the 
time being not required for weaving is stretched between the rod passing under the 
hooks and that on the weaver's lap, and is thus kept quite distinct and well away 
from the threads on which the weaving is being done, the latter passing upwards to 
the rod on the posts and thence downwards to the rod held by the hooks. 

The names of the different parts of the Bhutia 100m are not given by Mr. Darrah 
or Lieutenant Dalton. 

Other Tribes. 
Of the numerous tribes that live in Assam many use none but the methods of 

tbe plains, e. g., the Rabhas, Koches and several other tribes found in Goalpara. 
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There is, however, a great variety of tribes living in Lakhimpur, some of whioh 
are noted for skill in weaving and some again for ignorance of the art. The 
Singphos, according to Hannay, use two looms, the one like that of the Assamese 
and Burmese and the other like that of the Mimipuris, Shans and other tribes on the 
North.East Frontier. A very brief description of the latter is given in Hannay's 
.. Sketch of the Singphos" (1847) but it is so sketchy as to be hardly worth quoting. 
No information about the methods of these tribes has been received from Dibrugarh, 
for in tbe report from that place it is stated that only one variety of loom is to be 
found in the distriot, which is obviously incorrect. 

'1'here remains, however, to be described the loom of the Noras and Turungs and 
the methods of weaving used by these people. These are entirely distinct from any 
described above, and on this acoount are of peculiar interest. The N oras and Turungs 
appear to be of Shan descent and it is therefore to be regretted that the processes of 
the Shana of Lakhimpur have not been described, as a comparison might be in
structive. 

An interesting account of the process of the N oras and Turungs has been received 
from Jorhat and is given below in a somewhat condensed form. 

Nora and Turung Weaving. 
"The Noras, Turungs and Singhlos are said to use the same form of loom which 

is however called by different names in the language of each tribe. The loom described 
below is used by the N oras and Turungs living in this sub· division. As in the 
Miri loom only narrow cloths from 1 to 2 feet wide can be conveniently made in 
this loom!' The Noras and Turungs use imported thread, they seldom spin them· 
selves, and when they dQ they follow the methods of the Assamese. 

The following is a list of the principal instruments used in weaving by the Nora 
and Turung process. 

1. Reels like those of the third kind in Assam. Several are required. 
Nora TamAallg. 
Turung Pam/ang. 

2. Posts for warping-about two feet high. Four in number. 

Nora L."Atil:. 

S. The reed. .. It is exactly similar to the Assamese raB but much shorter." 
Nora PAfJfII. 
Turung It 

4. The frame to hold the reed. This consists of two round pieces of whole 
ham hoo or other material of the length of the reed and about an inch in diameter, 
each having a groove cut along its length. Into these two grooves the top and 
bottom of the reed are fitted. The two round bars are then tied together b'y string at 
either end and the framework so formed serves the same purpose as the Assamese 
dropadi, but is much smaller and is not suspended. It appears to be the same as that 
received from the Khasia. and Jaintia Hills. 

Nora PlekpAtllIL 
Turung .. 

5. A hook exactly similar to the Assamese hakota (flie., a flat instrument of brass, 
iron, buffalo horn, eto., shaped like a bill-book and about 7 inches long) ; but differing 
from it ill the fact that it has a string about 2 feet long attached to the straight 
end. This hook is used for pulling the end loops of the warp thread through the 
.reed, these loops heing slipped off the hook on to the string attached as occasion 
requi!·es. 

Nora Kltdol. 
Tnrong 

6. A framework peculiar to this kind of loom and thus df'Scribed: .. It consists 
of a round bar of wood, about two inches in diameter and 3 or to fPet in length. Two 
oblong openings, about six inches apart. are made in each of its ends, so that in each 
opening may bl'l fitted a flat bar of wood about Ii inch broad and 2 feet long. The 
openings are made with the 1000ger sides along the length of the bar in such a way 
tha' the &.t bars 'may be in a line." (. In the same plane' would express the meanin" 
more olearly). .. The 'fOund bar is fixed by nails or pins at the IDIiddle of the fiat 
ones which are inserted in the openings at .right angles to it. [he ends of the bo 
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flat bars on each end of the round one are connpcteil by similar flat pieces of wood of 
equal length. 1.'he flat bars thus connected form the sides of an oblong at each ('Ind 
of tbe round bar. 'rbe warp is rolled on the portion of tbe round bar intervening 
between the oblong frameworks . 

.. When used, this instrument is held erect with one end of each of the frame
works on tbe ground and the round bar borizontal, and serves tbe purpose of the 
simpler agtololha, (yarn beam) .. of the Assamese used for rolling the warp." 

Nora Charag. 
Turung Chira!1. 

7. Two bamboo uprights 3 or 4 feet high, and stuck in the ground about 3 or 4 
feet apart. 

These form. part of the 100m, and are used for supporting the charag (No.6), 
while the healds are being formed and during the operation of weaving proper. 

Nora Cllao"'. 
Turung 'J 

8. A cross bal resting on the tops of the two uprights (cliaok,) about one inch in 
diameter. -

This cross bar forms the support for the nacliani. 

Nora Mai-at·.t. 
Turung 

9. A flat piece of wood or split bamboo with a round opt'ning at the middle. It 
is similar to the Assamese nachani, but much longer, being It to 2 feet long. 

Two are used to make the bealds. They revolve freely ~ound tbe cross bar(No.7) 
which passes through the holes at the centre. 

Nora at-.t. 
TUl'ung " 

10. The healds. The nature of these and the way in which they are formed are 
described below. Only one set of loops is used for plain weaving. 

Nora Kllao. 
Turung 

11. The thin rod to which the heaIds are fastened; this with the loops of thread 
completes tbe shaft or set of healds. 

Nora Ma' "at Hao.} Th h'd 'l'urung Ma; jip Mu/J. ese names are owever 8al to be vague. 

12. The hollow bamboo tube used for forming the loops of the heaIds. Tbis is 
exactly the same as the Assamese ba-chunga. 

Nora Ma"."ep.~lIao. 

13. The treadle. A piece of whole bamboo It to 2 inches in diameter and about 
3 feet long, placed below the warp, one end being attached by a string to the at-et 
(No.9) and the other facing towards the weaver. Only one is used for plain weaving. 

Nora Mai-jep.Ho } These names are very va~ne, hemg applied 
Turung M.i.lv.-""k also to oth.r rod.. The proper Nora aud 

Turung names for this instrument ale Dot known. The ABsamese word, !14ra"a, is 
generally used by these trlheS. 

14. A bamboo rod about 2t feet long and t an inch in diameter. This is placed 
crosswise above tbe warp near the heaIds, on the far side from the weaver. It lies 
above both upper and lower sets of warp threads, and is connected by -a string 
attached to its centre to the treadle below. Its use will be explained in the descrip. 
tion of.weaving. 

Nora Mai·tile "0". 
Turung u 

15. A bamboo rod of tbe same size as No. 14 inserted in t1te warp in place of one 
of the end warpin~ pegs. This rod is subsequently attached to the central bar of the 
charag (No.6) which serves tbe purpose of a yarn-beam. 

Nora Ma'-leal..:""rag 
16. A rod of the same size as No. a, but having" at each end two teeth about 

half an inch long, opposite each other. This rod is substituted for the otber end wal'p
ing peg and remains at the end of the warp at which weaving commences. On the 
top of this rod and above the upper threads of the warp is placed another rod with or 
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without teeth, and the two are bound together at each end so M to hold the warp 
firmly between them during the process of weaving." 

Nora. Chapan. 
Turung " 

17. A leather strap which passes round the weaver's back; the ends are tied to 
the end rod of the warp (chap an) and the rod above it and bind these two rods 
tighUy together with the warp between them. It is exactly similar to the galak of 
the Mlris. 

Nora. chai.tai·lang. 
'l'urung " 

18. A piece of wbole bamboo about 2 inches ill diameter and 2t feet in length 
iI1serted at the far end of the warp when the process of weaving proper is commenced. 

Nora Makkulc. 
Turung Konuft"lc. 

19. A flat bamboo stick rather longer than the warp is, wide and one inch in 
width, exactly Rimilar to the Assamese chiri. It is used for passing the intel'section 
through the reed, being introduced between the upper and lower sets of warp threads 
and turned edgewise. 

Nora Cftetep. 

20. The shuttle. This consists of a fiat piece of wood about two feet long, sharp 
and strai~ht along one edge and about It inch thick at the middle of the other edge, 
which narrows down towards either end. In the wide central part of this broad edge 
is an oblong groove, or rather bollow, but 2t inches long and nearly It inch wide at 
the centre. At each end of the hollow is a small hole to contain the pin which carries 
the spool. The ends of the shuttle are round and sharp. 

The spool consists Df a hollow tube of reed or bamboo with thread rolled on it. 
This tuhe is callt·d lal, and is carried on a bamboo pin, the ends of which are fitted 
into the holes above mentioned, and round which it can freely revolve. The thread 
runs out of the hollow through an eye in one side of the shuttle. The spool is simila~ 
to the Assamese mahura, but longer. The thread is wound on it by the spinning wheel 
or simply by hand. 

Nora Tau. 
'l'urung .. 

21. 'I'he temple. This is made of bamboo and is exactly similar to the Assamese 
putaZ and is used in the same way, the only difference being that the Assamese pulal 
rests above and the Nora or 'Iurnng kung kai below the cloth. 

Nora. Kong la'. 
Turung .. 

The loom, for which there appears to be no special name, may be said to consist 
of the cAarag (So. 6) with the two uprights supporting it (No.7), the cross bar above 
tho.qe uprights (No.8) the at-et (No.9) with the . strings attached to either end, the 
treadle (No. 13) and the leather strap (No. 17) hy which the rods at the near end of 
the warp are fastened to the weaver. It will be remembered that the reed and its 
framework are not supported in any way, except by the warp itself. This kind of 
loom is called by the Assamese the 8am loom. 

Process of weaving. 
Th warp.-Several Assamese IIgha (~o. 1) with a quantity of threaa'rolled on 

ooch. are struck upright in the ground. Four hamboo pegs (No.2) each about 2 feet 
long are similarly posted in one line. These pe!;s have no separate names and are 
indicated below by the numerals. Peg No.1 is nearest to the vgha and at a con
vl'nient distance from them: the line of vglla being at an ang-Ie to the line of pegs. 
The distance between the h 0 end pegs, Nos. I and IV, is equal to the intended length 
of the cloth or practically a little more, allowance being made for the length of that 
portion at the end of the warp which has to be left unwoven. • 

.. The free ends of the thread on t1le vgha being united by a knot and then made 
into a loop are put round peg No. IV. U there be an even number of ugha, an 
equal number of threads is put on each side of the peg. The loops of the thn'lld are 
put round the pelt in such a w!ly that an intersection of the thrends is formed between 
t1l8t peg and peg No. III. Let the sides of the pegs next the operator be considered 
as insille and those farthest from her as the outside, supposing she stands faoing the 
pegs with the 8gha to her right. All the threads are then carried together from pegs 
Nos. III and IV. inside peg No. II, outside peg No. I, and then inside it and agaiD. 

• 
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outside 'Peg No. II. The operator then walks to pegs Nos. III and IV with the 
threads in her right hand and passes them outside peg No. III, inside No. IV, and 
;hen outside the same and again inside No. Ill. 

The operation is repeated by the weaver, wbo walks to and fro with the thread!! 
in her hand and draws them from the IJgha as she moves along. The threads are 
not actually caught by the hand. A piece of round and smooth stick, generally a 
porcupine quill, is held across the forefinger and the middle finger and the loop of the 
threads is inserted from the back of the hand bet,ween the fingers!t.nd caught against 
the quill; )yhen the operator walks along, ~he fingtrs are lwld erect, the back of the 
hand being towards the f'gha tlnd the qUlll at l'lght angles to the fingers." No 
karhani is used., 

" When the warp has attained the required width the threads are left on the 
IIUka, n"t broken off. It will be seen that the threads form t\l'O cross-sections, one 
between peg's Nos. I and II, and the other between III and IV, thert; being no intel·· 
section between Nos. II and II!."· 

Applying the reed.-The next stage of the process is the application of the reed 
(No.3). Two women are required to pass the loops of the wai'p through the reed. 
This is held upright on the ground a;<ainst peg No. I, so that its teeth are at right 
angles to it. One woman sits in a line with the pegs facing peg No. I and holding 
the reed against it. Another woman sits on her left facing the same peg. The first 
woman inserts the hooked end of the khahok (No.5) between the teeth of the reed, 
and tile loops are put on the hook by the second woman, wIllie the first woman 
goes on drawing bal'k the same through the aperture~ one by one from the lower to 
the upper end of the reed, so that olle loop goes throu~h each opening between the 
teeth. Usually the .first loop i. passed through one apertule single, then two loops 
together through the second aperture (for the selvage) and the rest, one by one. 
When 5evt'1'1l1 loops have oome through and are held against the handle or flat portion 
of the khahok, they are, from time to time, slippl'd on to the string attached to its end. 
All the loops having hptm drawn through, the threads are broken off from the ugha 
and the ends being united together in a knot, are put round peg No. IV in the same 
manner as the dlher ends were put round the ~ame peg at the commencement of the 
preparation of the warp. 

The string is then replaced by a thin bamboo rod. It will be seen that there is 
no intersection of the two sets of warp threads uetween this rod and peg No. I. 
Another bamhoo rod (No. 0), about i!t feet long and ahout i an inch in diameter, is 
inserted between the two sets of warp threads in the same position relatively to the 
threads as peg No. I, but on the oppobite 8ide of the reed, i.e., behind the reed. This 
rod. replaces peg No.1 and the thin rod which are now removed. It lllay therefol'e 
be called rod I. 

'fhe reed is then moved on towards peg No 11 till the intersection between that 
peg and rod I comes behind it. Another rod, similar to rod 1, is introduced hehind 
the reed in place of peg No II, in front, which is then removed. 'J'his may he called 
rod II. During this proce •• , the. two sets of thread on each side of the peg are, if ne
cessary, held apart, by introducing a thin hamhoo Slick (No. 19) and turning it on 
edge. 

Rods I and II are now held horizontal, and the reed is moved on towards peg 
No. Ill. A portion of the warp behind the reed is 1hen rolled on the ckarog (No.6) 
and the reed is moved next to peg No. III. The rolling is done thus :-The cha,.og 
is held erect, that is, with the round bar horizontal and the oblong frameworks stand
ing upright on the ground. The woman holding the charag in this position- in front 
of her, faces the warp. Another rod (V) similar to rod I, is ins~rted in the space 
occupied by rod I, and this new rod is kept close to rod II; the end of the warp with 
rod I in its loop~ is brought over the central bar of the eh,.rag (which is horizontal) 

_ and c:u;ried below, after which the ends of the rods are placed a~ainst the inner bars 
of the framework and on the side farthest from the woman holding the eha,.og, that 
is, just at the place where they meet the horizontal bar at right angles. The cha,.ag 
is then turned round and the warp rolled up. 

After a }Jortion of the warp hns heen rollE-d up on the charog. pegs Nos. II and 
IV are replaced hy similar rods which are then Ileld horizontal by one of the opera· 
tors, the other holdlDg the charog erect with a portion of the warp rolled on it. 

The wnrp, With its attachments, is now cariied hodily 10 the uplights (No.7) and 
he cha"ag placed \\ith its central bar hol'izontal and its oblong frames reslingagainst 
: lie uprights. .The warp is then stretched out and fixed tight by rod IV, at the 

• Cf •• the warp. _ p. 81. 
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other end, being laid behind two pegs, which are one foot higb, two feet apart, and 
four feet distant from the uprights. . 

Making the healdB.-The warp is now ready for the formation of tbe bealds. The 
weaver sits down opposite rod IV facing the uprights. There is an intersection of the 
warp threads between rods IV and Ill, then comes the reed, then rod II, then the 
second intersection, then rod V, and lastly the roll of warp on the charag. The healds 
which consist oE only one set of loops, are formed in exactly the same way as in the 
Assamese process, except that the thread for the healds is made to form only Ii single 
figure of eight round the hollow tube and the rod above. This set of loops picks up 
every altprnate thread of the warp The thread for forming these loops is passed 
between rod II and the reed through the gap occupied by rod II. 

, When the loops have all been formed, the thread is br~ken off the cherekhi and its 
end tied to the thin rod ahove the tube and this tube is replaced by the rod inside it. 
These two rods are held close together and their ends are connected hy strings to the 
near ends of two at-et (No.9) which revolve freely on the cro~s. bar (No.8) on the 
top of the uprights (No.7). 'I'he loops. are thus held up by the twc rods and support 
the upper threads of the warp, "ie., those which pass over rod II, which is now 
removed. The fllr ends of the at-et are connectf'd by strings to the treadltl (No. 15). 

In the space between the two sets of the warp threads occupied by rod V 
i~ introduced a piece of a whole bamboo (No. 18) about two inches in diameter and of 
the same length as the rod which is now removed. Above tile threads (both upper 
and lower) of tbe warp between this bamboo (No. lb) and the healds and parallel to 
them, is placed a bamboo rod (No. 14,) the middle of which is connected to tbe treadle 
by a string which passes vertically through the warp, between the threads. This rod 
remains close to the healds. Rod IV in the loop of the warp is replaced by a similar 
bamboo or wooden rod (N o. 16) which has at each end of it two teeth about half an inch 
long opposite each other. Another rod with or without teeth is placed on the top of 
this. and the end of the warp is ti~ht1y secured between the .two rods, the ends of 
which al'e now tied together with the strings attachpd to a leather strap (N 0.17) which 
bas been passed round the back of tbe operator. On the top 9£ the hOrIZontal bar or 
the charag and belo>v the threads of the warp is inserted a bamboo strip to keep the 
threads tight and straight. When the warp is extra long, bamboo strips are put 
lengthwise on the top ot the bar in the rolls of the warp at the time of its being rolled 
on the chat'ag with a view to keep each complete oircle of the thread tight and 
separate. 

Wea'VilJg is genel'ally done inside the house, in 'I'Ihich osse two posts of the house 
conveniently ~ituhled are utilised for the uprights, a bar being tied to them horizon
tally to serve the purpose of the oross bar. 

Wfarillg. - 'I'he weaving is started by inserting a small strip, generally a thatching 
straw, in place of rods I I and III which are then removed j that is, the straw is inserted 
below the threads in the loops of the healds' It will be remembered that there was 
an intersection of the threads betwt'enrod II and the bamboo in place of rod V (No. 13). 
The latter is now moved n little towards the hualds, IIond this intersection comes 
next to the straw. A second straw is insrrted in the gap between this intersection and 
the rt-ed, and is pushed home by the reed. After this, the weaving of the threads is 
oommcnced. 'lhe obj~ot of .wl'aving the two straws at the commencement is to keep 
the edg~ of the warp tight previous to tbtl introduction of the temple, which is in. 
serted like the Assamese puled only below the cloth instead of above it. 

The tre"dle is depressed either by the woman's foot or by a loop attached to it 
lind passing round her big toe. 'l'he trendle being depressed, the ends of the two at. 
et farthest from the weaver are lowered and the near ends raised, by which the shaft 
of healds is hronght up. while, lit the same time, the rod (above t.he warp) connected 
with the treadle is pulled down and depresses the threads over the bamboo (No. 13) 
ot the far end of the warp. When the tre"dle is left alone, this bamboo holds up to 
the surface the threads which pass over it. . . 

When an inoh or two of the cloth is woven, the temple is attaohed. The woven 
cloth is, {rom time to time, rolle,l up on rod IV lind at the same time the thread at 
the other end unrolled, the claarag being turned round for this purpose and then re
placed again~t the uprights. 'I'he leather strap has, of course, to be untied and tied 
agll.in to the ~xtremities of the end rods every time the cloth is rolled up. 

A woman can I\eave about two feet of cloth in six hours. 
The abov!' is a desoription of plain weaving by the Nora and Turung process, as 

nearly 8S po-osible in the words of tbe report received from Jorhat. The weak point 
in this dcscril,tion is that the way in whioh the threads are passed round the end pegs 

-, 
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at the time of warping is not explained. It is clear that, if they were passed round 
in the same way as in the Assamese process, it would be impossible to pass the reed 
beyond the first intersection as described, for this intersection would be between the 
sets of thread and not between every succes~ive thread. Suppose there are two IIgha, 
then at peg No. IV the thread off one IIgha (a) would be the bottom thread (No.1). 
and that off the other ugha (b) the second( No.2). The same order would be maintained 
till peg No. I was reached. Then tbe two threads would be looped round that peg 
and carried back above tbe first two threads, i.e., the tbread off (a) would become the 
third thread (No.3) and that off (b) the fourth (No.4.) '1'he first loop is passed 
through t1udirst dent in the rel'd and the second through the second dent. Therefore, 
on the opposite side of the reed from peg No.1 the order of the threads would have 
befln changed, VIZ., the lowest thread would he No.1, tlle next No.3, then No. :I and 
lastly No.4; in other words, the lowest two threads must be those off the same ugha 
instead of those off different ugha. Thus threads Nos. 2 and 3 cross each other, and so 
the intersection cannot pass through the reed, as tbe teeth prevent it. Moreover, with 
an intersection between sets of threads and not between successive threads, the form
ation of healds for plain weaving is practically impossible, and so is the weavin~ itself. 
'l'here is only one way that suggests itself in which this difficulty might be avoided. It 
is that the threads be passed singly round post No. I, i.e., that the lowest thread, or 
that off ugha (a) be passed round and made to intersect itself before the second thread 
[that off ugha (b)] be passed round. 'fhls would be a very easy process, ~eeing that 
no kllrhartt is used, the threads merely running round a stick or quill in the weaver's 
hand. 

At the commencement of warping the threads were said to be so looped round 
peg No.1 Vas to form an intersection bet" een them, between that peg and pPg No. III. 
It is not stated what kInd of intersection tillS is, but there is little docbt that it is one 
betwE'en each thread and not one between the two halves of the first set of threads. 
If tbis be so, it is probable that the threans are passed singly rouud post No. IV as 
well as round po,t No.1, in which case both intersections would be of the same nature, 
r:iz., between successive threads. 

Fancy weaving. 
Interesting as is this methoq of plain weaving by reason of its uniqueness, far 

more interesting and equally unique is the method of fancy weavin/!, employed by the 
Noras and Tnrungs of Jorhat. This method is used for weaving the cloth out of which 
bags are made. It is thus described. 

The loom and other instruments used for preparing cloth for making bags are, 
with a few exceptions, exactly similar to tbose described above; the warp is abo pre
pared in the same manner, the only difference beiug in the manufacture of the healds, 
the thread for which must be much stronger than that required for plain weaving. 

Before the formation of the healds begins rods II, III and V are removed, and 
both the intersections between the threads of the warp vanish. 

In place of the ODe chain of loops used in weaving ordinary cloth on the Nora 
loom as described above, two cbains of loops, ea~h chain containmg two sets, are used 
for prt>paring the cloth for bags, and the tbreads of the warp go into these loops in 
single aDd double pairs. 

Let all the threads (both upper and lower) of the warp be divided into pairs and 
each pair indicated by the numerals, pair No.1 being on the extreme left edge of the 
warp. A cherekhi, with a skein of strong brown thread upon it, is stuck in the ground 
on the right hand side of the weaver. The free end of thiS thread is tled by a noose 
to the end of a rod called maUikhuk similar to rods II and III, or actually one of them. 
The moitzkhuk is then passed across below the warp from right to ] .. ft, brought 
up 011 the left and laid on the warp with its left end level with the left edge of the 
warp,~this string running down on the left side of the first pair of threads. In tlll8 
position it is held by the left hand while the first shatt of healds is made upon it in the 
following way :-(i) a lonp of the string is taken up on the near .side (next the weaver) 
of the maitikhuk be~ween pairs Nos. 1 and 2, and is slippf"d over It so that the continua. 
tlOn of the tHread runs down on the far side of the matt,khuk but bptwet'n the same 
pairs of warp tbreads, viz., the 1st and :lnd. (ii) N ext a loop of t~e strmg is taken upon 
the far slde of the malUkhuk between pairs Nos 3 and 4,and shpped over it so tliat 
the continuation of thread now runs down on the near side. (Iii) The string is taken 
up on the nearside between pairs ~os. 6 and 6 and looped over the ",alhkh"It, so that 
the continuation runs down on the far side. (iv) The thread h taha up on the far side 
between pairs·o and 7 and looped over the mOltikhuk, so that the cOlltlDuatl<Jn rUlis 
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down on the near side. The process is tbus continued, the brown thread being picked 
up between the threads in the same order, stages (i) to (iv) being repeated again and 
again till the other end of the warp is reached. 

~l'hus the brown thread has been made into the form of a series of loops hanging 
from the top of the m(litikhui: alternately on the near and far sides. 'I'he loops on the 
Dear side form one set and tllose on the far side form another set. It will be see~ 
that the-

1st inside loop catches pair No. of the warp threads. 
2nd " Nos. 4 and 5 
Srd 

" 
No. 7 ;, 

" 4th " 
Nl'S. 10 II 11 .. 

5th " 
No. 13 

and so forth. and that the-

Is~ out.ide loop catches pair Nos. 2 and 3 b 

2nd " 
No. 6 II 

srd " 
Nos. 8 .. 9 

4th " 
No. 12 .. 

alld so forth. 

When the fil"st chain of loops has been finished. it is moved a little farther away 
from the woman and the second chain is manufactured betweell the first and the Wea
ver in the same way as above, with this difference, that the threads of the warp go 
iuto the inside ~nd outside loops alternately in double pairs, j.e., the 

lot inside loop catches pairs Nos. 1 an,1 ! of the wa-p threads. 
2nJ 5 

" 
6 ,. 

81"<1 .. 9 
" 

10 

and SO forth, and the-
Ist outside loop catch.s pair Nos. 3 

" 
4 

" 2nd .. " 
7 

" 
8 .. 

3,d ,. 11 .. 12 .. " anJ so fO/th. 

To ,~etrf)e the rio'" for tke purBe.-Four M-d (tlacka"i) and two treadles are 
required. They are of the same description as those used for plain weaving, and are 
supported in the same manner. 'Ihe ends of the mail;kh"k of the 2nd chain of loops 
(next the weaver) are connected by strings to the near ends of the two outer aI-et 
(I.e., those on the SIdes), the other ends of these boo at-et being connected by strings to 
the furthe~t end of the right hand treadle. The near ends of the two inner at-et are 
similarly connected with the !lnds of the maUikhuk of the first chain of loops, the far 
ends of these "t·et beinll connected with the end of the left hand treadle. 'l'he free 
ends of the treadles point towards the weaver. 

Another rod, geloeralIy called by the Assamese name gotamari, similar to the 
mnj/jkhult. i~ introduced ahove the threads of the warp just below the maitilth"k in each 
chain of loops, and the middle of the golamaN iu the 2ud chain is connected with the 
middle of the right hand treadle below by meanq of !J. string which passes vertically 
t1l1"Ough the threads of the warp. 'I'he g<JtamaN in the first chain is similarly connec
ted with tha left hand treadlp~ 

'1'he spool is alsl) the same as that for weaving plain cloth, with this difference, 
that two threads are rolled togetherupnn i!;, so that two are woven at one ti.ue. The 
rolling is done by winding the threads?ff two "gh .. at the same time. 

The thread for the weft is generally dyed black. 
It will b ... seen that. by the manufacture of the healds in the way described above, 

the threRd. of the warp are divided into four set. ... the first and second sets going 
in double pairs alternately into the inside lind out.ide loops of the 2nd chain 
(next the "eaver), the third set in single and double pairs alternately into the inSIde 
lllOpS of the first chain, and t.he fourth set-in d'lUble and single pairs alternately into 
tho outside loops of the first chain. It is by raising and depressing tbO<6 6t"ts of th .. 
threaJ.s 11I,lt tl'e ('loth for purses is woven. (this is rather c:onfusmg, but will be ex
Jllnined hert·"fter ) 

WI ... o tile riglit. hand trtoadle is depressed, the inside and outside loops of the 
s~t'Ond chain hold up the thr.-ads in tll~m, While at the same time the 90t~_ri 
conn ... ·ted "it h tbat Irt'lldle depresses that portioo of the warp \1"hich is below it and 
int!'fvclll'S bl't"el'n the t\\"o ",-'ts of 10'lp8 o[ lbat chin, the d"pressio:l of tha gofaroori 
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being also helped hy the left hand. J:A space is, therefore, formed by the outside loop! 
of the second chain. the double,'pairs in tbese loops being up and those in the 
insiile loops down. Into this sp:ie a piece of whole bam boo about one inch in diameter 
and Ii foot long, pointed at/one end, called pring kheng, is introduced from the 
right hand side below the outside loops with a view to preserving the space. 'rhe 
treadle is tben set free and the continuation of the space extends to the near side of 
the reed. The weft is then shot from right to left hy the shuttle in the ordinary way 
a~d is first pushed by the shuttle (which is at once removed) and then driven home 
by the reed. The pu"g kheng is then taken out. 

Next the left hand treadle is depressed, whereby the inside and outside loops of 
the first chain hold up the pairs of threads in them, while at the same time the 
gotamari just below the maUikhuk of this chain depressps that portion of the warp 
which is undilr it (gofam()ri) and which intervenes between the two sets of loops of 
that chain, and a space is consequently formed by the inside loops of the first chain, 
the alternate single and double pairs in these loops being up and tho.e in the outside 
loops being down. The pung kheng is again introduced next the inside loops into this 
space and the trf'arlle is set fl·ee. The continuation of this space similarly extends to 
the near side of the reed. The weft is then shot from left to right and pushed home as 
before. The pung kheng is then again taken out. 

It will be seen that there iQ nn intersection of the threads bptween the above 
mentioned two spaces into which the pIIng khetlg was intJoduc~d. On the first occa
sion (bpfore the first throw of the shuttle), the pung Meng was inserted on the near 
side of the in tersection and, on the second occasion, on the far Side 

The right hand treadle is again df'pre.sf'd and the inside loops of the second chain 
raise up the double pairs in them, by whi<'h a space is formed between these pairs, and 
those in the outside loops of the same <,hain. The shuttle is then shot across llgain 
from right to left and pushed home in the same wny, the plmg kheng not being 
brought into use this time. Thus the third thread of the weft i. shot. 

Ne'l:t the left hand treadle is again depre~serl. when a spnce is formf'd on the far 
side of the first chain of loops, by the outside 10C'ps of that chnin boldlng up the alter
nate double and single pairs. This space is permanently maintained by introducing 
the 'IIlathllk and keeping it in the warp next the c'lUrag. Into thiS space the fourth 
thread of the weft is shot. 

e< The weaving proceeds in the same way, the order of rotation in which the 
threads are shot being observed throughout. 

"By the manufacture of the he:llds in the above way, a cloth containing anglecl 
ribs is made as will be seen in the purse sent ~eparately. 

"There is another process of manufacturing the healds by wbich beautiful diamond 
figures of different colours are raised in the cloth, but unfortunately nobody in this 
subdivision knows how to do it. There is only one woman in the Nora village who 
knows how to weave cloth of this description, but her eye sight has almost failed and 
she could not show me the process properly:' 

The above description is precisely that received from Jorbat with nothir'g but a 
few purely formal alterations made for the sake of brevity. A few observations are 
required to elucidate it. 

(i) The first point to notice is the nature of the healus and the "ay in" hich 
they work. 

The loops formed about each rod consist of two sets, one on the near side and one 
on tbe far Side of that rod. The warp threads that pass through any of the loops 
formed on one side pass olear of all those on the other side. 

The dopression of the treadle causes the rod attached to it to rise and pullnp with 
it the loops on either side. 'lhe near set of loops raises those warp threads that pass 
through.l.UlY of these loops, and the far set of loops rai.es the remaining W'1lP 

threads. At the same time, the gotamart which hes immediately below the upper 
rod and which h, in consequence, between the two sets of loop" is pulled d.)wn by the 
treadle and presses down all the warp threads. 'lhus the thl'eads passing through 
the inside loops run from the near end of the warp, first slightly upward3 to th~ near 
loops, then abruptly downwards to the go/amari, and thenoe slightly upwards to the 
far end of the warp. The remaining warp threads (!Ii;, those passing clear of the 
near loops and through the far loops) run frOID the near end of the warp. fit'!lt 
sli"htly downwards to tho gotam"N, thence abruptly upwards to the far loops, and 
th~nce slightly downwards to the far end of the warp. 

Hence it is cll'ar that between the two sets of threads two gaps are formed, one 
on the near side and one on the far side of the gotamari. the upper threads in the 
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former (those passing through the near loops) ht>ing the lower threads in the latter 
lind fJiee fJef',tJ. So long a8 the treadle remains depressed, the downward pressure of 
the gotamori and the upward tension of the loops on either side prevent either of these 
gaps from extending beyond the gotamari. 

Now, in weaving, the shuttle is always of nl'cessity thrown throu~h a gap on the 
near sidf' of the reed. The gotama';, corre>ponding to hoth series of loops are, how
ever, both on the far side of the rt'ed. Bence, so long as thc treadle remains deplessed, 
the gap on the near side of theo"llotamari can be made use of for weavin!!" whereas tbat 
on the far side cannot. 'When it is required to use the latter gap, it is nece~sary, 
first, to insert a rod in the ga!!, (I.e., on the far side of the gotamari), and secondly, to 
fet free the treadle. The treadle being set free removes the pressure and tbe tension 
from thll threads, and the far gap, preservpd by the rod just inserted, extends from 
end to end of the warp. 'n,is gap is therefore now available for the shooting of 
the weft. 

This explanation, being general, applies equally to either chain of loops. * 
It would appear, therefore, that the insertion of the pu"g /cheng and the settIng 

free of the treadle before the second throw of the shuttle as mentioned in the descrip. 
tion of the process given above were supe"fiuous, seeing that it is through a neal' gap 
that the sbuttle is then tbrown. On the other hand, before the shooting of the fourth 
thread, the setting free of the treadle is necessary, as this thread is shot th"Ougb a far 
ga p, but this is not mentioned in the description. The insertion of the makhulc at this 
stage answers the same.purpose as the intersection of the pung khpf/g. 

(ii) The s8lOnd point to notice is the relative position of the warp threads to one 
another during the process of weaving. In plain weaving on any 100m" the warp 
is always divided into two sets of threads, the threads of one set alternating with those 
of the other, and one tiet being raised whenevel' the other is depressed, and flir.e flers4, 
i.e., the 1st, 31'd, 5th •.. threads always form one set, and rise when the remaining thrt'ads 
(the 2nd, 4th ... ) fall, and fall "'hen the latter rise. Thus an intersection of every warp 
thread with those on either side of it occurs between each shot of the weft. In 
fancy weaving, such as that now described, this is not the case. 

The reference, therefore, in the description, to the intersection between the nrsJ; 
and second shots of the weft is rather misleading. There is, of course, an intersection 
of the warp between each shot of the weft, but in no case is this intersection between 
every &uccessive warp thread, as some of those threads which pass over anyonc shot 
of tbe weft pass also over the next and soone pass under it. 

So, too, the classification of the warp threads into the four sets mentioned in the 
abo\'e description is rather confusing. To explain the nature oC the weaving and 
the pattern formed upon the oloth, it is necessary to follow the ('ourse of each 
successIve pair of warp threads, from the near to the far end of the warp, esppcially 
with regard to its position )'elative to each chain of loops. 

It will be found that the first twelve pairs of tbreads of the warp form one cycle, 
the order repeatin~ itst'lf from the 13th, and also that the twelve pairs of threads 
of each cycle are divided into four groups as shewn in Plate VI (page 88.) 

(a) Pairs Nos. 1, 5 and lO.pass through three of the n~ar loops of both chains. 
(b) Pairs Nos. 2, 6 and 9 pass through near loops of the second chain and far 

loops of the first. ' 
(c) Pairs Nos. 3, 8 and 12 pass through far loops of both chain. 
(d) Pairs Nos. 4" 7 and 11 pass through far loops of the second chain and near 

loops of the first. 

Now. thefirstshot of the weft lies undprthose warp threads that pass through the 
far loops of the sPQond chain, ",g., sets (e) and (d); the second shot under those that 
po.ss tbrough the near loops of the first chain, "ig., sets (a) and (d) j the third shot 
undt'r those that pass through the near loops of the second chain, tJi. , sets (a) and (~). 
and the fourth under those that pass through the 'fBI' loops of the first ('hain, flig, sets 
(b) and (c). The tifth shot passes like the tirst j the sidh like the second, and 90 on. 
Therefore each puir of warp threads passes altt'rnately over and under two consecu. 
tive shots of the "eft, but no two pairs of different groups pass oyer the sam!.' two 
couS8Cutive shots Each shot of the wt'f, is a double thre3d, so the warp appears on 
t'ach sid .. of the doth in small domino shaped patches, six abreast but overlapping, 90 

that the top half of eallh is on a level with the bottom half of the next. The 'weft 

.~0Tt.-" trOU d be inat't1lrate to ft." the dlai. ollnopl attal'heiI lim OM ....... Ihft of ~ ftIr, ., til. 'wo ..-...... 
of wori.lnl' it Plplt1N.C.! aboTtl,lt ~l1T wn.-~ JlIIll'J1C*of 'woabafy at bea1ds. aacl lobe cloUt ....... "1 lhbl proaM ... 
eumplovfa "'uu .b." ,,,'lll ltau name i.J.b.etef .... hlded... 

• 
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appears in a similar form. Hence parallel ribs are formed upon the cloth, running 
dIagonally upwards acros~ the first six pairs of warp threads, then diagonally down
wards across the second SIX, and 50 on, the whole anpearinO' as ziO'zRgs runnin.,. aet·oss 
the. cloth. 'I'he exact nature of the pattern is show'n in th~ Ilccom"panymg din';ram in 
whICh the black represents exposed portions of the warp and the white expo~ed por
tions of the weft. 
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PLATE VI. 
Diagram illustrating the weave in the Nora oloth for making bags. 

GENERAL SUMMARY. 
It is impossible to draw a compadson between the methods of weaving practised 

by the various hilltrlbesmen of Assam owing to the meagreness of the information 
regarding most of them. From the above accounts, however, it will be seen that there 
is a very large variety in the instruments used and the processes of work. In fact, 
there are no two tribes whose methods appear to be exactly idflDtical 

To compare the beng loom with the ordinary four-poster would be of little profit. 
It is sufficient to notice that the former is not suited for the production of fine fabrics 
even of small size. The method of working it' causes a considerable strain up'ln the 
warp, and the constant jerks occasioned by the weaver leaning bacl; "ould be sufficient 
to break any but the most substantial threads. 'fhe texture of the cloth produced 
upon this loom must necessarily be uneven and irregular. When no reed is used there 
is a tendency for the weaving to be closer at the ed2es than at thp centre of the cloth, 
and when a reed is used there is no means of supporting it, so its '\\ hole weight is 
borne by the warp itself, except when it is being held by the weaver. Moreover the 
constant motion of the warp during the process of weaving is lhble to displace the 
threads around the upper bar, even if they are securely fastened at the lower pnd, 
and so to cause unevenness in the tautness of the thrl'ads upon which weaving 
is taking place. The :v-umerous devices to rectify this errOl' are all but partial 
remedies. Thus, it is clear that the best fabrics produced upon thl' beng loom are 
coarse and rough. 

Comparing the fabrics made on these two looms the Political .A.gpnt of Manipur 
says :-" The cloths made in loom No.2" (the beng) "are more durable than those of 
No.1. The cloths made in the latter loom are thin, fine and less durable." 

4mong the products of the bellg loom, perhaps the best fabrics are those of tbe 
Nagas, the worst those of the Mikirs. The former are carpfully woven alld excellent 
of their kind. the latter are of the roughpst possible dpscripLion. The difference is 
most marked. ThfJ Mildr cloths are quite outclas~ed by those of the Nagas, which 
compare not unfavourolbly with many woven in the plains upon the four-poster loom. 

As in weaving cloth, so in spinning thread and cleaning cotton, the instruments and 
methods peculIar to the hills are so different from those used in the plains that a. 
comparison is very difficult to draw. It is, howpver, intl'resting to note the ~trikin~ 
resem.blance between the instruments and methods of the hill tl'ib"smen of Assam and 
those (If the skilled workmen of Dacca. In cleaning, the men of Dacca use no ~in, 
'but manipulate the cotton on a board with an iron rod by Do process almost identical 
w~th that of the Nagas of Mokokchang. In spinning, they use no spinning-wheel, 
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but only a whorl even more primitive than that of the Nagas and the"Milis." But the 
thread spun by these tribesmen is rough and uneven and suited only for the coarsest 
cloths, while that spun by the men of Dacca is the finest the world has yet pro
duced. This difference in the quality and fineness of the thread is due almost entirely 
to the attention paid by the Dacca workmen to minute details, and the infinity of care 
and patience bestowed by them upon the work. In Dacca, after being bowed, the 
cotton" is lapped round a thick wooden roller; and on the removal of the latte~ instru. 
ment it is pressed between two flat boards. It is next rolled round a piece of lacquered 
reed of the size of a quill, and lastly, is enveloped in the smooth and soft skin of the 
~uchia fish, which serves as a cover to preserve it from dust and from being soiled 
whilst it is held in tbe hand during the process of spinning." The whorl, when not 
in use, is kept in a small flat work·basket, and when being used it rests upon a piece 
of shell embodied in clay. The spinster, while at work, applies chalk powder to t,er 
fingers from time to time. 

No wonder that the thread spun in Dacca is far superior to any produced in 
Assam. But there are otber causes that should not be lost sight of, e.g., the natural 
dexterity of the Dacca workmen and the fact that these workmen are professional 
spinsters who earn their living by this work and have to satisfy the tastes of those 

, who buy. 
It may be noted here that the IIUl'akata process, by which the finest thread in 

Assam is spun, appears even simpler than the ordinary methods of the plains. - If a 
loose mass of cotton will give a finer thread than the same cotton made into rolls, 
what, it may be asked, is the use of forming those rolls P No explanation has been 
furnished, but it may perhaps be merely to save time and trouble in the final stage of 
spinning. It may be, too, that the fineness of the flurakata thread is due chiefly to the 
skill of the workman and the careful preparation of the cotton. 

That the machines used in the plains are superior to the crude instruments of the 
hill tribesmen admits of no doubt, and the former are fast driving out the latter. The 
beng loom has already, among many tribes, made way for the four-poster. The Kachar
is and many other tribesmen settled in the plains have abandoned it entirely; the Miris 
use it rarely except for the manufacture of their jill cloth; the Garos, Manipuris and 
many others use both looms. But in the hills the bellg still fairly holds its own. 
Not so the spinning whorl; the Nagas, it is true, still use this instrument and no other, 
and the Mikirs prefer it from religious scruples, but the Miris use it only for their 
coarsest thread, and the Gams have abandoned it entirely. The stone and roller for 
ginning have almost completely gone out of use, for it is only among the Nagas of 
Mokokchang that they are reported as being used at the present day. 

PART IV. 

, The Fa.brios them,selves. 
The cotton fabrics of Assam fall naturally into three main olasses, ri •. (lst) those 

of the Assamese, (2nd) those of the professional weavers of the Surma Valley, and 
(.srd) those of the hill tribes. Theae three classes differ widely from one another, and 
each will be separately dealt with. By far the least interesting cloths are those of the 
Surma Valley, wbioh are practically identical with) some woven by the Tantis and 
Jugis of Eastern Bengal. The clotbs of the Assamese and hill tribesmen are, however, 
of great interest. It is not the quality of the fabrics that distinguishes them from 
imported goods, but rather the penuliarity of the ornamentations upon them. These 
ornamentations form perhaps the most characteristio feature of the cotton fabrics of 
As~am, and so it is thought advisable to give some account of them before entering 
upon a detailed desoription of the oloths themselves. 

Ornamentations. 
The ornamentations on the cotton fabrics made within the Province can be grouped 

under two heads, m., 1st, those added to the women oloth; 2ndly, those made in the 
course of weaving. The second group is by far the mOre important. 

1. Of'flamenlatiom oddtd to Ihe lI)ooen cloti. 

The first instance of this variety of ornamentation is dyeing. It is not proposed 
bere to discuss the methods of dyeing practised in Assam. The subject of dyes and 
dyeing was treated at some length last year by Mr. Duncan, and all available infor
mation will be found in Mr. Duncan's monograph. It may be stated brieJly that 
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dyeing amon g the people of Assam is an art of the past, at one time universally known, 
but now being rapidly forgotten. The most usual practice, however, was to -dye not 
cloth but thread, and it is the dyeing of thread that has now been almost entirely dis· 
continued i for the cheap imports of cotton thread in great variety of shade and thick· 
ness have crushed the local industry. It is improbable that this industry will revive, 
but not altogether impossible. A reaction appears already to have set in, in some 
places, agaiust the coloured threads imported from Europe. In Lakhimpul' tha ABsam
ege complain that the anilines and other dyes used by the foreigners injnre the 
thread, and that the colours are fleeting. The vegetab16 dyes used in the Province are 
superior in both respeclts. But the people of ihis district appeal' nevel' to have looked 
upon foreIgn coloured thread with such favOUl' as those lower down the 'aliey, sO 
this reaction is hardly likely to extend. 

The dyeing of wOVen Cloth, however, has fairly held its g'I·ound. The peoJ?le of the 
plains are far less fond of coloured clothing than their neighbours in the mUs. The 
dyeing of woven cloth appears therefore always to have been confined to the hillsmen 
and more barbarous tribes, and among these people it is largely practised even at the 
pre.ent day. The Manipuris, the Nagas, the Mikirs and the Noras and 'I'urnngs of 
Jorhall still dye their own oloths. A !>pecimen of oloth dyed by the Noras has been 
sent from J orhat; the shade is a darldsh blue; the colouling is very uneven, bntfs said 
to be very lasting [if. .A ppendix: (li)]. 

Varieties of dyeing iuch as .. knot dyeing-the tle.and-dye work for whioh Baran 
in the Kdtali state is famed-appeal' unknown to Hie people of As~am, but Lieutenant 
Wilcox in 1828 not.i0ed Iln example of this tie-and.dye work On some cloths /)f 'I'Libe. 
tan manufactllte worn by the Mishnees. 

Stnmping Ot' printil1g' of cloth also is little practised, though not absolutely un· 
known. Mr. Duncan, itt his monograph on" Dyes and Dyeing!, quotes from the 
report received from Sylhpt: "Tbere are three Mabomedan~ from Gorakpur in tne town 
of Sylhet wbO carr,. on the business of priuting cloths. :But both the elothS and the 
dyes with which they are printed are imparted articles." It is nnfortnnate that no 
account of the process has been given, but in all probability that there is nothing 
peculiar about it. 'I'be (mly' example uf printing' by the people of this PrO'Vince 
that ha. ~ome to noti<le is to be found on a Mludpuri cloth In the Indian Museum 
{NO. 13 ofthe detailed list} 'Ihis cloth is of white muslin, quite plain bul for a design 
in pink which has evidently been stamped (It printed 011 it. 'I'ime has not allowed of 
fdrthet enquiries being made, but there is no :feasOl1 to' donbt tbat the cloth is' from 
Maniput' and woven arid stamped by II Manipuri. 

, Another method of decorating woven cJ6th largely followed in Assam is by means 
of embroidery-chiefly in mugu silk or gold and silver wire. The pattern~ formed in 
the body of the cloth will be discussed hereafter as they are produced at the time of 
weaving; but some cloths have embroidered borders sown on to them. The nature of 
these borders will be seen in the desoription of the papidilla Teopor and ka,.8ipi ban k",.o 
Teapot' Those of silk are prob!lbly formed il1 the saine way as patterns in the body of 
the, cloth. In former days the gold and silver wire (gu"a) used for embroidery was 
made witbin the Province by a class of workmen oolled GUTlo"atia,' the process of 
manufacture was a trade secret, and no informatiotl concerning it has been procured.. 
This is all thlt more regrettable as the class of GtinakalitJ is rapidly becoming e:ltinet, 
and Soob men as still retail1 the :liame depend nd longer On their professional occupation 
for a li!elib~od, but hllv& taken to agrioulture or other more profitable employments. 
and are fast losing or hat"e a.ll'ead,. entirely lost their knowJeclge cf tbe art for which they 

. were onlle po famous. At the present day the gold and silver wire used for embroidery 
is ilIlported from the West, This wire is far inferior in both quality' and appemnce to 
that of the G'Unakalia. The latter was of pure materilil, never tarnished and was 
very lasting; the formt'r is a mere imitationt and after passing cnce or twie'e through 
the washerman's hands it tarni.hf's and gets distorted with the result that the embroi
dery is ruined. It should be notioed here, however, that the embroidered borders lire 
usuallY, cut off before the cloth is sent to the wash, and again sewn on when it returns. 
But gold and siltier wire and 1dil are used iii. the bddy of the cloth, as well as in the 
160se boTder!l, As to the wily ill which thiS wire is used to form pafterns on the cloth 
or on the borders, tlO informatiOO is available. Its' use is known only to fj few. There 
seems no reason, however, why it should not be treated in praotically the same way as 
ordinary thread and an examination (yf the designs fdr1ned with it suggests that this 
is actually the case. 

'lhe usa of ,gold thread i. far more popular than that of silver, the colour of the 
f )rmer is much more attraotive to tbe Assamese and the use of eitller is praotically 
confined to those wbo can afford the more IlXpt'Dsive. 
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These detached borders are sown on to the cloth by means of the needle, the use 
of which is a most interesting feature of the industry in Assam. Buchanan in Mont
gomery Martin's " Eastern India II says that it would appear that before the invasion 
of India by the Mohamedans the art of sewing was not practised there. However 
t1'ue this may be of India itself, it does not hold good 'as regards As!am, where the 
needle has been used from time immemorial. This fact' has been established by one 
of t110se pithy and clever sayings Iso common among the Assamese, as will be seen from 
the following extract from a letter received from Habu Rajani Kanta .Bordolai, Sub. 
Deputy Oollector of Barpeta : __ CI Before the introduction of modern European needles, 
the Assamese used, all over the Province, brass needles manufactured by Benias or the 
goldsmiths. Every Assamese family was supplied with these articles by the Benias 
in exchange for rice and other eatables. ~'hey were almost similar to the modern arti· 
ole, but more lasting and flexible. For sewing kanfha8 and other coarse cloths big 
needless were used. and fol' sewing the sides of mekkla8, etc., small and fine needles 
were employeil. For one katka, '.e., half seer of rice, four neddles could be got. There 
is a saying that-

U Daka" bachan bUM" 1catM 
- B6f' ganlitit cht,,' IGath4/' 

whioh menns t.hal; the dawk and the old men say that one ganda, i.e., four needles 
can be got for one kat"., i.e., half a seer of "rice, there bcing no monetary system or 
exchange then . 

.. I am sorry I eould not procure an old needle. With the advent of the European 
article, the Benias have left olf making these articles. However, I have got from an 
old Benia. of 70 years of age two needles after the real Assamese pattern. They have 
been sent in a separate parcel." 

'fhe needles sent answer the above description, except perhaps as regards flexibility, 
They will be forwarded with the fabrics and weaving instruments collected to the 
Director of Land ReoGrds in Assam. 

From Golaghat, too, it ill reported that in days of old the Assamese used needles of 
their own, made of brass and iron, and l'esemhling the modem article, except that they 
were larger and stouter. 

'rile 'USe of the needle in Assam is, and always has been, manifolil. The clothing 
of tru, people includes sever • .! made-up garments-. ooats for the men, petticoats for the 
women and ba~s for use on a journey. In the manufacture of all these the needle is 
used. A most interesting example is found in the making of patch-work cloths. In 
Golaghat used and wom e10ths are out up and the sounder portions sewn together to 
form a sort ·of rag coat wora generaUy by ohildren. In Goa.lpata the Kacharis cut 
off the borders IOf their ga1llCha and sew them togetherintocoats. These Kaoha"j coats 
are true patch·wor'k, and the effect of the many different coloured borders sewn to. 
gether, with foew or no white ~ even plain coloured patchell visible is most startling. 

But far the most important use of the neeale is for the making of patterns on the 
oloth. It has been already mentioned that such patterns are usually formed at the 
time of weaVing, but 'With the most expensive fabrics this is not always the case. In 
Golaghat it is said that patterns aTe worked by.the needle upon gutibulua kopo,. and 
fca",ipi ban ta,.a hpo,.. Th'll Yanipuris, too, are skilled in this kind of embroidery. 
In :the border of their faneli; the] work with the needle most oharming patteros in 
silks of brilliant oolollrs. 

'I'here is oue more way in wmcb. oloths are decorated arter they are woven. This 
is by the &ttacliment of different objects to the oloth. The N 8gas, for instance, are very 
fond of f'lstening rows nf cowri.e shells UpOIl the face of their cloths.. Some tribes 
fasten brass p\at"ll and bosses io a similar way, <Ithers pieces of cut.stone. In the Garo 
.tIiUs a woman's wai&tcloth 3s often .IIdorned with stone beads attached to the edges, 
and is sometimes worn in connectioll. with a aenkj or wsisthand of atone and glass 
beads. This is tied round the waist as well as the waistoloth itstllf. and the combiued 
effect is very pretty. An instance of the use of brass plates is found in the Garo 
kadisil. but the Garos are not the only people that use 8uch plates. 

In a similar way oloths are adorned with objects tied on to their friDoooes. but the 
subject of fringes will be treated later .on • . 

8.-0Nf~aljOM _d6.t IlIIJ I. of_I1itIg. 

The n~xt olass of ornamentations oomprises those made at the time of wearing. 
Of these the simplest are formed by using threads of dilIerent oolours. thickness or 
material. no change in the prooeslI of weaving being required. 

The dyeing of thread has been briefly referred to above. and no farther remarks 
H2 
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are necessary. Here, llOwever, it may be mentioned that the liSe of particoloured 
threads appear unknown in Assam, and so does the admixture of different materials to 
form one thread, unless a mixture of this sort is meant in the following passage 
extracted from the Mokokchang report :-" Red wool and dog's hair dyed red are 
mixed sometimes in the cotton fabrics by way of ornamentation. Red wool is mixed 
when weaving 8/!Plti (the mekhela or petticoat worn by females) and dog's hair for 
the ornamental cloth called 8ubang8u. The mixing i~ done by an instrument called 
the jebau and is woven in with the thread in the ordinary manner." 

'l'his last sentence is not very clear; it may mean that a mixed thread is woven iu, 
otherwise it is unintelligible. The jebllU is not explained. It is apparently not a 
whorl, as the name of that in Mokokchang is bang. It is probable ther:efore that the 
mixing of materials is in the cloth, not in the thread. 

The subject of mixed fabrics has already been treated. The combination of 
threads of different materials in the warp or weft does not appear to be much used for 
the purpose of ornamentation, although the effect of such combination may be to 
produce a species of ornamentation. .A strips of muga is, however, occasionally found 

. as forming the b!lckground of more elaborate designs. 
The process of weaving being unaltered, the use of threads of different colours or 

different thicknesses has the effect of producing lines or stripes along or across. 
the cloth according as the mixture is made in the warp or in the weft. 

In plain weaving the threads of the warp pass over or under those of the weft alter
nately with perfect regularity. Thus, when the weaving is fairly loose, only one· half 
of any thread, whether in warp or weft, is visible on either side of the cloth. A single 
threafl. of different colour from ,the rest forms therefore a broken line, and a pair of 
consecutive threads forms two such broken lines which, at a slight distance, look 
like one continuous line. 

It is, therefore, almost invariably found that the different coloured thre'lds intro
duced at one place in either warp or weft are of an even number, two or more. 
Two of such threads form a single line, and more than two together form a stripe 
which varies in width with the number of like threads oomposing it. 

Independent cross lines .and stripes are found usua.lly at or near the ends or a 
cloth, but occasionally also at intermediate positions. These cross lines a.re often 
found in connection with an elaborate border at one end of a.. oloth, and form a part 
of such border. Sometimes a coloured stripe of this nature forms the background 
of a more elaborate design, such as win be described hereafter. 

In the case of cloths woven on the four poster loom, stripes and lines of colour 
running lengthwise are much rarer than cross stripes and lines. The reason is obvious, 
for, to form a cross stripe, all that is required is to use two shuttles instead of one, 
the extra. shuttle containing' a spool of different coloured thread. When the first 
tbread of the line or stripe is shot the main shuttle is merely left idle on the ground, 
and the additional shuttle brought into use. Similarly when the stripe is finished the 
additional shuttle is left idle on the ground and the main one picked up and again 
brought into play. There is no necessity even to break all' the thread when the 
shuttle is laid aside, and this is not done except in cases when that shuttle will not 
be again required for some considerable length of cloth. But the formation of stripes 
running lengthwise is much more diflioult, for the thread to form them has to be 
introduced at the time of warping. Now in the Assamese process warping necessi
tates the use of a number of reels (ugha) and a karhani, and so each variety of colour 
involves either the use of a separate set of ugha and a separate k"rhani or else the 
very tedious and difficult process of laying the additional threads in proper order 
round the PORts by the band alone. This latter process is comparatively ~imple if only 
one kant (pair) of threads be laid, and so it is not unusual to find a single coloureil 
line at or near each edge of the cloth. It is said that in Sibsagar the only colour of 
thread used for such lines is red. 

·With the beng loom the introduction of different coloured threads at the time of 
warping is simpler. In the Garo process, for instance, all that is "equired is the use 
of a fresh ball of warp thread for each new oolour. The number of successive warp 
threads of one colour is however not arbitrary, but depends on the cycle of the warp. 
Each colour D!ust oomprise one or more complete cycles, and at each change of colour 
the thread of one ball must be broken off and tied round the rod as if the warp were 
cumplete, and the end of the thread on the second ball must then be fastened on the 
rod as a~he commencement of warping. Thus in cloths woven on the beng loom 
the intro ction of lengthwise stripes is far more common than in those woven by 
the Assam e process. 
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The Surma Valh-y process admits of the formation of stripes in the warp as 
easily as in the wef&" but as a ma.tter of fact, they appear to be more usual in the 
latter. 

By combinations of threads of different colours in either warp or weft many 
pleasing effects can be produced. The number is much greater when the combinations 
are in both. Two of the most interesting combinations are the charkhafIiJ of the 
Goalpara weavers and the checks of the Khamptis and other tribes in Upper Assam. 

To produce the chaf'khana thin stripes of some dark colour (e.g., red) are intro
duced at equal intervals in both warp and weft, the main colour of both being some 
light shade. snch as yellow. The effect jg a =pattern of hollow squares of red on a 
background of yellow, which is most effective. The check is formed by both warp 
and weft being made up of stripes of different colours, which follow one another in 
regular succession, the order being often the same in both warp and weft. 

Another curious combination of colours is produced by making the warp entirely 
of one colour and the weft entirely of another. A cloth received from Sylhet is of 
this nature, the oolours being red and blue; the effect is that the cloth appears of a 
shade like purple, a cross between the two main colours. 

It has been presumed throughout that the weaving is fairly open. In many 
cases, however, especially among the Hill Tribes, the weaving is very close. the 
effect of which is that the weft is hardly, if at all, visible. A noteworthy instance 
of this is found in the fanek of the Manipuris, in which the weft is often of some 
dark colour, such as red, while the warp is of many colours, some of which are light. 
but still the weft does not show through on either side of the cloth. The object, 
in such cases, of using coloured thread for the weft is not very obvious, but in the 
majority of cases, the colour is comparatively dark. It is possible that this dark 
colour, while not itself appearing, throws into prominence the lighter colours of the 
warp. 

There is one arrangement of coloured stripes in tbe warp and weft which deserves 
special notice. In"a Knki cloth from North Cacbar the body of the cloth was white. 
entirely white in both warp and weft, and the side borders were similarly entirely 
black. The resnlt had been produced by laying a stripe of black on either edge of 
the warl', and by using, apparently, three shuttles simnltaneously, two containing 
black thread and one containing white. One shuttle, containing black thread, would 
be thrown from left to right through none but the black threads on the left of the 
warp, and then thrown back from right to left through the same threads, 80 that the 
black thread on this shuttle wonld interlcop with the white thread on the second 
shuttle. Similarly the third shuttle would be throwu through the black threads 
only on the right edge of the warp. and on the return throw this thread would be made 
to interloop with the white thread ou the second or main shuttle, which in turn 
would pass through none but white thrP.ads. This much is evident from an examina
tion of the cloth itself, but the details of the working' have not been described. " 

A clotll from lIanipur exhibits a further development of this system of ornamen
tation. In this, the body of the cloth is entirely white and the borders entirely black, 
but from the black horder jut out simple designs in black extending into the body 
of the cloth. These designs are very indistinct and can be seen only if the cloth be 
held up to the light, as the warp is'white and the weaving is very close. 

'l'he use of threads of different thicknesses instead of different colours is also not 
uncommon. The same effect may be produced by weaving together two or more 
threads of ordinary thickness. An example of this is exhibited in the selvage, the 
process of making which bas already been described. Many other varieties of orna
mentation are made in the same way, as for instance alternate ribs along the length 
of the cloth, and extendiug over the whole or any portion of its width. These are 
made by passing two or more threads through one dent in the reed. and a single 
thread through the next, and so on. The ribs may be of the width corresponding to 
n single dent in the reed. 89 in the above example, or may be of the nature of 
raised stripes, each extending over two or more suocessive dents. The width of the 
plain. weavin~ in between may vary in the same way. " 

Similarly, two threads may be wound togeth;,r on the spool. so that each shot of 
the weft will consist of two threads instead of one, but this is not usual except in 
the ease of the be"9 loom when the warp threads are often laid double, and then the 
object is not ornamentation, but the strengthening of the cloth. 

In either of these esses the effect may be heightened by the double threads 
lU1Iering in colour from the single onl's. 

Numerous examples of strip!'S and linE'S of all the different kinds above described 
,rill be found in the "hallig<J and cAe/e.g of Ass:lm. • 
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The next kind of ornamentation to be discussed is the fringe. With the excep
tion of fabrics used for made·up garments, satchels and the like, and some of the 
very scanty garments of the hill tribes, nearly every cloth made in Assam possesses 
a fringe at one end or both. 

At the time of actual weaving, whatever process be employed, the warp passes 
round a rod at either end, and at the far end of the warp a portion averaging about eight 
incbesin length is left unwoven. Two portions of the warp, tberefore, are always 
available for making fringes, viz., that passing round the rod at one end and that left 
unwoven at the other. The former being very short, the fringe at one end of the 
cloth is of'D.ecessity very sbort, but that at the other end varies in length from one 
inch to six or eveD more according to the nature of the cloth and the fancy of 
the weaver When a short fringe is required at either end, the unwoven threads 
are cut off at the required distance from the last shot of the weft. 

FriDges are of many different kinds, irrespective of their lengtb. Some are quite 
plain, being merely the rough ends of the threads after the waste portion of the 
warp has been cut off. Some coosist of loops just as they come off the rod at the 
near end of tbe warp. Sometimes these loops are cut so 8S to make the fringes at 
both ends of the cloth alike. More usually, however, the threads are formed into 
tassels by two or more being twisted together and knotted at the end. Sometimes 
the knots are dispensed with. An interesting point about these knots is that they are 
often used as distinctive marks, and persons fl'equently profess to be able to identify 
plain clotbs which have no other distinguishing marks, solely by the nature of the 
knots on the tassels at either end. Whether they really can do so or not is open to 
doubt. The colours of these simple fringes correspond, of course, with those of the 
warp. 

Sometimes more elaborate tassels are formed, e.g., by tying a piece of tinslll or 
a bunch of different coloured threads on to tbe loose thleads at the end of the cloth.
One very interesting ikind of fringe or tassel is found in some Naga cloths, where 
the long ends of the warp threads are passed (several at a. time) .through blades of 
straw painted yellow, 

The loose ends of the warp are not always formed into fringes j they are often cut 
off :flush with the doth; sometimes the loops of the thread are intel'locked, and so 
the end of the cloth. boulild uP. sometimes a. piece of thick string is sewn along the 
end of the cloth. Th.ese devices are to be seen in many of the cloths of the Hill 
TrIbes. . 

Fringes at the sides of a cloth are very rare, 8S they C'annot be formed by ordinary 
weaving, bu:t 'occaslonaUy a number 'Of threads much longer ·than the cloth is wide, 
are introduced between the shots of the weft as will be described hereafter, and the 
loose ends are left projecting from either side and forming fringes. A good example 
of such fringes can be seen in the h;mphong 'Or sleeveless coat of the Syntengs; 
which also has end fringes nearly a foot long. 

There is one more variety of fringe, if it can 'be so caJled, which appears neither 
at the .sides nor at the ends of the cloth, but in the cloth itself. It is produced 
by leaving a portion of the warp unwoven at the time of shooting the weft. The 
effect is a kind of fringe, the only difference between it and true fringe being that 
it has woven cloth at both ends of it. It has been called a "false fringe" in the 
description of many clotbs given hereafter. These false fringes are very common 
in the cloths of both valleys. They are occasionally intended to serve a useful 
:purpose, ')lZ., to mark oil the ends of two cloths woven in one piece. The false fringe 
being cut through, two plain fringes result, one on either cloth. This is illustrated 
in a wrapper received from Sylhet. In Assam the .term agat chuZ<I a'gtl is applied 
to a cloth to 'indicate that it has a false fringe as just described. 

,Another variety of ornamentation is that produced by a different arrangelllent 
of the healds. One example of this is to be found in the cloth for Nora bags, a des
oription of which has already been given. Another example is exhibited in the 
satchels made by the Khamptis of Lakhimpur, wb.ich are very similar to those of the 
Noras, but much more elegant and costly. l'he pattern upon them is quite different 
from that ~n the Nora bags, but is evidently produced in a similar manner. ~he 
effect is heightened by the use of threads of many different colours. It is unfortunate 
that no description of the process of weaving this cloth has been received. 

This method of ornamentation is also known to the Manipuris, as can be inferred 
from some of their cloths in wh;ch zigza'" ribs appear in the end borders. There is 
also anot~r peculiar variety of texture found in some of the Manipuri cloths, "iz., 
the honeyc mb. ~'he exact way in whioh tbis is formed has not been explained, and 
i~ not obvio s from an exam~nation of the cloth itself • 

• A tauel of thll uature it called giu,.",.. in Golagbat. 



Another variety of ornamentation is that by which a fleece is formed on one side 
of the cloth. The method has already been fully explained in the description of th~ 
process of weaving the Miri lin cloth, A similar cloth, which however diffe:r& in essen .. 
tial point9 from thi9 Mirii"" is the pari of the Kukis. A specimen of this cloth balr 
been received fram Silchat, but the process of manufacture has not been described. A 
somewhat similar device t() this is the stuffing of cloth with cotton wool at the titn~ of 
weaving to form a quilt (c/. the la811ing fl, Manipnd No. liS). 

NUmerous anti important as are the modes of ornamtmfatioIi detailed above, "61 
far the most iMportant. as it is the mOst interllsting yet tEltnains to be described. In 
this the ornamental design, though introduced at the timd of weaving, is still entir'elf 
distinct from the body of the cloth itself, and might be reInav'ed without thel ~abrlc' 
being seriously injured. Designs of this nature are formed by introducing between 
successive shots of the weft lidditional threads, the colour of Which may be the same 
as that of the weft or different. These thteads are not usually single, but several 
are inserted together, se tllat tbeYlliay stand out in marked relief ftom the body of 
the cloth. Generally cotton is Used, but ftequently country silk, and more rarely 
pure silk or wool is used in place of cotton. These threads are not woven in with 
the $ame regnlarity as is the weft, bill., alternately ooter one and under' each: set of 
alternate 19arp threads, but they ate passei over and nnder these threads, npp-er alld 
lower alike, in any order, the only thing goterning that order' being the nature of the 
design intended to be formed. 

Designs of this nature are of many different Idnds, among which the following 
may be mentioned as the InDit usual and most important. . 

First comes simple lines or stripes running across the whole width O'f the cl&th. 
In the8e the additional threads are generally passed alternately ove:r and under' 
several warp threads in regular 8uccession; e g., over O'ne /lani (or pair of Ilpper and 
lower threads) and under the next I usually it is more than 011'& kant over or under 
which they pass. A very fa ... ourite arrangement of this kind 18 II pair' of snch threads 
of the same cLlour close together (with one shot of the W'eftjbetween) the twa threads 
ronning in the same way, but the one passing UIlQer those WIiP, th'l' .. ads O'ver wllieli. 
the other passes and "ice "er,4. The effect of this is a wavy or plaited line running 
across the cloth. Another favourite arrangement is of t~ree such threads# the 
two outer threads heing of one colour and the inner thread of another. Stripes of 
this nature are rarely made up of more thau five lines ot thread, and It is seldom that 
more than two consecutive Hnes are of the same colour. Suc;h .stripes are.someti!Ues 
found by themselves, but are much more frequently used to finish or set olf strIpes 
containing patterns ot more elaborate design, such as will 1le described below. 

The next variety consists of small and independen~ designs. These are sometilDelt 
geometrical, such as diamonds, staN, trianglu or erosses, 8ometimes>_ artificial, e.g. 
rosettes. but much more usualll they represen~ SOllKJ natural objee~ e,g •• a maUl aa 
animal, a bb'd, a fish, an inseot, a hutter6,. a Bower, a tree, a fruit or leaf. a fan, a 
temple, but the variety is infinite. the whole ran~e ot nature being (reely drawn upon. 
Hut these de,igns, while representing natural obloots, are by no means true to naturer 
Indeed it is well nigh impossible in many cases to say what they are meant to represent. 
'l'he diffioultl is often intenldtied by the colour~n8 used. Acouracy is' sacrified not 
only to 81mmetryl but also to variety ot colouring and the exigencies of the occasIon. 
Thus the treps depicted on Assamese cloths have an equal number ot bra~chps on 
each side and bear fruit in ~imiIar po&tions. It the fruit be red, it very often happPDS 
that the other leaves and the portion of the trunk OD. the same level ate also red, the 
rem!\inder being green. So. too, a hrown elf'phant may be all white on the level Of his 
tusk~ and all blue on aleve! with his eye. But oftentimes no attempt at accuracy is 
... ade, and a goat wlll be woven green simply because no oilier colour wonid harmonIse 
as well, at least none ot those in the weaver's basket. 

Amid such inaccuraoies it is ratber surprising t& lind a elllse allhereDC8 C& DatD~ 
in points wbioh to the Western mind might appea:r iOOet.'8nt. In bna of the most hand_ 
80me cloths I have set'n in Assam, I found a I'6l'r8selltation O'f Ii fleer wbieh was 
realistio. but not beautiful, 

Thestl slIlall and independent designs o:r 1'1111, as they are eaUecl by the Assamese, 
are sometimes soattered over the body of the cloth apparentl1 haphazard. but i' is 
g.-ndally found on aloaer inspection that this arrangement lS regnlated by the way 
in whioh tbe oloth is worn, 'he exposed portions heing more lavisbly ornamented than 
the resL At other times. however, these designs are arrangPd in rows between t .. o 
'tripes or lines of lhe nature above d~rib!'d, and in this way they are often made to 
form parL or a wide border at one end of the cloth. 
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There is a.nother variety of designs formed in thi~ way, ."i •. , a patterned stripe 
running across the whole width of the cloth. This stripe is usually divided 
into square or rectangular portions, each portion consisting of a frame 
containing some geometrical design, varied occasionally by the introduction of 
rosettes or flowers to fill the blank spaces of the pattern. Sometimes these rectan. 
gles or squares are all of the same size and contain the same design repeated again and 
again from one side of the cloth to the other, but more usually two or three different 
designs are found in one border, one or more being rectangular and the others Rquare l 
and these designs follow one another in regular succession across the entire width 
of the 910th. The' frames are usually formed in the same way as the designs them. 
selves. Sometimes instead of being enolosed in frames the different designs are divided 
off from one another by some simple figure. These figures exhibit great variety. One 
of the most common and at the same time one of the simplest and most effective 
consists of an elongated letter X having the upper ana lower portions filled in with 
V's of graduated sizes, those in the lower half being of course inverted. These are 
formed by cross threads whioh appear on the face of the oloth where required to form 
a portion of the figure, but lie out of sight heneath the warp in the intervening por
tions. The thickness of each parallel line in the figure is generally about equal to the 
interval between any two adjacent lines, and so two patterns of very similar nature 
are formed on tho two sides of the cloth. Another good instance of these figures is 
the gacka (candlestick) which is even simpler and not less effective j it somewhat 
resembles the letter I, but not entirely. 

It has been said that these designs are usually geometrical, but that they are 
sometimes varied by the introduction of rosettes in the blank spaces. When this is 
the case the rosettes are often formed independently of the geometrical design and in a 
slightly different way, being woven not into the upper and lower threads together as is 
the main design, but into only one of these sets of threads. The consequence is that these 
rosettes appear on only one side of the cloth, the under portion of the thread lying 
above the other set of main warp threads. At the same time portions of these threads 
are usually more or less visible from the reverse side of the cloth, owing to the fact 
already mentioned that these additional tbreads are usually not single, but in sets much 
thicker in the aggregate than the main threads of the cloth. 

Sometimes these stripes, especially if narrow, are continuous throughout the width 
of the cloth and are not chvided into squares and rectangles. In all such cases the designs 
are very simple. Sometimes they are purely geometrical consisting, for example, of a 
series of parallel, curved or angular lines like the symbols often used in maps to de
signate a chain of mountains; in some such cases there is an interval between each 
line, in others lines of different colours follow each other in immediate succession. 
Sometimes these stripes represent a natural object, such as a creeper, a rou~h approxi. 
mation to a snake, or the like; sometimes they are hardly geometrical or natural, as in 
the case of a chain of loops, each loop enclosing a Maltese cross. 

The' ornamtlntations just described are formed, as already mentioned, by introduc
ing additional thteads between the shots of the weft. The way in which small inde
pendent designs are made is as follows :-Both treadles being set free, the upper and 
lower sets of warp threads come together. The weaver then takes up a small flat stick, 
and counting out the threads of the warp, passes the stick over and under these 
threads in exactly the same order as that required for the thread for the design. 
She then turns the flat stick on edge, and, in the gap so formed, inserts the additional 
thread, holding one end close to one side of the gap. She then presses this thread 
fairly close with the edge of the stick, which she turns flat for this purpose and then 
removes. Then, pressing the treadle, she shoots another weft in the ordinary way, 
and with the reed drives home this and the additional thread behind it. Both treadles 
are again set free, and the fiat stick onoe more inserted between the warp threads in 
the required order, which may be the same as before or different acoording to the 
nature of the design being made. The long end of the extra thread is n~xt passed 
thlio.ugh the gap in the reverse direction. It is then pressed close with the stick and 
the stick removed l another weft is shot and this and the thread behind it are driven 
home with the reed. The process is repeated in this way till the design is complete. 

Thus any number of designs may be formed at different positions on the cloth. 
When two or more designs are abreast cr overlap, they are, unless very far apart, 
usually connected together and woven with one thread, i. e., that portion of eaoh 
pattern which lies between the same two shots of the weft is usually formed with the 
same piece of additional thread, this thread passing above the warp threads where it is 
intended to appear on the face of the cloth, and below all the other warp threads, 
including all ~hose lying between the two designs. 

\ 
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The formation of lines or stripes of this natllre extending across the whole width of 
the cloth is exactly the same ill principle, being in fact only a modification of the 
process by which the several small independent designs are connected together .and 
woven with one thread. It may be mentioned, however, that when these small designs 
are made independently of one another, which is frequently the case, the flat stick used 
is very short, whereas when a line or stripe is formed or when a number of such small 
designs are connected together and formed at one time a much longer stick has of 
necessity to be used. 

In Tezpur two such sticks are mentioned. The first, called bach~tli chiri (counting 
stick). is described as a very fine and flat stick i inch broad, used for counting th e 
threads when ornamentations are being formed. The second called phv,!chari (phu!
cher.), in Gauhati is described as a still finer stick fixed in the warp at the time of 
forming ornament~tions. _ . ' 

The above description applies to the process employed with the four-poster loom. 
That employed with the beng loom, is practically the same. It has already been 
described under the Garo process of weaving and needs no further explanation. 

The order in which the additional threads pass under and over the main warp 
threads depends largely on the nature of the pattern being formed. In any but the 
most simple patterns, it is very difficult, if not impossible, for the ·weaver to remember 
this order exactly. This difficulty is heightened by the fact that in most cases, if not 
universally, the cloth is woven face downwards, and so it is impossible at the time of 
weaving to detect an error as, in most patterns, especially in those representing 
natural objects; the wrcng side of the cloth, which is all that is visible to the weaver, 
exhibits nothing but a confused mass of threads. 

The 'consequence is that none but the most skilled and practised weavers can 
form any but the simplest design without having in front of them some pattern 
to guide them in their work. Barpeta seems to be an exception to the rule, for there 
the weavers al·e said to work out their designs from memory by dint of practice. 

The patterns so used vary largely over the Province, or rather over the Assam 
Valley and the Hills, for in the Surma Valley their U3e is said to be unknown. They 
may be divided into three main classes. 

(1) The simplest form of pattern, consists of pieces cut off an old ornamented 
cloth. These old samples are largely used in the lower districts of the Assam Valley, 
ViII., Goalpara, Kamrup and Darrang. A sel.ection of such patterns is usually kept 
in a basket suspended from the upper cross-bar of the loom. 

(2) The most advanced form consists of drawings on paper, used only by the 
Manipuris. The Political Agent writes as follows :-" The Manipuri weavers do not 
use any pattern from which they copy the designs on the borders or in the body 
of their cloths." But later on in the report he says: co The Manipuris use a large 
variety of patterns, and while there is a falling off in the fineness of their work, 
their tastt'l artistically seems to maintain its standard. The patterns are dra'li'll out on 
paper by the operator as required!' 'l'hese two statements appear at first sight con
tradictory, but what is probably meant is that the same paper pattern is not used 
twioe over and that the pattern is designed afresh for every cloth. If this be so, 
the variety of designs on Manipuri cloths is practically unlimited. In any case the 
Manipuris are far more advanced than any of the other weavers in-.Assam. A.ll 
other kinds of patterns used in Assam are ooncrete representations of the woven- cloth 
itself. To design suoh a pattern requires merely a knowledge of weaving and a certain 
power of imagina. tion. But to be able to represent on paper a design in a woven cloth 
requires a considerable knowledge of drawing and the ability to realise from a picture 
the effect of the desigll when woven on the cloth itself. It would be very interesting 
to see some of these paper designs, but unfortunately none have been sent. The way 
in which they are used has not, been descrihed. It may be noted that the Dacca 
weavers for their jamdGfleell use paper patterns which they place below the warp 
at the time of weaving. 

(3) The third and most oommon kind of pattern found in Assam is that called 
oltatteki. These chaflelci are universally used in I.6khimpur. Sibsagar and Nowgong 
to the exclusion of any other kind. In the districts of Darrs.ng and Kamrup also 
they are to some extent employed. They exhihit great variety, and a full discussion 
of the subjeot of clIalfekt would be very lengLhy. It is sufficient to descrihe the kinds 
most commonly used. 

(i) The first olass, which is beooming more and more popular nowadays, especially 
in Lakhimpnr. comprises cAanelci made of thread woven upon thin slips of bamboo. 
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The thread represents the warp and the bamboo slips the weft. Each slip passes ove 
and under the threads in the same order as the additional threads at the time of weav 
iug are required to pass over and under the warp threads of the actual cloth. 

Twenty-two distinct varieties of this class of chanekl have been received from th 
Assistant Political Agent of Sadiya, who said that many more could be colleoted i 
required. The varieties all represent differenoes in the chaneki themselves and ar 
independent of the designs upon them. Further varieties have been received froI 
other districts, 'Diz., Sibsagar and Darrang. 

The thread on these chaneki is sometimes white, sometimes coloured and somE 
times .of unboiled cotton like that used by the Miris for their fin cloth. 

The slips are generally of bamboo, but sometimes of jungle grass, and oocasionall, 
both kinds are found in t)le same chaneki. When of bamboo the slips vary very muc 
in size and shape. -They are generally more or less round and very fint', but sometime 
they are much more substantial and sometimes they are flat rather than round. I 
length these slips vary from four or five inohes to three feet. The largest chane~ 
reported is three feet square, but none reoeived are nearly so large as that. 

Some chaneki of this nature contain only one design,-generally a borde 
design,-some contain two or more up to as many as 15. When there is more than on 
design, each is divided from the next by a bit of plain weaving, which is generally ver 
small containing not more than six shots of weft. Sometimes a portion of the tlirea 
is left unwoven, and so false fringes are formed in the middle or near the ends of tlJ 
chaneki. _ 

. Sometimes the threads form a fringe at eaoh end of the chaneki al1d in this cal 
there is a short length of woven cloth between the last design and the fringe. Bu 
more usually both ends are strengthened by one or two thicker rods of bamboo or eve 
by a stout whole baJ;D.boo, so that the chaneki may be suspended by the one, whil 
the other by its weight keeps the whole in position. Occasionally a piece of stou 
string or rope is fastened on to the chaneki to form a hand,le by which it can lJ 
suspended. ~ In some cases the rods or rollers are found at one end only. 

In some ckanekl the slips are not merely woven into a number of cotton thread 
forming _ the warp, but they are woven into a complete cloth background, in whic 
both warp and weft are formed of thread. These patterns appear to represent th 
actual designs on the cloth more closely than any others, for the slips do actuall 
take the place of additional threads. ' 

Again some chaneki. in which the weft is formed of bamboo slips contain sma] 
designs woven in coloured thread on the background formed by the main patten 
Small designs of this nature on the actual cloth have already been mentioned, and i 
is evidently for such cases that these chaneki are intended. 

The chaneki of this class received from different districts exhibit man 
differences in matters of detail which have not been mentioned above, but enough lui 
been sai4 to show that there are many varieties among them. 

(ii) Another' class of chaneki consists of patterns in which both warp and wef 
are represented by bamboo slips. They are in reality small bamboo mats. Thes 
chaneki represent sometimes border patterns, sometimes individual designs, but ver: 
rarely pictures of natural objects. The slips representing the weft are usually all 0 
equal width and disconnected. Those representing the warp, however, vary in widtlJ 
the wide slips being split for the greater portion of their length ioto so many narro~ 
portions. The narrow portions are of approximately equal width and represent singl 
threads of the warp; they are much narrower than the slips representing the weft. 

Very few ckaneki of this class have been received, and all of them are very similal 
In one or two instances, however, a single long slip is made to represent two shots 0 

the weft, being passed through once and then doubled back and passed through agaiJ 
in the reverse direction, just like the thread in actual weaving. 

(iii) There is a, third class of chaneki quite distinct from the two just mentioned 
These chaneki are made out of leaves. A portion of a large leaf is taken and in i 
parallel slits are cut at equal distances so as to follow the grain. The portion betweeJ 
two consecutive slits represents a single thread of the warp. '1'0 represent the wefj 
bamboo slips are threaded through the slits at right angles to them, so as to pas 
over and under the intervening portions in the same order as the additional tbreal 
would, pass over and under the warp threads in the cloth itself. 

Th(! most usual material for these chafleki is the broad or outer portion of th, 
betelleaN~~akua). If the pattern be large, this is used in its entire thickness, bu 
for small ~terns it is pared down and made much thinner. Sometimes I/o d1'l 
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plantain leaf is used and sometimes even a green plantain leaf. but a chaflli~i of this 
nature should be used while the leaf is fresh, as the withering of the leaf renders the 
design indistinct and leaves the slip so loose as to readily fall out. Of the specimens 
received some seem to be made out of other trees, e.g., the date and cocoanut, -but 
it is difficult to tell from the specimens themselves, and no desoriptive acoount 
has been sent with them. None of the specimens contains ~ore than one design, 
and all of these are individual designs, 1lI0st of which represent naturalobjeots. 

These choneki, appear to be the oldest of all used _ in Assam, but they are now 
being driven out by those made of thread and bamboo slips. _They are hOjoVerer, still 
largely used throughout the districts of Lakhimpur and Sibsagar, apd also to some 
extent by the weavers of the Borgaon, Balipara, Bisunath I).nd Gohpur Mouzas in 
Darrang. The weavers of all parts of the Darrang distriot, however, use portions cut 
off old clothes in preference to any other patterns. In this dishic* p"qneki l;Ilade 
of thread and bamboo slips are used in the Sadr sub-division by those we~¥ers who 
do not use those made of betel leaf ~hakua). 

Ohaneki ai'e made by the older women of the household. They are ;very durable 
and are handed down from one generation to the next. The patterns now wQrked 
out are as a rule merely copies of old ones with or without mpdifications. 

There seem to be no Assamese names to distinguish the three ld,ndll ,of ckaneki 
but this word appears to be used in JJarrang as signiffing _oolif" those of the first kind, 
"i~., those made of thread and bamboo ~ips. In other places the worli -chaneki 
appears to be applied equally to all three kinds. GeneraJ.ly speaking, c"~neki are 
named according to the design upon them. Thus the design of a tt:ell is called 
gach phu!, and the chaneki containing this deSign is called gach I'ht,tla,. "c".l,I"eki. 
When a cllaneki oontains :several different 4esigns it is naJ;Iled acco;rdi;ngly. but such 
names are probably not often used. 

The word phul seems to be applied equally to individual desig!!S and to portions 
of a border 8trip~, aD~ in som.e cases its meaning is extended t.~ ,!lover J~bs' or cO~Qured 
lines. The followmg hst contams the names of some of tIle jJft¥1 fqrm6ll Qn the 
oloths and patterns received from ~«n'ent d~trictll,or :Ill'meil In the.district raporta. 
The list might be indefinitely extended, as even in the ,oloths .and chaneki recieved 
there are very many designs of which the names have not ·been mentioned. It is, 
however, long enough to give a fairly good idea. of the favourite 9bjects qep\cted by 
the wea.vers of Assam. The names of phul representing natural objllOts- explain 
themselves, but in many oases the design bears little or no .res~rp.blance ,fi9 the object 
it is supposed to represent. In the case of geometric!).l designs the ,names Jlre,fanoiful 
and often unintelligible. The phu! are classified according ·to the distriots from 
which they have heen received or reported. No further classification has ,been 
attempted, as in many cases it is not known whether the designs are natural objects or 
purely geometrical. 

List of Ornamenta.tions on Assamese Cloths. 

From Ba.rpeta. 
1. Kota'" ddy.. Flower of .totor' ddyo bee. 
i. KacAei. A worm. 
S. CAoliU"r. A razor. 
4.. GolotA, A white !lower with 6 lobes and a ball. 
5. AjodAy,., do",,,,. The drum of Oudh. 
6. Bartal. Big cymbal used on QOOl1.sions of 8/1111:0"4 ... 

7. 8IJ,.laI. Small cymbal used by drummers called dA"lia. 
8. KAwtitd. Very .mall cymbal called ""Mj"ra, used by singiDg parti .... 
9. JfGkM".",. A !ly's head. 

10. T.rafltlti. Seed of the taraguti plant. 
11. J"ti. A amall wbite !lower. 
U. m",OI'U. The fruit of the fig. 
18. Nage..,.,. The flower of the fl6g_ tree. 
H. Ba'" bera. A kind of grass which forms excellent fo.dder for horses. 
15. A,lIakod... Eight kadam !lowera. 
16. lV.'a.,ok.. A new silver coin. 
17. BogcAalt.. The eye of the oommon paddy bird. 
18. T.lglJ'. A !lower. 
19. Altgdo,. 
20, C ..... da' ... rg"(J'. The circular house built by Chundo Sodagar to keep him.eIf &nil his 

• family safe from snake-bites, 811 Mnl,a, the Goddess of SDakes, had eursed him.. . 
ll. Mej_c"'o. Table and chair. 
2i. B,r:A'" mi. Cymbals used in making nautch girls dance. 
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liS. KaManda. A white flower. 
24. Bottc"anda. Talc. 
25. Dat.eAa. A carpet. 
26. CMkantem,tat. Cymbal and le",i, i.e., a small case for holding limee. 
27. Bar dama. A big drum. 
28. Sar" dama. A small dlUm. 
29 • .AtM,ekall;. Eight fans. 
80. Kekri.oi. 'rhe cluved roof of the dola 

marriage celemony. 
81. Bar Hadam. Large leadam flower. 
:12. Baru leadam. SmaUleaiJam flower. 

used to oarry the bridegroom oa the ocoalion ( 

33. Bhanda. The unyielding man of Padmapul'an. 
84. Mal<Drad."t. The teeth of a spider. 
85. PhuZar·dola. A palkee made of flowers. 
86. Padma e'alea The ovary of the Iotas. 
87. BDle pkut. The bole flowel·. 
38. A""" pk"l. A small yellow flower. 
89. Sorja leanti. The sun flower. 
40. Ckandra leant'. A kind of flower. 
41. Barjola. 
4t. Bar" lola. 
43. Bar ",oleaildo",a. A big law suit (a stamp pattern). 
44 Saru moleailda"'IJ. A petty law suit. 
45. KapaZ ekenga. The £.mit of a creeper 
46. TitoleA. The mark of sandal paste worn by Boidna6,. 
47. Betar jaM. A forest of cane. 
48. Pane" pahia lata. A creeper with five branches. 
49. Bar pailma. A large lotus. 
50. Batpahia padmlJ. A lotus with seven petals. 
51. (Juna pn.talci. Spots made of silyer lace (specimens received from Mangaldai and Tezpur) , 
62. Poro e'ale"a. A pigeon's eye. 
63. Chip jar.. Fishing rod and line. 
64. BAotg"tia. A mark of disease in the throa'. 
65. Jata,. elIotn;. The framework of the spinning wheel. 
66 • .Aehra ja~. Fishing net. 
67 • .4r8'. A looking ~Iass (specimen received from J'orhat). 
li8. Garo ekalea. A kmd of flower. 
69. K~at lehut;". Bedpost •• 
60. Cnob. A finger ling. 
61. 1/ialea dob. A cluster of rings. 
62. Baj.mala. A CI·eeper. 
63. CAlfa 8udak.* Fried rice or paddy. 
64. Hatiukora. Elephants and horses. 
65. GAo.a manull. Horses and men. 
66. DAan,. lear. Bows and arrows. 

The following are additional examples of ornamentations, found on cloths Dla 
Barpeta:-

67. Lata. A creeper. 
68. Baleul. A kind of flower (specimens received from Mangaldai and Tezpar). 
69, K4o"da .napa. 
70. Bartl leh.nda chapa. 
n. Belpat. The leaf or a bel tree. 
72. Balilea thutia p""l. The beak of a mina. 
73. Chapa chaleuli. 
74. Balha patia. A pattern in the shape of an oar. 
76. PaiJmalata. 
76. Dleele;1J patia. A tiger (this word also means striped). 
77. UtAa,Aapa. 
78. Kadam. A kind of tree. 
79. Ea,oni. 
80. Bie"a_'. A fan. 
81. CAirlJ 1'''.1. 
82. Penp'" plaul. 
83. Gatleha mulc!lpat.* 
84. Cherilata." 
86. Pa'l'o"9.* 
86. Ulta",ur." pat.* 
87. fidiaUa pkul.* 
88. s...'"Glala.* (A mU9a border.) 
89. Bic"''''pad.* 
90. KIB.ri. A lion. 
91 •. Mora oAarai. A peacock. 
D2. Bali. An elephant. 
9S, GaAari. A hog. 
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1)4,. CAarai. A bird. 
95. Karapa,a.* 
96. Ch .... "a,a.* 
117. Ranga pari. * Red border at the sides. 

I,-L.A"i. 
From Tezpur. 

2. A"lal~a 6dul. 
S. BahIJ,i.* An edible plant (1 specimen from Tezpur and 6 from lorhat). 
4. Nara pad.,n. A kind of flower. 
Ii. Ba'pad .. ",. A large lotus. 
6. KA.,."a cAapa. (Specimen from Sibsagar.) 
'I. Ba. cAapa.* 
8. Parua lali. Ants. 
9. BAa.nr;g •• 

10. K.cA. 
11. Kd ... a ".cA. 
12. ltat; la_"". Elephants imd trees. 
IS. Mo"addama. A law suit. 
H. III"'ga •• 
15. Jap.. A olothes basket. 
16. P.U'la. A butterfly; (specimen from GoIsghat). 
1'1. Pllop tIJrIJ. A olusoor of stars. 
18. Pit"a. A loaf. 
19. AI~erelia. . 
20. Kep. A two pronged instrument for raising bambooa. 
11. CAara' U.jia. A bird's footprint. 
22. P'.a ""uria. 
2S. CAanger. pdia. The petals of a cAanger" 
241. Indra ,...Iali. A kind: of flower. 
115. Blltao. Embroidered spot. 

Also several varieties of creepers (lata) and challaU· (866 G'olaghat). 

1. 8'pa4;' goti.* Soldier •• 
t. P., bah'. A kind of llower. 

From Mangaldai. 

S. E akal _Ainga, * 
4. Lat. 6a",,'.* 
Ii. BaH", "'a",pIJ. 
6. Pada. (These, II to 6, are all flowers, ate.) 
T. A .. illukta.* 
8. Bi.~.na rad.* 
II. A. """'.a pad.* 

10. MaH.raj * (II varieties.) 
11. Ni.U.ko podo.* • 
U. Moka" "lujis.· 
IS. CUn'o .A.'pati.* 
H. B".,ei pad ,AairA.. (II varieties.) 
15. Oll.i.A.· 
16. KO"A p.I16 •• 
n. Pdhr,a pad.* 
18. Maga. phl.* 
Ill. Ha' pANI.-
20. PAM dAdi ... * 
21. Ph ... r. ,..t .... . 
l1li. Bh,iA phl.* 
28. EA' phI • 
114. CAal."g' 6aU.* 

Most of these patterns (7-24.) are of border designs or of dcaignsfou 
lO names, in most cases, explain themselves :-

From Jorhat. 
1. C .... p .. * (5 varieties, II of which are on one .Aa.,li) 
Il. Dam IlAo, .U. dllJIII ,h'.* 
S. AIApalta cl.pa.. • . 
4. fi. pd .. cit.,. pl.l.· (II varieties.) 
6. Dhr;1. clAp,,-
6. Sal lali ITtor ... U.". pA.I.. 
7.8 ... norA 6 ........ . 
8. Bot Horc "","", * 
II. &' •• a ...... 

10. Bu ••• d .• 
11. Maj.' .. •• -d.-



U. Bar pallkata.* 
13. Gatld.* 
14.. Baru ga#.* 
15. Bar gati.* 
16. Kiln; "ltora.* 
17. T,n; "ali kltora cltangari. 
18. Oar clt.ngari 1''',,1.* 
19. Mojiu ckangari p"ul.* 
20. Bar pak"ita.* 
!I.l. Baril pakMla.* {2 varieties.) 
22. DatU ah",r "tlta pun; ,,"_1.* 
23. Oar p"ul.* 
24.. ,Bura aU p""Z.*-(2 varieties.l 
26. Gac""a 1'",,1.*-(4. varieties.) 
26. Pltula au 1'",,1.* 
27. Bar paaum.* 
28. Saru paaum.* 
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29. B6li.- • 
30. Gac"" p"ul.*-(3 varieties ~om lorhat and 1 from Golaghat.) 

Nearly all these are individual designs, a large number of them represent 
trees or flowers. It has been thought unnecessary to translate the names, wb 
explain themselves. -

From GoZaghat. 

I. Pan "ata.*-A long and narrow border design. 
2 Lata 1'",,1.*- Ditto in the shape of a creeper. 
3. (Jut; ,,"ul.*-A small spot of colour in the body of the cloth. 
4.. Neul.*-A weaseL 
6. Saru guti.*-A very small spot of colour in the body of the cloth. 
6. Gac1ta.·-A figure for separating two pomons of a border stripe; it represents aoanalestic 
7. Dol.*-A shrine. 
s. Ut. ·-A camel. 
9. Poliu.*-A deer. 

lO. Gar;a p"ul. "-Plain white ribs across the cloth. 
11. Kankai.*-A double broken line dividing oli two divisions of a border stripe. 
12. K"e01ti.·-A stripe of mDga. 
13. Clia"a.*-A rectangular geometrical design forming one length in a border stripe. 
U. ChalluU.*-A square geometrical design which is found in alternation -with the i],apa 

border stripe. 
16. Kali.*-Spots of colour interspersed in border-stripes. 
16. Daria.*;;.... White nbs running lengthwise. 

1. Dagar ph.l. * 
2. Gati pltul. * 
3. G"an champa.* 
4. Kltari"a cAampa.* 
6 • .Au 1'".1.* 
6. Cltak"li p""l.* 
7. CMra ."alOpa. * 
8. Gac"" pAul.* 

p,.om Sib8agar. 

The exact nature of tbe ornamentations would be best understood from pict 
of thp~, but tbe list will serve to. show .the objects mos~ commonly depicted 
Assamese weavers. It would be mterestmg to know whICh of these desi"'ns 
found in every district of the Assam Valley and whioh are cbaracteristic of parlic 
looalities, whioh are found on many fabrics and wbich are confined to but a 
But there bas been no time nor opportunity for enquiring fully into tbese poi 
In the desoription of tbe dtlTerent fabrics many of these designs are mentioned, 
the number of fabrics examined is not sufficient to allow of any general conclas 
being drawn. 

It will be seen that many of the designS'in the list have several varieties, but tl 
varieties though not identioal, all bear &' close resemblance to each other. The na: 
of the designs are, in fact, with a few excpptions, specifio. There' ate; b\)wever, sev 
generic terms in common use among the weavers of Assam' to represent the dill'el 
kinds of ornamentations on tbe cloths they weave, and in many instances these te 
give rise to the names of the oloths themselves. Thus & paridilJa kopOf' is a cloth, 
pari or side borders; a garid.ya kkania !topOf' is a Anania cloth with gar; or str 
of a particular kind; similarly with the gariali !to po,., the seld'!lo '/topor, 'm 
butidilJII ckeleng, dorioli cheleng, aeku pkular knania and many others. 

D8Iigna marked • are those . or whioh Bpeolmena have been received. 
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The extent to which different modes ot ornamentations are used on the same

cloth and the way in which the designs are grouped, will be seen in the detailed 
description of oloths, but there is one very characteristic feature of the cotton fabrics. 
of Assam which should be noticed here. This is the end border or borders. Nearly 
every cloth made in the plains and a gre'l.t number of those made in the hills ha'te 
an end border of some desoription or other, These bordera consist sometimes of 
nothing but a pair or two of plain ribs or ooloured lines, such as are found at the,end 
of a 1101' Teapor or Tehan&a, Sometimes. on the other hand, the depth of the border
extends to as much as three feet. as in the Kachari uamcha, in some of which the 
borders at the two ends cover between them three-quarters of the whole cloth. 
Between these two extremes there are numerous intermediate varieties. In the oase 
of borders of a moderate width (up to perhaps six inohes) suoh as are found on the 
cloths of Upper Assam, there is generally one main stripe, muoh wider and more 
elaborate than any other, whioh forms the oentre of the border. the remainder of 
whioh oonsists of pairs of narrow ancl simple stripes and lines !lrranged in similar 
order on eaoh side of this central stripe and so forming as it were a framework for it. 
The design on the oentral stripe is usually geometrical, tbe stripes on either side are 
either quite plain ( "'z., formed by a variation of colour in the weft), or consist of a 
creeper or a row of rosettes or small natural objects. Between eaoh stripe there are 
usually two or more lines of colourecl thread, and sometimes also a narrow portion' of 
plain cloth without any ornamentation whatever. In \larders of greater depth 
the same prinoiple is followed, but, in this case, instea.d of a. single central stripe, there 
are usually several main stripes about whioh the narrower stripes and lines are grouped 
in more or less symmetrical order. 

Side borders are much ra.rer than end borders, and are found in very few oloths. 
Good instances are to be seen in t1:.3 paridiga of Assam and in the palani of the 
Rabhas. These borders (unless detached) involve much greater labour than end 
borders, and this is probably the reason why they are comparatively rare. In 
Assamese cloths when found they are usually at the extreme edges, and are, therefore. 
strictly speaking, borders; in the Rabha clotbs, however, they oocupy a more central 
or rather intermediate position, and are of the nature of stripes rather than borders. 

The side borders in Assamese cloths are oalled pa,.,; it is doubtful whether there 
is any oorresponding term for the end borders, unless it be anehal, which seems to 
inolude not only the border itself, but also the fringe and the intervening portion of 
plain cloth. 'l'he word onenll; whioh means coloured thread. is often applied t() 
coloured stripes at the end of cloths, and cloths having such stripes are called atachu 
diga or atachuaZi. 

Regarding the oolo11rs used in the orna.mentations of oloth, there is little to be 
said. It has been already mentioned that, in the plains, the thread used, whether 
white or ooloured, is usually bought in the bazaar. The oolours most often used 
are, therefore, those most usually found in the bazaar. It may be mentioned, 
however, that the Assamese are very fond of ally shade of yellow, but espeoially of 
gold. Those who oan alford it, therefore, use gold twist on their finer fabrics, and 
those who cannot, often use ",uUa thread as the best substitute for it. There is a 
very marked differenoe in the nature of the oolour!! used in different parts of the 
Provinoe. In the Plains of Upper Assam, where tbe weavers are the Assamese, the 
oharacteristic feature of the colouring is delicaoy. The fabrics thelXlselves are white
and the oolours in the borders are Buch as ",uga, saffron, light green and rose. In 
Lower Assam, where the weavers are rather the more civilized hill tribesmen who 
have settled in the plains, delicacy of oolouring is not a distinctive feature. These 
fabrics lU'e often enbrely coloured, and even those that are white are really a mass 
of colour, for the depth of the borders is out of all proportion to the length and 
breadth of the cloth; and the oolours are much more powerful,-red, black and 
yellow and the darker shades of blue and green are those that find the greatest favour 
with the weavers. Light shade~, it is true, are nsed as well, but only in conneotion 
with the deeper and brighter oolours to add variety. In the hills the feature of th& 
colouring is sombreness. The fabrics are sometimes entirely white, as with the 
Kukis, sometimes white with coloured stripes and sometimes coloured. The colours 
usually found are black and red-brown, with shades of dark blue that are ditlicult 
to distinguish from black; yellow and green also are sometimes used. The dyes are 
fre9,uently home-made !rom vegetable matter, and possess none of the bril~anc~ of 
anilines and other ohemical dyes of European manufacture,· Among the hill tnbes. 
however, there are Bome notable exceptions to this rule, e. g., the Singphos and tbe 
lIanipuris. who indeed can scaroely be call.ed hillsmt"n. The brilliant colours of the 
Singphos and the exquisite tints on many of the MaDipuri cloths form a most 
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marked contrast to the dull and somhre colours affeoted hy the more barbarous 
tribes. In the Surma Valley very little oolouriDg is used. 

This variation of colouring is accompanied by a corresponding change in the 
texture of the fabrics. The oloths woven and worn in Upper Assam are of much 
finer texture than the corresponding cloths iu the lower districts; and, though some 
coarse cloths are found among them, yet these are generelly devoid of colourin~, 
(e. g. borkapor). In Lower Assam fine fabrios are oomparatively ral'e, but snob as are 
Woven are tastefully deoorated with slight borders of quiet shades like muga (e. g., 
the ckadar of Barpeta). None of the cloths which exhibit a mass of brilliant 
oolouring have any pr~tensions to fineness of texture, and the heavier the oolouring 
the coarser the cloth. It is the same in the hills. where the dull and sombre oolour
ing is well suited to the gross coarseness of the texture. 

The artistio taste of the weavers varios considerably with the locality. In Part I 
of this monograph it has been mentioned what places and people are most skilled in 
weaving. But with more particular reference to artistic taste, it may be said that the 
people of Upper Assam are far superior to those living further west. rl'he fabrics of 
Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have a peculiar charm, and include many real work .. of 
art such as would hold their own against even the best productions of Dacca. The 
weaving of fine and delicate cloths is, of necessity, confined to the rioh, and it is 
impossible to compare them with the more common-place productions of the masses. 
In the same way it is useless to compare any of the cloths woven by the plainsmen 
with those of their neighbours in or from the hills. But many of the hill tribes, 
are by no means baokward in artistic taste. In N owgong, for instanoe. the Lalungs 

. are said to excel the Koches and Kalihts, but their skill and taste are devoted ohiefly 
to the weaving of eri cloth. The cotton cloths made by the Miris of Golaghat are by 
no means inartistio, and some of them in every way excel many of the productions of 
the Assamese themselves. Of the people residing beyond the plains, the Manipuris 
are true artists, and in the matter of art none of the other tribes can at all approach 
them. 

Whetber the artistio taste of the weavers in Assam is improving or deteriorating 
appears to be an open question, for the information received from different districts 
varies very considerably. In North Lakhimpur it is said that there is no artistic 
taste. In Sibsagar the ckaneki of the past and present are the same; in Barpeta, too. 
the artistic taste has remained unchanged. In Nowgong an improvement appears 
to be taking place. There are some common designs which are used for borders and 
ornamentations by all classes of people. Those who are specially skilled and 
experienced sometimeI'! work out new designs, but nowadays women generally show 
their skill in the manufaoture and ornamentation of muga and silk clothes. l'he 
designs of the present day are more n'lmerous and show better artistic skill than those 
of ancient time. The laok of variety is probably due to the fact that the cloths most 
woven in Nowgong are those of the plainer and cheaper kinds. In Dibrugarh it is said 
that. while the art is deteriorating, the artistic taste of the Hipinis is improving, but 
the ohange is very slight. Here, too, t,he skill of the weavers is at present devoted 
chiefly to the ornamentation of silk cloths, In Kamrup and Golaghat the artistio 
taste is said to be steadily improving. while in both Tezpur and M!mgaldai it is 
admittedly deteriorating. To draw any 'general conclusions for the Assam. Valley 
fl'om these reports would be jmpossible. In the Bills the ta .. te of the weaVers is 
stereotyped, and no improvement or decline is apparent. In the Surma Valley there 
is practically no display of art. 

The influx of foreigners and foreign goods from Europe ha'i had little efl'eot on 
the artistio taste ()f the Assamese. Among all the oloths received from different 
districts. there is not a single one in which the ornamentations show any direct trace 
of Westel'n inHuence. The fabrics imported are not imitations of Assamese cloths. but 
substitutes for them. There is therefore no fear for the present that such importa
tions will injuriously affeot the native taste. On the other hand, there is no hope 
that they will improve it, for most of the fabrios imported are comparatively plain, 
and such ornamentations as they contain are of the cheap and nasty kind with no 
pretence to beauty. Indireotly, however, there is no doubt that the imports from tho 
West have a prejudicial effect on the home goods even in the matter of art. The 
cheapness of imported clotbs renders weaving, even to supply the wants of the house
hold. less and less profitable, and tends therefore to make the weavers less careful in 
their work. It is only the commoner oloths that are affected in this way. All olass~s 

• In Mokokchang only homespun thread i& used. a.nd this is of threeoolours, -viz., white. called a .. gmoBo"!J. pries 84-
per seer l black, aa.Ued osalcor. priee flO por seel' l and red. called ... "VIMag. price R 12 per 8eer. 
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of fabrics,' especially the mot'e expensive. are however aflected by the substitution of 
cheap imported thread for the better but more expensive articles made at home. It 
is only ornamental work that is now referred to, and the native dyes and gold and 
silver wire were, without doubt, superior to their substitutes imported from the West. 
Thus,fthough the artistio taste of the workmen may be as good as ever, yet the 
designs worked out are less effective owing to inferiority of execution and material. 

The general characteristics of the ornamentations on the cotton fabrios of Assam 
have been noted above, but they may be here briefly recapitulated, when it will be 
seen that they are characteristics not peculiar to Assam, but common to the whole of 
India. But if their oharacteristio features are not peouliar to Assam, the fabrics 
themselves are, and this peculiarity might itself be called one of their characteristics. 

The first feature about the ornamentations is' harmony, not only in the grouping 
of figures and designs, but also in the blending of colours. Even in the most 
highly-ooloured patterns there is no harshness or discord. This applies equally to 
the produots of the plains and to those of the hills. 

The second feature is symmetry, not only in the grouping of designs, but in the 
figures themselves. Symmetry in the arrangement of the figures in a row or of the 
stripes in a border has a pleasing effect, but symmetry in the portraiture of natural 
objects produces the effect of artificiality. It may be repeated here that truthfulness 
is sacrificed, not only to symmetry, but also to variety of colouring no less than 
harmony. The number of shadt's at the weaver's disposal is very limited, so where 
colout' is an object, the weaver's aim is to make the fullt'st use of the shades she 
has; and even where an attempt is made to follow nature's colours, the nearest 
shade available has often to be rejeoted, because it will not harmonise with those next 
to it. 

The third feature is the variation of the ornamentation according to the texture 
of the fabl'ic. It has been shown already how the oolouring is adapted to the tex:ture; 
in a. similar way the extent and nature of the ornamental work vary with the 
texture. Def'p borders and large designs are seldom found on oloths of delicate 
texture. Such cloths, even when profusely decorated, contain comparatively narrow 
borders and small designs, and the work in both borders and designs is lighter and 
more open than that on ooarser cloths. 

The fourth feature is the suitability. of the ornamentation to the purpose for 
",hich the fabrio is intended. Cloths intended for use rather than show are usually 
very plain, e.g., the waistcloths or lower garments of both men and women, the warm 
aheets for use on the body or on the bed, aod the small cloths used as bathing 
towels •. On the other hand, those cloths, whose primary object is adornment, are 
profusely decorated, e.g., the light sheet or shawls and scarves worn by both men and 
women on speoial occasions, and the tangau, worn at theatrical performances. There 
are, however, exceptions to this rule, e.g., the Khampti Bags, the Assamese hand
kerchiefs and the Kacharigamcha, all of whioh are intended primarily for use, but are 
very freely ornamented. 

The fifth feature, and the last that will be noticed, is economy of design. It is 
only those portions of a cloth which are exposed to view at the time of use or wearing 
that are much ornamented. Thus the kliansa and other double sheets are quite plain 
for one half of their length. i.e., that half which is bpneath, and even in the upper 
half the designs are much oloser to!!'ether, and often much more elaborate in 
those portions whioh are most exposed to view. In the same way, with bags which 
are made of two thickness of oloth, the inner part or lining is quite plRin, and only 
the outer sides are decorated.' 'I'his is found to be the case even where the lining and 
outer part of the bog are formed of a single length of cloth. So, too, the Kachari 
gamelia ore often tied round the hody with the whole of the horders at both ends 
hanging well in view; at other times they are worn as plIggriJI, and so arranged that 
the greater portion of the colouring is exposed. • . 

The Cotton Fabrics of the ·Assamese. 
The cotton fabrics of the Assaml'SC comprise exaotly such as are sufficient to 

aatisfy the 1'<'quirements of a crvili¥ed but primitive oommunity. They consist 
almost entirely of articles of clothing, with a few towels and bed cloths and a variety 
~~~ . 

. Nt'srly all the fabrics leave thf'loom rE'ady for wear. The women of Upper 
Assam, it is trup. wear a petti('oat, but this is made simply by llemming the ends ~ 
two piect's of cloth and sewiDg them together at the sides. The men, too, wear a 
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coat with sleeves and buttons, but its manufacture is very simple, as it is rather a 
_hapeless garment. There are also two varieties of faney coats, called ghagri and 
jam a, reported from Golaghat, but these are worn only at theatrical performances 
and marriage ceremonies, so their use is very limited, and they are hardly worth con .. 
liideration. The other made-up garments are all made of imported clo~h, and should 
therefore scarcely find a. place among the Cotton Fabrics of Assam. 'l'hey have beeQ 
included in the list below because, though not woven, the7 are made up within the 
Province; they are however a very unimportant class. 

The bags are of a similar nature. Some are made of imported cloth, the t'ast 
consist of a. single piece of cloth which requires no cutting into shape, but is merel1 
dQubled over and sewn together at the sides. 

or the other items in the list, there is only one that calls for notice, vi:., the 
mosquito curtain. This is remarkable as being made of cloth, not net. The specimen 
received is a clumsy article, and very small; the roof is formed of one piece and the 
four side walls of another which measures only 1St feet, 

There is nothing of the Assamese to correspond with the than of the Jugls; its 
nearest equivalent is the chat'kliana, which is intended rather for conversion 
into made-up garments than for use as a slleet. But this c/,a1'khona IS repGrted only 
from Goalpara, the lowest district of tl'1e Brahmaputra valley, and though its size 
varies considerably, it never exceeds that of th8' barkapor, which is the longest croth 
woven by the Assamese. Except the c1tarkhana, all other fabrics are made for use as 
one particular garment (or the like). 

The classification of the fabrics, of the Assamese is very difficult, because, not 
only is the same name used in different districts to designate different garments, and 
similarly the same garment known by different names in different places, but furtlier 
the one cloth is often put to'many different uses. 'l'he fabrics have, however. a's far 
as possible, been grouped according to the Uses for which they are primarily intended'. 
The groups are not entirely distinct from one another. and so some cloths of v(!Jt'l 
similar nature have been unavoidably separated. Thus the gamelia is J.'eal!y a towel, 
hut in GlliUhati the name is used as an -equivalent fur tiga'ni, a kind of waistclot'li; 
in Tezpulr III variety caIled! gatlO'Wa gamcha is, as its name implies, a bodr sheet 01' 
shawl; and in Mangaldai the phali. a cloth just like gamcha, is used' as 11 head'dress. 

The variety of faorics made ill the' se"l'eral' distri'cts will' be seen from the follow
ing table which includes none but clotlls' made by the Assamese themselves, and onlY' 
ane of each distincjj variety included in the'detailed list given below:-

I 

'M ...... r"" · , ... Body.beeta W'&islofotha Mado-up or shawls" for men and lOS that leave nos that leave garmeots, Grani Total. double ond Ibeloemready he loom ready 
BIngle .. I women. ~ for weal". for wen-. eto. 

Kamrup . . , 9 9 8 26 19 45 
Slbsagar 11 4 1 22 I; 21 
Darrang . lOr 4, 6 20 8 23 
Nowgoog, .. 7 S. S. lS 5 ]8 
Lakhimpur . \l 2 2 I" . .. 13 
GoaiP,Bra S S 6 12 4 16 , 

Total ... 24 11 19 64 24.' 79 

From this table it will be sel'n that by far the greatest variety of fabrics is made 
in Kamrup, both of those, that lea.ve the loom ready for wear and of those that ape 
subsequently made up. The difference is most marked in the case of made-up 
garments, but this difference is more apparent than real, for the Jist received from 
Kamrup ,i;ncludes a great number of articles made of imported cloth, whereas no such 
articles have been reported from any other district except Goalpara, and consequently 
the variety of such 'garments in those districts is very small. 

Of scarf.like fabrics, those made in Kamrup are equally divided among the tbree 
classes, but in all other districts, except Goalpara, the number of body sheets or shawla 
equals or exceeds that of the other two classes put together. The prepondl'rance is 
most marked in Lakhimpur, where tbe number of body sheets produced is as large a8 
in Kamrup. while the total of scarf-like fabrics is exactly half. 'l'he greatest variety 
of shawla seems to be found in Sibsagar. It is true that ill the list several shawls 
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from Golaghat are classed by themselves which might more strictly ~e grouped ~n~er 
more general heads, such as kliania and Cae'IJDg; bnt, at the same tIme, the varIeties 
of khania and chellJflg reported from thilil distr19t are much more nnmerous than 
those from any other. The preponderance is therefore real. Here it may .be no~iced 
that in Upper A.ssam the people make but few cotton waisteloths; thO!re whO' c~not 
afford silk buy the dl""t;, imported from the West. In Central and Lower Assam: the 
waistcloths for the masses are still as largely made at home as ,other fabrics. The. 
reason is doubtless that the body' sheets and shawls of Upper Assam do llot really 
come intO' competition willi foreign goods, oWLng to' the chamcte~ a\nd. e:s:cetlence of 
their ornamentations, whereas in other parts of the Valley the mIlperior fineness of 
imJ.lorted shawls I)ntweighs the very slighe adVll:ntage wMeh the ordinary home-made 
artICles possess in the matter of ornamentation; and even there It i,s found that the 
finer shawls are still made at home, whereas the manufactu,re af the tiner wa.istcloths 
bas almost ceasM. 

It has been said that the cotton fa.brics.of t.he Assamese are sufficient to supply 
the wants of the people. This must not be, mislIDderstood;, the variety is ample, the 
quantity is totally inadequate. But the industry, has been discussed, already, it 
is now only the fabrics themselves that are unde!! eoosicleratioru- lit;, may be interest
ing to note here which particular fabrics are reported., a;s being'made in tl:l.ll greatest 
numbers in the several districts. They are as follows :-

In Lakhimpur -The ""ania and eheleng (N. Lakhimpur). 
In Sibsa.gar.-Tha eheleng and g~m.ha (Sadr) j also the every-day dress of tile people,.,ie., the 

Ua"ia, ."u~i(J, ",.Ue/a, and Nha (Goiaghat) .... 
In Nowgong.-The bo,"apo" ""alSia and gamoella. 
In Darrang.-The 60'''41'or, tialSi e'lII,ia, gamoeh", gat 101JJ1J gamoe"a, ""ania, pi! "~/Jnia, c.la

"atAia, me".la, ,.lIa, UnAatia, m"rat' bllndlla and eA.161Og (Tezpur). The dlluli, 
tela.", mo".1Ia, flat .... or meUela, agu,a .. , bukba"dkll~an.d,ti1/.katia (Mallgaldlli). 
All these are said to be largely made and worn. 

I" Kamrl/p.-The bor"apQ', ml/".Aa, game1la, t.la.A. and .k.ria, whtchform the every-daY' dress of 
the people. 

In Goalpara.-The ahuli andpatam... 

A comparison of these lists with the table given above will show that Darrang, 
while standing only third in point of varietX.,has every right to be called the centre of 
the cotton-weaving industry. Speaking broadly, the greatest variety of cotton fabrics 
is found in the centre of the Valley and the least at the tw.o- extremities, :!hst and 
West. 

There is one more point to be oonsidered, !liz., the URe of thll.fa.brios as distributed 
among the different classes of the communitYI- In'the detailed list the- use' of eaoh 
fabrio has 'been explained as far as it is know~, but in Barpeta the fabrics have been 
olassified acoording to the people' who use thelIl, aild the pl!rtfcnl3l"s"given' below~ 
though applying only to the Barpet&. sub-division; give an exoellent'idea. of the' ward .... 
rohe of an Assamese at the present day. In some places some of the garments are 
replaced by those of silk and many b;)"thostdmported from abroad, but with these 
reservations the lists are very typical. t -

Townspeople. 
1. Poriai,a !cap.r. A highly o~namented sha.wl. 
II. Gna, pr.-la, UalSia. A shawl with gold and silver ornamenta.tiollll. 
8. gloa"'a. A shawl with horders of "'aga or coloured thread. 
•• C/oII!caWa. Ditto ditto. hut smaller. 
II. CAaa.,. Dltto ditto but woven single instead of double. 
6. lUAa. A narrow ornamented. sheet worn by women rood the bloeaat;_ 
'1. Cr.-ria. A DlSU'. wsistcloth, 1'1ain. 
8. G .... A'" A. bathing towel Wlth simple horders. 

Thus, among the townspeople, the home-made IcottOD. fabrics used:all the' present 
day oonsist almost entirely of sheets and shawls. It is qlilie-diffllNDt. willi' the coun
try folk. 

• This IS.I alated in tb. roport from Gologhas. My personal .. perion ... "hich ho ..... ' was Yflry sbon. .... tho, 
tb. eA ...... at an1 !ale .. " eeldom made at hom .. and that th • •• H.1d waa -1 frequently llf silk_ 
.ivili!..~~o~ ~h1:~~:~':~!rib:r:,!!'B:"~~:~[ th. _ent day with that of the daye be .... tile advent 'of Br.hBh 

"'lb. 'bablla a"d tasteo of the people wve simple in th_ days. A oAIIf'io (i.... waistoloth) a 6d • ..,1o I.. (i.. 
abort cAoplo.I, .. "'''''''''' (i. ... ,...pper) and. a-cAa (i.e .. to"e1), formed all tbe olowug of a gentleman of th":: 
day •• Tbevillagera on the otber hand d.......a ta-l ... m •• n,...... (i.e., aho,t waialoloth), .ga.-d .. and .. 
barNpot' (i. •• double .h .. t). Lad ... of higb rank naed to ......... .l:ul ... ""d.u... ID8da of pa or --Silo 111M! a.l: ....... 
mad. Of 0011<>11&8 an ...... Iotb. Villar ".m"" ind~ in h,o or ttu. umplo p ..... of cloth .uoh ... ,.., ... i I~" 
waistolalb) and an .g ....... (i ...... rapper) at ... '~'" nA .. and """"'P"", all mode of _n_ • 
... U'::"!he manufaotllH of .. tton lahr ... b1 the womon of eooh houaebold... _I> 110 _ u.".._ of the 
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Villagers. 
WULTHY MaN. 

1. Bo,1:apo,. A large sheet wom on the body, double. 
i. Pac ira. A smaller II II II single. 
S. Chola. A coat. 
41. ])huti. A large waistcloth. 
5. Pa"iqamcll". A smaller chtto. 
6. Bnallt40lla 1:apo,. A very small waistoloth worn at meal times and' on pure ooca.ioD8. 
7. Garnocn". A bathing towel. 
s. Mu1:moclla. A smaller towel for drying the hands lOud face. 
9. Talpa,a. A bed sheet. 

10. Ga'lt' leapo,. A pillow casa. 
11. Mollor.. A mosquito curtain. 

WBALTHY WOIIB!(. 

1. Ba,leapo,. A large body sheet wom double. 
i. Ag"'''''' A large body sheet worn siugle. 
S. Telae!.. A shorter, but wider ditto. 
4. M ,le"ela. A made-up petticoat. 
5. Palan.. A waistcloth. 
6. BlIatleholla le~po,. A waistcloth of the saD;le size used at meal timea. 
7. T"lplJ,a. A bed sheet. 
8. GIJ"" lelJpo,. A pillow case. 
9. Mollor'. A mosqUlto curtain. 

WULTHY Boys. 
1. Bor1:apo,. A double body sheet. 
2. PIJ.4ra. A single ditto. 
S. Chola. A coat. 
4. Pa"igarncna. A waistcloth. 
5. BlIalHolIIJ .. "".11'1. A narrow waistcloth wom at meal timee. 
6. Gamoclla. A bathing towel. 

1. Agu,a". Single body sheet. 
S!. Telaeli. Ditto 
S. Mele4da. A made-up petticoat. 
4. P"eani. A waistcloth. 

W.,OLTH1r GIRLS. 

D. B4alHoIDIJ leapo,. Ditto used at meal times. 

None of the fabrics worn by the wealthy village people appear to he orname 
~ women and girls seem rather badly off for towels. 

MIDDLII CL,Oss MaN; 

). BIJ,leapo,. A double body sheet. 
II. Pacllra. A single ditto 
S. GarnocA,.. A waistcloth. 
4. PllfJig"mac"". A short ditto. 
5. B4aele"oll,.1:,.por. A norrow waistcloth wom at at meal times. 
6. M"",.4a. A towel. 

MlDDLB CLASS WOlfBN. 

1. Agu,all. A single body sbeet. 
i. M.Hel,.. A made-up petticoat. 
s. Pat"".. A waistcloth. 
4. B""elehollJ" leapo,. A smaller waistcloth wom at meal time .. 
Ii. Mural/aIDa. A head dress or veil. 
6 KailUa. A blanket or bed sbeet. 

1. T.I".". A single body cloth. 
i. CADI,.. A coat;. 
3. Md.M. A towel. 

MlDDLI CLASS BOD. 

MroDLlI CLAea Gmu. 
1. Agu'fJD. A large single body sheet. 
i. T./""lI. A smaller ditto. 
I, Palalli. A waistcloth. 
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Among the fabrics used by the middle olasses of the villagers only the gamooha, 
panigamoha and mukoha of the men appear to be ornamented. ~ 

COIlIlON MItN. 

1. Bar leapo,. A large double body sbeet. 
I. Paehra. A single body slleet. 
II. Pa"igamcha. A waistoloth. 
•• Mu"hnJoolla. A towel. 

1. T.la.la. A single body sheet. 
II. P atan'. A w&.1stolotb. 

COIIIION WOIlBN. 

S. Murat 101Da. A veli or head dress. 

CO .... ON Boys. 

1. T.lach. A single body .heet. 
2. MIiUmocha. A towel. 

COIlJlON GIRLS. 

1. T.lael. A sin~le body sheet. 
2. Patani. A wwstoloth. 

The fabrios used by the oommon villagers are all ornamented in SOme way or 
other. 

The total absence of towels from the wardrobes of women and girls of all olasses 
of villagers is remarkable. It will be notioed that it is only the wealthy boys who 
indulge in the luxury of a waistcloth. 

In North Lakhimpur it appears that the ohlll'ia, chador, pagori and mona are 
used solely by men, the mek&ela sol!lly by women and all other fabrics equally b1 
both sexes. 

Rere, too, the garments worn speoially at weddings are the paridiga hpor. 
1chaniga. phul baoha, paguri and gam~oha. There are no priests' robes, and the cloth. 
ing worn by the Mohamedans is almost all impor~ed. 

There is little more to be said about the clothing worn on speoial ocoasions, or b1 
special olasses. The more expensive sheets and shawls are of course used only by the 
rich and even by them not on ordinary ocoasions. The ghagri. and langali are worn 
together in Golaghat at theatrical performances, and the jama or jamaohola is a 
magnifioent flowing robe worn by the bridegroom at a mMriage ceremony: 

The following list includes all the ootton fabrics reported from different parts of 
the Assam Valley, except such as are made exclusively by the hill tribesmen who have 
settled ill the plains. Under each head all available information has been given, and 
descriptions of pa.rticular cloths have been given in aU cases where specimens have 
been received or examined. One important point has been omitted from the detailed 
descriptiolls, "i ••• the weight of the cloth. The reason of this is that no weighing 
machine was available when the desoription of the oloths was being taken, and approxi. 
ma.te weights would be worse than useless. Most of the fabrios described, however. 
are being sent to the Director of Land Reoords and Agriculture in Assam, and there 
may be some future opportUnity of weighing these specimens. 

In the general descriptions where the weight is given, this represents the amount 
of thread required to make the oloth and not the actual weight of the cloth itself. 
The weights are only approximate, and it is not known whether they include that of 
the thread used for ornamentations. or represent onl1 the weight of thread used in the 
body of the cloth. 

A.-Body Sheets or' Shawls. 
The cloths worn as body sheets or shawls form by far "the most important and 

interesting olass of ootton fabrics made by the Assamese. Many are used alike by 
men and women and oomparatively few are confined in their use to one sex only. It 
will be oonvenient, therefore, to gro!t.!:em aooording to the form in which they are 
worn rather than according to the of persons wearing them. Thus considered, 
the1 fall naturally into two main olasses, "i ... those "'orn double and those worn single. 
'Ihe former form the more important group and will be first described. It is on some 
of these shawls that the greatest artistio skill is displayed l some, on the other hand. 
r.re entirely devoid of ornamentation. " 
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1.-Bar ka.por, Dangari kapor or Satkathia. 
This cloth is found in every portion of the Assam Valley, except perhaps Goal. 

para, It is thus described by Mr. Darrah :-" A large, coarsely. woven, heavy'but 
very durable cloth /l'enerally used by both sexes, much in the same way as a !!,hawl is 
used in England. There are a large number of different kinds, and the names vary 
in different districts," As regards the names, the term bar kapflr (big cloth) is 
applied to it in every distriot; do,ngari kapor (which is pure Allsamese me:;ming the 
same thing) is practically confined to the districts of Lakhimpur and Sibsagar; 
8atkathia (which means 7 katk;, long, II> katli;, being roughly a yard) is reported from' 
Mangaldai alone. 

The characteristics of this cloth a,re warmth, dur~bility, plain.ness and ooarSl'ness. 
Is very thiok and always worn double, serving the purpose of a wrapper or shawl for 
the villagers' daily wear in the winter. Its purpose is e~sentially comfort, not show. 
As a rule it is entirely plain, but In some places it has a coloured border at One or botll 
ends; these borders are never very elaborate. It is worn eqUAlly by men, women and 
boys, except in Mangaldai where women do not appear to use it. Its size varies from 
15 x 2f feet for a boy (in Barpeta) to 27 l( 41-, feet for a. man (Golaghat); its price 
from 12 annas to 40 rupees; and the amount of thread in h frOD;! t to 1t seer. In 
J orhat the size is stated as 9 feet x 4 to 5 feet. _ This evident1~ refers to the oloth as 
folded for wearing, the fulilerigth being ] 9 feet. The greatest width for a cloth of 
this kind is quoted in North Lakhimpur as 5! feet~ but here the length is only ~1 feet, 
so the cloth is really smaller than the largest size found in Golaghat. ' 

In Barpeta tue bar kapol' is used by men of. all classes among the v:ill;Lgers and 
also by the w,ojllen' all-d boys of the rioher villa~e fami,hes. 'rhe follolVillg sizes arl!, 
q'uoted:-

(q) 1& ~ 4t feet, cqntainin~ Q~e se~Jl of thre~4;, PPCIl IlI·S;, wOJ.'n b)l Wlllllthy 
village men. 

(b) 16t feet' x 4t' feet, oontaining one seer of thread; price RI.S; worn· by, 
other rillagl! menl That worJ:l,.bY.lIJ,en of. the oOIp.ppp. ol~ i~ s~id t9_have 
black or red bo.\'cler~ . 

(c) 16t 'feet' X 3£ feet, oo~taining ird SOil\' Qf thread; price. In; wom 111 wealthy 
village 'Y~meD:~ • 

(~) 15 fElet x 2i feet. containing l S(lel', of, thread;. prioe 1a· annas.; worn by 
wl\l,l.lt~y village hoys. ' 

This oloth, in spite of·its plainness, is.very interesting on aooount of' its pr/1ctioal 
nature. There is really no. equivalent for- it among imported fabrios, the'nearest 
b~ing tIle qwi.rse ~OI;nbay sheets selling at SJ\nnas to Rl-4, but these are alwa.ys worn 
single. T;h\s, i~ thE\ only,olqth of .&ss/11l\ese. make. that has. been adopted by: the Bangali 
coolies ~orkip.g on, the t~ gardens, i~ A~sam. Being reasonable in price and very 
W.afIIL a~d. Jas~~g, it is,found by the C(~ol~s to. be on,the whole a.profitable investment, 
a1;ld,' is u~ed,by\ t)lerq in thll wintllr.InOntP3 aSJII wrapper during thllday. and as a sbeet. 
lit n·ight. Ip. on~ gaJ;'de~ in Golaghat iDe 1895 about 200 coolies bougut lin,. kap"'" 
frp.~ th~ nea~est.Kaya:s.s4o,p. ThllSe clQt~ had,beeu manufa.ctured in, N.owgong. and 
were solq re,taU in, the ga~~eQ. ~t .IU·&· el!P..h, They.gave satisfaction and were expect
ed,to .. be ill ElV~n grellte~,.d~nd;JIj.!!t; c.Qld Wilather. 

De,t~e~ .a.~eqq~t,. of, slle,chnen~, r$9~ivp~ frqq1 (dUterllnt( pla,Qes. 
No. (1). E1'oflft North Lakhimpu,..-A perfeotly plain white cloth of very OOArse 

imported thread, the:onlYevariation-,of-any sort being two double linps ot double threads. 
near one end; the fringe at this end is some 7 inohes long; that at the other, 2t' 
inohes in length, is just as it left the loom, i. e" the loops of threads have not been out. 
Size 1'i feet )( 4 feet 3 inohes; price li3. -

No.'(ii). From, Dibrflga~h.-Th~s cloth' was made at Khowang by a Kachari. 
It is o~ ooarse thread, apparently homespun. and is more closely woven than the last. 
n has a. few double tbre;J.ds in the weft at either end, but is otherwise quite plain. The 
frinooe a~ each end, is about 3. inohes long. This is a. far superior - cloth to that from 
North L!J,khir;npu,r. Size 18 feet )( 4 feet. 3 inches; price R$. 

No. (iii). From Barpela.-This cloth is of liner texture than. that from ~orth 
Lakhimpur, but, like it, i, made of white imported thread. At one end is a, narrow 
bprder worked in blue on. a background of red weft, the pattern, called ttnh jalia ph"', 
being such as to leave this background exposed in the form of diamonds all along the 
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line. The othe! end has a plaiD. ctoss stripe of red. rather ovet ! inch deep. , 'rhe 
fringes Me twisted ~ogether into tasselsl Size 18 feet 8 mcbes x 41 feet; price H2·8. 

2.-Pit ka.por, Pit khania, Tita karia. 
This cloth is reported from Dibrugarli, GoUighat and Nowgong only. It is Ii. 

variety of the bor kapof'._ The naniEl pit Tea pOI' is used ill all these places, bilt tUa 
karia appears peculiar to N owgong,, The cloth is there described as the .. same as 
bor lcapor, but finer and considered warmer. It is so named because at the time of 
weaving the thread is always kept wet." Its size is 21 feet )( 4 feet, tbe same as that 
of the bor lcapor; its price is R2.S; plain. The description of this cloth recei'~ed from 
Dibrugarh is rather vague, but it amounts to thd same as that from Nowgong; It is 
that the bO'l' !capo,. "is called '[iit Teapor when woven: by wetting the threads ,of. woof 
and warp." 1'he desoription received from Golag"hat is as follows :_IC This is the sa:dlli 
as lchania kdpor, but very c'oarSe, and there' are no decorations irl ·it of :O.ower~, etc. 
This is for rough ilse only. commonly used by the lower class of people, both males and 
females. It' measureS 24. feet x 4 feet; price R2 to R4." This description would 
evidently apply to the /Jor Icapor which is, however, .listed as a different cloth and 
desoribed as "A large sheet of cloth, a coara!! wrapper, used by villagers during the 
winter; size 27 )( 4t feet; price iU·S'to ItS." The intrinsic difference between the 
two cloth!! is, however, brought out in the description received from Nowgong and 
given above, 

A cloth called pit kAaflM' is' reportM from 1'ezpur, where it is said to be- tile 
SM'Qe alf tine lchania, except for the' fact that the warp is' formed of boiled thread and 
tbe weft of raw thre!d. It blll' no ornamentations, except a line of red at one end. 
It is used at home by persons of both sexes. It is 18 to 21 feef long by 4 to 5 feet 
wide. Its price i92 to 3 rupees. In constant uSll it lasts about 9 months. 

The, cl'oth thus described'is evidently fhe'same lis the' pit kapor, and: its desbrip. 
tion 1st therefore, placed' here i'JlsteM of under the head kAani4 • 

.s)i116im~fI.""".& cIotTi caUe'd! pU Icap6to' VIas' sll'oWn to' me' at Golagba1l. n was of 
plaia #hil:e cbunfuly cotton tlireait, niea's'Urirl.'g: 19f feet x 4t fee~ with no ot'Dati'ientitJ 
tiona eXcept Ii plain fringtl' all eitRer lint! and' li'liingl~ Iil\.\\ of red runriint acrosS' it at! oM 
end. It was' saitl fxt be }Voi-tli ft~ ot' :R2·fhnd! ~ct M US'tid' by man in' toe cold weather~ 

li:-Gelap. 
This' is a_Marsel1 'WoVen bu1ivery'durable'shaW'l measming lW feeti xli!, fe~t.· 

It is made at Goalpara and worn by both sexes; price R2 to'R3. It is' did to' bEl' 
the Goalpara equivalent of the'OOr kapor (NO". 1). 

(,.!.()liaklitliia. 
This is, r\!ported only tron!. Tezptir. :M'!l.tig'aldai' arid Barpeta: :in' M'l1nga(d~i 

it ill said to be the sam .. ~ a9 Batkar~ia (or' /JD~ Ra'por) , but smaller in size' a'nd useii' 
only by females. The name indica~es its length, "i •• , 6 Tealhi (or yards}. 

In Tezpur it is described as lleing the same- as the khania kapor, but' smaller iq: 
aize, and baving gold or silk ornamentations at one end only. Size 18 feet )( 3t feet.' 
It is used twofold for every.day wElar b1 both sexes and can be had for froni'R2 to R!I.; 
in oonstant use it lasts for about' 9 months. 

In Barpeta the,chakallaja aPl?enr!I to be'used only by the townspeople. It is 15' 
feet long and S feet 9 inches wlde. it contains t seer of thread· price Rl. It has 
the same ornamentations aa the kllan'a (No.7). ' 

5.-nOpati. 
This is similar to the dakalAIIJ (No.4), but rather lighter in texture. 'I he borders 

are embroidered with phal of cotton thread. It is used by respectable women to cover 
their entire body and screen it from sight while they are going from one place to 
another. price Hl·5. ' 

This description received from Mangaldai, (the only place from which the clotb 
is reported), does not bring out the oharaoteristic feature of a specimen received from 
the same {llace, ri.8., ~hat the oloth, thougb worn double, is really made up of two 
smaller oloths which are sown together side by side. 

8pectmtrt from Mallgaldai.-This is a very wide but 'comparatively' shan 
cloth, being 6 feet 2 inches in width and 8 feet in length. It is made up of two cloths 
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E'llch S feet 1 inch wide joined together by a 80rt of knitting which is very neatly dons. 
The body of the cloth is covered with rows of lar~e white rosettes, the rows being 
about 6 inches apart, and the rosettes in one row opposite the vacant spaces in the 
next. The ends have each an inch deep border of brown· red thread with some blue. 
Along the outer and inner edges of these borders run three or four red-brown threads 
in the warp. Besides this there is a. set of nine raised stripes in plain white running 
near the outer edge throughout the whole length of the cloth. The texture is medium 
fine. 'l'he price is not stated. 

G.-Dolai kapor. 
This is Ii cloth reported only from Golaghat. It is described as consisting of two 

separate sheets sewn together, one above the other, instead of being one long sheet 
doubled as is the case with the kkania. It has borders at the ends only and not 
along the sides. It is used as a winter sheet. 

'fhis cloth is very possibly the same as the dopati (No.5). The word dolai, a8 
applied to the paridiga kapor (see No.9, specimen iii} appears to have a definite mean
ing which hardly applies to this cloth, unless the fact of the two sheets heing sewn 
together give8 this cloth the name dolai. . 

7.-Khania. 
This is, as Mr. Darrah describes it, "I!. highly ornamented shawl, worn double 

and generally '!1 feet x 4 feet. Usually very finely woven and elaborately adorned 
along the borders with graceful designs of flowers and creepers. Sometimes the whole 
of the front sheet of the kkama is tastefully decorated with flowery spots. The orna
mentation is usually made either with silk or coloured thread or with a mixture of 
silk and gold or silver." 

In size and shape and mode of wearing the kkania is exactly similar to the 
bor kapor, the essentIal points of difference between the two being that, whereas the 
former is, as a rule, coarse and plain and intended for warmth in the cold weather, 
the latter is finely woven, usually ornamented and intended for wear at all times of 
the year, some varieties being more especially suited by their ornamentations for 
use at festivals, weddings and on other occasions of ceremony. This cloth is worn 
alike by both sexes, but more usually by town~men than by villsgers. It is 
invariably folded, like the bo1' kapor, across the centre to form a double shawl of half 
t~e length of the cloth. The economy of ornamentation is very well marked in this 
cloth. The cloth being worn double, only one-half is exposed to view, the other half 
is invariably plain, the only form of decoration it ever contains, being a simple line 
running across the free end. -

There is, however, always a fringe at each end of the khania so that the shawl 
when worn appears to have a fringe at one end and none at the other, for those at 
both ends come together when the cloth is doubled and, being equal in length, coin
cide with one another and appear to form a single fringe. The body of the cloth is 
always of white thread, and the most usual and characteristic borders are those of 
muga silk; but coloured cotton thread and gold and silver wire are also often used, 
and therefore the varieties of kh4n;a are very numerous; some of these varieties are 
described below. 

The price of the khania varies enormously according to the fineness of the thread 
and the nature of the ornamentation. The cheapest quoted is RI-8 (Sibsagar) and 
the dearest R120 (Tpzpur). There is, however, one peculiar point about the priee of 
this cloth which is difficult to explain, vie., that in North Lakhimpur, Sibsagar and 
Mangaldai where the dimensions of the bor kapo,. and the khania are said to be the 
same, the average price of the khania is given as less than that of the bo,. kopor. It 
may be taken for granted that the prices so shown are those of the plainest kkallia, 
but even then it would be natural to expect the khania to be more expensive than 
the bor "apor (which is essentially a plain cloth), owing to the superior fineness of its 
texture ... In other places where such a comparison is possible this is seen to be the 
O8se. 

The following are a few peculiarities of the descriptions received from different 
districts :-

In North Lakhimpur two sizes of the kAania are mentioned, me., 18 fept X 4t 
feet and 21 feet X 51 feet, exactly the same as those of the bor kapoT'. It is not 
stated whether these are both full sizes or not, nor what particular purposes they 
tlerve. The description given, f)iz., "with phlll at one end," is rltthpr vague. 
The ~pecimen sent, however, is quite plain, except for a narrow border of red thread 
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on a yellow background at on~ end and a simple· line of red thread at the other. 
Thus when doubled for wear the cloth answers the description, having a border at 
one end of the upper or • exposed half and being quite plain at the other. The 
cloth in fact appears to be an example of the achu ph"'la1' khania described bel!>w. 

In Golaghat the khania is said to be worn more usually by women than by men. 
In Nowgong the khanitJ measures 18 feet x 4 feet and contains t seer of thread. In 
Tezpur the ornamentations are said to be either of silk or else of ailver or gold thread • 
.. In some instances gold ornamentations are made at one of the ends and at half the 
border and surface to make the cloth appear more gaudy for wear at weddings •..•.•. 
Ornamented khtJtlias for wear at weddings can be had at R30 t~ R120." 

In Gauhati the khania appears to be intended only for special wear, being worn 
by both sexes at ceremonies and festivals; highly ornamented ones are used as bridal 
robes. The price here varies from R2-S to R10-0, so none are very expensive. In 
Mangaldai the only ornamentations used are of silk thread and of gold or silver 
wire. 

In Barpeta the khanitJ is included in ihe wardrobe of the townspeople only. It 
is ornamented with choPtJ chakuli phul, batktJ pathia, dhekia palMa, kandtJ chapa, 
",eha chapa, and padma lata. The price is given as R2; size 21 feet by 4t feet; 
weight of thread 1 seer. 

The following are the prinoiple varieties of khania kapo1'. It will be seen that 
the khanta olosely resembles the cheleng as regards varieties of ornamentation, the 
main difference between these two cloths being that the former is worn double and 
the latter single. The khania is also found in greater variety than the che/eng. 

(a) Uka khania. kapor. 
This is a variety of khania kapo1' having no floral designs in the body of the cloth, 

but only borders of muga silk. So called in Golaghat. 
Specimen Been at Golaghat.-A oloth 13 cubits long (the breadth has not been 

noted), of medium thiok cotton thread, with a border of muga, about S inches wide 
at one end, and a line of red thread at the other. Otherwise quite plain. Commonly 
worn for ordinary wear by men and women. Worth R1-S to R2. It was oalled 
simply a khania, but is evidently an example of the ",ka khaRia if the term IIka be really 
applied to khania; but this appl!ars doubtful as the word means unooloure<l and 
without ornamentations, and is therefore inapplioable to any kind of khania. 

(b) Muga phular khania. 

A khania in whioh the end borders are made of muga thread. Price from R2 to 
R2-S (Jorhat). From the description, which is rather vague, this would appear to 
be the same as the uka khania of Golaghat, and this is all the more probable seein'" 
that no oloth oalled uka khania is reported from Jorhat, and the term ",ka is applied 
to the chelerlg only when that cloth is entirely devoid of ornamentation, the term 
ph",ldia, or phil/am being applied to ehe/eng 'Yith end borders. 

Specimens from Mangaldai, Gauhati and Barpeta are described below. In 
Tezpur the pdce of an ordinary khania kapor with sil~ ornamentations is RS. 

(0) Acha phular khania. 
This is a khallia in which the border is of coloured cotton yarn; price about 

Rl·S (Jorhat). A speoimen, desoribed below, has been received from North Lakhim. 
pur. 

(d) Gunakata khania, Ganar phalar khaaia or Ganar khania. 

The Gllnak(lta' khalfia is desoribed in Jorhat as the same as the last two cloths 
except that the borders are of gold (or rarely silver) thread instead of cotton or silk~ 
Its price is 4 to 10 rupees. 

This (grlna kala) is tpe only variety of khania cloth reported from Dibru!?8rh. 
Its prioe is Rs. 10. It is worn by both men and women. Specimens from Jorhat and 
Dibrugarh are described below. . 

In Tezpur the prioe of a khania kapor with gold or ailver ornamentations is 
from 40 to 6 rupees. 

In Barpeta a cloth called gllflar phllla,. khania is inoluded in the wardrobe of the 
townsmen of hoth sexes. It is described as a sheet with a fringe of gold or silver 
laoe (probably a border, not a fringe, is meant) 21 feet by 4 feet. price Rs. 10_ It is 
eviMntly a muoh finer and more carefully woven cloth than the ordinary khania 
wbich is priced at Bs. 2 only. The difference is due in some measure to the price of 
the gold thread (Rs. 6), but partiy also to the extra time required for the weaving of 
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the gunakata, khania. The latter takes three months to make out of raw cotton and 
one month in the actual weaving-the ordinary khania requires only 25 and 12 days 
respectively. " 

The following is the description of a cloth called gunar khania shown to me at 
Golaghat. A cloth like the khania described above but of much finer thread. It has 
at one end a border of gold thread about 2t inches deep and at the other 8 double 
lines of gold thread. Otherwise it is quite plain. It is worn chiefly by men but 
also by women at evening parties and marriages. Worth Re. 2 to Rs. 2.8. 

(e) Pit khania the same as pit kG!,or, v.~. 
(j) Garidiya khania kapor. 

A cloth of this name, brought to me at Golaghat, was of the following des' 
cription :-

Length 18 feet, width 4. feet, made of rather fine tbread-at one end is a 
border of gold thread, at the other a plain white gari, at both plain fringes; tbe 
edges (aothi) are thicker than the body of the cloth. 'l'he border is 2 inches deep 
and made up as follows:- First a patterned stripe, than a wavy design called lata 
phul between two double lines of gold thread, next a second patterned stripe, follow· 
ed by lata phul as before, then a slight interval and lastly a row of very simple 
figures (shaped <), an inch distant from the fringe. The gari at the other end con. 
sists of plain double threads in the weft alternating with single threads as follows, 
4 double, 4 single, 84 double, 4 single, 4 double. This is about an inch distant from 
the fringe. Ribs (tltiya gari) of double thread !rd of an inch wide and ird of 
an inch apart run from one end of the cloth to the other. 

This cloth is worn by both men and women, when not at work, for ordinary out. 
door wear. The cost of a ribbed cloth like the above but without the borders of gold 
thread is Re. 4 or 5-a cloth of the same description but without ribs would cost Rs. 8. 

(g) Dariali guna khama. 
Specimen Been at Golaghat.-'!'bis is a cloth very similar to the last, made of 

fine imported thread 19t feet long (width not noted), having plain white stripes or 
ribs (dariga) running throughout its length. The upper half has a pretty border of 
gold thread about 2 inches deep at one end only, the bottom half is quite plain. 
1'here appears to be no selvage. This cloth is worn by women when paying visits. 
It is worth Rs. 2·8 or Rs. 8. 

(h) Buta. banowa (or butadiya,) khania kapor. 
Specimen seen at Golaghat.-This i~ an, ordinary white khania made of country 

thread. The bottom half has no ornamental designs. The top half ha~, at the frinaed 
end, a two·inch border of gold thread, viz., a single stripe in which the pattern

O 
is 

made up of rectangular designs. At the other end of the top half is a border stripe 1 
inch deep. The body of the cloth (in the upper half) is dotted over with plain white 
flowers called huta, which are arranged in rows across the cloth, the number in each 
row being 26 at the fringed end and decreasing at intervals to 28 at the folded end. 
These buta vary considerably in shape and size but none are of any special interest. 

The cloth described above was seen by me at Golaghat; it is worth Rs .. 8·8 to 
Rs.4. and is worn by women only. 

(i) Gati bulaa khania. 
This name is applied in Jorhat to a khania the upper half of which is adorned 

with flowery spots of either muga silk or gold twist. No detailed description of 
this cloth is given. It appears to be very similar to the hutadiya khania, but it is not 
known if the gut;, is the same as the hula; in any case the hula in the particular cloth 
shown to me were of white cotton thread. 

In Golaghat a cloth called guti hulua kapof' is described as a variety of the kkania 
having. gut; or particular kinds of flowers woven into the body of the cloth, and 
end borders generally of muga. It is worn by women when going to 8ablia or other 
meetings. 

(I) Paridiya gana khania, G var'.ly of paridiva kapOf'. q. o. 
(k) Xarsipi ilinia. 

This is evidently the same as the kar8ipi hankara kapor, q. tI. 

(I) N urwta 8atar khani. 
This is a variety of kkania made in N owgong. Its essential features are that 

it is made from fine nUf'akata thread and is tastefully orn:Amented. Its ,Price is H20 to 
B30. The flurakCltCi thread has been described under the account of spInning. 
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SpeclmenB.-Six khartia have been reeeived, one from each of the following 
places :-North Lakhimpur, Dibrugarh. J orhat, Mangaldai, Gauhati and :Barpeta. 
As regards measurement.~ they agree with the general description given above 
and it is sufficient here to note the peculiarities of each. All are unornamented 
except for the end borders. The cloth from North Lakbimpur bas a border at one end 
only, the pattern being of diamond-shaped designs worked in red on a background of 
yellow. The other end has a narrow stripe of red, only four red lines in the weft. 
The thread is imported and medium :fine. Price Rl·8. The cloth (gunakata khania) 
from Dibrugarh has a S.inch border in gold thread at one end and at the other end 
is quite plain except for 6 white raised stripes. The thread is :fine home·spun. This 
cloth was made by an Assamese lady at Dibrugarh. Price RIO. The cloth from 
Jorhat is also a gunakata khania, and has a 8-inch border at one end and a plain 
stripe at the other, both in gold thread. The border is less effective than that in the' 
Dibrugarh cloth, and the plain stripe consists of only 4 lines of thread. There are no 
raised stripes. The thread is fine imported. Price R2-8 second hand; when new it 
would cost R5 or rather more. 

The other three cloths have muga borders at one end only, that on the :Barpeta 
cloth being 2 inches deep and called SVQr,.alata, that on the Mangaldai cloth 3 inches. 
and that in the Gauhati cloth st incheF. At the other end the :Barpeta cloth has 
merely 2 lines of muga thread, the Mangaldai cloth one very narrow stripe of red~ 
and the Gauhati cloth nothing but a white raised stripe. There are no other orna
mentations except in the last named cloth which has a plain white stripe of extra 
thickness !llong each edge. The cloths differ slightly in their texture and in the nature 
of the fringes. The Gaub.ati cloth has a long false fringe at either end. 

8.-Phul Bacha. kapor. 
This is described from North Lakhimpur as a very rieh cloth used as a shawl or 

:Benares cloth. Two nrieties are mentioned, "iz., one with muga buli all over the 
body, and one with gUIla (gold or silver twist). There are two sizes of each cloth, "iz., 
one 18 feet by 4t feet and one 21 feet by 51' feet. The price of the muga buti variety 
is R4 and R5 and that of the guna variety R6 and R8 according to size. 

From the dimensions and general description and also from a specimen received, 
it is evident that the cloth is merely a variety of the khllma; in all probability it is 
the same as guU bullla khania. It is however shown separately from the khania in 
the list received from North Lakhimpur. 

Specilllen.-From North Lakhimpur.-This is a cloth of fine texture in all res
pects like a khan'a. It has a border of muga thread nearly 3t inches deep at one 
end and a very :t\arrow plain red stripe at the other. It measures 17t feet by St 
feet. The upper half is covered with rows of muga pAul (oval-shaped rosettes) 2t 
inches apart. The distance betwel'n the rows varies from 2 inches at the fringed end 
to S inches at the folded end. Price R2·8a. 

9.-Paridiya kapor, Jor kapor. 
This cloth is merely a variety of the khania, but it deserves to be listed by itself 

owing to its magnificence, and to the fact that it is shown separately in all the district 
reports. It is thus dpseribed by Mr. Darrah :-" An embroidered shawl, very finely 
made and most artistically ornamented. This article of olothing is made and worn 
only by the upper classes .• It is the highest example of the art of wpaving as known 
in Assam. A single paridiya kapor will cost from R4.0 to R200, according to the 
fineness of the materials used and the nature of the decoration employed. The orna
menting thread is usually gold or silver twist, sometimes both, and the design, though 
generally confined to the horders, spl'f'ads sometimes over the whole article. Flowers 
and birds are the commonest p"ttl'rns, but those con~ist sometimes of nothing but 
graceful ourves arranged symmetritlally along the borders. Occasionally So paridiya 
klJpOf'is made by attaching to a centre piece of very finely woven muslin-like 
material, horder pieces ornamented by the few M:ohamedans who still retain a know
ledge of the art of weaving with gol.! and silver thread." 

This cloth is reported from Dibrugarh, Jorhat, Golaghat, Nowgong, Gauhati 
and :Barpeta, and a specimen so named has been received from North Lakbimpur. It 
is not made in the Goalpara District, and it is not included in,. either of the lists 
received from the Darrang.District. It appears strange that it sbould be made in 
both sub.divisions of Kamrup and yet in neither of those of Darrang, but the lists 
received from the latter district are carefully drawn up and very comprehensive, 80 

the faot, though strange, appears true. hi Nowgong this cloth is rarely made at the 
QI 
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present day j here and in Dibrugarh and Gaubati the description is the same as that 
given by Mr. Darrah. In Gauhati it is however further stated that this cloth is 
worn by both bride and bridegroom at weddings and generally by rich anci respectable 
families at marriage festivals. The price varies with the ornamentatIOns and the 
amount of gold thread used, ranging Letween RJ.O and RI20. Its size is 20 feet by 
4 feet. 

In Barpeta the poridiylJ kopor is described as a large ornamented sheet 
measuring 21 feet by 4 feet, and sold for from R200 to R300. The CORt of manufac. 
ture from raw cotton is said to be Rl7J,·7·6, "iz., cotton (2t seers) 0·7·6, lace RI50 
and six months labour R240 j from imported thread R167·S·0, flIZ., thread (1 seer) 
RI·S·O, lace R150 and 4 months' lahour RI6. This is the only cloth in the whole list 
of which the selling price exceeds the cost of manufacture, the labourer's wage being 
reckoned at 2 ann as per day or R40 per month. 'I.'he reason is that in this cloth the 
cost of labour is very small in proportion to that of the material, whereas in other 
cloths the 'reverse holds good. This cloth is worn in Barpeta by townspeople only. 
The nature of the ornamentations is not described. 

In Jorhat there are two kinds of parldi!la cloth, fliz., the cloth ordinarily known 
by that name and the kal'sipi bankara kapor. In Golaghat the latter is described 
as a separate cloth and, jUdging from the few specimens brought to me at Golaghat. 
it would ~eem that the two cloths are usually considered distinct, though undoubtedly 
they are of the same nature. The karsipi has peculiar features of its own and is quite 
as much a distinct cloth from the partdtya as the paridi.!la itself is from the khoma. 
It is therefore described under a separate heading. 

The description of the paridiya given in the 10rhat report is as foUows :
"Paridiya or Jor kapor. These are very fine and valuable shawls highly deco. 

rated. They are worn by women only. They are generally doubled by adding a 
plain sheet on the backsidA, and hence the name jor kopor (jor=pair). There are 
two varieties. One has'the borders decorated with designs of gold or silver twist or 
both. The design is sometimes extended to the whole centre-piece. flowers, creepers 
and birds, squares and diamonds being the usual patterns. The borders are gpnerally 
woven in oue piece with the garments. The ornamentations on the centre piece are 
invariably woven with it. Price from Rs. 10 to Rs. 40. The other variety is called 
kar8ipi bankara kapor." The size is not stated. 

The fact of this cloth consisting of two separate pieces, the ODe sewn to the 
other, is remarkdble and distinguishes it from the khania kopar. This peculiarity. 
however, appears to be purely local. None of the cloths called par,dlga bronght to 
me at Gola~hat were of this nature. They.all consisted, like the khaTllo, of a single 
length, folded in the middle, the one half being plain. 

Mr., Darrah's description covers both the pori.diga and the kar8ipi but, in 
the range of prices, it is far too narrow. For wbile some of the paridiga of Barpeta 
('ost as much as Rs. 300, the specime:c received from North Lakhimpur is priced at 
Rs. 6 only, and it is certainly not worth more. 

Specimens-No. (i).-From North Lakkimpur.-This is very similar to the pkul 
baeha kapor from this place but differs from it in having a border at each end of the 
upper half and also along both edges. These side borders extend from one end border 
to the other and cousist of strips (It inch wide) sewn on to the cloth. The border 
of the fringed end is over 3t inches deep, the central and main stripe being nearly 
2 inches deep, That at the folded end is about Ii incn in depth, and is much 
plainer. 'I.'he pkul in the body of the cloth are also more plentiful and. though nearly 
all alike, contain a few variations. At the fringed end of the bottom (or plain) half. 
is a very narrow stripe consisting of four mugs threads. All the ornamentations 
are in muga silk. The upper and lower halves of this cloth are sewn together at each 
side. Price Rs. 6. 

No. (ii).-Seen at Gologhot.- A cloth Hi ft. long and ;it ft. wide with a selvage 
along each edge and a plain fringe at each end. It is folded double Gnd the top and 
bottom halves are sown together at each side. The bottom half is quite plain except 
for a gON, made up of three double lines of muga in the weft. 1- inch in width and 
about t inch from the fringe. The upper half is highly ornamented. 

The peculiar feature of this cloth consists in its side borders, which are woven 
on sellarate strips sewn on to the main cloth and detachable at pleasure. The one 
border 'extends from the fringed end to the fold and even slightly beyond. It i, 
2 inche~ wide, and consists of a stripe contaiuing 42 rectangular designs, each 2,9& 
inches lo\g, with a stripe (khplJni) of muga on either side. These rectangles are about 
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i\ inch apart, and in the interval is a kankoi consisting of three dotted lines of muga 
thrt-ad. The other border is of a similar nature and tbe same width, but is shorter, 
as it does not reach the fold. It contains only 20 small rectangulat designs, whicll 
are 2lo inches long, the remamder of the stripe consisting of one long rectangular 
design. This portion of the cloth, it may be noted, is seldom exposed during 
wear. 

The end borders are much bolder. One, about! inch distant from the fringe, 
is 4~ inches deep, and very ingeniously made up. The main portion is a stripe 
ahout 2 inches deep containing two different rectangular designs (each 2t inches long), 
"1\ hich alternate with one another, but are divided off by three bars of muga thread. 
1he two rectangular designs are similar, but not identic'll; there are eight of each 
and a portion of a 17th at the extreme end of the stripe. 'This main portion is set 
in a framework of narrow fancy stripes, all very simple in design. On the side 
nearest the fringe are three such stripes; the two outer ones are alike, and contain 
double lines which form zig-zags with spots in the angles, and the third, which lies 
hetween them, contains merely a series of parallel diagonal lines With a few curved 
lines at the far end for the sake of variety. On the other side these three stripes 
recur in the same order, but in this case each stripe is immediately succeeded by a row 
of solid squares. 

The border at the other end of the cloth is only It inch in depth and less 
elaborate. It is one inch distant from the fold, and midway between the border 
and the fold occurs a row of 44 simple triangular rosettes woven in muga thread. 

The body of the cloth is covered with small designs (phul) arranged in rows 
across the cloth. Eetween the end borders there are 36 such rows, which are 
cumparatively wide apart at the folded end, but get nearer and nearer together as 
they approach the fringe, npar which they close in very rapidly. Thus, of the 
36 rows, only 16 fall in the half nearest the fold and 20 in that nearest the fringe; 
the distance between the 24.th and 25th rows from the fold is 3t inches, between 
the 26th and 27th 2 inches, and between the 30th and Slst I! inch, the succeedin~ 
rows being at more or less equal intervals. viz., It inch. From the last row to the 
border is 2 inches.-

Not only do the rows get nearer together, but the number and nature of the 
designs in each row undergo a similar change. Thus, the first 16 rows are all alike, 
each containing 12 desi~ns called guti, phul. '!'he following 10 rows, i e., the first 
I,alf of the rows on the fringed end, also contain 12 designs apiece, and these 
dpsigns are like those in the preceding rows with the following exceptions :-In 
the 17th row the 7th design from one end is a gacha (candlestick), instead of a 
g,.I.; in the 20th tbe desigus are alternately a man riding an elephant and a maa' 
on foot; in the 24th there are three new designs, viz., a horse, a flower, and a 
mougoose, whioh are so arranged that every alternate design is a flower and the 
intermediate designs are alternately a horse and a mongoose. The next four rows 
(27th to 30th) contain each 23 small designs 8aru gilt. p1&ul, and then follow five 
rows of still smaller designs or rosettes, 46 in a row j the last row of all contains 
similar rosettes much farther apart, there being only 19 in the row. 

The economy of design is excellently illustrated in the arrangement and nature 
of the ornamentations on this cloth. 

No. (",).-86611 af Golaghat.-This cloth, which is even more handsome than 
the last. is 19t feet long and nearly 5t feet wide. It is made of imported thread. 
lind its texture is very fine, like muslin. At eaoh end is a plain fringe, but the cloth 
is doubled over at the middle and the two halves sewn together at either side. The 
lower half is quite plain, but the upper half is profusely decorated entirely with 
gold wire. which gives to the cloth an alternative name, v.z,' 80nIDali kapor or the 
~loth of gold. 'l'he designs on the body of the cloth are not sewn in, but introduced 
II t the time of weaving j had they been sewn in, the cloth would. it is said, have 
b.-come a dolai paridigm kapo,.. The side borders are also woven into the cloth 
itself. and are not on detachable strips. 

The main border at the fringed end is about S inches deep, but beyond this 
is a narrower border i inch deep. The border at the folded end is 2t inches deep, and 
consists of two portions; first, a row of elaborate tre6$ laden with fruit, each in a 
rectangular fmme, the successive frames being divided off by a bar made up of arrow 
heads or wide Vs, one above another. This row is 2 inches deep. and is set in a 
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frame of two gold lines, each containing four threads. The second portion of this 
border is a continuous design in the form of a chain, each link of which has a spot 
in the centre. This chain is set in a similar framework, and is altogether i an inch 
in depth. 

The side borders, nearly 2t inQhes wide, are both alike, being of the same 
pattern as the deeper border at the fringed end. They both extend over the whole 
length of the upper portion of the cloth, f)Jz., from the fringe to the fold. 

The body of the cloth is profusely decorated with cross rows of flowers set in 
diamond frames. The arrangement is, however, not uniform over the whole cloth; 
there are two distinct patterns, the one extending over the half nearest the fringe, 
and the otlier, which is more open and far less elaborate, over the half nearest the 
fold. Each of these patterns is itself broken; the first at exactly trds its length 
(from the fringe), by a row of designs (phul), similar to the others, but much 
larger j the second at the 5th row from its junction with the first, by a discontinuity, 
i.e., there are no phul at this point. These breaks are evidently intentional. 

A further element of variety is found in the endings of the pattern along each 
side border. Looking from the fringe, the right hand side is that most exposed 
to view when the shawl is being worn, and here the edge of the pattern on the 
body of the cloth is most irregular-the framework is made to end in various ways, 
and the contents of the frame along the edge are similarly varied. The usual ending 
for the framework is a whole diamond, but many other arrangements are adopted, 
the most favourite perhaps being a pair of half diamonds or a large M. The designs 
in these frames are sometimes found alone, sometimes accompanied by rosettes, 
one, two, or even three in number, at times by a candlestick or butterfly. But in 
spite of these irregularities there is a general plan of arrangement pervading the 
whole. From the border at the frin~ed end to the break in the first pltttern, the 
framework at the edge, whatever its shape, contains two rosettes in addition to a 
design (Phul) like others in the row, but rather smaller. From this point to the 
break in the second pattern the frame contains a single phul uniform in size and 
shape with others in the row. Beyond this break the frame contains a full-sized 
phul and in addition a butterfly in each angle. There is only one exception to the 
uniformity of this arrangement, fJiz., that in one of the first five rows of the second 
pattern the framework, which ends in a half diamond, contains in addition to the 
full·sized phu' a rosette in the right hand bottom corner. 

The left hand edge is much. more uniform, the framework invariably ending 
in a half diamond or inverted V. The contents of these half diamond frames, 
however, vary along the edge, but On a definite principle. From the fringe to the 
break in the first pattern they consist of .single designs like others in the row, but 
smaller. Frem this break to the end of the first pattern these smaller designs are 
accompanied by two rosettes. Thence to the break in the second pattern there is 
no such design, only a single rosette, after which the conteuts are like those in the 
right hand edge, f)is.. a full-sized design with a butterfly in each angle of the 
frame. 

This cloth, which cost Rs. 80 or Rs. 100 to make, exclusive of labour, is nearlv 
15 years old, and has been preserved with extreme care, the only damage suffered 
heing one minute hol~ and a slight shrinkage of the gold wire at the folded end. 
Such cloths are worn among the upper classes, at marriage ceremonies. by the bride
groom or any of the ladies present. 

No. (i'll}.-Pandiya GUM Khania. Seen at Golaghat.-This clotb, though des
cribed as a khania. is evidently 3 paridiga. No cloth of this name is reported from 
any district, but there i. little doubt that the name was correct, as it was given me 
by an Assamese gentleman who brought the cloth for my inspection. This goes to 
show that the name paridiga kapor IS but an ahbreviation of paridiga khania /&apor, 
which means a kliania cloth with side borders. 

This particular cloth was made by an Assamese lady of good position in the 
Golaghat Sub-division. It is worth 25 or 30 rupees, and is worn only by ladies at 
assemblies. 

This is a ""ania, 18 feet long (width not noted), made of imported thread. 
The lower half is quite plain. The upper half has borders woven· on the cloth on 
all four sides, and is profusely decorated with flowers in the body. All the 
ornamentations are of gold thread. There is a plain fringe at either extreme end 
of the cloth. 

The border at the fringed end of the upper half is composed of a central stripe 
of elaborate diamond pattern. set in a frame of two graceful and narrow cross stripes, 
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one on either side. The border at the folded end is similar, but narrower and les9 
elaborate. It is only !rds the width of the first border, and consists of simpler oblong 
designs divided ofl' from one another by triple bars. The lines on either side are 
also plainer than those at the fringed end.. This border is about six inohes from the 
fold. 

Both side borders are of the same pattern, flis., a stripe containing diamond. 
shaped designs with slightly ornamented edges. These borders are of the same width 
as that at the folded end, but rather plainer. They extend only up to this border, 
but two lines of gold thread which divide them off from the body of the cloth run 
right on to the fold. 

'l'he body of the upper half of the cloth is covered with rosettes, more or less 
oval in shape. These rosettes are aU of the same size, and are arranged in rows 
across the cloth. These rows are muoh closer to one another at the fringed end than 
at the folded end, and the number of rosettes in each line varies in a similar manner. 
There are altogether 40 rows of these rosettes between the two end borders, and 
by folding the cloth again it is seen that 23 rows fall in the one half (that' with the 
fringe) aDd 17 in the other. The lOth row from the fringed end differs from all the 
others, the rosettes in this row being not oblong, but uniform in shape like a flower 
of four petals. There are 17 suoh rosettes or flowers in this row. The number of 
rosettes in the other rQWS varies from 17 near the fringe to 12 near the fold. 

10. Xarsipi Banhra kapor; karsipi kha.nia; karsapi. 
Tbis cloth is reported from three places only, !/ie., Jorhat, Golaghat, and Now. 

gong. In Jorhat it is called a variety of the paridiya, in Golaghat it is desoribed 
as a separate cloth, and in Nowgong the word ka1'8api is used as identical with 
paridiga. 

The description received from Jorhat is as follows :-" The kar.ip. llon ka,.a kapor 
is made by taoking most artistically embroidered border pieces on to a home or 
European made centre piece of fine quality, which is also very finllly embroidered 
in various patterns. Tbe ornamenting thread is gold or silver twist. This kind 
of garment is made only by a few old Mllss!llmans of the Jorhat town, and will 
probably disappear in the near future, as the younger generation is not learning how 
to work the embroidered decorations. The price of this kind of garment is from 
Rs. 1i0 to Rs. lIiO." 

From Golaghat this cloth is desoribed as follows :-
It The name means IL cloth having embroidery of gold thread. Various kinds of 

flowers and natural objects are portrayed both in the border and in the body of the 
oloth. All this embroidery is made with the needle after the cloth comes woven from 
the 100m. The oloth measures 24 feet by 40 feet. It varies in price Crom Rs. 1i0 to 
Rs. 200. It is worn by both sexes, but generally by females. Such cloths can 
generally be seen in the homes of respeotable persons only." 

From these two desoriptions it appears that the characteristio features which 
distinguish this oloth from the paridiya are, first, tbt all four borders are embroidered 
strips sewn on to the cloth, and, seoondly, that the designs on the body of the cloth 
are of gold or silver thread not woven into the cloth but worked by hand after the 
cloth has left the loom. 

Tbese charaoteristic features are both present in a specimen received from 
lorhat and in a cloth seen by me at Golagbat and called karB'pj knama. 

Specimem-No. (')-K(Jrript llankaN kapor.-From Jornat-This isa handsome 
shawl of exoeedingly fine texture. It has borders along both e!l.ges and at both 
ends of the upper half, all sewn on; the lower half is absolutely plain, except for the 
fringe. The side borders are nearly 2 inches wide, one end border is 21 inches deep 
and \he other slightly deeper. These borders are of practically the same desi,,<>n in 
gold foil, with spots of red cotton thread. Besides the borders the cloth is orna. 
mented with large leaves arranged in rows and covering the whole of the upper 
half. There are also spots worked in gold foil between the leaves. The upper 
and lower halves are two distinct cloths sewn together at the edges and the end 
without a fringe. The size of the double cloth, as worn, is 8 feet 40 inobes by 40 feet 
S inches. Prioe Rs. 'Iii. 

There is, it will be seen, a rt>markable similarity between this cloth and the 
karri~ kTiania of Golaghat, which is all the more interesting from the f&d that this 
cloth 11 quite new and the other very many years old. 
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:No. (ii) Karpisi Khania. Seen at Golaghat.-This garment, which was said to 
be used only by bridegrooms at the wedding ceremony, consisted of two separate 
sheets, each measuring 9 ft. X 31 ft. sewn together at the edges. 'rhe lower cloth was 
a mill-made muslin cloth quite plain. The upper sheet was woven in Assam. The 
body of this sheet was covered with handsome flowers, there being 20 rows of these 
equi-distant from one another. These rows contained alternately 81X and seven flowers 
each, and between each flower was 'It spot. All these flowers were sewn with the needle 
(bezire bowa), and not "ll'oven. The cloth had also borders of silver foil at its ends 
and sides, all four being attached after the cloth left the loom. The side bprders were 
It inch in width, the pattrrn being made up of handsome rectangular designs in silver 
foil relieved by five dots of coloured wool-red, claret, and violet. The end borders 
were alike, t an inch in widtb, and of nearly the same pattern as the side borders, 
with the exception that the edges of the framp,work were more ornamental. 

This particular cloth was very old, but similar cloths are still made. The value 
when new:, was Rs. 35 to Rs. 40. 

H.-Sing pahu bacha kapor. 
This is a cloth which used to be worn only by the Raja and other members of the 

Royal Family, and by them only on occasions of festivals, etc. Now-a-days it is worn 
by ladies generally and by bridegrooms in the same way as the paridtya kapor, but it 
is in very few families that the cloth is found. 

This i9 by far the roost handsome cloth of any I have seen in Assam. It is not 
included in any of the district reports, but I was fortunate enough to have one lent to 
me by a descendant of the last reigning Ahom Raja, and was thus able to take a 
detailed description of it. It appears to be a variety of the paridiya kapo1', but for 
many reasons it deserves a separate descript ion. 

This cloth is made of the very finest white home-spun cotton thread. It has a 
plain fringe at either end and a selvage along each edge. It measures about 21 ft. X 5 
ft" but is folded double for wearing. 'I.'he lower half is quite plain, except for a white 
gari near the fringe. The upper half is profusely decorated. 

The body of the cloth is covered with figures arranged in rows across the cloth. 
There are 28 such rows, each containing 11 figures, but the arrangement of the figures 
in the second row is different from that in the first, and thenceforward these two rows 
follow one another in alternation to the other end of the clotb, the figures in anyone row 
being opposite the intervals in the next. Besides these main figures there are stars or 
small rosettes indiscriminately scattered over the cloth so as to form a kind of irregu_ 
lar framework for them. 'I.'he figures in the first row are a deer, a bird, and a shrine 
(dol) repeated in the above order from one side to the other; thus there are four deer, 
four birds and three dols. The second row contains the same 3 figures arranged in 
the same order, but in this case the first figure is a shrine (dol) and the eleventh 
is a new design, viz., a solid diamond. (In the fourth and subsequent alternate 
rows, the place of the diamond is taken by a rosebud with stalk and leaves,-a very 
pretty design). The shrine is such only in name and might be taken for almost any
thing. The bird is a most ferocious creature, but very angular; the deer is at once 
too life-like and utterly unreal: its general limp appearance forms a marked contrast 
to the martial bearing of the noble bird beside it. The general effect of the pattern 
on the body of the cloth is very striking and far from,inartistic. 

The borders of the cloth are very pretty. Those along the two sides and that 
across the folded end are equal in depth (ll inch) and alike in pattern. Each consists 
of a single stripe between two quadruple lines of golden thread. In the stripe irregu
lar octagnnals alternate with smaller diamonds, the vacant spaces being filled with 
floral designs like leaves. The border across the fringed end of the cloth is 21 inches 
deep and far more complex. It consists of a mam stripe of elaborate pattern set in a 
framework of narrow stripes and rows of figures, the arrangement being as 
follows :-

(1) A row of stars or small rosettes. 

(2) Pankata. A succession of graceful curves between two triple lines of golden 
thread. 

(3) The main stripe, made up of three distinct designs, one sqnare and two 
rectangUla~repeated in regular sequence along the whole length of the stripe; 
the last is complete. The~e designs are very similar to one another, the square one 
is called eli II and the others are two varieties of ChflkuU, but their distinctive 
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names could not be ascertained. Each design is separated from that next to it by a 
bar made up of inverted V's, one above another, like a chain of mountains in a map. 

(1) Pankata, as above. 
(5) A wide space containing a row of stars as above. 
(6) Pankata, as above, about 2 inches from the fringe. , 
The characteristic feature of this stripe is symmetry without monotony. 
This cloth is 40 or 50 years old, and was made by one of the Assamese tanlil or 

professional wl'avers who flourished in the time of the Rajas. Its original cost was 
between Re. 200 and 250 i and it is now almost as good as new, having been pre
served with extreme care by being wrapped in a plain cloth of equal size which 
appears to be an exaIllple of the bagaZ (No. 12). 

12.-BagaJ. 
This cloth is never used for wearing, but is a. wrapper for preserving valuable 

cloths or shawls of the nature just described and may, therefore, be appropriately 
classed with them. 

In Golaghat the bagoJ is made of coarse home-woven cloth and is triangular 
in shape havlDg a long cord fastened to one angle. The shawl to be protected, having 
been folded up, is placed upon this wrapper, the two corners of which are doubled 
over and then the third with the rope is b.ought down, and the whole secured by the 
rope being wrapped round and round and fastened. This wrapper costs 4 annas. 

In some cases, instead of this wrapper, the shawl has a perfeotly plain cloth 
made of exactly its own size. When not required for use the shawl is placed upon 
its plain coontcrpart and the two are wrapped up together as one cloth. 

In Gauhati the bagaZ is described as a satchel or sort of bag made out of a piece 
of cloth 2 ft. S<Luare, in which clothes are kept. Its price is 4 annas. 

The name bagaZ is also applied to a small bag (mona) carried under the arm. 

The next class of fabrics to be described comprises those that are used as single 
body·sheets or shawls. These also form a very interesting group. 

13.-Cheleng. 
The cllelertg is a sheet almost universally used 'in the Assam Va.lley, being 

found in every district and su b.division east of Barpeta, though it changes its character 
somewhat from East to West. It is a superior kind of shawl often intended for 
special wear, being made of fine thread carefully woven. The most usual size is 
9 feet by S feet though this varies to some extent with the weaver and the place of 
manufacture t' the largest being 12 feet by 3t feet in N. Lakhimpur and the smallest 
9 feet by 21 feet (in Sibsagar) and 71 feet by S feet (in Jorhat). In Jorhat a clleleng 
measuring 7 t feet by 3 fl'et takes t seer of thread, and in N owgong one measuring 9 X :; 
feet takes 6 ch~ttacks. The clleleflg fa almost invariably ornamented in some way or 
other, the most usual form being a border of muga thread at either end. The different 
kinds of ornamentations will be more folly descrihed in discussing the different 
varieties of cheleflgB. The price. of coorse, varies with the fineness of the thread and 
the nature of the ornamentations, but ranges between 4 annas and Rs. 5. 

In the Lakhimpur and Sibsa"crar distriots the clleleng is worn by men, women and 
olllldren alike, but in Golagbatgenerally by men and only at the time of paying 
Tisits or taking a stroll. In the Darrang district and the sadal Sub·Division of Kamrop 
it is worn by men alone, and, in. the latter place. omy on special occasions.· In Mangal. 
dai it is described as being used in the hot weather. 

It is worn exactly like the chadda,. or sheet of the Bengalis. 
The following varieties of the cheleng are found :-

(a) Uka cheleng . 
. Tbis variety is entirely plain, having no ornamentations whatever. Its price 

varies from' annas to 8 annas in Jorhat according to size and quality. The price of 

• 
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au imported 'Cloth equivalent to it is about the same. In Nowgong a plain cheleng 
costs 12 annas, tbe size being 9 feet by 3 feet. 

(b) Aohu diya cheleng. 
This also ill quite plain. with the exception of a narrow border of coloured thread 

generally red at either end. The price of a cheleng of this nature in N. Lakhimpur is 
8 annas when the size is 9 feet by 3 feet and 12 annas when 12 feet by 3f feet. 

(o) Phuldiya cheleng~ phlllam cheleng'. 
This_ is plain in 'the body but has ftowets of coloured cotton or silk thread at the 

ends. In N. Lal!:himpnr a cloth of this kind measuring 9 feet X 3 feet costs Rs.l·4and 
one measuring 12 feetx 3f feet costs Rs. 2. In Nowgong the smaller size costs Rl.8, 
and in the Golaghat a cheleng measuring 12 feet by 3 feet, with borders of muga thread 
costs Rs. 2. In Tezpur the cost of a silk-bordered cheleng 9 feet by 41 feet varies from 
Rs. 1 t() B.s. 3. In Mangaldai the price is much lower, a cheleng measuring 9 feet by 
4 feet with pkul8 in the borders costing only from eight to twelve. There is no doubt, 
however, that the cloths made here are much coarser than those made higher up the 
Valley. 

(d) Guns kata. chelang. 
This differs from the last only in the fact of the borders being made of gold or 

silver twist (gu~a) instead of thread. The price varies from 3 to G rnpees. 

(e) Paridiya cheleng. 
This has coloured borders not only at both ends, but also along both sideB. It is 

reported from Jorhat alone, but a specimen has been received from N. Lakhimpur. 
It must be distinguished from the par;,1i!la kapor which is not a single but a double 
shawl. 

(f) Garidiya cheleng. 
This has stripes of silk, coloured thread, etc., running lengthwise only, or both 

lengthwise and crosswise, with or without ornamental borders. The price of orna
mented cheleng (b to f) varies in Jorhat from 8 annas to Rs. 2. 

{g) Dariali cheleng. 
This is much like the last, but the lengthwise stripes are plain white (dariya) 

instead of being coloured. 
The following is the description of a dariali cheZeng brought to me at Golaghat • 

.. :Made of plain white imported thread very fine. Length lOt feet X at feet. At 
each end is a border consisting of two triple· rows of gold thread. Throughout tbe 
length of the cloth, at equal intervals, run daria or stripes formed of four white 
threads of several strands, the thread of the body of the cloth being single." There 
are no borders at the edges. The effect of the plain stripes crossing the golden coloured 
horder is very pretty. '£he cloth is worn only by women. Its value is Rl to Rl.4-0. 

(11) Mnga bnti diya cheleng. 
This is a ckeleng with 1Juti or spots of muga thread all over the body of the cloth. 

(The more usual name for such spots is bula.) The price of this cloth in North 
Lakhimpur is Rs. 2 for a small size (9 feet X 3 feet) and Rs. 2·8 for a large size (12 
feet X 3£ feet). 

Specimens.-No. (i)-From North LaklWmpur. Paridiya cheleng.-This is a 
white cloth made of medium fine country thread, 8 feet 8 inches long X 3 feet 
7 inches wide. It is quite plain except for a border design in muga thread about 2t 
inches deep and 2 pairs of narrow muga stripes at each end and a t inch (Jari at each 
side. The main part of the border design is about t the entire depth, and consists of 
long rectangular designs. The first pair of stripes is about 3 inches off this border 
and the second rather more than 3 inches farther along. The pari is of red cotton 
thread and is not at the extreme edge of the cloth. The muga borders are very 
pretty. Beyond this border at eitber end is a It inch false fringe, then about 1- inch 
of cloth with a' broken line of red running along it. The real fringe is very short. 
about t inch. The price of this cloth is 8 annas. 

No. (ii}-From Dibrugarh.-This is a ckeleng made at E.howatlg by a Kachari 
weaver. It is very similar to the last, but is made of imported thread and has no 
red about it. The whole ornamentstion consists of the end border designs in mugs 
thread which are in this case altogether some 4 inches deep and close to the eod of the 
cloth. There is no false fringe. but the real fringe is nearly two inches long. the 
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threads, as is so often the case, being twisted together in pairs. Th& cloth is rather 
large; size 10 feet x 4t feet. Price Its. 2~8. 
. No. (iii)-From Gauhati.-Similar to the last 'but even plainer, as the end borders 

are not an inch deep. The thread is country-made and V'ery soft. 'fhe border eonsist!f 
of a single diamond-shaped design in muga thread, rather J;lretty. The siille af the, 
cloth is 'l feet 6 inches X 3 feet 'I inehes. Price 15 annas. 

14.-Seldiya kapor. 
This cloth is thus described: "Set (colIp:qonly prnnouncefl hell) tneans pari. ~. (I" 

border of various kinds of specimens of dowers, beasts 01: the like. Thus the naIn/il' 
means a Qloth with a Bel or bor(ier. This is us~d both liS dhuti~ we~ting cloth, and as 
ohaddq,r, sheet, worn by females generally I!,nd by J;Ilales at marriage ceremonies. 
lhe price v~ies fJ;om lts. 4. to lts. 10." T\lis description, received from Golaghat, is so' 
vague as to leave a doubt as to its exact nature. It is prohably, however, a variety 
of eheleng, suited by its plainness for occasional use as a dkuti or man's waist cloth. 
The fact of its ever being used for thill pur'p~~ ~ows that it is a single and not a 
double sheet. . 

Ilj.-Garidiya ka.PQr. 
Tbis is described as follows from Golaghat. .. T\lis is the saIne aueld'lIQ Sapor. 

but the borders Pl'e alway~ of white th~ead, whilst tb,ollll of ~eldi7Ja kapor afe al"aYII 
of coloured cotton or m.uga thread, The f,ri(\e of 8\lch (lMhs varies frolQ. B.s. ~ to Rs. 
S. They are worn. by IDJl.les and females, ' 

This description. i~ t()O vagua til allow ()f thll exacl; Jilatur~ of the cloth being 
determined. It is shown as a sepa,rlLte oloth from the eke/eng w. the, Golagbat report, 
b"t ther!' jq I\. little dQubt that it is in. fact a variety of the Qheleng very similar to 
the garidlllll fhe16T1g (No. l3i); the latter howeve~ is ~aid to hare coloured and 
not plain stripes. Owing to the vagueness of th~ description th{s "loth has, bello. 
sho,wo. by itself. 

16,~1'a.qhra. 
Ifhe ckeZeng is the singla body sheet most prevalent il!\ the Assam Valley.. The 

p~c",.a whioh is also an ordinary single body sheet 01,' shawl is found only in Lowell 
Assam, Vilil., in the districts of Kamrup and Goalpara, and ill worn only bY!l!lilD (and 
boys). The main distillction between this and the ekeleng is that the latter is made, 
of fine thread and tastefully deoorated, whereas this is JlIadll Ilf OOlJrse thread. and 
the decorations, though often profuse, are faJ inferio.r in des~n and workmanship. 
Tilis distinotion i8 Jl.ot peQ1llia.J,' tQ this cloth. but is found in most o~es where a eom
pa.risoJl. is possibla between the cotton. fabriOll of Upper and tower Assam. 

The f)aelara is descrihed in Ga~bati as a tbickly woven single wrapper used. by 
males for general wear in the 'Villages. 

It Is thus disoriminated from the cTladdal' or t')heleflg wbioh is here used for speoial 
wear. It measures 9 feet X 8t feet. It has colQured patterns woven at either endl 
and is sometimes coloured red or yelloW'. It ranges io prioe from U annas tOo lts. 1-8. 
This description applies also to the pacl!rG of Goalpara. In Dhubri the f'ClekrlJ 
(or aliaGltiar) varies in size aooording to the wearer, from 6 feet X 3 feet to at feet X 
31 feet, and in price from 8 annaa to Rs.1.8. It is either plain or decorated. the 
ornamflntatinns in the latter oase Qonsisting of em'broidered ends, an inch to 2t inches 
deep, made of coloured thread woven into the cloth. 

In Barpeta the pael!rIJ is used only by the villagers-men of all elasses and boys 
of the rioher class only. The siilles of the men's paehra are given as 9 feet X 31 feet, 
containing! seer of thread, for a Wealthy villager; 7tfeet X 3t feet (t seer) for one 
of the middle class, and 61 feet X S feet (8\ seer) for the poorest. 'fhe selling price 
of each is quoted as the same, of •• , 8 annas, but the cost of manufacture differs eOn
siderably owing to the difference in siBe. Ihe boy's pacl!ra meaaures 61 feee )( It feet, 
contains t seer of thread and oosts 6 annas. No mention is made of any ornamenta
tions except in the case af that used by the men of the middle class, which is said to 
have a black or red border. 

Speeimem.-Nflo (i)-From GauAatt.-This is a plain white cloth made of coarse 
imported thread loosely woven; the only ornamentation of anT kiBd being a half 
inch border near each end, and a false fringe beyond it. The border 1& very simple, eon
sisting of red thread so woven as to leave a series of Maltese ClOSSe8 in white with a 
rectangular setting of red. each rectangle being divided off from the next by bars of 
white and red. The size of the cloth is 8 feet 3 inches )( 3 feet 3 inches. The price 
is not stated. 

BI 
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No. (n)-Prom Gauhati.-""This is a garidiga plJcbra. It is really a chaddar 
and was so labelled originally, but the word chaddar has been crossed out and 
plJchrlJ substituted. It is made of fine white thread. Its peculiarity is that it has 
cross stripes throughout its length. These stripes are not coloured, but formed by 
each shot of the weft being double instead of single. Besides this its only orna· 
mentation consists of a border at each end about It inch deep. This is in red, blue and 
yellow, the main colour being red, and the desiltn rectangular. 'I'he size of the cloth 
is 9 feet a inches X 2 feet 10 inches. The price is Rl. 

No. (in)-Prom Barpeta.-This is a true parhra, very like the first (No. i), being 
made of coar~ish thread and having no ornamentation, but a very narrow border near 
either end.. One border is about i inch deep and consists of merely hollow diamonds 
of blue thread standing out in bold relief on a background of red, with blue edges. 
This design is called Cheri lata. The other border is only about half as deep and con· 
sists of much smaller blue diamonds in relief on a back~round of red with no blue 
edges. Tbe size of the cloth is 8 feet 8 inches x a feet 6 inches. Price 15 annas. 

17.-Chaddar. 
This is a cloth very similar to the cheleng and used for the same purpose. It is 

however worn exclusively by men. The name chaddar is a Bengali word. Cloths s~ 
called are reported from North Lakhimpur, but not from any other place in the 
Lakhimpur, Sibsagar and Nowgong districts. In Darrang and the sadr sub·division of 
Kamrup the name is used synonymously with ckeleng, and in the district of GoaJpara 
synonymously with paehra. It is therefore only in North Lakhimpur and the 
Barpeta sub·division of Kamrup that the chaddar appears to be a distinct cloth. The 
description of it will therefore be confined to these two places. 

From North Lakhimpur two descriptions of chaddar are reported, the one plain 
and the other with phul or embroidery at the ends. Eaoh is found in two sizes, fliz., 
the larger 12 feet X at feet and the smaller 9 feet x a feet. The price of ~he former 
is 12 annas for the small size and HI for the large;. that of the latter H 1·4 for the s~all 
size and Rl-12 for the large. The only distinctIOn drawn between the chadda,. and 
the cheleng is that the latter is desoribed as a rich cloth, but the price of the plain 
chaddar is higher than that of the least ornamented eheleng given in the li~t, so that 
the description hardly appears to hold good. The plain ekaddar would seem to 
correspond to the uka chpleng above described, and the ornamented ehaddar to the 
phul diga cheleng, but there may be some radical distinction which causes them to be 
shown separately; and which does not appear on the face of the report. 

In Barpeta it is only the townspeople who are said to use the chaddar, which is 
described as a sheet used as a wrapper, 12 feet long X 4t feet wide with ornamenta· 
tions, e.g., lata. chainkara. bakul, BaI'g khfmda chapa and belpat. It costs R2·2·6 to 
make out of raw cotton and Rl·n out of bought thread; it sells for Rl. which sl1m 
would also purchase its equivalent among imported fabrics. It contains! seer of 
thread. From this descri ption it appears that the ehadda,. is at once the most highly 
decor~ted, the largest and most costly single sheet worn in Barpeta. . 

The following description of the eklJddar is given by Mr. Darrah: "Okaddar, or 
sheets.-These are almost invariably quite plain, except when made of the finer kinds 
of cotton yarn. In this case they are some times as fine as muslin, and are only pre· 
pared by women of respoctability for private use. These carefully woven fabrics are 
generally decorated with elaborately-worked patterns of :flowers, fruits, and birds in 
coloured threads, sometimes of silk, sometimes of cotl.on. The embroidered ends are 
called phul, and almost every woman has her own particular pattern." This descrip. 
tion of l\1r. Darrah's would apply almost equally well to the ckeleng, which is thus 
briefly described by him: .. Okeleng.-These are lIimilar to the above (vi,., khaniga 
kapor), but are usually only a feet X 10 feet in size. They are finely woven, and orna· 
mented in much the same way as the kkaniy" but seldom to the same extent." The 
main distinction bt'tween a ckeZeng and a khani!la, which is not brought out in this 
description, is that the former is worn single whereas the latter is invariably worn 
double. 

If there be any difference between the eheleng and the ckaddar, it would appear to 
lie not in the quality of the cloth, nor yet in the extent to which it is decorated, but 
rather in its nature. As far as can he seen, the word ckaddat' is applied only to im
ported sheets of this nature and to sheets made in imitation of the Bengali or 
imported sheets. -

• Tho bot tbat the bordo ... of c4.dda. are ofto. of moga ,hreod hardly oupporll th .. theory. Porb_po lb. sr •• 
explanation II that claad~~" are wuru bJ' men and boye ollI,., "hlle olttlllRg are worn by every one. 
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Sheets Made by the Assamese, and after the fashion of the AssameAe are callpd 
cAeleng in Upper Assam and packra in Lower Assam; the former are as a rule made' 
of fine cloth and are often extensively and tastefully decorated, the latter are much 
coarser in texture, and their ornamentations while quite as extensive as those on the 
ckeleng are far inferior in dedgn, workmanship and material. 

Specimens.-No. (i).-From Nortk Lakllimpur.-This is a plain white cloth 
made of fine imported thread with no ornamentations exoept the end borders and the 
fringe. Both horders are of muga thread, about 2i inohes deep. One is rather more 
elaborate than the other baving spots of red cotton thread at the oentre of the design 
in the main stripe whioh is about! inch deep. The other has a main stripe about 1 
inch deep, but with no red spots. 'l'herA is nothing remarkable about this oloth, but 
the borders are very oha8te, the size is 8 feet 4 inches X 2 feet 5 inohes. Price 12 
annas. 

It is diffioult to distinguish this from the ckeleng. 
No. (ii).-From Mangaldai.-This is a muoh more elaborate cloth than the last, . 

but ooarser. The main oolour is blue, but the end borders have a background of 
yellow in the weft, which is however barely visible owing to the heavy pattern woven 
on to it. The body of the cloth is oovered with flowers (pkul) in yellow, white, red 
and blue. These are in lines and vary much in design, some being like rosettes, 
some being mere geometrical designs and some representing birds, animals and men. 
To Dame t.he birds or animals is quite out of the question. Were the oloth an old 
one, they might be taken for extinct species, but unfortunately the cloth is very new. 
These pkul are arranged in lines, and as a rule all those in one line are alike except 
as regards colour, but sometimes even this is not the oaS6. 'l'be variety is wonderful, 
as scarcely two rows are alike. The border at each end is about 2t inohes deep, 
and oon-ists of uninteresting red designs worked on a background of blue and yellow 
as mentioned above. These designs are reotangular and divided off by narrow bars of 
plain blue and yellow cloth, i.e., the simple baokground with no pattern woven over 
it. The fringes are some 4 inches long, several threads being twisted together. Size 5 
feet )( 2 feet 2 inches. Prioe not stated. 

N. B.-In Mangaldai the word ckaddar is used as synonymous with Ckpleng, and 
so the general desoription of ckaddar given above does not apply to cloths from this 
place. 

No. (Ui).-From Barpeta.-This is a oloth of very fine white thread, with no 
ornamentations except the borders at the sides and ends. The end-horders oonsist of 
alternate thin stripes of muga thread and double ootton threads (white). They are 
ahout an inoh wide. The end-borders are similar, but there are besides the plain 
BtripPS a patterned stripe containing simple designs in m"ga thread and two false 
fringes each about t inch deep. Counting all these the entire depth of eaoh end 
border is about 2t inches. The fringes are formed into tassels by the threads being 
twisted together and knotted at the ends. This is rather a dainty cloth and very 
Boft to the touch. I think the thread is homespun. Bize 8 feet 10 inohes X 3 feet 
8 inohes. Prioe ill-9.! 

The borders are called ckira ,anda'- and parang. 
The single shawls above desoribed are all worn by men alone or equally by both 

sexes. The following are worn exolusively by women and children. 

IS.-Riba. 
Tbe lUlia is a kind of soarf commoo. to all distriots of the Assam Valley 

exoept Goalpara. In Lakhimpur, however, ootton riha are not made, the material 
used heing mugs silk. The following description from Jorhat will give an aocurate 
idea of this oloth : 

.. Length up to 13t feet and breadth from 2 to 3 feet. Cotton rihll are Dot 
worn by the Assamese women with the exception of those wbo are very poor and can
not afford to get silk ones. They are however used by the Miris, Deoris and oth~r 
tribal oommunities. Suoh nha are generally made of pure ootton thread, or cotton 
and silk mixed, i.e., one forming the warp and the other the woof. The ends of the 
rilla have invariably an ornamented border about 2 inches deep, woven in one piece 
with the garment, and a fringe which oonsists of the unwoven portions of the warp, 
about 2 inohes long, left for tbis purpose at the ends and I twisted afterwards by 
band. Sometimes the edges are also made of ooloured yarn in which case they have 
of course to be provided for at the time of preparing the warp, by putting the required 
quantit,y of coloured thread on each edge. The price of this variety is from 6 annaa 
to III aunas. 
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.. The Assamese women wear the rilla by adjusting one end round the waist and 
bringing the other end over the left shoulder, then round the back and under the right 
armpit and again over the left shoulder, and then over the head, leaving the end of 
the cloth free over the breast." 

The Miri women prefer more showy rilla which will be described hereafter. 
The above description applies to all the rilla of Assam, except that, from Now

gong only, plain rilla, without any flowers, are reported, their price being III annas. 
In Tezpur the ornamentations are red or hIue. In Barpeta the following designs are 
used on this cloth: Batlla patMa, BalJari, Chainkara and ])hekia. The size of ,.i1ItJ 
does not vary very much; the length ranges between 10 feet (in Nowgong) and 15 
feet (in Tezpur), and the breadth betw;een It feet (in Nowgong) and 2t feet (in Sib
sagar and Barpeta). The price never exceeds 111.4. 

In Barpeta'it is only the townswomen that wear the riha. the villagers wearing 
in its place the aguran or telal'h alone, or the aguran and mural 101M together. The 
Mka is here described as a cloth to cover the bre:lst. The size is 12 feet by 2! feet, 
containing t seer of thread, and its price 12 annas. 

Specimen.-From North Lakhimpur.-This is a truly typical riha for common 
wear, a plain white cloth of fairly fine country thread with no ornamentations except 
a stripe of red at each end broken with linei of yellow; these stripes are about It inch 
deep. The fringes are made into tassels knotted at the end. Size 11 feet 9 inches 
by 1 foot 9 inches. Price 8 annas. 

19.-Telach. 
This cloth is reported from three sub·divisions only, "iz:., Mangaldai, Gauhati and 

Barpeta. In Mangaldai it is said to be equivalent to the cheZeng or chadda,.; 
and in Gauhati to the pachra which is distinguished from the cheleng or ckadd"r. 
In both these places it is used by males only. In Barpeta, however, it appears to 
be a different cloth from the cheleng, the chaddar or the pach,.a, and is worn only 
by village women and children of both sexes. It is desoribed as a cloth to wrap 
round the body. The following varieties are found :-

(a) A sheet 7i feetlongby 3 feet wide, containing 1 seer of thread, used by 
wealtby village women. No ornamentations are mentioned. It sells 
for 7 annas. 

(6) A sheet similar to the last but smaller, being 7t feet by 2i feet and contain
ing t seer of thread. It is worn by wealthy village girls and sells for 
5annas. 

(c) Size 6 feet by 3 feet (t Beer) worn by boys of the middle class. No 
ornamentations, Sells for 8 annas. . 

(d) Size 3! feet by 2t feet (t seer), worn by girls of the middle 01as8. No 
ornamentations; sells 3 annas. 

(e) Size 4l feet by 1 foot (this is probably a misprint for 3 feet) with a red or 
black fringe called kara pari, price 5 annas, worn by women of the 
commoner class. It contains i\ seer of thread. 

(/) Size 3t feet by 2t feet (1- seer), with • pigeon eyes' border made of red and 
black cotton, price 3 annas, worn by common village boys. 

(g) Size 3 feet by 21 feet (l-i seer), with makhimuria or 8aZika tkuthia phul, 
price 2 annas, worn by girls of the oommon class. 

It will be noticed here that it is the commonest classes of people who are fondest 
of ornamental designs. It appears strange at tirst sight that while the wealthy and 
poorest village women both own a telacll, those of the middle class do not. The expla
nation of this is that three different cloths are worn by village women as covering 
for tlieir breast and head, !lis., telach, agu,.an and murat Iowa. Women of each class 
~ave two of these, fliz., the wealthy an "!Juran and a lelaoh. the middle class an aguran 
and a mural Iowa, and the poorer class a lelock and a mu"al 101110. 

Among the village boys the teZach forms the up'per clothing of all except those of 
the wealthier families, who wear a. double sheet (lJur kapor) instead. All but the 
poorest bave also a coat (chola). 

The telach is worn by all the village girls, but whereas it forms the sole article 
of clothing of this nature among the poorest classes, it is supplemented by an aguraa 
in the case of those more favourably circumstanced. 
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Specimem.-No. (i).-p,.om MAJegaldai.-This is large heavy oloth made of im
ported thread, not fine, bu.t dosely woven. It is white:a.nd perfeotly plain except 
for the fringes and a gat" at eaoh end in plaoe of a. border; this gari is made by a 
few white threa.ds being shot dOllble instead of single ill the weft. Size 12 feet 9 
inohes by S feet lot inches. Price lU-40. 

No. (ii).-FrlmZ Mangadai.-This is a cloth of finer texture with ornamen
tations at eaoh end in red, blue, yellow and green, consisting of a one.inch border of 
reotangular design with a row of men on horseback holding a fan in one hand and 
a staff in the other; on the other side of the border there is also a row of half
rosettes with a line of red thread beyond them. Size 9 feet by 2 feet 6 inches. Price 
not stated. 

No. (iii).-Fl'om Mangaldai.-This cloth is very silnflar to the last. but of still 
finer texture. The ornamentations at the ends are more elaborate, the border being 
11 inch deep, and the row of mounted horsemen being replaced by a much more 
varied design, 3 inches deep, comprising men on horseback under a pointed archway, 
alternating with a man on foot and a little bird on a big bird's baok, with numeroull 
rosettes scattered about. The colours used are red, blue, yellow, green and white. 
Size 9 feet by 3 feet. Price not stated. 

No specimen of the telaeh has been received from Barpeta where alone it appears 
to be a distinct cloth. 

20.-Aguran. 
This oloth has already been referred to in the description of the telaeh. Like 

that cloth it is only reported from Mangaldai, Gauhati and Barpeta. . 
In M:angaldai it is described as a sheet 9 feet by 3 feet, worn by Women and 

girls partly on the head IlS a veil, and partly round the waist. It oosts from 8 annas 
to 14 annas, and lasts for a year or 18 montbs. 

In Gauhati it is described as a wrapper 9 feet by 2 feet worn instead of the riha 
by those women and girls who wear the patani. There are two kinds, the one plain, 
costing from 8 annas to RI-S and worn on ordinary occasions, the other orna.mented 
with end borders of coloured thread, or silk or gold; these are for speoial wear and 
cost from R4 to R5. 1Mh kinds have fringes at either end. ~, 

In Barpet9r the agut'an is desoribed as a big sheet 'to wrap ronnd the body. It 
appears to be used by the women and girls of the wealthier middle class villagera 
and by them alone. No. ornamentations are described. There are four sizes men
tioned, "is. 

(a) That worn by the wealthier women, measuring 9 feet by 21 teet and Clon· 
taining 1 seer of thread; price 8 annas. 

(b) That worn by women of the middle class, 9 feet by 21- fee' (1 seer) j 
price 8 annas. 

(0) Tbat. worn by girls of the wealtheir class, 6 feet by It feet (t seer) ; 
price 40 annas. 

(d) That. worn by girls of the middle class, 4t feet by It feet Us seer); 
price 4 annas. 

Specimenll.-:-No. (i).-From Gauhati.-A cloth of very coarse imported thread 
loosely woven, quite plain except for a single border at each end worked in red with 
a few blue spots on a back~round of yellow weft. The yellow is hardly visihle. The 
border at one end is an inch deep, that at the other rather more. Eaoh has a very 
narrow stripe running alongside. Size 12 feet by 2 feet 6 inohes; price Rl. 

Nu. (ti.)-Fl'Om Gauhati.-Almost exaotly like the last, but the end borders are 
even smaller, lIi8., 1 inch and i inch deep, and there is no additional narrow stripe. 
'l'he texture and size are the same. The price is not noted. 

1Il.-Gatlowa pmcha. 
This cloth is reported from Tezpur alone, but specimens of a cloth bearing tlHa 

Dame have been reoeJ.ved from Gauhati and Barpeta. That from the former place 
is labelled gatlolDll or ag."..,. for SpeCIal wear, that from the latter 9011_ or rtAa. 
In -Tezpuf it appears to be distinct cloth and is thus described: "l'his cloth is 
nothing but a small riA. about 2t yards long and 1 foot brood, used round the waist 
by girls about to attain puberty. In the mauzahe to the west of the Bhoroli. U haa 
ltttle ornamentation at either end, or none a' all. It is sold for 6 annas ~ 8 aDDU 
and lasts for about six months. 
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Speeimens.-No. (i).-From Barpeta.-This gatlowa or riba is I/o clo~h of medium 
texture, made of imported thread. Size 11 feet 9 inches )( 2 feet 9 inches. It is 
quite plain except at the two ends which have a heavy border about 3t inches deep 
worked in red with a little green on a background of yellow weft. There are some 
lines of green in place of the yellow at the outer and inner edges of this border. 
Beyond this border are 3 cross lines of red thread close to the frin~e, the threads 
of which are twisted together to form tassels. The price of the cloth is R2, which 
is high on account of the borders. The name of the pattern in these borders is uUa 
mureh pat. 

No. (ii).-From Gauhati. -'fhis gatEowa or ag1sran for special wear is a strong 
cloth or rather coarse white threah. It is much shorter than the ordinary aguran. 
It is plain except at the ends which have a two·inch border in blue on a red back· 
ground, with red edges; and also another narrow'border about i inch deep on.a plain 
back!?round. Each border has a row of red threads and a row of blue running along 
its outet and inner edges. Size 7 feet by 2 feet 6 inches. Price 14 annas. 

22.-Uparani. 
This cloth is a kind of sheet measuring 7 teet by 3 feet 6 inches used by women 

and girls over the aguran, but only by the riche!' classes for special wear. It always 
has fringes, and ornamentations of silk and gold thread. It costs from R4 to R5. -It 
is reported only from Gauhati, and no specimen has been received. 

23.-Bukbandha. 
A cloth used in Mangaldai. Its name means " the breast binder." It is six 

feet long b)' 3 feet wide and is worn round the hreast by women and girls alone. 
It costs 6 to 8 annas and lasts from 2 to 3 months. It is worn by women in addition 
to the tinliatia when attending festivals or other religious ceremonies. 

24.-Pao kapor. 
A. coarsely woven sheet worn by the women and girls of the lower classes in 

Dibrugarh, to wrap round the upper half of their bodies. Price 8 annas. 
Speeimen.-From .Dibrugarll.-This cloth was made by a Kachari weaver of 

Khowang. It is of plain white imported thread, of rather fine texture. Each end 
has a very pretty border worked in muga thread on a background of yellow. green. 
The border pattern is rectangular, with centre pieces of eight red diamonds so 
arranged a9 to form one large diamond, the middle of which is a ninth small diamond 
in blue, and at the centre of that is a tiny spot of muga thread. The diamonds are 
woven in with the main design, the muga threads of which run all across the cloth 
but do not appear on the face, where the coloured diamonds are-except at the central 
points. Hence the coloured threads on the back of the cloth are covered by the 
muga threads and are only visible between them. The fringes o~ this cloth also are 
very pretty, the white threads being knotted close to the edge of the cloth so as to 
bold a little tuft of red thread. The whole tassel, red and white, is only I inch long. 
Size 12 feet 4 inches by 2 feet 4 inches. Price RL 

25.-8arl1 kapor. 
A small sheet for the use of children. The price varies with the size from 4, annas 

to HI, (Dibrugarh). 

This completes the list of shawls made by the A.ssamese. The next class of 
fabrics to be described consists of waistcloths for men and women. Tho~e for the men 
have many different names, but these names are not used with exactly the same 
meanings in all districts and it is practically impossible to di,criminate exactly one 
cloth from another. In the description of several of these cloths reference is made 
to the gamelio, which might perhaps have found a place among them, but the most 
general and primary use of that cloth is as a bathing towel, and so it has been des
cribed under the head of towels (if. No. 43). 
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B.-Wa.ist-cloths. 
The following varieties of men's waist-cloths are .found. 

26.-Churia., Dhuti, Bhuni, or Aocba. 
This is the ordinary waist-cloth of the Assamese, corresponding exactly to that 

worn in Bengal. The Assamese name is ckurill, but the Bengali equivalent, dhuti, is 
often used, especially in Lower Assam. The term bkum appears peculiar to Mangal. 
dai, and aocha to Goalpara, but in both these places the word abut; is more generally 
applied to this cloth. 

This cloth is usually made of plain white thread, homespun or imported, and is 
very little ornamented. It varies considerably in size, the largest quoted in the dis
trict!! reports being 15 feet by 8 feet (in Barpeta), and the smallest 6 feet by It feet 
(in Dhllbri). It is however, perhaps, only to the larger cloths that the name churia or 
d huli is strictly applicable. . 
. The texture of churia seems to vary considerably as will be seen from the fol-
lowing table which shows the size and weight of churia in a few dilferent places:-

Golaghat 
Jorhat 
Nowgong 
Tezpur 
Mangaldai 
l3arpeta .. 

cAu,ill, 15 feet by 41 
" 10, ,,3 
,. 10 .. 2' 

lama,a"i" 15 ,,5i 
tlbtiU ,,4 
cArlrio 15 .. 8* 
dAut. 101 .. 3 

feet, 

" " .. 
" 
" 
" 

contains I Beel of thread. 
n • JJ " JJ 

JJ I JJ " JJ 
,t • ,t JJ " 

n t» " » 
" I It » » 
" .. JJ " " 

Thus the cnuria of Barpeta and the samtirani churiCl of Tezpur are evidently 
much finer than the dhul;, of Barpeta and Mangaldai, and the churia of ether 
places. The explanation is probably that the finer waist cloths in the Upper Valley 
are of silk end those of Mangaldai of imported cloth. In Barpeta the fine cAuria is 
worn by townspeople and the coarse dhut. by villagers, as might have been 
e:s:pected. 

The ornamentations on these cloths usually consist of a plain white or coloured 
stripe at each end. From North Lakhimpur two kinds are reported, one 12 feet by 3 
feet plain with one or two Clohu, and the other 1St feet by 3 feet with red thread at 
both ends. A cAuria received from this place, however, does not answer either of 
these descriptions. In Gauhati the churla is sometimes coloured black or red, and 
in Dhubri the dlluti sometimes blue. 

The price of the dhuli or churia varies considerably over the Valley, but ranges 
between 4 annas and 4 rupees. In Dhubri it is 4 annas to 12 annas, in Jorhat 6 
ann as to 10 annas, in Nowgong 8 annas, in North Lakhimpur, Sibsagar and 
Goalpara 8 annas to 10 aunas, in Gauhati 12 annas, in Mangaldai one rupee, and in 
Golaghat 1 rupee to 40 rupees. The last figure seems excessive. 

In Barpeta the price of the cJuria is given as one rupee and that of the dllNt; as 
8 annas. l.'he former is there woni' ooly by the townspeople and measures 15 feet 
by 8- feet, the latter only by wealthy village men and measures lot feet by 3 feet. 
It is not clear if any distinction is here drawn between the two cloths, as 
both appear to be made at home, and no ornamentations are mentioned on either. 
There is however a difference in texture, which has been noted above. 

In Mangaldai the same cloth is known by the names d1luti, ~hlllli an,d palli gClmc1lCl 
(if. 27). In Tezpur there are two kinds of ckllria-(l) PiYClni c1luria, a small waist 
cloth measuring 12 feet by 2 feet without any ornamentation, used by men only at 
night or while bathing (qf. 28) j (2) SClmorafli churiCl a large waist-cloth 15 feet by 
6t feet, equally plain hu~ used for general wear. ~ce 12 anna&. In Mangal da 
and Te!pur churia are 8ald to last fer three months. 

Spectmefl8.-No. (i).-Cliuria.-From bortA LtJkliimpur.-This cloth does not 
answer the description of a dunCl, but is more like a gClmch4, It measures 7 feet by 1 
foot 40 inches and is made of white thread, with a cross stripe of three red lines at each 
end. On both sides of the cloth the edges of the warp are made of muga silk to 
a width of ! inch. At one end is a short fringe, quite plain, at the other end a 
longer fringe in whioh the threads are rolled up together in sets. Price 6 anna&. 

s 
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No. (u). Paridiya dkuti.-From Barpeta.-A white cloth, measuring 11 feet X 
2t feet, with a plain fringe about H i:jlch long at either end. The only ornamen
tations are the side and en d !lorders; thll former are plain : stripes of red t inch wide at 
the extreme edges; the latter consist of one stripe and a few lines of red. Price 9 
annas. 

No. (iii).-G/1ra~-8utia dkuti.-From Mangaldai.-'.Chis is not a cotton fabric, 
but a mixed fabric, the war~ being of muga silk and the weft of cotton. It is quite 
plain' except' for two' red stripes at eilCh' end, about It inch apart and one about 
double the 'width' of tlie other. These stripes are forlIled by using a shuttle con,taining 
several stran'ds of red thread in' place of the ordinary shuttle with a single s,trand of 
white. There is also a two-inch fringe at each end, the threads of which are twisted 
together in sets lind kn,o,tted. Thll siz!l is 12 feet by 2t feet. Price R7 ~ 

27,-PILnigamcha.. 
Cloths called panigamcha are reported from three places only, "i", Jorhat 

Mangaldai and Barpeta, and in each place the cloth called by this name is different. 
In Jorhat the pamgamc/ia iii a bathing tawt;ll, a variety of the gamchlJ (No. 43), 
in Mangaldai it is the same as the dkutj" and in Barpeta it is a distinct cloth. 

In Bar~et3; th,e following variet~es, of pdnigarf!Cha are f!lund :-

(I) Size 9 feet by 2 feet, white with no ornamentations. Price I} annas. Amount 
of thread required t seer. Worn by a wealthy village man, who usually 
possesses a dhuti and a bhatkkowa kapor as well. 

(II) Size 6 feet by 2 feet 3 inches, whit~ with kardpari. l'rice 6 annas. Amount of 
thread-required t seer. WorD. by a village man of the middle class; a 
shorter waist-cloth than the gamCka which he usually also owns. 

(III) Size 9 feet by 2 feet, white with red' or black fringe (probably border is 
, meant). PJ,'ice,5 anna,!l. Amount of thread! seer. Worn by a co=on 

village man, hiij solll wa~t-cloth. 
(IV) Size 4! feet by 4,feet 2 inches, white and plain. Price 4 annas; thread l'J seer. 

The larger waist· cloth worn by a wealthy village boy, the other 
being a bkatkkowa mukcha. 

In Barpeta therefore the panigamcka is seen to be a coarse" waist-cloth smaller 
than the dhu{i, bu.t larger than any other kind with the exception, in one instance, of 
the gamchCf. It is not UBlld by townsmen at all and is worn only as a second 
waist-cloth by the ad uIt villagers of the richer and middle classes. It is the chief 
waist-cloth of the wealthy village boys and the only garment of that nature owned, by 
the comlI).oll-est v.illage men. 

Concerning waist-cloths in general it is interesting to note that the townsmen use 
only one kind of home make; of the viUagers the wealthy men have three, the boys 
of the wealthy al).d men qf the middl" class families have two, the poorest men have 
only one and' 'the' children of all but the rich have none at all. 

The description. o{ the pa~igamck~ of Jorhat will be found under the head 
gamcka (43): ' ' - ,- - . 

'Specimen.-::From Barpeta.-A cloth measuring 9 feet by 2 feet 7 inches and very 
similar to the paridlYfJ dkut;, except as regards sIze. There is however a very thin 
stripe in addition to, and about t an. inch distant from, the border stripe on each side; 
the end borders are also deeper and are accompanied by ,a false fringe. The side 
bo~ders are called ranQf!pari, (ranga=r~d). Price 13 annas. 

28.-Tiyani. 
A wai~t-cloth for ordinary we!\r, varyi~g in size from 7 ft. X lift. to 10 ft. X 2ft. 

I.t is ~de of coa~t: thread and· is :s0'P~ti~~s colo-qr~d re~'blac~ or yellow, it occa
sIonallY has also small coloured patterns woven a~ both ends. It 18 called tiyalli, 
because it is. worn '1hile bathil!g; it is also called garrwka: It, is p':8ctically the same 
as the tiyani churja 0 Jorhat and the 'paniga,ncAa of Barpeta. . 

, - (' , 

If tb. weigbt and IIZO are orroetiy at.ted tb. pan.gamch; of tb. "ealthyvillago boy it ~ncl. finer tban tbat "OrD 
by BUY otl.or c1888, WhIch is dlffie1 t of eJp18uatlon. '"he 8.1traordmary .h~pe of tbis,garment, how~9'er, makea it probabJf' 
that' f.et 2 lDO~.I1J a mitpr~Dt: The true width ie, in an,prohablbty, half. yard. 
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29.-nhatkbOWa. lbipor. 
This is a. smMl p1ain white waistclQth: ~E!d (II: :Jt~~t~ .1>r' ,~b,?se,. ,,~get( {n;~p, 

women and gll'ls) who can afl'ord an extra cloth at t6e time 0 takmg theu meals and 
bathing. The following varieties are enumerated :-

(i) Size (; ft .. x '3£ft. oontaining lrd seer of ilrrea.d' and costi*g 8 annas; worn by 
wealthy women. 

(li) Si~e 6 ft.' X 2fft. containing !thsee~ of thread' and oostmg 8 axin:ts"; worrt. by 
wealthy men. 

(illy SiZe (tft. X liit. coritainiilg ithselir 6f threa.d a'O.d' costing' 5 annasj'wohl. 
by middle clasl! me'ri. 

(iv)' Size 41 ft. X· 3fi;oo'fitaining' it12 seet of tlfteaid 8.nd CoSting 8 a.nn~'s i worn 
by mIddle' class' women'; , 

(v) Size 4f ft. X 21ti;. eonta.ininiHili seer oft tread anlt costing' 4 annas;' worn by 
weMthy' girli. 

No ornamentatfon or' cotounllg i~1 meiitiOneCl.'. 
Specimen from 13arfeta.-A cloth measuring 9' It. 2in. X,2 it. 4 tn:m~d~ of 

coarse ted thread, witli two green stripes' aIring eaoh side and a. pIai'xl. green 1)order at 
each end. It is interesting to note that the side stnpes' ap'pear' of a: dull green lhid 
the end borders of a bright green, althollgh the tnre8'd used' in' bOth cases'is ot eXaotly 
the same shade.' Price 14 annas~ 

This clofu hardly' answers the description giv'en In" t'J:I.e report'- as' regards either 
size or colour: 

30'.-Bhatkhowa mukcha. 

A plain' white waistciotb;'measnring ¥Oft.' X lift. used' :iii' ilarpeta bY' weal~hy 
village boys at'meal! tirnes. Price 4 annas: It cOnta.m.s' tth: seer of-threatt It 
appears to be identical with the bkatkhowa kapor, exoept that' its' size is' smaller 
than that of the smMlest oloth of that name. 

31.-Kakalbandha. 
A towel or napkin used all a 'waistcloth in Gauhati'cc to serve the purpoSe of Ii ibelt."; 

It varies in size from' !)< ft. X' 1 ft. to '1 ft. X' £ft. It haS fringes and"wide coloUred 
borders at both ends: It iii generally made of coloured thread, red, black ot yellow~' 
It is worth 4 annas to Rl.S:.' " 

This cloth is very similar to the 'gamena, but rather lSrger as will. hi! seen fl;lUil 
the description of the specimens received. 

Specimens.-No. (i}.from Gauhati.-A yellow cloth, measuring 71 ft. Xlft. 2in. 
with a fringe over 5 inohes long and an elaborate border about 7 in. deep at each 
end. The threads of the fringes are t,wisted together in sets. The border oonsists 
of a main stripe 41 in. deep, oontaining a diamond-shaped pattern; a row of large 
diamond.shaped designs Ii in deep with small designs scattered about., and two narrow 
stripes. The colours in the whole border are red, purple, green and blue. Prioe 12 
annas. 

No. (ti)from Gauhat'.-A red cloth, measuring 8 ft: X 1 ft. 4dn. having:fringes l 

and borders at both ends. The border ali one' end" is I G inches deep' and consists of 
a main stripe 21 in. deep and S narrowstripes with intervals of "plain cloth between:' 
The colours are yellow,dark blue, green and greenish yelloW'. This border- is really' 
prettier than the more elaborate borders in specimen No. (i). The border at the 
other end is very similar but only 4* in. deep: 

32.-Tangali or TamaJi. 

This cloth is reported frorn '1'ezpuri Nowgorig~ Goiagluii'l and' Jorhat. Thed~ 
cription received from'Tezl'ur is as foll()wS~" Tang/di. are llelts 'used by'niales only~ 
size 4 yards by 6' inches, having the t1VQ endS1embrbider6d. willi ornamentIJ of silk, red 
cotton thread 01' gold wire.' The last kirld' is =alsO 'orllaIheD.ted on' the' sUrfaCe ahd the' 
borders. and is used with weddlng garmentS by males: The prioe' of ordinarY ones is' 
S annas eaoh. while that fot those with gold ornamentatiOnS 'is frdm.'Ilii' to :lUO. It is' 
not always used and therefore IWits fo~ maB1JIms.-' ' 

In Gclagh~t the lamari orttJ1lg.ali is th1l;9 des4rl~'~"~his i,s a ~ong but very 
narrow cloth mth l'fofuse decorations" at both endS. COIlSlSting of very deep borders 

S2 
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(from 6 to 10 inches deep). The cloth is 20 ft. long and Ii ft. wide, and is used by men 
in Golaghat 8S a belt to tie round the waist at theatricals (bhaona) when the ghagri 
(No. 67) is worn. It is so adjusted that the ends hang down in front, the whole of 
the elaborate borders being thus exposed to view, and adding to the beauty of the 
gOOgri." 

Another variety called tangal; gamcM is said to be of the same nature, but 
measuring only 9 ft. X 9 in. A typical border is reproduced in the report. It 
consists of a main stripe set in a framework of two creepers, one on either side. The 
main stripe is made up of diamond-shaped designs (called phul), the X shaped 
space between each diamond being divided up into a number of small squares 
by cross' lines very close together; this filligree work is called gacha. Each of the 
creepers forming the framework rans between two lines of coloured thread. 

In Jorhat the tangali is a variety of gamcha worn by men when engaged in 
playing the khol or mridang (two kinds of drams) at any ceremony. It is 3 to 4 ft. 
long and, about 1 ft. wide. with floral designs on the body and elaborate borders at 
the ends, made of either coloured cotton thread or gold or silver twist. It is tied 
round the waist, so that its ends hang down in front. In former days the bridegroom 
used to wear a tangaU at the wedding, but this custom has gone out of fashion 
(the tang ali here is verT short). 

In N owgong the tangaU is used at bhaona by Assamese and Mikirs. It measures 
10ft. X 6in. and costs 8 annas. 

SpeCimen/rom Jorhat.-A white cloth measuring nearly 6ft. X 10 inches, with 
end borders 9 inches deep and gay tassels formed by bunches of red, blue and 
yellow cotton thread and silver tinsel being tied on to the ends of the fringes, the 
threads of which are twisted together in sets. In one end border the background 
is all of yellow weft, and the deepest stripe is about It in. deep. The colour of the 
designs is red interspersed with' a few spots in blue. The other border consists of two 
parts; the one, 3t inches deep, containing two stripes on a yellow background, and 
the other containing four on a plain white background. In both parts the colour of 
the designs is entirely red. 

33~Janga.li· 

A cloth whioh is not reported from any district, but is thus described by Mr. 
Darrah-" A kind of waistband with fringes at both ends, worn by men in the 
Brahmaputra Valley." I made several enquiries about this cloth, but could find no 
one who knew of it. I was told in Golaghat that the Mikirs wore a waistband or belt 
with a name like this. The word may be a misprint for tang ali (No. 32), but 
probably it is not so, as jang is the Assames'a for a thigh. 

The Ass~mese women us~ two varieties of cotton waistcloths (the patani and 
the pachrangJ), and a true pettwoat (mekhela). The two former are difficult to distin
guish; the latter should properly be included, in made-up garments but it is put here 
for comparison with the patani, and the making-up is so simple 'that the garment 
ha.rdly deserves the title of made-up. 

34.-Mekhela or Mekhla. 
The following description from Jorbat gives a very good idea of an Assamese pet

ticoat.., (mekhela): "This is made by sewing together the edO'es of two equally 100'" 
pieces of home or European made cloth, the ends of which ar:left open and terminat~ 
in a hem about an inch broad. This is 'a sort of petticoat in the form of an elonO'ated 
~ack open at both ends. Its length is about 4 ft. and the circumference ~bout 
6 ft. It is worn only by the female sex and its size varies of course with the 
size of the woman. It is worn by adjusting it either above the breast or round 
the waist. The women of the laboul'ing or cultivating class generally put it 
on above the breast, which means raising the lower end of it up to tbe calves 
so as to leave the legs more free for walking or working and to protect the cloth from 
mud and water. The Assamese mekhela is invariably plain and m~de of hom~.'1l1de 
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thread or European yarn of natural colour without any ornamentations. A piece of 
cloth 10 ft. long and 2 ft. broad is sufficient to make a mekkela 5 ft. long and 4 ft. in 
circumference, and requires about half seer of thread. The price of s,llch a mekkela is 
from 6 to 10 annas. This kind of plain mekkpla does not, however, find much favour 
with the Miri women who appear to be fond of coloured raiments." If a piece of 
cloth 10 ft. long be used, as mentioned above, it is necessary to cut it into two equal 
halves and then to sew these together at the sides, not ends, the ends being hemmed. 
When adjusted round the waist the petticoat reaches to the ankles. The method of 
adjustment is by pulling it tight round the body and then tucking in the loose end. 
In Mangaldai it is said to be worn from breast to ankle. 

Like the waistcloths of the men the petticoats of the women are little ornamented, 
and nevpr contain any design except an occasional border at the bottom, which is, how· 
ever, extremely rare. In Gauhati mekkela are sometimes coloured black, bllt the 
most usual colour everywhere is white. 

Cotton mekkela are not made at Sibsagar at the present day, nor are they report. 
ed from Dibrugarh. In Golaghat they are used only by Miris and the lowest classes 
of the Assamese. They are found in all other districts of the Brahmaputra Valley 
except Goalpara. . 

The us~al size is 9 ft. X 3 ft., but in North Lakhimpur a larger size also is worn, 
"iz. lOt ft. X 3! ft. The price varies from 4 annas to R2.8. 

In Barpeta the mekhela is worn only by the villagers and, among them, only by 
the rich and the grown up woman of the middle class. The mekkela worn by women 
measures 6 ft. X 3 ft« 9 in., and contains t to t seer of thread, it is worth eight annas; 
a·girl's size measures 41 X 21 ft., contains i seer of thread, and costs 4 annas. 

Specimen8.-No. (i) from N01'tk Lakkimpur.-This is a perfectly plain white 
mekkela woven of country thread. It is made up of two pieces of cloth, each 3 ft. 10 
in. X 2 ft. 7 in., sewn together at tbe sides and having a broad hem (patuli) at top and 
bottom, so that the petitcoat is about 3 ft. 7 in. long and 5 ft. in circumference. Its 
price is b annas. 

:No. (ii)from Gauhati.-This also is perfectly plain, but it is made of much 
coarser thread, imported. It is 3 it. long and 5 ft. 4 in. in circumference. Price not 
stated. It is made just like the last. This is for ordinary wear. 

!VO. (iii)frDm Gauhati.-This isa red and white check, all the warp consisting of 
6 red and 6 white threads alternately, and the weft in the body of the cloth being of 
red and white threads alternating in the same way. But at each end, i.e., at the top 
and at the bottom of the garment as worn when made up, there is a border about 1 ft. 
deep consisting of stripes of yellow (6)·, red (5) and blue t (I), varying in width 
from t in. to It in. eaoh. There is a further element of variety introduced in the shape 
of lines of red, white, yellow and blue running either between the stripes or along the 
centre of them. The extreme end of the weft is of white thread for about 1 in. '1'he 
cloth is made like the last two, but the hems are only slightly over l in. deep. The 
size is S ft. 9in. long and 6 ft. 6 in. in circumference. 'fhe thread is medium fine, and 
imported. Price Rl·2. This cloth is for special wear. It is said to be also 
sometimes called patani. . 

No. (ill) from Gauhati.-This is a large and elaho-rate mekhela used, for bridal 
wear, by the Kaoharis and other lower classes. It is said to be also called patam. 
'l'he thread is medium ooarse. The body of the cloth is red, but there is 110 border 
about lOt incht's deep at top and bottom. .:I.'his consists of 6 patterned stripes, each 
about t inch deep;, the pat,tern is very simple and made of yellow thread woven in 
between the shots of red weft. Between each of the first five stripes there is a stripe 
of plain red, besides some red, white and blue lines. Between the 5th and 6th pattern· 
l'd stripe there are three rows of some imaginary animals like stllgs with humped backs. 
Rosettes are interspersed between the animals and the two are alternately yellow and 
white. 'I'hese rows are woven on a stripe of yellow, 3 inches deep, which forms the 
b!\Ckgl'ound. 

The cloth is 4 ft. 6 in. in length and 7 ft. in circumference. Price 112·8.0. 
The hems are t in. wide. 

1.0. (Il) from Barpeta.-Plain white, but with a border nearly 4. in. deep at one 
{'nd only, the bottom end as worn. In this horder there is 110 background of red weft 
for about 2l in., the rest bt'ing plain white. The design itself is in blue thread 
woveu upon this background with dark blue threads of several strands, so tbat it 

• '" ono .00 lb ....... only 6. 
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stands out in bold relief. This design is of more than usual interest, the portion on 
the red background being the main part, and that on the white merely additional to 
give it a finish; it is called galicha mukkpat. The size of this cloth is 3 ft. 3 in. in 
length and 5 ft. 6 in. in circumference. The hems are very narrow, viz., about t in. 
Price 14 annas. 

35.-Patani. 
This is a waistcloth or simple sheet used by some women in the districts of 

Kamrup and Goalpara in place of the mekhela or true petticoat.< It is worn in very 
much the same way as the mekhela .. being wrapped once lound the body and tucked 
in at the side. 

In Goalpara the pataM is the only form of bome·woven fower garment used by 
the women. It is used also as a body sheet or shawl. Its size is 7~ ft. X 3 ft. and 
its price varies from 8 annas for a plain cloth to R4 for one highly decorated. The 
more elaborate pat aM, however, are made by the Rabhas and I\f eches and will be 
described under the fabrics of the hill tribes. 

In Gauhati the patctM is used in places only; its size is 7 ft. X 3i ft. and its price 
is 8 to 10 annas for a plain cloth and RI-B.O to R2-8-0 for a fancy one, the ornamen
tations in the latter consisting of deep end borders and side stripes of coloured thread. 
The plain pataM are worn on ordinary occasions, the fancy ones being reserved -ror 
special wear. 

In Barpeta the pat ani is used by all classes of women and girls among the 
villagers, the townswomen do not wear it. The following varieties are enumerated: 

(i) Size 6 ft. X 3£ ft. containing, i seer of thread, worn by "ealthy women. 
Price 8 annas. 

(ii). Size 51 ft. X 3t ft. containing t seer of thread, worn by middle class 
I women. Price 8 annas. 

(iii) Size 41 fli. x. 3 ft. containing 0} seer of thread and ha.ving red and black 
borders called karapari, worn by common women. Price 6 annas. 

(iv) Size 41 ft. X 2t feet containing i seer of thread, worn by wealthy girls. 
Price 4. annas. , 

(v) Size 31 ft. X 1 t feet containing 16 seer of thread, worn by middle-class 
girls. Price 3 annas. 

(vi) Size 3 ft. X 21- ft., containing lAg seer of thread, and having a red and 
black border; worn by common girls. Prioe 2 annas. 

As regards lower garments generally, the village women of Barpeta are much 
better off than the men. All women but the very poorest have three such garments, 
and so has the wealthy girl; the remaining women and girls have one lower garment 
a piece. It· is not possible from the report to say whether the use of the patani and 
mekkela by those who possess both is indiscriminate or not; and it is very difficult to 
tell the exact difference between the patani and bkatkkow(J kapor, but, in all probab
bility, the two cloths are really the same, the latter name being restricted to such as 
are set apart for use at meal times. 

The name, piltan. is sometimes incorreotly applied to the true petticoat or 
mekheZa. 

Specimens.-No. (i) from Gaukati.-This is a plain cloth made of coarse white 
imported thread with no ornamentation except a border at each end composed of 6 
red lines running crosswi'16 and separated from each other by white lines, the whole 
being less than an inch in depth. The fringes are quite plain and loose, the threads 
not being rolled together to form a tassel. The cloth is 6 in. long and 2 ft. 6 in. wide. 
Price not stated. 

No. (ii) from EQl'peta.-This is a plain white cloth 7 ft. 3 in. long and 3 ft. wide. 
It qas no ornamentations except a plain cross stripe at each end; one 11 in. deep. 
and one 16 inch deep, and a lengthwise stripe about It inch wide at each side. The 
end stripes are red, but the monotony' is broken by four or five dOUble lines of 
yellow running through them. The side stripes are entirely red and at the extreme 
edges of tbe cloth; they are called gariopare. The prioe of the cloth is Rl-4. 

The length of this patan; is greater than that of any mentioned in the report. 

36.-Pachrangi. 
This is a waistcloth reported from Gauhati and Goalpara as a separate cloth 

from the patar... 'fhe size of the two is however the same and so is the description, 
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with this exception that the pachrangi is invariably coloured, being frequently 
striped and elaborately decorated with handsome borders. The price is accordingly 
comparatively high, viz., from R2·4 to R4 in Gaubati and from B4 to R5 in 
Goalpara. 'I'here is nothing whatever in the reports to show the difference between 
an ornamented pat ani and a l'acht·angi. 1 made personal enquiries into this matter 
in Goalpara p.nd was informed by several persons who ought to know that the name 
rachrang;, was never applied to cotton cloths at all, but only to end. cloths similar 
In size and shape to the cotton patani. This is probably the true interpretation, but 
the strict use of the terms does not appear to be always adhered to (cJ •• Rabha 
fabrics). 

C.-Head Dresses. 
The next class of fabrics is that comprising head dresses for men and women; 

a very small and not a very interesting 'class. -

37.-Paguri. 

This is a plain cloth of rather fine texture, the usual width of which is 1 foot 
and the length from IIi up to 38 ft. The largest size is from Tezpur. viZ'., 45 ft. X 
Ii ft. The pagut'i is sometimes ooloured red or yellow in Gauhati. It is said to 
be no longer made in Mangaldai. It varies in price from annas 8 to It 2, chiefly 
according to size. 

Pagllr. are not commonly worn by the Assamese now-a-days. and probably the! 
never were ~uch worn, to judge from the following quotation from a translation ol 
Mahammed Cazim's "Description of the Kingdom. of Assam. in the Alemgeer 
Namah" written in the 17th centu.rl :-

" As they" (the Assamese) .. are destitute of the mental garb of manly qualities, 
they are also deficient in the dress of thei~ bodies; they tie a cloth round their heads, 
and aoothelj upon their loins and throw a sheet round their shoulders; but it is not 
customary in that country to wear turbans, robes" drawers or shoes." Mahammed 
Cazim was rather liard Oil the Assamese, but his description holds good, to the present 
day in most resl/ects. }4:any of the Assa!l1ese have, howllver., lately developed Ij. great 
fondness for shoes, espeoially in Nowgong. 

Specitllens.-No. etl from North Lak"kimpu'l'.-A. Vf)ry-Io~g and ~arrow strip of 
cloth of exceediI)gly fine texture. Size 27t ft. X 9 in. It is pel'fectly, plain exoepfl 
for a short fr~e, a narrow yellow stripe and four pairs of double woven threads at 
one end only. Pricll 6 annas. 

No. (,,) from Mangqldai • ....,.This cloth is a marked contrast to the last, being or 
coarsish thl'ead, olosely WO'len and very heavy, fOI! its size. It has no or.namentations 
except at the two ends, one of which has 3 blus and 2 yelrow' stripes. and the other l! 
yellow and 1 blue stl'ipes, all narlow,. The fringe- threads are loosely twisted together, 
Size 71 ft. X 1 ft. I} in" • Price not stated" 

3B·-Mnrat. bandha, 
This is probably the oloth referred to by Mahammed' Cazim in the passage quoted 

above. It is reported from Tezpur only where it is descrihed as being almost the same 
as the tangaei (No. 32), but without any omamentations. Tbe'lanuult. in- Tezpur is 
12 ft. X 6 in, ill size. '.l;he mural bandha is worn roundl the head by males of the 
labouring cl8.lls instead oE a turban. Its price is 8 annas and it lasts about a year. 

39-Murat Iowa. 
This is a small oloth worn on the head as a veil by womell of the middle and 

poorer classes of villsgers i~ Barpeta. The size used hy n woman of the middle class 
is 41 ft. X 21 ft. containing t seer of thread. price 4. annas; that worn by the 
poorer women is S ft. X 1t fto. (tG seer); price 2 annas. The latter is ornamented 
with the Itarapal'i. . 

An interesting compari$on migh1> be drawn hetween tbis head. dress and that of 
some of the cOl\tinentlil peasant WO\lleIl of ~urope. 

Sp,ecilllen/rot" Barpeta.-This is a cloth of fine texture but roughly woven. SizP' 
5 f,t. 8 ID: X 2 ft. 6 in. It. has at each eud!, border of red on a background of Jellow 
striped With blue. There IS also a double bne of blue near the frin~ at one end and 
a double line of blue with yellow in tbe centre near that at the oth~r_ The ed!reSbf' 
the cloth have S narrow stripes of hlue. and the body of tbe cloth is covered, with" rows 
of &Illall blue, red and yellow rosettes. all of nearly the same design. 'I'he pattern of 
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the end borders is called cllira .andah. This cloth is called a mural lOlca or telac", 
and is said to be used as a head cloth by big women and a sheet or body cloth by girls, 
It is not mentioned how a little woman wears it. Th~ price is only 4 annas. 

40.-Tinhatia. 
This is a cloth about 4t ft. long and 2 ft. broad, worn as a veil by women in 

Tezpur and Mangaldai. Its name denotes its length (3 cubits). In Mangaldai it 
is used daily by women and lastH for from two to three months. Its price is 6 to 8 
annas. It is here used also at festivals and on other special occasions in connection 
with .the bukbantJha (No. 23). In Tezpur it appears to be worn only by the women 
of Boncholi mouzah. It has no ornamentations. 

41.-Dohatia. 

A cloth similar to the gamaha but rather larger, used by women over the head 
as a veil. Price 4 to 8 annas. (Dhubri.) 

'The name of this cloth would indicate its length as being 2 cubits, but from the 
description it would appear to be longer. 

42.-Phali. 
This is a cloth reported from Goalpara only, where it is described as 8 head dress 

for men 6 ft. long and It ft. wide, costing from Rl to Rl-4. This cloth is said to 
be used by the Garos and Rabhas only, and is probably the same thing as the 
Kachari gamcha. 

From Mangaldai, however, five specimens of phaZi have been sent, and these 
are described below. The purpose for which used and the people who make them 
are not stated. They are therefore entered in the list of Assamese cloths_ 

Specimens.-No. (i) from Mangaldai.-This is a plain white cloth 7 ft. lOin. X 
2 ft. lin., with no ornamenations except at the ends, one of which has a triple 
border altogether about 2 in. deep and the other a border It in. deep. These borders 
are woven of cotton thread, red, blue and yellow at one end and red and blue at the 
other. The fringes are twisted and knotted. Price not stated. 

:No. (ii) from Mangaldai.-This is very similar to the last, but the end ornamenta
tions are much more elaborate. At one end is a seven-inch border of red, blue, yellow 
arid green cotton thread, consisting of two parts, the design in one being ~eometrical 
and the other containing a succession of three curious animals (camels) of different 
colours and sizes, with a man standing on the top and holding a large fan in each hand. 
At the other end the border is of almost' the same pattern but much smaller, being 
altogether only 4t in. deep; the colours are the same. This cloth measures 7 ft. 6 in. 
X 2 ft. 6 in. Price not stated. The border design is called bichanipad. 

No. (iii) from Mangaldai.-This is a blue cloth 8 ft. 6 in. X 2 ft. The border 
at each end is of cotton thread red, salmon, green and white, and consists of a central 
design with a row of pointed arch-shaped phul along each edge which runs between 
two thin stripes each made up of two yellow and one green shot of the wdt. The 
border at one end is 4 in. deep, that at the other 2t in. Price not stated. 

No. (ill) from Mangaldai.-This also is a blue cloth size 7 ft. 6 in. X 2 ft. ~ in. 
The borders at each end are very elaborate and extensive, and, in addition to these, 
there is a plain red stripe running along each side of the cloth, one being 1 in. wide 
and the other 1 in. wide. The end horders are of equal size, rJiz., altogether 15 in. 
deep. Each consists of one main stripe between two minor stripes, and three rows 
of natural figures. The main stripe, which is 4 in. deep, is made up of octagonal 
designs. The minor stripes are alike and contain a simple forked pattern. Of the 
three rows, one is a series of men standing on horseback and other little animals; the 
second is a series of two animals, & small one standing on the back of a large one, and 
the- third a series of men standing on elephants. In all three rows there are diamonds 
besides the main figures; each row is divided from the next by a triple line of two 
colours, red and white, red and yellow, or salmon and yellow. The colours of the 
main borders are yellow, white and salmon, those of the three rows of figures, yellow, 
red and white. Price not stated. 

No. (II) from Mangaldai.-This is a bright red cloth size 6 ft. 3 in. X 1 ft. 9 in. 
The ornamentations cover more than two-thirds of the cloth, being nearly 2 It. 3 in. 
deep at each end. They consist of rows of natural figures, deep stripes of geometri
cal design, and numerous thin fancy stripes and lines of coloured thread. The natural 

figures form & complete zoological collection, so great is their variety in shape and 
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colour.-elephants. camels, men. dogs, stags. goats and others which defy accurate 
classification. 'l'here are also little designs like shrubs, and we have in one row a
blue goat nibbling at a white shrub, a white goat at a succulent green shrub, and a
green goat at a dark blue shrub; it may be the same goat changing colour with 
the shrub it eats. A.t one end of the cloth the colours are blue. green, yellow and 
white, at the other end the same with the addition of an orange. At this end there, 
is also a new de~ign apparently representing a thatched shed or open cow-house seen 
from one end. To attempt to give a detailed description of the whole border at either 
end would be mere waste of time. The effect is most striking. • 

The ends of this cloth are hemmed. and have tassels affixed. These tassels are of 
twisted white thread 3 in. long with bunches of orange, blue and yellow cotton at the 
ends. Price not stated. 

This completes the list of those cotton fabrics which are used by the Assamese 
primarily as articles of dress. There remains a miscellaneous class of soarf-like fabrics 
which are used for various purpOSIlS, e.g., as bathing towels, handkerchiefs or bedsheets., 
But it is impossible to draw a strict line between garments proper and cloths such as 
these. Thus the bathing towel is almost invariably used also to tie round the waist 
if long enough for that purpo~e, and a cloth that is worn as a double sheet or wrapper 
by day is often \lsed as a blanket by night. 

D.-MISCELLANEOUS SCARF·LIKE FABRICS. 
43.-Gamcha. 

The most important cloth of the miscellaneous class is the g(Jmcha, the nature and 
use of which are so varied that it might find a place in any of the classes of scarf-like 
fabrics. Its primary use is, as its name implies, a bathing towel or body wiper (gIJ
body and mocha-to wipe). As such it is used by men and boys. bnt its uses 
are very varied; sometImes it is used as a light sheet thrown OVer the 
shoulder like a chadar; sometimes it is tied ron n d the waist as a belt or even as a 
waistoloth; sometimes it is worn on the head as a puggry and ocoasionally it is used 
like a handkerchief to carry tamal and other little luxuries. 

Many varieties of gameha and cloths of' similar nature have a.lready been 
described (e.g., Nos. 21,27,28.31,32,41.42). There remains the gamcha proper; which 
is of no special interest, and it will be sufficient to give a very general description 
and point out a fe.., peouliarities of different districts; for the gamoha is found in 
every portion of the Brsbmaputra valley. . 

The gamchIJ is a long but narrcw cloth uSually made of coarse thread and 
varying in length from S ft. to 71 ft. and in breadth from 9 in. to 2 ft. The shape 
is not always the same, for the longer ones are often narrower than many of those 
muoh shorter. , 1'he gamcha is sometimes white and sometimes coloured, sometimes 
plain and sometimes highly ornamented at the ends. The gIJmcha of the Assamese, 
however, are not nearly 80 elahorate as those of the Kacbaris and other hill tribes 
which will be described hereafter. The price varies from one anna to one rupee or 
alightly more. 

I'll North I.e.khimpur two varieties of gIJmcha are mentioned. one plain (called 
tika), and one ornamented with floral borders (called ph,,'am). Both are the same in 
size, t1i •• , 71 ft. X Ii feef;, and used for the same, purposes, oi •• , as bathing towels or 
for carrying tamlli. . 

In Jorbat there are three varieties of gIJmcha, "u., the panigamcha, the 
gamcha proper and the '/Jft{/aU. The PIJnigamcha is bere used as a to..,el and is 
therefore distinct from the cloths of that name described above (No. 27). .e They are 
made of coarse thread, either homespun or imported, and are either plain or with 
edges of coloured yarn and ornamentations at the ends. Prioe between 2 and 6 annas." 
The gamrha proper are superior in qnality and far more elaborately ornamented. 
II They are used as a part of dress by the male sex, i .• " as a pagllN or covering for the 
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head or as a scarf, in which case it is worn loosely round the neck or shoulders. 
Some are made entirely of coloured European yarn, sometimes with stripes of coloured 
yarn or with beautiful ornamentations at the ends as well as in the whole cloth. 
The price of this class varies from 6 annas to Rl." From these descriptions it will 
be seen that the pamgamcha is used as a towel ill Jorhat and the gamcha proper as an 
article of dress,-the reverse of the usual order. 

In Tezpur the gamcha usually has stripes of red (achu) at both ends. 
In Gauhati the gamcha i~ described as a waistcloth, the name being synonymous 

with til/ani (No. 28). 
In :t3arpeta the gamoha is used by the townspeople and wealthy villagers as a 

bathing towel and by the men of the middle class of villagers as a waistcloth (larger 
than the panigamcha). 'fhat used by townspeople measures 6 ft. X It ft. aDd is orna. 
mented with kadam, karani, bakul, hick lin;', lions, elephants, pigs, peacocks and 
other birds. It contains t seer of thread and is sold for 4 annas. 'I'hat used by the 
wealthy vill9ge man measures 7t ft X· 9 in., contains h seer of thread, and costs 6 
annas; that of his son measures 51 ft. X It ft. and contains 1 seer of thread, but is 
worth only 4 annas. The difference in shape is worthy of note. The gamcha used as a 
waistcloth by men of moderate means measures 9 ft. X 3 ft. and contains t seer of 
thread. It bas coloured borders (kat'apar;) and costs 8 annas. 

In the Go:tlpara district the only gamcha of interest are those made by Kacharfs. 
Specimeni.No. (i).-Seell at Golaghat.-This is a typical Assamese gamaha of 

its kind. It is made of white imported thread and measures 6 ft. X 1ft. 2 in. It 
has no ornamentations except the borders and fringes at its ends and a single line of 
red along each SIde, made by in8erting a kani of red thread in the warp. The end 
borders are alike and of the following nature. Near the fringe is a plain particoloured 
stripe t in. deep; this is followed by a false fringe (agat chula dil/a) about! in. long 
with an equal depth of plain white cloth beyond; then comes the main part of the 
border Ii Ill. deep. The particoloured stripe is composed of different coloured tbreads 
as follows :-First, 3 white, then 3 yellow, then 2 red (shot doub'e), then 8 yellow 
and 3 white, the whole forming a pretty and symmetrical stripe. The main part of 
tb e border consists of two thin stripes containing pankata and go.cha designs in red with 
5 green spots (kali) dotted on a background of yellow weft. 

A t one corner of each fringe is a small mark made by wrapping' a leaf round . 
the thread and squeezing out the juice. This shows that several cloths were woven 
in one piece; the stain being intended to mark the division of two clotbs. 

No. (ii).-Gariali gamcha-Seen at Golaghat.-This is about I ft. longer and 2 
in. wider than the last. The border is I! in. deep. The chief point of interest about 
this cloth is that it is ribbed lengthwise; the white ribs giving it its distinctive 
name. 

No. (Wi).-From North Lakhimpur.-This is a small cloth made of fine white 
thread. It has a border at one end over It in. deep, and 3 plain red stripes at the 
other end, the central one being made up of 6 shots of the weCt and the 2 outer ones 
of 2 apiece. At each side is a similar threefold line of red, about three times the 
width of that at the end. Besides this there is a false friD.l;e at oo,ch end in addition 
to the end fringe, and a line of red (2 threads) rllnning along the narrow woven part 
between these two fringes; otherwise the cloth is quite plain. Size 5 ft. 9 in. X 1 ft. 
5 in. 

No. (il».-From North Lakhimpur.-Tbis is coarser than the last and has no 
side borders and no false fringes. The only ornamentations are a border It in. deep 
at one end and 3 plain red stripes at the other, the central stripe consisting of 4 red 
shots of the weft and the outer ones of three each. Size 5 feet 10 in. X 1 ft. 1 inch. 

No. (v).-Prom North Lakhimpu,..-This is very much like No. iii but has no 
side borders; the ends are however more elaborately decorated, one having a border 
over 2i in. deep and the other one over 2t in. These borders are of red tbread on 
a bac~,,!ound of yellow. The false fringes are also longer and the red stripe between 
the false and trlle fringes consists of 6 shots of the weft. The size of this cloth is 5 ft. 
9 in. X 1 ft. 4 in. 

These 3 cloths(Nos. iii, iv and v) together cost 10 annas. 
No. (m).-From Dibl'ugarh.-This cloth is also of fine texture and has a border 

at each end and two red stripes along each side. At one end the border, which is of 
red thread on a very faintly. coloured background, is 1 t in. deep and the design is 
Very pretty but admits of no description. 'l'he border at the other end is 1 in. deep 
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and muoh simpler. Besides this there are two false fringes at each end and 3 lines of 
red at one end -and 2 at the other. The true fringes are less than t in. long. l'he 
size of this cloth is about 6 ft. X 1 ft. 3 in. Prioe 8 annas. 

No. (vii).- From D~brUglU'h.-This cloth is rather coarser than the last, but still 
of fairly nne texture. It has a border 6 in. deep at one end, oonsisting of two 
rectangular patterns worked in red, blue, yellow, and green thread, the design 
probably representing a tree with wide spreading arms. The border at the other 
end is nearly Ii in. deep, the designs being also in red, blue, yellow and green, but 
very different from that at the other end. There is a false fringe at each end and 
beyond it is a double line of coloured thread; that at the main end is red and that 
at the other yellow. The true fringes are very short but differ in length at the twci 
ends. The sides of this cloth have each one wide red stripe with two narrow red 
stripes on either side of it, size a b!lut 6 ft. 6 in. X 1 ft. 8 in. Price one rupee. 

This cloth was made by an Assamese lady of Dibrllgarh and is intended for use 
as a towel; the decorations, therefore. appear rather excessive. 

No. (."iii).-Prom .Torkat.-This is an Assamese ornamented gamcha, a nice 
little cloth, pretty and chaste. Each end has a border nearly 4 in. deep worked in 
red with a little green on a background of yellow. Then follow 4 lines of oval 
rosettes (phul) red and green, 6 to a line, those in the last line being smaller than 
the others. The fringes are twisted into tassels with bunches of red and green thread 
at the ends. The size of this cloth is 7 ft. X 12} in., so in spite of the design and 
tassels at each end there is still left plenty of plain cloth for use as a towel. 

~o. (i:c).-Prom Mangaldai.-l'his is a cloth of medium texture, 6 ft. 10 in· 
long and 1 ft. 7 in. broad. The bordel's at each end are of red thread on a baokground 
of yellow, one being 4 in. deep and the other 31 in. There are also false fringes and 
broken lines of red on yellow baokgrounds. 

No. (:c).-F,.om Mangaldai.--This cloth is very similar to the last, but about a 
foot longer, and the borders are specked with blue and have blue edges. Besides 
this the borders have lines of trees and arohes along their inner edges and four stray 
phuZ of indescribable design appear quite caprioiously upon the body of the cloth. 
There are two false fringes at either end with a red and blue line between them. 
Pl'ice not stated. 

No. (:ci)-p,.om Mang41dat.-'l'his gameha differs from all the others in being 
red instead of white. Probably it is not qsed as a towel. The border at each end 
is altogether 6 inches deep and oontains four stripes, one 3 inches deep, two t inch 
deep and one t inch deep. The main stripe consists of a central design with edges 
of forked pattern. The colour of the central design is blue with touches of yellow. 
The edges ue of yellow, blue and white. The narrower stripes are of red, blue 
and yellow. The fringe threads are twisted together and knotted so as to form tassels. 
The size of this cloth is 5 feet 8 inches x 1 foot 6 inches; its price is not stated. 

44.-Mukhmocha. 

This is a towel used by the villagers in Barpeta. It is shorter than thegamcha and 
seems to be generally ooarser in texture. That used by the wealthier men is 4i feet 
long and II foot wide and contains 1\ seer of thread; its prioe is 8 annas; that of the 
common men measures 41 feet X 1 foot' t seer) and has 1\ red or black horder; price 
2 annas j that of the common boys measures 41 feet X 9 inohes (10 seer), and is orna
mented with chi,.aphuZ (little conioal spots) andpenpeUphuZ. Price 2 annas. Thus it 
will be seen that the length is always the 81lme, hut the width differs in each case. 

The mukhmoclla is the only towel used by the common olasses (men and boys) of 
Barpeta j the wealthier villa"oocrs have also a gamella, but judging from the size and 
weight, in their case the gamcha is the coarse towel and the mukhmocAa the fine towel 
which might be expected from the names j for gameha or gamocha meaus a body
wiper, i, e., a bathing towel and muUmocha means a face wiper, i. e., a towel for 
drying the hands and lace. 

45.-Mukhcba or gil.toka. 

This also is a towel found in Mangaldai, Gauha.ti and Bnrpeta. The word mukhcAa 
is possibly a corruption of .. ukTlmochaj the wordgafoka which is used in Mangaldai as 
equivalent to mllkhcTla means praotioally the same as gamocha (Ioka=to wipe dry). 

In Mangaldai this cloth is used by both sexes j its size is 4 feet X 1 foot, and its 
price is 2 annas. Its ends are embroidered with pAil I or flowers. It is said to last 
two to three months. 

.1 
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. In Gaubati it varies in size from 3 to 6 feet in length and 1 to Ii feet width, and 
in price from 3 to 6 annas. It is generally used as a bathing towel. The cultivators 
however, sometimes tie it round the h~ad or waist when they go out to work. It is 
generally plain but has coloured patterns woven at both ends and is sometimes 
made of coloured thread, red, blaok or yellow. 

In Earpeta it is used as a towel for drying the hands and face by villagers of 
the middle olass, both men and boys. 'fhat used by the men is 4~ feet X 9 inohes in 
size and contains l.l.g seer of thread; it is deoorated with Icara pari; its price is 2 annas. 
That used by the boys is larger, being 4t feet long and 1 foot 2 inohes in width, bUL 
contains only (-6 seer of thread. Its price is the same, "il., 2 annas j no ornamenta
tions are named. This is the only towel used by men and boys of this class. The 
difference of texture estimated by weight and size is very marked, and leaves doubts as 
to the correotness of the figures. 

It is diffioult to discriminate between these three oloths, the gamcha, the mulch
mocha and the mulchcha. The last two are probably the same and differ from the 
gamcna only in being of rougher make and woven from coarser thread. 

Specirnen.-From Borpela.-A white oloth of medium texture measuring 6 feet 
X 1 foot 8 inohes and perfeotly plain exoept for a few stripes and lines of blue. Along 
each side runs a single narrow stripe 1calapari, and each end has a broader stripe 
(lying between two lines) and also two independent lines. The fringes are short and 
plain. Prioe three annas. 

46.-Chulchata or murata. 

A towel, 3 feet long and 1 foot wide, used, to dry the hair after bathing, by 
women only. Occasionally, however, when engaged on outdoor work, women wear 
it tied round their heads to keep tbeir hair clean from dust and dirt. Its price is 
3 or 4 annas. It is reported only from Gauhati. 

47.-Urmal. 
This is a handkerohief, the use of which, however, is not for blowing the nose, 

but for holding betel.nut, etc., tied up in the corner. It is sometimes carried in the 
pocket, but more usually tuoked into the cnuria. 

Assamese handkerchiefs are more often of silk than of cotton, and the latter 
kind is reported only from Golagbat. They differ considerably in size, shape and 
colour according to the taste of the weaver; they are usually highly decorated and are 
often made entirely of coloured thread. 

Specimens.-.A.ll8een at GOlaghat.-No: (i). A red cotton handkerchief 22 inches 
long and 30 inches wide made of imported thread. Both ends of the cloth have 
tassels and borders and the body is covered with flowers arranged in rows. There 
are, altogether, eight such rows, six between the two end borders and one beyond 
each. The flowers in any row are all alike in shape. Only two shapes are fonnd, 
and these alternate with one another in the rows except that those in the two rows 
beyond the borders are all alike. The number of flowers in a row is alternately 
six and five throughout. 'I'he colours of the flowers are yellow, white and orange, the 
arrangement being as follows :-First row (beyond the fringe at one end), all the 
spots are yellow; seoond row, 1 orange, 2 yellow and 2 white; third row, 1 white, 
2 orange and 3 yellow j fourth row, like the second; fifth row, alternately white 
and yellow (3 of each); sixth row, 3 yellow and 2 white; seventh row, alternately 
yellow and white (3 of each); eighth row (beyond the fringe at the other end), 2 
oranae, 2 yellow and 1 white. The arrangement of the different coloured spots 
diffe~s in every row except the second and fourth which are alike. 

The loose threads (daM) at the end are made into tassels (ghugura) by bunches 
of thread being tied on. The oolour of the tassels so formed is alternately green 
and wb"ite. 

The border at each end is made of Bengali thread, the colour of th.e weft being 
yellow. It consists of a central stripe between two rows of small and 8lIl!ple flowers. 
The main stripe consists of large designs each made up of seven small diamonds, six 
arranaed in flo circle and one in the centre. These rosettes are divided off from one 
another by narrower geometrical designs. 

No. (ii). A cotton handkerchief made by a Dom wom~n an~ used at m~rriage 
oeremonies by both men and women, but generally men, sIze 24 Inches X 14 Inches. 
Colour red with white stripes. 
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At one end is a plain fringe only, at the other there is also a false fringe whioh 
is separated from the true fringe by only 5 shots of weft. 

The body of the cloth is red, but is divided into seven panels by white stripeq 
running lengthwise as follows :-At the extreme edge of the cloth on eaoh side are 6 
white warp threads, then 8 red, then 12 white; then 8 red and then 6 white. Thus 3 
white stripes are formed close together, and these are followed by an inch and a half of 
plain red cloth, beyond which is another set of three white stripes, similar to the last. 
Thus there are four sets of three white stripes, two at the extreme side edges and two at 
distanoes of Ii inoh from them. Between these last two sets are four single stripes, 
each consisting of six white warp threads. Thus the cloth is divided into seven 
panels which are utilise~ for the arrangement of the flowers. 

Starting from the end with the false fringe there oomes first t inoh of plain red 
cloth, then a white border, t inch deep. The design of this border is a succession 
of ciroles touching each other and each having a plain square cross in the centre. 
On either side of this design run two white weft threads not far apart. 

At one inch distance from this narrow border comes the first row of flowers. 
There are ten such rows, each containing seven flowers, viz., one in each panel. All 
the flowers in anyone line are alike in size and shape, but vary in oolour. The flowers 
in the lhst row are large symmetrical figures probably meant to vagnely represent a 
tree with the branches weighed down by ripe fruit at their' ends and birds sitting upon 
them-the flower!! and birds arl', however, not exaotly life like, being shaped like dia
monds-the figure might represent almost anything, but it is by no means ungraceful. 
!.J.'he oolours ofthe figures in this line are yellow (2), green (2), blue (1), and white (2). 
~'he flowers in the second row, which is 2 inches from the first, consist of small rosette~ 
each made up of seven triangles-six arranged in a circle and one placed in the centre. 
The colours are white (2), yellow (3), green (I), and blue (1). The flowers of the third 
row are ~till smaller and. more simple than the last, being plain ovals with a square 
oross in the centre. The colours are yellow (2), white (3), and green (2). ~'he flowers 
of the fourth row are like those of the seoond, but the colours are green (2), white (2), 
blue' (2) and yellow (1). The flo IVers of the fifth row oonsist of three Vs with 
S cornered spots in the anglt's; the two outer Va are inverted, the central one being 
erect. The colours of these flowers are white (3), yellow (I), blue (2), and green (1). 
'l'hese five rows oover one·half of the oloth. 'I'he other half also contains 5 rows, but 
the distribution of these rows is different from that of those in the first half. ~'he 
sixth row is like the fifth and the colours are the same, but arranged in ditl'erent 
order. The seventh row is like the second, but the ('olours are white (4), blue (2), and 
green (1). The eight row contains new flowers consisting of a single V with double 
arms and a. triangular spot in.the oentre. All are white except one of the end ones 
whioh is blue. 'l'he ninth row is like the e~hth, but the V-shaped designs IIore upside 
down and the colOlirs are green (2), white (a), yellow (1), and blue (1). Th,e last row 
oontains a new design, 1:;,., a diamond with the sides double and a square cross in the 
oentre; the colours are white (3), green (2), blue (I), and yellow (I). 'I'he arrange
lIlent of the oolours in no two of these rows is the same. 

Beyond the last row is an elaborate border. First comes a white ohain-like 
patt~rn of diamonds with Xs between them, running all across tho oloth and bordered 
by two white lines on eaoh side. Then oomes about the same depth of plain doth, 
and lastly. beyond that, comes a row of seven oamels,-blue (2), yellow (2), green (2), 
and white (1), the colours being arranged symmetrically, blue on tho outllide3 and so on, 
the white being in the centrnl panel. On each side of this row of oamels are tv. 0 
white lines not far apart. 

All the ornamentations on this cloth are woven in the oloth and made of cotton 
thread. The effect is very striking. 

No. (iti).-This handkerohief does not, strictly speaking; come under tIle head of 
cotton fabrios as it is made of muga silk ; it is included here because the ornamenta· 
tions, which are very profuse, are all made of coloured cotton thread. 

The handkerchief is 2 feet 7t inohes long and 14 incbes wide. 'l'he edges are 
woven with double threads (;or) to form a selvage. The oolour is the natural colour 
of the Bilk. . 

The two ends are alike, each having orange. pink, blue and green tassels. Thf'n 
comes an inch of plain oloth beyond which is the end border l!t inohes deep. This 
is a diamond patterned stripe woven in red on a background of yellow cotton weft. 
At the oentre of the diamonds are blue and green spots in the shape of a short thiok 
oross. This main stripe has a narrow frame on either side. 
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Between the two end borders are twelve rows of rosettes, the alternate rows 
being alike. The first row consists of two different rosettes alternating with one 
another (4 of each) ; the on~ is of the favourite seven·diamond·spotted circular pattern 
and the other an elaborate oval made up of lines, dots and bars. The second row 
contains only seven rosettes, all alike and similar to that last described, but almost 
<!ircular in shape. . 

The rosettes are of red, dark green, light green and orange, the colours being 
distributed without any regularity. The price of this handkerchief is Re. 1. 

48.-Xhuti kapor. 
This is a square handkerchief with borders on two parallel sides. It is some' 

times worn by children as a head dress, the borders being well exposed to view. 
It is reported only from Golaghat. 

49.-Tamolllandha. 
This is a kind of handkerchief 3 feet long by 1 foot wide, used in Gauhati by women 

to hold betel.nut when travelling or on their way to outdoor work. Its price is 2 annas 
to 4 annas. Another variety is described from the same place. This is 5 feet by 1 
foot, generally made of coloured thread and having no ornamentations. The price is 
12 annas to Re. 1.4. 

50.-Hachoti. 
This is a small cloth used for holding tarnal·parl (betel.nut, etc.) It is described, 

from Golaghat only, as a gamcna with a pocket in one side. It is generally of mugs 
silk, but occasionally of cotton. 

51.-Charkhana. 
The charkhana is made only in the Goalpara district and stands quite alone 

among the cotton fabrics of the Assamese; it is used, not as a cloth or garment, but as 
a piece of cloth to be cut up and made into coats, waistcoats, shirts and pantaloons. 
It varies greatly in size and workmanship and therefore also in price. The average 
size is that of a large single body sheet or wrapper. The texture is usually coarse 
and the weaving often indifferent. As might be expected, it contains no elaborate 
ornamentations, but the charlrhalla is not a plain cloth and the pattern on it gives it 
its distinctive name. This pattern is a sort of check made up of hollow squares 
formed by introducing thin lines of a second colour at regular intervals in the warp and 
weft, the only variation being broad stripes of the second colour in the weft near the 
ends of the cloth. The main colour is usually light and the second colour deep. 

I saw several charkhana in course ol manufacture in Goalpara. The width of 
one was 500 threads (about 2tfeet) and the length a little over 7 feet. The body of 
the cloth was yellow, and the lines red. On each edge.of the warp were 9 pairs of red 
threads, then 2 yellow, then 2 red and then 12 yellow. The arrangement of the 
rest of the warp was uniform, the following cycle of threads being repeated again 
and again, viz., 2 pairs red, 1 yellow, 2 red, 12 yellow. 

The weft had yellow, then red, then yellow threads next the fringe, then a phd 
or false fringe, beyond which yellow and red alternated as in the warp. There was 
a cross stripe of red one inch deep near the end. 

Tilak phuZ were dotted over the cloth with no regularity, but just as it suited the 
weaver's fancy. These were woven in with scraps of loose thread as already described, 
two shots of the weft being laid between each length of the extra thread. The 
designs were very rough and very simple. The weaver was a young girl, not very 
skilful at the work. 

52.-T lpara. or Talatpara.. 
This is a bed·sheet, made in the four lower districts of Assam. It is quite 

plain and varies in size from 4t feet by 3 feet (the smallest site in Dhubri) to 9 feet 
by 41 feet (Tezpur) and in price from 6 annas (.Barpeta) to 14 snnas (Dhuhri). 

In J3arpeta it is included in the wardrobe of men and women of the richer 
village cla~es. the size in each case being 6 feet by 3 feet, and the weight of thread 
t seer. 

Specimen -From Mangaldai.-This is a plain white bed·sheet, 5 feet 8 inches by 
3 feet 6 inches, made of coarse cloth closely woven. It has no ornamentations except 
a red stripe of 4 hreads in the weft at each end. There is, properly speaking, no fringe 
-only the rougll ends of the thread. 
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53.-Anai. 
This also is a bed-sheet made of loosely.woven cloth, size 7t feet by 31 feet' 

price Re. 1. The name appears peouliar to Goalpara.. It seems to b", the same as the 
Talpura (No. 62). 

54.- Chadari. 
This is a cloth made in Goalpara and used at night instead of a. quilt. It is 

made up of two narrow strips 2t to 3 feet wide and 18 feet long. These two are 
sewn together side by side and the oloth so formed is used double, the size of the 
double oloth being therefore 9 feet by 2t to 3 feet. 

This ooncludes tbe list of cotton fabrios properly so oalled. It remains to describe 
only those articles and garments that are.made up out {)f cotton fabrics, the majority 
of which have no speoial interest as regards Assam. 

E.-MADE GARMENTS. 

55.-Chola. 
Tbis is an ordinary short coat with sleeves, made of plain white cloth with no 

decorations. It has no peouliar features and so requires no detailed description 
Such coats are worn generally by the lower classes of men and bol's. Muga silk 
coats of the same desoription are often worn instead. In Barpeta the only classes who 
wear tbe chol" are said to be th~ boys of the middle and wealthier classes and the men 
of the wealthier classes among the villagers. 

The cloth from which this coat is made measures 6 feet by 21 feet and oontains t 
seer of thread for a man and 4t feet by It feet (t. seer) for a boy in Barpeta; theprioe 
being respectively I) annas and 3 annas. In Tezpur the oloth, oalled chola kapor 
measures 9 feet by 3 feet, and costs 10 annas. In Gaubati it is called chola,. kapo; 
and measures 6 feet by 2 feet. Its prioeis 6 annas to 8 annas. 

The above desoription refers only to the ordinary chola. The following varieties 
of chola are also found. 

(m) Baku chola. 

This is a kind of waistcoat with short sleeves and fastenedin front with oords 
instead of buttons. There are two kinds in Gauhati. the one for general wear 
made of ooarse cloth and the other for speoial wear made_ of fine ootton or some
times silks and brocades.· 

In Golaghat it is a jaoket often having floral designa woven in. It oosts 
from Re. 1 to Rs. S. 

This ooat is worn only by men and boys. 

(b) Enga chola. 
This is a long ooat with sleeves whioh hangs to the ankle. It is used for special 

wear by men only, generally priests or old gentlemen of the orthodox class. Nowadays 
it is made of imported cotton cloth. It costs Rs.2 to Rs. 3 (Gauhati). 

(0) Holoi chola. 
This is a long ooat made of piACes of old and torn cloth patohed together. It is 

used by the commonest people during the winter. espeoially by oultivators when nt 
work in the field. It may be oalled a patchwork or rag coat (Golaghnt). 

"'" (d) Jam. chola orJama.. 
This is ; long flowinlS gown worn by bridegrooms at weddings. It is made of 

fine oloth. nowadays of unported oloth. It has long sleeves and reaches to the heels. 
Its price in Gauhati is Rs. S to Rs. 5. In Golaghat it contains magnificent borders 
at the bottom, and also designs of flowers, etc., in the body. -

In Gauhati a cloth oalled jafII(J kapar is described as .t a thin but fine cloth macl~ 
to prepare bridal gowns used by bridegrooms; aile IS feet by S feet'; price 12 annas to 
Re. I." If this be the cloth from which the jama dola is made, it would seem that 
tailors' charges were high in Assam as elsewhere. -
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This is a. kind of waistcoat made of coarse cloth for general wear, chiefly at 

outdoor work, by cultivators, fishermen and mabouts, cow· herds, buffalo.berds, 
etc. It costs from 6 annas to 8 annas in Gauhati, the only place from which it is 
repgrted. 

57.-Ghagri. 
"This is a frock generally made of a sheet of blue cloth sewn at one end," 

It is worn in Golaghat by the singers at theatrical performances (bhaona). The famaH. 
is worn with it. 

58.-Mirjay • 
.A. 'kind of coat witb Ion'" sleeves used by men and boys for special wear. It 

hangs down to the waist only ~nd is tied in front by a string. Price Re. 1 to Reo 
1·8 (Gauhati). 

59.-Kurta.. 
A kind of coat worn by men and children. It reaches nearly to the knees. 

Price annas 8 to Re. 1·8 (Gauhati). 
60. Kot (coat), price Re. 1.8 to Rs. 2·8. 
61. Chapka.u, a long coa.t, price Rs. 2·8 to Rs. S. 
62. Kamlj, a shirt, '0 J 2 anuas to Re 1·8. 
63. Paija.ma, loose trou.el's, " Re. 1-4 to Rs. 2. 
64. Thenga., pantaloons, IJ Re. 1·4 to Rs. 2. 

These five are made of imported cloth and used by men and boys, generally by 
those working in Government and other offices, and living in towns. They are 
made to order by local tailors, but ready. made ones are also imported from Calcutta 
(Gauhati). 

65.-Tupi. 
A kind of cap covering both ears, used by men and children, sometimes madE 

of coloured cloth. Price 2 annas to 6 annas (Gauhati). -

66.-Jolonga 
A bag 18 inches square with a cord by wbich to hang it from the shoulder. 

It is used by men for carrying clothes, eatables, etc., when travelling. It is made oj 
coarse cloth and oosts from 2 annas to 6 annas in Gauhati, Re. 1 in Goalpara. and 
from 3 annas to 4 annas in Dhubri. In tbe last place the oloth from whioh jol(Jnga 
are made is usually 3 feet by It foot, and is sometimes plain and sometimes decorated 

In Goalpara jolonga made of red, white or blue kha,.ua oloth with whi~ 
tape round the edges are on sale in the bazaar for 3 annas • 

• 
67.-Mona. 

This is a bag smaller than the jolonga and generally used for carrying betel· 
nut, etc. It is made of coarse home-spun thread called ubhill ,uta. It costs 4 
annas in Nowgong. 

The following varieties of the mona are also round. 

(a) Kbampi mona· 
This is the same as the ordinary mona. The peouliar name used in Mangaldai il 

evidently a corruption of Khampti mona; the bags made by the Khamptis being of I 
very superior nature. It oosts from 4 to 5 annns, but its plaoe is now being usurped 
it is said, by the Bhutia mOlla which, however, is not described. 

Specimen.-Prom Mangaldai.-This is a bag made of a single piece of clot! 
about 6 feet 6 incbes long and 7t inches wide. It is made in a very ingenious way 
The ends having been hemmed, about 14 inches of the cloth is doubled over a 
eacQ. end, and the upper and lower parts are sewn together at one side only, th4 
one along the right side and the other along the left. The whole cloth· as it no~ 
stands is next folded exaotly in the middle, so that the two double ends lie one ovel 
the other. These two double ends al'e then drawn outwards till their unscwn edge: 
come togpther at the middle, the sewn pdgfls being on the outside. 'rhe unsewn ed~e: 
of the two ends are then sewn together, the upper ed~e of one end to the upper eng' 
of the other, and so on. The result is a bag about 15 inohes Wide and 13t inohe 
deap, with a wide belt·like strap by which It can be hung over the shoulder. 

The cloth is rougbly woven of very coarse white thread, and is quite plaiI 
except that a few of the threads consist of two strands, one red and one white 
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This however is probably acoidental, as in no case does the red strand continue along 
the whole length of the thread. ' 

This is a very coarse, but serviceable bag. Price not stated. 

(b) Duphalia mona. 
This is a double bag, 6 feet long by It foot wide. It is made by sewing two 

bags, about two feet apart from one another, one at either end of a pieoe of cloth. 
This centre piece of cloth is thrown over the shoulder, and so the bag is, carried., It 
is used for carrying olothes, rice and other eatables on a journey. It is sometimes 
made of coloured cloth. Its value is 6 annas to 10 annas (Gauhati). 

Co) Ja.l mona. 
This is a cylindrical net bag 9 inches long by 3 to 4. inches in diameter. It 

bas two oords at each end, one of which is so arranged t1!at by pulling it, the 
mouth of the bag is closed. It is used by workmen and labourers for. keeping rupees 
and pice, being worn by them tied round the waist. It costs one to two pice only 
(Gauhati). 

In Goalpara there is, for sale in the bazaar. a mafia similar to this, but open at 
one end only. One kind made of red or white jin cloth i8 sold for five pice, and 
another of Mirzapur oloth (printed in colours) for 4 pice. They are made locally 
out of imported cloth. 

68.-Jalia or Da.lmona. 
This is described from Goalpara as a small joloflga netted. No further partie 

culars are given. This is probably entered in the list by mistake, as it would seem 
to be an ordinary net bag and not a cotton fabric. 

69.-Batua. 
This is a small but very useful bag, made out of home woven cloth. It is used 

for carrying, on a long journey, betelnut, tobacco and opium and also money. Its 
price in Golaghat is 12 annas. In Gauhati it is described as a money.bag, having three 
or four compartments or pockets; its mouth is shut up with loop cords provided fortbe 
purpose. It is used for the same purpose as in Golaghat. It measures 4 inches X 
6 inches and is sometimes made of coloured cloth. Its value is 6 to 8 annas. 

70.-Thunupak. 
This is a purse or very small bag (4 inohes by 3 inches) used for keeping money. 

It is sometimes made of coloured cloth. Its vaJue is 1 or 2 pice only (Gauhati). . 

71.-Arkapor. 
This is a large curtam with brass or horn rings used as a temporary screen or 

purdaTa under a .oomialla or to partition off a room. It is always made of coloured 
cloth. Its size is given in Gauhati as 24 feet X 4 feet, and its value as 5 to 7 rupees. 
In Golaghat it is 60 feet X 6 feet and costs from 5 to 10 rupees. . 

N.B.-U this be. alnglo pi ... of oJoth. it is by far longest in th~ Brahmaputra Vanoy. but probably it is DOt. 

In Nowgong the cloth is generally striped by using varieties of ooloured thread 
(acTau). It is, however, more usually made of eN cloth or coloured ootton cloth 
brought from the bazaar. Its price is given as R8 without floral designs. Size various. 

72 • .!oaru kani or Garu kapor. 
A cloth woven for maldng pillows j cosU annas plain in N owgong. In Gauhati this 

cloth is woven of coan.e thread, sometimes coloured red, black and yellow. Size 3 feet 
)( 21 feet. Price 40 annas. In Barpeta homemade cloth for pillows is used apparently 

only by the wealthier villa.,,<>e men and women. It costs 2 annas, and measures 
21 feet X 11 foot. 

The embroidered end of a round pillow is called fa"" chllk or lala. 

73.-Garu Gilip. 
This is a pillow case. Sile 3 feet X 2 feet. . Price 40 annas. 
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74.-Kantha.. 
This is ~ kind of cotton blanket, size 6 feet X 41 feet, used by women of the m.lddle 

class of villagers in 13arpeta to throw over the body at night. The price is not stated 
but it is said to cost it 2-10-3 when made from raw cotton and R 1·10 when made 
from bought thread. The amount of thread required is i seer. 

'is.-Lep. 
A. quilt made in Goalpara. Size 9 feet X 4t feet. Price R 4 to 5. 

'i6.-Rezai. 
Be:ai are made in the Goalpara bazaar of various sizes, an average size being 9 feet 

X 4t feet. :rr~oe B 2-8 to RS. They are used as warm shawls during the day and all 
beel quilts at night. The stuffing consists of raw cotton cleaned by the Dhuniss. a few 
gf whom COllie down from Arrah to Goalpara just for the oold weather, going back 
home about February. These Dhunias 'oharge 2 to 3 annas a seer for bowing the 
cotton. The cases are made of imported cloth, and are stuffed and sewu by tailors 
in the bazaar. 

77.-Athua. Of Mohari. 
Th6Sll are lIlosquito curtains. They are made in most parts of the Assam Valley 

of home-made thread, specially woven. They are sometimes white and sometimes 
coloured. e. g., green. '1'he thread is usually coarse, and the oloth loosely woven. The 
size of mosquito curtains in Tezpur is 7t feet X 4t feet X 4; feet, and the cloth from 
which they arll made i$ 36 feet X 41 feet. They oost R2 and last about two years. In 
Sibsaga.r the curtains cost from Rl-B to R4. and in Golaghat from 12 nnnas to Rl. 
In Gauhati the cloth for making a mosquito curtain. measures 2~ feet X 4 feet, and costs 
from HI to R4. In Barpeta the mosquito curtain appears to be used by men and 
women of the rioher villagers alone, that for a man costs R I, that for a woman 

. iU-4. a rather unexpected difference. Both are of the same size and texture, the 
oloth from which they are made being 24 feet X 3 feet and containing 1 seer of thr!'ad. 
In Nowgopg the special cloth for mosquito ourtains is now very rarely made. Prioe 
R2. . 

The name "tTaUIJ is used in Tezpur and higher up the volley. moTa"N being used in, 
]4angalda.i and :K;amrup. 

SpeCimen/rom Mangaldai.-This mosquito curtain is made of coarse but very 
loosely woven cloth. There are two distinct pieces of doth; one, to form the roof. 
measures 5 feet 9 inches X 3 feet 6 inches,'the other, to form the sides, being 18 feet 6 
lnches X 3 feet 9 inches. This latter pil'ce is sewu together at the two ends, and then 
one side is sewn to thll four sides of the roof. A rope is also laid along this seam and 
sewn there, a loop being left at each oorner, passing through the cloth to the top and 
being there tied in a knot close to the Corner. These loops are used to hang up tbe 
curtain. The size of this curtain is 5 feet 9 inches X 3 feet 9 inches X 3 feet 6 
inches. 

'i8.-8bnnl cClttoll cloths. 
A list of the cotton fabrics of the Assam Valley would be incomplete without 

a reference to the cloths ll!ade. of aimte[u t"la or eotton of the nm,,1 tree (Bombax 
heptaphyllum). The follOWIng 18 a report from the London Soeietyof Arts on some 
Assam cotton cloth of this nature: .. Two large pieces of cloth made from the down 
of the Simul or tree ootton. Bombax heptaphyllum, from Gauhati in Assam, the 
place of manufacture. 

" On examining the cloth it a ppears that the Cne 110ft down of the Bombax has 
been spun into a light wove slightly twisted cord or roving, and that this ill made into 
cloth by in.te~weaving it with warp and sort of common thin cotton thread, much 
1:\1, the manner of carlleting. It composes a 10001) cloth, incapable probably of being 
washed. without injury, but considerably warm. very elastio lUld light. 

" From the shortness of the staple and tbe great elastioity of the fibre, it is not 
at all probable that it could be spun by the machinery noW' in use for cotton spinning, 
but the combin.atioll which it exhibits of fineness of :fibre with great elasticity will, nc 
doubt, make it rank high as a non-conductor of heat and therefore fit it for making 
wadding and for stuffing mats and perbaps mattresses. When carded with wool, il 
might probably form the basis of fabrics of great warmth, lightness and silk, 
Boftness." 
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This report is dated 1836, and the down of the simul tree appears to haTe madEJ 
little headway sinoe as a material for weaving cloths. Its use, however, for this 
purpose, has not been entirely abandoned, as will be Been from the following extract 
from the Mangaldai report. II Sometimes rimala tula, the cotton of the simul tree, is used 
aa a substitute for cotton. A kind of fabric called to/para is prepared of which the 
breadth is made of limal. twa and the length of cotton. Some people of' Bonmajha 
in mouzah Dipila still use this fabric. The ootton of the simalu is divested of the seed 
and husk and scutched and then used." A. specimen tolpara"has been received from 
Mangaldai. It is a small plain cloth measuring 2 feet 8 inches X 2 feet 2 inches, with a 
fringe twisted into tassels at either end. The warp is of ordinary cotton and the weft 
mainly of simul thread, but this is strengthened by some weft threads of ordinary cotton. 
Its prioe is HI. The use to which this cloth is put is not stated, but from its name 
it would appear to be used as a bed sheet. This parti01lla:r specimen, howe'ter, would be 
very small for this purpose. 

Besides the above fabrics cotton tape is made in the Brahmaplltta Valley, but no 
particulars have been received. There is also a curious garment worn by the Sings 
or Sikhs of Nowgong. f]iz., a pair of' cotton knickerbDckers in, appearance much resem
bling a welt tied dhuei. 

THE COTTON FABRICS or THE strRMA. VA.ttEY. 
Concerning the ootton fabrics made by the Tantis and Jugis of the Surma Valley 

but little information is available. The desoriptions contained in the district reports 
are very brief, and only ten specimens have been received, six from Sylhet and four from 
South Sylhet. It is therefore impossible to make any generaI observations regarding 
the fabrics of this va.lley. The six: oloths Bent by the· Deputl Oommissioner of Sylhet. 
together with four others made by the HnI Tribesmen of tIle district, had been 
collected from the severa.l Bub-divisions and. .. form a model collection of all good 
textures made in this distriot." These &ix cloths together with the four from South 
Sylhet make an excellent group and lead to the belief that, hail further enquiry been 
practicable, much of interest might have been elieited in spite of the forlorn condi
tion of the industry in this valley. 

The most marked feature about these fabrics is the strong oontrast they exhibit 
with those of the Assamese. There are none of the elaborately ornamented shawls 
which occupy Buoh an important t>osition among the fabrics of the Brahmaputra 
Va.lley. On the other hand, there' are excellent examples of long sheets of oloth in
tended not for use as they leave the loom. but to be out into pieoes and made up, e. g., 
the Ilia,. or gilap and the oloth for mosquita cru.rtains. The contrast between the 
mosquito ourtlUn received from South Sylhet and that received from Mangaldai is per. 
haps the most striking of all. Among the fabrics from Sylhet the ohadar and rtmuJ' 
are exoellent examples of fine and careful weaving. and' the 8a-l'i and dUllUti are 
soarcely less intel"esting on account of the peculiarity of their colouring'. 

1.-Gilap or than. 
This is reported from Sllohar, Sonamgunge and Maulvi Bazaar (South Sylhet.j In 

the first two places it appears to oorrespond more or less to the lIor kapor (No.1 of 
Assam), but in the third, though used for the same purpose, it is a long piece of cloth 
which is out into lengths as required. 

In Sllohar the than or gilap is .. a speoies of thiok, large anel durable cloth 
used in the cold weather as a sheet; or wrapper. These are of d.ifferentsizes to suit the 
young and old and are made up of two pieoes stitohed together sideways. 'fhey are 
invaria.bly of white thread and quite plam, and are sold, acoording to size and quality, 
at prices varying from 8 annas to S rupees, The usual man'~ size is 9 feet X 4 feet 
6 mches, but sometimes it is DJ.ade 18 feet X 40 feet 6 inches or 5 feet and is worn 
double." 

In Sonamgunge .. the onll article that is now produced by a few familie; of 
weavers, and that is worth mention, is what is called in Bengali gilap. These 
gilape are used as winter cloths. a pair being 6 yards long and 4lfeet broad. The 
prioe of a pair is Rs. 2 or S. The only places which-produce the cloth are village 
Budharail in Paraganah Athuagaon. and Dohalia. The cloth produced at Budharail 
is without any coloured borders. but that produoed at Dohalia is striped with threads 
of red colour. These gilapa are still prized as there is nothing like them among the 
imported cloths and as they are considered oheap;" 

In South Sylhet a IAali or gilap is described aa a double wearing sheet. one pair 
l&st.iDg for two or three years. The colour is white and the size 36 feet X 21 feet. 
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From this it would seem that the tliamor gilap is a long sheet cut int.o lengths as 
required. This is pr~bably the case in Silchar and Sonamgunge also. "A gilap costs 
lU·12, whereas a similar sheet of Eillopean manufacture will cost Hl·8 the 
durability in both cases being the same." ' 

A specimen gilaph has been received from Maulvi Bazaar. A perfectly plain 
cloth made of coarse white thread and measuring 34 feet X 2 feet 8 inches. It has a 
selvage at each side and a few double threads at each end, with fringes, that at one end 
being looped. It is more closely woven and not quite so coarse as the dhuti No. 4 
from this plaoe. Price R4·12. 

A oloth desoribed as a wrapper has been sent by the Deputy Oommissioner of 
Sylhet. It measures 36 feet by 2 feet 2t inches, and is of medium texture. It is not 
plain white but duster'patterned, comprising squares of blue on a background of 
white, this pattern being formed by the warp and weft each containing alternately 
ten white and two blue threads. At one edge is a stripe of blue I inch deep and at the 
other edge is a stripe or white. Near each end is a blue stlipe t inch deep, and 
between that and the fringe, a line of blue (two shots of the weft). The fringes are 
rather over t inch long, one being in loops. At the centre of the cloth are two crOS8 
stripes of blue like those at either end, Ii inch apart. This shows clearly that the 
cloth is cut in two between these stripes and thus forms two pieces each 18 feet X 2 feet 
2t inches. These two pieces are probably sewn together to form a double body 
sheet or wrapper 18 feet X 4 feet 5 inches. 

There is no doubt that this cloth is a tliall or gilap, though it is merely called a 
wrapper. Respecting this cloth tbe Deputy Oommissioner writes that it "is a sample 
from the Sonamgunge sub·division. It is supposed that the cloth is an imitation of 
the sheets that are manufactured by the weavers of the neighbouring districts of 
Mymensingh and Tipperah. Although the exhihitcomesfrom Sonamgunge, there is 
reason to believe that the weavers of other place9 of the district can turn out such 
articles, so that it may be accepted as a sample representative of the whole district." 

The plice of the cloths from Sylhet has been given in a lump sum, so individual 
prices cannot be given. 

2.-Dasuti. 
This is also a body slleet or wrapper very similar to the last. A specimen 

from Sylbet is a strong oloth of medium texture measuring 18 feet X a feet 2 
inches. The warp is red and the weft green, the resulting colour being rather 
effective. The only ornamentations are three narrow red lmes and a I-inch false 
fringe at each end. The true fringes are very short, one being in loops. Besides 
this, at half the length of the cloth, are two more sets of red lines with two I-inch 
and one l·inch false fringes between them, the intention of these being..evidently to 
form two wrappers by cutting through the small false fringe. The two wrappers 80 
formed would then be exactly alike, and each would be uniform at both ends. The 
weft in this cloth is alternately closely and openly. woven, which gives the cloth a sort 
of striped appearance, the red showing more clearly where the weaving is loose, and 
the green where it is close. There is such irregularity in the sllccession of this open 
and close weaving that it is doubtful if it is intentional. 

3.-Cbadar. 
This is described in South Sylhet as a single wearing sheet, 18 feet x 21 feet, colour 

white. It lasts about two years. 
In Habigunge the Jugis make uranicnadarIOi feet long, and sell them at from 

11.1·12 to H 2. 
Two specimen chadar have been received from Sylhet. They are said to be 

peculiar to Laskarpur in the Habigunge Sub-division, as the weavers of nowhere else 
can make such cloths. Both are of exceedingly fine textnre, loosely bllt very carefully 
woven. 

The first, which measures 10 feet X 4 feet 2 inches, is quite plain except for a white 
border on -each side and at each end, consisting of stripes and lines of thicker 
thread. There are also two very small false fringes at each end besides the true fringe 
which is 1 inch long at one end and t inch at the other. 

, '!'he second is smaller. measuring 7i feet X 3 feet 2 inches. This has a I inch stripe 
of yellow, broken by a very narrow stripe of white, along each side at the extreme 
edge; there are also lines of !hi~ white threa~. At the ends there two yellow stripes, 
two yellow lines and two 'IT hite lines. The fl'lnges are very short, and there are really 
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no false fringes, though a very slight gap is leCt twice at each end in the weft; this is 
noticeable only on close inspection. 

Both these oloths have a smaJ1 design like a trade mark woven in at one' end
these designs are probably not meant as ornamentations, but only to show who made 
th.em. 

4-Dhnti. 
A waistcloth like that of the same name used in Bengal. From Silchar'it is 

described as " similar in ev.ery detail to the Manipuri fijong or the Kachari gaintk(lo. " 
In Habigunge the Jugis make dkuti 15 feet long and sell them at R2·8 and R3. In 
Maulvi Bazaar the waistcloth is made of plain white thread and measures from 12 to 
13t feet in length and 3 feet in width. A specimeu received from this plaoe, however, 
is smaller, being 11 feet 4 inches by 2 feet 6 inches. It is made of coarse thread loosely 
woven and is absolutely plain except for the selvage along each side, and three quadruple 
shots of weft at one end and two at the olher. The fringes are very short, that at one end 
being in the form of loops just BS it left the loom. The price of this cloth is 12 annas. 

5.-Xachuta. 
Small dhuti whioh, the cultivators and other labouring classes put on when at work. 

They last from two to three months. Colour white. Size 9 feet X 2.l; feet (South Sylbet). 

G.-Sari. 
This is the ohief oloth worn by a woman and is similar in every respect to that of 

Bengal. It has not been mentioned in the lists of any sub-division, but a specimen 
has been reoeived from Sylhet. This is a most interesting oloth. It measures 10 feet 
by 2 feet 10 inches. The body of the cloth is formed of a red warp and a blue weft. 
On each side there are stripes and lines formed by white and blue thread in the warp. 
At one end there is a plain fringe only i inch long, and a stripe of yellow formed by 
four sets of four yellow threads in the weft with two blue threads between each set. 
The other end, however, is ornamented for a long distance, but very simply, vi,., 
merely by stripes of dilIerent colours. Starting from the end there" comes first a 
fringe about 1 inch long; then follows a piece of ordinary cloth 1 inch deep, 
with two yellow lines across it ; then a false fringe 3 inches long. Beyond this is Ii 
inoh of plain oloth; then a stripe of red, It inoh deep, with four yellow lines forming a 
border on either side; then nearly 2t inches of plain oloth broken only by a red 
stripe through the middle\ Then follows a. length of 4 inches in which the weft is 
formed of threads in pairs alternately red and yellow. Beyond this is a stripe of plain -
oloth, then one of red with four yellow lines across it, and then another plain stripe; 
these three vary in depth from 1 inch to 11 inch. The remainder of the decorated part 
consists of three red stripes, 11 inch deep, at equal intervals with a broken band of 
yellow. along each edge and a thin red and yellow stripe behind and before. The 
depth of these ornamentations is altogether 21 feet. The patterns on this oloth are 
formed simply by the use of different coloured threads in warp and weft, except the 
broken bands of yellow which are woven in in addition to the main weft. 

The oloth is made of rather coarse thread olosely woven and looks as it would 
wear well. 

7.-Gamoha. 
This is a. towel like the gamcha of Assam, but plain white. In Silchar it is 

said to be similar in every detail to the Manipuri iru "Audet and the" Karachi rihsha. 
In Hailakandi its size is 6 feet X Ii foot and its price to 2 to 4 annas; here it is used as 
a bath. towel for drying the body and as a sheet. In South Sylhet its size is given as 
21 feet X Ii foot, and it is used for drying the hands and face. A specimen received 
fl'om MoulviBazaar, however, measures n feet X 1 foot 8 inches. Itismadeofooarse 
white thread loosely and roughly woven, and has a narrow stripe of red at one end 
and a deeper stripe with two lines of red at the other. The fringes are verv short. 
'l'he price, 6 annas, seems excessive. • 

. 8.-Rumal. 
This is a handker<'hief, a specimen of which has been received from Sylhet and 

like the cAadar from that place, it was made at Laskarpur where it is a speciality of 
the local weavers. It is made of exceedingly fine thread very oarefully woven. It is 
white with sui pes and lines of black at the sides and ends. There are one false fringe 
!IDd one true fringe at either end, each about i\ inch long. The' size is nearly 26 
Inches square. 
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9.-Mosa.ri. 
This is a mosquito curtain. In South Sylhet the cloth is first made into a than and 

then sewn to form a curtain. It is said to last for two years. An excellent specimen 
has been received from South Sylhet, measuring about 6 feetX4 feet X 4 feet 9 inohes. 
The roof consists of two pieces, eaoh 6 feet X 2 feet, and the sides of ten pieces, eaoh 4 
feet 9 inohesX 2 feet, the long sides having three such pieces each and the short sides 
two. Round the line of juncture of the roof with the walls is sewn a tape of tbick soft 
cotton. This tape is ! inch wide and consists of a number of cotton threads woven 
together by cross threads at considerable intervals. At each comer of the net, a loop of 
this tape.is left. This is bound round close to the net and the edges of the tape sewn 
together so that the loop looks very much like a length of a circular lamp wick. 

The material of which this net is made can hardly be called cloth, it is so loosely 
woven as to be really a net. Owing to the size of the meshes the practical use of this 
mosquito curtain is doubtful. The cloth or net is made of fine thread, the warp 
consisting of four blue and four white threads alternately, and the weft of blue alone. 
The only variation in the pattern occurs at the top ends of two of the panels, that help 
to form one of the long walls. In these panels, for nearly S inches at tbe extreme 
end, the loosely woven blue weft is replaced by closely woven white weft, beyond 
which is an inch stripe of thick black (or very dark blue) thread closely woven. 
This stripe is broken. by three narrow particoloured stripes running through it. two of 
which are yellow, red and white, while the third. which lies between thpm. is yellow, 
red and yellow j beyond this stripe are tbree white threads in the weft, and then tbe blue 
commenoes. There seems no, particular objed in this decoration, and it is probably 
merely the two end pieces cut off one long length of net or cloth out of which tbe 
curtain is made. The net is so elastic that the ends of the several panels are not in 
one line at the bottom of the curtain, though the panels appear to be of the same 
size-exact measurement is diflicult. OlVing apparently to the stretching of tbe net, 
an extra piece about 2 inches long and 2 feet wide has had to be joined on to the top 
of one of the panels at one end. Allowing: for waste at the places where the different 
pieces are sewn together it would take a than of net 60 feet long X 2 feet wide to make 
a curtain of this size. The price of this particular curtain i$ only 14 annas. which 
appears very cheap. There is a marked difference between tliis curtain and the 
coarse specimen received from Mangaldai in Assam (NO'. 77). The latter would be 
much hotter, but probably far more durable and more effective in keeping out mos
quitoes, the purpose for which it is intended. The difference in the formation of these 
two curtains is noteworthy. 

l'D-Jal. 
This is a. net, size 6 feet X 3 feet. Nets are made of several sizes j price from Rl to 

R:3 (South Sylhet). The purpose for which these nets are used is not stated. 

COTTON FABRICS OF THE TRIBESMEN LIVING IN OR BORDERING ON ASSAM. 

The third class of fabrics comprises those peculiar to the tribesmen of Assam. 
Some hill tribesmen who have settled in the plains weave fabrics exactly resembling 
those of the Assamese j these fabrics will not be described again and their number is 
very small, as it is often found that, when the ruder races abandon their national 
costume, they exohange it, not for more civilised garments woven by themselves, but 
for ready made cloths imported from the West. 

Among the fabrics peculiar to the tribesmen, many are of tbe poorest possible 
description, coarse, plain. indifferently woven j some. however, are of the very higbest 
order, the sheets of tbe Nagas are unequalled for durability and careful weaving, 
the Janek of the Manipuris for the beauty of their embroidery, their puggeris for 
fineness of texture j some again, exhibit varieties of weaving unknown to the people 
of the plains; the bags of the Noras and Turungs. the rugs of the Mikirs and Kukis. 
the honeycombed towels of the Manipuris have no equivalents among the fabrics 
of the Assamese or the professional weavers of the Surma. Valley. 

But the chief interest of tbese fabrics lies. in their quaintness. The kadisil of 
the Garos, a band of cloth worn only by the heroic taker of a scalp; the iungki 
of the Lalungs and Syntengs, a sleeveless coat or rather a sbeet of cloth passed 
over tbe head and worn to hang down in front and behind like the boards of 
a sandwich-man j tbe mixed nettle and cotton fabrics of the N~as, the boating 
costume of the Manipuris-coat, wa.istcloth, puggery and necktie; all these are 
quite unique. Many more examples might be cited, but there is one article which 
is especially worthy of attention, f)i:e., tbe bag or satchel. Some varieties of this are 
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fdund among nearly all the tribes, and on many of them great skill and artistic taste 
are displayed. A collection of these satchels from all the hill tribes' bordering on 
Assam would be of value, not only as curiosities, but as examples of the varieties of 
fancy weaving practised by these primitive peoples. 

The peculiar nature of many of these fabri~ renders a bare description of 1hem 
of little use without an explanation of the way in which they are worn or used. 
To explain this, it is often necessary to descrille the dress of the people. 'l'he arrange
ment and soope of this section are accordingly somewhat different from those 
of the two preceding. The fabrics have been grouped according t.o the tribe or 
tribes that make them, and, under each group, the description of the fabrics has 
been supplemented by all available information concerning the dress of that 
partioular people. ' 

Manipuri Fabrics. 
The cotton fabrics of the Manipuris are far more numerous and far more 'Varied 

than those of any other tribe within or bordering on Assam. This variety is partly 
in the texture and partly in the nature of the ornamentations. The puggeries of the 
Manipuris are among the finest fabrics of Assam, while the 8heets made by these 
people for the Nagas are surpassed in stoutness only by those of the Nagas themselves. 
Bilt the greatest variety is found in the ornamentations. Nearly every de'Vice ill 
known to the Manipuris; the dyeing and stamping of oloth, the use of dilfer~nt 
coloured threads in warp and weft, embroidering by hand as well as the ordinary 
jamdanee work, the stufling of cloths at the time of weaving, and the formation of 
ribs by varying the arrangement of the healds: _all these are illu~trated in the 
fabrics of :Manipur. 

Writing in 1835 Captain R. Boileau Pemberton in his cc Report on the Eastern: 
Frontier of British India" says: Co The principal articles of manufacture in ManipUl' 
consists of coarse !cAe. oloths, perfectly white; a very soft and li~ht description 
of muslin, worn by the women as scarfs; a coarser description for turbans and 
jackets; and their silk manufactures, which are remarkable for thei:r strength and the 
brilliancy of their colours, and are made 'up principally into petticoats, jackets and' 
large scarfs, the last of which are worn only by the higher order of the male sex; 
Bome of these scarfs are very richly embroidered and though the work is ooarse. 
they are highly prized in Ava." During the last sixty years the skill of the Manipuri 
weavers has inoreased. The rich embroiderings are not confined to silks, but are 
to be found on many of the better cotton oloths. The brilliancy and variety of 
the oolours forma most noticeable feature of some of the cloths of Manipur. 

In Sylhet, Manipuri cotton cloths are incillded among the chief manufactures 
of the district enumerated by Hr. Hunter in his f. Statistioal Account of Assam " 
(1879). To qllote from this work: "Manipllri!cAe.h, or ootton cloths, used as cover
lets for beds, and at times for screens and tablecloths, are woven by the Manipuri women 
who reside in the district, from white or ooloured country thread. They are gener
ally made from IS to 9 feet in length by from 3 to 6 feet in breadth, and are sold, 
according to size and quality, at prices varying from 1 •. /31i. to £1 each. The 
Manipuris also weave handkerchiefs, mosquito ourtains and common dusters. 
They embroider the edges of the more expensive cloths very skilfully with silk. 
Handkerohiefs of fine quality are BOld at from 4Jd. to tid. each." 

In. Cacbar "aU the olothes worn by Manipuris art'l manufactured solely by 
women. The usual dress of the men consists of a dllotie and short jaoket called 
foorUhe, but even more eccentrio costume may be seen among the Manipurilt 
than among the Bengalis of Cachar. The dress of the women is a coloured cloth 
tied tightly under the shoulders just above the breasts, fitting closely to the body and 
Jegs and reaching nearly to the feet." This was written in 186& by Mr. J. Ware 
Edgar, who also gives an interesting calculation of the earnings of Manipuri weavers 
in this distriot.. This calculation has already been reproduced and need no' be repeated 
here. The dress of the Manipuri women is, however. more accurately described 
by Colonel Dalton :-" The chief garment of an a4ult female is folded over the bosom; 
and under the arms, so as to press somewhat injuriously on the oontour of the 
bust whence it flows to the feet, and is generally of gay colours with a neat border. 
Young girls are more becomingly clad in spencers or bodices, and the lower 'garment 
is folded round the waist." 

Below are enumerated the principal cotton cloths made by the Manipnris. 
The list received from Manipur is very long, but unfortunately the description 
of the several cloths is extremely brief. It will be seen that dtJdar, petticoats 
(or rather women's waisteloths) and bedcloths are geoerall;y made on the smaller 
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loom; and dhuti, puggeris, mosquito curtains, satchels and cloths for special wear 
on the larger loom. 'I'he coarser cloths made on the smaller loom are said to be largely 
sold for looal use. The finer fabrics appear to have suffered from European competi. 
tion. 

The list from Manipur has been supplemented by information received from 
Sylhet and Oachar, and by a description of some cloths l'eceived from all these places. 
In eachar no fabrics are made in large quantities, but the Manipuri mosquito 
curtains, gamcha (i.e., iru khudei), and khe8h are made in greater num bers than any 
other fabrice in the district. 

1.-Foijom. 
This is a dhut. or loin-cloth for men. Several varieties of this oloth are made in 

Manipur, for all of which the four-poster loom is used. No description of these 
cloths has been received. An ordinary foijom costs from H 1 to S. 'I'he following 
varieties are found :-

(i) ,48helang foijom.-"Manipur cotton dhuti. Price H2 to S." 
(ii) UrengJoijom.-"Green dhuti. Price B2 to S." 
(iii) Khamm chatpa foijom.-" Silk dhuti-honorary dress. Price H20 to 40." 

This would appear not to be a cotton fabric, but it is included in the list reoeived 
from Manipur, and so is given here; as uo specimen has been sent, it is impossible 
to say whether it has been rightly or wrongly included. 

Waistcloths or dhut;, called fiiong are also included in the list of Manipuri 
oloths made in Silchar. Respecting them the Deputy Oommissioner writes: .. 'I'hese are 
simply larger sized iru khudei" (No. S2) "but have altogether oeased to be manu
factured, the dhut; of Manchester manufacture having driven them completely out 
of the market, When manufactured they were sold according to size and quality 
at prices varying from 8 annas to In-B·O." 

2.-ll'ing kham . 
.. A boat race dAuei. Price Hii to 10 ". (Manipurl. This too is made on the 

four-poster loom. 
This and fabrics Nos. 21,23 and 28 form a complete boating outfit. 

a.-Fanek. 
This is a petticoat woven in Manipur on the smaller kind of loom from English 

or country made thread. Its price varies according to the quality. The following 
varieties are named, but no descriptions are given:-

~~) LanghollJaneTe. } Price H5 to R15. 
(11) Golap machu fanek. 

(iii) Kumchinghi fanek. Ditto. There are two cloths bearing this 
name in the Indian Museum, f)iz., Nos. 38 and S9, received from the Shillong 
Museum. No. S8 is a blue and white striped cloth with red borders at the sides. 
(The white stripes are very narrow.) It measures 5 feet 2 inches by 3 feet It inch 
and is made up of four strips of widths varying from 9 to 10i incbes. The border on 
one side is 2 inches in width and that I!n the other side 11 inch. Between the red and 
blue is a blue-black stripe, and the red is toned down by a few blue lines. At the 
end of the cloth are plaited lines in red. The ends are sown up. The price of this 
cloth is H2·8. 

No. 39 also is a blue and white striped cloth in which the white stripes are merely 
lines. It measures 5 ft. 7 in. by 4 ft. 1 in., and is composed of two strips. It has a 
red border on each side containing patterns of oval design worked in rose, yellow, 
heliotrope, dull yellow, blue and white. The style of the ornamentations on each side 
is the same. Price R3.4. 'Ihis cloth was exhibited by the Political Agent of Manipur 
as No. 3024 in the International Exhibition held at Calcutta in 1851. 

(iv) Chambrei mapalfanek. 
(v) KokfaiJanek. l 

(vi) Kaho nopllfanek. 
(v.~9 Makong faneTe. Price R5 to Rlli. 
(Vlll) Hangam mapalfaneTe. 
(ix) Lo.,.ang fa"ek 
(x) Tong kap Janek. J 

(xi) Leirel fanek 
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(xii) Pungou fane". Price BI to BI·S. 
(xiii) Hikok janek. J 
(xiv) Kombl'ei fanek. Price BIS to IUS. 
(xv) -Awa napufanek. 

(xvi) Ul'ei rom fanek. 
(xvii) Pumthitjanek. Price BIO to 30. An old pattern not now used. 

A specimen of this cloth received from Manipur measures S feet 6 inches by 4 feet 2 
inohes. It is a very handsome oloth of medium texture made up of two pieces of equal 
size stitohed together at the sides. These two strips of cloth are exactly similar in 
design, and the border patterns are identical. The outer edge of eaoh strip has a border 
about l!t incbes wide. This border oonsists of a central stripe of green (It inch wide) 
with a white stripe about one·third of the width on eaoh side, the remainder being 
made up of very narrow stripes of dark blue and green and lilies of white. The 
central green stripe bas a handsome design woven on it in Bilk. This design consists 
of yellow ovals forming a Iramework with a diamond shaped opening in the centre 
containing a star of many colours. The ovals are joined by yellow loops, and in the 
intervals is filligree work of many colours. The colours used are red, s&1mon, dark 
blue and white. Except at the extreme ends, the stripe is uniform throughout but 
there are two different arrangements of the colours in the stars and filligrees, and these 
succeed each other alternately. 

The two white stripes have pretty flor&1 patterns worked upon them in red, 
yellow and green silk, the two patterns are not alike. They are simple but very 
difficult to describe. 

The thin dark blue stripes have each a double broken line of white cotton thread 
running along them, but are otherwise quite plain. • 

Tile body of the cloth consists of white and green stripp.s, the former about! inch 
wide and the latter of half that width. The white stripes contain pretty patterns 
woven in red and salmon silk, similar to, but not identical with, that on the inner 
white stripe of the border. 'l'he green stripes are plain except for a double broken 
line of yellow silk running along the centre. 

At each end of the cloth is a border, one ratber more than an inoh deep and tbe 
other about t inch deep. Unlike the end borders of Assamese cloths, these are the 
plainest part of the whole cloth, for they contain no ornamentations, except a single 
looped line of wbite ootton thread running across them. There is at one end a similar 
looped line of thick maroon coloured thread marking the division between the end 
border and the body of the. cloth, and at the other a. cross stripe formed of two suoh 
looped lines side by side. . 

This cloth has no fringes, but at one end the loose threads project for about tth of 
an inoh; at the other end not only the loose threads but also a portion of the cloth 
has been out off, so that there is absolutely no fringe-the outting is very uneven. 

One of the most noteworthy features about this oloth is the oloseness. of the 
weaving. The weft is entirely of wbite, but, owing to the closeness of the weaving, 
it nowhere oOlDes to view so tha.t the oolour of the baokground is decided solely by 
that of the warp. The exoellence of the weaving is perha.ps even better shown by 
the fact tbat there is no tendenoy to fray at the end that is cut 01I flush. 

The manufacture of this cloth must have involved an enormous amount of 
labour. The whole of tbe patterns are separate from the background-the cloth 
itself. The pattern on eaoh stripe has been worked independently. These patterns 
may possibly have been formed at the time of weaving, but they are more probably 
of needlework. 

The price of this oloth is RIS, whioh dOOs not appear excessive considering its 
quality and the amount of labour involved in making it. 

(xviii) Kumnangfg,nek. An old patt~rn. not used. Price BIO to B30. 
(xix) Khendf'{J fa'Mk. ~tto ditto 

Besides the above varieties of Janek there are two others in the Inchan.Museum, 
m:-

(xx.) Let/and. - - Price B7. This may be the same as the Loi,rang 
Janek No. (ix) but without a desoription of that cloth it is impossible to say. 

A very strong and well woven cloth bearing this name is to be found in the 
Indian Museum (No. 19 of the Shillong Museum series). It is made up of two 
equal strips fastened together at the edges and measures Ii feet 6 inches by 3 feet 
11 inches. The body of the cloth is striped pale and dark blue (almost black), six 



stripes going to the incb, and the pale blue being rather wider than the dark. The 
weft seems to be all pale blue, but it nowhere appears at the surface, as the weaving 
is so close. 

At each side of the cloth is a handsome border, one 2 inches and one 21-
inches wide. The former border consists of a stripe of" white nearly 1 inch wide 
with a narrower stripe of light blue on one side and one of dark blue on tbe other 
(or outer) side. The pale blue stripe is edged on each side by lines of dark blue and 
itself contains a simple floral pattern in green and yellow, green being the more 
prominent·colour. The dark blue stripe has a rather more elaborate pattern consist
ing of rose buds in floral frameworks of yellow, which colour is more prominent 
than the rose. The extreme outer edge is white, and near the edge appear a few 
white lines. The wide stripe of white forms a baokground for an exquisite floral 
design in dark blue, green and rose which cannot he described without an illustra
tion. The body of the design is dark blue, but the centres of the leaves are bright 
green and an occasional blossom appears in a delightful tint of rose. The harmony 
of colouring is perfect. 

The border at the other side is similar, in its arrangement. The central stripe is 
more than an inch wide and the design is rather different from that described abovEl. 
'1'he centres of the leaves are pale green, there are no rose buds. The pattern on the 
inner stripe is red and green, a length entirely red being succeeded by a length 
entirely grt'en. The pattera on the outer stripe is dark yellow throughout, and is not 
so elaborate as the corresponding pattern on the other border. 'I'he designs appear to 
be of needlework. Across the cloth, near either end, runs a plaited line in red, beyond 
which the side borders do not extf'nd, and there is therefore no ornamentation besides 
the stripes, except a single thin plaited line in white running across the cloth at two
thirds of the distance between thll red line and the end. 

(xxi) Saloo hekokfanek.-Price R5-12, This may be the same as the kikokfanek 
No. (xiii). 

Two examples of this cloth are to be seen in the Indian Museum, viz., Nos. 21 and 
22 of the Shillong Museum collection. 

The first (No. 21, Shillong Museum (Jollection) is strong and closely woven, but 
is a lighter fabrio than the leifanek just described. It is made up of two narrow strips 
and measures 5 feet 9 inches by 4 feet 3 inches. It has lengthwise stripes of dark and 
light blue, six to the inch, the dark stripes being slightly the wider. The dark blue is 
almost black and the light blue is of a peculiar ahade, but not so pale as that in the let 
f(tnek. Each dark blue stripe is followed by a red line, and 'each light stripe by a line 
of white. The weft is wholly rea. • 

. At each side is a border, one 2t inches, the other, 21 inches in width.' They are 
similar but not identical in design. Starting from the inside, first comes a white 
stripe (about i inch wide) with a pattern in crimson, rich green and yellow; this 
is followed by a wide dark blue stripe with a bold design in ovals, the framework 
beiog entirely yellow, and the larger leaves inside rose with centres of dull yellow, 
while the small branch leave& are black with white centres. In between tho ovals is 
a filigree of red, yellow, black, white and dull yellow. Beyond this comes a second 
"ide stripe rather wider than the first, with a pattern in black, red and yellow. 
Lastly, there is an edge of dark blue with occasional black lines. 

Each end of the cloth has a cross stripe of plaited lines with a single plaited line 
of white half way between it and the end. There are no fringes. 

This is a very pretty cloth. The decorations appear to be of needlework. 
'I'he other cloth (No. 22, Shillong Museum, Collection) is very strong and rather 

coarse; it is made up of two equal strips joined to~ether, and measures 5 feet 5 inches by 
4 ft. 2 in. The body of the cloth, which consists of black or rather very dark blue 
stripes about i inch wide divided off by lines of white, is very plain, but the border 
designs are very handsome. The ends are plain and are devided off from the body of 
the clotb by Ilo red plaited stripe; one end only has a white cross line. 

The borders are on the same principal as those in the last cloth as regards style 
and background. In that at one side the inner pattern is alternately wholly helio
trope, wholly red and wholly bright crimson.. 'I'he central design, of oval shape, has 
the framework of bright yellow, and the centres of crimson, wbite and dull yellow j 
these three colours, and also a very dark green, are used for the filigrees between the 
ovals. The outer pattern is alternately dark blue and rose. . 

In the border at the other side the inner pattern is nearly all beliotrope with a 
trifle of yellow, the central design is of the same oolour as that on the other border 
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but with heliotrope substitllted for red. the ollter pattern is of crimson and dark 
green. 

The weft in this cloth is aU dark blue. 

In Hailakandi the Janek is described as a cloth worn by females. size 6 feet by 
41 feet. Price from R2 to R6. 

From Cachat comes the following interesting des-cription of 'thejanek:" A kind of 
cloth similar to the kbesk" (No.4) "in texture but of finer quality. the edges of which 
are embroidered skilflllly with 'coloured cotton or 'silk thread. 'fhe designs are 
generally of various nondescript flowers' 'and lire worked by means of ordinary sewing 
needles. there being hardly any difference between those of the present and the past. 
The fanek is a sort of petticoat in various striped c()lours. the pre-vailing colouts being 
green and dark blue with red and yellow' stri~es. worn by women tied loosely round 
the breasts and hanging something like a tuniC half way to the ankle. Girls under 
puberty, however. wear it from the waist to 'the ankle. the upper part of the body 
being covered with a species of quarter-sleeve jacket generally of dark blue or green 
velvet. Faneks are Illade up of two pieces stitched together lengthwise and are of 
different sizes varying from 3 feet by 2 feet 3 inches to 6 feet by 4feet 6 inches to suit 
girla and grown up women, and are sold. according to size and quality. at prices 
varying from R2-8 to R7. Those imported from Manipur. however. fetch a higher 
price up to about RI0 on account of their superior finish." This description of the 
petticoat worn by Manipuri women in Cachar at the present day is almost identical 
with those of :Mr. Ware Edgar and Colonel Dalton written in 1865 and 1872. 

A Janek received from Silchar measures 5 feet 5 inches by 3 feet lOt inches. 
befng made up of two pieces closely fastened together. The stripes are of dark blue 
a.nd white (edged with red on one side). The borders are abollt 3t inches deep and 
consist of a central design in large ovals on a background of dark blue with a narrow 
stripe of white on either side containing a pattern in red and blue cotton thread. 

Beyond the outer border is a.nother stripe of dark blue. broken with white lines. 
The ornamentations 'in the central design are in silk coloured yellow with red, white. 
dal·k blue and bright blue. . 

The ends are as usual plain. being divided off from the body of the cloth by cross 
red plaited lines and one end of each strip • has one thin cross plaited .line of white. 
'l'here Ilre practically no fringes. The weft is green. but does not show. Price R7-8. 

A Manipuri petticoat ,called ponek has been reoeived from Sylhet. It measures 
5 ft. 8 in. by 4 ft. 2in. and is a strong cloth of medium texture, made up of two equal 
strips whioh are fastened together very loosely, flillS •• only at points ahout 9 inches apart. 
The oloth is similar in design to those already described. The stripes in the body are 
dark blue (nearly blaok) and yellow (edged on one side with red). the former being 
rather the wider. fl •••• nearly i inoh. The side borders. which are almost identical, are 
about 3 inches wide and oonsist of one central design on a dark blue background 
It inch wide with a narrow stripe of pale blue on each side containing a floral pattern. 
B .. yond these outer pale blue stripes is another background of dark blue with no 
pattel'n but broken by very thin light lines. The oentral design is coloured mainly 
orange. with crimson. dark purple. white and medium blue; it is of the usual oval 
shape. but not very elaborate. The narrower patterns are coloured crimson, dark blue. 
dull green and yellow. Each end has a plaited stripe of red and a thin plaited line 
of pale blue; this line is however missing from one end of one of the two strips form
ing the oloth. The ornamentations are all in silk exoept the plaited lines and stripes 
across the ends whioh are of ootton. The weft is of red. and the weaving not being so 
close or good as in similar oloths from Manipur. it is visible to some extent on the 
surface. 

It ill evident from this speoimen that the Manipuri weavers residing at Sylhet 
are not so skilful as their fellow oountrymen at home. as this cloth is said to be a 
specimen of the superior cloths woven by the Manipuris of Sylhet. 

(I) Ngaooong-(Yanipur and Silchar) or ike." (Silohar and Sylhet).-cr A 
cAadar. made on the smaller loom. Price B1-8 to R2 in Manipur. 

In Silchsr .. the flgaooong or kAesh is a thick cloth either plain in white or colours,. 
or variously striped, used as coverlets for beds and at times worn by the men as a 

• oppoeiw •• do. 

"I 
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ckadar and by the women as afanek. Europeans and Indians of the upper classes also 
sometimes use it as a screen or table cloth. They are generally made from 5 to 9 leet 
in length by from 3 to 6 feet iu breadth, and are sold, according to size and quality, at 
prioes varying from 8 annas to H 3. The ngaubong like the Janek is invariably made 
up of two pieces stitched together. " -

In Hailakandi the maubong appears to be the same oloth; it is a sheet worn by 
the males, measuring 9 ft. by 6 ft., price from H2 to B3. 

A specimen Tellesh received from 8ylhet is a green cloth of medium texture, 
measuring 8 feet 8 inohes by 4 feet 1 inoh. It is made up of two narrow strips 
se;vn closely together. The ornamentations consist of stripes only. At ,each end 
is a red stripe, edged with white, between two very narrow red and yellow stripes. At 
one end are three indistinct stripes, all white on one strip and two white and one 
yellow on the other. 'l'he peouliarity about these three stripes is that eaoh oontains 
one line near the centre showing up prominently on the right side of the cloth and two 
lines near the edges showing up on the wrong side; this is effected by a variation in 
the weaving. At the other end is a stripe about one inch deep, made up of nine thin 
stripes coloured yellow, red; white, red; yellow, red; white, red; yellow. This stripe 
runs aoross both strips of the cloth and is woven in a most peouliar way, so that the 
red stripes are hardly visible except one line in eaoh, which is thrown into bold relief i 
and the yellow and white stripes are dim except for one line in each, which is more 
distinot, but not so prominent as the red lines. Eeyond this stripe is a line of white, 
formed by three white threads shot in the weft in the usual way. All these stripes 
are formed at the time of weaviug. The oloth has a fringe at each end, one Ii iuch 
lonz and the other 3 inoh~s long. 

In Watson's" Textile fabrics" two cloths from the Surma V alley called .. E a81 
or scarf, men's garments "_ are desoribed as follows:-

II (a) ITT 125. Cotton-Something like a small diaper pattern. The only attempt 
at ol'Damentation is in the narrow fringe at the end of the pieoe. in whioh red cotton 
is introduced at -intervals of ] inch. Length 3 yards. width I yard 18 inohes, weight 
lIb, 50z. From 8ylhet. 

" (b) ITT 126. Cotton.-Blpa(\hed. Somewhat like the du('k used for military sum· 
mer trousers. No speoial borders or ends. Good example of a favourite plain warm 
material. Length 2 yards 18 inohes, width 1 yard 9 inches, weight llb. Boz. From 
Caohar." 

'l'he name would seem to be the same as the Telles of Manipur. 

5.-Lui, 

" A kkps made of Zui texture. Prioe R 1." A specimen received from Manipur 
is a white ribbed cloth made up of two strips and measuring 7 ft. 6 in. by Bft. 9 in. 
Apart from the ribs, which run diagonally across the oloth, there is no ornampntation 
exoept a border formed of three stripes and two lines of blaok at either end. the whole 
being about 21 inohes deep. 'l'he ribs in these borders do not run straight but 
form zig-zags. 

1:he fringes at both ends are rather over two inches long. 
This cloth is of peouliar jnterest, as being an example of fancy weaving. The ribs 

are evidently formed by a peouliar arrangement of the heaIds, which however has, 
unfortunately. not been described. The price of the cloth seems very cheap, consider· 
ing that the cloth is ribbed. 

6.-Warumit. 
A ckadar or sllawl, made on the small loom. Price BI·8 to 112·8 (Manipur). 
A speoimen of this cloth, received from Manipur, and described as a khe, of towel 

texture, apppars to be a large bath towel. It is made of two pieces strongly joined 
together and measures 8 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 4 in. It is entirely white ell'oe~t for a narrow 
grcen stripe along aith~r side at.the extreme edge •. and 3 yellow crOS!' stripes near eao~ 
end:- It has a plain fringe at elther end, one 1{ Inch and one 21 lDcbea long. 1hls 
cloth is another example of fancy weaving, the p~ooess of which, has unfort:unately, not 
bP.en desoribed. The pattern is formed of bold nbs or rather rIdges runnlDg straJght 
across the cloth, with the intervening hollows honeycombed 1,y threads of the warp 
crossing them at moderate intervals. 'l'his is the pattern in the body of the cloth, but 
it is slightly varied at the ends, between the fringes aud the bord .. rs. Price HI·8. 

7.-Ponde1. 
A c~ar or shawl made on the smaller loom. Price BI-8 to B2-!! (Manipur). 
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8.-Reiri maku. 

A chadat' or shawl made on the smaller loom. Prioe R 1·8 to R 2·8 (Manipur). 

9.-Musumfi. 
A chadar or shawl made on the smaller loom. Prioe R 1·8 to H 2·8 (Manipur). 

10.-0dah. 
A chadat' made on the small 100m. Prioe Bl·8 to R2 (Manipur). 
There are two speoimens of this oloth in the Indian Museum. _ 
No. (i) No. 64. (Shillong Museum Oolleotion). Exhibition No. 3034. This is 

a blue and white chadadrom Manipur, a single strip measuring 7 feet 4 inoh by 2 
ft. Prioe 12 annas. - It is a plain ooarse oloth, a kind of oheok formed by blue 
alternating with white in both warp and weft, the blue patohes in eaoh case having 
two blue lines on either side. The weft is only indistinotly seen. Across each end 
runs one blue and white plaited line. There is a 2.inoh fringe at one end, the other 
end being simply rough. 

No. (ii) No. 98. (Shlllong Museum Oolleotion.) This is almost exactly like the 
last but larger, being formed of two strips and measuring 7 feet 8 inoh by 4 feet 4 inch. 

o Prioe Hl·6. 
It·-Phee arangba. 

This is the name of a oloth in the Indian Museum, reoeived from Manipur. 
It is not mentioned in any of the distriot reports. 

This cloth (No. 23, Shillong Museum Oollection) is a single pieoe measUl'ing 7 feet 6 
Inch by 2 foet. It is very ooarse but warm. Prioe Hl·2. The pattern is a plaid. the colours 
of the worp being in order as follows :-white. brown, blue, red, blue, the whole repeat· 
ed, and lastly white; then comes a border 5 inches wide made up of thin stripes and 
double lines, the colours, whioh are mixed up. being white. red, yellow. brown and 
blue. The weft oontains only brown and salmon which alternate with eaoh other. 

Between eaoh main stripe are 2 to , thin stripes of the same or different oolours. 
The width of the main stripes varies from 1 inch to It inch. 

At eaoh end is a fringe and the usual plaited band running across the oloth 
It inch from the fringe. The colours of this band are brown and white. 

12.-Lamphi. 
A c1iadal' made on the four.poster loom. A dress of honour. Price IU5 to 60 

(Manipur). 
13.-Inaphi. 

A kind of fine muslin shawl or charlaI' worn by Manipuri women and rarely by 
men as a t)(J.gree. This description has been received from Ou.ohar but lnapA' are said 
to be not wovpn there, but invariably imported from Manipur. No oloth of this name 
is inoIuded in the list from Manipur. There are, however. two specimens of this cloth 
from Manipur in the Indian Museum. 

(i) Leic'hwtpa Ilfap'hi (No. 88. Shillong Museum Oollection.) Price H3. 
This is a very light, muslin cloth made up of two strips and measuring 14 feet 8 inch 

by 4 feet 8 inch. The cloth itself is white and quite plain except for double threads at 
the ends and edges. but it bears a pink pattern which has evidently been produced by 
stamping. -

(ii) Jnap'hi Poongai. Price B6·8. 
This is a heavier cloth than the last but not coarse. It is in two strips and measures 

8 feet 6 inches by5 feet 40 inohes. It is plain white with five black bord'.!rB at eaoh end 
i to 6 inch wide and containing designs of long and ahort rectangles. At each end 
there is a sligbt fringe. 

14.-lfoin.ngphi. 
SpIJcimett,lrom MattiplfI'.-Tbis is a white elladar' of very fine muslin·liketextnre, 

measuring 8 feet 6 inohes by 40 feets inches and consisting of two strips joined together. 
Along the edge on each side is a black stripe of thicker texture, and from thiS black 
b order. designs in the shape of besoma jut ou~ into the body of the cloth. their length 
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being Ij inch. At each end is a plain white fringe about &inches long; thllre are also two 
double lines of coarse thread, one black, one white, three narrow stripes of black, and 
a patterned stripe of black about t inch deep. This last stripe consists of a pattern 
woven in on the background of white muslin. The other ornamentations are all a 
portion of the actual cloth. Price R40. 

'!'his cloth is of peculiar interest as exhibiting yet another variety of Manipuri 
weaving. For the whole length between the borders at each end, the side borders are 
entirely black, in both warp and weft, but the black weft does not extend into the body 
of the cloth except where required to form the besom-shaped patterns, and there only 
to a short distance. Similarly tlie white weft in the body of the cloth ends at the side 
borders and besom-shaped patterns. At the point of juncture the white weft and the 
black are inter-locked and then shot back in opposite directions. It appears, there· 
fore, that three shuttles must be used simultaneously, two containing black tbread to 
form the black portion of the weft on either side, and one containing white thread to 
form the white portion of the weft in the centre. 

In the end borders the weft, whether white or black, runs entirely across the cloth 
including that portion of the borders at either side. 

The warp is entirely white except at the sides where it is black to the width of 
the side borders. In both warp and weft the black thread is of medium texture and 
the white exceedingly fine. 

15.-Ma.ra.ng Phi. 

This may be the same as the last. It is a pagr; made on the four-poster loom. 
Price R4t to R6 at Manipur. 

16.,-Kayet athek pi. 

Specimen received from Manipur. Price R2. -This is a pagr; measuring 8 feet 
,6 inches by 4t feet 6 inches. It is of exceedingly fine muslin-like texture and is entirely 
,white. It has absolutely no ornamentations except a plain fringe 2 inches in len~th at 
.eitherend, and the stripes and lines of thick thread to strengthen the cloth at the sides 
and ends. The arrangement of these is exactly like that in an English handkerchief. 

This cloth is very similar in size and texture to the last and there seems no reason 
;why it should not be used as a sheet as well as a pagri. 

17.-Chadar athek pi. 

A pagri made on the four-poster loom. Price R2 to R3 in Manipur. Probably 
the same as No. 16. 

18.-Khudei· 
A pagr' made on the four.poster loom. Price R2 to Ra. The following 

'l'ari~ties are found in Manipur:-

(i) Lamth",n khudei. Price R 1·8 to R4. 
(ii) Leichatpa khudei. .. .. 1 8" 3 
iii) Ngaunbong khlldei • .. ,,3 .. 8. This is made on the smaller loom. It 

may be the same as the inaphi (No. 13). 

In Oachar the word khudei is used as identical with iru khudei which is a different 
cloth (if. No. 32). 

19.-Lamthang khulhat. 
A pagN made on the larger loom. A dress of honour given by the Rajahs • 

. Price Rli to RIIi in Manipur. 

20·-Waikhu matha. 
A paggri made on the larger loom. Price R3 to R6 (Manipur). 

21.-Samjil. 
A boat-race paggri. Price R5 to RIO. (Manipur). Made on the larger loom. 

22.-Khada.ng chit. 
A. boat-race paggri (tie). Price R3 to R8. (Manipur). Made on the larger 

100m. 
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23.-Ebla kookt pagri. 
Eight specimens of this cloth were exhibited by 'the- Political Agent of Manipur 

at the Calcutta International Exhibition tNo. 3069). Price Rl2' for' eight pieces. 
I have seen :five of these pieces now in the,Indian Museum (Nos. 9,.10; 11:, 131, and 
16 of the Shillong Museum Collection)., ' , 

No.9 is a :fine cIoth formed of two pieces, measuri'dg' 7 feet by 4 feet 2 inches." The' 
colour is a shade of purple.brown. It is quite plain except for the thick edges at the Sides' 
and ends. Nos. 10 and.' 16 are exactly-like No. 9 except for the colours' whicb are;' 
respectively, red and dark green. Frice 10 annas each. Nos. 11 and 13 are similaT; 
but of much finer muslin-like texture, very soft, and coloured respectively pink' 'and' 
salmon. Price 10 annas each. 

24.-Xajek phisang. 

A plain purple cloth of muslin texture in one piece, measuring 5 feet 10 inclles by 
2 feet 11 inches. (Indian Museum, No. 14 Shillong Museum Collection, probably one 
of the eight pagria exhibited.by the Political Agent of'Manipur.) 

25.-Pnggri. 
A cloth from Manipur in the Indian Museum (No 35 SIIillong Museum COllec. 

tion). Tbe local name is not given but the cloth appears distinct from any'of th()se" 
described above. It is a plain white, cloth with a dark blue edge on each side. Twc) 
plaited white silk lines, with a plaited blue cotton stripe between them, run across'the 
cloth at either end, the fringes are also made into tassels- by the addition of silve1-' 
foil. The cloth has a silky feel. It measures 8 feet I inch by 241 inohes. Its price ~s' 
R3.12. 

26.-Lasing thaba fnrit. 
A coat, pricA RI to R3 (Manipur). Made on· the four-poster lobm~ 

27'-'Ningthow phi. 
A coat, a dress of honour, prioe RIOta R20 (Ma.nipur): Made on the larger' 

100m. 
28.-Riyang furit· 

A boat-race coat, price R5 to RIO (Manipur). Made on the larger loom. 

29.-Jagoi polloi. 
A nautch dress, price RIO to B50 (Manipur). Made on tIle larger 100m. 

30.-Luhongba potloi. 
Marriage dres~. price RIO to R50 (Manipur). - Made on ,the larger loom. 

Sl.-Pana khao. 
A betel-nut bag, price 4 annas to Rl. (Mauipur). Made on the larger loom. 

S2·-1ru khudei. 
A towel, price S annas to 10 annas (Manipur.) Made on the larger loom. 
In Silohar the i,... kJI"dlli or khudei is described as .. a common towel or duster· a 

8pecil's of rough cloth manufactured quite plain, but occasionally with a'red border 
at the two ends or at both tbe sides alld ends, and used as bathing towels and also as 
waistcloths by men en~aged at work in the :fields or other similar work. These are 
also sometimes worn lIy very little boys, and measure from S feet 9 inohes to 
7feet 6 inClles in length by from 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet 6 inohes in breadth; and are 
sold, aooording to size and quality. at prices varying from 2 annas to 8 annas," 

SS,-Mompak tidal:. 

A bed-sheet, price 12 annas to Rl-4 (Manipur)_ Made on the smapEll' loom. 

34,.-Xangtbol tida. 
A counter-pane, price HI to R2 (Yanipnr). lIade on the smaller 100m. 
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3S.-Dola.i Ii. 
A dada,. used chiefly for tying bundles; price R1 to R1·8 (Manipur). 

Made on the smaller loom. 
There is a specimen of the dolaiphee from Manipur in the Indian Museum (No. 

40 of the Shillong Museum Collection) which was exhibited as No. 3037 by the Politi
cal Agent of Manipur at the Calcutta International Exhibition. Tbis must be the 
same cloth as the dolas fl, but it is a counterpane and not a ckadar. It is made up 
of two strips and measures 6 feet br3 feet 8 inches. It is of very coarse cotton and is very 
variegated in colour, the colours m the warp being red, yellow, white, and blue, mix. 
ed up. and those in the weft red, blue and yellow, then red and blue with a thin stripe 
of yellow in between. The width of the red and blue in the warp varies. Some of 
the stripes have patterns on them. The cloth has rough fringes at the ends. Price 
10annas. . 

3B.-La.shing Ii. 
A quilt, price R2 to R2·8. (Manipur). Made on the smaller loom. 
A B pecimen receivedjfrom ManillUr, measures 8 feet 4 inches by' 4 feet 4 inches being 

made up of two narrow strips. It exhIbits still one more variety of Manipuri weaving. The 
'Warp is in stripes, alternately green, red, yellow, and white, the red and white stripes 
being only half the width of the green or yellow-and one set of 4 stripes going to the 
inch. But the upper and lower threads of the warp are not continuous as is usually 
the case, for where the upper threads are green the lower are yellow and where the 
upper threads are red the lower are white and vice verBa. The weft is entirely 
yellow. The weaving in both warp and weft is double, i.e., the threads are woven in 
pairs. After the first 15 or 16 threads of the weft have been shot a tuft of cleaned 
cotton wool is laid in between the upper and lower threads of the warp, extending 
across the whole width of the cloth, then another 4 threads are shot and another 
tuft introduced and so on, a tuft of cotton wool being woven in after every four shots 
of the weft. At the extreme end of the cloth the plain weaving again contains 15 or 
16 shots of the weft. Each end of the cloth is doubled over and then over again and 
loosely hemmed. A twisted cord of red thread is then sewn on around all four sides 
and the counterpane is complete. The result is a very pretty warm and serviceable 
bed-quilt. The price is 112 which does not appear excessive. 

37.-Maithap. 
" A kind of pari or rug in which rolled cotton forming cross threads or woof are 

shot in between the main threads or warp, which as a rule are of various colours." 
(Cachar). The cloth thus described is said to be imported to Cachar from Manipur, 
but not made there. No cloth of this name is reported from Manipur. but from the 
description, which is hardly intelligible, this cloth would appear to be the same as the 
108k&lg fi of Manipur (36}. 

In Hailakandi a cloth called mq,Uka is described as a bed· sheet, size 9 feet by 
6 feet, price from 112 to R3. 

38.-Kantha· 
A quilt, price R2 to RIO (Manipur). Made. on the larger loom. The name 

sounds rather Bengali than Manipuri. 

39.-Phibong. 
A cotton dareS, price R3 to R7 (Manipur). Made on the smaller loom. 
Variety- Pkibongjamiba," a cotton darei foJ.' bed, prioe I1S to R5" (Manipur). 

40. Kangkhal. 
Mosquito curtain, price Rl! to H.5. The following varieties are fou.nd in Manipur, 

all made on the larger loom :-

(i) Kangkal doria. Price R3 to R 8 
(ii) .. akutpa. .... 8 .. 15 

(iii) Lam jeng kangkkal. .. .. 1 .. 2 
(iv) Kangkhal aBUppa. .. .. 8 ,,15 
(v) .. hikok. .. .. 5 .. 8 

In eschar the kongkhal are described as mosquito curtains, plain, coloured, 
parti·coloured or white, made of a sort of fine net manufactured by the Manipuri 
women. They are of different eizes and very chfap, being sold at from 8 annas to 
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RI-4 each. They are used ohiefly by the menial servants of the rich and hy the 
lower class Hindus and Mahommedans. The mosquito curtain received from South 
Sylhet may possibly he of Manipuri manufacture. 

41. Ukha.I. 
A purdah, price R2 to H15 (Manipur). Made on the larger loom. 

42. Fagang. 
A purdah or curtain made of different colours. 

. A speoimen received from Manipuris a strong coarse cloth of many colours measur
ing 7 feet 9 inch by 7 feet and made up of 7 strips varying in width from 1 foot 3 inches 
to 8! inohes. The strips or panels, are alternately mainly green and mainly: red. The 
green panels, which are comparatively wide, have a wide central strip of ~een broken 
only by two lengthwise lines of red, yellow and white; the remainder consisting of 
narrow red and green stripes alternately, most of these green stripes being varied by 
broken lines of white or yellow which are not a part of the background or cloth 
itself. The red panels are much narrower and are entirely redt'xcept for two narrow 
stripes on either side, one green and one yellow. The weft is green throughout but 
does not show. 

This forms the body of the cloth, but at either end there is a border about 10 
inches deep, in which a simple pattern is worked on the background with red and 
yt'llow thread. Beyond this border is a length of plain weaving to the fringe 
which is plain and short. The border is divided oft' from the body of the cloth and the 
plain end by two thick cross plaited lines of dark blue and white ootton; and two' 
more suoh lines divide the central or main portion of the design itself from, the outer 
or subsidiary portions. 

The price of this cloth is RIO. 

43·-Mej phida. 

This is a coloured table cloth. One specimen 8 ft. by 4 ft. has been received 
from Manipur, and another of nearly the same size but slightly wider was bought by 
me from, a Manipuri at Golaghat. The two oloths are almost exaotly alike. Both 
consist or two pieces of rather thick oloth with It'ngthwise stripes of orange, red, 
blue, yellow, purple and dark blue harmoniously blended. The dark blue stripes are 
broken by a double line of white running down the centre. The otber stripes are 
either plain 01' varied by each successive warp thread being of a different colour from 
the one before. Beyond this there is no ornamentation exoept a plaited band of red and 
dark blue running across near either end, and the fringes, whioh are about 5 inches 
long at one end and two at the other.· The weft is red throughout but hardly visible. 

The price of the cloth from Manipur is R4. For that purohased at Golaghat 
I gave R7. The man who sold it to me said it was not used by the Manipuris 
themselves, but was made specially for Europeans. 

M.-Ilh. 

A fishing net thus described in Cachar. "The 10fanipuris manufacture a kind 
of square net with cotton tbread, measuring from 6 to 15 feet square. These are sold 
aocording to size and quality at prices varying from 8 annas to Ill-S, and are used 
after being fitted on to bamboo frames." 

This is hardly a cotton fabric. 
45.-Leiroom. 

Cliadar or shawl made on the smaller loom and used ohiefly by Tankuls. Price 
R2 to B.3. 

Concerning the cloths made by the Manipuris for the Nagas of the Naga Hills, no 
detailed information bas been received, and no specimen. of such cloths have been 
sent. 

The following cloth. are made by Nagas living in the Manipur State for tbt'ir own 
use. They are included tbereinstead of among Naga fabrics in order that all the 
cloths made in Manipur may be kept together. These Nagas appear distinct from any 
of Assam. 

46.-Xoupui Lenglo1 (Nags name). 

A. KOllp"i dAvI" price If. S. (lIanipur). A specimen of this cloth received from 
y 
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Manipul' measures 4 feet S inohes by 1 foot III inohes. It is a thick, strong and very:' 
closely woven cloth made up of no less than four narrow strips very closely and strongly 
bound together. In colour it is a reddish-brown with three white stripes edged on each 
side with black and blue. The a seams of the cloth run along the centre of these white 
stripes. The weft is all white but does not show. At each side of the cloth is a border 
about 2! inches wide,marked off from the body of the cloth bya narrow blue and yellow 
stripe. The two side borders are alike. Down the centre of each border runs a 
narrow stripe of w bite on which are zig-zag lines of red and blue at intervals. Besides 
this white stdpe tbere are several parallel lines of blue or white and one double 
broken line of blue. There are also a number of cross lues of different colours, red, 
blue, orange, yellow and green, some in pairs and some in stripes, arranged regularly 
along the whole length of the border. Tbese are worked on the background. The 
extreme outer edge of the border is white. 

At eaoh end of the cloth is a border about at inches deep, made up of cross lines 
and Z patterned stripes, worked in different colours on the background; and near this 
border at each end some simple triangular designs in red and blue are found on the 
main stripes of white. The two end borders are alike •. 

The ends of the oloth are strongly bound and bave no fringes, but six: tufts of 
different coloured threads are fastened on each end to form tassels. 

47.-Langupui feisoi <Nap name). 
Koupui petticoat for females. Price H5 (Manipur). 
Specimen from Manipur.-A cloth in six pieces measuring 4 feet 6 inches by a feet 

4l inches very similar in style to the last, but the four central pieces are black instead of 
l'ed, and the main white stripes bave no ornamentations beyond the end borders. The 
side borders extend over the whole of the outer pieces, but the cross lines in these borders 
extend only about trds of the way across from the inner edge. The weaving is not so 
good or close as that of the last cloth so that the white weft is exposed in many places. 
There are S tufts at each end. 

4S:-Fungfei <Naga name), 
A Koupui chada,. ror females. Price H2-S. 

. SpeCimen Ii-om Manipur.-A cloth, in two strips, measuring 6ft. by 1ft. 5 in. Plain 
darK' blue with a 2t in. border at each end, consistillg of 7 cross lines with a 
vpry simple pattern between one pair of these and a row of stars between the next pair. 
The innermost line is like a chain, made up of simple crosses. The colours used are 
red, white and yellow. The fringes at eacl! end are twisted into tassels with a blade of 
bright yellow straw and a tuft of red or green hair tied at the ends. 'I'his cloth 
is not so thick as the last two. ' 

49.-Feingao (Nag. name). 
A Koupft,i chada,. Price H5 (Manipur). 

Specimen from Manipur. -A thick, heavy and closely woven cloth, measurin'" 
about 6ft. 6in. by 3ft. 9in. in 6 pieces or panels. The four centre pieces are white and 
quite plain except for a border at each end and a few red and blue plain triangular 
patterns at the seams; these patterns are in sets of eight, 6 red and 2 blue at intt'rvals 
along the seams. The border, which extends across all 4 pieces, is in red and blue and 
of no particular interest. The two side pieces have borders mainly red and similar to 
those described in the koupui lenglol (No. 46), but having fewer cross lines and 
those all coloured blaok and red. The fringes at each end are twisted and knotted. 

50.-XaroupJU. 
T1I.Dkul chadar. Price Hi-S (Manipur). 
Sp~cimen trom Manipu,.. -A stout and strong sheet measuring 6 feet 6 inohes by 4 

feet 10 inches made up of 4 pieces. The two outer pieces are red with very dark blue 
stripes at the edges, two thin dark blue stripes aud a central broken stripe of blue. The 
extreme outer edge of each stripe is red, and the stripes have all single lines of yellow 
running parallel and near to them. At eaoh end is a cross plaited band of white. This 
band and the central brok~n stripe are wOlked on ~o the background, tbe other stripes 
forming part of tht! cloth itself. 

The two middle pieces have 3 stripes of red bordered by: white and divided from 
one another by two broader stripes of blue. Across each end run three plaited 
bands of red, the middle one being wider than the other two and bordered with blue. 
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Parallel to these stripes and about 2 feet Irom those at eaoh end is another oross plaited 
band of red. The fringes at both euds of the cloth,are, plain but long and, hushy • 

. There are no otht'r ornamentatio.ns. 
The following descriptions are given. ()f some, cloths in.- the ,Indian ,Museum 

ooming from Manipur, and very similar to those just described. 
(a) •• No. 1917 Naga sheet or choombl1lrll thadiJ,f' -ornamented with .coloured jute 

fibres and sticks. From Politioal Agent of Manipur ... 
'This is a plain blue cloth made- up of two strips 191 inohe. snd 191 inohes wide, 

but otherwise just alike. The only ornamentatien oonsists of 4 Unes with stars l'llnning 
along the cloth and a very plain border and a fringe st eaoh end. The two ()uter lines 
are yellow and 3 incbes,and I7t inohes, respec~ively, distant from the left edge -of the 
oloth ; the two inner lines are white auda-bout equi.distant from the outer lines and from 
eaoh other. 'The stars are white or faded yellow and haTe from 13 to 15 rays. -i'he 
end border oonsists merely of 3 shots ot weft repeated thrioe at -equal J intervals. 

;The threads of the fringe 8.t each end have sticks, attached with. straw wrapped round 
them, and some ,of these curious appendages have red hair projecting from the ends. 

'There is another unlabelled cloth just like this. 
(b) No. 29 (Shillong Museum Collection). Blue,and white, length 5 feet 1 inch 

breadth 4 feet 1 in. 'fhis is made up of nine narrow strips, the two outer strips being alike 
and the remaining seven being of two 'Varieties which alternate with one another. 'The 
outer strips lIre 11 in. wide {)f which 10 inoh are' blue and'l inch white, but the blue 
has 1)n it three t in. stripes of white. Of the other stripes one kind is plain. bIlle, 
51 inches wide and the other plain wbite Ii incb wide. 

At distances T1Irying' from 5 to 7 inches and greater near the ends of the cloth 
than near the centre, the two outer pieces have two red lines running across the blue 
part and a design <In the white part. 

At tbe corresponding places on the white strips are designs fo,rmed by .red and 
blue cross lines. - . 

Both ends of the cloth are bound with white and have no ,fringe. 
(e) No. 26 (ShiIlong Museum Collection). This is made up of two strips and 

mE'aBures '1 feet by 3 feet 6 inches. The body of the oloth is white with a dark blue edge 
about 11 inch wide of which 1 inch is plain and the rest ornamented. Each end of the 
cloth has a border, 1 foot or more deep composed of cross stripes alternately red-brown 
and dark blue with white lines in between. Tbis oloth is very coarse, strong and 
warm. 

(d) No • . 30 (Shillong Museum Oollection) Ailnol chadaf' or Heiaokphee. :Made at 
Manipur by an Aimol Naga w()man. Exhibition No. 3060. l'rioe 11 anna!! (this 
seems very oheap). 

This is a ooarse, warm oloth, measllring nearly 8 feet by 4 feet 2 inohes and made up 
'of two strips. The body of the cloth is brown with a simple diamond pattern in white, 
the sides are plain brown 11 inoh wide. Near one end of the oloth is a yellow oross, 
border on a white baokground with a few red threads I'Ilnning parallel to it on 
either side, and between this border and the end of the cloth the white appears in 
Jig-zags and not in di.aDilonds. At the other end one strip enda oft' ahruptly. 

(e) No. 81 ,(Shillong :Museum Collection). 
A duplicate of No. SO but both ends have the yellow border. 

(I) .No. 4.4 .(Shillong Museum Colkct.ion). 
A sheet meas1lli1lg 5 feet by 4 feet 5 inoies made up of four strips and coloured blue 

red, yellow &lid black. It has a oross plaited border of Bome width near one end IlI1d a 
thh, cross border beyond it. At .this eud the fringe is 'Nery ~ong, at the other there is a 
shorter fringe. Price B 4. The cloth is very Ilimilar to the 10M from ~he .N aga lIills 
(~o. 42 Shillong Museum Oollection). 

(g) No. 97 Shillong Museum Colleotion. Brikoi phi. 
This is almost exaotly like No. SO (d) bllt the brown border is only t inch wide 

and neither panel ends off abruptly. Price 15 annas. The nameil of these two oloths 
should, in all probability. be the same. 

lUGA. l'ABRICS. 
In interest the Naga cotton fabrics fall little short of ~hose of the lIanipuris. 

The Nagas are divided into many tribes, and uch of these" like the Scotch High-

y2 
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land clans, uses a peculiar pattern of cloth, so that any individual can be easil,v 
identified by his tartan. - Though Naga oloths have often attracted attention and 
formed the subject of many interesting notes, yet even now there is unfortunately 
little information available regarding the distinctive colours and patterns adopted 
by the various tribes. The Census Report of 1891, however, contains a very valuable 
note by Mr. Davis which deals with a few tribes only, and from this note the follow-
ing has been extracted. , 

.Ao NagaB. .. They wear a loincloth and small apron. The pattern of this last 
varies from village to village. .All wear a cotton cloth thrown lightly round the 
shoulder, the' commonest colours being dark blue or dirty white." Speaking of the 
women of the Chungli and :Mongsen tribes Mr. Davis writes:" The olothes of both 
are similar. They consist of a dark blue petticoat, sometimes ornamentl'd with red 
stripes, reaching from waist to knee, and a dark blue or dirty white cloth thrown 
-loosely round the shoulders". 

Naked tribe8, Tamlu and llfe8()ng-" The women wear a white petticoat, in some 
cases striped with red. This petticoat is only about 12 inches wide, and only ju.t long 
enough for both ends to meet when being worn, and is a garment that leaves very 
little to the imagination." 

, Semas. "They are practically naked, as the small tlap they wear dangling from 
their waists cannot be said to in any way hide their nakedness, In addition to this 
/lap they wear the large cloth common to all the Naga tribes. The commonpst 
pattern among them is a cloth with alternate broad stripes of white and dark blue ..•••.• 
The women wear a very scanty black petticoat and leave their breasts bare," 

Lkotas.-" The oustoms of this tribe present no marked differences from 
tlJOse of the Rengmas on the south. Their dress is, however, slightly more decent, and 
consists, for tbe men, of a small loin oloth and apron, of either Jight blue or white, 
striped horizontully with lines of red, or for t.he lower villagers, of dark blue, striped with 
broad lines of red. A cloth of alternate broad lines of white and dark blue is worn 
round the shouldt'rs and reaches to the knee ....... The women wear a scanty black 
petticoat and leave the breasts bare." 

The tribe whi"h has attracted most attention is that of the Angami.. As early 
as 1839 Mr. E. Grange noticed their tasteful dress, the men's blue kilts faced with 
cowries and their coarse grey 01' blue shoulder cloths tied in so curious a way in tilDe of 
war. .. Th" poorer classes, " wrote Mr. Grange, " make their cloths from the pith of a 
nettle whh·h is procurahle ill gl'pat abundance and which makes a very fine fibred 
hemp." But a much more detailed description of the costume of this tribe is given by 
Captain John Butlpr, Political Agent to the Naga Hills, in his .. Rough notes on the 
Angami Nagas and their language, 1875." This acoount is so interesting that it is 
quoted at length, 

"As regards the dress of the Angamis, I do not think we could find a more 
picturesque oostume anywhert' thOln that of the mp.n, but it 'requires to he spen to be 
understood', and I am afraid no amount of description oan adequately represent the 
vivid colours and general get up of a well-dressed Angami warrior,llashingabout 
in all his gala war paint ...... 

" The Angami's chief article of attire, and one which distinguishes him from 
most other Nagas, is a kilt of dark blue or black cotton cloth of home manufaoture, 
varying from 3~ to 4l ff'et in length, according to the size of the man, and about 18 
inchps in width, decorated with three and sometimes, though very rarely, with four 
horizontal rows of small white cowrie shells. This kilt passes round the hips and over
laps in front; the edge of the upper flap is ornamented with a narrow fringe, \\ hilst the 
overlap, having a string attached to its lower corner is pulled up tightly between the 
legs, and the string, which generally has a small cowrie attached to it, i. thpn allowed 
to hang loo~ely a few inches below the waist belt, or is tucked in at the side, and thus 
thE'most perfect deoency is maintained, forming a pleasant contrast to some of their 
neigh hours, .. who walk the tangled jungle in mankind's primeval pride." I do not thin k 
that any dress I have ever seen tends so muoh to show off to the very best advantage all 
the points of a really fine man, or so ruthlessly to expose all the weak points of a more 
weedy specimen as this simple cowrie begirt kilt. 1'hrown over the shoulders are 
generally, loosely worn, from 2 to 3 cotton or bark home-spun cloths. according to the 
state of the weather. Some of these cloths are of an extremely pretty pattern, 
as for instance, the very common one of 80 dark blue ground, with a double border of 
broad scarlet and yellow stripes on two sides, and fringed at both ends. When out on 
the war trail, 01' got up for a dance, these oloths are worn crossed over the breast 
and back, and tied in a knot at the shoulder ...... 
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"The dress of the women, though neat, decent and picturesque in its'way, is not 
nearly so showy as that of the men. The most important perhaps, though least seen 
portion of a woman's dress, is of coarse the pettieoat, which is usually a piece of dark 
blue home-spun cotton cloth, about 2 feet in breadth, which, passing round the hips. 
overlaps about 6 inches.' This is partially, if not entirely, covered by the folds of 
the next most important al·ticle of clothing, a broad cotton cloth whose opposite cor
ners are taken up and made to cross over the back and chest, thus covering the 
bosom, and are tied in a knot over tile shoulders. Finally, a second cloth is worn, 
either thrown loosdy over the shoulders or wrapped round the hips and tucked in at 
the waist. In t.he cnld weather they generally add an extra cloth, whilst in the warm 
weather, or' when e'D.ployed in any kind of hard work, such as tilling their fields, 
etc., they generally dispense with botn these and drop the corner of the other; or in 
other words simply strip to the waist." . 

The curious way in which Angami Naga men and women tie their shoulder cloth 
is very interesting. That adopted by the men was noticed by Mr. Grange who said 
that the cloth in war time is tied up in such a manner as to allow of a hamboo being 
inserted to carry the person away should he be wounded. That adopted by the women 
is no Jess interesting, for it is peculiar to them and the Jaintia ,women alone of all 
the tribes on this frontier. This fact, Captain Butler says, had some 13 years before 
'\leen referred to hv an intelligent Hill Kachari as conclusive proof of the truth of a 
legend regarding the origin of the Angami Naga tribe. According to this legpnd 
the youngest brother of the Jaintia Rajah fell in love with the Rajah's 
daughter and carried her off by force. lie fled first to Dimapur and then to the neigh
bouring hills where he settled down with some Kacharis and hi'! own followers and so 
established a colony which is the Angami tribe of the present day. Captain Butler, 
however, never found any confirmation of lhis strange story and expresses doubt as to 
its truth. 

Of tbe Nagas living DeBr BaD para Mr. S. E. Peal has written ... The chiefs often 
wear a dark blue cloak like a dressing gown not tied, that contrasts strongly with tbeir 
usually nude oondition. Assamese cloths are also bought and worn by the Nagas 
who can afford tbe luxury during the cold season, but those who cannot, wear the 
little scrap commonly seen at all times and about the size of foolscap, Women wear 
an equally scanty morsel. which, in some tribes, I hear, is often di~Fensed with ...... As 
far as I can ~ee, tbe women wear no head gear at all." 

In another passage, alluding to some women an~ girls in Banpara, Mr. Peal 
says: II Costume, as usual, was at a discount, and as is often said a pocket hand-
kerchief would make four suits." ' 

Considering the scantiness of their clotbing, it is surprising to learn that the Nagas 
have a comparatively valuable wardrobe; yet in 1881 Mr. McCabe said tbat almost 
every ~agllo owned cloths wortb R 10 to R 30. Naga cloths are, however, very 
expensive. 

The passages 'quoted above refer to the Nagas of the Naga Hills. A still 'further 
variety of oloth is found among the Nagas of Cachar. Writing in 1f/66, Mr. J. Ware 
Edg~r described. the clotb!ng of these p~ple as follows :-:-"The dress ~f the Nagas 
('onslsts of a trlRngular piece of cloth tied round the waist and hangmg down in 
front, Ipaving the back almost bare, and I have been informed that the costume of 
some Nagas is even slighter tban this, being simply the fibula of the Romans. 
The women ",par a wrapper extending from below the navel to the knee and un. 
married girls wear another cloth tied over the breasts." 

A.part from the variation of pattern from tribe to tribe. there is another peculia:' 
rity about the Naga cloths, N., that they are made in very narrow strips which 
are fastened together to make a wide cloth. This ohara"teristic was noticed as far 
back as I8U by Mr. Robinson and holds good to the present day. The joining to
g~ther of two or more strips to form a wide cloth is common to the plauui of Assam 
and most hill tribE'S, but the peculiar feature here is that the strips might be WOVIlll 

much wider than they actually are, and though each strip in a oloth is sometimes of a 
different colour or pattern from the rest, yet sometimes two similar strips are joined 
together where One wider strip migbt easily bave been woven and used instead. 

The following is a list of some of the NRgs cloths, with descriptions wherever 
possible, '1'he list is, of necessity, imperfect, but it will suffice to show the main 
features of the cloths worn by the Nagas. BesidE'S the characteristics "bove 
mentioned the main features of these cloths are their coarseness and great durability 
and tbe distinctive nature of tho!! designs upon them. The arrangement of the list 
n this case is according to the places Whence the cloths come. 
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Angami cloth! from Xohima. in the Naga. Hills. 
The cloths here described are those made by the Angami Nagas at the present 

day. The general descriptions are' those given by the Deputy Commis~ioner of the 
Naga Hills, and the detailed descriptions are of cloths received from Kobima. The 
following information regarding these cloths is also given by the Deputy Com
missioner :-

" Most cloths have a fringe at one end. This is composed of the loose yarn left 
over at tge end after the cloth is finished. The loose threads are twisted together three 
or four at a time by hand and knotted at the end; they thus form ~ fringe'2 to 
3 inches long. 

" Small conventional patterns are often woven into white cloths during the 
process of weaving, they are usually in red or blue yarn. 

"No cloths are m!J.de except what are used as articles of wearing apparel by 
meD, women and children. 

"The material, workship and durability of the Naga home·made cloths are good. 
They are of no artistic vaiue. The dexterity of the workman does not appear to 
improve or deteriorate. No steps are necessary to improve or maintain the qUAlity 
of the fabrics made. 

" I :am quite unable to give. in detail, the cost of the chief cotton fabrics made in 
this district. Imported goods do not come into 'COmpetition with them.' at all. The 
quality of the ,home.made article is much better than that of the imported goods. 
The price is also higher • 

.. None of the cotton faln-ics can be said to be manufactured in large quantities. 
The industry being entirely a domestic one and the trade being small, sca.rcely any 
cloths, except those actually required for use, are manufactured," All Angami cloths 
JIl'6 very rough to the touch. 

I.-Menni • 
.. Kilt worn by the men. These are smaU black cloths about 18 inches broad 

by 42 inches long. They are worn round the waist and are all of the same pattern. 
Price RIta 8 annas." 

Specimen.-A. strong, closely woven cloth of thick texture, measuring 3 feet lot 
inches by 1 foot 4! inches and made up of two narrow strips. One end has two thick 
cross lines and a plain fringe. The other end has no fringe and is tightly bound. 
Each strip has one thick line running down its centre, otherwise the oloth is quite 
plain. The thread is all black. Price 12. annas. 

2.-Cbipha.. 
Waist belt and purse combined, generally white, with various small inserted 

patterns. About 3 feet long by 4 inohes wide. Price 8 annas. 
3.~Mehat 4.-Xwemho a.nd 5. Chicha. 

" The waistcloth used by women. These are of various patterns but they all 
serve the same purpose. They vary in length from 3 feet to 3 feet 6 incbes or 4 feet 
bv 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches broad and reach from the waist to the knee. They are 
worn round the waist. Price R 5 to R 2·8 ... 

Specimen.-Kwempu, woman's waistcloth. Price R 4-8. This is a cloth of tile 
same texture as the mennj or rather thicker, measuring 4 feet 11 inohes by 2 feet 51 inches 
and composed of 4 strips. The two outer strips are dark blue with three narrow stripes at 
the outside, and three IIear tne middle, a single stripe of red i inch broad near the inside 
and a rather broader white stripe at the extreme inner edge; all these stripes run length. 
wise. The two inner strips are plain white with 3 narrow lengthwise stripes near the 
centre, tbe two outer stripes being blue, and tbe eentral one red. Besides this the 
white stripes have five small designs in red and blul', one in each panel of one strip and 
one-in the outer and 2 in the inner panel of the other strip. These designs are all in 
zig-zag lines or diamonds and triangles, but eaeh is distinct from the othpr. They 
are situated almost at the centre of the cloth, but slightly nearer the fringed end. 

The weft of the outer strips is entirely dark blue and that of the inner strips 
entirely white, and the threads of the weft show through here and there but not to 
any great extent. . 

One end of the cloth is bound with a twisted cord of red cotton, -sewn on with 
white cotton thread, the other end is fringed and has two plaited oross bands, one of red 
and white and one of red and yellow. 
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6.-Xwebi' 
II The chadar or large wearing cloth worn by both men and' women. Tbis cloth. 

is made in various colours, but all are used for the same purpose. Each different' 
coloured cloth has a different name. The size of this cloth is about 2i yards long by 
54 inches wide. It is U3ed to cover the whole-body from the neok to the knees. 
'I'hese cloths are very durable and warm. and some of the patterns are handsome in 
appearance. Frioe from itS to BS·B ... 

7.-Loha. 
II Worn as a chadar by men and women. Frice it 7·B. This is apparently one 

of the varieties of the last cloth kwebi." 
Specimen -A very strong, olosely woven and beavy cloth measuring 5 feet 6 inches 

by 4 feet and made up of 4. pieces. The two inner pieces are-plain dark blue; the two outer 
pieces striped dark blue, red and yellow. There is a very narrow stripe of dark blue OR 

the extreme outer edge, then a broad stripe ofred (3l inch) followed by eight compara
tively narrow stripes (rna., 4 blue'with alternately yellow and red between), and lastly 
another blue stripe 2 inohes wide. 

The weft in all strips is dark blue. One end of the oloth has a red twisted' cord 
sewn on with yellow, and the other end along fringe and a border consisting of a central 
plaited band with a plaited line on each side-all in red and yellow. a.J. Specimen 
No. (ii) described below. , 

B.-Vatzi. 
"' Women's breast cloth. These are eitheD all blue. all white o~hal£' blLd and half 

red. The cloth is wor~.knotted over one or both shoulders. If over both shoulders, 
tbe opposite corners are \notted togetber so that the cloth makes a. cross, covering the 
breast. These cloths are about 4. ft..long by S n. broad. Price B2 to BS." 

9.-Love. 

Sppcimell.-l'rice itS·B. This is, a. nettle cloth, measuring about 6 ft. by S ft. 
6 in aud made up of 4 strips exactly alike, tliz.. of natural colour (dirty white). with 
a stripe of blaok down the centre, but otherwise quite plain. The extreme edges are. of 
ordinary cotton in both warp and weft, the rest being of' cotton in the weft and 
nettle in the warp. 'fhe ends are bound up and have no fringes. 

'Ihis cloth is very heavy ~nd strong. It is apparently ~ chadar ~ ~pper aheet, 
but its use is not stated. 1t 18 sent as an example of a mixed' fabnc,-catton and 
nettle, The neUle is much rougher to the touoh than. cotton. The- word 10"'- means 
netUe. 

There is a. cloth almost exactly like this in the India.n MuseUlDi, tliz." No. 57. 
(Shillong Museum Colleotion). .Love .twa priCI! BS. size oft. 10 in. by 4 ft. This 
was e:slUbited as No. 8185 by the DeputI Commissione!: of thll Nage. Hills. 

Cloths frOllllllokokchong: ill the Nags lIills. 
The following are the cloths made.at tbe present day by Na"oas residing in the 

Sub-division of :Mokokchong. Conoernmg them the Sub..mvisional Officer- says:
co The general quality of the fabrics is coarse and the ornamentations rough. They 
oannot be oompared with the imported goods, the lattP!" being DeTer nsed by Nllgas 
exoept when they go out to service with Europeans. White and blaok cloths are I1l8de 
in large. quantities but only sufllcient to supply local wants." 

IO.-Subu. 

A white cloth, without any ornamentation, worn by the poorer classes. l'rioes 
from 8 annas to 12 annas. Lasts about. IS months. 

1l.-5arem. 

A black oloth. the same as above. Price from 8 annas to Bl.S. Lasts aboufl 
2 years. 

19.--8ubangsu. 

A red ornamental cloth worn by the richer classes and costing from itll to itlO 
Tbis lasts about 10 years. Tbey are several varieties of this cloth with different 
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ornamentations, each village having a di.''ferent way or ornamenting. They are 
worn by men only and only on special occasions. These cloths are about 6 ft. by 5 ft. 
The quality of all these cloths is more or less coarse. 

13.-Sepeti. 

A petticoat worn by women, price from RI to R4.. 

l4.-Langtum. 
A cloth worn over the loins and private parts by men. Price 4. annas. 

15·-Sijak. 
A kilt worn by men about 18 in. long by a foot broad, ornamented with rows 

of cowries. 
16.-Sokae. 

An ornamented sash worn across the chest by Nagas on gala days, when dancing 
and when on the warpath. Price from RS to fiS. 

Naga cloths from North Cachar. 
17.-Inkum baei. 

Sheet. Coarse white cloth about 8 feet by 5 feet. 

Inkom baiee 1 Th ld Inkobaiee Sheets. ese wou seem to be the salDe as the above. 

lS.-Bare kom. 

Waistcloth. White or blue cloth about 3 i feet by 1 foot. 

19.-Rikaosba. 
Woman's cloth. Blue cloth bought from Kukis as a rule. FrolD this descrip. 

tion it would appear to be a Kuki cloth. 

20.-Engenina. 
• Woman's dancing cloth, wh:ite or blue, .~uch ornamen~ed: (Specimen).-This 
18 a small stout cloth, measurmg 3 ft. 10 In. by 1 ft. 9 In. In four pieces. The 
two central pieces are white with a 2-inch stripe, brown·red in the middle and dark 
blue at the edges, about an inch distant from the outer side. At about the same 
distance from the inner side are two narrow stripes or lines, one blue and one red. The 
two outer pieces are similar to the inner ones, but the blue and red stripe is towards 
the inner edge, and besides t~e blue and red lines there is a third line, in blue, beyond 
which the cloth is Dot white but red-brown. In one of the outer pieces this outer 
blue!ine and the red-brown part beyond it end off irregularly, and do not extend to 
the end of the cloth, the continuation being white, as If the coloured threads in the 
warp had been too short and had had pieces of white thread joined on to make them of 
the proper length. In the othe! outer p~ece there is a se~ies of designs on the white 
stripe between the ooloured strIpe and hnes. TheRe designs are of the usual kind 
peculiar to the Nagas, viz., zig-Zag lines and triangles in blue and red, and, as usual, 
eaoh is different from the rest. They are found at intervals along thll whole len .. th of 
the cloth, except 3 or 4. inches at the two ends. The three seams of the cloth a~e noma. 
mented with 'a line of red binding and ~e characte~tic .blue triangles which point 
upwards and downwards alternately. ThiS ornamentatIon usually extends to within 21 
inohe!>..!)f each end of the cloth, but, at one end of the seam of the ornamented piece 
they extend to within les.~ than an inch of the end. ' 

The ends of the cloth have no fringes, but are edged with a brown-red twisted 
cord fastened on by white threads, and at each corner and each seam at either end a 
punch of blue and red·brown thread is fastened on to form a tassel Price r-

Nag& cloths made in Cachar. 

2l.-Langthllpai. 

A species of sheet similar in every respect to the Kuki paul. 
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22. Phailah. 

A. species of towel or waist cloth similar in every respect to the Kuki Zlikom. 

23. Phaisoi. 

A species of petticoat similar in every respect to the Kuki punreh. 
These are all the Naga cloths reported from the different districts, but there is a 

very good collection in the Indian Museum, most of which are from the Nags Hilla, 
but some from Manipur and the Khasia Hills. Those from Manipur have been already 
noticed among Manipuri cloths. The following are some of the Naga cloths in the 
Museum:-

From the Shillolig Museum Collection. 
(i) No. 25. CAadar from the Naga Hills. Length 5 ft. 2 in.. breadth 3 ft. 

1 in. A coarse cloth made up of four strips. the outer two of which are red and about 
6 in. wide. and the inner two blue and about 1 ft. wide, all are quite plain except 
at the ends, where there are fringes and big 8 plaited cross line in red and white 
t;iltw~n 2 other plaited lines of red and yellow. The fringe at one end is 10nK> that 
at the other short. 

(li) No. 42. LohlJ from Naga Hills. Price 115. (Exhibit No. 3192. Angami 
cloth, lohIJ, exhibited by Deputy Commissioner, Naga Hills. Exhibition price 8 annas.) 
A coarse warm cloth, length 5 ft. 4 in., width 3ft. 7in., in four strips 10 to 11 i inches 
wide. The two centre strips are plain blue, the outer strips are alternately blue, yellow 
and red, the first and last colours predominating,-the edges are blue. One end is 
lewn up with blue, the other is fringed. At the fringed end is a band of four plaited 
cross lines, the outer 2 yellow and the inner two red, between two thin yellow and red 
plaited stripes. The broad stripe fringes out at the sides. 

(iii) No. 43. Like the last except that the plaited cross band is deeper consist
ing of 4 red lines between 4 yellow lines on either side-in all 12. There are fringes 
at both ends. Size about the same as the last. 

(iv) No. 46-Chlllltler from Naga Hills. Price £4. Length about 6ft., width 
3 ft. 9 in. in 4 strips, of whioh the 2 centre ones are plain white and the outer 
ones half white, the other half being in stripes blue, white and orange-red j of these 
the widest is the outer stripe whioh is orange-red and measures about 2 inches. Ba
yond these stripes is a thin blne line and then the edge which is white. Otherwise 
this cloth is like the last. It is made of coarse cotton. . 

(v) No. 47. ChuiJ.tleto from Naga Hills. This cloth is torn, its width is 3 ft. 5 in. 
(in 4 strips). The body is striped blue and red, with a white line running down each 
red stripe; the blue stripes are broader than the red. The side borders are red (width 
21 to 3 in.) with a few blue and white lines to relieve the monotony. The extreme 
edges are white. Between the stripes and red borders on each side runs a green and 
dull Jellow stripe. This cloth has no fringes, both ends being bound. There is a thin 
red and a still thinner white plaited line across eaoh end. A coarse cloth. 

(vi) No. 49. KetlemM or petticoat from the NIIo<>& Bills. :Price R6. Length 
4 ft. 9 in., width 3 ft. 2 in. in 40 strips. The 2 central ones are white with 
8 lines (blue. red and blue), about It in. from tbe outer edge. In the space between 
the lines and the edge rectangular patterns are woven in at intervals. The two outer 
panela are dark blue with a few red stripes to relieve the monotony. A ooarse cloth. 

(vii) No. 51. MU8M be from NIIo<>& Hills. :Price 119. Length 5 ft. 10 in., 
width 3 It. 8 in. in 40 panels, of which the two centre ones are white and the two outer 
ones are striped red-brown, white and dark blue. The onter edges are dark blue. 
One end is bound up and the other frin,,<pcd-at the fringed end are the usual 
p4lited cross stripes. 

(viii) No. 52. Set'fIIJ clot" or lritBee kfDIJ from N a,,<>& Hills. :Price £5. Exhibited at 
the Caloutta Intel'national Exhihition by the Deputy Commissioner, Naga Hills. Local 
and Exhibition price on the ticket illegible. This is a very coarse cloth, measuring 
5ft. by S It. 8 in. in four strips. The two outer strips are black having on the 
outside two. and on the inside one red line running lengthwise. At each end is a 
knotted line in white rnlmiog across the strip; one of these strips. is 111 in. and 
the other about a inches wide. Of the inside strips. one is black and similar to the 
last two, except that it has only one red line at each Side, it is rather more than 1 ft. 
wide. The other strip is only about 6 in. in width and is white. At each side 
there are two black lines at a sho~ distance apart, those on the right being about 
1 an inch and those on the left about f of an inch from the ed,,'"8. Between the two 
inside lines is a pattern in black running the whole length of the cloth and 
uniform throughout. This pattern consists of fancJ cross bands of a ourious patteru 
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difficult to describe without an illustration but very characteristic. Outside the bla.ck 
lines the cloth is plain at each end but has a simple pattern of zig.zag and crosl lines 
in the centre. This pattern begins at about 21 in. from one end, is itself 22 in. 
long and ends about 17 in. from the other end. At each end is a pretty red 
and blue cross border of simple pattern. Each end of tbe cloth has a two·inch fringe 
in which the threads are twisted together and knotted at the ends. 

(ix) No. 53. Ei-rham from the Naga Hills. Price RI·8. Length 3ft. 11in., 
width 1 ft. 8 in. in 4 panels. This is a coarse cloth striped in red, white and 
blue, red. being the predominating colour. The wefii is all white. The ends are 
bound and quite plain but for some blue bunches of thread or tassels fastened on at 
the outer edges and each seam. 

(x) No. 54. Vakwa from Naga Bills. Price R7. Length 4 ft. 7in., width 
2 ft. 4 in. A coarse white cotton cloth fringed at both ends, and made up of 
four strips. The two centre strips are plain white, but the two outer ones are striped 

.and have an outer edge of brick·red, 2 in. in width, with a black alld white line 
down its centre, and an black stripe (touching it) on the inside j beyond this is a 
white stripe, then one of brick.red, then one of white and then one of black. Along 
each seam is a line with red and black triangular designs. The vertices of all the 
triangles in anyone seam point the same way, but those of the middle seam point in 
opposite directions from those of the others. The two ends of tbe cloth are a.like, 
and .have a plaited line between two broken cross lines. 

(xi) No. 55. 77akwa. Size 4 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 1 inch; s duplicate of the 
last. 

(xii) No. 56. Mos1Je kwa from the Naga Hills. Price :e.9. Length nearly 6 ft. 
by 4 ft. This cloth is like (iv) No. 46, except lor the colours being black and 
brick·red and the ends having only two small cross stripes with no stripes between 
them. 

(xiii) No. 57. Love kwa cf. No. (9) above. 
(xiv) No. 58. Moshe kWIJ from the Naga Hills. Price R9. Length 6 ft. 

2 in., width 3 ft. 0 in. This is similar to (iv) No. 46, and of the same colours 
except that the blue is of a darker shade. The te~ture of this cloth is rather finer 
and one end only is fringed, the other being bound. At the fringed end the cross 
lines are smaller and closer togetber. In this cloth tbere are at intervals ribs in twos 
and threes across the central plain strip and the white portion of the outer strips. 

(xv) No. 59. Gaimho from the Nags Hills. Price R6. Length 5 ft., width 
3 ft. 4 in. This is a coarse but soft cotton. cloth in four strips, of which tbe 2 
outer ones (61 in. wide) are plain red and the 2 inner ones plain blue. At each 
end are plain fringes 41 in. long and a thick plaited cross line. 

(xvi) No. 60. Gaimho from Nags Hills. Price H6. Exhibited by Deputy 
Co=issioner, Naga Hills (No. 3186). Similar to the last but having only two strips. 
The edges are 6! in. wide, and the cross lines are sma.1ler. 

(xvii) No. 61. Padi from Naga Hills. Price R4. Length 5 ft. 8 in., 
width 3 ft. 8 in. Red, white and blue. Almost identical with (iv) No. 46. 

(xviii) No.62. Mosi kesha from Nags Hills. Price f!7. Length 4 It. 9 in., 
width 3 ft. 5 in. A coarse cotton cloth in four strips, of which the two central 
ones are plain white and the two outer ones striped, with s white edge. The coloured 
stripes are four in number and alternately (1) dark blue, t iuch wide, and (2) dark blue 
with a red band doWll the centre, 1 in. wide. One end of the cloth is bound and the 
otber has a 4·inch iringe with the usual three cross plaited stripes. 

(xix) No. 66. JevimlJo or loin cloth from the Nags Hills. Price R4. Length 
5 ft. 4 in., width 3 ft . .l in. This is alike (xv) No. 59, but the red and white plaited 
stripes at each end lie between the small yellow and red plaited lines. The width 
of tM red strips is 5!- in. and 51 in. 

(xx) No. 67. Like the last. 
(xxi) No. 68. Mukro from the Naga Hills. Price R4. Length 6 ft., width 

3 ft. 8 in. This is labelled as a check but it is not ,a check. It is a cloth in 
four strips of which the 2 central ones are white and the outer ones striped. The 
stripes are white (6) followed alternately by blue (3) and red (2), then beyond the 
last blue stripe is a red stripe 21 in. wide, then a blue line before tho edge which 
is white. The white stripes are wider than the coloured ones. The ends of the cloth 
bave a small plaited cross line and short knotted fringes. 

(xxii) No. 69. Chudder from the Naga Hills. Length 14 feet 6 in., width 
3 feet 2 in. in two strips. 'l'his is a highly variegated plaid, the warp and weft 
being alternately red, blue and white. 'l'he blue is very dark; red is the most promi. 
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nent coloW' and white the least prominent, being only in narrow stripes or lines. 
The full colour is seen only in squares and rectangles, for the weft shows through. 
The one end has a one·inch, tassel, the other is merely rough. There are no ornamen
tal designs. This cloth is of a different nature from those just described, and is of 
thinnish texture. 

(xxiii) No. 70. Mute from the Naga Hills. Price R3. Length 5 feet 2 in., 
width 3 feet 8 in. 1'his is a coarse cloth made up of foW' white strips with a. black 
stripe down the centre of each. The 2 outer strips have a border of two thin stripes, 
blue on the outside and red in the centre. One of the central strips bas two similar 
stripes inside. Across the two central strips run four small diagrams, one in each of 
the 4 divisions of white; but these are not in a line. The two Quter diagrams are in 
red, white and black, and the 2 central ones, which are longer than the others, are i(j. 
black, red, white and yellow. The ends of tbe cloth are bound. 

(xxiv) No. 72. Lengti or cloth band from tbe Naga Hills. Price Rl. Length 
4 feet S inches, width 7t in. This is a dirty white cloth quite plain except for a' 
claret coloured line across each end. Tile fringes are lit inches long. 

(xxv) No. '73. Simila.rto (iv) No. 46. 
(xxvi) No. 74. Lerha or waistband from tbe Naga Hills. Price R3. Exhibited 

by Deputy Commissioner, Naga Hills (No. 3197). This is very similar in si~e and shape 
to No. 1606 described below, (1'io. xxxvi), but the designs ar{3 not identica\. There are-
7 designs, the first 3 being all different and each deeper than the one before; the next 
S like the third and the last like the second. 'fhese designs are in red and black and 
shol" only on the face of the cloth. It requires an illustration to expla~n them) but 
they are of the usual zigzag, diamond and triangular pattern. The fringes are the same 
as in No. 1606. 

(xxvii) No. 75 Lerha. size 2ft. x 5in. Like the last but the designs are different 
and larger; though of the same style. There are three distinct designs, very much 
alike. 'Lhe pattern starts 7 inches from one end of the cloth and finisbes 10 inches 
from tbe otber. There are two pigtails at the ends, one At each edge. 

(xxviii) No. 86 Shirt (P) from Naga Hills. Length 6ft. om.. width 1 ft. 9in. (in 
one piece). This is -a thick board like-cloth with ribs across it at, inter.vals through
out the whole length. _ It.is plain white with a long fringe At each end £8 to 10 
inches). 

(xxix) No. 91 Sarna. An Eastern Angami Naga cloth. Price R2. Length 5ft. 
1 in., width 8ft. 4in. It is a coarse cloth made up of four strips each black with a 
thin blue stripe down the centre and. a still tbmner white stripe Jlt the edge, The outer 
strips have a white edge with a very thin red stripe separated irom it by a line of 
'blue. One end ot the cloth bas a fringe near which i8 a plain red crOSS band (t inch 
deep) edged on the :inside with a line of white, oetween tbis band find the fringe 

-a white and red line runs across the cloth. The other end is bound. 
Besides thosA in the Shillong Museum Collection there are many other Naga 

oloths in the Indian Museum, among which the following are some of the more in
teresting. 

,(xxx) No. 76 (Indian Museum). A coarse Naga cloth from the Kassyah Hills, 
received from Lieutenant J. Gregory in 1867. Length 4 ft. '1 in., width 3 ft.10 in. This 
oloth is in three strips; the 'Centre one is dark blue a.nd rather narrower than the other 
two; the outer ones are striped blue, red and yellow, blue being the most, and yellow 
the least prominent colou .. .''!!. There fringes at each end of t)1e cloth, tbat at one end 
4 inches and that at the other 8 inches long. At the former end there is, in the 
central strip. a cross band finch depp made up of four red lines between two yellow 
lines.. In the right hand strip is a similar band t inch deep, and in the left 
stritl a band of red aud yellow in which the colours alternate as follows :-red (1 
liue) , yellow (2 lines), red (2 li,nes). then yellow (1 line). At the latter end the 
bands are all alike oonsisting of S red lines between 2 yello-.'Y lines. They are of the 
same depth as at the other end. The threads (If these borders project on either 
side and are formed into a kind of tasseL .. 

(xxxi) No. 206-1. (P). A blue Koropa Nags. head cloth from the Na,,<>a Hills. 
Length 6 feet, width 1 ft. 10l in. A cloth of fine textW'e. quite plain. At one 
end is a t-inch fringe, the other is merely rough. 

(xxxii). No. 1~71. A cloth very similar to the Serna cloth (viii) No. 52, but in 
5 strips, and with more ornamentations, the outer edge on both sides having plain 
patterns at intervals all the way along. Length Oft 6in., width Ift. 9iin. 

(xxxiii). A Naga cloth. measuring 7ft. ,in. by 4ft. in 2 strips, plain blue, but 
with an Slin. border at each end. red with white spots; the main portion of this 
border is S inches deep. -
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(xxxiv). No. :,: • .A.ngami Naga cloth. Length 3ft. 8in., width 1ft. 7in. in 3 
strips. 8,4 and 7 inches respectively. The cloth has no tassels or fringes, but is merely 
bound with red at each end. The two outer strips are plain black with red edges. 
The central strip is white with a red line down the centre and two black lines down 
either side. Between the two inner black lines are 10 rectangular designs at inten-als 
along the cloth in red and blue. The first three designs at one end are only t inch 
deep, but after this they gradually increase in size to the seventh, which is It inch 
deep; fro~.this point they again gradually grow smaller, the tenth being ~ inch 
wide .• The first and the tenth designs are at the extreme ends of the cloth, and the 
other at irregular intervals varying from 3 to 4 inches apart. They are all 2 
inches wide and consist partly of coloured lines on a white background and partly 
of white lines on a coloured background. The lines are either straight or in the 
characteristic ziz-zag and diagonal formations. Most of the designs are different 
from one another. 

(xxxv). No. 2068 (Indian Museum). .A. scarf with small doodhia beads in the 
fringe from the Naga Hills. This cloth consists of two equal narrow strips and 
measures 3ft. 2in. by 8in. It is plain blue except for a little red at the sides, 
down the seam and on each side of it and in the end borders. The peculiar feature 
about this cloth is the fringe which has some curious things called doodhia beads 
near the end of the seam and at regular intervals on either side. Some tassels have 
3 such beads, some one. '!'owards the edgllS are some ordinary bea(ls instead of the 
doodhias. It it probable that many of the doodhia beads have fallen off, as the 
cloth is very old. 

(xxxvi). No. 1606. .A. cloth from the Naga Hills, .A.s.<am, quaintly labelled 
"Lota .A.ngami or the shoulder band." Length 3ft. 8in .. width 6. in. It is entirely 
white except for the designs which are in blue (nearly black) and red. There are 
six such designs and, the two ends of the cloth being unifor:n1, the three patterns at one 
end are like the three at the other. Starting from one end there is 41 in. plain white, 
then comes pattern No. I, one inch deep; then ! in. plain white, then pattern 
No.2, 3i in. deep; then! in. plain and pattern No.3, 61 deep. Pattern No. 1 
consists of five coloured isosceles triangles with the vertices downwards and a 
narrow coloured stripe parallel to the outer sides of the two outer triangles. The inter. 
vals are white. Of the coloured portion the first t in. is red and the next ~in. blue. 
t. e., the bases of the triangles and the ends of the stripes are red and the rest blue. The 
second pattern is more complicated, and consists of 4 portions, alternately red,! in. 
deep, and blue, t in. deep. The first por~on, fin. deep., is a row of 5 isosceles 
triangles with their vertices upwards and a narrow stripe on each side parallel to the 
outer sides of the outer triangles, and of the same length. The next portion consists 
of four rather larger isosceles triangles with their vertices downwards. These 
triangles are on the same base line and together occupy the whole line-except a short 
length at either end; each of these short lengths forms one end of a stripe, the outer 
edge of which is a continuation of the outer side' of the end trian~le of tbe first 
portion, and the length of which is equal to the side of a triangle of the second 
portion. The outer stripe is continued from the first portion and is therefore paral
lel to tbis fresh inner stripe. The designs in the 3rd and 4th portions are the same 
as those in the first and second respectively, but upside down. Pattern No.3 is still 
more complicated, but after exactly the same sty Ie. It consists of six portions. of 
which the 3rd to 6th are exactly like the four portions of pattern No.2, and in the 
same order; and the first and second are like the 3rd and 4th portions of pattern 
No.2. The portions as before are alternately red and blue, but the latter are one inch 
deep instead of t in. as in the last pattern. 
. Along each side of the cloth run 2 black lines. The ends of the red and blue 

threads form wide fringes at the side of the cloth, and at each end of the oloth is a 
long white fringe plaited into the form of Ohinaman's pigtail. III inches long. 
This is a most interesting cloth. . 

The following cloths are all adorned with oowries, and are of particular interest 
on account of their uniqueness. Some hardly conform with the orthodox ideas of 
clothing. . 

(xxxvii). No. 1687. Naga Iota armlet. Sbe 6 inches by 3 inches. This 
is a piece of dark blue ootton cloth fastened round a piece of bamboo at each end, 
with four rows of cowries on one side. Three of these rows contain large cowries 
very close together and the fourth. at some interval, smaller cowries not so closely 
packed. 

(xxxviii). No. 1687. Naga Iota armlet. Similar to the last but larger. Size 
6 inches by 4. inches. 'fhe arrangement of the cowries is :-first 3 rows, then 4 cowries, 
then Ii cowries, then a fourth row. 
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(xxxix). No. 690. Naga Iota kilt. This is a double cotton cloth, size 
16 inches by lOt inches. It is fastened round a piece of bamboo at one end, and 
bound with white at the other end, which has no bamboo. Two red lines run down 
the centre of the cloth. At the bound end are two broadish white lines, then two 
patches of cowries extending over 41 inches, then a slight gap beyond which are two 
more similar patches, and then 3 cross rows of cowries. From these rows to the 
bamboo end is plain. 'l'he patches each contain eight lengthwise rows of cowries, the 
nutnber in each row varying from 17 to 19, according to the size of the cowries. On 
the reverse of the cloth is a looped tassel at the centre of the bamboo end. 

(xl). No. 691. Naga Iota kilt. Length 13 inches, width 12 inches at the 
bamboo end and lOt inohes at the plain end. This is similar to the last, but the patches, 
though consisting of 8 rows of cowries, are shorter, the first two being 2t inches long, 
11 cowriE'S in a row, and the second two 2t inches long, 10 oowries in a row. The outer 
rows are rather longer as the cowries are larger. Beyond the last cross line of cowries 
and neal' its centre are 4 oowries fastened parallel to one another so as to form a 
rectangle. Down the centre and along each edge of the oloth runs a red line between 
two white lines. 

(xli). No. 688. Naga Iota kilt. Length 13 inches, width 10! inches, at the 
bamboo end, and lOt inohes at the plain end. This is like No. xxxix, but the first 
pa tcbes of cowries consist of 8 rows, 2 inches long (8 in a row) and the second of 8 rows, 
21 inches l(lDg, (8 large or 9 small in a row). There are no red lines. ~he bamboo 
eOO has a handle. • 

(xlii). No. 692. Naga Iota kilt. Size 12 inches by Ilt inches. A cloth similar in 
pattern to No. xxxix, but the patches of cowries consist of9 rows 2 inches long, each 
row containing 8 cowries. Beyond the last cross line of cowries and olose to its centre 
are four cowries close together which radiate from a central point so as to form a star 
or cross. 'l'he length of the plain portion at the bamboo end is 51 inches. There are no 
red lines. To the bamboo end a handle is attached by means of string. 

(xliii). No. 689. Naga.lota kilt. Similar to the last. Length 12 inches, width 
at bamboo end 101 inches and at the other end 11 inohes. The patches of cowries 
consist of 8 rows, and are only 2 inches long (8 cowries in a row). The cowries are 
smaller towards the centre. There is a star of four oowries as in the last cloth, and the 
bamboo end has a similar handle. 

(xliv). No, 588. Naga woman's waistcloth. Length 4 feet 2 inches, width 1 foot 
4. inches. This is a black cotton cloth made up of two narrow strips of equa:! width. 
Of thesl', one is quite plain, and the other has a. crOS8 'row of cowries (side by side) at 
one end, and three rOWS running lengthwise for 32, 33, and 34 inches re~pectively. 
The row near the outer edge is the longest and that near the inner edge the shortest. 

(xlv). No. 7283. Nags. cotton cloth or keshllni. Length 3 feet 10 inches, width 
1 foot 4. inches. A plain black oloth in two strips. One strip has two rows of cowries, 
and the other strip one row which is broken bi a gap of 2 inches after 17 cowries 

. (4tl inches). Each row is about 31 inches in length. At the cowry end is a fringe, 
the other end is merely bound. 

(xlvi). No. 79 I.M. Nags. woman's waistcloth from Lieutenant J. Gregory, 
Naga and Khasia Hills, Assam. Length 41 feet, width 1 foot 3 inches, in 2 equal strip. •. 
Similar to the last, but of the three rows of Qowries one is sst inches, and the other 
two are 33 inches long, and at the end of each line are two cowries endwise on. 
Between the left and oentral rows are four designs, the two end ones being a star of 
three cowries, and the two centre ones two cowries forming an angle. Between the 
cpntre and right rows are two t.hree·rayed stars of cowries. • 

'Ihe N nga cloth described below is perhaps more interesting than any of those in 
the Indian Museum. 

(xlvii). Kacha Nags woman's breast cloth from· Lede. Price R 3. 
Trus is a white ootton cloth, measuring 4 feet 11 inches by Bt incbes, made up 01 

two very narrow strips of equal size. Along each side of each strip run two narrow 
stripes of blue. The ends of the oloth are frin,,<>ed. At each end is a border about one 
inch deep" hieh runs entirely across both strips. 

The border at each end is followed by a len.!~th of about two feet Which contains • 
mass of de..-igns of different shapes and 'sizes on tile white background. These designs 
are paoked close together, but are arranged in rows. At one end of the cloth there a.re 
35 suoh rows on eaoh strip, and at the other end there are 33 on one strip and 35 on 
the other. Each row contains either fonr or fiTe designs, but the distn'bution is 
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irregular. The variety of these designs is really wonderful'; almost every row contains 
at least one new design. 

The Il'emainder of each strip, vis., a length of about I:l} inches between the two end 
borders, is covered with a central cross stripe and five small fancy, but simple, borders 
on each side of it. The central stripe is three inches deep and contains a pattern of 
blue and claret diamonds. The bordel'S on one side of this st11pe are like those on the 
other, except for a slight difference in colour. 

The colours 'Of the ornamentations on one suip of the cloth are dark blue and 
claret throughout; those on the other are dark blue and claret or red, viz., claret for 
the first foot at one end, then red up to the central stripe which contains both red and 
claret, then claret to the ninth border and beyond that red. 

Khasia Fabrics. 

In his .. Notes on the Kbasia Hills and People," 184,1" Lieutenant II. Yule, R.E., 
gives the following interesting description of the dress of these people :-" The charac· 
teristic dress of these people is 3. short sleeveless shirt of thick cotton cloth, either of
the natural colour unbleached, or 8tl'iped partly with blne and red and always exces
sively dirty. il t. has a deep friDge below and is ornamented on the breast and back 
with lines of a sort of diamond 'Pattern embroidery, from the edges of which hang 
certain mystic threilds to the length of which they attach some superstitious import
ance in purchasing the garment. 'rhe shirt closely resembles one figured in William
son's Ancient Egyptians, Volume III, page 345. Over this a few wear a short coat of 
cotton or broadcloth, and many wrap a large mantle striped or chequed with broad 
reddish lines. The latter is their most picturesque costume. Some have a 'Strong 
penchant for articles of European dress, and their potato merchants generally bring a. 
small invoice of these from Calcutta on their return voyage ....... A very large turban 
covers the head of the better class, others wear a greasy cap with flaps over the ears 
or go bareheaded ....... The women are generally wrapped in a shapeless mantle of 
striped cotton cloth, with its upper corners tied in a knot across the breast. The 
Khasia8 are utterly ,unacquainted with the art of weaving; nearly all the usual articles 
of their dress, peculiar as they are, are .made for them by other tribes bordering on the 
Assam Valley ....... 

The great festivities of the people are funereal-" They (the men) are all clad 
in the most brilliant finery that they possess or can hire, richly embroidered outer shirts 
of broadcloth, silken turbans and dhoties, large bangles, " etc., etc. .. In the centre are 
the village maidens. 'l'hey are swaddled in a long p1ltticoat as light as the clothing of 
a mummy, with an upper garment, like a handkerchief, passing tight under the right 
arm and tied in a knot on the left sho)llder." 

The equipment of a Khyee or Khasia chief was described in 1840 by Captain 
Fisher as .. martial and striking in appearance; a tunic of strong clotb, bordered by 
particolours without sleeves" well adapted to muscular exertions, sits close to his body 
above the waist." 

In 'Would appear that about 1879 some of the Khasias did practise weaving to 
some extent, as in Mr. Hunter'!! c. Statistical Account of Assam" cotton cloth is included 
among the manufactures of several of the Khasia Stutes, e.g., Khyrim, Nongstain, 
Ram-brai and Ji.rang. At the present day, however, the Khasias apparently do not 
weave, at any rate not those of the Jowai sub-division, for the Sub.d.tvisional Officer 
writes :-" The only tribes in the Jowai sub·division who manufacture cotton cloths 
for their own use, wholly or in part, are tbose inhabiting the northern part of tht! sub
division on the N owgong borders. These are the Mikirs and the Salungs, and also a few 
Kukis, all of them migratory trihes. The Syntengs of lIynso and 8utuga also manu
facture cotton fabrics, but on a smaller scale." 

Kuki and Tipperah Fabrics. 

The Kuki and Tipperah fabrics produced in Assam are of little interest, for they 
are generally plain and indifferently woven. 

The dress of these people in their native place is thus described by Mr. IIunter 
who follows Captain Lewin. 

Kuki8.-" The only clothing ~orn by. the men is one long homespun sbcet or 
mantle of cotton cloth. This mantle lS sometimes of -very good manufacture, the best 
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de~cription being dyed blue and interwoven with crimson and yellow stripes. The 
women wear a strip of thick blue cloth round the loins, about eighteen inches in 
breadth." . 

The reason given by the Kukis for wearing sncb scanty clothing is that if they 
wear much in this world, they will be given none in the next. The Tipperahs do not 
share this fear and so provide themselves with a rather more ample outfit. 

7'ipperahs.-" Their dress is of the simplest description. Among the men a thick 
tnrban is worn, and a narrow piece of homespun cloth, with a fringed end hanging 
down in front and rear, passes once round the waist and between the legs. In the 
cold weather a rudely sewn jacket is added. The dress of the women is equally 
inornate. The petticoat is short, reaching a little below the knee, and made of very 
coarse ootton stuff of their own manufacture. It is striped in colours of red and blue. 
If the woman be married this petticoat will form her whole costume, but the unmar
ried girls cover the breast with a ~aily dyed cloth. with fringed' ends. The womeD 
never cover their heads." 

The Kukis of Assam, says Captain Dalton, .. wear I a turban which the lUore 
wealthy decorate with the red downy feathers of the hathe pakee bird and red ribbons 
of dyed goat's hair." 

In Sylhet, according to Mr. Hunter, the Kukis" go about perfectly naked when 
at home, and only wear a piece of loose cloth when they leave their villages, not Sl) 

much for the sake of deoency as to avoid ridicule." 'I'he dress of the Kukis in Oachar 
is described by Mr. Ware Edgar (in 1866) as commonly consisting "of a coarse cloth 
tied round the waist, and hanging down in front as far as the knee. Those who have 
lived much in the plains, however, have adopted the dhuti. The women wear a cloth 
tied loosely round the breasts and hanging something like a tunio half way to the 
knee. Young women wear coloured, elderly women white cloths." These cloths are 
all woven by the Kukis themselves, but the most interesting article woven hy them is 
a rug which is desoribed in full hereafter. This rug is very similar to that made by 
the Miris. As, already shown, its manufacture was, in Mr. Ware Edgar's time, a 
profitable occupation. 

In the Naga Hills the Kukis seem to dress more decently. The men wear "a large 
ootton shawl or sheet (chaddar) either wrapped round the loins, or hanging down from 
the shoulder to the knee: The women wt:ar a short petticoat reaching from the waist 
to the knee, with generally a sPcond petticoat tied under the armpits, but this is fre. 
quently discarded for a small cotton shawl thrown loosely over the shoulders." (Hun-

, ter). 
From the above it will readily be understood that the cloths of the Kukis exhibit 

few marked varieties. Below is given a list of those report'ild from different parts of 
the Provinoe, to which is added a brief description of some Kuki cloths in the Indian 
Museum.' 

Xukl cloths from Cachar. 
, 1. Paul 

A species of cloth similar to the Manipuri khesh (Manipur No.4), but of a stouter 
make. They are generally used as wrappers for the upper part of the body, and are 

, sized from 6 feet 9 inches to 7 feet 6 inches in length by from 3 feet to 4 feet in 
breadth, two pieces being stitohed together sideways. They are sold, according to size 
and quality, at prioes ranging from R a to R 4. They are mostly made of white 
thl'ead, but some are black with or without a few narrow red stripes, and have frin!!Cs 
(? end borders) woven with red and yellow threads, and sometimes also green. 0 

2. Punneh. 
A species of petticoat, in texture similar to tbepoal (No. I), but of various pat. 

terns, the prevailing colours being dark blue with red and yellow stripes, and brown 
with black stripes. The stripes are generally very broad. . Some cloths are plain 
black or white with or without a few narrow red and yellow stripes. The women 
wear tbem loosely round the breasts reaching to the kn~; but old women livin.. in 
the hills generally wear one from tlie waist to the knee with a second tied under <> the 
armpits; this is however frequently discarded for a lllko .. (No.3). The size of 
these oloths is generally 4 feet 6 inohes long by from 3 feet to 4. feet 6 inches wide; they 
are made up of two pieces stitched together sideways. The price varies, according 
to size and quality, from R 2 to R 4. 
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3. Lukom. 
A species of cloth serving the double purpose of towel and waistcloth, not unlike 

the Manipuri ira khudei (J\tanipur No. 32). but of stouter make and having fringes 
like those of the paul (No.1). They are generally 6 feet long and about 1 foot 
wide. and are worn by the men round the waist, hanging down in front as far as the 
knee. The price varies according to quality from annal 12 to R 2. 

4. Pauuri or pari. 

A kind of rug made of lumps of raw cotton (cleaned) woven into a coarse, stout 
cloth and knotted tightly between the weft. The sizes range between 7 feet 6 inchrs by 
4. feet and 9 feet by 4 feet 6 inches; the price varies, according to size and quality, from. 
R 3 to R 7. These rugs are made up of two pieces stitched together sideways. 

Specimen from Silchar. Price R,. D.-This is a rug measurin~ 7l feet by 4. feet, 
and made up of two narrow strips of almost equal size. The face has a thick nap or 
lI.eece, and the reverse bas a ribbed appearance. At each end is a plain fringe 
about t inch long, and about an inch of plain cloth (witbout a nap), across the centre 
of which runs a thick plaited line of dark blue thread. At each side tbe nap comes 
right up to the edge and extends even sligbtly beyond. 

The backing or body of tbe cloth is made of coarse wbite cotton woven in the 
ordinary way except that the thread is laid double in the warp and shot double in 
the weft. Tbe fleece is formed by inserting tufts of wbite cottoo wool at regular 
intervals between two successive shots of the weft. Tbese tofts are arranged in rows 
across tbe whole width of the cloth in such a way that two double warp threads pass 
over each toft, and tbe ends of each tuft stick out above the warp. The tufts in one 
row do not overlap, but are all entirely separate, being divided from one another by 
four double warp threads. There are generally three shots of the weft between each 
row of tufts, but the number varies occasionally. 

Kuki cloths from North eachu. 
5. Paikong. 

A dhllti.-A white cloth about !It feet by Ii foot. 

6. Lakum. 
A puggri.-White with red embroidered ends, about 12 fee& X 2 feet or less. 

From the name it might be thought that this cloth was the same as No.3 from eachar, 
but the descriptions do not tally. 

7. Boonbam. 
Body cloth. about 7 feet by 2t to 3 feet. Sold largely to Nagas ~Iso. 

8. Sbal. 

Dancing cloths.-White cloths. heavy and well embroidered: in red, blue and 
yellow and with fringes attached. Size varying from 6 feet to 10 feet by 1 foot to 
2 feet. 

" Specf,mefI.-A plain black closely woven cloth of medium texture measuring 8 feet 
S inches by 41 feet, and made up of two strips. At each end is a bordrr in red with 
Bome yellow about Bt inohes deep, the central portion is about 5 inches deep. and the 
pattern is very simllie but distinctive; it is alsn very faint. This border must be very 
tedious in the making as the designs are formed of coloured threads woven in between 
shots of the weft, and each is separate from the others, though the pattern runs 
across the whole cloth. It contains also some ClO!'S lines of red. which of course are of 
one continuous thread acrosa the strip. Tbe seam is bound with red along the portions 
which cross the borders. One end of the cloth is plain. the other has a fringe about 
3 inches long, twisted and knotted at the ends; between the fringe and the border 
is a small plaited line of blue. 
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9. Thangnangbara. 
Specimen.-A rather ooarse white oloth in one strip measuring about 9 feet 3 inohes 

by 10l inohes. Eooh end has a border and a short fringe knotted olose to the oloth and 
,twisted beyond the knots. The border at one end is 4 inohes deep and that at the other 
3t inohes. Each consists of three patterned stripes, and 2 rows of very simple phul 
between broken ooloured lines. The coloUl3 throughout are claret and blue, the patterned 
stripes are formed of threads running more or less Dcross the cloth and woven in be
tween the shots of weft; the small designs are formed in a similar way, but the 

- thread of each set'ms to be separate. The broken lines are mel't'ly ooloured threads 
of weft shot in the ordinary way; they are rather indistinct. There is nothing very 
distinotive about these borders. But for them the cloth is quite plain. 

The use of this olothJs not stated. It is probably a puggri and may be only 
a variety of the lakum (No.6). 

10. Jangjenatuan, 
Specimen.-A thick dark blue oloth in one pieoe ineasuring about Ii feet 9 inohes 

by 13l iLohes at the oentre, but the ends appear to be drawn tighter together and are 
only 121 inohes wide. T_he body of the cloth is covered with cross patterned stripes, at 
irregular but short intervals, and of different sjzes, varying in depth from l~ to 21 
inches. '1'he pattern on t\.ese stlipes is very simple. being merely rows of diamonds. 
At one end is a border ':81 inches deep, the central and main portion being Ii inohes 
deep; beyond the border is a plaited line of dull red, then at a slight interval is a short 
looped fringe; the other end is similar, but the border is only III inches deep and the 
fringe is plain. The pattern of these borders is very simple. Both borders and stripes 
are formed of dull red and white threads woven in between shots of the weft; the 
blue baokground shows in all of them. 

The use of this cloth is not stated. 

11. Vaijete. 
This is a thick and closely woven cloth, 6 feet by 2 feet Ii inches, made up of 2 

strips. '1'he body is white, but along the extreme outer edge on eaoh side is a 
2-inoh stripe of dark blue, and at short interyals from it another blue stripe rather. 
more than an inoh wid" but broken by two lines of white into 3 almost equal pore 
tions. Eaoh end has a border woven in red and blue on the -vyhite baokground, one 
about 8 inohes and one about 9 inohes deep. 'I'here are practically no fringes. The 
end borders are very simple and 00.11 for no remarks. Where it orosses these borders 
the seam is bound with a thick plaited red oord ; in the body of the oloth it is bound 
with blue thread. '1'he peouliarity about this cloth is its side stripes. The outer 
stripes are dark blue in both warp and weft, but the blue weft does not generally 
extend beyond this stripe, but is turned baok and interlooped with white weft which 
orosses the inner stripes and the body of the oloth. Some of these dark threads in the 
weft extend beyond the outer stripe to different distanoes, the longest reaohinO' the 
inner edge of the inner blue stripe. A regular pattern is in this way formed by 
means of these dark threads. but owing to the oloseness of the weaving, it is but 
dimly seen where the warp is white, and is quite indisoernable where the warp is 
blue. 

The use of this cloth is not stated. The price of the 40 specimen oloths just 
described is Rs. 12, but the .hal is very old and ragged. 

Kuki and Mikir cloths from Jowai In the Khasia Bills. 
The Kukis and Mukirs or Jowai are famed for their juprap shawl or chadar. 

12. Juprap .. 
ClIadaf' used by men as garments or bed sheets. Two pieces of oloth are 

joined together to make a sheet size 6 feet by 3 feet. Price RO·l2-0 to Rl.40·0. . 
. SpetS"'eft.-A thick but rather closely woven cloth, measuring I) feet 10 inchel!l 

by 2 feet 11 inches and made up of two strips olosely bound together. Plain white 
with no ornamentations but 3 blue lines across eaoh end and a very simple hlue 

• border on eallh side. This horder consists of two sets of 3 blue lines, the central one 
in eaoh set being tlunner than the other two. Between these two sets ot lines is a 
white stripe t inch wide divided into squares by oross lines of bIlla thread. 

J. 
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These cross lines are all fOl'med of one continuous thread which, starting at the 
inner edge of the white stripe, appears double on each side of the cloth where it 
crosses this stripe, then passes (out of sight) across the inner set of 3 blue lines and 
re-appears beyond on one side of the cloth only, as a broken line running about t inch 
into the body of the cloth, then turning back at a slight, interval it returns to the 
inner blue line from which it started, being again invisible where ;it re-crosses the 
S blue lines. It then runs along this blue line (on the face of thl! cloth) for a short 
distance when another double cross line, etc., is formed as before. ,ltu1;lning in I this 
way the thJ;'~ad extends from the one end border. to the other. At one end of, t,he 
cloth is a 8hOl't looped fringe, at the other a longer" plain fringe. The price of ~his 
clotl1 is Re. 1-8. 

13. Jusem. 
Sheets or Bari used by women (chiefly Mudrs and Lalungs) size 5 feet 3 .\1;Iolll)s 

by 3 feet. Price Rs. 2-8. 
SpeciHnen.-A thick and closely woven: cloth (in two strips) size 5 feet 6 inches 

'by 3 feet 16 inch. Quite plain black with no fringes and, no ornamentations 
except a narrow simple patterned stripe in yellow and 'claret running down each side 
and a ve~y narrow cross stripe in claret and yellow and a ~ingle line of yellow. ~t each 
end. Price Rs. 2-8. 

14. Thohna.i. 
A tape or kind of waist band used by women for supporting the Bari; size 6 feet 

by 3 inches; price 3 annas. Used chiefly by Mikirs and Lalungs. 

Tipperah Cloths from ~ylhet. 
15. Ringnai. 

Cloth worn by Tipperah women. 
Specimen.-A rather closely wqven cloth, of medium texture in ODe piece 

measuring 4 feet 6 inches by 1 foot 5 inches. For about 5 inches at one side it is 
quite plain white, then comes a strip -of the usual tint of dull red, edged with white 
and blue, thence to the other side the cloth is white, with blue lines running along 
it at irregular· distances, averaging about t inch. .At either end are three crOBB 
lines in dull red but dimly visible. There are no designs and all the coloured lint!8 
and the broad stripe are formed in the weaving, being part of the cl~th itself. 

--«.-RiBha. 

A cloth used by Tipperah women to cover their breasts. 
Specimen.-A coloured cloth similar in texture to the last, -measuring 4 feet 

10 inches by 1 foot 1 inch. The centre of the cloth is of a faded tint of red, and ·the 
sides (2t and 3 inches) blue. Of the red portion Ii inch on each side is plain and the 
rest has lines running down it alternately blue and dirty white. The blue portions 
have each a stripe of faded dull red, dirty white and blue mixed running down them 
near the outer edges. Across each end of the cloth are several dirty white stripes, 
woven in on'the usual back-ground, and beyond them a plaited hne of the. same 
colour which fringes out at one l!ide. There are ten such stripes, covering 9 inches 
at one eud, and 11 inches at the other. 'I'he fringes are short and uneven; '1'he cloth 
is of very inferior workmanship and the width varies considerably; apparently DO 

temples have been used. The weft is entirely of the reddish colour. The cloth appears 
to be /Ln old one, the Qolours have a very washed.out appearance. It is impossible to 
say whether the dirty white stripes were originally coloUl'ed or not. 

These two cloths are "specimens of a good class, prepared only by Tipperah 
people that live in the range of hills lying within British territory round the southern 
border of this District. These people have settled more or less permanently witbin 
the District and so the specimens possess a local interest." 

Xuk;i cloths from Assam in the Indian Musuem. 
, 'I'here Ilre many Kuki cloths in the Ipdian Museum. Severnl are plain white· 

sheets of dilIer\l,llt si2;es with,slight ornamentations at the ends. The wider ones are 
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all made up ofitwo strips joined together. All are oo~rse. Tha following- a.re hriaf, 
dtlsO'riptions of some of ' the more' charaoteri&tio or-interesting specimens~-

(i) No. 2119'I.M. Dhoti worn by Koru Kukis. From the Chief CommIssioner' 
of Assam. A white cloth, measuring' 4 feet 1 inch by 2 feet, 9 inches, in two striJ,ls., 
It has Dardel's of blue a'C the Bides and thin, red borders at the ends. ' 

(iI) No. 2118 t.M. ])koti worn by the Chellru Kukis. From the Chief' Commis-' 
sioner of' Assam. .A:. white cloth, measuring abo1,lt 10 feet 8 inches by 1 foot 4 inch!}s 
with red and blue borders. 

(iii) No. 2111 I.M. DAol;' worn by, the 1{.orm ~p Korn) Kukis, From the Chief 
Commissioner of Assam" A white cloth. measurmg 5 feet 4 inches by 1 foot 10. 
inohes, s'tripedred with a little blue at the sides alld ha,villg,a deeper strag~ling ~order: 
of brownish red and blue. One end is tasseled and the other rough, 

(iv) No. 1944 . .Lengt;, wor~ by the Kukis round tM loin~ 'A, perfectly pla~~, 
wbite cloth, measuring, about 9 feet 6 inchaa by' l foot lOt lnchesL The end!! are 
11ound. Price, HI-6. -

(v) No. 1248. DIA~ra- worn by the Kuki wowen of Assam A coloured (,)loth 
4 feet by 1 foot n inches. The warp is ,al~ of a dirty pale blue Ilolour' and the weft 
partly of that colour, but chie:fly of dark blue. 'l'he 'only 'ornamentation consisti' 
of crQSS Jines and stripes 3 inohes deep. 

(vi) No. 1963. A cloth used by the Kukis of Assam to cover the body. It is, 
in two 8110rt pieces fastened together end to end and not side by side, and measures 
nbo~t 7 feet 4 inches by 1 foot 6 inches. Thc point of interest in t)lis cloth is the 
varitlty of colouring. Each piece is made up of four coloured stripes which are divided 
at! by bands of yellow and dull brown with light blue and white margins. There' 
ore similar bands at the outer edges of the cloth. The patches are as follows :-(1)' 
dull red, 8 inches wide; (2) dark blue, 3 illches i (3l dull brown and dull red stripes, 
4 inohes i (4) like (3), but 3 inches wide. ' 

(vii) No. 1954. A bre~st oloth worn by the Kulds, measurins:, 4 feet 2, inchell 
by lOi inc~es, It is a ooarse cloth, plain wbite" with ~ 12-inoh border a~ one e?ld, 
and an 11-1noh border at the other, The, borders, whICh are of the Wlual reddlsh 
hue, q.iffer slightly in pattern, but all contain four cross bands, each very simple, 
but different f!'Om the others. 'rhe widest band at one end is 2i inches, and that at 
the other 2 inches. Beyonll the bands is a plaited cross line. One end of the cloth, 
bas a slight fringe, the other bas practically none. 

(viii) No. 65. Saulton. A cotton soarf worn by tbe Kaukkal Kukia when fight
ing. Price 6 annas. This is a very coarse and bad ~oven cloth, measuring 5 feell 
4 inohes by 1 foot. It has cross ribs in pairs at short intervals all along the cloth. 
At each end is a 51-inch border consisting of a central portion, 3 inches deep, of 
diamond pattern in red and blue, with fi11igre~ work on either side. The ooloured 
threads which form the margins of this border are brought out on one side only and 
made into a fringe. Each end of the cloth has a very shorh fringe, knotted. 

(ix) No. 1937. Pagri or turban used as a bead dress by the' Kukis of Assam; 
woven in a hand loom by the Kaukhal Kukis in all their villages. Price, lB. 

Tbis is a coarse cloth measuring 9 feet 9 inches by 10 incbes. Plain white, but 
witl\ slight ornamentations at the two ends, 3 inches and 3t inches deep respec
tively i these are very poor. 

(x) No.2. A turban ornamented in ffont witn a tuft 'of feathers of the hola
pfl.kee bird, used by the Kukis or Thadows. Presented to the Asiatio Sooiety of 
Bengal hy Lieutenant Stewart of Ca('har in September lE56. Tbe tuft stands out 
in the front of the forehead. 'I'bis is a plain white cloth measurin~ 9 or 10 feet 
by 11,t inohes. The tufted end is d('uble and' has two cross bands of claret colour; 
the 0 her end bas merely plain ribbed lines. 'l'he feathers are threaded on a kind of 
bristle and sewn on to what looks like the end cut off' another turban and loosely 
fastened on to the end of this turban. This is formed into a roll with the bristles 
wrapped up in it and the feathers projeoting at the top. 

No. 21.13 I. M. is a perfectly white turban of the usual length, and about 
'11 inohes wide. 'I'here are also some coloured aheets very similar to ~he Gaimho and 
Kevemho of the Nagas, but none of any speoial41terest. 

Mikir Fabrics. 
The following interesting acoount of llikir clothing by Mr. Eo C. Baker. S. D. 0_ 

of North Cachar, is extraoted from the Assam Census Beportfor 1891:-"The women 
21. I 
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weave the necessary wearing materials. The dress of the men is most distinctive, and 
consists of a jacket formed of one piece of cloth; this is douhled and sewn together 
down the sides, merely having large armholes; the hole for the head to poss through is 
then cut out, the borders being securely tied down and hemmE'd. This jacket is of 
either a red or blue colour, sometimes, though rarely, all white, but in any case it is 
most elaborately worked with embroidery of various colours and patterns, principally 
angular. In addition to this, a cloth is worn which passes between the legs, and is rp
tained in its position by a string round the waist, tbe ends hanging down behind and 
in front. In some cases tbe cloth is extremely small, and in some rather voluminous. 
A few of "the advanced Mikirs now wear dhotieB instead of this doth. The women 
dress in a long cloth fastened round the breast under the armpits, but during work 
they seem to generally double the cloth and merely wear it from their waist down
wards." Unfortunately no Mikir cloths have been included in the lIst received from 
North Cac~r, nor have any specimens been sent from that sub-division. 

In his account of the Naga Bills, Mr. Hunter states that the Mikirs of that dis
trict have adopted the dress of the Khasias. 

In Jowai, a sub.division of the Khasia and Jaintia Hills, the Mikirs and Kukis are 
classed together, and they appear to weave the same fabrics. (ef. Kuki cloths 
Nos. 12 to 14). 

Among 'the plains districts of Assam the Mikirs are found in Nowgong and Tez: 
pur. 'J'he following account of Mikir fabrics has been received from the Vepllty 
Commissioner of N owgong. • 

"The Mikirs can weave only a few varieties of cIotti, and the cloth woven cannot 
be usually larger than 4 cubits by one. The cloth which the Mikir wompn usually 
weave is called pel'll. Two pieces of pelu cloth stitched together make a maku cloth, 
which is used either as a bpd sheet or a wrapper. Another kind of cloth they make 
is called bankok. which is 2 to 3 inches broad. and is used as a waist hand by the females; 
their own thread being very coarse, they often purchase coloured thread in the bazar. 
The mekhela (pini) of a Mikir woman is made up of two pieces of pelu cloth stitched 
together and is generally made of coloured thread. The Mlkirs cannot work out any 
flowers or other designs. They never sell cloth, but largely depend on others for their 
requirements. They cannot make eri or silk cloth and cannot mix these with cotton." 

'l'he following account comes from Tezpur :-" The Mikirs have no ornamentation 
for their cloths, except some red or blaok lines at both pnds of somo of them, and they 
cannot weave cloth broader than about half a yard. Their fabrics are called mako 
kapor by the Assamese. 

"'1'he Mikirs of the sadr sub-divisio.n have the following fabrics peculiar to 
their trihe :-

"1. lLikong. 
" llikong is ca.lled le~g~i by ~he Assamese. It is a long Jlie~e of cloth put on 

round the waist by the Mlklrs; size about 2 or 3 yards long and B mches broad. Price 
4 aonas; lasting for about three months. 

"2. PeIn • 
.. Pelu. are the cheleng8 of the Assamese and used as such by the Mikirs. Tiley 

consist of two sheets of cloth sewn together, such sheets measuring 4. yards hy 1 yard; 
thus the size of a pel'll is 4 yards by 1 yard. Price R 1 each, lasting for about four 
months. 

"3. Jambilee. 
.. Jambilee, are bag~ made of pieces of cloth 1 yard by I yard each. Price 8 

annns, lasting for about six months. 

"4. Cboy. 
"A chog is a coat made of a sheet.of cloth It. ya.l'd long an~ about 1 yard hrond, 

with long fringes at both the ends. Pnce RI. lastmg for about SIX months. U.ed hy 
males only. 

.. 5. Pilee. 

er Pilee. are small mekhela8 put on by the J,Iikir females only from waUit to knee 
joint. Four sheets of cloth, each measuring 1 yard by I Y8r~ are sewn tt.gether 
lengthwise with openings at hoth the ends. Price RI, l.a3tlDg for about three 
months. 
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.. 6. Jiso. 
"This fabric resembles the gatlowagamcha of the Assamese, described above" (cf. 

ASRamese No. 21)" size 2k yards by t yard. It is u~ed by females around the 
breast, and lasts for about three months. Price 8 annas." 

, "7. Bankok • 
.. It is a belt used by both the sexes; size 2 yards by 2 inches, and lasts for about 

four months. Price 4 annas." 
It will be seen that the same cloths are made in both Nowgong and Tezpur, but 

there appear to be a few differences in the use of the Mikir names. 
The following are some of the most interesting Mikir cloths in the Indian 

Museum:-
(i) No. 1689, Lengti. Mikir cloth from Assam, price R I.-This is a coloured' 

cloth, measuring 2 feet 7t inches by 11k inches. The weft is all brown, but does not 
show, the warp is blue, brown and white, the blue and brown forming stripes, and the 
white only lines and very narrow stripes. The ends are bound and quite plain. 

(ii) No. 1669, Langoti (Lengti). A striped Mikir cloth from Assam. This 
cloth measures nearly 3 feet by 1 foot and is similar to the last, but the white 
stripes occasionally form a pattern, and at each corner of the cloth are two tassels 
or ropes knotted at both ends, those at one end of the cloth being 8 inches long and 
those at the other 9 inches. 

(iii) No. 1723, Moor langoti from Assam.-Thls is a plain white cloth measuring 
9 feet by 9t inches and having a 2-inch . border at each end. This border is of 
~laret colour and is quite plain, except that it is divided into four parts with. white and 
blue lines. The cloth has fringes twisted and knotted at the ends. 

N.B.-There is another cloth like this, but about 6 inches longer. 
(iv) No. 1722, "Shoulder cloth, made of cotton twist, woven in the hand 100m 

by Mikirs in all Mikir villages in eachar, Assam."-This cloth measures about 10 feet 
S inches by 10 inches, and is just like tbe last, except that the border at each end is
double, one part being It inch deep and the other i inch. These borders are of 
claret colour, but have blue and white edges. 

(v) No. 1715, .. Blue shoulder cloth worn as a sheet hanging over the shoulder. 
From the Mikir Hills, Assam. Price 8 annas."-This is a rather coarse cloth, 
measuring 7 feet by 1 foot 7 inches. It is plain blue withtw 0 very dark blue cross 
bands at each end, between which are tufts of dark blue cotton. 

(vii) No. P Mikir body cloth from Assam.-A plain white cloth with claret 
coloured borders, very roughly made of -coarse oloth. size about 8 feet by 3 feet Ii inch, 
in two pieces. At each end is a cross band of claret about It inch: deep, followed 
by thrfe thin bande,-beyond which come first three lines, and then. at some interval, 
two more line~, all of the same colour. At each end is a false fringe. 

(viii) No. 1726, "Mikir cloth with parallel stripes and broad border, green 
striped, from Assam."-Tbis is a coarse oloth I) feet 6 inches long and 1 foot I) inches 
wid!'. '1'he main colour is white, but there "is a broad green bordl"r on each side. 
'l'ht'se borders are 4i inches and 41 inches wide respectively, but they are broken up 
by stripes of yellow, red and white; some of the stripe~ areflain red or plain white 
the rest are of mixed colours. The central (white) portion 0 the cloth hns <'ross lln~ 
and bands of various sizes, the largest being 6 incbes deep, and coutaining a diamond 
shaped pattern of blue, !ed and dull. yellow (or amber) .• The rest of the bands and 
lines are blue and red, wlth an occasIOnal touch of the same shade of yellow. One 
end of the cloth is bound up by the looped fringes being inter-looped (like the ropes 
fastening the walls of a tent) and secured at one side of the cloth. 'l'he other end 
has a 6-inch frin~ plaited, as it were, into ropes. The cloth is of no artistio 
value. 

(ix) No 1713, .. '\fikir cloth or Mekhla worn hy the women al'Ound t,l'e wnist II' a. ('overing, 1'tl"eived from the Dpputy Commissioner c.f Nowgong, Ass~m. Price 
R 2-14."-This is a "08l'se cloth, stiff and rough, with no ornamentations. measur
ing , feet 8 inches by 1I :Ceet 1 inch. The main colour is a shade of red, but at each 
side is a bord!'r, about Iii inohes wide. This border is made up as follows: Starting 
from the inside first comes a brown-black _stripe i inch in depth, bordered on each 
side with white, then two very thin stripes similarly bordered, one red, one brown. 
then a stripe of claret rather less than i inch deep, the thin stripes are then repeated, 
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and beyoud them to the edge is brown-black. One end of the cloth is rough, tlJe 
other tringed with two double white cross lines, a couple of inches fl"Om the fringe. 

(x) . No 1714, Kigu, or f~le waistcloth, received from tbe Mikir H'nls, Now
gong. Price R I.-This is a coarse cloth, 4. feet long and 2 fe9t fi inches wide, in two 
pieces, jOined together. It is plain blue, the monotony being broken only by a few 
lcngtll'ilise stripes. The ends are bound up .. 

(xi) No. 1712, .. Tangali, a cloth tied round the waist by Mikir females as a 
gtrUle to support their mekhta orwaistcloth,'from the Dtlputy'COlnmiSllionel", NOl'I'gong, 
Assam."-l'}lis band measures 5 feet by 2£ inches and is white with blue croSs Iltripe~ 
cl)ntllining a slight de~ign, the edge~ lire of claret. At eacp end is a plain twisted fringe. 

N.B.-'rhis and No; (xii) seem to be the same'as the~ liankiik of Nowgong and 
'l'e?lpUr• 

(xii) No. 1670 ... Belt made of cotton twist from the Mikir Hills."-This is like 
the Jast, but the cross blue stripes arEr plain!lr: It is -of coarse cotton and measureS 
fi feet 4 inches by 2 inches. 

(xiii') No. 1'116, "Pagri or head covering for Mikir chiefs, from Assam."-A 
claret coloured' cloth of medium texture, striped witir yellow in cross bands of three 
l)Ril's each. The !lnds are similar to onEl another and have a 2-inoh border con
tailiing rectangular desigqs, the frames being blue and the outside and inside lines 
yellow.' This would appear to be needlework,. fiut, the cloth being very old, it is 
difficul t to say. Size 8 feet by 1 foo~ 5 inches. 

(xiv) No. 1073, (?) .raban. used by Mikir men as a pursa, from Assam, Price 
2 annas; length 1 foot lOt inches, widtq 1 foot 9 inches.-'1'h1s is a square of red cloth 
with dlm white stripes, simply doubled and sewn together at the corners only. In
s;de, a still coarser white cotton clot\I 12iinches long lind H inches wide is sewn as a 
lining. 

(This would seem to be the jambilee of Tezpur). 

Cloth~ ofthe Lalung~ and Syntengs. 
The Synten!ts of Sutuga are famed for sleeveless coats called JlIT1f}ki or illm

phong, those of Mynso for scarves or gamsho. 
'l'here are no specially artistic designs for borders. 
The fabrics made by the Syntengs of the Jowai Sub-division are: ...... 

~. Jyngki or Jymphong. 
A sleeveless coat, used by men and boys covering their hody from shoulder to 

waist and having a long hanging fringe extending to the knees. Size 2! by Ii, two 
fold; price 5 annas to R 3. 

Specimen (i)-This is a ribbed cloth, 3 feet 10 inches long and 1 foot 7 inches 
wide. It is made of '(ery coarse home.spun cotton, the ribs bemg' formed by 3 weft 
threads of still coarser cotton, the number of ordinary threads in between the ribs 
being' sometimes three, sometimes four. 'l'his cloth is almost entirely plain. I t has two 
thick, red brown threads at each end, one running entirely across the cloth, and the other 
only a portion of the way, the tbick line however being continued in white thread • 
.Hesides this, the only ornamentation consists of 3 sets of 4 lines in the body of the cloth. 
These lines are of the same colour, fJis, brown-red; they do not extend right across 
the cloth, hut are less than 7 inches,1ong and arfl almost, though not quite, equi-distant 
from eaoh side. Each set is formed of one continuous thread, iotroduced b .. tween the 
shots of the weft, two lines in each being 011 opposite sides of one triple rib of the 
cloth, and these two being themselves separated by one plain white weft thread. l'wo 
of these sets of coloured lines are about 6 inches from the centre of the clC/th, onll on 
either side; the third is about 9 inches from one end of the cloth. At thiS end there 
is a frio§e nearly 6 inches long, at the other end the fringe is les~ than 4 inches in 
length; both fringes are looped. This cloth is not sewn in any way, but is merely a 
plam sheet, so at first sight it is difficult to see how it can be called a coat. But 
between the first two sets of short coloured lines there is what at first luoks like a 
flaw in the weaving, !Ii., a line in which there is a gap between two threads of the 
warp. This line is nearly eq ui-distant from each side of the cloth and extends almost 
up to the 2 sets of coloured cross lines at either end. There is a similar flaw or line of 
weakness similarly situated between the third set of ooloured lines and the coloured 
border lines at that end of the cloth. For the reat, the weaving is all uniform. 
Thess lines of w<lnkness are evidently intended to be cut through. ':J.'he first would 
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.then form an opening for the head to pass through, and the cloth would hang down 

.over the body like a' coat, with 2 coloured portions and the long friDge in #onl; 

.and 1 coloured portion and the short fringe behind. The object of the second hole is 
,not c.lear, but from its position on the cloth, it may be presumed that.ip.is intended 
to allow of the g~ent\adapting itself, to the figure of a somewhat port~y gentlem~n. 

Specimen (ii). The second is a much larger and more handsome specimen than the 
. first. It is a thiok board:like cloth, measuring 4 feet 6 inches by 1 foot 10,incbes.· The 
.colo~r is mainly red, with lengthwise stripe!\ of dark blue varying greatly·in widt,lt, some 
·of which have ,white lines running down the centre or along the sides. 'rhe wef~. 
_which is hardly visible, is Clntirely blue. At e~ch end are fringes about 11 inohes 
long and a border design consisting of a pattern,ed stripe in white and. blue edged wi~h 
red and white, lying midway between two narrow and plain stripes of red and white. 

'The threads of all 3 stripes, fringe out at one side of the cloth. Near the centre of the 
~c1oth there is II slit, one foot long" which is formed by the weft being shot not right 
,across the cloth in the usual manner, but only half way across from each side and 
. then shot back. At one end of this slit there are three patterned stripes, the central 
,and, largest one in red, white and blue, and the other two in red and white. 'l'hese 
stripes are 6 inchCls long and run across a portion of the cloth midway between tho 
two sides. At the other end of the slit there are 5 patterned stripes alternately narrow 
<1: inoh) and wide (2t inches), in red, white and· blue at intervals of about tinch, 
with one plaited line of red and blue close in front of the first, and another close 
)lehind the last stripe •. These st;ripes are situated like those at the other end of the 
slit, and, like them, are 6 inches long. Altogether they cover a depth of about 10 
inches. Beyond them is another slit extending to the end "Of the oloth, and forD1l'd 
like the fi.rst, with this exception, that where the end border stripes occur, the weft 1s 
oontinued right across the oloth. the loose portion at the centre being t inch long il.t 
the inner border stripe and 1 inch long at the outer. The cross.wise'stripes, patterned 

,or plain, Ilre all.woven on to the haokground, the length.wise stripes. are all. a. portion 
of the baokground itself. . . 

The price of these ~wo Jyngki is Rl·12.0. 

II. Gamsha. 
A scarf used by men as a turban or ~ Zengti (waia,tband), OJ; fO!; ~rrying p'hii!Jren 

on the back. Size 7t feet by 1 foot. Prlce 4 annas. 
A speci:nen received from Jowai is a plain white cloth made of coarse and stiff 

cotton. with no ornamentationR except three brown stripes at either end. Tile fringe 
at one end is looped and about an inoh long, that at tM other, plain and 41' inches 
long. The size of the oloth is as stated ahove. The thread is very peculiar and 
evidently home made. Frice 6 annas. 

3. Muna.jim. 
Bags or small sacks. Size 3 feet by 1 foot. Price 4 to 6 annas. 
The Lalungs manufacture chfldflr and the jvngki or j!lmpfaorag and j,,'em as 

already described (qf. Synteng No. I, Kuki No. 13). Tiley generally use no oloths but 
those of t4eir own make. 

Fabrics olthe Kachari, Rabha, Mech, and Pani Koch tribes. 
The following interesting account of the clothing of the Cacharis is extracted 

from Mr. B. H. Hodgson's Account of the" Koch, Bodo,· and Dhimal people" 18409. 
Of tht! last two tribes Mr. Hodgson writes :-" Clothes. With both people they are 
made at home, and by the women. The Bodo women wear silk. The Bodo men and 
Dhimals of both sexes wear cotton only. Woollen is unknown, even in the shape 
of blankets. The manufaotures are durable and good and not inconveniently coarse, 
in fact precisely such as the people require; and tile dyeing is very respectably 
done with their own ooohineal, morinda or indigo, or with madder got fr.>m the hills, 
but all prepared by themselves. The female silk vest of the Bodos possessed by me 
is 8t feet wide by 7 feet long. deep red with a broad worked margin of cheque pattern 
and of white and yellow colours, beside the groundred above and below. This 
garment is called do khana by the Bodo, and must be a very comfortable and durable 
dress, though it somewhat disfigures the female form by bein~ pressed over the 
brenst as it is wrapped round the body which U envelopes from the armpits to 

• U.-Koobui. 
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tbe cent.re of tbe calves. The female garment- of the' Dhimals differs only in 
material, being cotton. It is called bouka. The male dress of the Bodos consists 
of two parts, an upper and a lower, th", former is equivalent to the Hindu chadar 
or toga. It is called 8kuma and is 9 to 10 cubits by 3. The latter, styled gatlltoha 
and which is 6 cubits by 2, is equivalent to tbe Hindu dhoti, and after being passed 
between theJegs is folded several times round the hips and the end simply tucked in 
bebind. The male dress of the Dhimals is similar: its upper port.ion is called pataka, 
its lower dhari; the whole dkaba with this people, I,i with the Bodo. All cotton 
cloths, w1!ether male or female, nre almost invariably white or undyed. Neither 
Ilodo nor Lhimal commonly cover their heads, unless when the men choose to take 
off their upper vest and fold it round the head to be rid of it." 

"The Rabhas and Hajongs of the Goalpara district are also branches of the 
Kacbari race and connected with the Garos." The costume of the Rangdoniya Rabha 
famales is peculiar; they are at once distinguished in the markets by their dress. The 
dress is a turban of dark brown cloth worn very much over t.he head, and as a scarf a 
cloth of the ~ame colour and material folded round the bosom. The petticoat, like 
tbat of the Garo women, encircles the body below the hips, instead of round the 
waist, but it flows decently to the feet, while the Garo apology for a robe does not 
reach half down the thigh. The males of the race are not in costume distinguished 
from the Bengalis." (Dalton.) 

II The clothing of the Pani Koch," says Mr. Hodgson, "is made by the women 
and is in general blue, dyed by themselves with their own indigo. the borders red, 
dyed with morinds. 'fhe material is cotton of their own growth, and they are better 
clothed than the mass of the -Bengalis." Captain Dalton fUt·ther tells us that' II the 
dress of the women is put on like that of the Rabha women, but is scantier and of 
different colour." 

Mr. Hodgson's account is nearly 50 years old, and Caphin Dalton's of half that 
age; nowadays little is heard of the Dhimals and Pani Kochps who have practically 
become absorbed among the Assamese. I made some enquiry about these people when 
stationed at Goalpara. the district in which they lived, but could find no trace of them. 
The only people whose clothing is of interest at the present day, therefore. are the 
Kacbari and the Rabhas and Meches, two kindred tribes. The distinctive fabrics 
made by these races are described below. 

Cotton fabrics of the Kacharis of Cacha.r. 
- . 
(1). Gainthao. 

A species of waistclotb or dkuti, similar to the Manipuri fijong (eJ. Manipur 
No. 1), the manufacture of which haa altogether ceased, as is the case with the fijong. 

(2) Righn. 

A species of petticoat similar in all respects to the ManipuriJanek (if. Manipur 
No.3), except that it is invariably made quite plain, with either green or white thread. 
These are sold at prices varying from fU-M to R4 according to size and quality. 

(3) Rimsao. 

A species of khesh or chadar, almost similar to the Manipur ngowbong lifo lIani. 
pur No.4). These are, however, made quite plain, but rarely with green thread 
throughout 

(4) Rihsa. 

A species of towel similar in every respect to the Manipuri ira "hudei (if. Mani. 
pur No. 32). 

Cotton fa.brica of the Kacharis of North Cachar. 

(5) Ga.intao. 

A. dhut .. ~r white cotton sheet about 9i ft. x 3 ft. Evidently the same as (1). 
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(6) Rijubo. 

A waistcloth, white, about 7i ft. X 21ft. [Possibly the saIll.e as (2).] 

(7) Rimshao. 

Sheet-a large white cotton sheet about 10 ft. X 6 ft. [The same as (3).] 

(8) Gamsha. 

Puggree-a white cloth, 9 ft, X 2 ft. [Probably the nme as (4).] 

(9) Rajampai. 

(?) Body cloth. A women's blue cloth, 7i ft. X 41 ft. 
Spe,.imen.-Cachari woman's dancing cloth. This cloth measures 5 feet lOt inches 

by 2 feet 6 inches. It is of rather fine texture, closely woven and delightfully soft to 
the touch in comparison with the cloths of the N agas, Kukis, Lalungs and Mikirs. It 
is not blue, but plain white with borders at one side and both ends. The side border 
is 2 inches wide, 1 inch being a plain stripe of dark blue with little oval :flowers of red 
and orange (alternately) worked on the dark blue background; the other inch is divided 
off from the body of the cloth by a narrow stripe of dark blue, and contains a succes· 
sion of besom shaped fi~ures shooting out across it from the blue design to the stripe 
within. The marginal btripe is. blue in both warp and weft, and the designs shooting 
out from it are blue in the weft only, the blue weft interloping with the white 
weft of the body of the cloth just as in the case of the Manipuri 'llWirangpki (Manipur. 
No. 14). The narrow inner stripe is coloured in the warp only. 'rhe borders at 
both ends are mainly of brown·red colour (in the weft alone). One is 3 inches deep 
and consists of narrow stripes and lines of different colours. On the inner edge are 
two such stlipes of blue divided by a. line of red and having lines of yellow on the 
edges. Then comes nearly 2 inches of plain red·brown, beyond which the blue stripes 
and ooloured lines are repeated as before; then a narrow stripe of white, followed 
by II brond stripe of claret with a blue line across the oentre, and lastly a yellow stripe 
edged on eaoh side by one line of red and another of blue. The yellow stripe is the 
only one containing any designs, and these designs are very simple buds in dark
blue and red.brown. The border at the other end is larger and more elaborate. It 
is 5 inches deep and is made up mainly of oross stripes of black and dark-brown. 
These stripes are not (as at the other end) formed merely by a ohange of colour in the 
weft, but are woven in coloured thread on the ordinary background. Between these 
stripes there are (1) A very narrow stripe of orange weft on which a row of small 
:flowers is woven. (2) A white background containing a row of lar/!,e :flowers alter
nately orange with red or blue centres, and blue with red centres; (3) two rows of 
designs shaped like ~ottles in light green on a background of claret weft, and lastly 
(-1,) II> number of cross hnes one white, two orange, and one blue and white. Beyond 
these stripes is a row of blue and brown :flower-buds on a baokground of yellow just 
like that in the border at the other end. The cloth has no fringes, and the ends .are 
not rou .. h but finished oII by & blue thread apparently sewn on. The body of the cloth 
is not of the usual nature but is very slightly ribbed by !ather thicker threads being 
shot in pairs at slight intervals along the weft. The cloth is altogether of very 
superior workmanship. It is a single piece and so would appear to be made on tile 
four·poster loom. Price Rs. 2. 

Caoha.ri cloths ft'om the Goalpara district. 

The CaClharis of the Goalpara distriot, and especially those living on the South 
Dank, are celebrated for their gamcka. the other cotton fabrics made by them being 
like those made by the plainswomen of the district, and already described among 
the cloths of Assam Proper. It is therefore only their gamcha which remain to 
be described. Being stationed at Goalpara for some months while preparing this 
monograph I had ample opportunity of seeing these gamcAiJ made and worn I 
took descriptions of many of the more interesting specimens. In nature the gomcho 
of the Cucharis are like those of the Assamese, but they are distinguisbed by the 
"ast profusion of coloured ornamentation i the body of the cloth is also usually 
coloured, the more common shades being red and blue.. The thread is not home
made but bought from the bazaar ready dyed in the colonrs required. The uses to 
which the gamc"a I\re put al'e various i the Cacharis use them themselves either as 
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waist bands in place of the dhutl, or as sheets like the ohadaf'. Most Cachans when 
at work in the house or the fields can be seen carrying a very dirty gamoha, often 
profusely ornamented, thrown loosely over one shoulder for use as a duster or for any 
other purpose as occasion may require, from securing a thief to drying his own hands 
and feet. When not likely to require it for any of these purposes the happy owner 
gets rid of it and at the same time adds to his stature and personal appearance by 
winding it round his head; it is not however in its nature suited for a puggri. The 
Garos living near the plains are also fond of buying up the more gaudy specimens 
of these gamoka and using them in place of their own lengti. Passing tbem 
once between the legs and round the waist they allow the two embroidered ends, 
to hang down to full view in front, like an apron often extending well below tbe knees. 
The effect is most striking and is heightened by the fact that this is the only stitch 
of clothing worn. 'l'hus attired, a sturdy Ga1'o carrying his basket of cotton from the 
hills down t_o tbe plains for sale in the weekly market is a sight well worth $eeing. 

The profusion of ornamentation on these cloths will be realised from the fact 
that a gamcka seven feet long often has 3 feet at one end, and 2t feet at the other, 
closely covered with patterns and designs of great variety in shape, size and colour; 
leaving only some 18 inches of plain white or, more usually, uniformly coloured cloth 
between them. The patterns and designs are almost all woven in between the weft 
and do not form part of the background itself. 

A few characteristic gamcka are described below. 
(i) .A dark yellow cloth of medium texture, measuring 7 feet 10 inches by 1 foot 4. 

inches with borders and fringes at both ends. The border at one end is 11 inches deep 
and is made up as follows starting from the fringe-

1 inch plain dark yeIlow. 
Two lines of red weft. 

Ii inches 

11 inch 

It inch 

t inch 

t inch 

rectangular pattern in blue. 
Two Jines of red weft. 
a row of five coloured designs, the last, which is difterent' 

from the rest, is a wbite square design standing on one' 
corner, the other four are coloUl'ed as follows :-(1) red 
with blue centre, (2) blue with yellow centre, (8) white 
with yellow centI'e and (4) red with blue centre. , 

Two lines of blue weft, 
diamond pattern in white. 
Two lines of blue weft. 
a row of seven designs, coloured (1) red with blue centre,(2) 

blue with wbite ceutre, (3) wrote WIth red centre, (4) red 
with white centre, (5) blue WIth red centre, (6) white with 
gr .. n centre and (1) red with green centre. 

Two lines of blue weft. 
a diamond-shaped pattern in red. 
Two lines of blue weft 

t inch a row of seven designs, ooloured red, white, blue, white, red, 
white, blue. 

The border at the otber end is 9~ inches deep, and is arranged as follows; starting 
from the fringe :-

t inch 

21 inches • 

Hinch 

Ii inch 

1 inch 

D threads of white weft. 
plain dark yellow. 
threads of white weft.-
blue pattern of diamonds, etc. 
1\ threads of white weft, 
a row of .even ch'oular designs coloured B8 follows _( I) 

red with blue centre, (2) blue WIth red centre, (8) white 
• with blue centre, (4) red with blue centre. (5) white 

with red centre,(6) blne with white centre and l1) white -
with red centre. 

1\ threads of red weft. 
wbite dIamond pattern. 
\! threads of red weft. 
a row of seven circular designs, coloured (I) white with blue 

centre, (:!) blue WIth red centre, (8) red WIth white centre, 
(41 wlute with blue centre, (5) blue with red centre, (6) 
.red with white centre and (1) white WIth blue centre. 

1\ threads of blue weft. 
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)7early 1 incb red diamond patteI'D. 
II threads of blue weft. 

t inoh a row of seven designs of uniform colour, circnlar in shape 
but havmg a diamond inside and again within thata cen_ 
tral spot l colours red, white, red, while, blne, white, blue. 

(ii) A red cloth of modera.tely coarse texture measuring 7 feet 1 inch by 1 foot 6 
inches and fringed at both ends. The borders at each end are very extensive, the one 
being 2' 11t' and the other 2' 7" deep, leaving only l' 6l' of plain red cloth in between. 
The borders are made up of rows of designs alternating with patterne~ stripes and 
coloured lines. Starting from the fringed end. the arrangement of these in the deeper 
border is as follows :-

t inoh 

11 inoh 

4-1 inoh.. • 

H inoh 

4l inohes 

III inches 

•• inches • 

III inches • 

81 inohes • 

a inohes • 

11 inah 

1, inoh , . 

plain red. -
Coloured lines. 

a row of five designs, one on one side being dark yellow 
and all the others yellow. 

Coloured lines. 
-A wavy line of dark yellow. 

a diamond pattern-in yellow. 
,A wavy line of dark yellow. 
Coloured linet!. 

a row of six designs, three (alternate ones) being yellow and 
the other three respeotively blue, dark blue, and blue. 

Colow'ed lines. 

an open design in dark yellow. 
Coloured lines. 

a row of four designs at intervals ooloured, in order blue 
yellow, blue and dark yellow. ' , 

Coloured lines. 

a pattern in yellow, the frames being like_ mis-sbaped 
diamonds. -

Coloured lines. 

a row of four small diamond-shaped designs (P4111) respec
tively blue, yellow, dark yellow and yellow. 

Coloured lines. --

A narrow dentilated stripe of blue. 
A pretty diamond-shaped pattern in yeIJow. 
A narrow dentilated stl'ipe of blue. 
Coloured lines •. 

A row of .ill: mis .... haped diamonds, coloured in order dark 
yeIlow, blue (with a yeIJow patoh) yeIlo~ dark yellow 
blue and yellow, the onter pairs being Yli088 together 
and the others far apart. ' 

Coloured lines. 
It.. thin dentilated stripe:of yellow. 
a pretty diamond·shaped d.;ugn in blue. 
A thin dentilated stripe of yellow. -
Coloured lines. 

a row of 6 pretty designs in diamond frames' these are 
rather far apart and ooloured respectively blue, dark 
yeIlow, yellow, blue, duk yellow and blue. 

Coloured lines. 
It.. chain line of"blne. 

a pretty diamond-sbaped patter~ in yellow. 
A ohain line of bIn&, 

I inob It.. lOW of S8veu designs alteruately yellow (~) and clark 
yellow (S). 

Colonred linea. 

The border at the other end is made up- as follows, starting from the frin~ :_ 
I iDClh plain red. 

Colonred lines.-



• inches • 

s 1 inches • 

, 
Ii ~ncb 

21 inches 

Ii incb 

81 inches • 

ISS 

Four large and pretty rosettes elose together eoloured, in 
order, yellow, blue, dark yellow and yellow. 

Coloured Jines. 
An uneven line of yellow, alternately thick and thin. 
An elaborate aud pretty pattern, blue specked with yellow 

and da,k yellow. 
An uneven line of ye\low, alternately thick and thin. 
Coloured hnes. 
A row of 6 diamonds at intervals, all yellow, but tbe 

Srd and 6th are dark, and the others comparatively 
light 10 shade. 

A wavy line of yellow. 
An elaborate pattern, containing also rosettes, in dark 

yellow. 
A wavy line of yellow. 
A row containing two small rosettes one above the othel" 

followed by Ii diamonds far apal t, tb. first and fOUl'th 
being dark yel\ow and the others yellow. 

Coloured lin.s. 
Elaborata diamond-shaped pattern in yellow. 
Coloured hnes. 

3 i inches A row of Ii elahorate square designs, coloured, in order, 
dark yellow, yellow, blue, yellow and dal'k yellow. 

Coloured hnes. 
A wavy line of dark yellow. 

2l incbes A diamond. shaped pattern in yellow. 
A wavy hne of dark yellow. 

1 t Inch a row of Ii oval shaped designs colour.d blue, yellow, dark 
yellow, blue and yellow. 

A narrow dentllated stdpe of blue. 
Ii inch A pretty rectangular pattern in dark yellow. 

A narrow dentllated stripe of blue. 
incb a row of 'T oval designs, coloured alternately dark yellow 

(4) and blue (3). 
Colonred lines. 

(III) A white cloth measuring 7i feet by 1 foot 3 inches. Both ends are fring
ed and have similar borders composed as follows, starting from the fringed end:-

A row or 6 designs alternately blue and red. 
A succession of crosses (two diagonal Jines crossin .. one 

another) between two straight lines. Depth neariy olle 
inch j colour red. 

A row of 6 designs alterDately red and blue. 
A rectangular pattern in red and blue, 21 inches deep. 
A row of three diamonds (red, blue, red). 

(IV) A yellow cloth measuring 7l feet by li foot having the side edges made 
of blue warp threads laid in pairs. There are fringes and borders at both ends. These 
borders are almost alike. and are made up as follows, starting irom the fringe. 

Dlle line of red weft. 
Hinch pll'in yellow. 

1 hne of red and 1 of blue ill the weft. 
1 inoh a row of seven designs alternately red (4) and blue (3). 

The designs in one end border are merely hollow dia
monds with a spot in the centre, those in the other 
are very pretty rosettes formed of IIDes radiating from 
a central oval and endlDg ID knobs, tbe resultiDg figure 

1 line of blue weft. 
being of diamond shape. 

S inches-a diamond pattsl'D, red with blue at the centre of each design. This pattern is not 
identical .in the two end borders. 

1 line of blue weft • 
16 inch-a row of 4 desiglls alternately red with blue centre, and wholly blue. 
1 line of blue weft. 
1 inch_ diamond pattern in blue 

• 1 line of blue weft. 
l incb-plain yellow. 
i inch-a rectangular pattern ill red. 
A. row of desigus alternately red and bIlla. 
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(v) A blue'clotli measuring I) feet 10 inches X 1 foot /) inches with fringes ,at 
both ends. At one end is a border 1 ft. 21- in. deep made up as follows (from the 
fringe) I-

I! inch-plain blue. 
Two line. of red weft. 
Dentj)ated .tripe (or line) of light yellow. , 
(Al Si inches-a pattern of comphcated design, dark yellow specked with red and light 

yellow. 
White chain line. 
Two threads of red weft. 
(Bl 2t inches-A row of three designs on a background of plain- white, the designs are dia

mond frames enclosing three chamonds one above another, the colours are alternately red 
in yellow frames and yellow in red frames. Between these designs are dotted sma.ll and 
medium-sized rosettes. red, yellow and whit.e. 

Two threads of yellow weft. 
Wbite dentilated lines. 
(C)2l inche_a diamond-shaped pattern in red with white and yellow borders. 
Wh,te dentilated line: 
Two threads of yellow weft. _ 
(D) Sf inchee-a row of five square designs standing on one corner, ooloured alternately dark 

and light yellow. Above and below these designs are five light yellow rosettes. 
Two threads of rellow weft. 
Red dentilated line. " 
(El Ii inch_ pattem of crosses yellow with red at the centre and at the extremitiea of the 

foor &rms of each cr088. 
;Red dentilated line. 
Two threads of Iellow weft. 
At the other en is a border similar to the above but differing in size. the depth of the main 

Fortion. being a. follows ,-A 41 inche., B 3; inches, C 21 inche., D 11 inch and E It 
lnch. Moreover A is dotted with sp,cks of white and light yellow. 

(vi) A blue cloth measuring 7 feet 7 inches X' 1 foot 3 inches and having i' incn' 
woven double at each side, the warp consisting of 7 pairs of threads alternately white 
(40) and red (3). Both ends have fringes. The border at one end is as follows, starting 
from the fringe I-

i inch-plain blue. 

{

Two threads of white weft. 
(A) A red line denti1ated on both Bides. 

Two threads of white weft. 

t
B) nearly 6 inches-square diamond pattern iD white interspersed with red lineS and dots. 
A)repeated. 
0) 21 inohea-e. row of three large diamonds with two smo.U diamonds (one above the other) bet~een\ 

them. The email diamonds are wholly white, and the large diamonds are alternately 
white interspersed with red (2) and red interspersed with white (1). -

{

Two white lines. 
(D) One blue line. 

Two white lines. 
(E) nearly one inoh.-A full red pattem containing rosettes, etc. 
(D) repeated. 

Nearly 1 inch_ row of desigos (p.llll) alternately white aod red with oant_ of the-
opposite oolour. 

Two white linea. • 
One blue line. 
Two red lines. 
i inoh-white,diamond square 'P"ttern. 
One red line. 
Two white linea. 
1 inch-a row of six: designs (PAtol) alternately red aod white. 

The border at the other end is almost the same, but there is a slight variation in 
the small diamonds in (0), and the depth of (B) is 't inches and of (E) 11 inch. 

_ (vii) A white cloth measuring 4. feet 2 inches X 1 foot 2 inohes with a frin<pe at 
one end only. The border at the fringed end. is 14l inches deep and composed as 
follows:- ' 

It iucb-plain white. 
Two blue lines. 
I.t inches-main pattern in two large rectaDgles with filligree at the right. 
Two blue lines. 
It inohes-a row of four diamonds alternately blue and yellow bot aU oontah.ing red also. 
Two blue lines. . 
31 inch_ row of 6ve circular desiglls (p'.1) alternately red (8) aod yellow (t). 



The border at the other end is of the same depth and is praotically the same, but 
'With slight variations throughout. thus:- _ 

It inch-plain white. 
Two blne lines. 
51 inch-main patteI'D a. in the first border. 
Two blue hnes. 
21 inches-a row of four oircular designs (p4ut} alternately blue anel red. 
Two blue lines. 
st inches-red diamond pattern. 
Two blue lines. 
Ii in~h.-A row of designs. 

(viii) A white clot.h measuring 7 feet '1 inches X 1 foot 2 inohes with a fringe 
on~ end and a false fringe at the other. Tbe border at the latter end is 1 foot 1 inch 
deep and is made up as follows:-

11 inch-plain white. 
Two blue lin"". 
5k inch-red pattern made up of two rectangles with lilhgree at the left. 
Two blue lines. 
'1'.00 '" hite lines. 
Two thick red lines. 
41 inches-a blue diamond pattern. 
Four yellow hnes. 
S inches-red pattern containing deaigna like 3 thiok Malte,e OlOS ••• ODe a.!>ove the other. 
Two yellow-hnes. 
Three inche.-a row of three diamond square. alternately blue (2) and red (1). 
Two yellow lines. 2. inches-red ruamond pattern. 
Two yellow line •. 
It inch -a row ollive designs (phi) alternately reJ (3) and blue (2). 

The border at the end with the plain fringe is 2 feet i inoh deep and is of the -
same nature, viz. 

H inch-plain white. "I 
6 incheo-red pattern of 2 rectangles. 1 

- 5 inches-blue dlamonn pattern. with coloured 
IIi inches-red Maltese eros. pattern. ~ lines in he. 
S! inches_row of diamond squares a. above, but having blue inatead of (' tween as he. 

yellow. fore. 
2 inches-red diamond l'attern. 
Ii inch-row of 4. design .. a1tel'Dately red and blue. ) 

(ix) A red cloth fringed at both ends and measuring 6 feet X 1 foot 1 inch. 
The border at one end (1 foot 91 inches in depEh) is made up thus :

t inch-plain red. 

I Two white lines. 
(A) Two red " 

Two white " 
1 i inch-4 yellow diamond squares far apart. 

(A) repeated 
Blue dentilated line (teeth upward.). 
4 inches-main pattern in two rectangl" with !illig-I'ee at both end., yellow and blue. 
Blue dentilated hne (teeth downwards). 
Two yellow lines. 
81 inches-a row of 8 yellow square design •• 
Two blue lines. 
Two ted " 
Two blue ., 
Three red .. 
4 inch- yellow diamond pattertl. 
Two blue line •• 
'J'wo red. II 

')'wo blue .. 
!.tinch -a row of 8 oval ye1\ow designs far apart. 

e A) repeated. 
Blue dentilated line (teeth upward.), 2* inches-pretty yeilolV ra.ltem with rosettes. 
Blue deutilated line (te<lth downwards). 

(AI repeated. 
21 inches-a row of three yeUow tree. far apart. 
Two white lin ... 
Three red ,. 
Two white .. 
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The bord.er at the other end is 1 foot 111 inohes deep, and is mad.e!lP as follows :-
. i inch-plain. 

1 inch-a row of mnr oval.sbaped designs. 
4-inoh-maia diamond pattern yellow and blue. 
SA inch-8large yellow diamond squares. 
III inch-3 dIamond sqnares rather dUferent from tbose in the last line. 
'Blue deutilated hne. 
S inch-yenow pattern, pretty. 
2t inob-a row of designs. 
with lines in between 88 in the border at tbe other end. 

The above desoriptions are sufficient to give a. general idea of the nature of tbe 
ornamentation on the Caoharl gamcha of the present day. The obaracteristic 
features are two, Dis., 1st, the minute sub·division of the borders with the consequent 
rapid cbanges from point to point; and 2ndly, the wonderful variety resulting from a 
judioious combination of few materials. In other cloths the borders, even when 
made up of several parts, are almost invariably centralized; tbere is one main stripe 
which oversbadows all the others and to which they flre merely sub~idiary.· In the 
gamcha just described this is not the oase, some of the stripes, and some of the designs 
are larger and more brilliant than the rest, but all are small and insignificant in oom
parison with the size and brilliancy of the entire border. Then, again, the designs 
and stripes all bear a strong similarity to one another in tbeir general form, and the 
oolours used are ordinarily none but red, blue, yellow (0£ different shades) and white 
with an oocasional. green, but the way in which these stripes and designs are inter
mixed, and the cbanges rung on the different colours relieves the border of any 
suspicion of monotony and teaches a striking lesson in permutations and oombinations. 

Four speoimens of Caohari gameha, were purohased by me at Darrangiri in 
Goalpara. Of tbese, three call for no special notice. but the fourth, for whioh I gave 
the oomparatively high price of R2·8, is larger than nsuM and more embellished. 
This oloth is red, it measurE'S 8 feet 3 inches X 1 foot 6 inches, and has borders respec· 
tively 2 feet \l inches and 8 feet' inohes deep. The borders are marked by an unusual 
variety of oolouring, by the absence of any rows of resettes or similar designs and 
by the existence at the inner end of eaoh border of 'a row of elephants, and. 
above it, a row of men driving camels with the reins and a pankha in one hand and 
an umbrella. in the other. It is not usual to find natural objects depicted in Caohari 
gameha. 'No. (IX) above desoribed oontains, it is true, a row of trees, but the 
representations are hardly natural. 

The Caohari cloths from other distriots resemble those of Goalpara. 
The Rabha oloths of the present day osll for no special remark being like those 

made by their neighbours. The following desoription of a Rabha gamcha is given not 
beoause it exhibits any peouliarities of its own, but rather to show its likness to 
Assamese gamella. This gamolil) was seen by me at Krishnai in Goalpara. A blue 
oloth measuring 6 feet X Ii foot made of country thread of ordinary texture. Price 
8 annas. The border at one end oonsists of a diamond·patterned stripe in wbite, :Ii 
inohes deep, with a row of five rosettes beyond. alternately yellow (3) and white (2); 
beyond these rosettes are 8 double white stripes. The border at the other end is made 
up in a similar way, but the patterned stripe is only 1t inoh deep and of a slightly 
different pattern, and the number of rosettes in the row beyond is only';' they are 
aoloured white, white, red and white. 

Of the Mach cloths now made one only is suffioiently distinctive to be des. 
cribed, namely, the patant or cotton oloth worn by the Mech women as a pettiooat. 
These, like Caohariga,nloha, are distinguished by their variety of oolour. None Me 
plain; they are either ohecks or else adorned with patterned stripes which run the 
whole length of the cloth. These stripes extend either over the wholO' width of the 
oloth or else to a oonsiderable distance from each side. leaving in between them a 
comparatively narrow panel plain or striped. The favourite colours for the back· 
ground are red or red and blue mixed. The effeot of this mixture is to make the 
oloth appear purple when seen from a distance. The favourite colours for the 
patterns worked on this background Me white and yellow. A description of four 
of these patani is given below. . 

(i) PacArang' p.'am.-A oloth woven by a Mech woman and brought by 
her husband for sale at the Chapaguri hat in Goalpara District Price 
R4. Worn only by wnmen as a petticoat. It measures 8 feet X 4.feet 
and is made of imported thread of medium thickness. There are short 
fringes at eaoh end, but no borders except a very narrow stripe 
made up of 2 blue, 4. yellow and 2 blue, lines in the wen; ex. 
cept for this the weft is entirely red. Th~~ are, however, very wide 
borders on eaoh side of the cloth and extendmg the whole length. These 
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two borders and the plainer portion in between them are of almost 
equal width. This plain portion is divided into 11 main stripes alter. 
nately red (6) and blue (Il).* The stripes vary in width, but the red 
are much wider than the blue. Down the centre of the four interior 
red stripes runs a very narrow s~ripe of yellow edged with blue, the two 
outer red stripes havin~ instead a rather wider central stripe of blue. 
yellow and red. The two side borders contain each five patterned 
stripes alternately white on blue background (3), and yellow on red 
background (2); between each of tbese patterned stripes and outside the 
last one are plain stripes alternately red (3), and blue (2). Further, 
between the plain and patterned stripes are very narrow stripes made up 
of lines of red, white and blue, or red. yellow and blue. The pattern on 
the stripes is rectangular and very simple. _ Of the patterned stripes the 
inside white one is one inch wide and the rest 2 inches, the plain stripes 
vary in width from i to Ii inch and the parti-coloured stripes from 
t to! inch. 

(li) Pachrang;, kapo,. of dinga.dinga pattern from the Sadr Sub-division of 
Goalparl!o. Price R4-8. 

A cloth measuring 7 feet 9 inches X 4. feet and much resembling the last j 
the borders at the sides are, however, much wider, and so are the
patterned stripes in these borders. On the contrary the plain and 
parti-coloured stripes are much narrower. The designs in the pattern are 
squares containing diagonal rows of small diamond square frames 
each having a similar but smaller frame within it. The designs are 
divided from one another by bars (cross stripes) and lines. The central 
portion between the two side borders is a single red stripe 71 inches 
broad with one very narrow blue and white stripe near one edge and two 
near the other. In this cloth, as in the last, the weft is of red throughout, 
except for a few threads near either end. The fringe at one end is much 
longer, and that at the other shorter than in the last cloth. 

(iii) l'achrangi. kapor from the Sadr Sub-division of Goalpara.. Frice R4. 
This measures 7 feet 9 inches X 4 feet 3 inches, and. its peculiar feature 
is that the patterned stripes extend continuously across the cloth. there 
being no plain central portion at all. The patterned stripes are rather 
more than 2 inches wide, and are alternately white on blue and yellow 
on red as before. The pattern consists of squares containmg concentric 
diamonds with lines parallel to the sides to fill up the corners. '1'he 
intervening plain stripes are also alternately blue and red, and are about 
i inch wide except those between the two outer patterned stripes on 
each side, these being about 1 inch wide.· The fringes are both short, 
and the weft entirely red, except for a few threads at each end. 

(iv) Palani kapo,. of dinga.dingo. pattern. From the Sadr Sub·division of 
Goalpara.Frice R2-8. 
This cloth measures about 8 feet X 4. feet j it contains no patterned 
stripes at all but is a simple check of red and blue which alternate in 
both warp and weft, and so, form squares about t inch in size. This 
oheck forms the body of the cloth, but there is a border about 13 inches 
wide on each side. In these borders the weft is as in the body of the 
cloth but the warp consists of parti-coloured stripes of red, white and 
blue (in lines) divided from each other by plain stripes alternately red 
and bluEl. These stripes all vary in width, but the average width of the 
parti-coloured stripes is 1 inch and of the plain stripes t inch. At the 
ends are no borders, but only 8 line made up of two blue threads 
between two white ones in the weft. One fringe is about double the 
length of the other, which is very short. 

These four cloths are very characteristic of the fabrics now made by the Meches, 
and they exhibit very clearly the principal varieties among them. The doubt as 
to the exact meaning of the terms patani and pachrangi has already been referred to 
in the description ,of the Assamese cloths. Of the three Mech cloths from Dhubri, the 
patani is quite distinct from the pachrangi, but these latter appear to be called 
patani also, and the cloth from Goalpara, which is almost exactly like the pachrangi 
from Dhubri, was called pachrangi patani by- the husband of the woman who wove 
it. This would go to show that pachrangi as used by the Meches signifies a cloth 

~ 'J:bat io, in the warp, [or th. ,..f~ io elllo1N1y sod. 
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with this particular arrangement of coloured stripes. The word literally means" of5 
colours," and this epithet is not altogether inapplicable to the two cloths abovenamed. 
The word patani would appear to be applied generally to cloths used by women as 
waistcloths instead of the petticoat (mekhela). 

Garo Fabrics. 
The clothing of the Garos 'is distinguished chiefly by its scantiness,. and'has~ on 

that account, frequently attracted attention. The earliest reference to it seems to 
be one by Robinson, who in his" Descriptive Account of Assam," 1841, says :- " The 
Garos, men, women and children, go literally naked. A narrow girdle about the 
middle constitutes the whole of their dress. The women's dress, like that of the 
men, consists merely of a small girdle seldom more than a foot wide of a. very coarse 
striped cotton cloth, all the other patts of the body are left exposed." Oapt. Reynolds, 
in 18,1,9, alludes briefly to the clothing of ·the Garos in practically the same terms, 
and adds that the women's girdle encircles the waist and reaches only half way 
down the thighs. Describing the Garos in 1872 Capt. Dalton says he was struck 
with the" pretty, plump, nude :figures of the girls. Their sole garment is a piece of 
cloth less than a foot in breath that just meets round the loins, and in order that it 
may not restrain the limbs, it is only fastened where it meets under the hip at the 
upper corners." Oapt. Dalton also relates that many of the Syntea Garos may be seen 
unadorned, by which he probably means naked. .. The head gear is arbitrary; some 
appear with turbans, some without, and some wear round their heads a single band 
of coloured cotton. The Garo males, on the whole, become their nudity better than 
the females. Their sole garment is a long a.nd narrow strip of cloth, which is worn 
as a girdle round the waist, and, passing from behind hetween the legs, is brought up 
again to the waist from which the end as a flap about six inches in breadth and often 
highly ornamented, hangs down in front." 

Mr. Hunter, in his" Statistical Account of Assam," 1879, says that the Garo 
chiefs (or lOBkar) of Goalpara wear a somewhat more elaborate costume than 
other Garos and a turban as well. He describes at some length the costume of the 
ordinary Garos in their own Bills :_CC The hair of the head is worn long and is never 
cut, but either tied up in a knot or kept off the face by a piece of cloth or pagri worn 
round the head and called by the Garos kotip. Their dress, if such it can be called, 
is of the simplest description, and consists, for the males, merely of a band of home. 
spun cloth about a yard and a half in len~th, which is passed round the waist and 
between the legs, and then tied at the back. Although small, the cloth is dexterous
ly worn, and serves all the purposes of decency. It is called ganda bara and is as
sumed at an early age. The dress of the women is somewhat more extensive, hut 
still very scanty, and consists of a cloth tied round the waist called .rikung. No
thing is usually worn over the bosom. Both men and women carry a small blanket 
or overall, made from ordinary cloth for the more well-to-do, and from the bark of a 
tree for the poorer classes. The GarOB of the Eastern Hills resemble the Khasias in 
their dreS$. Many of them wear the small fringed jacket which is the Khasias' ordi
nary dress. The women dress much the same aU over the hills." 

In 1885 an anonymous writ-er, under thE! pseudonym of Esme contributed a very 
interesting article upon" The Garos, their customs and mythology" to the OalcutiG 
Beflielo. This writer describes the loin cloth of the Garos as five inches wide, and 
after explaining the way in which it is tied, she says :-" This cloth is of native manu. 
facture, and is generally red and dark blue, and the frontpiece that forms the apron 
is frequently ornamented with rows of white bends. •••••• .•• Many of the men wore 
a small piece of cloth wrapped round their heads. ... ...... If they" (the women) 
.. have an abundanoe of ornaments, they have very little else to boast of. Their cloth
ing consists of a strip of dark red and blue cloth, about a foot wide and long enough 
to reach round the loins; a sort of diminutive petticoat that they fasten below the 
hip. bone on the left side. Those who had babies, and I noticed there weN very few 
who had not, had t.hem slung in a cloth across their shoulders, so arranged that they 
could sling them ronnd from the back to the front at pleasure, and with as little concern 
as if they were bundles of cotton." The writer then goes on to notice the extent 
to which cheap imported fabrics of gaudy patterns are supplanting the abori"..fual 
oostume. This taste for the glaring and tru.shy fabrics of the West is unfortunately 
growing day by day. 

A specimen of each Cloth made by the Gal'OS at the present day has been sent 
bv the Deputy Commissioner of the Guo Hills together with a most interestin ... 
dOscripti\"e note, which is reproduced below. '" 
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1.-RIKUNG • 

.. The rikung or women's petticoat is worn round the hips, the upper> edge only 
is fastened, the rest is open, permitting an extensive display of leg. ~'he price of the 
c;loth varies from 6 to 12 annas, according to the pattern. A bead and shell ornament 
is often added which may cost up to R40. 

Above the rikung round the waist is often tied a belt of white beads called 8enki. 
The effect is rather pretty. A 8enki costs from R3 to R15." 

Speoimen8.-
(i) 4 oloth measuring 2 feet 11 inohes X 121 inches, and lik? the gauda 

made of GaTo thread, but not so closely woven, PrlCe 8 annas. 
The weft is entirely reddish brown, but it hardly shows i the warp is 
mainly blue~ but is striped with four plain reddish brown stripes and 
with six-lined stripes of reddish brown, white and blue i of the plain 

_ stripes the two outer ones lire wide and the other two nalTOw. The two 
outer varicoloured stripes on each side form the borders of a simple 
patterned stripe of white on a background of blue; the two central ones 
are wider and farther apart, but-between them lies another patterned 
stripe (similar in design to the first but not identioal), which is bordered 
by plain lines of reddish brown. The centre of all these six stripes 
is a broken line of white. The extreme edges of the weft on either 
side are white. There are practically no fringes, but at one end the 
loose threads are cut off short and tied in bunches with a knotted white 
cord running across the cloth. At the other end the threads appear to 
be plaited and theu sewn firmly on the cloth. 

(ii) A cloth very similar to the last, but an inch narrower and about two inohes 
longer. It is made of imported thread whioh is softer and rather finer 
than the Garo thread used in the last cloth. The weft is of blue 
instead of red, and the warp is blue striped with red. There are four 
such stripes eaoh rather over l an inoh in width, and down the centre 
of the cloth, instead of a fifth red stripe, run two lines Or rather very 
narrow stripes of red i inch apart, and between these on a background 
of blue a dotted line of white. The blue stripes are much wider than 
the red, but down their centre runs a broken line of white between 
two red and white lines. The red in this cloth is of the ordinary bright 
shade found in imported tbreads, it is very different from the dull 
reddish brown of the Garos. ~'he peculiar feature of this clotb, however, 
is the be:lds. Along the side of the cloth ruus a row of beads, these 
beads are of the same size as those on the ganda, and are fastened in a 
similar way, but they are threaded in pairs, end to end, instead of 
singly, and stand out, not from the face of the cloth, but from the edges, 
so as to have the effect of adding to the width of the cloth. At each 
end a. similar row of beads, but single instead of double, runs across 
about 7t inches, the short fringes here being doubled down on to the 
cloth; the other side of the cloth and the remaining four iuches of the 
euds have no beads. In each of these rows besides the beads forming 
the rows themselves, there are two additional beads of about half the 
length, threaded one at eaoh end of the upper cord to which the larger 
beads are secured. On the face of the cloth are no beads of this nature, 
but each side of the two central narrow stripes of red has a row of very 
small white beads at intervals from one another, running along the 
outside. The price of this cloth is R2. 

(iii) A Garo mekheli. from Gaolpara. Size 3 feet 3 inches X 1 foot 4. inches. 
Price 8 annas. This is a cloth which I saw woveu by a Garo woman at 
Bhandara in the GoaIpara sub-division. ~'he weaver called it a mekheli 
(a oorruption, no doubt of the Assamese mekhela), but it is the same as 
a. rikung. ~'he cloth is blue with red and white, all the thread bein~ 
imported. There is a border along one side of the cloth, consisting of a 
narrow stripe of red between two lines of white, and a brokeu stripe of 
white on a background of blue edged with red and white. ~'his border is 
followed by a broad stripe of blue (Iii inches wide), then come two patterned 
stripes of white on blue divided from one another by a plain red stripe ; 
t~e patterned stripes are edged with red ~nd white, .and th.e plain stripe 
WIth blue; they are respectively about Imch and! mch WIde. Beyond 
these stripes comes another broad stripe of blue (Ii! iuches wide) which 
reaches to within! iuch of the other side of the cloth. This stripe, how-
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eyer, is not plain, but contains 15 lines of red at varying distances apart, 
the distances increasing towards the centre of the cloth. This broad 
stripe is followed by a very narrow stripe of red edged with white, 
beyond which the cloth is plain blue to the side. The weft is blue 
throughout, and the weaving being loose at the centre of the cloth and 
comparatively close at the sides, the central stripe of red shows au 
almost equal amount of blue, but the narrow red stripes at the .edges 
show practically none. The two ends of the cloth have short fringes 
and two pairs of white lines running across a~ a slight interval. 

A Benki has been received from the Deputy Commissioner of the Garo Hills. It 
consists of 12 strings of beads like those on the ganrJ,a, but of only half the length; 
these strings of beads are formed into a belt by l)eing passed through flat pieces of cane 
about I an inch wide: There are four such pieoes, two at the ends rather over three 
inches long, and two at the middle 31 inches long. Between the two central pieces are 
four yellow glass beads on each string. Beyond the two outer pieces one bead is threaded 
,on each string, and then the cords holding the beads are tied and twisted together in 
pairs. The whole length of the belt so formed is about 2 feet 5 inches. The price is 
.R12. It is, as the Deputy Commissioner says, the only pretty thing worn by the Garol. 

2.-S,A,LSAB:. 

II The salad, or woman's headdress, is worn tied round the head, often in the form 
of a. cap. The price varies from 4 annas to a rupe~. Beads are sometimes threaded 
into the strings at each end, but not sewn into the cloth like the rikung." 

8pecimen- . 
A cloth measuring about 3 feet X 8~ inches. made of imported thread. 

Price RI. 'fhe weft is of brown, but does not show, as the weaving 
is ~ery olose; it is much thicker than tbe warp, and so gives tbe 
cloth a 80rt of ribbed appearance. The warp is mainly blue; 
down the centre runs a stripe of white and red lines dividing the cloth 
into two symmetrical strips, eaoh of whiob contains a oentral patterned 
stripe of white, with a touoh of red, on the blue background, also two 
minor stripes of plain red, one narrow stripe of red, white and blue (to
wards the outside) and one red and white line (towards the inside). At 
the extreme edge of each side of the cloth is a single pair of white 
threads in the weft. The ends of this cloth are like those of the rikung 
(No.1). The four corners of the cloth have cords of cotton twisted ancl 
knotted at ,the extremities. At one end of the cloth both comers have 
two blue cords, but those at the one corner are nearly 5 inches long, those 
at the other being only slightly over three. At the corresponding 
corners at the other end of the cloth are one white cord (81 inches long), 
and 2 cords (1 white, 7 inches; 1 blue, S inches), respectively. These 
cords are probably required for fastening the puggry. 

S,-GANDA. 

"The glJndlJ or man's loin cloth is tied round the waist, and the end is passed 
'between the l~s aud brought over the part round the waist, a foot or 80 hanging down 
the front. ThlS flap is often opnamented with rows of beads. '1 he plice is about 40 
annss. The beads are called rippo/:, and appear to be made of some shell or other. 
They are not locally produced but are imported from Bengal." 

SpeoimeR- . 
A cloth measuring 7 teet 1 inoh X 40 incbes, closely woven of rather 

coarse Garo thread. Price 6 annas. The wert, which does not 
sppear, is entirely reddish brown. The warp is mainly blue but has two 
stl'ipes of reddish brown towards the outer edges, and has two lines of 
nd near the centre, whioh is a broken line of white. At one end are 
four rows of beads sewn on across .the cloth. The rows are about an 
inoh apart and oontain respectively 15, 15, 16 and 17 beads, the last row 
being at the end of the oloth. The beads, whioh are i inch long and 
fairly thick, are as olose to..uether as possible, and stand out hom the 
cloth on end; they are sewn to it by a thread which, starting from the 
baok of the cloth, is threaded through thl! bead, passed over a piece of 
string at the top, and tben again threaded througb the bead and 
through the cloth. The string at the top passes over all the beads of 
the row and is knot~d at both ends. 
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4.-KADASIL. 

" The kadasil is a narrow fillet of cloth with a row of beads (rippok) down each 
border, worn over the forehead and tied at the back of the head much in the same 
fashion as the ancients wore wreaths. Nobody who- had not taken a head could wear 
one. Now-a-days they are rarely, if ever made, and I have never seen a man wearing 
one. They are rather rare." 

The Deputy Commissioner sent a specimen which he had procured with some 
difficulty. This specimen is indeed a curiosity. It consists of a narrow band of 
cloth, about 4 feet 6 inch X 1 inch, which is double and sewn together at the side 
and ends. On this band, in a central position, are sewn 15 plates of brass, each 
studded with two rows of three bosses. These plates-are rather more than an inch long, 
and, being-fastened 'close together side of side, cover nearly 14 inches of the band. 
To each end of the band is fastened a row of single beads. These beads extend over 
that portion of the band that has the brass plates and about i an inch beyond at one 
end; being fastened like those of the rikung (No.1), they increase the width of the 
band at this place to about 1{ inch. 'I'his oentral portion of the band is finished 01I by 
a thin hollow tube at each end through which the band is threaded sideways, a portion 
of the tube being cut out on each side with this objeot. The outer cord fastening 
the beads. after passing along the rowan one side, is threaded through the hollow of 
the tube at one end, and then runs along the row of beads on the other side, and is 
finally threaded thro)lgh a single bead before being knotted at the extremity. 

This band would form' a. very handsome ornament for the warrior's head, and 
would afford him some protection against a downward cut from a dao or similar 
weapon. The price of this band is R5. 

" Of these four cloths the first two are worn only by women and girls, and the last 
two only by men and boys. :Beside these no other cloths are made by Garos from 
cotton. Shirts, sleeveless coats, paggaries, etc., are all imported from the plains, or 
from the Khasias. The only other home made artiole is:~ 

" 5.-DoKKA.lI.A • 

.. A small bag used for carrying oddij and ends. It is called dokkara or jolung a 
and its price is about 6 annas to a rupee." 

A specimen received from the Garo)lills is lOt inches deep and 9 inohes wide. 
It is made of a single piece of cloth about four times this length, and of about the 
same width. This oloth is doubled over, and then again doubled over and sown 
together at each side. 'rhe bag thus made has really two pockets, but probably only 
the central one is intended for use. A band of white cloth nearly 1 inoh wide and 
3 feet long is sewn on to form a handle. 'I'he cloth of which this bag is made is very 
pretty. 'I'he background is plain white with a thin stripe of red between two similar 
stripes of blue. near each edge. :But on this b~ckground are w?ven red and blue. cross 
stripes extendLDg over one half of the cloth, VJf., that half whlch forms the outslde of 
the bag; the othor half, forming the inside or lining, is quite plain. The decorated 
part oonsists of 5 broad bands each 2 inches deep, and rather more than an inch apart. 
At each end are tbree narrow bands at slight intervals, and between each broad band 
are two similar narrow bands. The broad bands are alternately blue edged with red, 
and red edged with blue and are so woven that the white warp threads of the back· 
ground appear in diagonal lines running 4 one way then 4 another and so on across 
the cloth, the intervening space between each set being filled up by three white lines, 
in oppobite direotions meeting one another and forming three v's on~ within another. 
The narrow bands are all alike, via., one red line between two blues, and are so woven 
that.-the white warp lines cross them not diagonally but stl'aight, appearing singly on 
the blue pOI·tion, and in pairs on the l·ed. 'l'he coloured threads are woven in several 
strands, and so form broad and thick lines. The ends of the cloth, as might be 
expected, have practically no fringes, the rough ends of the. thread being tied in 
buncbes by means of a red and white tWisted cord !UnDlng across the cloth and 
knotted round eacll bunch. Tbe whole forms a very servlceable and pretty bag, not 
dear at the price, one rupee. 

'rhis completes the list of Garo oloths with the exception of Garo lengl; and 
phali relerred to ill the report from Dhubri, but tllese are not described and are said 
tu be the same as the galida and ... kung,.respectively. 
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Miri Fabrics. 
The Miris of the hills are said to be altogether ignorant of the art of weaving. As 

may be expected, then, cotton fabrics do not constitute a very material portion 
of their clothing, which will be seen from the following description written by Capt. 
Dalton after a visit to the Hills near the Soobansiri in 1845:-

"The costume of the women is peculiar, a sort of petticoat extending from the loins 
to the knees is secured to a broad belt of leather, which is ornamented with brass 
bosses; besides this they wear round their middles an infinite number of rings made 
of filaments of bamboo embroidered with the fibres of another plant. A band of 
similar material, from whioh a bit of cloth is suspended in front, is suspended tightly 
round the breasts under the arms. 'I'his is their travelling and working dress; but 
at other times they wrap themselves in a large cloth doubled, brought over the 
shoulders and pinned in front like a shawl. 

"The males also wear a profusion of blue beads. Th~ir costume is simple 
enough, a band round their hips composed of rings of bamboo, the same as worn by 
the women, but not so numerous, an aproll attached thereto, before and behind. and 
a cloth wrapped round their body and pinned so as to res~mble a shirt without sleeves, 
a cap of cane or bamboo work. with turned up peak, which however is worn behind; 
and over their shoulders as a cloak, which also serves as a pouch or knapsack, they 
throw a covering made of the black hairy fibres of a plant, which at a little distance 
resembles a bearskin." 

Even these few cloths are not made by the Miris themselves, but are imported, 
and Mr. Hunter states that the women are often seen with nothing but the canework, 
cloth being altogether dispensed with. 

The Miris of the plains, however, have learnt to weave. "The women weave 
their own petticoats of coarse cotton in stripes of gray colours wrought with dyes 
obtained, as they say, from the Khamptis. Another article .of domestic manufao
ture is the Miri rug (Jim) made of cotton ticking on a backing of thick cloth," 
(Census report. 1881). For their petticoats they use the four.poster loom, and the 
Assamese process; for the rug, whioh is by far the most interesting thing they make, 
they use the be,,!! or primitive weaving sticks; t~e process of manufacture of 
this rug haa been already explained in detail. When at Golaghat I visited a Miri 
village and there saw the women weaving; they were using only the four.poster loom, 
but that in nearly enry house, and they were making, not only petticoats, but also 
gameha, for their own use, and not for their husbands. I purchased some specimen 
oloths and a description of these and of the rug is included in the list below. No 
other specimens have been reoeived, and the Miri cloths reported from 'Tezpur and 
J orhat appear to be of the same nature as those from Golaghat. 

1.-CaUBIA.' 

The Miris of Jorhat are said oooasionally to make and wear a ohuria like the 
"halo, of the Noras and Turrungs (Of. Nora No.1). 

2.-MEKRELA. 

The Miris of Jorhat and Golaghat make mekhela -of two kinds, the first very 
like the Assamese mekhela. and usually white with a small ooloured border at one end, 
the seoond more like the pa1ani but smaller; it is a plain sheet, and not a made.up 
garmenL. and is usually ooloured. The two kinds will be fully understood from the 
general desoription and tbe desoription of particular specimens given below, the 
former being from Jorbat and the latter from Golaghat. 

(i) Egis. 
ce The plain mtlAela of the Assamese does not :find muoh favour with the Miri 

women, who appear to be fond of ooloured raiments. They therefore prepare check_ 
ed cloths of various patterns with European yarn of different oolours, and the plain 
tllekh,'a. made by them have at least the lower end ornamented with coloured 
thread. This variety of fIIekltela is called by the Miris egle, the form and size of 
whioh are the same as the Ass!lmese mekhel", but the prioe is higher. Dill. from 12 
annaa to &·8 0, owing to the employment of ooloured yarn. which is mOl'll expen-
sive than yarn of naturaico1our." , 

(8pecimeA)-
This is a small mekhelll measuring 3 feet 2 inches in length and 5 

feet 4. inohes in circumference. being made up of two pieces eaoh 3 feet 
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2 inches X 2 feet 8 inches or rather longer, allowing for the join at the 
sides and the hems at the top and bottom. The hem at the bottom end 
is l inch and that at the top only t inch deep. This garment is made 
of rather coarse imported white yarn, loosely woven and is quite plain, 
eXllept for a t inch border at the bottom end just above the hem. This 
border is very simple, consisting of rosettes in blue and red on a 
background of yellow. The rosettes occur in triplets, at intervals of 
about 3 inches. 1'bere are six such triplets on each piece of tbe cloth and 
tbey consist alternately of one blue between two red, and one red between 

• two blue. Each rosette bas a bar on each side of it of the same colour as 
itself. I paid R2 for tbis mekhela, but the correct price, I subse
quently learnt, was 8 to 10 annas which about represents its value. 

(ii) Mategape. 

"The Miri women make another variety of waistcloth for their own use which 
they call malegape. The thread is of red and blue colour obtained from the Kbamp. 
tis of Lakhimpur a.t R2 to R3 per seer. '!'he mategape is not sewn as the Assamese 
mekhela but is merely a sheet about 5 feetlong and 3 feet broad, made up of two nar
row pieces stitched together at the edges. This cloth is of a beautiful red colour with. 
blue stripes lengthwise, and a few cross stripes in blue and white. This kind of gar. 
ment is worn by adjusting it round the waist, or above the breast, the free end of the 
cloth being in front. Its use is confined to the women of the richer class, who wear 
it on high days and festivals. Its price is between Rs. 3 and 4:' 

The specimen described below does not correspond to the above desoription, but 
it is of the same shape and used in the same way. so it may be included under this 
head. It is a much less elaborate cloth than the above, and is used by all classes 
and is not the monopoly of the rich. 

Specimen-
This is a clotq measuring 4 feet 4 inches X 2 feet 4 inches. made of rather 

coarse cotton thread, which looks as if it were home-spun, but the 
woman from whom I purchased it said it was imported. It is at once 
marked as being made on the beng by the nature of t.he weavillg, 
alld by the fact that it ~s in two narrow strips. Tbe weavillg is close, 
so tbat the weft, which is of dark blue, does not show. 'rhe two 
strips are ahke. The outer edge is dark blue; then comes, first a 
stripe of brown i inch wide edged on eaoh side ~th a line of wbite, 
next a stripe, 6 inches wide, in which the warp threads are alternately 
dark blue and brown, and lastly a succession of 6 brown and 5 blue 
stripes alternating with one another to the inner edge of the strip. which 
is plain blue. These brown stripes are, like tbe first, plain brown 
edged with white, the first of them is nearly t inch wide. the next 
three about! inch, and the last two about -h inch; the blue stripes are 
broken with brown lines, the first three beillg about Ii inch wide, the 
fourth 1 inch wide, and the fifth, which is between the two narrow 
brown stripes, of the same width as those stripes. There are no 
frillges, the loose ends of the threads being cut fairly close at one 
end and tied in bunches by a knotted white thread, and very close at 
the other end, which is sewn up by a similar thread of eight strands. 
The only ornamentation on this cloth is 8 row of eight stars of 6 rays, 
alternately red and white, between two cross lines of red and white, 
but these lines appear only on the reverse of the cloth, and the designs 
appear on that side, not as stars but as a confused mass of thread like an 
X in shape. The row of stars runs across only one strip of the cloth, 
and is situated about midway between the two ends of that strip. For 
this cloth I paid R2, the true price being annas 12 or RI. 

3.-RmA. 
A s in the case of the ';'ekkeltJ, so in that of the Mha there are two distinct 

varieties, woven by the Miris of Jorhat. 

(i) B~. 

This variety is of the same size as the Assamese ,.,ha, but is distingui~hed by 
coloured stripes in either weft or warp or both. It sometimes has, and sometimes bas 
not, fringes and broad ornamental borders at the ends. It is worn about the waist and 
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breast With the egie, being w6und several times round the br~asts, ,and baving the end 
tuoked ill between. The price is 12 annas to Itl·S. 

(ii) Bee'bie. 
This is abollt 6 feet by 21 teet, and, is worn about the breast with the mategape, 

and is, like the rie, striped with ~ifferent oolours. Prioe 12 annas to Rl-S. 
From Golaghat a oloth oalled methani is reported, measuring 9 feetx 3 feet, ,and 

worn by Miri women wound round the breast. Price 8 Bnnas to Rl. This is probably 
the same as the cloth desoribed below, whioh is the only kind of lika I saw in Golaghat. 
It will be notioed, however, that the dimensions do not exactly oorrespond. The oloth 
described below was called a gamooha by the women from whom I bought it, but ' 
it is evidently & riha, though it is diffioult to say to which of the tWQ classes of riAa 
found in Jorhat it corresponds. I saw it 'being worn by Mitis with both kinds of 
mekhala indiscriminately. 

Speolmen.-
A oarefully woven oloth of medium fine texture measuring 10 feet 6 inches 

X Ifoot 71 inches. The weft is entirely of red, the warp is of red, yellow 
and whlte. From one side a width of about Sl inches is red and yellow 
'With white lines about i inch apart, then comes a width of about' 51 
inches of white with red ami yellow lines similarly situated, then an inch 
in whioh the red and yellow and white lines alternate in pairs, then It 
inch plain red, after whioh the cloth has very narrow stripes alternately 
white and red and yellow. The red and yellow are so nearly of the 
same shade, that it is rather difficult to distinguish between them, the 
yellow thread, which does not always accompany the red, is, however, 
rather thicker than the red or white. The narrow stripes vary in width 
at places. The loose threads at each end are cut off rather short, but 
are twisted together and knotted. Every alternate cord so formed has 
a bunch of several coloured threads tied at the end to form a tassel, the 
colours being red, white, blue, yellow and green variously oombined. 
At each'end is a border woven across the cloth in green thread on the 
,ordinary baokground. The main portion of this border, whioh is of 
a simple diamond pattern, lies between two narrow fancy stripes on 
each. side, the inner one being white and the outer green. Beyond this 
border, on the far side from the fringe, is a row of small designs in the 
shape of diamonds and fancy X's alternately. The colours of these, 
yellow, green, white, and dark blue, are irregularly distributed. This 
is a very nice cloth-8.Ild by no means gaudy j it forms an excellent oum
merbund or sash, for tennis, and I have seen it being used for this pur
pose. The price is about Rl. 

4o.-MIRIJIll Oil. PARI. 

This is a rug peculiar to the MiriB, who make it whenever they are settled. Curi
ously enough it is called by a slightly different name in each of the places from which 
it is reported. In Sadiya it is called a pari, in North Lakhimpur jimkapor, in Dibrugarh 
mM/ill, in Sibsagn ji,. cloth or tulapari, in Golaghat mlrijifl, in Tezpur mirijhim, 
and in Jorhat gabor, but here the name miMjill is also used. 

'l'his rug whioh is made by a speoial process, already fully described, very muoh 
resembles the Kuki pari (Kuki No.4), the main difference being that the backing 
is muoh rougher and appears stronger, and the thread is very thick, and woven single 
instead of being comparatively fine and woven double j the fleece, too, is made not of 
tufts of cotton, but of rolls whioh overlap one another. The Kuki rug is, on the whole, 
superior to the Miri rug, it is much more downy in.the fleece, and probably warmer, 
but not so durable. 

T~ee specimens have been received, one from 1>ibru.,ooarh, one from Sadiya and 
one from North Lakhimpur. They are very similar in appearance but differ consider
ably in sile. That from North Lakhimpur is in one piece, 7 feet 9 inches X 2 feet 5 inches. 
Price R8. Those from Dibrugarh and Sadiya are both in two pieces sewn together; they 
measure respectively 8 feet 4 inches)( 4 feet 4. inches and 7 feet 4 inohes X I) feet 
4r inches. Price R7·S and RIl!. The rolls of cotton vary tlOnsiderably in thickness 
in each rug, but they are on the average thickest in the specimen from North Lakhim
pur, and thinnest in that from Dibru"ooarh. Each roll passes under two warp threads, 
then over two and then under the next two, about an inch sticking out at either end. 
The eeoond pair of threads under which one roll passes is the first pair under w hieh 
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the next roll passes, so that the rolls overlap one another. The fleece reaches to each 
edge of the rug, but does not protrude far if at all beyond. It does not quite 
reach either end of the rug. In all these rugs the backing is quite plain and is woven 
of very ooarse homespun thread much ooarser than any imported from Europe j 
that in the rug from North Lakhimpur is particularly coarse. From the method in 
which the fleece is woven into the backing, this backing appears ridged on the reverse. 
No colours are .used iu any part of thes~ rugs aud no ornamentations except a fringe 
at one or both ends. 

These rugs are used to put on the bed, or as carpets. In Golaghat they are said 
to be used 8a a winter dress, and the S. D. C. of Tezpur says, that in some placps, but 
not in 'rezpur, coats for winter use are sometimt's made out of them. In North Lakhim_ 
pur there are two sizes of rugs made by the Chutia Miris, the one measuring 12 feet X 3t 
feet, price InO, the other measuring 9 feet X 3 feet, price R8. Both are comparatively 
fine and are called mihi to distinguish them from those made by the Abors, which 
are called mota. 'I'he specimen received is of the smaller size. . In Dibrugarh these 
rugs are made to order in various sizes, the price being sometimes as high as Rl:iO. 
In Jorhat the price varies from R3 to RIO. 

Thl're is a cot.ton cloth from Upper Assam, described in Watson's .. Textile 
Fabrics" (page 132) as" No. IX 434.. Sleeping rug with looped pile of bleached 
cotton. The rug from which the sam pIes have been cut was formed of two pieces· 
sewn together. Length 2 yds. 8 in., width 1 yd. 24. inohes, weight 6lbs. 20z." It is 
probably a JJ1irijim. 

PHACIIU OR TALATPARA KAPOR. 

The Miris of Jorhat sometimes make bedsheets like those of the Noras (of Nora 
No.3). 

MONA OR JOLONGA. 

This is a bag marIe by the Miris and Morans of Jorhat out of a rough piece of cloth 
2 feet X 1 foot, doubled over and sewn up at the sides. It is hung over the shoulder 
by meanA of a rope, specially made for the purpose, or by a strip of cloth about 6 inches 
wide, the ends of which are sewn on to the edge of the purse. To make this kind of 
mona. the set kapah, I.e., the dark variety of ootton is generally used. Price 4. ann as 
to 6 annas." 

6.-Abor Fabrics. 

When making a survey of Assam and tbe neighbouring countries in 1825-8, 
Lieutenant Wilcox noticed the oostume of the Abors. He found the ohief article 
of clothing to consist of a. waist cloth of bark, and the rest to be of wool. "Almost 
every man had some article of wooJlen dress, varying from a rudely made blanket 
waistcoat to a comfortable and tolerably well-shaped cloak. One of these, of a figured 
pattern, was made with sleeves; it was said to come from the country of the Bor 
Abors; the texture was good, though coarse, a~ was that of a red oloak worn by the 
chief of the village." Speaking of the Abors of Membu, Lieutenant Wilcox says:
"The purpose of the primary article of their clothing (which consists of a triangular 
piece of coarse cloth 6 inches long and 4 or 5 broad at the end, by which it is sus
pended to a string tied round the loins) is vitiated every time they sit down, but of 
this they seem perfectly careless. All the more wealthy Abors have cloaks of 
'l'hibetan woollens," The material out of which the triangular piece of cloth is made 
is not stated, but in all probability it is cotton, and it is not improbable that the 
blanket wai,tcoats above referred to were not really of wool, but of cotton, and that the 
woollen cloaks were importt'd from Thibet. That the use of cotton has been long 
known to the A bors is shown by the following account written by Captain Dalton 
after his visit to Membu in Itl55 :-," For savages the adult femalt's are decently clad. 
'I'heir dress consists .of two cloths, generally tinted greE'n and red, manufactured by 
themselvt's from cotton grown in their own fal'ms. One round the loins forms a 
petticoat just reaching to the knees; it iR retained in position by nl'at girdles of cane
work; the other is folded round the bosom. but this is often dispensed with, and the 
exposure of the person above the waist is evidently considered no indelirary. In 
regard to male costume the smallest particle of coveting is all that is considered neces
sary for purposes of decency, but when full dressed an Abor is a very imposing figure. 
Coloured coats, without sleeves, of cotton of their owo manufacture or of the manu-
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facture of their neighbours, the Chulikatas, are commonly worn. Some we:lr long 
coloured Thibetan cloaks with loose sleeves of woollen cloth obtained from Thibet, and 
they make themselves warm jackets of, and use as wrappers and blankets, white cotton 
cloths of their own manufacture, with a long fleecy nap." -

The cloth with the fleecy nap is evidently thejimkapor. The Abors of North 
Lakbimpur at the present day make two sizes of this jimkapor, 'Dis., one 12 feet X 
3t feet, price R7; and one 9 feet X 3 feet, price R5. 'l'hey are coarser than the 
:Miri rugs, and are const'quently cheaper. In Dibl ugarh, too, tbe Abors make tbis jim, 
but it is not 80 strong as that of the Miris. They also weave a kind of cotton cloth 
in blue and red stripes, called MaTeo kapor, of which the women's clothes are made. 

lV[ishmi Fabrics. 

About the cotton fabrics made by tbe Mishmis at the present day no fresh 
information bas been received. and so it will serve no useful purpose to describe at 
length the cloths made by them in the past. Wilcox (1825-28), Griffiths (1836), 
Rowlatt (1845) and Cooper (1873) have all recorded their personal experiences of the 
Mishmis and their clothing. The cloths they wear are inferior, but they are of their 
own manufacture and of cotton. The men's dress consists of two parts (1) a very 
Bcanty loin cloth passing between the legs and fastened in front, and (2) a coat of 
blue and red or brown striped cotton cloth which, from the description, appears 
in shape to resemble very closely the Lalung jllnUki; it is, however, sewn together at 
the sides. armholes being left, and is, according to Cooper, worn open in front. It 
reaches from neck to knee. l'he women's dress similarly consists of (1) a sleeved jacket 
or bodice, buttoning in front, barely covering the breasts and reacbing half way 
to the waist, and (2) a tight fitting plaited cotton skirt r!!aching from waist to knee. 
11'he chiefs wear long woollen cloaks from l'hibet, and, when at home, a red strip of 
muslin round the head. Their wives wear petticoats brought from the plains. 

l'he Chulikata Mishmis are comparatively skilful in weaving, they are noted as 
probably the first people of Assam to learn the use of the rhea fibre, and other nettles 
for weaving purposes. The jaokets of the women are often tastefully em.broidered 
and are generally worn open, exposing an ample bust. 

Slngpbo Fabrics. 

The Singphos appeared on the Assam frontier for the first time about a century ago, 
but little information is available about the clotbing of those who have settled in Assam. 
In 1836 a brief allusion to it was made by Dr. Griffiths, who noticed that the men's 
clothing resembled that of the Burmese, but the women's was more distinctive and con. 
sisted chiefly of a kind of gown. The clothing worn by the Sillgphos in their native 
land has been fully desoribed by Captain Hannay in his" Sketch of the Singphos or the 
Kakhyens of Burmah," 1847. 'l'he men wear a scanty nether garment or a cbequered 
patso and a jacket made either of dark blue cotton or of a stout yellow-coloured cloth 
made from a cotton of the same colour produced on their hills. They have also a sub
stantial cloth or plaid, of a picturesque brown and red pattern, or a piece of coarse 
dark blue or red broadcloth. Some of tbe Singphos living near China wear a jackt-t 
and short drawers of a dark colour. Of the women the poorer classes wear a tomien or 
open petticoat of cotton stuff, sometimes in checks, sometimes in broad bands of 
Indian red and deep blue; this, their sole garment, is fasten~d round the waist, leaving 
the hreasts usually bare. l'he better class of women dress like the Sbana, hut relain 
their own peculiar dark colours,. Even when Capt. Hannay wrote, however, this 
dress was giving way to long cloth and fine cIIodar of Bengal mnslin. l'he Bingpho 
women of the Hukong valley. both married and single, wear white muslin turbans. 

The oloth woven by the Singphos is of coarse hut strong texture. The 
cotton is produced by themselves, and ~pun by their women, and dyed by them 
before heing woven. The dyes used have been desoribed by Mr. Dunoan in his 
monograph on It Dyes and Dyeing in Assam." 

No specimens of Sin!!pho cloths have been received, but the Deputy Commis
sioner of Lakhimpur says that coloured and chequered oloth is still woven by the 
Singphos for making jackets. 

Two of the Singpho cloths in the Indian Museum may be noticed :-
(1) No. 76:H.-A Singpho dbt. from Sadiya. Length 24 feet., width ~Brly 

1 foot '1 inches. in one long strip doubled in two and sewn together 
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at the ends and sides. The colour ill mainly green with T~d, white 
and yellow forming a cheek. Some of the green threads in the warp 
are of darker shade than the rest. 

(II) No. 7624.-A Singpho ch<tdar from Sadiya. Length 14 feet. width 
,8 feet 10 inches, in two strips. The cloth is white with hlue and 
brown lines forming a check, one end has a fringe, the other only the 
rough ends of the thread. 

Da:fH.a Fabrics. 
Though backward in most arts, the Dafllas weave the cotton cloths they wear. 

Their ordinary dress consists of " a short, sleeveless shirt of thick cotton cloth. some. 
times of the natural colour, but more frequently striped gaily with blue and red and 
always excessively dirty. Over this is thrown a mantle of cotton or woollen cloth fas
tened about, the throat and shoulders by means of pins made of bamboo. The women 
are generally wrapped in a shapeless mantle 'of striped or plain cotton cloth, with its 
upper part tucked in tightly ever the breast, and enveloping the body from the 
armpits to the centre of the calves; another cloth is also thrown over the shoulders, 
answering the purpose of a cloak, the upper cotners of which are tied into a knot 
sufliciently low to expose the 'throat, which is invariably cased in a profusion of bead 
'necklaces of all varieties of colour." 

This description was written by Mr. Robinson 'in 1851. No more recent 
information can be found. The following cloth is to be seen in the Indian 
Museum:-

No. 2657.-A cloth worn by the Dama 'women. This is a coarse cotton cloth 
measilring 4 feet X 1 foot 7 inches in 'four strills. It is striped length
wise with stripes of red-brown, white and dark blue, and thin stripes 
of black. Down the central seam runs a red-brown line, and at inter
vals along this line triangular spots of blue occur in pairs. One of the 
white stripes near the ed~e has a very crude pattern. The ends of the cloth 
are plain and bound up, out there -is a bushy tallsel on eaoh strip of the 
cloth. 

,Nora a.nd Turnng Fabrics. 
The Noras and Turungs form a small community living in the Jorhat sub·divi

sion, and the following descriptions of cloths made by them at the present day are all 
derived from the report and the cloths themselves received from Jorhat. No other 
information is available regarding the fabrict woven by these people. 

(1) PauoI. 

A variety of ckuria (man's waistcloth) with numerous stripes of different 
coloured threads both lengthllise and across. It is hut rarely woven at the present 
day. Price between R2 and 4. 

Specimen--This is a striped cloth of moderately fine thread measuring 
12 feet 8 inches X 2 feet 11 inches. The stripes all run lengthwise. 
being formed in the warp. They are of red, yellow, dark blue, and light 
blue alternating in irregular order. They vary in thickness, but, except 
at the edges where they are narrower, average i in. in width. The weft 
is entirely dark blue, and as it shows through the warp it affects the 
colours of the stripes. The ends have a false fringe and & very short 
true fringe, but no other ornamentations except three narrow crol'S 
stripes, 2 red and 1 yellow at one end, and 2 yellow and 1 red at the 
other; they vary slightly in depth. ~'he thread is apparently home 
made and home dyed. Price not mentioned. 

(2) CaINN. 

A N ora woman's petticoat, the same as the A.ssam.ese meiheZa with this exoeption 
t hat at a distance of about an inch from the hem at the lower end, another band of 
the same kind of cloth, and of the same breadth as the hem, is fastened on all round 
the garment. This sort of mekhela is invariably dyed blue or black. Price Rl-8. 

Specimen-A black,mekhela, 3 feet 6 inches long and 5 feet 6 inches in 
circumference, made up of three pieces of cloth. Two of the pieces are 
about 3 feet 5 inches long X 2 feet 9 in. wide. and are sewn together 
at the sides; the top and bottom are hemmed, the hems being about 1 
inch deep. The third pieoe is about 5 feet 6 inches long and 6 inches 
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wide. Tbis is turned down at each side (in opposite directions) aDl\ 
bemmed, the hems being about 1 inch deep. The ends being !lewn 
togetber. tbis piece forms a narrow band of the same circumference as 
the petticoat formed by the first two pieces. Tbis band is sown on to 
the bottom of that petticoat, so that the hem on one side of the ban" 
overlaps that round the bottom of the petticoat. The cloth i& of rather 
fine texture and dyed black. 

(3) P:HAORl]; o:u. TALAT·:PA.RA KAPOll.. 

Bedsbeets of different sizes are made of home. spun or European yarn with coloured 
stripes, which, however, are not as numerous as those in the phaloi. They are 
generally made on the Bam loom in narrow pieces which are stitched together 
at the edges. Price 4 annas to HI. 

(4) TauNG. 

A bag. This is made by the Noraa of a piece of cloth, about 2 feet long and 1 
foot wide, which is folded in two and sewn together at the edges. It is hUng 0" 
the shoulder by means of a cotton rope specially made for the purpose, the ends of 
which are sewn on to the edges of the bag. Price 4 annas to 6 annas. 

Specime-n-A bag ahout 14t inches deep and 12t inches wide made in tbe 
manner explained above. The cloth is woven by the special process 
already described in detail. The warp is of white thread and the weft 
of black, except for nearly 3 inches at each end where-it is white. Two 
lines of dirty yellow nearly t an inch apart run acros~ the cloth at each 
eI4d on the black portion near its juncture with the white. The end$ 
of the cloth are rolled round and then sewn. The handle is madE! of 
a thick plaited cotton rope, about 3 feet long, which is sewn along 
each edge of the bag, leaving a portion of about r foot 9 inches long 
to form the handle. The tbread is fine hut woven double so tbat the 
texture of tbe cloth is rather coarse. 

A small square of cloth has been reeeived from lorhat all a specimen of Nora 
and Turung cloth dyeing. The colour, dark blue, is good but rather patchy. 

Xhampti Fabrics. 
The Khampti women are good weavers and skilled in embroidery, but this skill 

they display chiefly in tbe manufacture of an elaborate bag for their husbands. 
The clothing of both men and women is plain and neat. It is thus described by 
Captain Dalton :-" The men commonly wear tight fitting jackets of cotton-cloto, 
dyed blue, with a white muslin turban, so twisted as to leave exposed the top knot into 
which their long hair is twisted, projecting somewbat over the forehead. 'I.'he 
netber garment is of coloured cotton of a chequered pattern, or of silk, more or less 
ample according to the rank of the Wearer. The upper classes wear the Burmese 
patIO, a piece of parti-coloured silk." 'I.'he women II wear the hair drawn up from 
the back and sides in one massive roll which rises 4 or 5 inches so much in front 
a's to form a continuation of the frontal bone. The roll is encircled by an em broidered 
band, the fringed and tasselled ends of which hang down behind. Their lower gar
ment, generally of dark coloured cotton cloth, is folded over the breasts Under the arms 
and reaches to the feet. This style of wearing the principal garment, common to the 
Shans and Manipuris, appears to have been introduced into Assam by the former, as 
the Assamese women of the lower classes have all adopted it, but the Khampti women 
wear in addition a ooloured silk scarf round the waist and a long-sleeved jacket." 

A very similar description was given by Mr. Cooper in 1873 :-" 'l'he costume of 
both men and women is extrerp.e1y picturesque. That of the women, who are good
looking, is very becoming. A loose fitting jacket of white silk or ootton, with long 
full sleeves, and buttoned down the chest, covers the -upper part of their body to the -
waist i a piece of striped silk or-cotton cloth fastened round the waist falls like classic 
drapery to the ankles, displaying the outlines of their well-shaped limbs; while tbeir 
skirt-like garment, having a kind of open fold in front, occasionally affords a glimpse of 
a rounded limb of the most perfect symmetry. The costume of the men consists of a 
close· fitting jacket of white cotton with tight long sleeves rolled up over the waists 
and buttoned down the chest. A lliece of checked cotton cloth secured round the ,,-aist. and several yards in length, IS looped up between the legs, giving somewhat the 
Ilppearanoe of Turks' trousers. while a yery white strip of cloth is twisted and tied 
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round the head. in the shape of a puggaree, with the ends stioking up over the forehead, 
the hair being twisted into a knot on the top of the head ". -

At the present day the Khamptis of North Lakhimpur make mekkela and mona. 
The mekhpla is a oloth, from 9 to 1011 feet long by 3 to 31 feet wide, used as a waist 
oloth or pettiooat by the women. It is dyed blaok by the Khamptis themselves, and 
is quite plain, but for oooasional designs (pkul) at the ends. A ~peoimen reoeived from 
North Lakhimpur measures only 7 feet 4 inches by 2 feet 7 inohes. It is perfeotly 
plain blaok and of medium texture. Price Rl·8. 

The mona is a bag used for oarrying betelnut ; it measures 111 foot by I font. There 
are two kinds now made in North Lakhimpur ; one "lain, with de81gns at the mouth prioe 
4 annM, and the other of blaok and white oheok, price 8 annas. No speoimen has been 
reoeived from North Lakhimpur, but a very handsome Khampti bag, oosting HI0, has 
been reoeived from Dibrugarh. 'l'his bng is 12 inohes deep and 10 inohes wide It is 
made up of two pieoes of cloth, one forming the outside and the other the lining. The 
fOl'mer is about 2 feet 3 inches by 10 inohes, and the latter about 1 foot 10 inohes by 
10 inohes. Both pieces are doubled in two, and then about an inoh and a half at eaoh. 
end of the larger piece is again doubled over, and the ends of this oloth sewn on to the 
corresponding ends of the lining. The two edges of both cloths are then sewn on to a 
rope which forms the handle. This rope is very thiok and is plaited of red, white, 
green and dark blue ootton thread of many strands; it is about 4 feet 3 inohes long, . 
and, the two ends being sewn along the edges of the bag, the oentral portion forms a 
handle about 2 feet 3 inches in length. 

At the bottom oorners of the bag this rope is bO)llld round with white thread, and 
the ends form enormous bushy tassels. 

The outer oloth. is of muga silk, and, except for a depth of about 1£ inch at either 
end, is entirely covered with exoeedingly rich and handsome embrOIdery. At one end 
the narrow strip is entirely plain, but at the other there is a coloured stripe made by 
substituting yellow ootton for muga thread in the weft. . 

The pattern of ihis embroidered portion is made up as follows :-Starting from 
either end, first oome fOUf patterned stripes in whioh the pattern is worked in coloured 
silk. Eaoh of these stripes is bordered on both sides by oross lines of ooloured ootton •. 
'I'he stripes vary in size but oover altogether a depth of 3 inohes. The patterns on 
these stripes are exquisite and tbe oolouring is perfect. Next oome four cross stripes 
of plain maroon worked in ootton with a thin patterned band between the two inner 
stripes. and still thinner parti-coloured bands between the others, the oolours in these
bands being green, maroon and yellow. '1'hese stripes are almost equal in depth, and 
between them cover 36 inohes. 

These stripes at either end enclose between them the central figure of the em. 
broidery, viz., a large square mosaio of hexagonal designs. This figure is in light green 
silk, and is bordered <.rn the sides by 3 stripes of different widths and very different 
patterns, and lit the ends by narrow patterned stripes. 

'fhe designs in this silk embroidery are distinctly classical, the coloUling is at 
once brilliant, varied and harmonious; every oolour of the rainbow and many inter· 
mediate shades are found in tile brightest tints. '1'he whole effect is truly dazzling, 
such as oan be produoed by nothing but the perfect oombmation of skill and art. 

The lining is of ootton cloth, one half of whioh is plain white and the other strip· 
ed with equal stripes of white and brown £ of an inoh deep, the oolour heing in the 
weft alone. 

No other ootton fabrios in Assam are so tastefully and riohly embroidered as thii 
Khampti bag, but this bag itself is hardly a cotton fahric, for the outer covering is of 
muga silk, and the embroidery of pure silk, and it is only the lining and the plainest 
portions of the outer oovering that are of ootton. 

In the Indian Museum can be seen a very :fine specimen of this bag and many 
other ootton fabrio~ of the Khamptis. The bag needs no separate description, but a 
few of tile other fabrics may be briefly notioed :-

(i.) No. 1755.-Phanovg dftuti.-A oloth of modl'ratel,v fine texture, measuring 
26 feet by 1 foot 7 iuohes, folded in two and sewn together at the sides. 
The colours are blue, yellow, pink and white, forming a large check. 

(ii) A Khampti cloth from the Shillong 'Museum, lIke the last in texture and 
similarly sewn. It measures 23 feet 4 inches by 1 f,)ot 7 inohes,and the 
oolours are light green, rose, dark·blue and white, forming alarge check. 
'I'he white is also found in stripes, and the dark-blue in thioker stripes. 

(iii) A Khampti dkut. having a cheok of light green and white only.- At eaoh 
end is a oross yellow border, and at about one foot from eaoh end two 
Darrow yellow lines. In other respects it is like the last but one foot 
longer. 
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(iv) A Khampti o~oth :!'rom the Shillong Museum .of moderately fine text~e, 
.. and mellBurmg ahout 23 feet by 1 foot 5 mohes. The colours, WhlOh 

form a small oheck, are green, yellow, red and white. It is sewn 
together at the sides. 

(v) A Khampti oloth from the Shillong Museum, measur;ing 22 feet by 1 foot 
6 inohes sewn together at the sides and ends. The oolours, whioh form 
a oheok, are lellow, purple, green, dark-blue and whUe. The texture 
is like that 0 the last oloth. 

(V1) No. 1754.-A Khampti dkuti worn by men.-This oloth is 24 feet 8 
inohes in length, and is ooloured dark.blue with light.green stripes in 
warp and weft forming a. plaid. The texture is rather thiok. 

(vii) A Khampti oloth, evidently a puggary, measuring 10 feet 8.inches by 1 
foot t inoh. This is a pretty cloth, but not a check, the warp being 
entirely dark.blue, the weft is .oomposed of rose, light,green, yellow, 
dark·blue and white. There is a short fringe at each end. The te",,_. 
ture is moderately fine. 

Fabrics of other Shan Tribes of Assam. 

I.-Pakhial Fabric •• 

The Phakials or Phake are a branoh of the Shan or Tae nation whioh is oharao
terised as a lively, merry people, fond of dress, especia.l.ly the women. This branoh 
of the Shane is oonspiouous ahove .others of the nation in Assam for their ooarse 
ootton manufactures, and for tbeir skill in dyeing both in tbe pieoe, and in the 
thread. The metbods and materials employed by them in dyeing have been explain. 
ed by Mr. Duncan. .. The dress of the women", writes Captain Hannay, .. is after tbe. 
style of the Eastern Shans, and consists of a kind of loose jacket, very sbort.waisted 
and oommon to all the nation in Assam. The Fhake, however, in their knowledge of 
tbe art of weaving and dyeing are perhaps the most oharacteristio of the whole in dress. 
The Khamptis appear to keep to one oolour. the blue, whilst the Fhake assume the 
dark oheck, whioh appears peouliar to the whole raoe. and hili! also extended to the 
nations of the entire EllBtern Arohipelago." 

(it) The KhamjanUI • 

.. As an agricultural people. they are superior to the Fhake or anr of the frontier 
inhabitants. 'fhey do not. however, excel in the art of weaving or dyemg. and manufao
ture but little beyond the cloths in use among themselves, ooarse white cotton gar
ments are mOle oommon with them than the ooloured habiliments of the other Shans." 

(tii) The Itong •• 

"In their dress they have generally adopted the white of the .A.ssamese, although 
the fashion of their garments is Shan." 

:Bhutia Fabrics. 
It is only the coarser ootton cloths worn by the Bhutias that are woven in the 

country. and the manufaoture of these appears to be confined to the villa"'es near 
the plains; the quality is poor. " Their dress," says Captain Dalton, .. is t> a loose 
woollen coat reaching to the knees, bound round tbe waist by a thick fcld of 
cotton cloth." The full :!'ront of the coat is Used III! a pocket or general receptacle 
for everything from a betel nut to a putrid fish. As the bare skin forms one side 
of this pooket. the arrangement is not of the nicest. These wcollen cloaks are for 
winter use, tbe material used in the summer being a coarse cotton. The belts used by 
the chiefs from which the dao is suspended are embroidered and have a rich appear
ance. The dress of the women is described by Captain Dalton as a long cloak with loose 
sleeves, and by Captain Pemberton as a loose garment, very similar to that worn by the 
lli1l tribes to the eastward of Assam. The material of which this garment is composed 
is not stated. 
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The priests were found by Dr. Griffiths to be the best clothed of all the Dhutias. 
Their dress consisted of a sombre jacket with no sleeves, with either a yellow or red 
silk back; over this a sombre scarf. 

Captain Pemberton considered the Bhutias inferior to the naked Nagas, and Cap
tain Dalton remarked that the Bhutia women appeared to take less care in adorning 
themselves than any other Hill lasses he had met, their clothes being dirty, clumsily 
made and awkwardly put on. 

Other Tribes. 
The above account includes most of the Hill tribes residing in or bordering on 

Assam. The cotton fabrics of the few that remain appear to possess no peculiar inter
est, for little information is available concernIng them. One tribe, perhaps, deserves 
notice,"f7JZ., the Lamas, who live in'the plains beyond the Mishmi country. 1hese 
people, Captain Neufville says, are described as being clothed something after the 
European fashIOn, in trousers and quilted jackets; and Lieutenant Rowlatt, who 
visited the village of 1'uppang in 1844, says that they were dressed. in a loose robe that 
falls in folds around the waist.' 

H. F. SAMMAN. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Jail Manufactures. 
Some of the convicts'in Assam jails are employed in weaving, and the fabrics they produce, though 

. not of much artistio value, are, at any rate, distinct from most others made within the Province. . , 
Owing to the scarcity of labour in AssaJ;ll it was, until quite recently, the policy of Government 

to employ convicts as far as possible on extramural work. Hence weaving like other industries has 
never held au important place among the employments to which the prisoners ale put. Moreover, 
to make it at alI profitable, weaving reqwres some .kill on the part of the workmau, and so th,s form 
of labour is of necessity restricted to two classes of prisoners, flU;., those that know the al1; on entering 
prison, aod those whose tsrms of imprisonment are sufficiently long to allow of their having time to learn 
the art and pl .... tice it. Female convicts appear never to have been largely, if at alI, employed in weaving, 
and the profeSSIOnal weavers of the Surma Valley are not a crimina1 class. Hence the cotton industry 
in the jaa1s of Assam has been almost exclusively confined to the three central jails of Gauhati and 
Tezpur in the ASiam Valley and Sylhet in the Surma Valley. When Dibrugarh was a first class 
jail tho long.term prisoner. were often employed in weaving lan!/ifJ and dusters, but this manufacture 
ceased with the reduotion of the jail to a subsidiary jail in 1879. In the Sibsagar jail a few cloths 
were woveu by the plisoners in 1894 and 1895, but no other subsidiary jail appears to have tried 
weaving. 

1!'rom a statistioal account of the District of Sylhet it appe8J's that, as far back as 1867, the 
priscners made a few cotton fabrics, for the following are mentIoned :-

ColoUled table cloths 8 feet by 5 feet, price RS. Bathing towels, price R9 per dozen. Table 
napkins, dusters, etc" price R3 per dozen. 

'!'he following i. a brief sketch of the weaving induslry in the jails of Assam compiled from recent 
administI'ation reports together with a note on the present state of that industry in the three central 
jails. • 

1 ... 1880 Captain Vl'iIIiamson was de:pl!ted to study the working of Bengal jails, but he reccgnised 
the impcssibihty of introduoing into tbe Juils of As.am any of the manufaotures tben beiog carrIed on 
1D Buxar, Hbogalpur and Ahpur. As regard. weaviDg, he coneidered that tbe manufacture of .atrin!/i, 
and good oarpets might perhaps be introduoed as a remunerative and light form of labour when tbe 
demand for extramural labour .bonld bave slackened, but that, in tbe matter of jail and police clctbing 
and blanket., it would be impossible to compete with the steam power looms of the BeD gal jails. 

Accordingly, for tbe nut ten years, weaving was not encouraged in the jails of Assam, tbongh 
tbe Ganbati jatl did tnrn out .. few cloth. for use by the prisoner. ocnfined there, and in some of tbe 
snbsid,ary jails and look. ups of the Assam Vaney. ]n 1881:the average daily number of prisoners em
ployed on weaving in Gauhati was only 21, in 1882 it fell to 13, and 18 1883 to less than 10, In 188~ 
cloth weaving was included among the mmor industries oarrisd on in the Sylbet jail, and in 1883 
bearly tb. whole of the receipts from weaving were from the jail at Tezpur. It was in this year, 18H3, 
that receipts from different indnstries were first shown separately in the annual returns. Hencofor
ward the receipts from weaving, though fluctuating largely, diminished from R580 (in 1885) to JH911 
in 1891, the lion's shar. always coming D.'om Tezpur, and the small balance entirely from Gauhati and 
Sylhet.' From 1891, however, these receipts rose by leal;!s and bounds, till in 1895 the oomparatively 
large amount of RI,H8 was realised. In Gauhati the mdnstry still takes an insigni6cant place, but 
in Sylhet it has rapidly developed and become far more important than anywhere else,' the receipts 
from Sylhet in 1895 being nearly double those from Tezpur, In 1894 weavmg was started on a 'fe17 
.malI sCale in the Sibsagar subsuhary jatl, but it did not prove a 6UOOess, and has had to be aban· 
doned, , 

The following table shows the rapid development of the oottea weaving industry from 1891 to 
1895. The figuI ... s for 1885 are also given for sake of comparison over a period ot ten years. H 
may be noted that these tigures shew the gross receipts only and nct the profits. 

:Receipt. from cloth weaflillg in ..J.llam jail,. 

y ...... Bylbot, ,Teapv. Gaubali. Siboagar. TCWA~. 

#I .. p . #I .. P- M ... p • Il .. p. Il .. P-

1885 · 28 140 G 369 12 3 3i 9 0 ....... '11 3 9 

----
1891 · 11 6 3 lSI 10 8 29 6- O· ...... 19<1 511 

189' 63 2 S '21 Ii G 35 1& 0 ....... 520 6 9 

1893 · 139 Ii G 620 6 0 28 0 0 ...... .683 11 0 

189-10 · 1.16l I 6 390 12 6 83 12 9 3 6 0 l,6U 1 II 

1,730 -' 

I 11195 · 11 6 97i 10 40 " ' 7 G ,1 I 0 2,U8 IIi 

'" . . . 
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The cause of this rapid increase is an attempt to'produce police and ch~iikidari uniforms in the 
central jails. Such a proposal had been abaudoned as impracticable iu 1880, and.t .s therefore not 
surprising to find that twelve years later, when the conditions in Assam were practically the lame 
and progress had been made in Bengal, the effort did not prove very suocessful. In reviewing the 
result of the experimeut in 1894, the Inspector General of Jails remarked :-" So long as we can find 
remunerative outdoor labour, the result does not matter, but it would be different if we had to find 
more work ins.de our jails." That necessity hae now arisen, for ill 1~96 estramurallabour in all hut 
the smallest jails was almost absolutely prohib.ted. It will be very interesting therefore to watch the 
progress of the industry in future years. That weaving by the hendlooru can ever prove III success 
finaucially can hardly be expected, bu~ there.s no reason, 00 that accouut, why it should not continoe 
to hold an importRnt place among jail industries, as it is eminently adapted to convict labour i it forms 
an exce1leut oocupatlon, the work IS capable of exact measurement, and any scamping is impossible 
without immediate detection. 

In 1890 the Chief Commissioner was of opinion that a move should be made in the direction of 
adapting jail industries to the reqUIrements of the consuming departments of Government. Accordingly, 
in 1891 the Inspector General intended to introduce into two of the central jails the weaving of 
kheki for the Assam Police, bnt exceptional circumstances prevented any new industry from being started 
that year. Th9 project, being approved hy the Chief Commissioner, was carrted into effect tbe following 
year. Tbe results of that year's wOlk are thns stRted bt the Inspector General of Ja.ls :-" Since my 
lost report I have endeavoured to introdnce the weavIDg of kheki cloth. 1 /lave not succeeded in 
Tezpur, bnt in the Gaubati jail I have met with more success. Tbe textnre bas to be Improved 
before tbe cloth can be used for the Military PoliC<!. I have hed more success, however, 10 turning ont 
blne jumpers and dltotis and red l'uggris for the Civil and Armed Civil Pohce. Sample suits have 
been made at hoth Tezpur and Gauhati, ~nd at both statioDs commIttees cO!DPosed of tbe Deputy 
Commissioner, the SuperIDtendent of the Jail and the D.strict Superintendent of Police have ex
amined the articles. The reporte are favonrahle regard 109 the oloth, but the blue oolounng is con
sidered inferIOr. This will have to be improved. SIX su.ts of clotbing mauufactured at each of the two 
jails will be i.sued to policemen, and forther reports made in due course. The jails are able to tnrn 
out thi. clotbing cheaper than similar artIcles now supplied by tbe contractors. 1 bave every hope 
that, w.th cal'eful supervision, the expenment WIll he successful, and that the industry, when fnlly 
developed, Will be beneficial to hotb the pohce and the jaIls." 

These hopes, bowever, were not to be reahsed. In 1893 the manufacture of clothing for the 
CivilPohce was confined to the Tezpnr jail, hnt the resulte were not altogether satisfactory. "We 
made and ... ued during the year the followmg :-

Number Actual oo.t. • Number Sal. price. Profit. mad •• issued. • 
II G. 1'. II G. 1'. II G. p. 

Red puggris . 397 488 18 6 897 496 4- 0 U II 6 

Blue jumpers 8 10 .Jl 0 8 11 0 0 0 8 0 

Blue dhqti' • . . 19 15 7 0 19 I 17 18 0 ~ /I '0 

.. The profit to the jail is very small. We have issued the clothing at rates below tbe contractor's 
rates and the police have likewise saved the cost of carriage to Assam. But the mannfactnre will heve 
to be improved and the oolonr made more fast and lastmg before we can call the experiment a success." 
During th.s year in ,Sylbet some of the prisoners were employed in making clothes for the Manipur 
Stete Jad, and tho manufacture of uniforms for rural choukidars was oommenced. 

In 1894 the only articles of police untform manufactured were red puggris, and these only on a 
small scale; 466 were made at a cost of 11582-11-0 and sold at a profit of 1120-6-0 ooly. The financial 
.·esult therefore was not satisfactory, In Sylbet the manufacture of nniform. for the village chonkidars 
was continued doring the year, and this accounted for the large receipts sbown in the tahle given 
above. The profit. derived from tbe oale of these uniforms are not ststed. .. 

The present stste of the indnstry in the three oentral jads will be seen from tbe following particu. 
lara received from the Deputy ComlOlssioners of those tltree Districts:-

Gau".ti.-The following cotton fabrics are made by the convicts in the Gauheti jail :
(1) Dnsters. 
(2) Prisoners' uniform. 
(8) Towels, 
(4) Red turbans. 
(5) Darris. 

Thess are all made of imported thread bougbt from the bazaar, wbite or ready colonred red or 
green as reqnired.' There is DO account of the profit derived from the manufacture of these fabrics, 
a. the object in view is rather to keep tbe prisoners employed then to acquire a pecuniary pro6t, It 
is estimated, however, that a sheet of clotb measunng n yard. by 1 yard givss a net profit of Hi 
after deductmg the cost of materIal. aod labour. From darri. no profit i. derived. 

Tbe praces. of manufactore, wbich is .... d to be lhe same as that followed by the Asttamese, i. 
tanght to the oonvicts i men and Wl'men of all caste. are employed on this work, bat cblefly Nag .. 
men. 
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""p.r.-The following is a list of al1 the c';hon fabrics made in the Tezpur jail :
I Prisoners' olothing of all sorts. 
2 Uniform for raid warders of the jail. 

The prices of these cannot be compared with bllZaar rates; the oharge is adju~ted by 
book debit. 

8 J AaraN-Du&ters. 
(i) Blue and white oheck. 
(ii) Red and white cheoks 

(IIi) White wilh black border. 
(iv) .. "red " 

4 B",sapor-Sheet. 
Ii D .. "i-Floorcloths • 

Tbe sizes are not stated. 

• Price 3 aunaB. 
• Do. 
• Fries 2 allnRS and :I pie each. 
• Do. 
• Price 8 anllas a yard. 
• Price:lU per yard. 

Tbis jail manufactures the cotton cloths required for the prisoners hy iteelf and the jails of the 
upper distriots of Assam. The dusters are sold to the public and tbe darns are sometimes made to· 
"'Order. 

The prooess of manufaoture is the samo as that followed hy the Assamese~ The thread used i.
and always has beeu imported yam bought from the bazaar ready dyed or plain. 

All classe. of male prisoners are employed withont clietinction of caste or creed, but especially long 
term prisoners. N age men make good weavers, but it has been found that the most skilful weaver. 
are Bengali. who have been previously convicted in Bengal, aud employed on this work in the jail. of 
that Province. 

There is nothing in tho records of tbe jail from which a lIistory of the iudustry can be made out, 
but it appears that weaving has heen carried on on a small scale ever since the cpening of the jail. • 

ByIMI.-The cloths usually made consist chieOy of prison clothing, hut comprise dusters, coarae 
bedsheels, dhuties for the nSB of female prisoner., and coarse sheetings. . 

As for the most part this jailsuppJies the Sub.divisiouallockups in the district, and the subsidiary 
jails of Cachar and Manipur witb a.1l prison clothing, the sale of cloths to the publio does not take plaCe 
to any considerable elltent, and no figUres are therefore available to show the profit or loss arising from 
the manufllOture. 

Ths yarn used for weaving is purchased iu the bazaar, wbich is in turn supplied from Caloutta. 
Last year (1891i) an attempt wae made to produce a stu1f made of cotton mixed with Cawnpore 

wool for winter coats, hut the article proved inferior to oloth of the same sort sold in the hazar. 
Some time back umforms for the rural police (village chonkidars) were made in tIDe jail, but when the 
experiment was being made, no statisti08 were systematically kept. Hence the result of the expsriment 
cannot now be etated. 
• Only handlooms are used, and these are of the same description as those of the weavers of 
Sylhet, and the method of manufacture is the same. . 

A. a rule male convicts of aU castes, including Assamese, .;.. employed in weaving. A certllin 
amount of preliminary training being necessary, it is the practice to employ long-term prisoners on' 
this work. . 

Weaving is Ilot the only stage of the industry carried on in the jails of Assalll. EJperimepte bave 
also been made at cotton ginning and even at the oultivation of cotton. For lome years a cotton gin was 
worked with considerable, thou~h fluotuating, luccess at the Tura lock-Up in the Garo Hills. Iu 
Mr. Darrah's "Note on Cotton lU Assam" 80me interestiogpartionlars haveheengivenregardingthe 
working of \hie gin. Beyond this there is no information available, elOoept the followiog figures whioh 
shnw the gross receipts on accouut of rinoing in the Tura look-up from 1886 to 1893. No Ggnres are 
avatlable for yeare previous to 1886, and, though the giu afforded capital hard work for the prisooers, it 
has now beeu abandoned _ 

Groll recfipt' " • ..,co •• ' of coU •• girt,. •• , ill tA, 1'11", Locl,."p. 
R II. p. 

1886 ~6" 1 1l 
1887 1 1 II 
1888 128 II 8 
1889 836 It 10 
1890 205 12 3 
1891 182 11 8 
1892 99 13 0 
1893 • 93 8 0 
18940 and 1895 •••• Nil. 

Another gill was for some time working at Goalpara, but aot for long. The groea receipts au account 
of gianing by it ia 1887 were R93.S-B. Figw:ea for otber yeare are not availahle. 

Exoept at theBB two pla~ cottall ginning 88eme never to have formed a 81lbstantial Item of 
manufacture iu any of the jails or AsSam. In 1892 .\ Dibrugarh the receipts ou aocount of ginniog 
were RI5-2.1I, and at Nowgong RS.8-Si and in 18U in Tezpnr RI. No other iustsn_ have come 
to Ilotice. 

The only instance of experimental ouUivation of cotton in the jails is one recently made in Tezpnr. 
The following particulars have been I'lOeived: U. U. 61. of land was sown with four seers of Bhoko 
or Garo cotton. Tbe land was fim ploughed and then tha aeeds were sown broadoan in April 18911. 
After this the land was harrowed once. The plants began to yield in September, and are expected to 
continue yieldillg till the end of April. The outtnrn up \0 28th February 1897 was 1 maund 20 seen 
8 ohattocks o[ uncleaned cotton. wbioh was found to contain au. equal qnanti ty of fibre and -a.. The 
quality of the cottoll obtained was, ROOd. The cotton was not Bold, but ~ for use iD the jaiL 
The vaIue of labour expended was liSS-18.0. 011 tha whole. the ~ent may be oonSdered a IIU_ in spite of the parliial failure of rain whell it was mlloh wanted. 
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APPENDIX II. 

"he follolVmg information .about dyeing among the Noras anJ Turungrof J orh .. t has been receiv. 
ed and is given here as snpplomentary to the acconnt contaiued in Mr. Dunoan's Monograph ~age 
49). 

"The Tnrunge and Noras of this sub-division dye ootton thread alld cloths with the rum plan't 
to a very large extent. The process adopted has been very fully desoribed in Mr. Duncan's mono
graph on .. Dyes and Dyeing in Assam," page 49. By this method hgut or dark blue colour is 
obtaine4 as required. This colour i. again oonverted ipto black by the bal k of a large creeper which 
is very common in the jungle and is called by the Assamese Baras; dora lata, and by the Turung. 
Tungatary. It has hooked thorns hke toe Baraai, i.e., fishmg hook. 

"The bark is obtained and cut into small pieces. It is then either slightly boiled or steeped in cold 
water in an earthern or metal vessel till the water attains a reddish black colour. The blue cloth is then 
pnt into the liquid for some minntes. The cloth is then dried in the sun. It is pu' into the liquid 
once or twice acoordiDg to the depth of the dark colour required. 

" They also dye blue or black langeloth in the above way from whioh they make shirts, ooats, 
te " . e • 

APPENDIX III • 

. A good deal of information has heeD received from the various districts concerning tbe vanetie. 
of ootton grown and the method. of cultivation.' It contains little new matier and so has nql; been 
embodied ,n thiS monograph. The following points, however, may be noted. 

In, Nort" Laknimpur, there is only one variety of cotton grown, but it ie called tlAllntl" when 
grown.as a mixed crop with ,,""" paddy, and hira when grown a8 an independent crop. 

In Jrwllfit, there are two kinds of cotton grown, ~ie., one with white flowers ca.lled 60g" kapa!. 
or simply "ap,,1I, and one with khaki flowers called lei ""pall. The 60ga "ap,,11 ia sorted Into ,two 
olasses for sale, "iz. (1) Jola baeA"a which contains the more perfectly opened and woolly pods aDd 
sells at from I) to 8 seers for a rupee i and (2) Kan,Uz (round like the lee,oo), which oontaius the 1m. 
perfectly opened and le8s woolly pod8, and liells at from 7 to 10 seers for a rupee. 

In, NOlOgonU. there are two varieties, .,i •• , the 6fJ1" le"pa" and the .ar. kapaA. The cotton is sorted 
into two classes for sale, and'sometimes into three. The hest quality is called ;oA" and selle at fll) 
per maund, the worst quality is called "n and seUs at RS-8 per maund. An intermediate quality 11&11. 
ed ra6,a6 sells at R40-8 per maund, but the sorting is not nsually carned so far as this. 

, In, Mangaldai, only ons kind of cotton, called '(lrill kapa!l. is said to be cultivated, but ~"'mtj 
"aia" is found in the hom!,s~ad. , _ _ __ 

In Qau--"ati, three kinds of oot~n are grolVn. "i •. , ""oka. ellept; and rang •• 
, I" Bildar, the """ngai,,' variety melitioDe~ b1 Mr. Darrah and deseribed as pale khaki is IBid, 

to be reddith-lVhite. 
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